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This Handbook is intended to make available short grammatical sketches of Australian languages. Each grammar is written in a standard format, following guidelines provided by the editors, and includes a sample text (where available) and vocabulary lists. Volume 1 was published in 1979 and has been generally well received; about 80% of the printing for the Australian market had been sold within the first eighteen months after publication. It contained an introduction by the editors, discussing some of the recurrent features of languages across the continent, together with grammars of Guugu Yimidhirr, by John Haviland; Pitta-Pitta by Barry J. Blake; Gumbaynggir, by Diana Eades; and Yaygir by Terry Crowley.

The contributions to this volume are salvage studies, giving all the information that is available on four languages which are on the point of extinction, and an assessment of what linguistic impressions can be inferred from the unsatisfactory material that is available on the extinct languages of Tasmania.

The main interest of the Wargamay grammar centres on the occurrence of transitive verbs in intransitive constructions (marked by distinctive tense allomorphs and case affixes), which may be the beginnings of a change from an absolutive-ergative to a nominative-accusative grammatical system. Anguthimri shows a quite different phonological outline from most Australian languages and Crowley shows how it has in fact evolved from a language of the regular type through the operation of about twenty ordered diachronic changes; these have given rise to series of fricatives, prenasalised stops, and nasalised vowels, among other features. Watjarri was spoken about three hundred miles north of Perth and Wilf Douglas discusses its interesting similarities to, as well as important differences from, the Western Desert language. Margany and Gunya, from southern Queensland, are effectively dialects of a single language. Breen carefully enumerates the dialectal differences (for instance, only Gunya has bound-form pronouns) and also assesses older sources on this language.

It is planned that Volume 3 will contain a grammatical sketch of Djapu - a Yolŋu dialect spoken at Yirrkala in Eastern Arnhem Land - by Frances Morphy. There should also be some of the following: Warumungu by Jeffrey Heath and Jane Simpson; the Yadhaykenu, Angkamuthi and Atampaya dialects of Uradhi, by Terry Crowley; Nyawaygi, by R.M.W. Dixon; Yukulta, by Sandra Keen; Jabugay, by Elizabeth Patz; Warungu, by Tasaku Tsunoda and Peter Sutton; Kaititj, by Harold J. Koch; Nganhcara by Ian Smith and Steve Johnson.

Each contributor to the Handbook is normally responsi-
ble for having his grammar typed according to a standard style-sheet, and providing camera-ready copy for the editors. Authors are responsible for their own sub-editing and proof-checking. For this volume Margany/Gunya was typed at Monash University by Joan Juliff; all of the remaining contributions were typed by Ellalene Seymour, at the ANU. It is a pleasure to extend thanks to the typists whose skill in using five different golf-balls and variable 10/12 pitch contributes so much to the quality of the Volume. Rose Butt gave invaluable help with checking manuscripts and proofs for style and consistency; and Val Lyon drew the maps with her customary care and skill.

R.M.W.Dixon

February 1981

Barry J. Blake
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>transitive subject (function)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABL</td>
<td>ablative (case)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>absolutive (case)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>accusative (case)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVERS</td>
<td>aversive (case)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>allative (case)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.A.</td>
<td>concurrent action (verb affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAU</td>
<td>causal (case)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUS</td>
<td>causative (deriving transitive verb from noun or adjective)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMIT</td>
<td>comitative (nominal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMP</td>
<td>comparative (nominal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>concomitant (nominal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONJ</td>
<td>conjunctive (verbal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSEC</td>
<td>consecutive (verbal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>continuing action (verbal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTIN</td>
<td>continuative (verbal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT</td>
<td>dative (case)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESID</td>
<td>desiderative (verbal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIMIN</td>
<td>diminutive (nominal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du</td>
<td>dual form of pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERG</td>
<td>ergative (case)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUT</td>
<td>future (tense)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>genitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAB</td>
<td>habitual (verbal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMMED</td>
<td>imminent action (verbal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMP</td>
<td>imperative (verb inflection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPERF</td>
<td>imperfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCH(O)</td>
<td>inchoative (deriving intransitive verb from noun or adjective)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INST</td>
<td>instrumental (case)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INT</td>
<td>interrogative (verbal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTR</td>
<td>intransitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRREAL</td>
<td>irrealis (verb inflection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>intransitive verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>locative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>nominative (case)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOMLSR</td>
<td>nominaliser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NON-FUT</td>
<td>non-future (tense)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>noun phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJ</td>
<td>transitive direct object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERF</td>
<td>perfect (verb inflection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>plural object (verbal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>plural form of pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSS</td>
<td>possessive (case)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POT</td>
<td>potential (verbal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRES</td>
<td>present (tense)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIV</td>
<td>privative (nominal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROHIB</td>
<td>prohibitive (particle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROP</td>
<td>proprietary (nominal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROX</td>
<td>proximate (verbal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PURP</td>
<td>purposive (verb inflection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC</td>
<td>recent past (verbal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECIP</td>
<td>reciprocal (verbal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFLEX</td>
<td>reflexive (verbal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDUP</td>
<td>reduplicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>intransitive subject (function)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sg</td>
<td>singular form of pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAT</td>
<td>stative (verbal affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBORD</td>
<td>subordinate clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR</td>
<td>transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>transitive verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNMKD</td>
<td>unmarked (verb inflection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEXP</td>
<td>unexpected action (verb affix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC</td>
<td>verb complex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Map 2: Wargamay and Its Neighbours (tribal boundaries are only approximate)
1. THE LANGUAGE AND ITS SPEAKERS

1.1 LINGUISTIC TYPE

Wargamay is a fairly typical Australian language with a suffixing, agglutinative structure and free word order. Its most notable characteristic is the fact that transitive verbs can occur in intransitive, as well as in transitive, construction types, mainly to satisfy an 'ergative' syntactic constraint on subordination. In chapter 5 it is suggested that the grammatical changes which have recently taken place in Wargamay could eventually lead to a shift from the present split-ergative morphology to an entirely accusative system.

The consonant inventory consists of four stops (labial, apical, laminal and dorsal), a nasal corresponding to each, one lateral, two rhotics and two semi-vowels. There are three vowels, with a length distinction occurring only in the initial syllable of a word. The dozen or so monosyllabic words all involve a long vowel. Stress goes onto a syllable involving a long vowel if there is one; otherwise onto the first syllable of a disyllabic word but onto the middle syllable of a trisyllabic form.

There are clearly defined classes of nominal (noun and adjective), locational qualifier, time qualifier, pronoun, demonstrative, verb, particle and interjection. Pronouns show singular, dual and plural forms for all three persons (although the 'third person singular' has a wide usage, and may not properly belong in the pronoun class).

There is a system of nine cases for nominals and pronouns, with locational and time qualifiers taking a limited selection from these. There are three systems of case marking for the main syntactic functions of transitive subject (A), transitive object (O) and intransitive subject (S). Nominals and the third person singular pronoun distinguish absolutive (S,O) from ergative (A) case; first and second person non-singular pronouns have separate forms for nominative (S,A) and accusative (O); the remainder -
first and second person singular, third person non-singular, and the interrogative pronoun - have distinct case forms for all three syntactic functions.

Verbs do not show any category of tense; there is instead a rich aspectual-type system. Verbal inflections comprise 'unmarked aspect', perfect, purposive, irrealis, positive imperative, negative imperative and subordinate. There is also a 'continuative' derivational affix, and a comitative suffix that derives transitive from intransitive stems. In addition, transitive and intransitive verbal stems can be derived from nominal and from some interrogative and local roots.

Almost every verbal suffix has two allomorphs - one used on verbs in intransitive constructions with the other being employed on verbs in transitive constructions. Verbal stems fall into two classes: 'intransitive' verbs occur only in intransitive constructions whereas 'transitive' roots can occur in transitive or in intransitive constructions (taking the appropriate inflectional allomorphs).

The scanty material available for Wargamay does not yield overmuch syntactic information. There are, however, well defined complement constructions and also relative clauses. A great deal of the work that is done by syntactic derivation in other Australian languages is achieved in Wargamay by careful employment of transitive verbs in either transitive or intransitive constructions; the kinds of correspondence between these two types of construction are important, both synchronically and diachronically.

Sentence modification is achieved through a set of non-inflecting particles ('not', 'perhaps', 'only' etc). It appears that polar questions can be shown only by a marked intonation pattern.

1.2 DIALECTS

What I refer to as the 'Wargamay language' appears to have had three distinct dialects (shown on the map):

(1) The people living in the rich forest country along the lower reaches of the Herbert River - from just west of the present town of Ingham, through Hawkins Creek, Long Pocket, Herbert Vale and Niagara Vale to Yamanic Creek and the Herbert Gorge - were called Wargamaygan, and referred to their language as Wargamay.

This group had territory on both sides of the river extending just a few miles from the banks; thus Wallaman Falls and the township of Stone River, on the south side, are said to have been included within Wargamaygan territory. ḟubunu was the name given to the Herbert River at the gorge and just downstream from it; and speakers of Wargamay can also describe themselves as ḟu:nbara (-bara 'belonging to' is a productive derivational affix - see 3.1.3). (It is not known for certain whether ḟu:nbara was synonymous with Wargamaygan, or whether it described just one local group of the tribe speaking Wargamay.)

The origin of the name 'Wargamay' is not known. There
may be something in William Craig's suggestion, made in 1898 (see 1.6 below) that the last syllable of 'Wargamay', and of 'Giramay' (which is spoken immediately to the north), is related to maya, the word for 'no' in these two dialects. Certainly the other dialects of the Wargamay language are directly named by their word for 'no'.

(2) The people living around the mouth of the Herbert River (including the present towns of Halifax and Bemerside) called their language Biyay (which was their word for 'no') and could refer to themselves as Biaygiri, involving the productive derivational affix -giri 'with' (see 3.1.3). The gunbbara would refer to speakers of Biyay as gupinbara using the common noun gupin 'the coast, people/things from the coast'.

Biyay, from the mouth of the Herbert River, and Wargamay, spoken up river from it, are mutually intelligible dialects. They have about 90% common vocabulary and very similar grammars - morphological differences include the form of the 'continuative' verbal suffix, and the paradigm of the single irregular verb gj:j(gj)- 'to sit' (differences of verbal morphology are detailed in 3.5.3; lexical differences are fully catalogued in the Vocabulary by semantic fields).

(3) The people living on Hinchinbrook Island and the adjacent mainland (south from the present town of Cardwell), a country of mountainous jungle and flat mangrove swamps, also appear to have spoken a dialect referred to as Biyay (and to have been themselves called Biyaygiri). Tindale quotes a tribal name 'Bandjin'; this is the common noun bapjin 'sea water', and thus on a par with names gunbbara and gupinbara.

Hinchinbrook Biyay did show some lexical differences from Halifax Biyay, but more than 90% of their vocabularies are identical. Since no speakers survive for this dialect, and the only information is from a few short word lists of fifty and more years ago, no details of the grammar are known. However, from informants' comments it is likely that the grammar would have been very close to that of the other two dialects.

These three dialects are recognised, by their speakers and by those of neighbouring languages, to form a tight-knit group - to be, effectively, dialects of a single language. Indeed, the name 'Wargamay' is commonly used to refer to this language. Thus Nora Boyd, the informant for the Halifax dialect, would sometimes say that she spoke Wargamay but at other times (especially if emphasising some difference from the dialect spoken upstream) might specify it more exactly as Biyay. Similarly, speakers of Giramay would talk of Wargamay being spoken over the whole Cardwell/Herbert Vale/Halifax area, but would mention that the variety spoken at Cardwell itself was called Biyay.

We are thus taking over the usage of speakers in referring to (1-3) as the Wargamay dialect, the Halifax Biyay dialect, and the Hinchinbrook Biyay dialect of the Wargamay language. To avoid confusion Wargamay is used below for
the language name, with initial letters normally being employed to refer to dialects:

W - (1) Wargamay dialect  
B - (2) Halifax Biyay dialect  
H - (3) Hinchinbrook Biyay dialect

1.3 SURROUNDING LANGUAGES

To the north of Wargamay is Giramay - the most southerly dialect of the large 'Dyirbal language' (see Dixon 1972) - spoken by the Giramaygan tribe. Giramay and Wargamay have around 48% common vocabulary, squarely within the 'equilibrium figures' predicted for languages that have been in contiguity for a substantial period (Dixon 1972:331-7, 1980a:254-60): a comparison of verb forms shows only 32% being completely or almost completely identical (differing only as regards vowel length, etc) suggesting that the languages may not be closely genetically related.

To the south-east is Nyawaygi which shows about 45% common vocabulary with Wargamay (the figure is about the same for verbs and for non-verbs). Again, there is no evidence for strong genetic connection.

Inland from Wargamay, to the west and south-west, is Waruŋu, the northmost member of the closely related 'Maric' group of languages that extends as far south as the New South Wales border. There is less lexical overlap here - the common vocabulary stands at 35% and a verb count shows 29%. (The Waruŋu data comes from Alf Palmer who also knows Dyirbal and Wargamay and tends to mix these languages together. As a result, the figures quoted for Wargamay-Waruŋu common vocabulary may be somewhat higher than they should be.)

When one turns to grammar there are again no overwhelming similarities in any one direction. Waruŋu is fairly different, but both Giramay and Nyawaygi show interesting points of congruence. Giramay, Wargamay and Nyawaygi do, in fact, have virtually identical paradigms for first and second person pronouns. Wargamay resembles Giramay in having only two verbal conjugations, in having separate inflections for dative and genitive, and in having no monosyllabic verb roots. It resembles Nyawaygi in having contrastive vowel length, in the form of some verbal affixes, and in the form of the interrogative pronoun.

In sum, although Wargamay shows strong similarities to the north (Giramay) and to the south (Nyawaygi) the evidence does not permit us to put forward a close genetic connection in either direction. (Dyirbal and Nyawaygi differ so markedly that there is no chance of connecting all three languages in terms of some 'low node' on the Australian language tree.)
1.4 SECTIONS

Some information about the life and beliefs of the Wargamaygan is included in Lumholtz (1887, 1888, 1889, 1921), and in Craig's letters to A.W. Howitt (see 1.5, 1.6). Each member of the tribe belonged to one of the four sections. These interrelated as follows:

A man who is: must marry a woman their children being:

- **wungu**
- **guggugu**
- **gurgila**
- **wuğuru**

who is

- **gurgila**/**gurgila**ygağgan
- **wungurayggan**
- **wungurayggan**
- **wuçjurayggan**

Note that the feminine forms involve the addition of -rayggan to a disyllabic masculine form and -ayggan to a trisyllabic form (with the -a- replacing the final -u of a masculine form); this is probably related to the feminine suffix -gan which occurs in a number of eastern languages (see Dixon 1972:12-13, 31, 319).

Lumholtz (1889:199) mentioned these terms in an interesting paragraph: 'The black man whom I had persuaded to go with me was related to one of my men, Yanki. He was Yanki's Otero. In the tribes the words oterö, gorgero, gorilla, gorgorilla are found, which designate various kinds of relations. Sometimes a man would be called oterö or gorgerö without the addition of any other name, and still everyone knew who was meant. There are similar words to designate female relations, in which case the termination ingan is substituted for the final o or a, thus oteringan, gorgeringan, etc.' Lumholtz has clearly transcribed two of the section names reasonably well, but has used gorilla and gorgorilla where /gurgila/ and /wuğuru/ would be expected (the Dyirbal equivalent of wungu is digunyara, which is no more recognisable here). See also Birtles (1976:15).

In his correspondence with Howitt, William Craig transcribed the section names quite accurately: his letter of 2nd June 1898 give the masculine and feminine forms as woongoo/woongoo-ringan, goorgoo-roo/goor-goo-ringan, goor-gil-ah/goor-gil-ingan, woonth-oo-roo/woon-oo-ringan. John Murray (1886) gives identical section names for Hinchinbrook Biyay: woongo, kookooroo, koorkeela, woottcheroo. Note that a corresponding four-section system is employed by the Dyirbalgan (Dixon 1972:27-31) and in fact over much of south-eastern Queensland (Murray 1886 states equivalences between Hinchinbrook and Wide Bay section names).

A little information has been obtained in the totems associated with each section. Speakers emphasised that there were many more totems, which they could not recall:

- **wungu** - gargay 'small hawk'
- **gurgugu** - gungunu 'thunderstorm'; guçungul 'small hawk'
  (the latter totem was given by Craig, but is not remembered by present-day informants).
- **gurgila** - 'eel'; yungubala 'black python'; yamani 'rainbow';
- **wuğuru** - waga 'crow'
1.5 CONTACT HISTORY

The first Europeans to visit Wargamay territory were Captain King and the crew of the survey cutter Mermaid who anchored off Goold Island - five miles north of Hinchinbrook - from 19th to 21st June 1819. King (1827:199-203) records how he traded fishing hooks and lines for Biyaygiri baskets and turtle pegs, and describes the canoes, forms of bodily decoration, etc.

Goold Island became a favoured place of call for water. The first vocabulary - of some fifteen words - was procured by Mr Evans, master of Captain Blackwood's survey ship Fly, in late May 1843 (see Jukes 1847, I:93-4).

A settlement was established at Cardwell in January 1864. The inevitable clashes followed - Aborigines felt they had a right to spear European cattle feeding on their tribal lands and the settlers were so incensed by this that they took human life in return, whereupon the Aborigines retaliated by taking white lives. Dorothy Jones' Cardwell Shire Story (1961) provides an excellent history of settlement in the area, paying some attention to the affect it had on Aboriginal society.

On 9th March 1872 a party of police and troopers led by Sub-Inspector Robert Johnstone beat a cordon across Hinchinbrook Island and cornered almost all the tribe on a point. According to Jones' (1961:170-1) interview with an early settler 'those who were not shot on land were shot as they attempted to swim away'; she remarks that what was reported in the paper as the killing of 'a few unfortunates' amounted to 'almost total massacre of the tribe'. The slaughter was purportedly in retaliation for an attack by Aborigines on Europeans shipwrecked from the brig Maria (Jones 1961:164-70).

This massacre did attract national publicity. The Pastoral Register, a Sydney paper, mentioned that 'a writer in the Central Australasian, who proposes to give a narrative of the expedition to the wreck of the ill-fated "Maria" says: - "We brought off with us Mr Johnston, Sub-inspector of Native Police; and from hearing his conversation with some of our fellows, I got my first insight into the atrocious state of public opinion in North Queensland with reference to the blacks. He spoke of killing whole camps - not merely men, but girls and piccanninies - with the greatest coolness"'. The matter was brought up in the Queensland Parliament with the Colonial Secretary stoutly denying that the government 'pursued a policy of extermination in dealing with the blacks'; rather 'the policy of the Government towards the blacks had been for the repression of crime' (Queensland Parliamentary Debates, 5th Series, 1871, pp 323-4). Nowhere in the Colonial Secretary's statement, or in the cables he quoted from Johnstone, was there any denial concerning the Hinchinbrook slaughter.

Even after this the white attitude appears not to have softened and in the note by M.Armstrong, Esq., Inspector of
Police, on the Aborigines of 'Hinchinbrook Island and the Mainland Adjacent' in Curr's *Australian Race* (1886, II:418-21) it is said that 'the tribe wore no clothes in their original state, but those who are now (in 1880) allowed to come to Cardwell do so' (my italics). Indeed, Cardwell continues to this day to be a town with an intransigent attitude towards Aborigines. On commencing fieldwork in October 1963 I enquired of the Cardwell policeman (who was, under the laws in force then, local Protector of Aborigines) whether there might be anyone left with language competence and received the answer 'there are no niggers in this town'.

Murder was only one of the dangers to which the Biyaygiri were exposed. In 1882 a Mr Cunningham was sent by the American showman Barnum to bring back some Australian Aborigines for exhibition. He gathered five men, two women and one baby from Hinchinbrook Island and from Palm Island (twenty miles to the south-east). There was an incident in Melbourne when one Aborigine, Tambo, is said to have killed a policeman who complained about his lack of clothing. But, despite protestations in Parliament and in the press, the party left for America (one Aborigine dying en route); they were then 'exhibited' in London, Brussels, Cologne, Berlin and Paris (see Houzé and Jacques 1884:97-9). There is no record of whether they were ever returned to their tribal lands.

The Wargamaygan, up on the Herbert River, were less affected by European and Chinese contact. They had sufficient numbers and freedom to continue with a recognisable tribal life until the end of the century. The Norwegian zoologist Carl Lumholtz lived among them, by an abandoned cattle station at Herbert Vale, from August 1882 until July 1883. Lumholtz's classic *Among Cannibals* (1889, see also 1887, 1888, 1921), has a great many observations on the life and customs of the tribe. He said that their 'culture - if indeed they can be said to have any culture whatever - must be characterised as the lowest to be found among the whole genus *homo sapiens* (viii). But Lumholtz himself must be assessed as an unobservant and uninsightful anthropological observer. For instance, he refers (201) to Yamina, a monster which lived in a certain water hole and 'of which the natives stood in mortal dread... A gun would be of no use, they said, for the monster was invulnerable'. This was almost certainly the rainbow-serpent, yamani - in this and other instances Lumholtz made no effort to delve below the surface of his informants' comments, and plainly did not realise they had such things as myths. However, despite the shallowness of Lumholtz's cultural understanding and insight (and his failure to learn to speak the language) the information he gives on the break-up of tribal life, in the face of European contact, is outstanding.

William Craig had been running a cattle station at Niagara Vale - a little higher up the Herbert River than Lumholtz's base at Herbert Vale - for some years before, in 1888, he opened up a correspondence with the anthropologist A.W. Howitt in Victoria (Craig mentions that he had written several articles on Aborigines for the *Queenslander*). The letters to Howitt give the section system, marriage laws,
totems and some other cultural information; they appear mostly to deal with the Wargamaygan although there may be some intrusions from Giramaygan (when quoting numbers, for instance, in the letter of 14th April 1898, he gives Giramay bulari 'two' rather than Wargamay yaga). (These letters are in the A.W.Howitt papers, National Museum of Victoria.)

Craig was concerned with the welfare of the Wargamaygan and on 26th January 1898 had written to Parry-Okeden, the Commissioner of Police in Brisbane:

'In the interests of the aboriginals here I take the liberty of writing to you. There are about 80 here who have not yet got down the river and mixed with the Chinese and colored races or learnt the opium habit to any great extent. While I have been here I have found horses and packed the Govt blankets allowed them and always permitted them to camp on my run and hunt through my cattle and gave them medicines as far as I was able. I also killed any waster cattle I had for them. 'As the ticks killed nearly all my cattle, and I am about to leave here, seeing that the Govt intend to do something for the amelioration of the aborigines I think it would not be amiss in the interests of those here to supply you with some information about them, so that if you think fit you may be able to do something for them, as other station owners do not care to have them hunt and camp about their runs or homesteads and they will surely drift down among the Chinese and Malays where the opium charcoal and disease will soon finish them. 'I think there is a splendid place here for the Govt to make a reserve in which they could gather most of the blacks from around the lower Herbert where they are mixed with the alien colored races and dying from opium charcoal and disease. This country has become useless for grazing on account of the heavy undergrowth but the blacks get a good deal of food from the Yu-boo-loo tree nuts (ground to flour) and the Wong-ah or Chestnut. [Craig is probably referring to jubula, Podocarpus amarus, and wapa, Castanospermum australe]. From here over to Cardwell in a straight line about 20 miles there is a range covered with dense coast scrubs in which this food with scrub turkeys eggs etc. is plentiful, and Sea View Range on the other side shuts the Herbert into a gorge and is good hunting and food ground also, while if any agriculture is desired there are enough isolated rich flats that will grow anything tropical...' 

Craig's letter was forwarded to the Inspector of Police at Townsville, who asked Constable Holmes of Cardwell to comment. Holmes confirmed that 'the particular tribe of blacks spoken of by Mr Craig are rather a superior class of the general run of blacks in the district the greater proportion of them being free from disease and opium charcoal is a thing almost unknown to them. The Constable has seen these blacks in numbers of from 50 to 60 on the Bora ground about 14 miles to the North West of Cardwell on Saltwater Creek. Not only does the wild fruit that Mr Craig mentions grow here but a great many others.' Holmes was not, however, in favour of making a reserve at the location suggested by Craig because it was hard to reach from Cardwell (the very reason Craig thought it would be suitable, this inaccessibility serving as a protection against the temptations available on the coast). Craig's letter was acknowledged from Brisbane with the assurance that 'the subject is receiving attention'. (Craig's and Holmes's letters are
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held in the Archives Section of the Public Library of Queensland.) But nothing positive was ever done. In fact those Aborigines who did not succumb to the Chinaman's opium stood a good chance of being hunted and shot by the 'native police' (cf Kennedy 1902); the only text obtained from Lambert Cocky (see 1.7) in 1972 told of attacks and massacres by this force around the turn of the century.

Still, those Aborigines who did survive were able to live a fairly free life. In 1896 E.J. Banfield went to live on Dunk Island - twenty miles north of Hinchinbrook - and his four volumes of diary and reminiscence (Banfield 1908, 1911, 1918, 1925) contain a good deal of information about Aborigines and their habits, with Aboriginal names for a fair number of plants, animals, etc. In Confessions of a Beachcomber (1908:8) Banfield stated that only four of the original 'Dunk tribe' were alive when he settled there, and maintained that their language was nearer to that of Hinchinbrook than to the mainland. Banfield's narrative freely mixes words from Biyay and from dialects of Dyirbal, but in one passage (1908:292-3) he does focus on language and gives parallel 18-word vocabularies from two Aborigines, Tom and Nelly. 'Tom's totemic title, "Kitalbarra", is derived from a splinter of a rock off an islet to the south-east of Dunk Island. "Oongle-bi", Nelly's affinity, is a rock on the summit of a hill on the mainland, not far from her birthplace.' Whereas the words from Nelly are recognisable as a dialect of Dyirbal, those given by Tom appear to be Hinchinbrook Biyay. This may be taken as evidence that Dunk Island was in fact part of Biyaygiri territory.

The period of freedom ended in 1914 when most of the surviving Aborigines were rounded up and taken, some in chains, to the Hull River Mission - Banfield expressed regret at what he considered an unnecessary step in Last Leaves from Dunk Island (1925). When the settlement at Hull River was destroyed by a cyclone, in 1918, its inmates were transferred to Palm Island.

It is worth noting that all my informants for Wargamay and Biyay would have been children at the time William Craig left Niagara Vale. No one born in the following generations learnt anything of the language.

1.6 PREVIOUS WORK ON THE LANGUAGE

There are several early vocabularies of the Biyay dialects:
(1) 15 words collected by Mr Evans of HMS Fly, May 1843 (Jukes 1847, I:93-4). All but two of these are clearly recognisable as H.
(2) Houze and Jacques (1884) give about 200 words from 'Île D'Hinchinbrook', taken from 'Bob' and 'Billy'. In most cases only one item is quoted but where there are two variants that given by Billy appears to be Hinchinbrook Biyay whereas that from Bob is Halifax Biyay. There are some general comments on the language and its pronunciation; the quality of transcription is fair.
(3) Edward Curr in his compendium *The Australian Race* (1886, II:418-21) included under 'Hinchinbrook Island and the Mainland Adjacent' a few cultural notes by M. Armstrong, Esq. Inspector of Police, and a vocabulary of about 130 words (together with details of sections) by John Murray. Robert Johnstone wrote of Murray that he was a 'keen observer, a first class bushman with a thorough understanding of the blacks, [and that he] spoke fluently the languages of the tribes of Rockingham Bay, Wide Bay, Rockhampton, the Murray River and the Edward River of N.S.W.' (Jones 1961: 106, quoting from 'Spinifex and Wattle', a series of articles by Johnstone in *The Queenslander*, 1903-4). Murray's vocabulary is predominantly of H (although there may be a few Giramay words mixed in - both biyay 'no' and maya 'no' appear, for instance) and the standard of transcription is again fair.

(4) Banfield's (1908:292-3) 18-word vocabulary gathered from 'Tom' is of H, and is rather well transcribed. The majority of the commonest nouns and verbs Banfield quotes throughout his narratives belong to Dyiru or other dialects of Dyirbal, showing that he had more contact with speakers of this language than with the Biyaygiri (indeed there were at the time many more Dyirbal speakers around than there were Biyaygiri).

(5) On 28th October 1938 N.B. Tindale recorded on Palm Island a vocabulary of about 80 words that was headed 'Bandjin (Biyay)'. This was taken down from Jimmy Banfield, whom I met on Palm Island in 1964, being told that he was the last of the Hinchinbrook tribe; Banfield told me that he knew no Biyay and this was confirmed by other informants. It is thus not surprising that the vocabulary Banfield gave Tindale is almost straight Dyirbal with just a handful of Biyay words interspersed (kai 'ground', kakakau 'walk' and one or two more). It is worth noting that for 'no' Tindale first wrote down imba (the Dyirbal word is yimba) but then crossed it out and inserted bijai with the parenthetic comment 'this is the word which defines their language'.

(6) William Craig recorded a few Biyay words in a letter to Howitt - see (10) below.

(7) Archibald Meston's papers include seven words from Cardwell on page 6 of his notebook Folio 1 (in the Oxley Library, Brisbane); most of them are forms that occur in both Giramay and Wargamay.

The material gathered on the W dialect comprises:

(8) Lumholtz included a page of grammatical comments on the language in *Among Cannibals* (1889:308-9). About 120 words (with just a few Biyay and Giramay intrusions) are scattered throughout the text and also gathered together in a vocabulary at the end (312-3). Lumholtz's ear was not outstanding - thus he spent a great deal of his time trying to obtain a specimen of the tree-climbing kangaroo (Dendrolagus lumholtzii) called in Wargamay bulqgari, but Lumholtz consistently called it 'Boongary', failing for a year to hear the -I-. But on the whole Lumholtz's language material is fair and useful. In view of the importance of Lumholtz's book a full commentary on his language material
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is included in an Appendix at the end of this grammar.

(9) Kendal Broadbent noted about a dozen Aboriginal names for plants and animals in his diary of a trip collecting for the Queensland Museum in the Cardwell district, 1886 (the diary is now in the Queensland Museum Library). Some words are close to some of those obtained by Lumholtz; others appear to be Wargamay or Giramay.

(10) In a letter to A.W. Howitt dated 24th July 1898 William Craig correctly identified the 'tribes' of the region as Warga-mi, Kirra-mi, War-oong-oo, Bei and Nowa-gee. He did not like the term 'tribe', saying that they were more like Scottish clans. Craig took 'language' to be a defining characteristic of this grouping (cf Dixon 1976a), thus:

'I give below the groups or clans with their name; it appears to me it is connected with language more than anything else as it does not bind them for agression or tribal organisation nor prevent intermarrying... I give you the five groups close here and a few of their commonest words, so you can see what you can make out of it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Sun</th>
<th>Moon</th>
<th>Fire</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Where</th>
<th>go</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>War-ga-mia</td>
<td>Currie</td>
<td>Ballane</td>
<td>Wibara</td>
<td>Woo-ee</td>
<td>Ballanoo</td>
<td>Yuln-gun</td>
<td>Boor-ee</td>
<td>Com-oo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirra-mia</td>
<td>Currie</td>
<td>Ballanoo</td>
<td>You-goo</td>
<td>Com-oo</td>
<td>Mia</td>
<td>In-yan</td>
<td>wan-ja</td>
<td>yan-ulgo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>War-oong-oo</td>
<td>Yuln-gun</td>
<td>Ballanoo</td>
<td>Boor-ee</td>
<td>Com-oo</td>
<td>Nowa Yae-oo</td>
<td>wan-ja</td>
<td>Yae-oo</td>
<td>wan-ja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bei</td>
<td>Woo-ee</td>
<td>Ballan</td>
<td>Mingoo</td>
<td>Com-oo</td>
<td>Be-i Iba</td>
<td>wan-ja</td>
<td>moom-a-goo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nowa-gee</td>
<td>I cannot give you this just now but Nowa means No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'I give you here some words that I have got from a boy who has been on the Johnstone to the N.of Cardwell and says he knows their talk Uth-an -

(11) On 3rd November 1938 N.B. Tindale collected a Wargamay vocabulary on Palm Island. This is, like all Tindale's material, well transcribed and is clearly identifiable as W, with a few B intrusions.

Most of the words in the Wargamay and Biyay lines are quite recognisable. 'Woo-ee' indicates wi: 'sun' (gari occurs only in Dyirbal), 'moon' is in fact balanu in W and balan in B, 'fire' is wagun, 'water' is gaul in W and gamu in H, 'no' is maya in W and biyay in B, 'yes' is in fact gayi in both dialects, 'where' is based on the root wapga- (mipa is 'what') and 'go' should be gaga- (yan is a Waruŋu form). 'Wibara' may relate to wi: 'sun' and the derivational affix -bara 'belonging to' (3.1.3) but mingoo and moom-a-goo from the Biyay lines are not recognisable. The inclusion of gamu for 'water' indicates that Craig may have taken the Biyay line from a member of the Hinchinbrook group (Halifax Biyay has gaul, like W). The Giramay and Waruŋu lines have a similar sprinkling of errors and the last line (from the Johnstone River) appears to be a northerly dialect of Dyirbal, probably Ngajan (Craig's 'Uth-an').

(11) On 3rd November 1938 N.B. Tindale collected a Wargamay vocabulary on Palm Island. This is, like all Tindale's material, well transcribed and is clearly identifiable as W, with a few B intrusions.
However, Tindale's placement of Wargamay and Nyawaygi on his tribal maps (1940 and 1974) is not correct. He attributes the Bandjin/Biyay tribe solely to Hinchinbrook Island (presumably on Jimmy Banfield's testimony); in fact it occupied the adjacent mainland (attributed by Tindale to Giramay) and the land around the mouth of the Herbert River. In the case of Wargamay, Tindale describes the territory as 'coast at Halifax Bay, inland to slope of Coast Range; north to Ingham and Lucindia Point; south to Black River, twenty miles north of Townsville (seven hordes are mentioned in the literature)'. The literature cited by Tindale is the entry by Cassady and Johnstone in Curr (1886, II:424-31); but this in fact refers to the Nyawaygi tribe (the name is not given but comparison of vocabularies - for instance, those gathered by Tindale himself in 1938 - establishes this quite conclusively). In fact, the territory Tindale ascribes to Wargamay was occupied partly by Biyay but largely by Nyawaygi, a coastal people who Tindale mistakenly attributes to an inland tract. As already noted, the Wargamaygan occupied territory on both sides of the Herbert River - Tindale allocates that on the north bank to Giramay and the southerly portion to Nyawaygi.

(12) About 1961 La Mont West Jnr worked at Palm Island with Jimmy Johnson (Johnson died a few months afterwards). West lent me his notes in 1964. They involve 1300 numbered items (mostly single words), which appear to have been dictated almost randomly by Johnson, with West making no attempt to cross-check or systematise the data he was writing down, or to gain any understanding of the language. Glosses are often misleading and the transcription is phonetically poor - for instance, item 1032 is given as 'wuripa bulumbi wa-kunka - take stick away and chuck in bush'; this is almost certainly (following West's use of voiceless stop symbols) wurpi p u £ m b i w a k u • nta 'big-ABS throw-IMP tree-LOC'. In most cases West missed the important, phonologically-distinctive vowel length in initial syllables.

West made a tape-recording of songs, pronouns and a few somewhat halting texts; the tape is deposited with the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies. The quality of recording is very poor, and when I played it to Alf Palmer, in 1967, he professed himself unable to make it out. However, it was possible to check with Palmer and with other informants some of the words and grammatical forms, from West's transcriptions of the tape and from my listening to it.

Johnson undoubtedly had a fair command of Wargamay and was said to be an excellent raconteur. But it is clear from the material (corroborated by other informants) that he tended to mix Giramay in with Wargamay. This, together with the poor quality of the Johnson material, severely limits its value. I did use it during my own field work to suggest forms, but always required careful corroboration from a Wargamay informant (see 1.7).

(13) In 1970 Peter Sutton contacted John Tooth, at Minnamoolka Station, and recorded a few minutes Wargamay on tape; no written notes were taken. Sutton made the tape available to me and suggested Tooth as a potentially useful
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(14) About 1974 Tony Beale recorded a few score words from Nora Boyd, at Ayr, and passed these on to me. (I had previously contacted Mrs Boyd, but Beale discovered her whereabouts quite independently).

(15) Tasaku Tsunoda worked intensively at Palm Island with Alf Palmer (born about 1890) on what was described in 1971 as Kutjal and in 1972 as Waruŋu - see Tsunoda's MA thesis (1974). The material Palmer gave on Waruŋu is splattered with Dyirbal words and morphemes and ideally requires checking with another speaker of Waruŋu. Although Palmer's parents were Waruŋu, he has lived most of his life in Wargamay- and Dyirbal-speaking districts (and, for the last thirty or so years, Dyirbal has been the only one of these languages to be actively spoken in everyday affairs).

In September 1974 Tsunoda elicited some Wargamay material from Palmer (as I had done ten years before - see 1.7), making this available to me. A few months later Palmer told Peter Sutton that he had given Tsunoda some Wargamay, but was afraid that a bit of Waruŋu had got muddled in! This material does in fact contain intrusions from Waruŋu and from Dyirbal; it also mixes together the distinct W and B dialects of Wargamay (for instance, Palmer uses both the -bali and -ni varieties of the continuative verbal suffix - 3.5.3).

Most tribes in this area have an extensive 'avoidance vocabulary' used in the presence of (amongst others) a parent-in-law of the opposite sex. The Dyirbal and Yidiŋ term for this speech-style is Dyalŋuy; it is often referred to in English as 'mother-in-law language'. I asked Palmer in 1964 concerning a Wargamay avoidance style and he affirmed there was one, but he could only remember three words (quoted in 1.7 below). However, during 1971-4 Palmer would, apparently randomly, tell Tsunoda that a certain Waruŋu or Wargamay item was 'Dyalŋuy' (especially when, say, two words had been given for the same thing). None of these later Dyalŋuy labellings has any veracity; almost all are straightforward Waruŋu, Wargamay or Dyirbal items.

1.7 SOURCES FOR THIS STUDY

I did some peripheral work on Wargamay in 1964 and 1967 (whilst primarily concerned with Dyirbal) gathering material from Alf Palmer (djambilŋay) at Palm Island. A comparative vocabulary of some 500 items was elicited in Wargamay, Waruŋu, Dyirbal and Giramay and some basic grammatical paradigms in Wargamay were also obtained. In addition, Palmer spoke Waruŋu and Wargamay material of his own choosing (words and simple sentences) onto tapes after I left the field, under the auspices of Jack Doolan of Palm Island. He consistently declined to give any textual material. At this time Palmer volunteered just three words in the Dyalŋuy 'avoidance style' of Wargamay - bingubara 'foot', guygara 'water' and mandiŋa 'hand'; the correspondent forms in the unmarked 'everyday style' of Wargamay are bingap, ŋalu and mala respectively. Note though that mandiŋa
is the form for 'hand' in the H dialect (attested in sources (1) - (4) of 1.6). Palmer did not appear very certain of these items, and it was not possible to obtain confirmation from any other informants.

Intensive study of the language ran from 1972 to 1980 and involved work with John Tooth and Lambert Cocky (W dialect) and Nora Boyd (B dialect). Each of these informants was less liable to muddle in material from other languages than were Jimmy Johnson (1.6) and Alf Palmer but it was still necessary to exercise extreme care in separating out Wargamay from the Giramay dialect of Dyirbal. Every putative Wargamay lexical item - given by Alf Palmer and/or Jimmy Johnson - was checked with at least one, and preferably two or all three, of Tooth, Cocky and Boyd. Particular care was taken in checking items which appeared to coincide in Wargamay and Giramay. The grammar was also carefully sifted to exclude extraneous elements.

At first Giramay was used as a means of elicitation. But since Giramay forms and constructions are often close to - but not identical with - Wargamay this sometimes tended to confuse speakers; they would continue in Giramay, or say that Wargamay was 'the same' when in fact there were slight differences. Because of this, most of the later elicitation was done using just Wargamay and English (in which all of the informants were quite fluent).

John Tooth's name is guraminbal, literally 'shoot the cloud' (this relates to the thunderstorm, a totem of his section, gu-gugu). Born at Abergowrie of a Giramay mother and Malay father, he was brought up by his Wargamay stepfather at Lannercost and Stone River; Tooth speaks the W dialect but is also quite at home in Giramay. He remembers as a boy walking with his tribe to a corroboree near Innisfail; to another at the Argentine Gold Mine, about 40 miles inland from Townsville; and to a third at the tin mine on the Charters Towers/Lynd road. Tooth has worked most of his life at cattle stations on the tablelands north of the Herbert and was contacted in 1972, 1973, 1974 and 1977 at Glen Ruth (formerly Cashmere). His knowledge of Wargamay was rather rusty but this was compensated by his intelligence and application. It was possible to record from him two very short texts, to obtain or check the best part of a thousand lexical items and to elicit on a wide range of grammatical points. John Tooth has a fine linguistic sense; if I made mistakes in trying to construct Wargamay sentences he would reject them because 'it doesn't seem to rhyme', his way of saying they were ungrammatical.

The fact that John Tooth also speaks Giramay (and of course there have been more people to speak to in Giramay than in Wargamay, over the last few decades) affects his Wargamay a little. Tooth tends to use the irrealis inflection -ma mostly in the 'lest' sense, probably because the Giramay verbal inflection -bila is restricted to a 'lest' sense; he would use -ma with a simple future sense sometimes but less often than would Cocky (or Boyd). Tooth would also use transitive verbs in intransitive constructions a little less often than Cocky or Boyd; in Giramay transitive verbs can only occur in transitive constructions.
Lambert Cocky (or Atkinson) is named burayŋgubuŋu and belongs to the wuŋguŋu section. One parent was Wargamaygan and and one Biyaygiri; thus although Cocky’s dialect is predominantly W there is some B mixed in (but scarcely any Giramay). Like John Tooth, he was probably born a few years before 1900. Cocky was interviewed in 1972 and 1973 at Dan Sheahan’s cane farm, on the bank of the Herbert River, just east of Abergowrie (in original Wargamaygan territory) and in 1974, 1975, 1977 and 1980 at the Eventide Home, Charters Towers. Cocky may have been more fluent in Wargamay than John Tooth but was at first a difficult informant, not inviting direct questions. Despite this, it was possible to check several hundred lexical items with him and to clarify a number of grammatical points; he also recorded one short text (see 1.5).

Nora Boyd, named at birth giŋgul, later called ŋuŋguŋu, was the only source for the Halifax Biyay dialect. She was interviewed at Ayr in 1973 and 1974 and at Halifax in 1975. Nora Boyd was reported to be in her nineties (she had a son in an old folks’ home, and went to visit him periodically) but was as mentally agile as John Tooth or Lambert Cocky, each of whom was a dozen years her junior. Mrs Boyd spoke pure Biyay and although she could sometimes recognise preferred items to be in the W dialect or in Giramay she would never mix these into her own speech. Nora Boyd did not give texts but was unfailingly courteous in volunteering and checking all manner of lexical and grammatical points. Only a limited amount of work was possible with Nora Boyd, before her death in late 1976; it was not possible to check a number of grammatical points, or whether many W lexemes also occurred in B.

Arthur Wild, named gububagi, (born at Abergowrie) was interviewed near Halifax in 1972 and 1973 (he died in 1974). Although most helpful, he was too old and semi-senile to yield any information that had not already been obtained from Tooth and Cocky.

2. PHONOLOGY

This description is in part conceived of as a section of an areal study of the languages in the Cairns/Townsville region. These are, from north to south, Yidîŋ (Dixon 1977a); Dyirbal with major dialects Ngajan, Mamu, Dyirbal and Giramay (Dixon 1972); Wargamay with dialects Biyay and Wargamay; and Nyawaygi.

Yidîŋ, Dyirbal and Wargamay have an identical set of sixteen segmental phonemes. In Nyawaygi original *d has changed to r or r except within a consonant cluster; in modern Nyawaygi [d] and [r] can be grouped together as allophones of a single phoneme, giving an inventory of just fifteen phonemes.

The four languages differ in the occurrence of vowel length. Length occurs only in initial syllables in Nyawaygi and Wargamay, only in non-initial syllables in Yidîŋ, and in any syllable in the northerly dialects of Dyirbal.
The southern Dyirbal dialects do not show contrastive vowel length.

It is likely that Wargamay and Nyawaygi preserve a length distinction that was in a proto-language, ancestral to the four modern tongues (Dixon 1980a); this initial length contrast has simply been lost in Dyirbal and Yidiŋ. Yidiŋ has evolved a length distinction in non-initial syllables by a series of recent changes (documented in Dixon 1977a:42-88, 1977b), while the Ngąjan and Waŋ dialects of Dyirbal have developed long vowels in all types of syllables through a recent change of a quite different type (Dixon 1972:342-5, 1980b). A comparative survey of the occurrence of vowel length in languages of the Cooktown/Cairns/Townsville area is in Dixon, 1976a.

2.1 CONSONANTS

Wargamay has

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>phoneme</th>
<th>labial</th>
<th>apical</th>
<th>laminal</th>
<th>dorsal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stop</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>ñ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lateral</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are also

- two semi vowels: dorso-labial w and laminal y
- and two rhotics, distinguished mainly in terms of place of articulation (although the frontmost rhotic is more often a trill, and tends to involve more taps):
  - r normally an alveolar trill (sometimes a single flap)
  - ŧ either a semi-retroflex (post-alveolar) continuant or else a flap or short trill articulated towards the back of the alveolar ridge.

Rhotic minimal pairs include gambara 'cyclone', gambaŋa 'body'; gurugu 'grog' (a loan), guŋugu 'dove'. Minimal pairs distinguishing /r/ from /d/ include /bəri/ 'stone', /baɗi/ 'hook fish'.

Apical stop, nasal and lateral involve the tip of the tongue touching the alveolar ridge; sometimes an apico-postalveolar (retroflex) allophone occurs following ŧ. Intervocally, /d/ can be realised as an alveolar flap [ɾ]. It appears that [ɾ] can be an allophone of both /d/ and /r/—we have [bəri] in free variation with [bəɾi]—featuring a trill—for /bəɾi/ 'stone', and [bu:ɗiŋa] alternating with [bu:ɗiŋa] for /bu:ɗiŋa/ 'take!'.

Phonemes in the laminal column normally have lamino-palatal realisation. However, lamino-interdental allophones have been encountered before a and before ŧ (following a normal Australian pattern—Dixon 1970): [ŋaŋa] alternates with [ŋaŋa] '1sg pronoun, A function' and [ŋaŋa] with [ŋaŋa] '3pl pronoun, S function'. Wargamay is mid-way between Dyirbal, which has no interdental sounds, and Nyawaygi, where interdental is the major allophone for laminal stop and nasal.

The labials and velars do not show as much allophonic variation. But /g/ can be labialised when ŧ follows (and, probably, only when there is a dorsal consonant in the
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following cluster) e.g. [g'wygal] 'long-nosed bandicoot'. And /b/ has been heard lenited to a bilabial fricative when non-utterance-initial e.g. [nj:ga\betaada], [ŋi:ga bada]/'tie up the dog'.

Most words beginning in /yi.../ can be realised either as [yi...] or as [i...]; thus /yimirigi/, [imirigi] 'be glad-PERFECT'; /yigara/, [igara] 'crayfish'. However, the initial /yi/ must be pronounced in, for example, /yira/, [yira] 'tooth'; it may be that initial [y] can be omitted before [i] only when followed by a nasal or stop. Note that initial /wi/ is always pronounced, even before /u/, thus [wudu] 'nose', [wurbi] 'big' (never [udu] or [urbi]). Compare with Yidi where initial /y/ and /wi/ are always pronounced (Dixon 1977a:34-5) and Dyirbal where either semi-vowel can usually be elided before a homorganic vowel (Dixon 1972:278).

2.2 VOWELS

In the second or later syllable of a word, Wargamay has three vowel phonemes:

- u close back
- i close front
- a open

In the initial syllable of a word there is a contrast between short and long vowels - effectively a six-term system, u, u:, i, i:, a, a:. The vowels occurring in non-initial syllables are most similar in length and quality to the short vowels in initial syllables.

Since Wargamay is an entirely suffixing language it will be seen that all long vowels occur in roots; affixes exclusively involve short vowels.

There are in fact just two examples of long vowels in a non-initial syllable - gj:gi: 'bird (generic)' and bi:bi: 'peewee (Grallina cyanoleuca)' (the latter, at least, is onomatopoeic). Note that these appear to be reduplicated, although the non-reduplicated forms (gi: and bi:) are not attested. However, in other Australian languages roots that involve 'inherent reduplication' pattern phonologically like compounds - that is, the intramorphemic boundary halfway through the root allows the phonotactic possibilities normal for intermorphemic boundaries (cf Dixon 1977a:36-7 for Yidi) - and these two forms do not therefore pose any serious counterexample to our generalisation that long vowels are restricted to initial syllables.

Minimal pairs involving a length contrast are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nana</td>
<td>'1pl pronoun, SA form'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>badi-</td>
<td>'to hook a fish'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>giba</td>
<td>'liver'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guara</td>
<td>'cloud, sky'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gulu</td>
<td>'buttocks'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuba</td>
<td>'bark bag'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ganda-</td>
<td>'to burn, cook'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ga:na</td>
<td>'interrogative pronoun, O form'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ba:dli-</td>
<td>'to cry, weep'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gl:ba-</td>
<td>'to scratch'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gu:ra-</td>
<td>'to rub'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gu:lu</td>
<td>'black'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nu:ba-</td>
<td>'to sharpen'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ga:nde-</td>
<td>'to crawl'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the 920-word Wargamay lexicon, 90 items (almost 10%) involve a long vowel. And note that although verbs make up
only 16% of the total lexicon, 38% of long vowel items are verbs. (Comparative evidence suggests that Wargamay vowel length goes back to a proto-language. The fact that such a high proportion of verbs involves long vowels may be partly explained by the fact that, in the course of linguistic evolution, verbs are less likely to be tabooed and replaced by a form borrowed from a neighbouring language than are words from other parts of speech.)

Nineteen of the long vowel roots are trisyllabic and 56 are disyllabic e.g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bu:nguray</td>
<td>'a snore'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gu:gaŋa</td>
<td>'urine'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gu:nduŋuŋ</td>
<td>'navel'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gu:gal</td>
<td>'mud cod'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gu:la</td>
<td>'empty'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma:ngay</td>
<td>'silly (person)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are thirteen monosyllabic words in Wargamay, each containing a long vowel (that is, there are no monosyllables with just short vowels). Seven comprise a closed syllable:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gi:l</td>
<td>'a black bird'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gi:n</td>
<td>'eyebrow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gu:l</td>
<td>'salt' (a loanword)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gu:n</td>
<td>'Herbert River/Gorge'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gui:n</td>
<td>'name'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma:l</td>
<td>'man'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma:1</td>
<td>'man'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ju:1</td>
<td>'salt' (a loanword)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yi:l</td>
<td>'name'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and six an open syllable:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>di:</td>
<td>'tea' (a loanword)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ga:</td>
<td>'jaw' (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ga:</td>
<td>'not'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wi:</td>
<td>'sun'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wu:</td>
<td>'hoe' and 'war' (two homonymous loan words)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ya:</td>
<td>'top of a tree'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The actual phonetic length of a vowel appears to depend on the following consonant (cf Lehiste 1970:27):

(a) the shortest variety appears before a stop - [gi:gin], /gi:gin/ 'swamp wallaby';

(b) a slightly longer variety occurs before a nasal - [ma:ni-], /ma:ni/- 'hold in hand, catch hold of'.

(c) the longest variety of all is encountered before the semi-retroflex rhotic continuant (whether this is itself prevocalic or preconsonantal) - [duː:gaː-], /duː:ɡaː-/ 'to pull up', [guː:ɡuː], /guːɡuː/ 'beetle'.

In the case of the longest vowels, type (c), I sometimes heard (and transcribed) a long vowel, and sometimes a sequence of vowel-semivowel-vowel i.e. [duwuːga] etc. Type (b) were consistently transcribed with a long vowel. Many type (a) words were noted sometimes to have a long vowel, and other times to have a short one, in my early transcription. Further questioning was undertaken to resolve the inconsistency, and I was corrected when I said, for instance, [gi:gin], the informant especially stressing and lengthening the vowel, [giːgin], to indicate the correct pronunciation.

The realisations of Wargamay short vowels /u/ and /i/ range from close to half-close, and that of /a/ from open to half-open. It seems, however, that long close vowels can have more distant allophones - thus /yuː:ɡiːl/, /yːːɡiːl/ 'grow-up-PERFECT' for instance.

In a monosyllable /uː/ can be realised as [uː] or [uwu], /iː/ as [iː] or [iː], and /aː/ as [aː] or as [aːa]. Thus we have [yiyːː] alternating with [yiːː], [maːː] with [maːːa],
and [aː], with [aʔa], etc. ([aʔa] also occurs in inflected forms of /maː/ e.g. [maːidu]-[maʔa idi]- 'man-ERGATIVE'; but [aʔa] has not been encountered as the realisation of /aː/ in any form that involves a polysyllabic root.)

Note that there are arguments against interpreting long vowels as, phonologically, vowel-semivowel-vowel sequences; that is, against writing /buːdi/- 'to take' as /buwudi/-, and so on. There is a critical morphophonological rule that is sensitive to the number of syllables in a word: for transitive verbs in the W dialect imperative is -ya after a disyllabic stem ending in -i, but is -∅ in all other circumstances (after any stem ending in -a, or after a trisyllabic in -i). Thus we get:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stem</th>
<th>imperative</th>
<th>meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wugi-</td>
<td>wugiyā</td>
<td>'give!'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baba-</td>
<td>baba'</td>
<td>'spear!'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gungari-</td>
<td>gungari'</td>
<td>'cut!'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buːdi-</td>
<td>buːdiya'</td>
<td>'take!'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fact that buːdi- (and also maːni- 'take hold of', daːibi- 'scoop water up' and so on) takes -∅ imperative suggests that the root here involves just two syllables.

There is, however, no morphological criterion applying to monosyllables, and we could consider treating long vowels in monosyllables differently from those that occur in polysyllabic roots. There are no examples of contrast (in monosyllabic or polysyllabic forms) between -iː- and -iː- or between -uwu- and -uː- so we could assign the sequences -iː- and -uwu- to underlie surface [iː] and [uː]. There is difficulty, however, with [aː]. The most likely solution here is /awa/ but this is ruled out since it does contrast with /aː/. Thus /mawa/ 'shrimp' is never realised as [maː:] or [maʔa] and demands to be treated in a different way from [maː]-[maʔa]. The only way completely to avoid postulating forms which are phonologically monosyllables would be to have an additional phoneme /ʔ/ that would appear in just four roots: The long vowel interpretation, outlined above, is surely preferable to this.

In Dyirbal, sequences /awa/, /uwu/ and /iːi/ can be realised as [aː], [uː] and [iː] respectively, but these are less frequent realisations than [awa], [uwu] and [iːi]; the latter pronunciations are always given in lexical elicitation (Dixon 1972:278). There are in Dyirbal morphological reasons for preferring a vowel-semivowel-vowel interpretation; for instance, locative case is -ŋga onto a disyllabic but -ga after a trisyllabic root ending in a vowel, and the locative of guwumba 'a wild fruit' is -ŋa (not -ŋga). Note that only about 1% of the Dyirbal lexicon involves /awa/, /uwu/ or /iːi/ sequences, whereas 10% of the Wargamay corpus shows a long vowel.

Plainly Dyirbal imposes its 'vowel-semivowel-vowel' interpretation on any phonetic long vowel (and this is related to a requirement that every word in Dyirbal have at least two syllables) whereas Wargamay would interpret a phonetically identical sound as a phonological long vowel. Thus we have correspondences:
Dyirbal /gi:jil/ 'starling'  
Wargamay /gi:jil/

Dyirbal /bi:yibiyil/ 'peewee'  
Wargamay /bi:i:bi:i:

Dyirbal /ya:w/ 'top of tree'  
Wargamay /ya:

Dyirbal /ja:w/ 'doorway'  
Wargamay /ja: /

and close cognates:

Dyirbal /guwuy/ 'spirit of a man'  
Wargamay /gu:i:

Both Dyirbal /gi:jil/ and Wargamay /gi:jil/ could be pronounced [gi:jil] (and similarly for the second line). This does not, however, hold for the third and fourth pairs. Dyirbal allows /awa/ to be realised as [a:] whereas Wargamay maintains a distinction between /awa/ and /a:/ (the Wargamay phonetic sequence [a?a] is missing from Dyirbal).

2.3 STRESS

Stress is assigned as follows:

(1) if the first syllable involves a long vowel, then it must receive primary stress;
(2) if there is no long vowel in a word, and (a) the word is disyllabic or quadrisyllabic, primary stress goes on the first syllable; (b) the word is trisyllabic or quinquesyllabic, primary stress goes on the second syllable.

Secondary stress goes on the syllable next but one after primary stress, except that a final syllable can never bear stress.

Thus:

(1) mu:ba 'stone fish'  
gi:bara 'fig tree'

(2) (a) bada 'dog'  
gi:gwulu 'freshwater jewfish'
(b) gagara 'dilly bag'  
gu:ga:y-miri 'Niagara Vale-FROM'

It will be seen that stress shifts between the absolute form of a noun (which involves zero inflection) and an oblique form, e.g.

mu:jan 'mountain-ABS'  
mu:jan-da 'mountain-LOC'

The Wargamay stress assignment rules make it impossible to get two successive stressed syllables; and two successive unstressed syllables are only possible in a word with an odd number of syllables and the initial vowel long, as gi:bara above.

A non-initial vowel that bears primary stress may be phonetically lengthened e.g. [mu:na] 'mountain-LOC'; this must be carefully distinguished from the phonologically contrastive length in initial syllables (which has stronger and more consistent quantitative realisation). Phonological and phonetic length specifications do in fact function at different 'levels'. Thus we have, in the following order:

1. Underlying forms with phonological length specification.
2. Stress rule - onto the first syllable of a disyllabic word, or a word of any length involving a long vowel; but onto the middle syllable of a trisyllabic word with all vowels short.
3. Optional phonetic lengthening of non-initial stressed syllable.
That is, phonetic lengthening is dependent on stress placement, which in turn depends on the occurrence of phonological length.

(Pre-Yidip probably had stress assignment and phonetic lengthening rules rather like modern Wargamay. It then introduced a rule deleting the final syllable of words with an odd number of syllables, under certain phonologically- and grammatically-defined conditions; this made the placement of stress in a word phonologically contrastive, as māl·nu > māl·n 'righthand-ABS' contrasting with mālan 'river-ABS'. Finally, contrastive stress (with concomitant lengthening) was replaced by contrastive length (which determines stress placement) - /mālən/ versus /mālan/. See Dixon 1977a,b.)

2.4 PHONOTACTICS

A Wargamay root has phonological structure:

either $C_1V:(C_3)$

or $C_1V(,:)C_2V(C_2V)^n(C_3)$ where $n>0$

In these structures:

- $V$ is any vowel (a, i or u);
- $C_1$ can be any consonant except i or r; that is, it can be a stop, a nasal, a semi-vowel, or $\xi$;
- $C_3$ can be y, i, r or any nasal other than $\eta$; that is, it cannot be a stop, $w$, $\zeta$ or $\eta$;
- $C_2$ can be
  (i) any single consonant; or
  (ii) a homorganic nasal-stop sequence; or
  (iii) l, r, $\xi$ or y followed by a non-apical stop, or nasal, or nasal-stop sequence, or by $w$; or
  (iv) n followed by a non-apical stop or nasal.

The following clusters, which would be predicted by these generalisations, have not been encountered: $ln$, $rn$, $ln$, $ln$, $yn$, $yw$; they are assumed to be 'accidental gaps' in the data. Only one example is known of each of $lw$, $n$, $n$, $rw$, $n$, $n$, $n$, $w$, $y$.

In addition, -iv- must be immediately followed by a vowel (that is, this sequence can never occur at the end of a syllable).

There are just three words not covered by the general statement. 'Male kangaroo' has been heard as yâwuymbaŋ and as yâwuynbaŋ, but when I enquired about the pronunciation it was said slowly as yâwu bâŋ. It seems that a nasal is inserted between second and third syllables and can be assimilated in place of articulation either to the preceding or to the following segment. $gũ$:iŋuŋ 'navel' was treated similarly - it was said slowly simply as $gũ$:i $gũ$uŋ, without the nasal segment. The third item is yuŋuŋbi.
'bank of river', which occurs only in a song.

There are considerably wider cluster possibilities across a morpheme boundary, effectively $C_3$ followed by $C_1$ (affixes can begin with almost all segments that can commence words). Across a nominal stem+inflection boundary we can also get possibilities not included under $C_2$ e.g. -ld- or even -ind- (for ergative case - see 3.1.1).

Loans generally follow the possibilities outlined above. The only exceptions noted (and these may be ad hoc 'loans', rather than items that were properly assimilated into the language at a time when it was actively spoken) are drayga 'tracker' and layn '(fishing) line'. The mapping of English into Wargamay phonotactics in loans generally follows the principles described for Dyirbal (Dixon 1972: 325-6). Noteworthy examples include bagir 'basket' - where English s- is lost before the velar stop, and final -t is rendered as -r (Wargamay words cannot end in a stop) - and ŋabitbil 'Herbert Vale', where the initial consonant is supplied as ŋ, for an English loan that begins in an open vowel (or h plus open vowel).

### 2.5 Probabilities of Occurrence

Relative probabilities of occurrence were calculated, from the 920-item lexicon, for initial, $C_1$, and final, $C_3$, consonants. The $C_1$ count covers all parts of speech whereas the figures for final consonants exclude verbs (which all have roots ending in -a or -i, see 3.5.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>root initial</th>
<th>root final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0.60 0.015 0.365 0.49 0.11 0.17 0.31 0.35

The relative probabilities for vowels are (with initial syllable figures covering all parts of speech but the non-initial count excluding verbs):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>initial syllable</th>
<th>non-initial syllable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There was no significant difference between figures for open or closed syllables, or for short versus long vowels.

About 63% of non-verbal roots end in a vowel; this compares with figures of 50% for Dyirbal, 44% for Yidiŋ
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and 60% for Nyawaygi.

At C2, homorganic nasal-stop clusters (mb, nd, ng, ng) outnumber non-homorganic clusters (nb, ng, ng) by about four-to-one. Nasal-nasal clusters are much rarer than in Dyirbal—only three examples of -rm- and one of -nc- were encountered.

2.6 PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES

[A] Yotic deletion. This is the one important morphophonemic rule in Wargamay. We have already noted that a sequence -iy- must be followed by a vowel, never by a consonant or word-boundary. If an illicit sequence is generated by morpheme combination, then the -y- is simply dropped:

\[
\text{YOTIC DELETION RULE} \quad -iy- \rightarrow -i
\]

There is an identical rule in Dyirbal (Dixon 1972:287) and in Waruqu, and a similar one—in which -iy is sometimes replaced by -i—in Yidi (Dixon 1977a:77-83).

[B] Nasal insertion. There are sporadic examples of a nasal being inserted between a syllable-final y or l and a syllable initial stop. Three examples of apparent nasal insertion within roots were given in 2.4. Locative and ergative case inflections, with canonical shapes -da and -du, become -nda and -ndu after a stem ending in -i (3.1.1). There is also a nasal in gubimbulu 'very wise man', presumably based on gubi 'wise man' and -bulu 'very' (3.1.3). An inserted nasal can be assimilated in place of articulation to the following, or sometimes to the preceding, segment.

Ergative and locative case allomorphs provide further examples of assimilation, this time of a stop to a preceding nasal or y (3.1.1).

[C] Haplology. There are in the grammar a number of examples of a syllable being omitted from a longish form when it is phonologically identical to or similar to the preceding or to the following syllable.

(i) the inchoative verbaliser has allomorphs -mbi (following a vowel)~ -bi (following a nasal)~ -i (following i or r. The -bi- is omitted from the postvocalic allomorph -mbi when continual suffix -bali follows. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nominal</th>
<th>bi:ra 'fear' but gubi 'whistle'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+inchoative</td>
<td>bi:rambi- gubi:l-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+inchoative+continuative</td>
<td>bi:rambil gubi:libali</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that -bi- is phonologically similar to the following -ba-, and that it must be omitted in this environment; a fuller discussion is in 4.9.1. The continual suffix cannot be added directly to a nominal root, so there is no possibility of ambiguity here.

(ii) purposive inflection is -lagu onto an intransitive stem. However, the -la- is sporadically omitted after a tri-syllabic stem—all the examples noted have third syllable -ra- or -li- (quite close in form to -la-). Thus guwaralagu and guwaragugu were both recorded for 'stand-PURPOSIVE'; when elicitation was directed to this point the informant preferred the canonical form guwaralagu. In one of the texts
recorded by Jimmy Johnson the disyllabic root wula- 'to die' plus purposive -lagu was said as wulagu (not wulalagu). See 3.5.4.

(iii) we surmise in 3.5.3 that an original monosyllabic verb gi:- 'to sit' has effectively been reanalysed as having a disyllabic root gi:gi- in the W dialect. But the -gi- can optionally be omitted before continuative -bali; thus gi:gbali-gi:balli. This could be explained in either of two quite different ways – through the general syllable elision tendency of Wargamay, or in terms of the reanalysis of gi:- in terms of gi:gi- being not quite complete. Or it could be due to the intersection of these two rather disparate factors. (But note that -gi- is rather different in form from the following syllable -ba-; the preceding gi:- is unlikely to be relevant since -gi- does not drop from gi:gi- with any other suffix.) See 3.5.3.

(iv) there are other isolated instances of syllable elision in my corpus. For instance, gumba- 'put in, go in' plus -bali was heard as gumbali-, and gi:ba- 'scrape, scratch' plus -bali was said as gi:balli, as in (140) below (I was in fact corrected when I said gi:babali). But note that the reciprocal suffix -ba- is never dropped from bu:ba-ba-y 'hit-RECIP-UNMKD'; if it were the verb would be indistinguishable from the non-reciprocal form bu:ba-y (see 4.5).

Syllable elision could almost be described as a 'personality trait' of Wargamay grammar (nothing of this nature has been noticed in surrounding languages). It is - except in the case of (i) - almost always a sporadic phenomenon.

2.7. COGNATION WITH NEIGHBOURING LANGUAGES

The majority of words cognate between Wargamay and a neighbour are identical in form in the two languages. There are, however, some systematic differences:

[A] Long vowels. Generally, a long vowel in Wargamay simply corresponds to a short vowel in Dyirbal and Waruŋu, languages that have no contrastive length. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wargamay</th>
<th>Dyirbal</th>
<th>Waruŋu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ba:ba- 'to roll'</td>
<td>Dyirbal, Waruŋu ba:ba-</td>
<td>bu:di- 'to take, bring'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ba:di- 'to cry, weep'</td>
<td>Dyirbal bu:di- 'to carry'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of most of the long/short vowel minimal pairs, listed in 2.2, only one member occurs in Dyirbal. For instance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wargamay</th>
<th>Dyirbal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ŋana 'lpl pronoun, 5A form,'</td>
<td>ŋana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋa:na 'interrogative pronoun, 0 form'</td>
<td>wapuna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>badi- 'to hook a fish'</td>
<td>badi-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ba:di- 'to cry, weep'</td>
<td>duŋgara-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gi:ba 'liver'</td>
<td>gi:ba (northern dialects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gi:ba- 'to scrape, scratch'</td>
<td>gi:ba (Giramay dialects)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But there is one example of a minimal pair in Wargamay
corresponding to homophones in Dyirbal:

Wargamay  dona  'cloud, sky'
Dyirbal  dona

donara  'to rub'

Correspondences between long vowels in Wargamay monosyllables, and vowel-semivowel-vowel sequences in Dyirbal, were mentioned in 2.2.

Long vowels in Wargamay normally correspond to long vowels in Nyawaygi and in other, widely separated, languages (in cases where there is a corresponding form). For instance, Wargamay ma:ni 'hold in the hand' corresponds to ma:- 'hold in the hand' in Nyawaygi and also to ma:- 'take' in Guugu-Yimidhir (next language but two to the north of Yidin, spoken around Cooktown). Similarly, 'cry' is ba:ri- in Nyawaygi, ba:di- in Wargamay and ba:gi- in Guugu-Yimidhir. It is this sort of correspondence which leads us to suggest that length in the initial syllables of Wargamay, Nyawaygi and Guugu-Yimidhir words is rather ancient, and has simply been lost in the intervening Dyirbal/Yidin block (Yidin has simply badi- 'to cry', and mani- 'to catch in a trap', for instance). (Further discussion of long vowel correspondences will be found in section 2.7 of my Nyawaygi grammar.)

[B] Final ɪ. The main phonotactic difference between Wargamay and its northerly neighbour is that in Dyirbal, but not in Wargamay, roots and words can end in the retroflex grooved continuant, ɪ. There are in fact a number of cognate pairs in which the Wargamay member simply has a vowel following what is final -ɪ in Dyirbal:

Wargamay bagupu  Dyirbal bagup 'sword'
 gubern  gubuer 'urine'
 gamig 'hungry'

In each of the nine examples of this type of correspondence, the vowel following ɪ in Wargamay is identical with the preceding vowel. It is thus, on this data, equally plausible that Dyirbal dropped a final vowel, or that Wargamay introduced one (say, at a time when it adopted a constraint that words could not end in ɪ). Eight other trisyllabic Wargamay roots ending in ɪ-plus-vowel have identical form in Dyirbal, e.g.:

Wargamay yinagi  Dyirbal yinagi 'cave'

Five of these have the same vowel on each side of ɪ, and three have different vowels. (There are five quadrisyllabic Wargamay words ending in ɪ-plus-vowel that have cognates in Dyirbal – the Dyirbal and Wargamay forms are all identical.)

There is, however, phonotactic evidence that can help us decide between the two alternatives mentioned in the last paragraph. There is in Wargamay, as in most Australian languages, great similarity between the set of consonants that can commence a consonant cluster, and those that can end a word (that is, between the closing segments of non-final and of final syllables). Note that although ɪ cannot end a word, there are more than two dozen examples of medial clusters beginning with ɪ (and ɪ does here con-
trast with r - as in the minimal pair "nulla nulla (club)". Wargamay allows r at the ends of all syllables - as Dyirbal still does - and at a late stage eliminated word-final r by simply repeating the vowel of the preceding syllable.

[C] Initial r. Leaving aside loans, only 7 roots in my Wargamay lexicon begin with r-, less than 1% of the total; in contrast, Dyirbal has 3% of its lexical roots commencing with r-. (Four of the seven Wargamay roots do occur in identical form in Dyirbal.)

There are two isolated correspondences involving r-initial items in Dyirbal:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wargamay</th>
<th>Dyirbal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wulguju</td>
<td>puguju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guw a p u w a</td>
<td>guwa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[D] Final -n. Eleven per cent of the consonant-final roots in Wargamay end in the laminal nasal, n (2.5), a figure almost twice that for Dyirbal (Dixon 1972:279). There are in fact four cognate pairs in which Wargamay -n corresponds to -y in Dyirbal:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wargamay</th>
<th>Dyirbal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dagap</td>
<td>dagay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gu w a p</td>
<td>guway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wagup</td>
<td>waguy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cju b u p</td>
<td>jawuy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3agay</td>
<td>guwuy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>javuy</td>
<td>waguy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And there are four correspondences in which Dyirbal also has a final -n:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wargamay</th>
<th>Dyirbal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bundiŋ</td>
<td>bundiŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gulŋ</td>
<td>gulŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wargiŋ</td>
<td>wargiŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gubuŋ 'slow'</td>
<td>gubuŋ 'gentle, quiet'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that all -iŋ final items in Wargamay also have the nasal in Dyirbal; the sequence -iy is not permitted at the end of a syllable in either language. But four out of the five roots ending in -iŋ or -uŋ in Wargamay have a final -y in Dyirbal. This suggests that final -ŋ was lenited to -y in Dyirbal in cases where it did not follow the homorganic vowel -i. (gubuŋ could have been a loan from Wargamay after the lenition rule operated, or there may be some other explanation for this form.)

[E] gi- and gî-. In many languages of eastern Australia can be found cognate pairs involving a correspondence between gi and gî or gî. For instance:

(i) the comitative suffix on nominals is -gîrî in Wargamay (3.1.3), -gi in Nyawaygi, *-gî in Warugu and Yidîn, -gîr in Guugu-Yimidhir, etc. (see Dixon 1976b:203-310);
(ii) both Nyawaygi and Guugu-Yimidhir have a small closed verbal conjugation which includes wu-'to give' and pa:- or pa:-'to see'; the past/perfect inflection on this conjugation is -gi in Nyawaygi and -gî in Guugu-Yimidhir;
(iii) gîba is 'liver' in Wargamay and in the Giramay dialect of Dyirbal, and 'stomach' in Nyawaygi; gîba is 'liver' in
the northern dialects of Dyirbal and in Waruŋu, and giba is 'liver' in Guugu-Yimidhir;
(iv) 'mother's father' is qagli in Dyirbal, qayginan in Wargamay, qagyi in Nyawaygi, qagli in Waruŋu and qagli in Guugu-Yimidhir.

It appears that this set of correspondences covers a large geographical area (and should not be regarded as something particular to Wargamay).

3. MORPHOLOGY

For Wargamay the following word classes, with mutually exclusive membership, can be set up:

- noun
- adjective
- locational qualifier
- time qualifier
- pronoun
- demonstrative
- verb
- particle
- interjection

Noun and adjective have almost the same morphological properties; there is, of course, a clear semantic difference. Locational and time qualifiers take a subset of nominal inflections, but show enough minor differences to be considered separate word classes. Pronouns show inflections that are quite similar to those on nominals, but also demonstrate important differences (and some irregularities). Verbs have a separate set of inflections from nominals, pronouns, etc.

The closed classes are fully listed below: pronouns and demonstratives in 3.4, particles - which provide modal-type qualification of a complete sentence - in 4.10 and interjections in 4.12.

Members of the remaining, open, classes are listed in the vocabulary; the semantic content of these parts of speech is best seen from examination of this list. Generally, the semantic contents are quite close to those for Dyirbal (Dixon 1972:39-41). Significant differences are (i) Dyirbal has a set of adverbs, inflecting like verbs e.g. 'do well', 'do slowly'; Wargamay appears to specify value and speed entirely through adjectives; (ii) where Dyirbal has adjectives 'angry', 'sleepy', 'frightened', Wargamay appears to have abstract nouns 'anger', 'sleepiness', 'fear', a modifying stem being formed by the derivational affix -giri 'with' (3.1.3).

Each root in Wargamay belongs to just one word class. There are a number of processes that derive a stem of a different class - forming verbs from nominals, adjectives from nouns, etc. In Dyirbal, Yidiŋ and Nyawaygi every verbal root is strictly specified for transitivity (half-a-dozen exceptions are known in Dyirbal, none in the other
two languages); Wargamay is unusual among languages of this area in having a large number of verbal roots (probably, two-thirds of the total) able to take either the transitive or the intransitive conjugational inflections.

3.1 NOMINALS

A noun or adjective in Wargamay must involve a root and a case inflection (one choice being absolutive, which has zero realisation). Between root and inflection can come one or more derivational affixes, listed in 3.1.3. All nominals in a noun phrase must agree in case inflection.

3.1.1 CASE INFLECTIONS. The full set of case inflections is:

- **absolutive**: \( \phi \)
- **ergative**
  - **instrumental**: \(-ngu--du\)
  - **locative**: \(-nga--da\)
  - **ative**
  - **allative**: \(-gu\)
  - **ablative**: \(W-\eta\eta, B-\eta-\eta\)
  - **genitive**: \(-nu--u\)

We now take these in turn, giving the formal and functional possibilities:

[1] **Absolutive.** This always has zero realisation, absolutive form coinciding with the stem. It marks intransitive subject and transitive object functions.

[2] **Ergative-instrumental.**

**FORM**
- \(-ngu\) after a vowel e.g. *bari* 'stone', ERG *baringu*
- \(-du\) after a consonant, with assimilation of the \(-n\)- in place of articulation to a stem-final nasal e.g. *gi:gin* 'wallaby', ERG *gi:gin*du; *muninimu* 'black ant', ERG *muniminingu*; *walam* 'tick', ERG *walamu*.

After the yotic, \(y\), there is again assimilation; the stem-final \(-y\) can optionally be dropped before ergative
- \(-du\) e.g. *ma:ngay* 'silly', ERG *ma-ngaygu-ma:ngayu*.

After the lateral, \(l\), an \(-n\)-can be inserted before ergative \(-du\); the stem-final \(-l\) can be dropped only when the \(-n\)- is present. Thus *ma:l* 'man', ERG *ma:ndu-ma:idu-ma:ndu* (but not *ma:du*).

After the trilled rhotic, \(r\), ergative is simply \(-du\) e.g. *gucur* 'brolga', ERG *gucurdu*.

**FUNCTION** - A nominal in transitive subject function must bear ergative inflection. The same inflection is used to mark the instrument or tool used in an action e.g. 'hit with a stick', 'tie with a rope'; note that the instrument can be a body part e.g. 'hit with the hand', 'blow with the mouth'. With a verb of giving, instrumental inflection marks the noun phrase referring to 'that which is given' - 4.6.3.

If a basically transitive verb is used in an intransitive construction then its 'object' NP will bear ergative-
instrumental inflection - 4.2. Note that the interrogative 
mipa 'what' does have distinct ergative and instrumental case 
forms (3.1.5), supporting the recognition of two distinct 
cases, with identical realisation.

FORM -ŋga after a vowel e.g. nalu 'water', LOC naluŋga 
-da after a consonant, with assimilation of the -d- 
in place of articulation to a stem-final nasal e.g. munan 
'mountain', LOC munanda; gulgln 'scrub', LOC gulglnŋa; yinam 
'Ingham', LOC yinamba, 

After y, locative is -ga e.g. buŋguray 'snore', LOC 
buŋgurayŋa; elision of the stem-final -y has not been encoun-
tered.

After l, locative is normally -nda e.g. nاغul 'deep', LOC 
ناغوندا. Elision of n or l (as for ergative) may be possible, 
but has not been encountered.

After r, locative is simply -a e.g. milbir 'pine tree', 
LOC milbira.

It will be seen that locative exactly parallels erga-
tive (the two cases differing only in the final vowel) ex-
cept after -r, where ergative is -du and locative -a. (There 
may also be different possibilities of elision after -y and 
-1.) Locative and ergative allomorphs after -r may be effect-
ively reversed in Biyay. Nora Boyd, the only informant for 
this dialect, gave yimbur 'pelican', ERG yimburu and milbir 
'pine tree', LOC milbirda. (Or it may be that both types of 
allomorph are possible for both cases in all dialects!)

FUNCTION - The main use of locative case is to indicate a 
position of rest ('at', 'in' or 'on'):

(1) ŋayba yugaray naluŋga I swam in the water
(2) ŋayba muŋanda walaŋ I climbed the mountain

Locative can also be used to indicate accompaniment; e.g. 
added to yunguru 'another one':

(3) ŋayba gagabali yunguruŋga I'm going with another fellow

And it can have a temporal sense; from balanu 'moon' is ob-
tained balanuŋga 'in the moonlight':

(4) nali ŋiŋba yagalaguk balanuŋga gaŋaraŋu ŋunilaguk 
1du-SA 2sŋ-S go-PURP moon-LOC possum-DAT hunt-PURP

You and I'll go hunting possums by moonlight.

There is similarity between the use of locative in (4) 
and that in

(5) ŋayba ŋa: bungi / ŋiŋunda buŋgurayŋa 
1sg-S NOT sleep-UNMKD you-LOC snore-LOC

I couldn't sleep for your snoring.

In (5) ŋiŋunda buŋgurayŋa could be glossed 'during your snor-
ing', but the causal sense 'because of your snoring' is 
also implied. This usage merges into the aversive sense, 
where the inflection -ŋga--da indicates some person or thing 
that is to be avoided, with the action referred to by the 
main verb normally being directed towards this avoidance:
This case is also used on the complement of a verb of fearing, 'that which is feared' - see (64) in 3.4.1. The nominal aversive inflection has close semantic connection with the apprehensional sense of the irrealis verbal inflection - 3.5.4.

The interrogative mîna 'what' has distinct locative and aversive case forms (3.1.5), supporting the recognition of two distinct cases, with identical realisation.

A final use of this inflection - probably best included under the 'locative' label - is to mark a language or speech-style being used e.g.

(7) nunja bamalagu wargamayga He can talk Wargamay

FORM - -gu after all stems e.g. miجا 'camp', DAT-ALL mijagu; gulgin 'scrub', DAT-ALL gulgingu.

FUNCTION - This inflection can have a purely local usage ('allative'), indicating motion towards some place or thing, e.g.

(8) nayba banalagu mijagu I must return to the camp

Notice, though, that in some cases where English would use 'to', the locative is preferred in Wargamay; e.g. with gumba- 'to enter':

(9) mijangi gumbaga Come into the camp!

-gu also has a non-local use ('dative'), marking indirect object, etc - examples are in 4.3.1, 4.6.3. This use shows up in mînągu 'what for, why?' from mîna 'what?', as in

(10) mînągu nunba ba:digi Why did you cry? (=What did you cry for?)

There is reason in Wargamay to distinguish allative and dative cases, that have identical realisation on nominals. Allative will cooccur with an allative deictic such as nagunga '(to) there' (3.4.3) whereas dative would choose the dative form of the third person pronoun, nunγangu 'to/for him/her/it' (3.4.1). Compare:

(11) nunba gagaga nagunga mijagu You go there to the camp!
(12) nayba gagay nunγangu mijagu (qundalagu) I'm going to the camp (to look at it)

The inclusion of a dative NP in (12) implies that the actor is going to the campsite to do something to it (e.g. clear it, mend it, or look it over to see what condition it is in). There is the expectation of a verb in purposive inflection being included in a sentence with a dative NP - but not in one with an allative NP - to form a 'favourite construction' (4.3.3). Thus, when the first three words of (12) were put to Nora Boyd she added qundalagu.

Note that a sentence in Wargamay can involve both an allative and a dative NP:
(13) nguŋa maŋŋa buŋmbi / ngalugu / ga:bugu
3sg-SO line-ABS throw-UNMKD water-ALL fish-DAT
[I've] thrown the line, into the water, for fish

FORM - in W: -nip after all types of stems e.g. ngalu 'water',
ABL ngalunj; yingam 'Ingham (loanword)' , ABL yingamnip. The
initial -ŋ- can be dropped following a consonant e.g. balgan
'house', ABL balgampip-balganip.
in B: -n after a vowel e.g. ngalu 'water', ABL ngalunj
-ŋ after a consonant e.g. yugan 'rain', ABL yuganj

FUNCTION - This suffix has a predominantly local sense,
indicating 'motion away from':
(14) pulanga ma:ldu du:gay ngana ngalunj
3sg-A man-ERG pull-UNMKD lsg-0 water-ABL
The man pulled me from the water.

It can also be used with time qualifiers (3.3) and with
nominals, indicating temporal sequence:
(15) wugarnip gayba waley
sleep-ABL lsg-S get up-UNMKD
I got up from sleep

In just one or two instances, -nip indicates the cause of
some state:
(16) gayba wi:ɡimbil magul(n)ip
lsg-S no good-INCHO-PERF work-ABL
I'm tired from work.

FORM - -ŋu after a stem ending in a vowel, i , r or y e.g.
waybala 'white man', GEN waybalangu; ma:l 'man', GEN ma:lŋu;
gurqur 'brolga', GEN gurqurŋu; ġilbay 'knowing', GEN ġilbayŋu
-u after a stem ending in a nasal e.g. gilan 'old
man', GEN gilanj; gaŋmanarqam 'seagull', GEN gaŋmanarqamu;
girawan 'scrub hen', GEN girawanu.

FUNCTION - the syntactic behaviour of genitives is given in
4.6.1-2.

Note that pronominal genitives do decline, taking case
inflections [1-5] above (3.4.1). Although, despite several
attempts, no examples have been obtained of nominal genit­
ives declining, it seems very likely that they will do so
(as they do in every - or almost every - other Australian
language). In view of this, genitive could well be re-
garded as a stem-forming (derivational) affix, rather than
an inflection (for discussion of this point in Yidp see

It will be seen that there is, in the Wargamay case
system, no strict morphological distinction between 'local'
and 'non-local' functions. The inflections which indicate
local relations all show, in addition, non-local senses.
Thus allative coincides with dative, locative is the same
as aversive, and -nip can have causal as well as ablative
meaning.
3.1.2 ACCUSATIVE SUFFIX -na. The suffix -na is quite frequently encountered in Australian languages, marking transitive object function. It is normally found on pronouns but sometimes also on proper nouns, extended in a few cases to common nouns that have human reference (or even to all common nouns).

Non-singular pronouns in Wargamay involve the accusative affix -na (3.4.1-2). There are also, in the corpus, half-a-dozen examples of -na being suffixed to a common noun; in each case the noun is in transitive object function. Thus, from text 6 line 6:

(17) [guriŋgalangu] yubaymay binbijalna "eaglehawk-ERG stolen-CAUS-UNMKD parrot-ACC
[The eaglehawks] stole the parrots (in this myth the eaglehawks took away the black wallabies' wives, the parrots, while the wallabies were out getting water).

Another example is:

(18) mà:lndu guliŋgu banay / muymaña "man-ERG neck-ABS choke-UNMKD boy-ACC
The man choked the boy

The other nouns with which -na has been found are ḍaŋa 'father', wigiyana 'white woman', mà:l 'man' and wagun 'tree, wood'. The last example shows that -na is not confined to occurrence with human nouns. (In (17) binbijal is referring to two human females - the myth explains how they were turned into birds.)

The first segment of -pa can optionally be deleted following a stem-final consonant - thus wagunŋa alternates with waguna.

It appears that -na can be added to a nominal in 0 function almost at whim. Thus, when 'you go and kiss that girl' was asked, Lambert Cocky gave

(19) wigiyana puŋga / wigiyana puŋga pinda white woman-ACC kiss-IMP white woman-ABS kiss-IMP 2sg-A
Kiss the white woman! You kiss the white woman!

including the accusative suffix in the first clause but leaving it out on repetition.

3.1.3 STEM-FORMING SUFFIXES. There are nine derivational suffixes that derive nominal stems from nominal roots:

[1] Comitative -giri 'with'. This can be added to any nominal and derives a stem that has both semantic and syntactic characteristics of a derived adjective.

-giri forms frequently refer to characteristics of a person, thing or place. Either physical characteristics, as

(20) puŋgají wagun màŋgagiri
THAT tree-ABS flower-COMIT-ABS
That tree has a flower

(21) gilu mala pīŋgigiri
2sg-GEN-ABS hand-ABS fingernail-COMIT-ABS
Your hand is full of nails (i.e. your fingernails are long)
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or some mental or physiological state:

(22) ñayba bimbirï / bi:rgirï / gagay miðagu
    lsg-S run-PERF fear-COMIT-ABS go-UNMKD camp-ALL
    I had run away in fear, and went to the camp (Text 5.19)

(23) ñayba garingirï I've got belly-ache (diarrhoea)

(24) ñaŋa ma:ldu wugargirïngu ñunday
    lsg-0 man-ERG sleepiness-COMIT-ERG see-UNMKD
    The sleepy man saw me

-giri can also be used to refer to something alienably possessed by a person:

(25) ñuŋa ma: su:ri wagungirï
    3sg-S0 man-ABS big-COMIT-ABS stick-COMIT-ABS
    The man has a big stick

An NP that involves a modifier in comitative form can be used in a verbal sentence to indicate someone at rest or in motion, accompanied by some thing or person:

(26) ñuŋa ma: b:warpalabali bangaygirï
    3sg-S0 man-ABS stand-CONTIN-UNMKD spear-COMIT-ABS
    The man is standing with a spear (in his hand)

(27) ñuŋa qulmbuq ã:gi:balï ã:bagirï
    3sg-S0 woman-ABS sit-CONTIN-UNMKD child-COMIT-ABS
    The woman is sitting with a child

(28) ñayba gagay ñalugirï I'm going with (i.e. carrying) water

(29) ñuŋa q:laŋ gabaygirï wuŋabali
    The old man is walking around with (the aid of) a walking stick

(30) ñuŋa qulmbuq wuŋabali ã:dgugirï
    The woman is walking around with (her) baby

Note that -giri cannot be used to refer to a time or season (as the cognate affix -gil can in Yidiŋ - Dixon 1977a:297; cf Dixon 1976b:203-310); instead, locative inflection must be used, as in (4) above.

'Biyay-giri' is used for the name of the tribe which speaks the Biyay language, characterised by the particle biyay 'no' (1.2).

Like the other affixes described in this section, -giri derives a stem that takes the full range of nominal inflections - ergative was exemplified in (24). -giri can be added to a noun and to its modifying adjective, as in (25), deriving a modifying NP within an NP.

[2] Privative. -bï:ay W, -biyay B 'without'. This is the complement of -giri and has an almost identical syntactic-semantic range. For instance:

(31) ñayba qalubïgï I've no water

(32) gagaga qulmbuqugu gambibi:aygu mupjugu / gambingu
goi-IMP woman-DAT clothes-PRIV-DAT naked-DAT clothes-INST
    ñinda wugiya
    2sg-A give-IMP
    Go to the woman who is naked, without any clothes. You give some clothes (to her)!
Just as we have gawangiri 'anger-COMIT' for 'angry', so gawan-
biŋay appears to be possible, for emphasising that a person
is not angry. However, informants did not accept biŋabīŋay
'fear-PRIV'.

[3] -bara 'belonging to, pertaining to'. This affix occurs
with identical form and function in a large number of Queen-
sland languages including Dyirbal (Dixon 1972:224-5), Yidiŋ
(Dixon 1977a:144-5) and Nyawaygi. It is typically used for
the naming of local groups, in terms of the type of terri-

tory they inhabit (see 1.2). -bara can be suffixed to a
nominal or to a deictic (3.4.3):

(33) ɲayba yalaŋbara  I'm from here (i.e. I'm a person belonging to
this place)

[4] -bulu 'very, lots of' occurs with a number of adjectives
and a few nouns. ɲagarambulu 'very small' is in fact more
frequent than ɲagaram 'small'. (Although it could be that
this is at least partly due to the fact that -m-final forms
are not common in Wargamay - my corpus of 900 forms showed
only 4 roots ending in -m. There may be a progressive
tendency towards eliminating -m in word-final position.)
Other examples include gundilbulu 'very heavy', giyalbulu
'very sweet', gawanbulu 'very savage (used of a dog)', wupan-
bulu 'very lustful, promiscuous' and ɲangangbulu 'lots of
foth'. However, I was not able to elicit -bulu with other
adjectives, suggesting that it is not fully productive.
The noun gubi refers to a clever man or 'doctor';
gubimbulu is used for 'very clever man' - this presumably
involves -bulu, with a nasal inserted and assimilated in
place of articulation to the following b (2.6).

[5] -baŋun 'really' can be suffixed to adjectives e.g.
wurhibaŋun 'very big', or to nouns e.g. ma:lbajun 'really a man'.
With mîna 'what' it can emphasise the speaker's bewilder-
ment, as in:

(34) mîna ŋupa/ mînabâŋun/ guygan  'What's that?' 'I don't know
what it is. [Maybe it is] a
female ghost?' (Text 5.8-9)

See also 3.1.5.

[6] -bâŋa is a comparative. In all but one of the instances
obtained it was suffixed to an adjective e.g.

(35) gawungu ɲalungu wugiya / ɲaŋa ŋunga gidul
hot-INST water-INST give-IMP
/ ɲawungbâŋaŋu wugiya
hot-COMP-INST give-IMP

Give [me] some hot water! No, this is cold. Give [me] hotter
[water]!

An example of -bâŋa suffixed to a noun is in (245).

[7] -miri 'as a result of, from'. This appears to have a
largely 'causal' sense:

(36) ɲayba maŋgay  ɲungulmiri
lsg-S full-ABS food-miri-ABS
I'm full from [eating] food
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(37) ɲayba maqimir /ɡi:baligu
lsg-S work-miri-ABS sit-CONTIN-PURP
I'm (tired) from work, and need to sit down

But it has also been found in a local sense, 'from':

(38) maːŋggu buːđinu gulnimir
God-ERG bring-PERF spirit home-miri
'God brought [spirits] from heaven' (here Lambert Cocky was explaining how spirits are placed in unborn babies)

It seems that -miri is properly a derivational affix and not a further case inflection (Lambert Cocky gave -miri followed by ablative); but the data available are slim and not totally clear.

[8] -ŋaru 'like a', is used to mark a physical or behavioural resemblance. Only two or three examples have been noted, including:

(39) ɲaŋa nunday qułubugu / miŋa ɲaŋa quuŋŋaru
lsg-A see-UNMKD stump-ABS what-ABS 3sg-SO ghost-ŋaru-ABS
I saw a stump. What was it - it was like a ghost.

[9] -ŋaman can be suffixed to kin terms when the speaker is referring to the addressee's relationship to a person. Thus (80) and

(40) wąŋganga qinu yabuŋgan
WHERE-LOC 2sg-GEN mother-KIN
Where's your mother?

Note that in replying the child could only say ɲaygu yабu
'my mother' (and not *ɲaygu yабuŋgan).

-ŋaman can only be employed with kinship terms (e.g. ɲaŋa 'father', murgin 'son') and its use is always optional. It cannot be suffixed to terms that classify age-groups (i.e. -ŋaman is not a permissable suffix with ɲaŋa 'child').

The suffix -yara 'another' appears in a text given by Jimmy Johnson (miŋayaragu 'to another camp') and was given by John Tooth as the equivalent of Giramay -gabun, 'another' but was not recognised by Tooth on a later field-trip; nor could clear confirmation be obtained from other informants.

Four of these derivational affixes occur - with the same form and meaning - in Dyirbal; they are -bara, -baŋun, -baŋa and -ŋaru. (-ŋaru was only heard in Wargamay after it has been used in Giramay elicitation, and there must remain a slight element of doubt as to whether this is a bona fide Wargamay affix.)

3.1.4 REDUPLICATION. Nominal reduplication appears to indicate plurality, and to involve repetition of the complete form (as in Dyirbal - Dixon 1972:242-3). Thus wurbi-wurbi 'lots of big (things)', gilangilang 'lots of old men', ɲamiŋgamiŋi 'lots of hungry (people)'. The nouns ɲibi 'child' and ɲambi 'old woman' are more frequently than not encountered reduplicated - ɲibiyibi 'children', ɲambigambi 'group of old women'. (But, outside these two instances, nominal reduplication has been obtained only through elicitation.)
3.1.5 INTERROGATIVE MEMBERS. There are two interroga­tives relating to the class of nominals: mîpa 'what' and mînap 'how many'.

[1] mîpa 'what' effectively ranges over the class of nouns that have non-human reference (and over third person pro­nouns, when these refer to something non-human).

mîpa inflects exactly like a noun in all cases but two. There are distinct forms for ergative, instrumental, loca­tive and aversive:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Inflection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ergative</td>
<td>mîpa+ŋgu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instrumen­tal</td>
<td>mîpa+lu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>locative</td>
<td>mîpa+ŋga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aversive</td>
<td>mîpa+la</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus:

(41) mînangu ɲapa ɲanbay
what-ERG 1sg-O hit-UNMKD
What hit me? (Said by someone sitting under a tree, when some­thing fell from the tree on his head)

(42) mînalu ɲinda buŋbay ɲapa
what-INST 2sg-A hit-UNMKD 1sg-0
What did you hit me with?

(43) mînapga ɲinba ɡl:ɡibali
what-LOC 2sg-S sit-CONTIN-UNMKD
What are you sitting on?

(44) mînalaga ɲinba bi:ɡambali
what-AVERS 2sg-S fear-INCHO-CONTIN-UNMKD
What are you frightened of?

Note that bâŋgu-ŋga 'axe-LOC/AVERS' could be given as a reply to (43) or (44). In the first case it would indicate that the speaker was sitting on an axe (involving the 'loc­ative' sense of the -ŋga nominal inflection), and in the second case that he was scared of the axe (the 'aversive' sense of the nominal suffix -ŋga). Typical examples of the use of mînalaga in discourse are in text 8, line 5 and text 9 line 2.

Over the continent, -lu alternates with -ŋgu as erga­tive inflection and -la with -ŋga as locative (Dixon 1980a: 301-21). In a number of North Queensland languages the regular inflections are -ŋgu and -ŋga, with -lu and -la occurring on just three or four nominals, almost always including mîpa (we are here assuming that mîpa 'edible animal' is cognate with the indefinite/interrogative form mîpa - see Dixon 1980a:376, 495 for discussion of this point, and examples).

It is likely that in an earlier stage of Wargamay -lu and -la occurred only with mîpa, for the ergative instrumen­tal and locative-aversive inflections respectively. And that the language then generalised nominal -ŋgu and -ŋga for ergative and locative marking, keeping -lu and -la just for the instrumental and aversive functions of mîpa. Thus, -lu and -la, originally just allomorphic irregularities - adding complication to the grammar without making any con­tribution to its functional task - have been exploited in
order to distinguish between ergative and instrumental, and between locative and aversive, in the case of the important item miña. (A further change might then be for -lu and -la to be generalised as instrumental and aversive markers with all nominals, thus consistently distinguishing these functions throughout the grammar.) See also 5.4.

miña can be verbalised to form intransitive miñambi- and transitive miñama- 'do what?' - see 4.9.

[2] miña 'how many' ranges over the subclass of number adjectives; it declines like a nominal. Thus:

(45) A: ŋina nunday miŋandu
   2sg-0 see-UNMKD how many-ERG
   How many [people] saw you?
B:  gumaŋbaringu
   a lot-ERG
   A lot [did].

In most Australian languages, a single form can bear both interrogative and indefinite sense. In elicitation miña-baŋun, 'very' (see 3.1.3) was given for 'something'; it has not been possible to obtain corroboration of this. See also (34) above.

3.2 LOCATIONAL QUALIFIERS

This set of roots includes galaga 'up', yu:nu 'down', guŋarŋi 'north', guyabay 'the other side (of a river)', bamba 'a long way',  ga:lunjaŋa 'in front' and so on.

These forms can occur with local (locative, allative, ablative) but not with syntactic case-inflections, e.g.

(46) A:  wiŋingu  ŋapa guŋanganu / B:  wapjapaŋa / A:  yu:nuŋga
   snake-ERG 1sg-0 bite-PERF where-LOC down-LOC
   A: A snake bit me. B: Where? A: Down [there on my leg]

However, a locational qualifier can occur without any inflection, the context usually making it clear whether 'at', 'to' or 'from' is intended. An uninflected locational qualifier may occur with a nominal, which must have a local case inflection. In (47) the 'locational phrase' includes muŋaŋ 'mountain', in locative case, and galaga 'up' without any inflection:

(47) A:  ŋayba ŋamigi / gagaragu  qunilaŋu /
   1sg-S hungry-ABS  possum-DAT hunt-PURP
B:  wapjapaŋa / A:  muŋaŋa  galaga
   where-LOC mountain-LOC up
   A: I'm hungry, and I'll hunt for possums.

3.3 TIME QUALIFIERS

A time qualifier will most frequently (although not invariably) begin a sentence. The semantics of time qualifiers is oriented to 'now'; probably the most frequent forms are ganumbul 'earlier on today' and ganu 'later
today' (for a discussion of other types of temporal semantics in Australian languages see Dixon 1977a:498-9).

Time qualifiers occur most often without any inflection:

(48) ñayba ñirwaça banama
  lsg-S tomorrow return-IRREAL
  I'll return [home] tomorrow

However, words referring to a time in the future can take -gu with the meaning 'until' (note that this is identical with the dative-allative inflection on nominals); and words referring to past time appear able to take -ñiŋ 'since' (this is identical with nominal ablative). See (103) and

(49) ñayba ñi:lgi:gibali ñirwaçagu  I'm staying here until tomorrow

The locative inflection -pga--da cannot, it seems, occur with 'temporal shifters' like 'yesterday' or 'later today' (words whose reference is constantly changing as time progresses), but it can be added to non-shifters, as in text 9, lines 12 and 19, and

(50) birgibaçanja ñayba gidulija
  winter-LOC  lsg-S cold-INCHO-PERF
  I got cold in the wintertime

And see balanunga 'moon-LOC' used for 'in the moonlight' in (4) above. In (51) the shifter ñirwaça occurs sentence-initially without inflection but biliginga 'at daybreak' follows the verb (note that this is the preferred position for words in locative inflection that have spatial reference):

(51) ñirwaça ñayba gagalagu biliginga
  tomorrow lsg-S go-PURP daybreak-LOC
  I'll go at daybreak tomorrow

Words referring to temporal duration - for instance, garay 'for a long time', ñamü 'for a short time', yirmay 'all the time' - cannot, for semantic reasons, take any inflection.

There is a suffix -mira 'for -- nights' which derives temporal qualifiers from number adjectives e.g.

- yungul 'one'  yungulmira 'for one night'
- yaga 'two'  yagamira 'for two nights'
- gumapbari 'a lot'  gumapbarimira 'for a lot of nights'

as in

(52) yagamira ñayba bungilagu yala  I'm going to camp here for two nights

Wargamay has a single temporal interrogative, wanjamira 'when'. This appears to involve the suffix -mira, but it is attached to the locational interrogative root wanja 'where' (3.4.3) (and not to miŋaŋ 'how many' as we might have expected). Unlike 'number'+mira forms, wanjamira does not specifically refer to duration, but is used to enquire about the point in time at which something happened, or will take place e.g.
3.3 Time Qualifiers

(53) wanjamira qinba banalagu / ganu 'When are you going to return home?' 'Later on today'

(54) wanjamira qinda puqa qundapun / gugulu 'When did you see him? 'Yesterday''

There is a formal-semantic similarity between -mira and the Yidiŋ affix -m 'during -- days/nights' (which also forms a time interrogative, but in this case from 'how many?') - Dixon 1977a:201-3.

3.4 PRONOUNS AND DEICTICS

3.4.1 PERSONAL PRONOUNS - FORM AND FUNCTION. We can recognise ten personal pronouns for Wargamay - singular, dual and plural numbers for first, second and third person, and an interrogative pronoun 'who' (that is not specified for number). The main forms are set out in Table 3.1.

Wargamay does not have separate forms for inclusive and exclusive varieties of non-singular pronouns. Inclusion can be shown by placing the 2sg pronoun in apposition to a ldu or lpl form (or, presumably, 2du to lpl) - qalı qinba 'you and I' appears in (4) above. Exclusion can be shown by juxtaposing a noun, or else the 3sg pronoun, to ldu or lpl:

(55) qalı bada qumbagi miganga
    ldu-SA dog-ABS enter-PERF camp-LOC
    The dog and I went into the camp

An alternative way of indicating 'me and someone else' is shown in (3).

The ten personal pronouns in Table 3.1 are not in fact semantically homogeneous. Eight of them - the first and second person forms, as well as 3du and 3pl - are strictly specified for number and can only be used with human reference (occasionally extended to include tame dogs). But what we have termed 'third person singular', puqa, can refer to anything - human or non-human. Further, although its unmarked reference is to singular number it can be used for two or more things, or even for something uncountable. puqa typically occurs in an NP with nominals, or with other pronouns.

An example of puqa in an NP with a nominal that has human reference is:

(56) qanda wuñalgani puilaqga bulimandu
    1sg-0 chase-CONTIN-UNMKD 3sg-A policeman-ERG
    The policeman was chasing me

and with a nominal that has non-human reference:

(57) maya puqa qalu wurbimbigi
    NO 3sg-50 water-ABS big-INCH-PERF
    No, the water [hole] has become [too] deep [to swim in]

and with the third person plural pronoun (which always has human reference):
**TABLE 3.1 - Main pronominal forms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>intransitive subject [S]</th>
<th>transitive subject [A]</th>
<th>transitive object [0]</th>
<th>genitive</th>
<th>oblique stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 sg</td>
<td>ḡayba</td>
<td>ḡaga</td>
<td>ḡana</td>
<td>ḡaygu</td>
<td>ḡaygun- 'I'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 du</td>
<td>ḡali</td>
<td>ḡalina</td>
<td>ḡalinu</td>
<td>ḡalin-</td>
<td>'We two'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pl</td>
<td>ḡana</td>
<td>ḡanana</td>
<td>ḡanaju</td>
<td>ḡanana</td>
<td>'We all'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 sg</td>
<td>qinba</td>
<td>qinda</td>
<td>qina</td>
<td>qinu</td>
<td>qinun- 'You'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 du</td>
<td>ḡubula</td>
<td>ḡubulanja</td>
<td>ḡubulanju</td>
<td>ḡubulan-</td>
<td>'You two'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 pl</td>
<td>ḡura</td>
<td>ḡurana</td>
<td>ḡurangu</td>
<td>ḡuran-</td>
<td>'You all'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 sg</td>
<td>ḡuŋa</td>
<td>ḡuŋanganga</td>
<td>ḡuŋa</td>
<td>ḡuŋaju</td>
<td>ḡuŋan- 'He/she/it'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 du</td>
<td>bula</td>
<td>bulanganga</td>
<td>bulanga</td>
<td>bulan-</td>
<td>'They two'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 pl</td>
<td>ḡana</td>
<td>ḡanganu</td>
<td>ḡana</td>
<td>ḡanu</td>
<td>ḡanan- 'They all'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Interrogative | guénga | guéndu | guéna | guénu | guénn- 'Who' |

Dative-allative -gu, locative-aversive -da and ablative -in are all added to the oblique stem.

(58) ḡuŋa ḡana guéngi!
3sg-SO 3pl-S dance-PERF
A lot of people danced

Indeed, ḡuŋa can occur with a first or second person pronoun. A common form of greeting, corresponding to English 'Hello' is qinba ḡuŋa gagaŋu 'Oh, you've come'. (Greetings in Wargamay, as in most Australian languages, normally refer to speaker and/or addressee's motion to and from the place of encounter. There are no absolutely set forms, it being more in the nature of 'variations on a theme'. One way of saying 'goodbye' is ḡayba gafaŋal 'I must be going now'.)

The 'A form' of ḡuŋa can also be used to refer to an instrument, as in (217) and

(59) ḡaga ma:l babay / ḡuŋanganga bapaŋayju
1sg-A man-ABS spear-UNMKD 3sg-INST spear-INST
I speared the man with a spear.

Note that all of the other forms in the A column of Table 3.1 are restricted to transitive subject function.

From a semantic point of view we could think of the personal pronouns (with human reference) as constituting a 3 x 3 matrix with a gap in the 3sg box. ḡuŋa is then a form outside this system, ranging over all numbers and all persons (but with an unmarked sense '3sg' that does correspond to the empty box).

Deictic verbs derived from ḡuŋa - transitive ḡuŋama- and intransitive ḡuŋambi- - are described in 4.9.

What we have called the 'interrogative pronoun' guéng- always has human reference, and is thus complementary to
the interrogative nominal mipa that is restricted to non-human use (3.1.5). qa:n- effectively ranges over the set of eight personal pronouns with human reference, and over the human nominals. It can cooccur with puña:

(60) qa:ngu puña gagay
WHO-S 3sg-S0 go-UNMKD
Who's that going?

Parallel to mipabajun 'something' (3.1.5), John Tooth added -bajun (3.1.3) to a qa:n- form to translate 'someone' e.g. qa:ngabujun 'someone-O'; but it was not possible to obtain corroboration of this.

We saw in 3.1.1 that nominals follow an 'absolutive-ergative' paradigm. One case form ('ergative') indicates transitive subject (A) function, whereas the unmarked 'absolutive' form shows intransitive subject (S) and transitive object (O). The extra-systemic pronoun, puña, inflects in the same way.

The remaining nine pronouns, however, inflect on a quite different pattern from nominals and puña. There are two subtypes - non-sg 1st and 2nd person pronouns use one form for A and S subject functions and a different form for object function. The remaining five forms - 1sg, 2sg, 3du, 3pl and interrogative - have distinct forms for the three major syntactic functions S, A and O.

Genitive pronouns can decline, the case inflection being added directly onto the forms given in Table 3.1. A genitive pronoun (and presumably also a genitive noun) functions like an adjective, and takes the normal set of nominal inflections e.g.

(61) ɲinugu  badangu ɲapa  gungay / waga
you-GEN-ERG dog-ERG 1sg-0 bite-UNMKD shin-ABS
Your dog bit my shin

-gu forms of pronouns can have both dative and allative sense - 'he came for me', and 'he came to me'. An ablative pronoun will indicate 'motion away from', just like an ablative nominal:

(62) ɲinba gaga ɲayguniŋ  You get away from me!

The locative-aversive forms of pronouns appear to have the range of usage available to locative-aversive nominals:

(63) puña ɲinunda gagay  He passed you by
(64) qa:nunda ɲinba bi:ʧamba! Who is it you're scared of?

3.4.2 PERSONAL PRONOUNS - ANALYSIS. The non-singular first and second person pronouns show the most transparent structure, with

\[
\text{Roots} \quad 1du - ɲali \quad 2du - ɲubula \\
1pl - ɲana \quad 2pl - ɲura
\]

The root alone is used for S and A functions, while O and genitive forms involve inflections identical to those on nominals:
Accusative (O) -ŋa
Genitive - -ŋu

We can now consider ldu dative-allative ŋalingu, locative-aversive ŋalinda and ablative ŋalinŋ, (and similar forms for 1pl, 2du and 2pl). If we regarded these as involving suffixes added to the root ŋalin, the forms of the inflections would be significantly different from those on nominals - dative-allative -ŋgu rather than the expected -ŋu, locative -νδα where a nominal would have -ŋga, and ablative -ŋiŋ instead of -ŋiŋ. The simplest solution is to say that the root is augmented by a stem-forming suffix -n, yielding ŋalin, and that ŋalin does take the expected allomorphs for the three oblique cases (save that the first segment of ablative -ŋiŋ, which is optionally dropped after a nominal stem ending in a consonant, is obligatorily lost after a pro-nominal stem ending in n).

3du and 3pl show roots bua and /tasks which - like the 1du, 1pl, 2du and 2pl roots - occur in many other Australian languages (see Dixon 1980a:327-62). They decline on the pattern just described with one exception - the root alone is restricted to S function, and an ergative inflection -ŋgu (identical to that on nominals) is brought in to mark A function.

1sg, 2sg and interrogative pronouns cannot, in the same way, be given a synchronic analysis. However, reference to comparative work on a wide range of Australian languages and reconstruction of the original singular pronominal forms for an ancestor language (Dixon 1980a:339-46) does provide a diachronic explanation. Basically, the proto-language allowed all types of monosyllables (not just monosyllables with a long vowel, like modern Wargamay). The 1sg and 2sg roots were ŋay and ŋin respectively, and these were probably used in S function; oblique cases were formed on the nominal pattern, by ergative -ŋdu (with assimilation), accusative -ŋa and probably genitive *-ŋu. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>proto-forms</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>GENITIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1sg</td>
<td>ŋay</td>
<td>ŋay+ŋdu</td>
<td>ŋay+ŋa</td>
<td>ŋay+ŋu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2sg</td>
<td>ŋin</td>
<td>ŋin+ŋdu</td>
<td>ŋin+ŋa</td>
<td>ŋin+ŋu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Development to modern forms included (see also Dixon 1980a:339-46): (i) dropping of -ŋ- before -ŋ-, probably to satisfy a phonotactic constraint; (ii) replacement of final -u by -a in the A forms; this is a change that has occurred in many Australian languages, its isogloss almost coinciding with the change *ŋa in the past tense inflection *-ŋu; (iii) augmentation of S forms by -ba, when phonotactic constraints shifted so that monosyllabic roots which involved only short vowels were proscribed; (iv) simplification of 2sg accusative ŋin+ŋa>ŋina; one example of -ŋ- is known for modern Wargamay but this cluster is not a popular one; (v) dropping of -ŋ- from the 2sg genitive ŋin+ŋu; this cannot be explained, although it does appear to relate to ŋa:ŋu>ŋa:nu in the interrogative pronoun.

Comparative work also suggests an original interrogative root *ŋa:ŋ-, which inflected on the same pattern as 1sg and 2sg pronouns (Dixon 1980a:372-4). There are two important differences: the change of final u to a in A
forms has not applied to ga:ndu; and the final syllable of the S form ga:nga is -ga, against -ba for 1sg and 2sg. (No explanation is known for this -ga.)

Finally, we can consider the ubiquitous 'third person singular' pronoun. Most of the forms of this pronoun are most similar to those of non-sg pronouns, with genitive involving the addition of -ŋu to the root puna and other oblique inflections being based on a stem puna-. Note, however, that the root covers S and O functions, whereas the roots of non-sg 1st and 2nd person pronouns cover S and A functions.

Comparative reconstruction suggests an original 3sg form *puna in a distant proto-language, with A form *pula. This form is found in a number of eastern languages, and in others the final vowel has shifted to a, giving 3sg A pula (see Dixon 1980a:356-62). It is possible that Wargamay 3sg A form pulanga relates to pula (which is the 3sg form for both A and S functions in Waruquis) plus ergative -ŋu, with the shift from final u to a having applied a second time. This is, however, a fairly speculative hypothesis. (Further work may conceivably show that the Wargamay 3sg root puna is also related to an original *pun.)

In sum, leaving aside the A form, it will be seen that 3sg puna inflects on a nominal pattern, save that dative-allative, locative-aversive and ablative are based on a stem derived from the root by the addition of -n, and not directly on the root.

Wargamay first and second person pronouns are almost identical to those of Giramay and of Nyawaygi. The only differences are (a) 2du has root punula in Wargamay and Nyawaygi but putila in Giramay; (b) genitive is just -ŋu in Wargamay and Nyawaygi whereas Giramay has -ŋu after disyllabic and -nu after trisyllabic stems; (c) dative of non-singualrs is based on the accusative form in Giramay (just as dative of non-singualrs is based on genitive) but on the root in Wargamay and Nyawaygi (and also in the northerly dialects of Dyirbal); (d) Nyawaygi has distinct inclusive forms of 1du and 1pl (involving an increment to gali and gana, which are here the exclusive forms), unlike Wargamay and Nyawaygi.

In Giramay bulu functions both as the 3du pronoun and as the number adjective 'two'. Wargamay and Nyawaygi restrict bulu to pronominal function and have yaga for 'two'. Bulu and yaga can cooccur in an NP in Wargamay, to stress that exactly two people are involved:

(65) yaga bulu ma:l bimbirigi The two men had run away (Text 5.18).

3.4.3 LOCAL FORMS. There are two deictics - 'here' (near speaker) and 'there' (distant from speaker) - that have allative, locative and ablative forms, parallel to the local cases of nominals. These are shown in table 3.2, together with the interrogative deictic 'where'.

Morphologically this is a highly unusual pattern. Most languages - in Australia and elsewhere - would have roots for 'here' and 'there' with affixes for allative, locative and ablative (locative often having zero realisation). This is what is found with the interrogative in Wargamay - alla-
TABLE 3.2 - Deictic paradigm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>allative</th>
<th>locative</th>
<th>ablative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'here'</td>
<td>nagu</td>
<td>yala</td>
<td>yalan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'there'</td>
<td>nagunga</td>
<td>yalanga</td>
<td>yalangan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'where'</td>
<td>wangagu</td>
<td>wanglea</td>
<td>wangan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tive -gu, locative -ŋa and ablative -ŋ are added to the root wanga. But with the non-interrogatives we have suppletive forms nagu 'to here' and yala 'at here' from which 'there' deictics are obtained by adding -ŋa. Ablative involves the addition of -ŋ to the locative (with the -ŋa- in yalanga being simplified to -ŋa- in yalangan). That is, we would expect one root for each row in Table 3.2, with inflections distinguishing the columns; but we find that suffixes derive some of the forms in the second row from corresponding forms in the first row.

These forms are very common in Wargamay and there is no doubt as to the correctness of Table 3.2. Equivalences with Giramay (which has a more usual system — Dixon 1972:57) were given by informants as a further check. Thus (G = Giramay):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{nagu} & = \text{G yalu} & \text{yala} & = \text{G yalay} & \text{yalan} & = \text{G yagum} \\
\text{nagunga} & = \text{G balu} & \text{yalanga} & = \text{G balay} & \text{yalangan} & = \text{G banum}
\end{align*}
\]

A deictic will typically cooccur with a nominal, with which it must agree in case - an example was given at (11) above.

There is a further set of deictics that appear to have aversive function; they involve -ŋa, the regular locative-aversive allomorph after -ŋ, added to the ablative form -ungal, yalangan, wangan. Thus, in a text about early massacres, Lambert Cockey said:

(66) ñayba bimbirigí/ yalanga bulimanda / ñulgíngu
lsg-S run-PERF HERE-ABL-aversive policeman-aversive scrub-ALL
I ran away, from the policeman here, into the scrub (Text 7.1)

Note also

(67) wangan usa ñina bi:rambigí Where did you get frightened of?
(i.e. What place were you frightened of?)

The time interrogative wángamira 'when' appears to be based on the root wanga - see 3.3.

3.4.4 DEMONSTRATIVES. There are two demonstratives in Wargamay:

 pangä 'this one (near speaker)'
 pangägí 'that one (distant from speaker)'

Each has a single form and can be used only in S or O function. (When I tried to obtain these in A form, the informants insisted that one could only use nganga, the A form of the 3sg pronoun — 3.4.1).

A demonstrative can be used - alone or in an NP with a nominal - for deictic reference to any kind of person, ob-
ject or place. Thus, John Tooth was eating a mango during one elicitation session and then said, holding out the stone:

(68) punga mayngu gaqa gulbambagu/mamu yu:pi:lagu
   THIS mango-ABS 1sg-A bury-PURP by-and-by grow up-PURP
   I'm going to bury this mango [stone], so that by-and-by
   it'll grow [into a mango tree]

Other examples include

(69) punga bada walmbari This dog's barking

A demonstrative can occur in an NP with a 3du or 3pl pronoun e.g.

(70) punga:j ci:ma/galunga yugarabali
   THAT 3pl-S water-LOC swim-CONTIN-UNMKD
   All those people are swimming in the water

or even with a first person pronoun - line 13 of text 7.
Note also that punga:j ci:ma was given as the translation of Giramay ba I  abawa I  mija 'camp over there' (cf Dixon 1972:44-5, 48).

3.5 VERBS

3.5.1 PARADIGM IN W. DIALECT. A verb in Wargamay involves an obligatory root and inflection. Between these may occur one (or more) of a set of derivational affixes, i.e.

Root (+ Derivational affix(es)) + Inflection

There are two conjugational patterns, depending on whether the construction in which the verb occurs is transitive or intransitive. These are shown in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3, in fact, deals with just the W dialect. Differences found in B are given in 3.5.3.

The continuative allomorph -balI, added to an intransitive root, derives an intransitive stem that again takes inflections from the first column. Continuative form -IganI is added to transitive roots and derives transitive stems, taking inflectional allomorphs from the second column. Comitative -maIs added to intransitive roots and derives a transitive stem, taking an inflection from the right-hand column. Instrumental -ma effectively derives a ditransitive from a transitive form; this still takes transitive inflections.

The only morphological alternation that is not fully determined by transitivity concerns positive imperative. With intransitives this is simply -ga, but with transitive stems it is -ya after a disyllabic root ending in -i but -φ in all other cases (that is, after a trisyllabic stem ending in -i, or after any stem ending in -a).

The Yotic Deletion Rule -i/y+/I/# (2.6) plays an important role in verbal morphology. One effect of this rule is that the most frequent inflection, that we are calling 'unmarked aspect', is realised as -y after a but as φ after I; thus:
TABLE 3.3 - Verbal suffixes in W dialect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conjugation:</th>
<th>Intransitive</th>
<th>Transitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inflections:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive imperative</td>
<td>-ga</td>
<td>-γa~-φ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative imperative</td>
<td>-γa</td>
<td>-Iγa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrealis</td>
<td>-ma</td>
<td>-Ima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purposive</td>
<td>-lagu</td>
<td>-gu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>-gl</td>
<td>-γu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmarked aspect</td>
<td>-y</td>
<td>-y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subordinate</td>
<td>-pu</td>
<td>-γu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derivations:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuitive</td>
<td>-bo</td>
<td>-Igani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derivations:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comitative</td>
<td>-ma</td>
<td>-ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of transitive trisyllabic stems ending in -I, positive imperative thus falls together with the unmarked inflection, both being just the stem.

Sporadic syllable dropping from purposive -agu (to give -gu), with some intransitive stems, all of them trisyllabic, is detailed in 3.5.4.

It will be noted that -pu occurs twice in the transitive column of Table 3.3. That is, perfect and subordinate inflections, which are distinct in the case of intransitive verbs, fall together on transitives i.e.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>+unmarked</th>
<th>+perfect</th>
<th>+continutive</th>
<th>+continutive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intr</td>
<td>wiγga 'bathe' wiγgay</td>
<td>wiγgagI</td>
<td>wiγgabali</td>
<td>wiγgaligi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>waγgi 'laugh' waγgi</td>
<td>waγgigi</td>
<td>waγgibali</td>
<td>waγgibaligi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tr</td>
<td>balmbI 'smell' balmbI</td>
<td>gundanu</td>
<td>gundalγI</td>
<td>gundalγaniu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>balmbInu</td>
<td>balmbIganiu</td>
<td>balmbIganiu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In most Australian languages -γu (or some reflex of *-γu) marks past tense; this would be closest in meaning to perfective -γu in Wargamay. (Note that in Dyirbal the relative clause inflection on verbs, -γu, appears to be taking on a perfective meaning - Dixon 1972:104).

Detailed discussion and exemplification of the inflectional and derivational suffixes is in 3.5.4-6.

There is in Wargamay just one irregular verb gi:gi- 'to sit'. In the W dialect it behaves as a regular intransitive root with the following exceptions:

(i) positive imperative was consistently given as gi:giya by John Tooth, but as the expected gi:giγa by Lambert Cocky;
(ii) the -gi- of the stem may optionally drop before continuative -balI. That is, gi:gibalI- alternates with gi:balI- (see 2.6); gi:balI is the most frequent form before non-zero inflections e.g. gi:baliga, and gi:gibalI is preferred with the
unmarked inflection, which is $\phi$ after a stem ending in $i$.

The paradigm of $\$g:\$ in W, and in Biyay, is in 3.5.3.

3.5.2 CONJUGATIONAL SETS. Verbal roots in Wargamay fall into two, mutually exclusive, sets:

[a] **Intransitive** e.g. $gaga$ 'go, come', $barna$ 'talk', $w:\$ 'laugh'. These can only take the 'intransitive allomorphs', from the first column of Table 3.3. They occur only in intransitive constructions, that is, with an S NP (they cannot occur with a nominal in ergative, or with a pronoun or nominal in accusative case).

[b] the other set can be termed 'transitive' - it includes $bu:di$ 'take, bring', $mu:ga$ 'eat', $gunda$ 'see' and so on. Roots in this class can occur either in transitive constructions (with A and O NPs) and then take allomorphs from the transitive column of Table 3.3, or in intransitive constructions (with just an S NP) and then take suffixes from the intransitive column. Thus we can have both (with English translations exactly as given by informants):

(71) $gaga$ $ma:l$ $gundalgani$ I'm looking at the man
(72) $gayba$ $gundabali$ ($ma:l$ndu) I'm having a look (at the man)

The syntactic consequences of this 'double transitivity' behaviour of what we have termed 'transitive roots' is dealt with in 4.2, while chapter 5 puts forward a hypothesis about the diachronic development of this feature of present-day Wargamay. In the surrounding languages each root is (with very few exceptions) strictly specified for conjugation and also for transitivity; the parameters of conjugation and transitivity do not coincide in any of Wargamay's neighbours (or, indeed, in languages from other parts of Australia - Dixon 1980a:378-430).

Note that although all 'transitive roots' can occur in intransitive constructions they are always more frequently encountered in transitive function - the circumstances in which a 'transitive root' is likely to occur in an intransitive construction are discussed in 4.2, 5.3.

Roots in the 'intransitive set' in Wargamay are definitely restricted to intransitive inflections, and occurrence in intransitive constructions. That is, we can have

(73) $gayba$ $w:\$ $b:\$ $l$ $al$ I'm laughing

but not *$gaga$ $ma:l$ $w:\$ $g:\$ $l$ $gan$.$ Transitive stems can be derived from intransitive roots, but this process is always morphologically marked by the comitative suffix $-ma$. Thus:

(74) $gaga$ $ma:l$ $w:\$ $g:\$ $l$ $mal$ $gan$ I'm laughing at the man

Examination of Table 3.3 shows that transitive negative imperative and irrealis allomorphs are identical to the intransitive forms save for an initial $-l$. This affix-initial $-l$ also occurs in the derivational form $-lan$ (and in the transitive allomorph $-lan$ of the continuative in the B dialect - 3.5.3). We can regard the $-l$ as constituting a distinct 'conjugation marker' morpheme that intrudes between a transitive stem and these four suffixes. It is certainly appropriate to do this in other Australian langu-
ages, where the conjugation marker appears before almost all verbal suffixes (Yidiŋ is a very clear example - Dixon 1980a:382-99, 1977a:207). In Wargamay -I- is more restricted in occurrence, so that although we do prefer to recognise it as a separate morpheme the decision is a fairly marginal one. In contrast, the intransitive column can be said to have zero conjugation marker. (The -I- in -lagu, the intransitive allomorph of purposive, is probably derived from the transitive conjugation marker -I-, through a process of diachronic reanalysis - see 5.3.)

Of the 140 verbal roots in my corpus just one-third belong to the intransitive set, and are restricted to intransitive function. The remaining two-thirds belong to the 'transitive set', and can function either transitively or intransitively.

Verb roots all end in -a or -i, never in -u. It is probably significant (within the context of a comparative study of the development of conjugational systems in the Australian language family) that 56% of the intransitive roots end in -I-, whereas only 24% of the transitive set do.

There are no monosyllabic verb roots in the W dialect (gil- in B is discussed in 3.5.3). Two roots in the corpus are quadrisyllabic, 30 are trisyllabic and the remainder disyllabic. 14 of the trisyllabics are intransitive, and 16 out of the 30 end in -I-.

Dyirbal has just a few verbal roots ending in -u, all of them in the predominantly transitive -I- conjugation.

There are two cognates in Wargamay:

Dyirbal baygu-I 'shake, wave, bash' Wargamay bayguri
buybu-I 'spit at' buybufu 'make "raspberry" at'

In each case Wargamay has a trisyllabic root. There are altogether ten trisyllabic verbal roots in Wargamay whose third syllable is -ri-, like bayguri (but there are no further examples of a third syllable -gi-, as in buybufi, a verb form which is probably onomatopoeically based). It is possible (but of course by no means certain) that what was originally a productive affix -ri- has been incorporated into some modern root-forms, and that it is this which has helped to eliminate verbal roots ending in -u. (There is no affix -ri in present-day Wargamay. The Dyirbal reflexive -ri-yirri-mari is not a likely candidate since it always derives intransitive stems; of the -ri- final roots in Wargamay only half are intransitive. Similar remarks apply in the case of the verbal comitative/instrumental suffix -gi in Waruq; this always derives transitive stems - Tsunoda 1974). An alternative hypothesis would be that no earlier stage of Wargamay allowed verbs to end in -u, and that Dyirbal originally had roots bayguri and buybufi with the modern forms being obtained by elision of the final syllable.

3.5.3 DIFFERENCES IN BIYAY DIALECT. Verbs in B are almost identical to those in W. Although the following differences are minor, they are crucial to an investigation of the historical developments that have led to the verb systems
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TABLE 3.4 - The irregular verb 'to sit' in W and B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>W dialect</th>
<th>B dialect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>positive imperative</td>
<td>gi:gi-ga-</td>
<td>gi:ga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative imperative</td>
<td>gi:gi-a</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irrealis</td>
<td>gi:gi-ma</td>
<td>gi:gi-ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purposive</td>
<td>gi:gi-1agu</td>
<td>gi:gi-gu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect</td>
<td>gi:gi-gi</td>
<td>gi:gi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unmarked aspect</td>
<td>gi:gi</td>
<td>gi:gi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subordinate</td>
<td>gi:gi-pu</td>
<td>gi:gi-pu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>continuative stem</td>
<td>gi:(gi)ba-li-</td>
<td>gi:gan-i-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comitative stem</td>
<td>gi:gi-ma-</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of modern dialects (5.3). Differences from W are:

[i] B has, like Nyawaygi but unlike W, a reciprocal derivational suffix -ba. This is discussed in 4.5 below.

[ii] The continuative derivational suffix is -ni in the intransitive and -lani in the transitive column. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>W dialect</th>
<th>B dialect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intransitive</td>
<td>wiga- 'bathe'</td>
<td>wiga+ba-li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitive</td>
<td>ninda- 'see'</td>
<td>ninda+lani</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It may be that the B continuative goes back to *-gani, with developments *-gani>-ni in the intransitive and *-l+gani>-lani in the transitive column. (Note that -gani- 'do repeatedly' is a verbal derivational affix in Dyirbal, occurring there with verbs from both conjugations - Dixon 1972:248.) The full form -l-gani is maintained for transitive verbs in W; no origin is known for the intransitive W allomorph -ba-li.

[iii] The irregular verb 'to sit' has a rather different paradigm in B. Whereas in W the root can be taken as gi:gi-, in B the root appears to be basically just gi:-. This is the only monosyllabic verb root in the language; but note that it must take an inflection that is at least one syllable long, so that each verb word has at least two syllables. (The twelve nominals and a particle that actually form monosyllabic words were listed in 2.2.)

The paradigm of 'to sit' in the two dialects is shown in Table 3.4.

In the right-hand column positive imperative and perfect/unmarked appear to involve the regular inflections -ga and -gi added to root gi:-. Other inflections are added to these forms. Thus, irrealis -ma and purposive -gu (not -legu, the regular intransitive allomorph) are added to gi:gi-, while continuative -ni is based on gi:ga. (Negative imperative and comitative forms were not obtained from Nora Boyd, the only B informant, before her death in 1976).

We remarked that -ni, the continuative suffix in B, may be related to -gani, the transitive allomorph in W. The form gi:gan-i, which could be analysed as gi:+gani, might be thought to provide support for this position. But it is not the strongest type of support, since the paradigm of gi:- is highly irregular, and gi:ga is an independently motivated
form within it.

[iv] In B the *positive imperative inflection* on intransitive verbs is -⁠ga, exactly as in W. In the case of verbs functioning transitively B has -⁠φ for the positive imperative on stems ending in -⁠a, again exactly like W. With transitive stems ending in -i, however, the inflections are quite different. Whereas W has -⁠ya with a disyllabic and -⁠φ with a trisyllabic root, B has -⁠φ with a disyllabic root and in the case of trisyllabics it substitutes -a for the stem-final -i. Thus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>root</th>
<th>positive imperative in W</th>
<th>imperative in B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>intransitive</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gagaga</td>
<td>gagaga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wa:di</td>
<td>wa:diya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mgi:ri</td>
<td>mgi:riya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>transitive</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngi:ria</td>
<td>ngi:riya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bu:di</td>
<td>bu:diya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wa:gi</td>
<td>wa:гиya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are in addition just two disyllabic transitive verbs - in B only - that replace final -i by -a in the positive imperative:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>root</th>
<th>positive imperative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ma:nι 'hold in hand'</td>
<td>W ma:nιya    B ma:na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wugi 'give'</td>
<td>W wugiya     B wuga</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can suggest that originally all -i-final transitive stems took positive imperative -⁠ya. The affix was dropped from trisyllabic stems in W, while in B the change:

- i + ya > - a

root inflection

took place. With disyllabics -⁠ya was retained in W but dropped in B.

The two odd disyllabics that undergo a vowel change can be explained historically. Some Australian languages (including Nyawaygi) have a few monosyllabic verbs, normally including (qu-~) wu- 'give' and ma:- 'hold in the hand'; these typically have imperatives wuga and ma:na and tense forms wugι, ma:nι (a full discussion is in Dixon 1980a:382-430). It is likely that a recent ancestor of Wargamay had these monosyllabic verbs, and that they have - in the modern language - been reanalysed as having disyllabic roots; but the original imperative form is maintained in B and now correlates well with the -i→-a rule for trisyllabic imperatives.

We could suggest that in B the root of 'to sit' is simply gi:gi (as in W) and that positive imperative gi:ga is formed by the type of process just dealt with. But there are other oddities in the paradigm of 'to sit' in B (purposive gi:gi:gu rather than gi:gi:lagu, and continuative gi:ganι-) so that there is still need for an ad hoc analysis of this verb in terms of a root gi:nι (It is very probable that gi:nι is the last of a number of original monosyllabic verb roots in Wargamay which have been reanalysed as having disyllabic roots. This diachronic change, with gi:nι- taking over from
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is all but complete in W — although the alternation \( gij:ba - gij:ba \) in the continuative stem may show a relic of the original root \( gij:- \) — but has only proceeded part-way in B.)

Finally, B differs from W in the association of conjugation with transitivity.

Dyirbal is typical of surrounding languages in that it has two conjugation classes, there being a statistical correlation — but far from an exact coincidence — with transitivity classes; the \(-y\) conjugation in Dyirbal has about 80% intransitive members and the \(-l\) conjugation around 80% transitive members. A major point of interest concerning the W dialect of Wargamay is that conjugation exactly coincides with transitivity. Comparing the verbs cognate between the two languages we find that all the intransitive members of the \(-y\) conjugation in Dyirbal do, of course, fall into the 'intransitive set' in W; and the transitive members of the Dyirbal \(-l\) conjugation are in the 'transitive set' in W. But there are also two or three verbs common to the two languages that, although intransitive, are members of the \(-l\) conjugation in Dyirbal; in W these receive intransitive inflectional allomorphs. This can be illustrated with a sample inflection (purposive) of representative verbs in each language (conjugational membership in Dyirbal is shown by \(-y\) or \(-l\) suffixed to the stem; the purposive inflection in Dyirbal is \(-ygu\) onto a stem of the \(-y\) conjugation and \(-li\) onto a form from the \(-l\) class):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W dialect</th>
<th>Dyirbal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>root</strong></td>
<td><strong>root</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wula 'die'</td>
<td>wula-y 'vanish'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bungi 'lie down'</td>
<td>bungi+-l 'lie down'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gi:ga 'tell to do'</td>
<td>gi:ga+gu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(-y\) conjugation (intransitive) | \(-l\) conjugation (intransitive) |
| wula-y | bungi+-l |

\(-l\) conjugation (transitive) |
| giga+-l 'tell to do' |

It looks from this as if W has reanalysed conjugational membership to coincide exactly with transitivity subclasses. That is, the 'exceptions' like bungi+-l have been transferred to the class with which their transitivity value has the strongest connection.

However, this has not happened in the B dialect. Here the intransitive root bungi takes only allomorphs from the transitive column of Table 3.3. Sample forms in the two dialects are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W dialect</th>
<th>B dialect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>positive imperative</strong></td>
<td>bungi+ga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>purposive</strong></td>
<td>bungi+lagu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>irrealis</strong></td>
<td>bungi+lma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note, however, that John Tooth consistently gave bungi+ya as the positive imperative, parallel to his gi:giya 'sit-IMP' mentioned earlier; Lambert Cocky gave bungi+ga and gi:gi:ga. The slender evidence available suggests that two other
intransitive verbs take allomorphs from the 'transitive' column in B (but regular intransitive allomorphs in W); these are ga:nda- 'crawl' and wala- 'ascend'; there are no cognates in Dyirbal. The only other verbs which are intransitive members of the -l conjugation in Dyirbal and also occur in Wargamay are Dyirbal walga-l, W wa:ngga- 'float' and Dyirbal ga:ba-l, W ga:ba- 'be stuck'. These occur only with the unmarked inflection in the limited B corpus; they take normal intransitive inflections in W (except that the irrealis form ga:balma, rather than expected ga:lama, was once given by John Tooth; the other forms he gave were regular intransitive ga:labali and ga:laqj, besides ga:labay).

The inchoative verbaliser, deriving intransitive verbal stems from nominals etc (4.9.1) is —mbu ~ -bi —i in Wargamay, surely cognate with the corresponding suffix -bi-l in Dyirbal. This belongs to the -l conjugation in Dyirbal, although it does form intransitive stems. However, the inchoative suffix takes only intransitive allomorphs in Wargamay, in both W and B dialects (Nora Boyd gave ganu-mbi-gi 'broken' and magul-i-gi 'worked', for instance). It seems that that reassignment of original -l-conjugation intransitive forms to the intransitive class probably commenced with this derivational affix, which now belongs in the intransitive set in both W and B; but for lexical verbs such as bungi- 'lie down' the reassignment has thus far taken place only in the W dialect.

It has already been stressed that what we are calling 'transitive roots' in W and B can occur with either transitive inflection (corresponding to -l conjugation endings in Dyirbal) or with intransitive inflection (corresponding to Dyirbal -y conjugation allomorphs), depending on the type of construction in which the verb is functioning. Most transitive verbs cognate between the two languages belong to the -l conjugation in Dyirbal, but there are a few verbs - such as ga:lgj- 'cook' - that are in the Dyirbal -y class. There has plainly been a shift here too. A verb like ga:lgj- would originally have occurred only in transitive constructions, and would then have taken inflections from the first column of Table 3.3. It now takes endings from the right-hand column of Table 3.3 in transitive sentences, and when it takes endings from the left-hand column it is functioning in intransitive constructions. (A full account of the diachronic changes that can be surmised to have taken place in the development of the modern Wargamay verb system - which are presupposed by the comments above - is in chapter 5.)

3.5.4 INFLECTIONS. We will now take the seven inflections in turn, describing their form and function.


intransitive -ga
transitive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>on stems ending in -a, φ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>on disyllabics ending in -i, -ya W, φ B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on trisyllabics ending in -i, φ W, -a B (where this -a replaces the stem-final vowel i.e. $V_1V_2 + V_2$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The irregular forms of the imperative for ḡi:(ḡi)-, ma:n-i-wu(gi)-, and bungi- were described in 3.5.1, 3.5.3.

The function of imperatives follows the pattern of most other Australian languages. The (A or S) subject is normally a singular, dual or plural second person pronoun, which can freely be omitted - see (9), (11), (35), (62), (82), (85). One example has been recorded in which the subject of an imperative is a ldu pronoun (implied: inclusive):

(75) ṅali bari buṟmbiya ṅalugu
   ldu-SA stone-ABS throw-IMP water-ALL
   We must throw the stone into the water

[2] Negative imperative. This construction is the same as positive imperative but for the obligatory inclusion of particle ḡaru 'don't' before the verb, and the use of inflections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inflection</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intransitive</td>
<td>-ḡa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitive</td>
<td>-lḡa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples are at (83-4) and (166) below.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inflection</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intransitive</td>
<td>-lagu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitive</td>
<td>-gu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The intransitive allomorph is occasionally shortened to -gu after trisyllabic stems. The only examples that have been remarked are Ꙭuwaragi+gu 'stand-PURP', bandali+gu 'burst-PURP', magul+i+gu 'work-INCHO-PURP' and ḡi:+ba+i+gu 'sit-CONTIN-PURP' (see (37)). However, when elicitation was directed to these words the informants gave Ꙭuwaragi+lagu, magul+i+lagu etc as the 'correct' forms. It seems that this sporadic elision of -la (after -ra- or -li-) is an instance of the haplologic-type syllable omission that occurs at a number of places in the grammar of Wargamay (2.6). The truncation of -lagu to -gu has only been encountered on a basically intransitive root, never with a 'transitive stem' used intransitively (if it did happen in the latter case it would obscure the difference between intransitive and transitive variants of purposive with roots from the 'transitive set').

Purposive has an important syntactic function, marking an 'in order to' complement clause - see 4.3.2-3. But purposive inflection can also occur in a main clause (that is, in the first clause of a discourse) and then indicates necessity - that the subject wants to or has to undertake some action. See (4), (51-3), (68) and:

(76) qinba wagunda bigbalugu ḡulgaranga
    2sg-S wood-LOC jump-PURP log-LOC
    You'll have to jump over the log

(77) qayba gagalugu magulgu
    lsg-S go-PURP work-DAT
    I want to go for work

(78) mamu qayba gwaragyu
    by-and-by lsg-S stand-PURP
    I'll stand up by-and-by
Purposive can also be used to indicate ability, as in (7). [4] Irrealis.

\[
\text{intransitive } -\text{ma} \\
\text{transitive } -\text{ima}
\]

This inflection can be used on the verb in a main clause for unmarked reference to the 'future' e.g. (48), (230) and:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{(80)} & \quad \text{Q} - \text{\text{-ma}bu:di\text{-\text{-ma}} \text{-ma}} \\
& \quad \text{-\text{-ma}gagama} \\
& \quad \text{2du-SA wife-\text{-\text{-ma}} WHEN} \\
& \quad \text{go-\text{-\text{-ma}}} \\
& \quad \text{When are you and your wife going?} \\
\text{A} - \text{\text{-ima}pikir\text{-\text{-ima}}} \\
& \quad \text{We'll go tomorrow}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{(81)} & \quad \text{nayba \text{-\text{-ima}} \text{-\text{-ma}}} \\
& \quad \text{walama} \\
& \quad \text{ls\text{-\text{-ima}}S NOT ascend-\text{-\text{-ima}}} \\
& \quad \text{I'm not climbing (any more, because I'm tired)} \\
& \quad \text{You hide, lest the policeman see (you)!} \\
\text{(82)} & \quad \text{nibya \text{-\text{-ima}} \text{-\text{-ma}}} \\
& \quad \text{mu:} \text{-\text{-ima}} \text{-\text{-ma}} \\
& \quad \text{bu:imandu} \\
& \quad \text{\text{-\text{-ima} ndalma} police-\text{-\text{-ima}}} \\
& \quad \text{You hide, lest the policeman see (you)!} \\
\text{(83)} & \quad \text{naru \text{-\text{-ima}} \text{-\text{-ima}}} \\
& \quad \text{gil\text{-\text{-ima}}} \\
& \quad \text{DON'T kick-\text{-\text{-ima} IMP}} \\
& \quad \text{cry-\text{-\text{-ima}}} \\
& \quad \text{Don't kick (him) lest (he) cry!} \\
\text{(84)} & \quad \text{naygu \text{-\text{-ima}} \text{-\text{-ima}}} \\
& \quad \text{bundurup garu ma:nil\text{-\text{-ima}}} \\
& \quad \text{\text{-\text{-ima} \text{-\text{-ima} nibu-\text{-\text{-ima}}} \text{-\text{-ima} 2sg-0}} \\
& \quad \text{\text{-\text{-ima} gupalma}} \\
& \quad \text{bite-\text{-\text{-ima}}} \\
& \quad \text{Don't touch my bag, or the Nyibu (a 'mythical spider', who is supposed to punish some types of wrongdoing) might bite you!}
\end{align*}\]

Note that if there is an NP common to main and subordinate clauses, and if it is in O or S function in each clause, it can be deleted from the second clause, as in (82), (83) and (125).

A verb in irrealis inflection can be used to explain why an instruction is not followed:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{(85)} & \quad \text{A: ninda nanda} \\
& \quad \text{\text{-\text{-ima} \text{-\text{-ima}}} \text{-\text{-ima}}} \\
& \quad \text{2sg-\text{-\text{-ima} \text{-\text{-ima}}} follow-\text{-\text{-ima}}} \\
& \quad \text{\text{-\text{-ima} \text{-\text{-ima} 1sg-0 see-\text{-\text{-ima}}} \text{-\text{-ima}}} \\
& \quad \text{A: You follow (him)!} \\
& \quad \text{B: No, (he) might see me.}
\end{align*}\]

See also text 8, line 6 and text 9 line 3. There is a close semantic connection between this sense of irrealis and the aversive nominal inflection - 3.1.1, 3.1.5.
Dyirbal and Yidin each has a verbal suffix that has an exclusively 'unpleasant' meaning - corresponding to (82-5) here. (The forms are -bila~ba in Dyirbal and -gi in Yidin - Dixon 1972:112-3, 1977a:350-7.) Wargamay -ma~lma refers to 'something that might happen and should be avoided' in more than half its occurrences, but it can also have a straightforward predictive function, as in (48) and (80-1) and it is in view of this that we name it 'irrealis'. (For the corresponding suffix, -ma, in Nyawaygi the straightforward future meaning is rather more frequent than the 'undesirable' sense. It appears that there is a gradual shift in the semantic effect of this category as one proceeds south from Yidin and Dyirbal through Wargamay to Nyawaygi.)

Any action in the future must be referred to by one of the four verbal inflections we have described thus far. Commands and instructions involve the positive or negative imperative. An action that the subject is likely to have volitional control over will be shown by purposive inflection - something he wants to do, or has to do to fulfil some social obligation or physiological need. An action that is outside the sphere of control of the subject - something that just 'might happen', a simple prediction - is shown by irrealis.

There appears to be some overlap of meaning between purposive and irrealis. Thus, the English sentence 'I'll go by-and-by' could be rendered by either of

(86) mamu ñayba gagalagu
(87) mamu ñayba gagama

But there can be a difference in meaning between these two sentences: (86) could indicate that the speaker has a reason for going soon, whereas (87) would suggest that he might take it into his head to depart, although there is no real need to.


\[
\begin{align*}
\text{intransitive} & \quad -gi \\
\text{transitive} & \quad -pu
\end{align*}
\]

This inflection indicates that some action is irretrievably finished. Thus gagay - unmarked inflection on gaga 'go' - can be used to indicate that someone has gone away; in contrast, the perfect gagagi suggests that he has gone away for good (with the implication that he may never return). There is a tendency for verbs in perfect inflection to be referring to an event in the distant past (a few days or longer ago) but this is not necessarily the case.

Note the contrast between a shout of discovery (involving unmarked inflection on the verb):

(88) ñaga ñunga baygi ñaymbay  I've found this bag

and a narrative recounting a past discovery (with perfect inflection):

(89) gu:ñaga ñaymbapu ñunga baygi  [I] found this bag a long time ago

The meaning of a perfect form can often be brought out
by comparison with a continual (in unmarked inflection) e.g.

(90) wagun gandabali
    wood-ABS burn-CONTIN-UNMKD
The wood is burning

(91) ɲuŋa miŋa gandagi
    3sg-S0 camp-ABS burn-PERF
The camp has all burnt up

and see (101-2) below.

Perfect inflection is frequently used with non-durative verbs e.g. biŋbagi 'jumped (with fright)', dagiŋi 'fell down', wulaŋi 'died'. However, it can also be used with durative verbs, as in (91).

Sequence of actions can be shown by the use of perfect, in conjunction with unmarked inflection. Thus, in

(92) bulimandu ɲaŋa wʉŋay / ɲaŋa bimbiŋirigi
    policeman-ERG lsg-0 search-UNMKD lsg-S run-PERF
The policeman searched for me; but I had run away.

the speaker indicates that he had left a given locality before the policeman commenced to search for him there.

As a final illustration, an informant gave for ma:nĩ, in unmarked inflection, the gloss 'I grab something, catch hold of it' but for the perfect ma:nĩpũ he gave 'I bought it up', plainly showing that the action is finished.

[6] Unmarked aspect, has realisation -γ with all verbs (the -γ being eliminated after i by the yotic deletion rule, 2.6).

This is the most frequent verbal inflection in Wargamay and can most simply be described as complementary to the four 'future' possibilities (imperatives, purposive and irreals) and to perfect. It can, in addition, be used where any of the three non-imperative and non-subordinate inflections are possible e.g. 'he died' could be either ɲuŋa wulaŋ or ɲuŋa wulay, and 'I'll go' might be ɲayeŋa gagama, ɲayeŋa gagaŋlagu or just ɲayeŋa gagay.

It will be noticed that Wargamay does not have anything that could be referred to as a tense system. It is, instead, possible to make a positive aspectual or modal specification by use of perfect, irreals, purposive, etc inflections. But if this is not considered necessary, or if none of these choices would be appropriate (e.g. for an action begun in the past and continuing into the present) then the verb is suffixed by the 'unmarked aspect' -γ.

(Wargamay does, of course, have lexical time qualifiers, for explicit reference to points in the past and future, or to the present - 3.3.)

Verbs in -γ inflection can refer to past, present or future time:

(93) gapumbul ɲayeŋa gagay
    earlier on today lsg-S go-UNMKD
I went earlier on today.

(94) pirwaŋa ɲayeŋa ɲagumbi
    tomorrow lsg-S HERE-INCHO-UNMKD
I'll come tomorrow

An example of present time reference is (60) above.

-\( y \) is the normal inflection for narratives - see texts 5-9.

[7] Subordinate -\( pu \). This suffix marks the verb in a relative clause. A full discussion of its syntactic possibilities is in 4.4.

3.5.5 TRANSITIVITY-PRESERVING DERIVATIONAL SUFFIXES. There is one frequent and well-attested transitivity-preserving suffix - the continuative. Two other affixes, -i\( ga \)- and -yandi, that have only been encountered in a handful of examples, are mentioned under [2], [3] below.


\[\begin{array}{ll}
\text{intransitive} & -\text{bali} \ W \ -\text{n}i \ B \\
\text{transitive} & -\text{igani} \ W, \ -\text{lani} \ B \\
\end{array}\]

This is a very common suffix, being followed in the overwhelming majority of cases by the unmarked inflection (realised as zero after stem-final -i). -bali-igani etc then indicates either that an action is now taking place and has a fair duration ('present continuous') or that the subject typically performs this action ('habitual') e.g. (49), (70) and

(95) \( \text{gayba} \ \text{galunga} \ \text{gwarabali} / \text{I'm standing in the water.} \\
\text{galu} \ \text{gidu} / \text{The water's cold.} \\

(96) \( \text{minagu} \ \text{nunga} \ \text{pagaram} \ \text{guyibali} \\
\text{what-DAT 3sg-ABS cry-CONTIN-UNMKD} \\
\text{What is the child crying for?} \\

(97) \( \text{gegan} \ \text{gilgi:ndu} \ \text{mu} \text{galgan}! \\
\text{grass-ABS wallaby-ERG eat-CONTIN-UNMKD} \\
\text{Wallabies eat grass} \\

(98) \( \text{pulanga} \ \text{gaygu} \ \text{mu} \text{galgan}! \text{ He [always] eats my [food]} \\

See also (182) below. And note that yaraman bimbirini 'horse-ABS run-CONTIN-UNMKD' was translated as 'that's a fast horse'.

The contrast between a verb with the continuative suffix and one without is brought out by an informant's translations for:

(99) \( \text{pulanga} \ \text{naga} \ \text{gundalgan}! \text{ 'He stand there one place watching me'} \\
(100) \( \text{pulanga} \ \text{naga} \ \text{gunday} \text{ 'He only just seen me there, he went away'} \\

An important contrast is between continuative (plus unmarked inflection) and perfect inflection, as in (90-1) and:

(101) \( \text{maya} \ \text{gayba} \ \text{na: buyabali} \text{ No, I don't smoke} \\
(102) \( \text{maya} \ \text{gayba} \ \text{na: buyagi} \text{ No, I never smoked} \\

-bali-igani etc can refer to an action performed a number of times in quick succession e.g. minbalgan! 'hit and hit and hit and hit...'. It can also be used to indicate an habitual association of actions. Thus, in Text 7, Lambert
Cocky tells how about the turn of the century his tribesmen were hunted and shot at by the 'native police'. He uses a series of verbs, all in the continuative form - a black tracker would show (milbalganl) the policeman the tracks of the Wargamaygan, the policeman would follow (ganbalganl) them, and then shoot (bungalganl) at the Aborigines.

A verb with continuative plus unmarked inflection can refer to the present, the past or the future. Thus puna wugabali was normally glossed 'He's walking about now' but an informant pointed out that it could refer to a person who was going to set out soon (and could be specified more exactly by insertion of an appropriate time qualifier - 3.3).

Although continuative is normally followed by the unmarked inflection it can take the full range of verbal inflections. It is followed by purposive in (103) and by perfect in (104):

(103) gi:baliga yalanga mamugu
sit-CONTIN-IMP THERE by-and-by-UNTIL
Sit down there for a while!

(104) minagu ndiunda gundalgarinu qulumbugu
WHAT-DAT 2sg-A see-CONTIN-PERF woman-ABS
Why did you keep on watching that woman? [A wife berating her husband]

Examples of -bali — Igani etc with the subordinate inflection are in (186) and (189) of 4.4. No non-zero inflections were recorded following B -ni—lani in the limited corpus obtained from Nora Boyd.

[2] -Iga. In Text 7 (lines 8 and 15) Lambert Cocky twice said wuña-Iga-y, suffixing -Iga- to the transitive root wuña 'chase'. He explained that it meant 'chase a lot of people' (thus corresponding in meaning to the verbal affix -da- in Dyirbal - Dixon 1972:249-50). However when the text was replayed he seemed to prefer wuñalganl over wuñaelag.

Other informants were not happy with -Iga- as a Wargamay suffix, and gave instead -bali—lani etc forms. When elicitation was directed to this point Lambert Cocky did give wuñalgalganl pulanga bulimandu 'The policemen are chasing [Aborigines] all the time', involving -Iga- and -Iganl-; but he did not use -Iga- spontaneously on any other occasion.

-Iga- may be an intrusion from Giramay or, speculatively, a derivational affix that was used in the now-extinct Hinchinbrook Biyay dialect.

[3] -yandi. In the texts recorded by La Mont West Jr from Jimmy Johnson (1.6) there are half-a-dozen occurrences of a verbal affix -yandi-; in every case but one it is followed by -may (that is, presumably comitative -me- plus unmarked inflection -y). Of my informants Lambert Cocky recognised this form but did not use it himself (preferring -bali-). -yandi (which is not similar to any Dyirbal affix) may have occurred only in Hinchinbrook Biyay. Examination of the glosses given by Jimmy Johnson suggests that its meaning may possibly have been 'away', 'going' e.g. bimbiri-yandi 'run away', gagayandimay 'take away'. Alternatively it
could conceivably have been the Hinchinbrook Biyay equivalent of -bali--lganı etc.

3.5.6 SYNTACTIC DERIVATIONAL SUFFIXES. There are three affixes that change the syntactic function of a stem to which they are attached:

[1] comitative -ma-, added to an intransitive stem derives a transitive stem. Discussion and exemplification is in 4.7.
[2] instrumental -ma-, added to a transitive stem derives a stem that still takes transitive inflections, but functions ditransitively - see 4.8.
[3] in B only there is a reciprocal suffix -ba. Details are in 4.5.

Just three verbs have been recorded with both a transitivity-preserving and a syntactic derivational affix -comitative -ma- followed by continuative -lganı. One example was quoted at (74), another is at (207), and the third is bayibayimalganı 'REDUP-be tangled up-COMIT-CONTIN-UNMKD' i.e. 'keep tangling [something] up'.

3.5.7 REDUPLICATION. Verbal reduplication is used very sparingly. It appears to involve repetition of the first two syllables of the root and to indicate that an action is repeated over and over again. For example, with verbal roots gaga 'go' and bayguri 'shake':

(105) qayba gagagagagi I kept on going and going
(106) bada pupa baygubaygur i g i  cjungiri dog-ABS 3sg-SO REDUP-shake-PERF tail-ABS
The dog swished its tail (Literally, the dog's tail swished)

3.6 POST-INFLECTIONAL AFFIXES

There are a number of affixes that follow inflections. Only two or three examples of each have occurred. They appear not to have any clear semantic or syntactic effect but rather to involve a type of stylistic emphasis. These affixes are:

-gan - see Text 6 lines 10 and 16;
-ban e.g. mınaguban 'I don't know' from mınagu 'what-DAT';
-bi e.g. nungabi 'Will this one do?' from demonstrative nınga 'this';
-bal - occurred in the texts given by Jimmy Johnson to La Mont West Jr. Its meaning and function are not understood.

4. SYNTAX

4.1 SIMPLE SENTENCES

4.1.1 CORE. Each sentence must involve a 'core' of obligatory elements in order to constitute a complete semantic unit. There are two types of core configuration:
TABLE 4.1 - Types of case marking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ṭuβuḷa</td>
<td>ṭaṭya</td>
<td>ṭuβuḷa ṭaṭya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nāḍa</td>
<td>nulaṅga</td>
<td>ma:ḷuḍu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2du</td>
<td>1sg</td>
<td>3sg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>iii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intransitive construction - NP in 'intransitive subject function' (S) and VC showing intransitive inflection;

Transitive construction - NP in 'transitive subject function' (A), NP in 'transitive object function' (O) and VC showing transitive inflection.

Here NP (noun phrase) indicates a number of nominal and/or pronominal elements, and VC (verb complex) is one or more verbs (agreeing in inflection); details of NP and VC composition are in 4.1.3-4.

Different parts of speech have different ways of marking the three core syntactic functions, S, A and O. Representative forms are shown in Table 4.1.

In column i non-singular first and second person pronouns have a single ('nominative') form for S and A functions, and a different marked form - involving the 'accusative' suffix -pa -for O function. This is usually referred to as a 'nominative-accusative' pattern of inflection. Thus:

(107) ṭaḷi ṭaṭya Gagay We two are going
(108) ṭuβuḷa ṭaṭya Gagay You two are going
(109) ṭaḷi ṭuβuḷaḷa ṭuṇḍay We two are looking at you two
(110) ṭuβuḷa ḍaḷiṇa ṭuṇḍay You two are looking at us two

At the opposite extreme, iii, nominals (nouns and adjectives) and what we are calling the 3sg pronoun have one form ('absolutive case') for S and O functions, and a marked form ('ergative case') for A function. Examples of sentences involving forms that inflect in an 'absolutive-ergative' pattern are:

(111) ṭuṇa ṭaṭya It is going
(112) ma:ḷ ṭaṭya The man is going
(113) nulaṅga ma:ḷ ṭuṇḍay It is looking at the man
(114) ma:ḷuḍu ṭuṇa ṭuṇḍay The man is looking at it

In the middle of the diagram, at ii, we find that there exist distinct forms for all three functions; this applies to 1sg, 2sg, 3du, 3pl and the interrogative pronoun. (A
general semantic account of 'split' case systems, which perfectly covers the Wargamay situation, is in Silverstein 1976).

Sentences can, of course, mix NPs of all these types. Consider for instance:

(115) qali ma:! qundalma

Now qunda- 'see, look' can occur with transitive or intransitive inflections. -ma identifies it as transitive in this instance (see Table 3.3 in 3.5.1) and we would then look for an A NP and an O NP. We know that the form qali can be used for S or A function and ma:! for S or O function. Hence qali must here be A and ma:! O, so that (115) can only mean 'we two will look at the man'.

There is a possibility of ambiguity here, due to the free occurrence of 'transitive roots' with transitive or intransitive inflections, and to the fact that two of the seven inflections have identical form in intransitive and transitive conjugations (3.5.1). Suppose that the verb were in unmarked inflection, which is -y irrespective of transitivity. Then:

(116) qali ma:! qunday

could be taken as transitive, like (115) - 'We two are looking at the man'. Or (116) could be taken as intransitive with a single S NP involving both qali and ma:! - 'we two men are looking'.

Note that this ambiguity could only happen with a 'nomative' non-singular first or second person pronoun, and with the verb in unmarked (or possibly in subordinate) inflection. 1sg and 2sg pronouns have distinct forms for S and A functions, so that corresponding to the two senses of (116) we have two distinct sentences:

(117) qaja ma:! qunday I am looking at the man
(118) qayba ma:! qunday I, a man, am looking.

Further discussion, explaining the two interpretations of (116), is in 4.2.

4.1.2 SYNTACTIC AND LOCAL EXTENSIONS. To the obligatory core members of a sentence (whether transitive or intransitive) can be added one or more NPs indicating, for instance, the purpose (dative case) or cause (ablative case) of the action:

(119) puqa qaygungu gagabali He's coming for me

See also (16), (77), (79). Purposive NPs are discussed further in 4.2, 4.3.

Other syntactic extensions of the core are an aversive NP indicating something that is feared, as in (6), or an NP referring to some instrument that is used (see 4.8.1).

There are also local extensions, indicating motion 'to' or 'from' or rest 'at' some place. Thus (75), (76) and:

(120) qayba gagay qalugu I'm going to the water (river)
(121) ginanip quqndig! gaqara
    hole-ABS emerge-PERF possum-ABS
A possum came out of the hole

(122) nga ga gagarang a nga ga buyng a ri
ls-g-a dillybag-LOC child-ABS hang up-UNMKD
I hung the baby up in a dilly-bag.

Further examples were given in the discussion of nominal cases - 3.1.1.

4.1.3 NP STRUCTURE. It appears that an NP, whatever its syntactic function, can involve any collection of nominals, deictics, pronouns, so long as semantic plausibility is preserved; every constituent in the NP must bear the appropriate case marking. Thus, we encounter noun plus adjective:

(123) nga ga bi: ga l gagar a gagar n u:m a y
ls-g-a bark-ABS rough-ABS feel-UNMKD
I felt the rough bark

and pronoun plus adjective, as in:

(124) nga ga pu: ga bu: di / gami ji ga nga ga mu: ga gu
ls-g-a 3sg-50 take-UNMKD hungry-ERG lsg-a eat-PURP
I took it, I'm hungry so I'll eat it

In (124) the 'transitive subject' NP involves the ergative form of gami ji 'hungry' and the A pronoun nga ga 'I' (the translation provided is a fairly free one).

An NP can involve two nouns, as wagun 'tree, wood' plus gulgar a 'log' in (76); an example of an NP with two pronouns is an 'inclusive' combination such as nali ginba - see (4) and 3.4.1. A noun and a pronoun can cooccur, as in (116) and (118). In (65) the NP involves a noun ma: 'man', an adjective yaga 'two' and the 3du pronoun bul a; there is a similar structure in line 17 of text 9.

The so-called 'third person pronoun' pu: ga appears to be able to feature in an NP with any other constituents (3.4.1). The demonstratives are restricted to S or O function (3.4.4).

In 4.6 we discuss the occurrence within an NP of an embedded genitive NP (normally indicating alienable possession), or of an apposed 'part' noun (inalienable possession).

Note that although the subject of a transitive sentence is normally animate, it can be inanimate, as:

(125) mij a nga g u mb a ga / y u g a nd u b ar gi l me
house-LOC enter-IMP rain-ERG wet-IRREAL
Come into the house, lest the rain wet you!

(126) na lu ng u nga pa gu: ga y
water-ERG lsg-0 wash away-UNMKD
The water (i.e. flood) washed me away

4.1.4 VC STRUCTURE. Although most simple sentences involve a single transitive or intransitive verb, the VC can involve more than one verb; these must have been the same inflection (which implies that they must, of course, agree in transitivity). Typically, the second element in a VC may be a verbalised adjective, providing adverbial-type modification of the lexical verb. See (194), (232-3), (238)
and

(127) ğału ɲulaŋa wí:kimay  gañay
meat-ABS 3sg-A no good-CAUS-UNMKD cook-UNMKD
She cooked the meat badly (glossed by the informant as 'She burnt the meat')

4.1.5 MINIMAL SENTENCES. Like other Australian languages, Wargamay does have a minor sentence type which involves no verb. This typically involves an adjectival or locational 'comment' (in absolutive case) on a nominal or pronominal 'topic' (which is in S function). See the second clause of (95) and:

(128) ɲalu bamba The water's (too) far away
(129) ɲayba gidu! I'm cold

4.1.6 ORDER OF ELEMENTS. Wargamay shares with Dyirbal the property of allowing great freedom of ordering - not only of words within a phrase and phrases within a sentence, but also of words within a sentence. (In contrast, the order of morphemes within a word is quite fixed.) Little textual material is available so that it is not possible even to suggest ordering preferences. The wide range of possibilities encountered can be seen from examination of the examples quoted throughout this grammar (leaving aside sentences (130-41), (143-155), (274-8), (284-7) in some of which the word order has been normalised in order to draw attention more easily to particular grammatical correspondences). See also 3.3.

4.2 CORRESPONDENCES BETWEEN TRANSITIVE AND INTRANSITIVE CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING TRANSITIVE VERBS

We mentioned in 3.5 that each verb root falls into one of two classes. Intransitive verbs can only occur in intransitive constructions - with a single S NP - and must take intransitive inflections, from the first column of Table 3.3. Thus we can have yugarabali 'is swimming' but not *yugaralgi. (Transitive stems can be derived from intransitive roots by suffixing the comitative -ma; this takes transitive inflections. See 4.7.)

A root from the 'transitive set' can occur in a transitive construction - with A NP and 0 NP - taking an inflection from the transitive column, or in an intransitive inflection - with just an S core NP - taking an intransitive inflection. In neither case is any syntactic derivational affix required.

The NP accompanying a verb from the intransitive set must involve forms from the 'S row' of Table 4.1:

(130) ɲubula yugarabali You two are swimming
(131) ɲayba yugarabali I am swimming
(132) ɲuŋa maːl yugarabali The man is swimming

In a transitive construction one NP must involve forms from the 'A row' of Table 4.1 and one NP forms from the 'O
(133) pūbula ᶜана ɰundalgani You two are watching me
(134) ᶜана pūnja maːl ɰundalgani I'm watching the man
(135) pulaŋga maːlundu pūbulapa The man is watching you two ɰundalgani

An NP like ᵀ¹¹ occurs in S and in O functions. Its precise function in any particular sentence can be inferred from the pronominal forms that may fill the same slot. Thus ᵀ¹¹ in (132) is interchangeable with pūbula and qayba, indicating S function; and in (134) it is interchangeable with ᶜана and pūbulapa, indicating O function. Similarly, whether a non-singular first or second person pronoun like pūbula is in S or A function in a particular sentence can be inferred from comparison with singular pronouns and nominals that can occur in the same slot.

We can now turn to intransitive constructions involving transitive verbs. There are basically two varieties.

[1] *Subject effectively identified with object, reflexive-type meaning.* Here, if the agent does something to himself, an intransitive construction will be used. Often a body-part noun - referring to the effective 'object' - will be included in the S NP, apposed to the head noun or pronoun (in an 'inalienable possession' construction - 4.6.2). Thus, corresponding to transitive

(136) ᶜана wagun ɡandaŋu
lsg-A wood-ABS burn-PERF
I've burnt the wood

(137) maːlundu ɡaːgan ɡiːbalgaŋi
man-ERG grass-ABS scratch-CONTIN-UNMKD
Man is scratching up grass

(138) ᶜана ɡalɡuŋu gunbay
lsg-A meat-ABS cut-UNMKD
I've cut the meat

we have the intransitive constructions, with reflexive-type meaning:

(139) ᵁayba mala ɡandaŋi
lsg-S hand-ABS burn-PERF
I've burnt my hand

(140) maːl gambaŋa ɡiːbaːli
man-ABS body-ABS scratch-CONTIN-UNMKD
Man is scratching his body

(141) ᵁayba bingan gunbay
lsg-S foot-ABS cut-UNMKD
I've cut my foot

and see (106). In each of these sentences the body-part noun could be omitted - thus ᵁayba ɡandaŋi 'I've burnt myself', maːl ɡiːbaːli 'Man is scratching himself' and ᵁayba gunbay 'I've cut myself' are all perfectly acceptable Wargamay sentences.

Note, though, that an intransitive construction is not obligatory for describing someone doing something to himself
4.2 Transitivity correspondences

(although it does seem to be preferred). Instead of (141) one could use a transitive construction

(142) ngaŋa gunbay bingap ngaŋu
lsg-A cut-UNMKD foot-ABS lsg-GEN
I've cut my foot

Here the O NP has bingap 'foot' as head, modified by the possessive pronoun ngaŋu 'my' (see 4.6.2).

In the W dialect, reciprocal sense is also shown by using a transitive verb in an intransitive construction, with a plural S NP. Examples are given in 4.5.

[2] Distinct subject and object. For most intransitive constructions involving a transitive verb the subject and object are quite distinct, just as in a normal transitive construction. The A NP in the corresponding transitive sentence becomes the intransitive S NP and the transitive O NP now normally takes on ergative-instrumental inflection.

Thus:

(143) Transitive ngaŋa gungul mugaŋani
lsg-A vegetables-ABS eat-CONTIN-UNMKD
I'm eating vegetables

(144) Intransitive ngaŋba gungul ndu mugaŋali
lsg-S vegetables-ERG/INST eat-CONTIN-UNMKD
I'm having a feed of vegetables

There is at most a very slight difference in meaning between (143) and (144), shown by informants' glosses 'I'm eating'/ 'I'm having a feed' (and 'I'm looking'/ 'I'm having a look' for (71-2) in 3.5.2). The reasons for having 'deep transitive subject' in surface S function are most frequently syntactic; this can help satisfy the complementation and subordination rules of Wargamay, which work in terms of identity of S and O NPs (never A NPs) between clauses. Discussion of these complementation and subordination processes is in 4.3, 4.4.

Note that most transitive verbs can occur in both type [1] and also type [2] of intransitive constructions. Thus, in addition to (143-4) we can have the reflexive construction:

(145) ngaŋba (maŋa) gunجابali
I'm biting my (hand)

In (143-5) the transitivity was immediately apparent from the form of the singular pronouns (quite apart from the form of the verb) — ngaŋa is only used for A and ngaŋba only for S function. But where both NPs involve just nominals, their function can be harder to determine. Take, for instance, the B sentence

(146) gaŋbunung yimbur muŋani
fish-ERG pelican-ABS eat-CONTIN-UNMKD

Leaving aside any extra-linguistic knowledge we may already have concerning which of pelicans and fish eat the other, let us determine this from syntactic analysis. If this were a transitive sentence we would expect the A NP to be in ergative case and O NP to be in absolutive. If it were
intransitive then S NP (corresponding to transitive A) should be in absolutive and the NP which corresponds to transitive O should be in ergative-instrumental inflection. That is, the form of the NPs is perfectly compatible with a transitive interpretation 'fish eat pelicans' or with an intransitive interpretation bearing the opposite meaning 'pelicans eat fish'.

It is in fact the form of the verbal suffix that resolves this difficulty. The continuative suffix (in B) is -lani in the transitive conjugation and -n\iform with intransitives (3.5.3). Thus yimbur is to be identified as S NP in (146) and the sentence translated as 'pelicans eat fish'.

Note, though, that (146) would involve a syntactically-irresolvable ambiguity if the verb had just unmarked inflection, since this is -y for both transitive and intransitive conjugations. This relates to our comments in 4.1.1 on the ambiguity of (116).

Now in an intransitive construction involving a transitive verb, if the verbal inflection is anything other than purposive, the 'deep object' will normally take ergative-instrumental inflection, as in (144) and (72).

But if the verb is in purposive inflection (in a main clause or in a subordinate clause) then the 'deep O' NP can take either ergative-instrumental or dative case inflection. Thus corresponding to transitive

(147) qal\i biya gasnagu We want to drink beer

either of the intransitive alternatives

(148) qal\i biyagu gansa\alagu <=(147)>
(149) qal\i biyagu gansa\alu <=(147)>

is acceptable. Whereas with an inflection other than purposive, the transitive

(150) qal\i biya gasnalgan\i We're drinking beer

has a single corresponding intransitive:

(151) qal\i biyagu gasnabali <=(150)>

(Most of these constructions are exemplified in text 5.)

This is one example of the strong syntactic connection that exists in Wargamay between nominal dative inflection -gu and verbal purposive -lagu--gu. The formal similarity between these suffixes recurs in many Australian languages so that it seems likely that they do have a common genetic origin (cf Capell 1956:77-8, Dixon 1972:11, 141-7, 1976b:421-82).

In fact, more than half the occurrences of transitive verbs in an intransitive construction are with purposive inflection, often as the second clause of a conjunction 'X in order to Y' where purposive marks the 'in order to' relation between events (see 4.3).

All the examples we have given thus far of transitive verbs in an intransitive construction have involved a nominal 'deep O'. We can now ask what happens in the case of a pronominal transitive object, as in
4.2 Transitivity correspondences

There is no ergative-instrumental inflection of pronouns so that we cannot form an intransitive correspondent of (152) along the lines of (143-4). It seems, in fact, that dative can be used in this instance, even though the verbal inflection is not purposive:

(153) qinba naygungu nara <=(152)>

In another instance locative was used to mark a pronominal 'deep O' NP in an intransitive construction:

(154) transitive  yugandu nara bargijani
    rain-ERG lsg-0 wet-CONTIN-UNMKD
    Rain is falling on me.

(155) intransitive  yugen naygunda bargijani
    rain-ABS lsg-LOC wet-CONTIN-UNMKD
    <=(154)>

Note that the A form of a pronoun can not be used for the 'deep O' NP in a transitive sentence. That is, *qinba naga nara:raga and *yugan gaça bargijani (with the sense 'the rain wet me') are totally unacceptable. naga can only be used in an NP that is in surface as well as deep 'transitive subject' function.

Confronted by (146) the reader may have wondered why it could not be called a special type of transitive construction - after all it does have a subject and an object, and formal marking of absolutive and ergative-instrumental inflections. The reasons for calling it 'intransitive' are

(a) the 'subject' NP in a construction like (146) is always chosen from the middle row in Table 4.1, involving lsg qa:yba and 2sg qinba (forms that only occur in S function for intransitive sentences);
(b) whereas a nominal in A function in a transitive sentence must be in ergative case and one in S or O function must be in absolutive case, the 'deep O' NP (qa:bu) in a sentence like (146) can be in ergative-instrumental or dative or even in locative case;
(c) the suffixes available to the verb in sentences like (146) are all from the intransitive column of Table 3.3; these are the inflectional allomorphs that must be used with intransitive roots like yugara 'swim' and wa:gi 'laugh'.

A sentence will normally be expected to have the full set of core elements (4.1.1). Although some of these may be deleted in running texts, in elicitation informants would tend always to supply an A NP and an O NP for a transitive sentence, and so on. In contrast, the 'deep O' NP in an intransitive construction need not be stated at all. In fact a transitive verb is sometimes used in an intransitive construction simply because the speaker does not want to, or cannot, specify the 'object'. Contrast:

(156) pulange bada nundalgan! He is looking at the dog
In this way, the 'deep O' NP in an intransitive construction behaves like an 'extensional' (4.1.2) and not like a core NP. (Compare nayba nunday in line 17 of Text 5 with nga ga nunday guyogan in line 7.)

In the discussion so far we have implied that the S NP in an intransitive construction is always coreferential to the A NP in the corresponding transitive construction (involving the same transitive root). There is just one known exception to this generalisation - gumba can mean 'go in' or 'put in' e.g.

(158) nayba bada gumbagi balganda
3sg-So dog-ABS go in-PERF house-LOC
The dog went into the house

(159) bada nga ga gumbay balganda
dog-ABS 1sg-A put in-UNMKD house-LOC
I put the dog into the house

Note that the S NP in (158) is coreferential to the O (and not the A) NP in (159). Since this is a unique example we can perhaps suggest that there are two homophonous verbal roots - intransitive gumba 'go in' and transitive gumba 'put in'. We would then, of course, expect the transitive root to be able to occur in an intransitive construction in the normal way. But in fact

*(160) nayba nulanga badangu gumbagi
appears not to be acceptable. We can put this down to 'interference' from the homonymous intransitive root, as in (158); to avoid the possibility of ambiguity it seems that the transitive root gumba- can only be used in transitive constructions.

We have said that all or almost all 'transitive verbs' can occur in transitive or in intransitive constructions. In fact, each of them functions transitively the majority of the time, this being the unmarked construction type for 'transitive verbs'. They occur in intransitive constructions for specific reasons - to indicate reflexive meaning, to put the 'deep A' NP into surface S function in order to satisfy coordination and subordination constraints, to avoid having to specify the 'object', or for reasons of semantic or stylistic emphasis. About half the transitive roots collected did appear in both transitive and intransitive construction types; checking a sample of the remainder suggests that almost all of these also have the potentiality of occurring in intransitive constructions (with, potentially, any intransitive inflection).

In fact, some transitive verbs commonly occur in intransitive constructions, others do so occasionally, and others almost never do. This is simply a function of their semantic nature, and consequent syntactic behaviour. A verb like gi:ba- 'to scratch' will often be used reflexively (and note that the pair of roots giba-y/giba-1 'scratch' is one of only five known intransitive/transitive pairs in Dyirbal - see 5.1.2 and Dixon 1972:315-6); and with verbs like nunda- 'to see, look' na:ra- 'to hear, listen', bay- 'to sing', buya-
'to blow' and muja- 'to eat', the speaker occasionally may not wish to specify an object. Other verbs typically occur in complement clauses - quni- 'to hunt for' often occurs in sentences like 'go to hunt for animals' - and will then take the intransitive purposive inflection -lagu. But gi:ga- 'tell to do, let do' has none of these properties - it has never been encountered used reflexively, the object is always specified, and it tends to occur in the main clause (not the subordinate clause) of a complement construction (e.g. 'tell him to catch animals'). It is thus quite natural that gi:ga- should not have been encountered in an intransitive construction, and could not be elicited in one. Another verb that has never been heard in an intransitive sentence - and could not be elicited in one - is wugl- 'give'.

4.3 COMPLEMENTS

4.3.1 DATIVE AND PURPOSE. In his brief comments on the grammar of Wargamay, Lumholtz (Among Cannibals, 1889:308) singled out for special mention the suffix -gu:

'The suffix go literally means "with regard to", and is usually added to nouns to give them a verbal meaning, but it is also sometimes added to verbs. The question Wainta Morboro? - that is, "Where is Morboro?" - can be answered by saying only tityengo (he has gone hunting tityen) (wallaby), (literally, with respect to wallaby); or, for example, mittago he is at home (literally, with regard to the hut). Mottaigo means "he is eating" (literally, with regard to eating). "Throw him into the water," is expressed simply by ngallogo. As is evident, this is a very convenient suffix, as it saves a number of moods and tenses.'

There does seem to be, as Lumholtz suggested, a connection between the dative case -gu and verbal purposive -lagu ~-gu. Thus, in

(161) qinba mi girilagu ŋaygungu
    2sg-S wait-PURP lsg-DAT
You must wait for me

(162) qinda baya  gama ŋaygungu / ŋa da ga:ragu
    2sg-A sing-PURP songstyle-ABS lsg-DAT lsg-A hear-PURP
You sing a gama-style song for me. I want to hear (it).

the dative NP and purposive verb have in each case similar semantic overtones, indicating 'need' and 'desire'.

We can however go beyond semantic feelings and demonstrate a fairly formal syntactic relationship between the nominal and verbal inflections. First, note that a core sentence may be extended by either a dative NP, or a purposive verb, to indicate something to which the action referred to by the main verb is directed, as in:

(163) ŋayba gagay wubirigu I'm going for sugar-bag (i.e. bee's honeycomb)

(164) ŋayba gagay wi galagu I'm going to bathe

In 3.5.4 we gave examples of purposive inflection on the verb in a main clause, marking necessity or desire (a kind of 'volitional future'). (164) shows a rather different
use of purposive, to mark the verb in a complement clause; -lagu in (164) seems to link the action referred to by the verb in the main clause with that in the complement clause - 'go *in order to* bathe'.

4.3.2 COMPLEMENT CLAUSES. The condition for two clauses to be joined in a complement construction is that they have a common NP that is in surface S or O function in each clause. The verb of the main clause can bear any inflection (except subordinate) and the verb of the complement clause shows purposive inflection. Semantically, the action of the main clause was performed *so that* the action of the complement clause should be possible.

We can thus recognise four types of complement construction, according to the functions of the common NP.

[a] S function in main clause and in subordinate clause e.g. (164).

[b] S in main clause and O in subordinate clause e.g. (165)

(165) ŋuŋa  ma:l   privileging  /  nulmbulungu  ʒungagu
3sg-SO  man-ABS  emerge-PERF  woman-ERG  see-PURP
The man came out so that the woman would see him

[c] O in main clause and S in subordinate clause e.g. (68)

and (166) ŋaŋa  bʊnmbi  ŋuŋa  /  ħuwaralagu
DON'T  cut-NEG  IMP  tree-ABS  leave-IMP  stand-PURP
Don't cut the tree down! Leave it to stand (there)!

(167) ŋaŋa  bʊnmbi  ŋuŋa  /  bʊnmbi  3sg-O  burst-PURP
I threw it (a bottle) down, so that (it) burst.

[d] O in main and in subordinate clause e.g. the last two clauses in line 1 of Text 7, and

(168) ŋinda  baba  giːgin  /  ŋaŋa  gunbagu
2sg-A  spear-IMP  wallaby-ABS  1sg-A  cut-PURP
You spear a wallaby, so that I can cut it up.

4.3.3 'FAVOURITE CONSTRUCTIONS'. Suppose that we wish to join in a complement construction two clauses, and that they have a common NP which is in S or O function in the first but in A function in the second e.g.

(169) ŋayba  gagay  I'm going
(170) ŋaŋa  wubiri  gungarigulu  I want to cut sugar-bag

In order to form a complement construction the common NP must be in S or O function in each clause; to meet this syntactic constraint we have to use not (170) but the corresponding intransitive construction (4.2) i.e.

(171) ŋayba  wubirigu  gungarigulu  <=(170)>

We then obtain, with the normal deletion of the second occurrence of the common NP:

(172) ŋayba  gagay  wubirigu  gungarigulu  I'm going to cut sugar bag
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Note the similarity between (172) and

(163) gayba gagay wubirigu I'm going for sugar-bag

In fact, any sentence with a dative NP, such as (163), can be extended by a transitive verb in -lagu inflection, indicating what the referent of the S/O NP of the first clause wants to do to the referent of the dative NP. A dative NP thus carries the expectation of a following transitive verb, in intransitive purposive inflection (cf (12) in 3.1.1).

We can refer to (172) as a 'favourite construction'. (There are parallels to the 'favourite construction' described for Dyirbal – Dixon 1972:73-4. Further discussion is in Chapter 5.) The first clause can be transitive or intransitive; its S or O NP will be coreferential with the 'deep A' NP of the second clause – this actually appears in surface S function through choice of the intransitive construction (which was necessary to meet the S/O condition on coreferential NPs for complement constructions).

Further examples of favourite constructions with intransitive main clause are line 15 in text 5 and line 4 in text 6. A favourite construction with transitive main clause is

(173) weybalangu ñana gi:gay galguçugu galgîlagu
white man-ERG lsg-0 tell-UNMKD meat-DAT cook-PURP

The white man told me to cook the meat

Note that the main clause can involve any inflection including purposive (as in (4)). Or the main clause can be a 'minimal sentence' involving, say, an adjective (but no verb), as in (47).

The crucial role of intransitive constructions involving transitive verbs can thus be seen – they are needed to form complement clauses where the underlying A NP is coreferential to S or O NP in the main clause. We noted in 4.2 that if a transitive verb appears in an intransitive construction with purposive inflection, then the 'deep O' NP can be in dative or in ergative-instrumental inflection, that is, we can have either gayba gagay ñangilagu biyagu or gayba gagay ñangilagu biyagu 'I went to have a drink of beer' (cf. (148-9)). But in purposive complement clauses, dative is much the commoner marking on the 'deep O' NP, as in (172-3), (12), (4) and (47).

Little text material is available in Wargamay and little can be said about conditions for coordination of two sentences that fall outside complement constructions (i.e. where the second sentence does not show purposive verbal inflection). The indications are, though, that it is again necessary for there to be a common NP that is in S or O function in each clause. In 3.5.4 we mentioned a type of subordinate clause whose verb is marked by irrealis inflection -ma~-1ma, referring to something unpleasant that is to be avoided. For this construction-type there is generally an NP common to the two clauses and it is usually in S or O function in each clause; certainly the common NP can only be deleted from the second clause if this syntactic condition is satisfied – see (82), (83) and (125).

We have not said anything about complex sentences where
there is a common NP that is in A function in the main clause but in S or O function in the subordinate clause. In fact there are no examples of this type in the corpus collected, and when elicitation was directed to this point a straightforward sequence of transitive and intransitive clauses was obtained, with no syntactic interrelation between their noun phrases, and no NP deletion:

(174) ɲaŋa ɲulâŋa ɡaygay / ɲaŋa ɓungiagu

1sg-0 3sg-A hunt away-UNMKD 3sg-S0 lie down-PURP

wugargiri

sleepy-COMIT-ABS

He sent me away then he could sleep.

4.4 RELATIVE CLAUSES.

The syntax of relative clauses is almost identical to that of complement clauses. There must be a common NP that is in S or O function in each clause. The verb of the main clause can bear any inflection except subordinate, while the verb of the relative clause must be in subordinate inflection. A relative clause refers to an action that is simultaneous with, or previous to, the action of the main clause.

Exemplifying in terms of the function of the common NP:

[a] S function in main clause and also in relative clause

(175) ɲayba wi:ɡimbigi wuganu

1sg-S no good-INCHO-PERF walkabout-SUBORD

I, who had been walking about, felt no good (i.e. tired)

(176) ɲayba magulînu ɡi:ɡilagu

1sg-S work-INCHO-SUBORD sit-PURP

I, who have been working, want to sit down

[b] S in main clause and O in subordinate clause

(177) ɲuŋa biɾbabali ɲaŋa ɲunamu

3sg-S0 jump-CONTIN-UNMKD 1sg-A see-SUBORD

It (the kangaroo) which I saw was jumping

(178) gu:ɡaɾa ɲaŋa bayguriŋu wulay

goanna-ABS 1sg-A bash-SUBORD die-UNMKD

The goanna which I had bashed (on a tree) died

(179) A: ɡumubuŋuŋu ɲaŋa wugînu / ɲulbubu dagigi /

beef-INST 1sg-A give-SUBORD woman-ABS fall-PERF

B: mînambînu / A: ɡumubuŋu ɡündîl /

what-INCHO-PERF beef-ABS heavy-ABS

A: 'The woman, whom I had given meat to, fell down'.

B: 'How was it (she fell)?' A: 'The meat was (too) heavy.'

(180) ɲaŋa ɡanbawi / ɲuŋa dagigi

1sg-A hit-SUBORD 3sg-S0 fall-PERF

He, who I had hit, fell down.

[c] O in main clause and S in subordinate clause

(181) ɲaŋa ɲulbubu ɡanbuvu ba:dînu

1sg-A woman-ABS hit-UNMKD cry-SUBORD

I punched the woman who was crying.
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(182) ngaŋa puŋa  ámbuburu bʊmbilgani
lsg-A 3sg-SO beef-ABS throw-CONTIN-UNMKD
bʊmbiŋu
rotten-INCHO-SUBORD
I throw away beef which has gone rotten.

(183) ngaŋa ᵏaːray ŋina buːnguraymbiŋu
lsg-A hear-UNMKD 2sg-0 snore-INCHO-SUBORD
I heard you snoring (last night)

[d] O function in both clauses

(184) ngaŋa ᵗunday  puŋa  ɡɪlwánu
lsg-A see-UNMKD 3sg-SO kick-SUBORD
I saw him being kicked

(185) ᵗana  ɡamŋay  ɡalú  waybaláŋu  buːdɨŋu
lpl-SA drink-UNMKD grog-ABS whiteman-ERG bring-SUBORD
We are drinking the grog which the white man brought

A continuative suffix can, of course, come between root and subordinate inflection, as in:

(186) puŋa  ámbuburu  ᵗunda  waːɡibaliŋu
3sg-SO woman-ABS look-IMP laugh-CONTIN-SUBORD
Look at that woman laughing!

We described two uses of the purposive inflection -ɬagu-ɬgu, marking a main verb, or the verb in a complement clause. If we were restricted to the transitive conjugation we could suggest that -pu patterned in a similar way - as a perfect inflection in the main clause, and as the marked of a relative clause. The similarity between main and subordinate uses of -ɬagu-ɬgu (both implying futurity and purpose) is paralleled by a semantic overlap between main and subordinate uses of -pu (the former must and the latter can refer to completed actions). But in the intransitive conjugation perfect is -gi, quite distinct from subordinate -pu, and it is partly in view of this that we recognise two separate inflections in this case (as against one inflection, with two functions, for -ɬagu-ɬgu).

It is in fact sometimes difficult to decide whether a verb in -pu form should be regarded as 'perfect' or 'subordinate'. (176) is a typical example: we could take ɡiːɡiːɬagu as the main verb and magulíŋu as a subordinate clause; or alternatively magulíŋu could be the main verb in perfect inflection with ɡiːɡilagú a complement clause. On semantic grounds the first interpretation seems most plausible in this instance - that is, we prefer 'I, who have been working, want to sit down' over 'I worked in order to sit down'.

In many cases there is a considerable semantic difference between perfect and relative interpretations. In (181), for instance, if baːdɨŋu were in perfect inflection the sentence could only mean 'I punched the woman (after she) had completely finished crying' (and if this interpretation had been intended baːdɨŋu should normally have preceded ngaŋa danbay).

If the common NP involves just nominals they will have the same form for S and O functions; then the second occurrence of the common NP is likely to be deleted. In the case
of pronouns, different forms are used for the two functions and both occurrences may be retained, as in:

(187) ṅayba bimbirigl / ma:ldu ṅaŋa wuŋanu
lsg-S run-PERF man-ERG lsg-0 chase-SUBORD
I, who was being chased by the man, ran away (i.e. 'I ran away with the man chasing me')

(188) Ṽulanga ma:ldu ṅaŋa du:ŋanu / ṅayba dagigli
3sg-A man-ERG lsg-0 pull-SUBORD lsg-S fall-PERF
I, having been pulled by the man, fell down (out of the tree-fork)

Just as in the case of complement clauses, a transitive verb may be used in an intransitive construction in order to meet the syntactic condition on relative constructions e.g.

(189) Ἵlmbuŋguŋgu Ṽunday giŋgu muŋbaliŋu
woman-ERG see-UNMKD child-ABS eat-CONTIN-SUBORD
 guŋuIndu
vegetables-ERG/INST
The woman watched the child eating vegetables

Another way of dealing with this situation (of the common NP occurring in A function in one clause) is simply to employ two separate sentences:

(190) gaIi mayggabay yala / giŋgu Ṽulanga
lsg-A kick-UNMKD 3sg-S0 white woman-ABS burn-PERF 3sg-A
 giŋgu
meat-ABS
I kicked the white woman. She had burnt the meat.

No example is known of a relative clause construction in which a common NP can be in surface A function in either clause.

It will be noticed that a relative clause normally follows the main clause. It may, however, precede it (normally forming a separate intonation group in this case) as in (179-80), (188). And there are examples of relative clauses being inserted into the main clause, normally after the occurrence of the common NP - as (176), (178).

4.5 RECIPROCALs

There is, in the B dialect only, a suffix -ba that can be added to transitive verb roots, deriving an intransitive stem with reciprocal meaning:

(191) Ṽali mayggabay yala We'll talk together here (literally 'tell each other')

(192) gawanbigi Ṽuŋa buṛbabagyu
anger-INCHO-PERF '3sg'-SO hit-RECIP-PURP
They have become angry and want to fight each other.

In text 9 line 15 John Tooth used a B reciprocal form buṛbabay.

Note that in (192) the purposive inflection is -gu, from the transitive column in Table 3.3, rather than intransitive -lagu. This was given on two separate occasions,
and buŋbabalagu explicitly rejected, so that it is unlikely to be an error.

In (193) ɣunda+=ba-, literally 'look at oneself', has the semi-idiomatic sense 'wait (for)'

(193) ɣayba yala ɣundabaya ɣinungu I've been waiting here for you.

A reciprocal verb can, of course, function in a subordinate clause e.g.

(194) ñaŋa pubulapa ɣagamay ñingay buŋbabapu
     lsg-A 2du-0 two-CAUS-UNMKD stop-UNMKD hit-RECIP-SUBORD
     I stopped you two from fighting

The W dialect will simply use a transitive verb in an intransitive construction in order to show reflexive and also reciprocal sense e.g. ãana buŋba¿al 'they are fighting' ãana bun¿abal 'they are shooting each other'; the inclusion of adjective ñalma 'on one's own' can emphasise the reflexive interpretation.

Nyawaygi also shows a reciprocal verbal suffix -ba, identical to that in B.

4.6 POSSESSION

In common with most Australian languages, Wargamay distinguishes between inalienable possession - covering whole-part relationship - and alienable possession - covering possession of artefacts, pets, language, and also kinship relations.

4.6.1 ALIENABLE POSSESSION. The genitive case -ŋu must be used to mark alienable possession. Genitive is added to each word of the 'possessor' NP, and this NP then modifies the 'possessed' head noun. The inflection appropriate for the head noun is added after the genitive inflection, on words of the 'possessor' NP. (The only examples of a declined genitive that have been gathered involve pronouns e.g. (61).)

See (84) and

(195) ñuŋa bada ñagunga ñambigąmbingu
     3sg-S0 dog-ABS THERE old woman-REDUP-GEN-ABS
     The dog over there belongs to the old women

(196) bada ñaŋa ñunday ñanayu
     dog-ABS lsg-A see-UNMKD 3pl-GEN-ABS
     I saw the dog belonging to all (those people)

4.6.2 INALIENABLE POSSESSION. For indicating a part of some object either a genitive construction can be used, as for alienable possession, or else the 'part noun' can just be apposed to the 'whole noun' in an NP (modifying it as an adjective would). In this 'appositional' construction there is no overt marking of possession; both nouns simply take the case inflection appropriate to the function of their NP.

Either a genitive or an appositional construction can be used quite freely for inalienable possession, although
apposition is probably a little commoner. (In this Wargamay is quite different from Dyirbal, which cannot use the genitive for inalienable possession - Dixon 1972:61-2. The data available for Wargamay is not rich enough to allow us to investigate whether there is a semantic hierarchy motivating the alternation, as there is for Yidin - Dixon 1977a: 360-4.)

Thus, one could say either of

(197) ηαγυ bingan wınıη My foot is sore
(198) ηαγη bingan wınıη <=(197)>

Other examples of the appositional construction are at (61), (106), (139-41), (243) and line 11 of text 9. A minimal sentence with adjectival comment and a topic NP that involves inalienable possession is:

(199) ηαγίηγηα ηαγη mαργηα
neck-ABS lsg-S sore-ABS
My neck is sore

Note also:

(200) ηαγη yηα ηαμυγχ My tooth aches (literally 'My tooth has toothache')

It appears that a person's name is regarded as inalienably possessed, just like a body part - either the genitive mηα ηηηυ ιηηη or appositional ηηηα mηα ηηηυ ιηηη can be used for 'what's your name?'.

4.6.3 'GIVING' CONSTRUCTIONS. The most frequent construction involving the verb wugi 'give' has the 'giver' in A function, the 'recipient' in O function, and 'what is given' in instrumental inflection. Thus (32), (35), (179) and

(201) bugαŋgu ɘɰumubʉŋgu ɡaŋa ɰulαŋga waybaɭαŋɡu wugηnu rotten-ERG/INST beef-INST lsg-o 3sg-A whiteman-ERG give-PERF
The white man gave me rotten beef

(202) yungʉŋgu ɡaŋa bangaygu wuga another-INST lsg-o spear-INST give-IMP
Give me another spear!

The alternative 'giving' construction is to have 'giver' in A function, 'what is given' in O function, and 'recipient' as alienable possessor (marked by genitive) within the O NP e.g.

(203) A: ɡaːnu ɡηinda wugi gaygamali /
WHO-GEN-ABS 2sg-A give-UNMKD flour-ABS
Who did you give the flour to?

B: ɡαŋγα ɡuimbuŋgu wugi
THERE : woman-GEN-ABS give-UNMKD
(1) gave it to the woman over there

Note that the recipient would not normally be in dative case. The possibility of using dative (but not to mark ultimate recipient) with wugi is seen in (204). John Tooth had asked me to take a trunk full of crockery to his son in Cairns, and told me to say:
(204) bagi ɲunga ɲaɲangu wuɲiu ɲaygungi/ wuɲigu 
trunk-ABS THIS father-ERG give-PERF 1sg-DAT give-PURP
ɲĩu
2sg-GEN-ABS
(Your) father gave this trunk to me (for me) to give (it) to you

Here the dative ɲaygungi 'to me' indicates that I
(who was intended to be the speaker of this sentence) was
not the eventual recipient of the crockery; I had to de­
liver it to the intended addressee, John Tooth's son, and
ɲĩu 'your' is in genitive form.

4.7 COMITATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS

The addition of derivational suffix -ma to an intransi­
tive root derives a transitive stem. John Tooth contrasted:
(205) balbay bandali ɬ The bottle burst
(206) balbay bandalimay ɬ(Someone) burst the bottle

The first sentence involves the intransitive verb band­
ali-, and implies that the explosion was spontaneous. In
contrast, the inclusion of transitive bandali+ma- in (206)
indicates that there was an agent (and an A NP could of
course be included in this sentence).

The S NP in (205) corresponds to the O NP in (206),
with an agent brought in as A – literally 'Someone made
[the bottle burst]'; note that here there is a change of
state, for the bottle. However, in most of the -ma construc­
tions I have collected it is transitive A NP which corre­
ponds to intransitive S (and there is no change of state
involved). For instance:
(207) pulanga ɲumբurungu ɲiŋdu wuŋamalgani
3sg-ɬ woman-ERG child-ABS walkabout-COMIT-CONTIN-UNMKD
malaŋa
hand-LOC
The woman is walking about with the child [holding it] by the
hand
(208) pula ɲumbruŋu wuŋabail ɲiŋgůgil
3sg-S0 woman-ABS walkabout-CONTIN-UNMKD child-COMIT-ABS
<=(207)>

Here the A NP in (207) is identical to the head noun (and
3sg pronoun) of the S NP in (208); and ɲiŋgů, which is in O
function in (207), takes the nominal comitative suffix -gil
(3.1.3) to function as a modifier within the S NP in (208).

In most of the -ma examples collected there is a corres­
dpondence between the O NP in the transitive comitative con­
struction and a noun in nominal comitative form in the under­
lying intransitive sentence, as in (207-8); it is in view of
this that we refer to -ma as the verbal comitative suffix
(and (206-7) as 'comitative constructions'). Other exam­
pies are
(209) muyma ɲiŋda banama
boy-ABS 2sg-A return-COMIT-IMP
You return with the boy!

(210) ŋaća ŋulmburụ ɖi:gi:may
lsg-A woman-ABS sit-COMIT-UNMKD
I'll sit with the woman (this has the idiomatic meaning 'I'll marry the woman')

But there are some comitative constructions where the O NP corresponds to a dative or locative NP in the corresponding intransitive sentence; see (74) and

(211) ŋaća ŋaygu yibi ɓa:dimay
lsg-A lsg-GEN-ABS child-ABS cry-COMIT-UNMKD
I'm crying for my child (if, say, she is lost)

(212) ɖi:balgan / ɲulănga ɡa:jagajagaj /
scratch-CONTIN-UNMKD 3sg-A grass-REDUP-ABS
bungimagu ɲulănga
lie down-COMIT-PURP 3sg-A
He (the bandicoot) scratches grass together, to lie down on it

Intransitive verbs - like banda 'burst', bana 'return', wa:gi 'laugh', ɖi:(gi) 'sit' and ba:di 'cry' - can only take intransitive inflections. But comitative -ma derives transitive stems which can then take either transitive or intransitive inflections (according to the circumstances outlined in 4.2). Thus we can have both

(213) transitive ŋaća ɡa:jaga banamagu I must take the child home
(214) intransitive ɲayba ɡa:jagu banamalagu <= (213)>
Note the contrast between intransitive use of the transitive stem bana+ma- 'go home with, take home' and the intransitive root bana in:

(215) intransitive ɲayba banalagu ɡa:jagu I must go home to the child

(Word order is not significant in any of these examples.)

The comitative derivational affix -ma coincides in form with the intransitive irrealis inflection -ma. Thus gagama could be intransitive 'go-IRREAL' or transitive 'go-COMIT-POS IMP'. In most cases the other constituents in the sentence would help resolve this ambiguity. We can also, of course, get comitative -ma followed by irrealis -Ima:

(216) ɲuna ɡa:jagagu bu:dimalma / wuŋamasmalma
3sg-ABS child-ERG take-IRREAL walkabout-COMIT-IRREAL
The child might pick it up and walk around with it

4.8 INSTRUMENTALS

4.8.1 INSTRUMENTAL NPs. If an action crucially involves a weapon or tool then this can be shown by an NP in instrumental inflection, as in (59) and

(217) ɲuna wagun gungari ɲulănga ɓa:ɡunụ
3sg-S0 tree-ABS cut-IMP 3sg-INST axe-INST
Cut the tree with the axe!

(218) ɲuna ɗurga ɡubụngu ɲinda
3sg-S0 tie-IMP rope-INST 2sg-A
4.8 Instrumentals

The instrument may be a body part, as in

(219) ṃuŋa bingandu ġilwa Kick him with (your) foot!

(220) mulindu ɭaɡa waguŋ buyay
lip-INST lsg-A fire-ABS blow-UNMKD
I blew the fire with (my) mouth

(221) gaɡan pulanga mulindu du:ɡalɡani
grass-ABS 3sg-A lip-INST pull-CONTIN-UNMKD
It (the bird) kept pulling up grass with (its) mouth

Instrumental NPs can also refer to liquids:

(222) guɾma integral baŋa ɭinda
blood-INST paint-IMP 2sg-A
You paint (it) with blood!

Note that the instrumental inflection will only be used if the tool or body part is crucial to the action and if it is used to affect the state of the referent of the O NP. Thus in (221) the bird used its beak to pull the grass out of the ground, and instrumental inflection is appropriate. But in

(223) gaɡan pulanga mulinda bu:ɡilɡani
grass-ABS 3sg-A lip-LOC take-CONTIN-UNMKD
It (the bird) carries grass in (its) mouth

the bird simply carries the uprooted grass back to its nest in its beak; here locative inflection is used.

A further use of instrumental is to mark 'what is given' in the most common type of giving construction - 4.6.3.

4.8.2 INSTRUMENTAL CONSTRUCTIONS. There are in my corpus just four or five examples of a derivational suffix -ma added to a transitive root. For instance:

(224) warŋay ɭaɡa bu:ɡiɡu ġinbamagu ɡa:bugu
fishspear-ABS lsg-A take-PURP spear-INST-PURP fish-DAT
I'll take the fishspear to spear fish with

This appears to have the same meaning as

(225) warŋay ɭaɡa bu:ɡiɡu I'll take the fishspear

(226) ɡa:bugu ɭaɡa ġinbagu warŋayɡu I'll spear fish with the fishspear

We can thus suggest that -ma effectively derives from (226):

(227) warŋay ɭaɡa ġinbamagu ɡa:bugu <=(226)>

That is, it places the instrumental NP in surface O function (absolutive case) so that it can enter into complement constructions etc (which demand a common NP in S or O function in each clause); and the deep O NP is now marked with dative case; (224) involves (225) as main and (227) as complement clause, with the common O NP warŋay - and also the repeated A pronoun ɭaɡa - being deleted from the second clause. (This is, in fact, syntactically identical to the instrumental construction in Dyirbal - Dixon 1972:95-6.)

Another example is:
In view of its connection with nominal instrumentals, we call the suffix -ma, when added to a transitive verb, an 'instrumental' derivational affix. No example has been gathered of -ma added to wugi- 'give' with the 'what is given' NP (normally in instrumental case with wugi-) going into absolutive case with wugima-.'What is given' NP's do behave like other types of instrumental NP in Dyirbal, and it is quite likely that they would also do so in Wargamay.

Note that only an instrumental NP can go into absolute case within a -ma construction. Although ergative and instrumental have identical formal realisation, ergative is not affected by the -ma derivation.

4.9 VERBALISATION

4.9.1 INCHOATIVES. From any noun or adjective can be derived an intransitive verbal stem, through the addition of an inchoative derivational affix that has the following allomorphs:

-mbi following a vowel,
-bi following a nasal (n, n or m),
-bi-/mbi following y
-l following l or r.

Inchoatives take the full set of intransitive suffixes, from Table 3.3. There is just one irregularity in that before the continuative suffix -bali, -bi drops from the post-vocalic inchoative allomorph -mbi. Thus (cf. (44)):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nominal</th>
<th>gawan</th>
<th>gubii</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>inchoative</td>
<td>gawanbi</td>
<td>gubili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+perfect inflection</td>
<td>gawanbigi</td>
<td>gubilibi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+continutive+unmarked</td>
<td>gawanbibali</td>
<td>gubillbali</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This -bi dropping — which appears to be obligatory — is a further instance of the haplologic-like syllable deletion tendency mentioned in 2.6.

The intransitive verbaliser is most frequently added to adjectives or abstract nouns and indicates a state of 'becoming'. Examples have been given at (50), (57), (64), (67) (82), (182), (192); there are in addition examples throughout the texts. Also:

(229) nguya nalambugumbigi
     lsg-S good-INCHO-PERF
     I feel good

(230) gilam gawanbima
     old man-ABS anger-INCHO-IRREAL
     The old man might get mad

It is also frequently used to derive intransitive verbs from nouns such as buŋguray 'snore' — as in (183) — and magui
4.9 Verbalisation

'work' - as in (176) and (240). The verbaliser is often found with nouns referring to noise - thus gubil 'a whistle',
gubili- 'to whistle'; gawal 'a call', gawali- 'to call out'.
The W verb banma- 'to speak' is missing from B and instead
mayay(m)bi-, a verbalisation of mayay 'language', is employed.
(In W mayay(m)bi- can be used in alternation with banma-.)

In fact, any sort of noun can be verbalised. In line
18 of Text 6 wartgala+mbi+gi refers to two 'dreamtime men'
changing into black wallabies, wartgala. And in:

(231) ngapi nunga mai: gi:gi:nbigi

face-ABS 3sg-SO man-ABS wallaby-INCHO-PERF

The man's face has become like a wallaby's

inchoative -bi is used as an alternative to the nominal suf-
fix -ngu 'like a' (3.1.3).

When added to ngapi 'what' the intransitive verbaliser
derives an interrogative verb mimpambi- 'do what, do how' -
see (179), line 14 of Text 6 and line 4 of Text 9. With
the locational root wagala 'where' we obtain wagambilambi- 'do
where', as in

(232) nunga wagambilagu yugaralagu Which way will he swim?

With what we called the third person pronoun, nunga, -mbi
derives a deictic verb 'do like this':

(233) nginba nugalga ngambiliga You dance like this!

There is also a verb pagumbi- 'to come' that is based on
the form ngagu 'to here' (3.4.3); it is used in (94). It
appears, however, that -mbi--bi--i cannot be productively
added to all forms from Table 3.2.

4.9.2 CAUSATIVES. A transitive verbal stem can be formed
by adding -mato any noun or adjective root. These causati-

ves have much the same properties as inchoatives; examples
are at (17), (127), (194) and

(234) ngalu gidul / gawumma The water is cold, heat it up! (literally

'make it hot')

(235) wngingu nana bi:ramay
snake-ERG 1sg-S fear-CAUS-UNMKD
The snake frightened me

(236) nula nga nana gilbaymay
3sg-A 1sg-0 know how to do-CAUS-UNMKD
He taught me (how to do it)

(237) ma:ldu nana gungamay
man-ERG 1sg-0 alive-CAUS-UNMKD
The man cured me

(238) nga gaiguru gargi:limay gunbay
1sg-A meat-ABS finished-CAUS-UNMKD cut-UNMKD
I finished cutting the meat up

There are also transitive verbs mimpama- 'do what',
numpama- 'do like this' and ngumama- 'bring':

(239) mimpamagu nunga mai:
what-CAUS-PURP 3sg-SO man-ABS
What will (you) do to the man?
There is a set of non-inflecting particles that provide modal/logical-type qualification of a complete sentence. With the exception of quri, they have only been encountered occurring before the verb.

[1] qa: 'not'. This is used to negate any clause (excepting imperatives). Examples are (5), (101-2), Texts 5.24, 6.17, 7.10 and

(240) puŋa wi:gin / qa: maguligi ma:l He's no good, the man won't work
(241) wi:gi ŋulan / qa: wagun gungari The axe is no good, it won't cut wood
(242) puŋa ŋunigi ŋaygungu / maya qa: ŋunday 3sg-5O look for-PERF lsg-DAT NO lsg-0 NOT see-UNMKD He was looking for me - but no, (he) didn't see me.
(243) mala qa: qa: waŋday / maya qa: qa: gi:ɡay hand-ABS lsg-0 bite-UNMKD NO lsg-A NOT let go-UNMKD (She) bit my hand - but no, I didn't let go (of her)

[2] qaru 'don't'. This is used in negative imperative sentences, in conjunction with verbal inflection -qa- -lga. See 3.5.4.

[3] wara indicates that an event concerned the wrong person or thing as referent of the S or O NP e.g.

(244) puŋaŋa wagun wara gunbay He cut the wrong tree down
(245) ...warə ɡamunbiŋu / maya banda闸abaɡaga PARTY breastmilk-INCHO-PERF NO bottle-COMP-LOC (When I was a small child I was fed milk) that was not the right type; it was like mother's milk but no, it was in a bottle

[4] mari 'might be' e.g.

(246) mamu mari qa:qa puŋa gandagu I might burn it by-and-by

Only five examples of mari are in the corpus but in each it is second element in the sentence, suggesting that it may properly be regardable as a clitic to the first word of the sentence.

[5] ḱamu 'just, only', as in

(247) Q: miŋagu ɡinba gagay Why did you go (to that man)?
A: ḱamu / qa: qa: bacbay I just went to ask (him something)
(248) ḱamu ɡinba mıɡirilagu You must just wait (here for me)

[6] quri 'in turn':

(249) qa:qa puŋa bucəbay quri I'll hit him back

[7] qa:qa 'can't do (despite trying)

(250) qumubuŋu muguru / qa:qa qa: qa: waŋday beef-ABS hard-ABS PARTY lsg-A bite-UNMKD The meat is hard, I can't bite it
There is also a transitive verb \( \text{ŋa:}'\text{ambah} - \) 'try to do, but fail' e.g.

(251) \( \text{ŋa:}'\text{ambay nqaga wagun gungari} \)
fail-UNMKD lsg-A tree-ABS cut-UNMKD
I tried to cut the tree but couldn't

Six of these particles - \( \text{ga}, \text{war}, \text{mar}, \text{qamu}, \text{quri} \) and \( \text{qaga} \) - appear with similar or identical meaning in Dyirbal (Dixon 1972:118-21).

4.11 QUESTIONS

We have mentioned the various interrogatives used in non-polar questions:

\( \text{mi'n} \) 'what' - 3.1.5, 4.9 (and \( \text{mi'n} \) 'how many' - 3.1.5); \( \text{mi'agu} 'what-DAT' \) means 'what for' or 'why' - see Text 5 line 22, Text 8 line 2 and Text 9 lines 8 and 10.

\( \text{ŋa:n} \) 'who' - 3.4.1, 3.4.2.
\( \text{waŋa} \) 'where, when' - 3.4.3, 3.3, 4.9

There is no segmental indicator of polar questions in Wargamay; these are simply shown by final rising intonation (and also, of course, by various extralinguistic expressions and gestures).

4.12 INTERJECTIONS

Interjections either make up a complete utterance, or else normally begin a sentence. Those encountered are:

\( \text{W maya}, \text{B biyay 'no'} \) - see (242-3)
\( \text{gayi 'yes'} \)
\( \text{gawu 'come on!' } \)
\( \text{gala 'try again' } \)
\( \text{gull exclamation when startled. } \)

5. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

There are a number of remarkable features of Wargamay grammar, when measured against the normal patterns encountered in languages of the Australian family. Firstly, every Australian language clearly distinguishes transitive from intransitive verbal stems, and almost every language has two or more distinct verbal conjugations, but Wargamay is the only example known to me where transitivity classes and conjugation classes exactly coincide. The second noteworthy feature is the free occurrence of 'transitive stems' with either transitive or intransitive inflectional allomorphs, while intransitive stems are confined to intransitive inflections.

In this chapter we compare Wargamay with the prevailing patterns found in Dyirbal and in other Australian languages, and attempt to explain the evolution of these two features. We also try to explain the occurrence of -lagu as intransi-
tive allomorph of the purposive inflection, and suggest that the -I- in this form is a reflex of the transitive conjugation marker. Finally, we speculate on the likely direction Wargamay might move in if the changes that have begun were carried to a logical conclusion.

5.1 NOTEWORTHY FEATURES OF WARGAMAY

5.1.1 TRANSITIVITY CLASSES AND CONJUGATION CLASSES. The typical situation in an Australian language is for each verbal root, and each derived verbal stem, to have fixed transitivity. That is, it is either intransitive, and must occur with an S NP, or it is transitive, and occurs with an A NP or an O NP. (These types of NP are easily recognisable from the case inflection appropriate to nouns and to pronouns in S, A and O functions respectively.) A transitive stem can usually be derived from an intransitive root, and an intransitive stem from a transitive root, but this will always be marked by a derivational affix.

We can illustrate from the Giramay dialect of Dyirbal (which has a paradigm for first and second person pronouns that is almost identical to that for Wargamay, and similar nominal case inflections). The intransitive verb yugara-y 'swim' can only occur in an intransitive construction, as (252-3), and not in the transitive (253-4).

(252) bayi yağa yugaranu The man is swimming
(253) gayba yugaranu I am swimming
*(254) bangul yaƣangu balan gağa yugaranu
*(255) ga<ja gina yugaranu

Whereas the transitive verb gunba-l 'cut' can only occur in a transitive construction, (256-7), never in intransitives, (258-9).

*(256) bayi yaƣa gunban
*(257) gayba gunban
(258) bangul yaƣangu balan yugu gunban The man cut the tree
(259) ga<ja gina gunban I cut you

(Note that (256) could be an elliptical version of a transitive sentence with the A NP deleted, 'The man was cut (by someone)'. This interpretation is possible since absolute case marks either S or O function. It is the unacceptability of (257) which indicates that gunba-l cannot occur in an intransitive construction.)

We can form a derived transitive stem yugaraymba-l 'swim with' by adding the comitative suffix -mba-1:

(260) bangul yaƣangu balan gaça yugaraymban The man is swimming with the child
(261) ga<ja gina yugaraymban I am swimming with you

And similarly the reflexive stem gunbari- y will function intransitively:
5.1 Noteworthy features of Wargamay

I have chosen to use two verbs that also occur in Wargamay. **yugara**- is intransitive in Wargamay, and can only occur in intransitive constructions - compare (130-2) with (252-3). **gunba**- is in the complementary Wargamay class - that we have called 'transitive' - and can occur in either transitive or intransitive constructions. Compare (256-9) with (138) and (141) above.

The point we are making is that in most Australian languages a verb is strictly categorised as transitive or intransitive. We do not come up against the difficulty involved with the English verb *eat*, for instance. *Eat* is clearly transitive in *I have eaten lunch* but it also occurs in grammatical sentences like *I have eaten*. It is not clear whether it is functioning intransitively in the latter case (as in *I have slept*) or whether *I have eaten* is a reduced form of a transitive sentence, with the O NP being non-specified in this instance.

Wargamay does have two mutually exclusive transitivity classes; as for other Australian languages it is a straightforward matter to decide which class any given stem belongs to. It differs from other languages in that the transitive class can function in either type of construction whereas the intransitive class cannot. We return to this point in 5.1.2.

The second type of classification of verbal stem that is encountered in almost all Australian languages is into conjugation classes. There are usually two open classes, one whose members are predominantly transitive and the other with predominantly intransitive membership. Some languages also have a number of smaller, closed conjugations, often involving mostly monosyllabic roots (Nyawaygi is a language of this type).

Generally, the most revealing analysis of verbal forms in Australian languages is to take the root to end in a vowel, and to recognise a 'conjugation marker' morpheme that intrudes between stem and most suffixes. For instance, the forms for four out of the seven verbal inflections in Yidin are (cf. Dixon 1977a:207)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inflection</th>
<th>-n conjugation</th>
<th>-l conjugation</th>
<th>-c conjugation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>present-future</td>
<td>-ŋ</td>
<td>-l</td>
<td>-ç</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past</td>
<td>-nu</td>
<td>-l+nu</td>
<td>-ç+nu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purposive</td>
<td>-na</td>
<td>-l+na</td>
<td>-ç+na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'lest'</td>
<td>-n+ɡ̣</td>
<td>-l+ɡ̣</td>
<td>-ç+ɡ̣</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can recognise past tense as -ŋ, purposive inflection as -na and 'lest' as -ɡ̣. The conjugation markers -l- and -ç- intervene between stem and each of these three suffixes whereas the -n- marker only occurs before 'lest'.

But, typically, not every suffix can be explained in this way. The most frequent and important inflections may not show a conjugation marker (in synchronic analysis at least) or may have other irregularities. Thus 'present-past' in Yidin has -ŋ in the -n conjugation but -l and -ç (appar-
ently, just the conjugation markers) in the other two cases. The combination of regular 'conjugation marker plus invariable suffix' for some categories, with irregularities in the case of the more frequent inflections, is well exemplified in the Giramay dialect of Dyirbal:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present-Past</th>
<th>Future</th>
<th>Purposive</th>
<th>Participle</th>
<th>Repetitive Aspect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-nu</td>
<td>-n+gay</td>
<td>-y+gu</td>
<td>-y+muŋa</td>
<td>-n-gani-y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-n</td>
<td>-l+li</td>
<td>-l+muŋa</td>
<td>-l-gani-y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paradigm the invariable morphemes -ŋay future, -muŋa participles and -gani-y repetitive aspect are preceded by marker -l- for the second conjugation and by either -n- or -y- in the first column. One purposive allomorph can be segmented into -y+gu (the -gu recurring in Wargamay, and in many other Australian languages) but the -l- is not susceptible to analysis (there is no record of a purposive -i).

And present-past forms -nu= n do not relate, in a synchronic analysis, to the conjugation markers (although there is evidence that -nu<*-y+nu and -n<*-l+nu - see Dixon 1972:354-8).

Now the open conjugation which has predominantly transitive membership has, in a wide range of languages from every part of the continent, a conjugation marker -l-, as in the Yidin and Dyirbal paradigms just given. The other recurrent open conjugation, with mostly intransitive membership, has as conjugation marker sometimes -y-, occasionally -ŋ- (or even -y-,-ŋ- as in Dyirbal), and often φ.

Wargamay does have two conjugational patterns, corresponding to the Australian norm. And examination of Table 3.3 shows that there are grounds for recognising -l- as conjugation marker for the transitive column, contrasting with φ in the corresponding intransitive forms (3.5.2).

What is unusual about the W dialect of Wargamay is the exact coincidence of transitivity with conjugation classes. Every intransitive verb occurs only with allomorphs from the lefthand column of Table 3.3 (with conjugation marker φ); every transitive verb occurs predominantly with allomorphs from the right-hand column (conjugation marker -l) although it can also function intransitively and then takes allomorphs from the left-hand column. It appears that the W dialect has reassigned conjugational membership for those items that are exceptions in related languages. We mentioned in 3.5.3 that intransitive bungi 'lie down' belongs to the -l conjugation in Dyirbal, but it takes only intransitive inflections in W. (The Biyay dialect, in contrast, appears not to have undertaken this reassignment and in B bungi-still takes inflections from the transitive column of Table 3.3, although it only functions intransitively.)

In summary, whereas most Australian languages show statistical correlation between transitivity and conjugational classes, the W dialect is a unique example of conjugational and transitivity classes exactly coinciding.
5.1.2 DOUBLE TRANSITIVITY. A survey of 'ergative languages' (both inside and outside of Australia) suggests that they tend to show stricter transitivity than 'accusative languages'. That is, a verb in an ergative language will normally be classified as one and only one of intransitive, transitive, ditransitive, and so on; whereas a verb in an accusative language may have more fluid transitivity membership and be able to occur equally easily with one or two (or three) core NPs. It will pay us to look into possible reasons for this phenomenon before considering in more detail the ability of 'transitive verbs' in Wargamay to function in transitive or in intransitive constructions.

First note that a language may typically have a number of pairs of verbs that have the same (or almost the same) semantic content, but differ in transitivity. We can exemplify from Dyirbal (Dixon 1972:296-9):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transitive</th>
<th>Intransitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>buwa-y 'tell'</td>
<td>wurba-y 'talk, speak'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ganga-y 'eat'</td>
<td>manja-y 'eat (to appease hunger)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bang-</td>
<td>mari-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bundi-</td>
<td>mayi-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What could be more natural than for the transitive and intransitive members of such a pair to have the same form and to differ only in conjugational membership. There are, in fact, just five such pairs known for Dyirbal; with -I conjugation inflectional allomorphs they function transitively and with -y conjugation allomorphs they function intransitively. These pairs include (Dixon 1972:315):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transitive</th>
<th>Intransitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yalama- I 'do like this to'</td>
<td>yalama-y 'do like this'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>giba- I 'scratch, scrape'</td>
<td>giba-y 'scratch (oneself)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naba- I 'immerse in water'</td>
<td>naba-y 'bathe'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A simple event could be described using either the transitive or the intransitive member of a pair:

(264) baggu l yapaggu balan ga buwamu The man told the child
(265) bayi yaça wurbaŋu The man spoke

Most transitive-intransitive pairs involve semantic identification of A and S NPs as here: the A NP, baggu yaŋangu, in (264) and the S NP, bayi yaça, in (265) are coreferential. (Note that not all pairs involve S = A identification. In fact two of the pairs just quoted are of the S = O type - thus he took it out (of the hole)/it came out (of the hole) and he immersed her in water/she bathed. But S = O pairs are outnumbered by S = A pairs in Dyirbal and it is likely that S = O items are greatly outnumbered by S = A pairs in most other languages.)

Suppose that a single verb root can function either transitively or intransitively (and that it is of the majority syntactic type S = A). That is, in an 'accusative language' it can occur either with just a nominative (S) NP, or with both a nominative (A) and an accusative (O) NP. It is likely that an NP could be deleted from a transitive sentence, so that if we encounter
we could not be sure whether it was a complete intransitive sentence, or an elliptical form of a transitive construction with the object (which would be in accusative case) omitted. But in the case of a nominative-accusative language this syntactic indeterminacy is semantically quite inconsequential. In either case (266) would be translated by 'the alligator ate'. That is, there is no possibility of semantic confusion.

Consider the corresponding example in an 'ergative language'. Suppose that a verb could occur either with just an absolutive (S) NP, or with both an ergative (A) and an absolutive (O) NP; and that an NP can be omitted from the surface representation of a transitive sentence. Then

is ambiguous between a reading where 'alligator'-ABS is the S NP, or where it is the O NP in a transitive construction (with deleted A NP). In this case the syntactic ambiguity leads to a real semantic impasse - in the one case (267) means 'the alligator ate', and in the other it indicates that '(something) ate the alligator'.

We thus see that the consequences of allowing verbs to have fluid transitivity can lead to unacceptable semantic ambiguity for a language with ergative case marking (but not to the same extent if the case marking follows a nominative-accusative paradigm). This is likely to be at least one reason why ergative languages tend to have a fairly rigid assignment of verbal roots into transitivity classes. Of course a verb could be permitted to function either transitively or intransitively if it took a different set of conjugational affixes in the two functions (ideally, there would have to be a distinct allomorph of each inflection for the two conjugations). In this case transitivity would be inferrable from conjugation; the meaning of a sentence like (267) would be unequivocably known on the basis of whether 'transitive' or 'intransitive' allomorph of past tense were used.

In most Australian languages transitivity correlates statistically with conjugation class but does not coincide with it; that is, transitivity can not definitely be inferred from conjugational membership. This may in part account for the small number of transitive/intransitive pairs with the same form (as Dyirbal yalams'-/yalams-) in comparison with the larger number of pairs with different forms for intransitive and transitive function (e.g. Dyirbal buwa'-/wurba-').

But in the W dialect of Wargamay transitivity does coincide with conjugation. The type of construction involved can be inferred from the conjugational class of the verb ending. It is, in view of this, perfectly reasonable that roots from the 'transitive set' should all be 'double transitivity verbs' (like the five pairs known for Dyirbal). (There may be a connection between the degree of correlation between transitivity and conjugation classes in a given language, and the number of verb roots which can fun-
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ction transitively or intransitively. Thus Yidiŋ has a relatively low degree of correlation - 81% of -ŋ conjugation and 87% of -ŋ conjugation roots are transitive, but only 56% of -ŋ conjugation roots are intransitive. Yidiŋ has no verbal roots that can function transitively or intransitively according as they take different conjugational endings. Dyirbal has a better correlation - about 80% of -ŋ conjugation roots are transitive and around 80% of -ŋ conjugation roots are intransitive; here there are five transitive/intransitive pairs. Then Wargamay has coincidence of conjugation and transitivity classes, and two-thirds of its verbs (i.e. all or almost all those in the 'transitive set') have double transitivity.

It will be seen from Table 3.3 that each Wargamay inflection has different allomorphs in the intransitive and transitive columns excepting 'subordinate' -ŋu and the most frequent ending of all, 'unmarked aspect' -ŋ. If a 'transitive root' is in one of these inflections a Wargamay sentence like (267) is indeed ambiguous, with the two possible readings being completely opposite in meaning. (This has already been pointed out in 4.2, and in the discussion of (116) in 4.1.1.)

There is, however, one further factor that mitigates possibilities of this sort. Nominals in Wargamay follow an absolutive-ergative pattern but pronouns do not. The singular first and second person pronouns have in fact distinct forms for all three of the major syntactic functions, S, A and O. We are thus only likely to find ambiguity of the type exemplified in (267) if the verb is in unmarked or subordinate inflection (and in the latter case there may well be other clues in the construction to help resolve things) and if the single NP is a nominal or the third person singular pronoun. (There is still a real possibility of confusion; and it seems to be the price that must be paid for the extensions and generalisations that have recently taken place in Wargamay grammar - 5.3.)

One important question to ask about Wargamay is why, although the set of 'transitive roots' can occur in either transitive or intransitive constructions (with the appropriate inflectional allomorphs), the set of intransitive verbs is restricted to intransitive constructions. If transitivity is inferrable from conjugational ending why should the property of 'double transitivity' be restricted to only two-thirds of the verbs, and not extended to apply to every verb in the lexicon?

This question is in essence a diachronic enquiry. From comparison with other Australian languages we infer that the 'transitive roots' in Wargamay - which correspond to verbs that can only function transitively in other languages - must at one time have been confined to occurrence in transitive constructions. Their function has been extended so that they now also function in intransitive constructions, taking intransitive inflections. What has motivated this generalisation? And why have intransitive roots not had their function extended analogously, to allow them to occur with transitive inflection in transitive constructions? We return to these two questions in 5.3 below.
5.2 SYNTACTIC CONSTRAINTS IN DYIRBAL AND WARGAMAY

In Dyirbal two clauses can be coordinated if they have a common NP which is in S or O function in each clause (that is, there are four possibilities: S-S, S-O, O-S and O-O). If the NP involves only nominals they must be in absolutive case in each clause - which is the reason this type of constraint has been referred to as an example of 'absolutive-ergative' syntax (but note that the S=O constraint also applies if the common NP involves pronouns, which do not have the same form for S and O functions - Dixon 1972:130-4).

The same constraint applies to the formation of complement clauses in Dyirbal (these are subordinate clauses whose verb bears the purposive inflection). Thus (quoting examples in the Giramay dialect), from

(268) bayi yaça banaganu The man returned
(269) bayi yaça bagun gumbuŋu punjali For the woman to kiss the man
we can derive the complement construction:
(270) bayi yaça banaganu bagun gumbuŋu punjali The man returned to be kissed by the woman

Here bayi yaça is the S NP in (268) and O NP in (269), thus satisfying the syntactic condition on coordination/complementation.

However, (268) and

(271) balan gumbul bangaŋu yaçaŋu punjali For the man to kiss the woman
cannot be simply combined, since the common NP bayi yaça is in S function in (268) but in A function (showing ergative case) for (271).

In cases such as this Dyirbal derives an antipassive version of a transitive sentence - the deep A NP goes into surface S function, the deep O NP into dative (or, occasionally, into instrumental-ergative case) case, and the verb takes the derivational affix -l+(g)a-y (onto an -l conjugation stem)--na-y (onto a -y conjugation stem). Thus from (271) is derived:

(272) bayi yaça bagun gumbulŋu punjalyŋu <=(271)>

where bagun gumbulŋu is in dative case. Thus (268) and (272) can be combined to form

(273) bayi yaça banaganu bagun gumbulŋu punjalyŋu The man returned to kiss the woman

Note that the antipassive suffix -l+(g)a-y--na-y derives an intransitive stem that takes the full set of derivational and inflectional possibilities. For instance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derived</th>
<th>Intransitive Root</th>
<th>Intransitive Stem</th>
<th>Transitive Root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present-Past</td>
<td>banagaŋu</td>
<td>nundal(ŋ)aŋu</td>
<td>punjanaŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future</td>
<td>banagangay</td>
<td>nundal(ŋ)anday</td>
<td>punjalgay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purposive</td>
<td>banagaygu</td>
<td>nundal(ŋ)aygu</td>
<td>punjalgi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The occurrence of -ŋ- in the antipassive suffix is a dialect-determined phenomenon. The northerly Mamu dialect always includes -ŋ-, the central Dyirbal dialect can include or omit -ŋ-, whereas Giramay, the most southerly dialect, obligatorily omits it. We thus get:

- Mamu dialect: punjalaŋa-y
- Dyirbal dialect: punjalaŋa-ŋa-y
- Giramay dialect: punjalaŋa-y

If we were writing a grammar of the Giramay dialect alone we should doubtless set up the antipassive suffix (onto an -I conjugation stem) as simple -a-y, preceded by the conjugation marker -I-. But dealing with the language as a whole we prefer to posit a canonical form -ŋa-y, and then state a rule of '-ŋ- dropping' that is optional for the Dyirbal dialect but obligatory in Giramay.

The syntactic constraint on complementation in Wargamay is identical to that in Dyirbal. There must be a common NP that is in S or O function in both main and subordinate clauses (4.3). That is, from:

(274) ma:l banay The man returned
and
(275) ma:l qulmburuŋgu pu:nŋa-gu For the woman to kiss the man
is derived:
(276) ma:l banay qulmburuŋgu pu:nŋa-gu The man returned to be kissed by the woman

pu:nŋa 'to kiss' belongs to the transitive set of verbs in Wargamay and appears most frequently in transitive constructions, like (275). However, if a sentence like 'for the man to kiss the woman' is required to be joined to (274) then pu:nŋa must be put into an intransitive construction:

(277) ma:l qulmburuŋgu pu:nŋa-galagu For the man to kiss the woman
yielding:
(278) ma:l banay qulmburuŋgu pu:nŋa-galagu The man returned to kiss the woman

Thus the fact that the NP which is subject of the intransitive main clause is deep transitive subject (A) for the complement clause is marked in different ways in the Dyirbal sentence (273) and in the Wargamay sentence (278). In (273) the verb shows antipassive derivational affix -(ŋa)-y whereas in (278) it simply takes the intransitive allomorph of purposive, -lagu. When -(ŋa)-y is absent - as in Dyirbal (271) - or when pu:nŋa takes the purposive allomorph from the transitive column of Table 3.3 - as in Wargamay (276) - then the main clause S is understood to be identified with the deep transitive object (O).

5.3 DIACHRONIC CHANGES IN WARGAMAY

It is worthwhile carefully comparing the forms of the verb in a complement clause whose deep A NP is coreferential
with the main clause S or O NP - that is, in a sentence like (273) or (278). We can compare these forms over the three dialects of Dyirbal, in north-to-south order, and in Dyirbal's southerly neighbour Wargamay:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dyirbal language</th>
<th>Mamu dialect</th>
<th>Dyirbal dialect</th>
<th>Giramay dialect</th>
<th>Wargamay language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dyirbal</td>
<td>pungalaygu</td>
<td>pungalaygu</td>
<td>pungalaygu</td>
<td>pungalaygu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wargamay language</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have purposely chosen the cognate roots punga-1 and pu:nda-. The only other difference between the Giramay and Wargamay forms is the absence of -y- in the latter. But -y- is a conjugation marker in the Giramay form and we know that the intransitive conjugation in Wargamay has ə marker. In view of this, are the forms in Giramay and Wargamay not grammatically identical?

In fact they are not. Morphemic segmentation yields

Giramay punga-1-a-y-gu
kiss-CONJ MARKER-ANTIPASSIVE-CONJ MARKER-PURPOSIVE

whereas we cannot go beyond

Wargamay pu:nda-lagu
kiss-PURPOSIVE

In Wargamay -lagu is simply the allomorph of the purposive inflection onto the verb in an intransitive construction (whether the verb belongs to the intransitive or the transitive set). An example of -lagu onto an intransitive root is in

(279) ma: l banay yugaralagu The man returned to swim

It is impossible to obtain -l- followed by any other inflection (thus *-lay, for instance, is quite unacceptable as a verbal ending); so -lagu cannot be segmented in terms of a synchronic analysis of Wargamay. And while Giramay pungalaygu and Wargamay pu:ndalagu are almost identical in form, the first can be analysed into five morphemes and the second only into root plus -lagu.

However, the similarity between these Giramay and Wargamay forms is significant, and surely suggests that there may be a diachronic connection between them.

Let us look again at those verbal affixes in W and B that involve -l-:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>intransitive</th>
<th>transitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>negative imperative</td>
<td>-ga</td>
<td>-iga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irrealis</td>
<td>-ma</td>
<td>-ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purposive</td>
<td>-lagu</td>
<td>-gu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>continuative derivational suffix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W -bal/-</td>
<td>-lagani-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B -ni/-</td>
<td>-lan/-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are four occurrences of -l- as 'conjugation marker' in the transitive column (we suggested in 3.5.3 *-ganl-> -ni and *-ganl-> -lanl for the continuative forms in B). The odd man out here is -lagu, where an -l- appears in the intransitive column, but not on the transitive side.

Now the -l- in -lagu might be quite unconnected with the transitive conjugation marker. On the other hand, the simi-
larity between Giramay pungalaygu and Wargamay pu:ngalagu - forms which fill the same syntactic slot in exactly parallel construction types - suggests that it may be worthwhile pursuing the hypothesis that there is a relation here.

We will posit a hypothetical earlier stage of Wargamay (in which it is syntactically more like its neighbours than is the modern language) and then investigate whether any natural series of changes could yield the modern system. Firstly consider, at some time in the past:

**STAGE A**

Suppose that at this time pre-Wargamay showed the following features:

(i) Like other Australian languages, each verbal stem was strictly specified for transitivity. A transitive form could only occur in a transitive construction, just as an intransitive form could only appear in an intransitive construction (any other possibility had to involve explicit syntactic derivation, morphologically marked by an appropriate affix).

(ii) As in other Australian languages, conjugation classes correlated statistically with, but did not totally coincide with, transitivity classes.

(iii) Like modern Wargamay and Dyirbal, Stage A had an 'absolutive-ergative'-type syntactic constraint on coreferential NPs in complement constructions. That is, the surface S or O NP of the main clause had to be coreferential with the surface S or O NP of the subordinate clause (and the latter token could then be deleted).

In order to satisfy (iii), within the restrictions imposed by (i), pre-Wargamay would have had to have a transformation that put a deep A NP into surface S or O function. The most likely possibility is an antipassive construction, parallel to that in modern Dyirbal.

The Dyirbal antipassive was alluded to in 5.2. The deep A NP goes into surface S function, deep O NP takes dative or instrumental(-ergative) inflection, and the verb is marked by the antipassive derivational affix -i+(ŋ)a-y-na-y. Thus a Dyirbal transitive construction such as (quoting Giramay forms, with verbs in present-past inflection):

(280) balan gumbu bangul yaçangu punjan The man kissed the woman

or

(281) nga ba lan gumb u bangulpunjan I kissed the woman can be transformed into

(282) bay! yaça {bagun gumbulgu}nungalantu \( <=(280) > \) bangun gumburu

or

(283) ngayba {bagun gumbulgu}nungalantu \( <=(281) > \) bangun gumburu

respectively.

Now in Dyirbal an antipassive construction will only normally appear in a non-initial clause, and it is used in order to meet the coreferentiality demands of coordinate constructions (thus (282) could be the second clause in
'the man returned and kissed the woman'). Most frequently the verb in such a non-initial clause will be in purposive inflection, marking a complement construction, as (273).
(And whereas the deep O NP can be in dative or in instrumental(-ergative) inflection in an antipassive construction if the verb is not in purposive inflection, if the verb takes purposive inflection -gu then this NP can only be in dative case, also realised by -gu. See Dixon 1972:69, 170-6.) An important point here is that while the overall most frequent inflection on a verb root is present-past -pu-n, the most commonly encountered inflection on an antipassive stem (involving derivational affix -(ŋ)a-y--na-y) is undoubtedly purposive -y+gu.

Suppose, for the sake of exemplification, that Wargamay had an antipassive derivational affix similar to that in Dyirbal, with form -a- preceded by the conjugation marker -l-. We would then have had, for 'the man returned to kiss the woman':

(284) ma:l banay ŋulmbuŋugu ŋunŋalagu

This is identical to the attested modern construction, (278). However, we are supposing that at Stage A the verb was segmentable into ŋunŋa+a+gu. That is, we posit an original system of verbal inflections that would have been, in part:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>predominantly intransitive</th>
<th>predominantly transitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>conjugation</td>
<td>conjugation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irrealis</td>
<td>-ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purposive</td>
<td>-gu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pos.imperative</td>
<td>-ga</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our suggestion is that antipassive stems, ending in -la- would take the full range of intransitive inflections. Thus, increments to the root would comprise:

(A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>intransitive</th>
<th>derived</th>
<th>transitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>root</td>
<td>antipassive</td>
<td>root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irrealis</td>
<td>-ma</td>
<td>-l+a+ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purposive</td>
<td>-gu</td>
<td>-l+a+gu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pos.imperative</td>
<td>-ga</td>
<td>-l+a+ga</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So that typical complement sentences would be (284), with a (deep) transitive complement clause, and

(285) ma:l banay pugigu The man returned to dance with a (deep) intransitive complement clause.

STAGE B

Sentences (284) and (285) are parallel constructions, and in each case the complement clause is intransitive at the surface level. It would thus be quite possible for the ending on the verb in (284) to be generalised, so that it also functioned as the ending on the verb in (285). We are suggesting that -lagu replaced -gu as the purposive inflection for intransitive verbs. Paradigm A would then be superceded by:
The most frequent type of complement construction is one in which the underlying A NP of the subordinate clause is co-referential with the S or O NP of the main clause (indeed, this is referred to as the 'favourite construction' in 4.3.3 above, and also in my grammar of Dyirbal - Dixon 1972: 73-4); thus, -lagu would probably have been the commonest ending on a complement clause verb. This may have been part of the explanation for why -lagu was generalised to replace -gu in the left-hand column. We can also note that -gu could scarcely have been generalised from the left-hand column to replace -lagu in the middle column without a form like pu:nga-gu becoming irretrievably ambiguous between the interpretation as a simple verb in a transitive sentence, e.g. (275-6), and that as the verb in a derived antipassive intransitive construction, like (277-8).

At this stage -lagu would have become the purposive inflection on intransitive roots in complement clauses, like (279), and also in main clauses, like (76-8) in 3.5.4. A crucial point here is that in an antipassive clause -lagu is segmentable into transitive conjugation marker -I-, plus antipassive derivational suffix -a-, plus purposive -gu, whereas with intransitive roots -lagu is functioning as a simple morph, the (unanalysable) intransitive allomorph of purposive.

STAGE C

The next obvious generalisation (or, really, simplification) is to have just one set of forms for the first and second columns in the paradigm. We have suggested that antipassive -lagu was extended to the intransitive column, partly because of its greater frequency. But for the other verbal inflections (irrealis, imperative, and so on) the intransitive allomorphs would be much more frequent than the antipassive variety; and, unlike purposive, all of the other inflections (leaving aside the unmarked ending -y) do have different forms in the left-hand and right-hand columns. We might thus expect that for inflections other than purposive (and also for the 'continuative' derivational suffix), the intransitive allomorph might be generalised to the second column, giving:

(C)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(B)</th>
<th>derived</th>
<th>transitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>root</td>
<td>root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>antipassive</td>
<td>stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irrealis</td>
<td>-ma</td>
<td>-I+a+ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purposive</td>
<td>-lagu</td>
<td>-I+a+gu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pos.imperative</td>
<td>-ga</td>
<td>-I+a+ga</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and so on.

This would only work if there were, at approximately the same time, a tidying-up of conjugation-transitivity membership. Exceptional items - transitive verbs in the
φ conjugation or intransitive stems in the -I class would have to be reassigned to the majority class, if severe confusion were not to result. We can see that such a tidying-up must have taken place very recently in the Y dialect, simply because it has not been completed in the B variety (in 3.5.3 we mentioned that B has a few verbs like bungi-'lie down' which take transitive inflections although they do only occur in intransitive constructions).

With the replacement of -lama by -ma, -laga by -ga and so on in the middle column, the justification for analysing -lagu into three morphemes would have disappeared; since -la only occurs in -lagu it cannot be segmented out as a distinct morpheme. Now -lagu would be felt to be indivisible, simply an allomorph of purposive, whether affixed to intransitive or to transitive roots.

(It is likely that Stage C very quickly followed Stage B; indeed the changes may have been more-or-less simultaneous, so that Stage A effectively gave way to Stage C. The original -lagu in the middle column of Paradigm A was analysed into -l+a+gu, the last element being the intransitive allomorph of purposive; once this allomorph, -gu, had been replaced by -lagu a pivotal point for the analysis of -lagu would have been lost. If, in the middle column, -lagu - and also -lama and -laga - were no longer felt to have recognisable components, what more natural than that the latter two forms should have been replaced by -ma and -ga from the left-hand column.)

This diachronic hypothesis explains the modern intransitive allomorph -lagu as being derived from the transitive conjugation marker -I-, plus -a- as a residue of an original antipassive derivational affix, plus the early intransitive allomorph of purposive, -gu. We can posit a form *-Ca- for the antipassive suffix at Stage A (where C indicates some consonant that can occur word/affix initially). Suffixes in Wargamay, as in surrounding languages, almost invariably have canonical forms commencing with a consonant, and the change *-l+Ca->-l+a- exactly parallels *-l+gani->-l+ani suggested for the continuative suffix in the B dialect.

The antipassive form could have been -ŋa-, identical to the suffix in modern Dyirbal, and then the reduction *-l+ŋa->-l+a- in Wargamay would exactly parallel that in Giramay. But there is no way of verifying this. Dyirbal and Wargamay do show striking similarities but there are also many differences, and there is simply not enough evidence to support their close genetic relationship (that is, to justify suggesting proto-Dyirbal-Wargamay as the ancestor of these two languages and of no others).

It does seem a little surprising that the transitive allomorph of purposive is -gu rather than -Igu, which would parallel -lma, -lga and -lgan- in the transitive column of Table 3.3. We can note, however, that Nyawaygi has a verbal system that shows important similarities to that of Wargamay; a number of the inflectional allomorphs for the -I conjugation in Nywaygi do begin with -I (e.g. irrealis -lma, negative imperative -Igam) but in Nyawaygi - as in
modern Wargamay—the purposive inflection is just -gu in the -I conjugation. This makes it seem quite likely that at Stage A purposive was -gu for both Wargamay conjugations; indeed, this identity is one of the reasons why the intransitive inflection could scarcely have been generalised onto the middle column in the change from A to B.

In summary, we have suggested that Wargamay had a derivational process that formed an intransitive stem from a transitive root, and that this was largely motivated by the 'absolutive-ergative' syntactic constraint on complementation (and perhaps on coordination generally). Through morphological generalisation—allied to an 'elimination of exceptions' that led to an exact coincidence of conjugation and transitivity subclasses—this has developed into the possibility of using transitive verbs in either transitive or intransitive constructions, with the appropriate conjugational allomorphs in each case.

Transitive verbs occur the great majority of the time in transitive constructions; it appears that all or almost all of them can function intransitively although—for the syntactic and semantic reasons outlined at the end of 4.2—some do so more frequently than others. A transitive verb will generally only appear in an intransitive construction in marked syntactic circumstances—to signify a reflexive relation, or to satisfy the constraint on complement constructions, and so on. There is no such syntactic reason for intransitive verbs to function transitively, and there has thus been no change to the original restriction that intransitive verbs can occur only in intransitive constructions.

(As a final note, it is worthwhile comparing the case assignment in intransitive constructions involving transitive verbs, for Wargamay, with case assignment in an antipassive construction, in Dyirbal. The deep O NP from a transitive construction in Wargamay must be in ergative-instrumental inflection in the corresponding intransitive sentence unless the verb has purposive inflection (-lagu) in which case it can take either ergative-instrumental or dative (-gu) case. The deep O NP in a Dyirbal antipassive can be in ergative-instrumental or dative case unless the verb has purposive inflection (-gu) when it can only take dative inflection (-gu). This underlies the recurrent connection—first pointed out by Capell (1956:77-8)—between nominal dative -gu and verbal purposive -gu. And it also emphasises that—whatever the syntax of the postulated antipassive construction in Stage A—intransitive constructions with transitive roots in modern Wargamay do not by any means bear an exact syntactic correspondence to antipassive constructions in Dyirbal.)

5.4 EXAMPLES OF SEMANTICISATION

Languages typically have a number of alternations that are morphologically determined—one set of roots may take one allomorph while another set may take an allomorph of a quite different shape (with the membership of the sets...
often having simply to be learnt, as a list). These alter-
nations add nothing to the communicative function of the
language but simply provide complication, and take some of
the users' efforts away from the main semantic task in hand
- that of communicating meaning between speaker and hearer.
There is always a tendency to eliminate irregularities
and contentless alternations in order to simplify and stream-
line the language, and to enable its speakers to concen-
trate their energies on the major semantic tasks. This
process of rationalisation can often proceed very slowly;
typically, new irregularities crop up as old ones are being
ironed out.

Wargamay, and especially the W dialect, shows a pro-
nounced tendency (more than any of its neighbours) to do
something about irregularities or morphologically-condition-
ed alternations. It will sometimes eliminate them; at
other times it will provide reinterpretation so that they
come to fulfil a useful communicative role. We can quote
four examples of this tendency:

[a] Inflections on mîpa 'what' (see 3.1.5).
In other languages of the area -ŋgu serves for both
ergative and instrumental functions, and -ŋga for locative
and aversive functions. There are sometimes two or three
irregular items that take -lu in place of -ŋgu and -la instead
of -ŋga; mîpa is a frequent member of this 'irregular sub-
set' (see Dixon 1980a:376,495).
This is likely to have been the situation at an earlier
stage of Wargamay. But the language has now taken the
previously contentless alternation between -lu, -la (on mîpa)
and -ŋga, -ŋga (on all other nominals) and invested it with
semantic power. In the case of mîpa, -lu indicates instru-
mental and -la aversive functions, while -ŋgu and -ŋga have
been generalised from the remainder of the class for erga-
tive and locative functions. This is a paradigmatic exam-
ple of morphological change, with a given morpheme being
replaced - by analogic generalisation - in its primary
function (ergative, locative), but retained in what was
originally the secondary function (instrumental, aversive)
- see Kuryłowicz 1964:11.
A possible next step would be for the semantic constr-
ast between -lu and -ŋgu, and between -la and -ŋga, to be
generalised to all nominals.

[b] The irregular verb gî: - gî:gi- 'to sit' (see 3.5.3).
Data from the B dialect suggests that in an earlier
stage of Wargamay there was an irregular verb, with mono-
syllabic root, gî:-. We showed in 3.5.3 that this appears
to be in the process of being reinterpreted as a regular
disyllabic form gî:gi-, and that it has proceeded much fur-
ther in this direction in the W than in the B dialect.
Thus is an irregularity apparently in the process of being
eliminated through creation of a disyllabic in place of an
original monosyllabic root. (See also the comment in 3.5.3
on irregular imperatives ma:na and wu:ga suggesting that two
more originally monosyllabic verbs, ma:- 'hold in hand' and
wu:- 'give', have been restructured as disyllabic roots
ma:ni- and wu:gi- respectively.)
5.4 Examples of Semanticisation

[c] Conjugation-transitivity Iconicity

Distinct verbal conjugations are plainly a complexity that can serve no communicative function if they do not, say, coincide with transitivity classes. In Yidin, for instance, 56% of verbs in the -n conjugation are intransitive and 44% transitive; plainly no speaker could make a sure syntactic inference from conjugational class membership. Wargamay has taken this morphologically-determined alternation and, by making transitivity exactly coincide with conjugation, given it an important syntactico-semantic role. The fact that this tidying-up has not fully taken place in the B dialect confirms that pre-Wargamay must have been like modern Yidin and Dyirbal and had only a degree of correlation between conjugation and transitivity classes. The W dialect has assigned a communicative role to this previously asemantic distinction. This has, in turn, paved the way for the fourth example of simplification in modern Wargamay.

[d] Loss of antipassive derivational affix.

It will plainly be to the advantage of a language to use the smallest number of morphemes in some grammatical task. Originally, in order to use a transitive verb in an intransitive construction - to satisfy a syntactic constraint - the antipassive derivational suffix must have been required between root and inflection. Presumably one had to say, in pre-Wargamay, something like:

(286) ɲinba gagaga baya-l-a-ga  You go and sing!

Nowadays the transitive verb baya- can simply be used with the intransitive inflection:

(287) ɲinba gagaga baya-ga  You go and sing!

This is a clear gain in simplicity and cannot fail to assist the communicative power of the language. It is only possible, of course, because of the coincidence of conjugation and transitivity, mentioned under [c].

We thus have four examples of the semanticisation or elimination of irregularities/alternations that had no semantic force in pre-Wargamay. (It will be seen that this tendency is most pronounced in the W dialect, although points [a] and [d] do appear also to hold for Biyay.)

5.5 FUTURE SYNTACTIC DEVELOPMENT

Wargamay has not been actively spoken for some years, and is only 'remembered' by the last two or three users. It will thus not be possible to observe the further changes that would surely have occurred, following on from the sequence outlined in 5.3. Would 'intransitive verbs' have been generalised also to appear in transitive constructions, taking transitive inflections? If this happened, every verb in the language could appear in a construction of either transitivity type, marked by an appropriate inflection.

It is possible to do no more than speculate about the
changes that might have occurred. But one line of development - that seems to me more likely than that mentioned in the last paragraph - deserves to be briefly followed through, because of its important theoretical implications.

Recall that the developments in 5.3 were motivated by a syntactic constraint that identifies intransitive subject (S) and transitive object (O) functions. Because of this a co-referential deep A NP in a complement clause has to be placed in surface S function. This may originally have been achieved through a derivational process but is now handled by simply letting transitive verbs appear, with intransitive inflection, in intransitive constructions.

Transitive verbs still occur much more often in transitive than in intransitive constructions. But, unlike anti-passive clauses in Dyirbal, an intransitive Wargamay clause involving a transitive verb can occur as an utterance-initial main clause. Suppose that this state of affairs gradually shifted so that:

First - transitive verbs appeared more frequently in intransitive than in transitive constructions;

Then - original transitive constructions eventually ceased to be used; A forms of 1sg and 2sg pronouns (qaja and qinda) dropped out of use and the transitive allomorphs in Table 3.3 were simply discarded.

Transitive verbs would now only occur with their subject (A) NP in what we have called absolutive case - this is also used for the subject (S) of an intransitive verb - and their object (O) NP in ergative-instrumental (or perhaps, in specially marked circumstances, in dative) inflection. But this is simply a 'nominative-accusative' case system, and it would surely be appropriate to rename absolutive as 'nominative' and ergative-instrumental as 'accusative'.

Now the syntactic constraint on complement constructions, that the common NP must be in surface S or O function in each clause, would become 'the common NP must be in surface S or A function in each clause'.

More details would of course have to be worked out, but the end result is clear enough. By extending the natural set of changes described in 5.3, that were orientated towards meeting 'absolutive-ergative'-type syntactic constraints, Wargamay would change so that it was, morphologically and syntactically, a 'nominative-accusative' language!

(Some other Australian languages have followed changes of the type just described and in two instances this has led to the development of a fully nominative-accusative morphology. Discussion and further references are in Dixon 1980a:449-57, 498).
Lumholtz did not give any tribal or language names, but his grammatical and lexical comments clearly concern the W dialect of Wargamay with just a few intrusions from the B dialect of Wargamay and from the Giramay dialect of Dyirbal. In the left-hand column below we quote Lumholtz, providing phonemicisation and commentary on the right.

**Among Cannibals, p.308-9**

The language of the natives on Herber river is imperative and brief. A single word frequently expresses a whole sentence. 'Will you go with me?' is expressed simply by the interrogation nginta? (thou?), and the answer, 'I will stay where I am,' by karri ngipa (I remain). 'I will go home,' ngipa mittago (literally, I in respect to the hut).

The suffix go literally means 'with regard to', and is usually added to nouns to give them a verbal meaning, but is also sometimes added to verbs. The question Wainta Morbora? - that is, 'Where is Morbora?' - can be answered by saying only tityengo (he has gone hunting tityen) (wallaby), (literally, with respect to wallaby); or, for example, mittago he is at home (literally, with regard to the hut). Mottago means 'he is eating' (literally, with regard to eating). 'Throw him into the water,' is expressed simply by ngallogo. As is evident, this is a very convenient suffix, as it saves a number of moods and tenses. It may also be used to express the genitive - for example, toolgil tomoberogo, the bones of the ox.

There frequently is no difference between nouns, verbs, and adjectives. Kola means wrath, angry and to get angry. Poka means smell, to smell and rotten; oito means a jest, and to jest.

'It is noon' is vi œrupi (sun big). 'It is early in the morning,' is vi naklam (sun little). 'It is near sunset', is vi molle mongan. Kolle is a very common word. It is, in fact, used to call attention to a strange or remarkable sound, and means 'hush!'. Kolle mal! 'Hush,

**Commentary**

qinda 'you (singular)'

qayba 'I'; 'karri' is not recognised by modern speakers.

qayba mijagu 'I camp-to'

-gu is dative-allative case with nouns, and purposive inflection with verbs in transitive sentences.

wängaga 'where'

gi:gin 'wallaby' (Lumholtz's accent is clearly motivated by the long vowel) + dative-allative -gu

mija+gu as above

muja+gu 'eat-purposive'

qalu+gu 'water-dative/allative'

qulgil is 'bone' and gumubu-gu 'bullock' but genitive is -gu not -gu

wii 'wild, angry'; buge 'rotten, stinking'; 'oito' is not recognisable (informants suggested wudu 'nose' or wa:gi- 'laugh' when this was read to them). Verbs are in fact derived from nominals by the inchoative suffix -mbi~bi~i (4.9).

wi: wurbi 'sun big'

wi: pagaram 'sun tiny'

vi molle mongan means 'the sun is near the mountains' (Among Cannibals p 177); it involves mulu 'near' and
there is a strange man!' Kölle is also used to express indignation or a protest, 'far from it'. A superlative of an adjective is expressed by repetition - for example, krally-krally, 'very old'.

The vocabulary is small. The language is rich in words describing phenomena that attract the attention of the savage, but it lacks words for abstract notions. The natives, being utterly unable to generalise, have no words for kinds or classes of things, as tree, bird, fish, etc. But each variety of these things has its own name. Strange to say, there are words not only for the animals and plants which the natives themselves use, but also for such as they have no use for or interest in whatever...

On Herbert River I found, to my surprise, various names for flame and coals. Vakkun meant camp fire, coals, or the burning stick of wood, while the flame was called koyilla.

...Several tribes have three numerals, as, for instance, Herbert Vale tribe - 1 yóngul, 2 yákkán, 3 kárbo, 4, etc. is usually expressed by taggin (many).
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Among Cannibals, pp.312-3
COLLECTION OF WORDS FROM HERBERT RIVER
(g before i and a pronounced hard)

Allínkpa, we two

Ámmery, hungry
Ammon, breast
Átta [Moreton Bay and Rockhampton: atta], I.

Bággoro, sword, serpent-liver
 Bállan, moon
Bámbo, egg
Bámpa, distant
Báttta, take
Bému, brother's son
Bíngham, foot, footprint
Bílna, ear
Boongary, *Dendrolagus lumholtzii*
Bórboby, battle, duels
Bórrogo, a variety of *Pseudochirus*

Deerbera, tomorrow
Dómbi-dómbi, woman

Era, teeth
Etaka, tuft
Evin, *Calamus australis*

Farínga, stone, rock

Gángitta, handkerchief
Gílgiá [the l to be pronounced with thick palatal sound], cassowary
G'rauan, *Megapodius tumulus* (bird, egg, nest)
-Go [suffix, Moreton Bay: -co], in regard to.

Gómbian, Echidna
Górl, blood
Hánka, whence?
Káddera, opposum (*Irichosurus vulpecula*)
Kádjera, *Cycas media*
Káinno, to-day
Káinno-káinno, well, sound
Kakavágó, go

Kalló, come on!

Commentary

ŋali ŋinba - 'we two', first person dual pronoun, plus 'you', second person singular pronoun added to mark it as 'inclusive'
ŋamíči
ŋamun
ŋága, transitive subject form of first person singular pronoun

bagugu
bílanu W, balan B
bambu
bamba
possibly bu:di- 'take, bring'
bimu 'father's elder brother'
bingan
bina
bul'gari 'tree-climbing kangaroo'
búgbab 'hit each other'
búgugu
possibly gidalgu
dímbigímbi, 'old women'
yíra
not recognised
gamín
bari/nga 'stone' plus locative inflection

plainly a loan from English
gíngíča

gírawan 'scrub hen and nest'
-gu dative-allative case inflection on nouns; purposive inflection on verbs in transitive constructions.
gumbíyan
guí

possibly wángá- 'where?'
gágra

gágra 'zamia fern'
gánu 'later on today'
not recognised
gágá- 'go' probably with purposive inflection -ígu
probably one of the two interjections gáwu 'come on!', gála 'try again'
Kāmin, climbing implement
Kāmo, water

Kārbo, 3
Kārri, remain
Kawan, nausea
Kāwri, axe
Kedool, cold
Kelan, old man, sir [word of address]
Kobi, arts of witchcraft

Xola [subst and adj], anger, angry
Kōlle, hush!
Kōmorbori, many, large multitude
Kōna, excrements
Kōnka, unharmed, raw, not roasted
Kontagan, nice weather
Kontānberan, dark, dark night
Koonduno, thunder
Korāddan, a kind of fruit
Koyilla, flame
Králly, old
Kuroonguy, thirsty

Kootjary, Talegalla lathami
Kvikkal, Perameles nasuta
Kvingan, evil spirit, devil

Mah, } not, no
Maja, } not recognised
Mal [Moreton Bay: malar. Yelta: malle], man, especially of a strange and hostile tribe
Māllan, hand
Mally, good, excellent
Mami, master
Mānta, membrum virile
Manta korán, an oath of uncertain meaning, also a word of abuse
Márbo, louse
Mārgin, gun
Māwa, crawfish
Milka [verb], produce rain

Gamin, a loya vine and climbing implement made from it
Gamu is 'water' in Giramay and HB; the term in W and B is ̕galu

Gacbu
Gawan 'anger'
Gidu
Glān
Gubi, 'doctor' who practises these arts
Gulī 'wild, angry'

Guna
Gunga 'unripe (vegetable), raw (meat), alive (person)'
Possibly gundabā' a 'fine weather'
Gundambul
Gundabara
Guyila 'charcoal' (?)
Guyum, 'throat' might have been intended
Guyumnggara 'dry throat' can mean 'thirsty'.
Guygari 'scrub turkey'
Guyggal 'long-nosed bandicoot'
Guygangan 'spirit of a woman'

Maya 'no'
Māl 'man' (not necessarily of a strange or hostile tribe)

Mala
Mali
Manda 'penis'
This could conceivably involve
Guran 'long'

Majbu
Margin
Mawa
Milga is actually a noun, referring to a piece of painted bark (in later days, iron) placed in the root of a tree just in the water, as a 'rain-maker'. It is
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Mǐl, eye
Minna [cf. Moreton Bay: menûh], how?
Minná-minnana-gó, how in the world?

Mítta, hut
Mogil [Moreton Bay: magul] head
Môle, near
Môngan, mountain
Môngan, Pseudochirus herbertensis
Môttai [verb and subst.], eat, food
Môyo, anus

Nahyee, no
Naiko [verb], own

Naklam [the l to be pronounced with thick palatal sound], little
Ngallo, water
Ngalloa, Dactyloptella trivirgata
Nginta, you

Ngîpa, I

Nongâshly, only
Nîlî, girl
Oito, jest
Oonna, see
Örupî, large

Peera [subst and adj], fear, afraid
Pipu [from the English], pipe
Poka, hair; smell [Echuca: boka]
Pôkkân, grass-land, grass
Pul [verb], smell

Pûllî, flea
Sinchen, rash, syphilis
Suttûnôgî, tobacco

Tåggin, many, much, also the numeral 4
Takôigorô [a word of exclamation], poor fellow

Tålgoro, human flesh
Tållan, tongue
Tamin, fat
Tchîgga, sit
Tîtyen, wallaby
Tobola, a kind of fruit
Tomôbêro, cattle, meat
Toollah, Pseudochirus archeri
Toolgîl, bone, bones

mentioned by Banfield in My Tropic Isle p.278 and Last leaves from Dunk Island p.127
not a Wargamay item

mîpa 'what?'

mîpa-mîpa-gu 'what-REDUP-DAT' i.e. 'why?'
mîda
mugel
mulu
muğan
muğan- 'to eat' (only a verb)
muyu

not recognised
gaygu 'my', first person singular possessive pronoun
pagaram 'tiny'
galu
galuwa 'flying squirrel'
ginda, transitive subject form of second person singular pronoun
gayba, intransitive subject form of first person singular pronoun

not recognised
nayili, girls

not recognised
nûnda- 'to see, look'
wurbi

bi:ja
baybu
buga 'rotten, stinking'
bugan 'grassland'
Nora Boyd suggested that this could only relate to buga 'smelly' (see above)
buli

not recognised
not recognised

gagin 'a lot'
gagul 'sorry, pitiful' perhaps with an affix such as -bulu 'very'
galguî 'any) meat'
galân
gâmî is 'fat' in Giramay
gî:ga 'sit-IMPERATIVE'
gî:jin 'swamp wallaby'
gûbula 'black pine'
gumubuî

gûla 'striped possum'
gûlgî
Toolgin, scrub  
Toongna, drink  
Toongu, sweet  
Towdala, *Orthonyx spaldingii*  
Vákkun, coals  
Vaneera, hot  
Vee, sun  
Veera, a kind of fig which grows on grass-land  
Vikku, bad  
Víndchéh, snake  
Vómba, belly  
Vónda, an edible root of a climbing plant  
Vooly [adj], dead  
Vooroo, nose  
Vótel, sleep  
Vukka, thigh  
Wainta, where?  
Yábbby, *Pseudoohivus lemuroides*  
Yákkkan, 2  
Yállá, remain  
Yamina, a monster (p 201)  
Yanky, a kind of fig  
Yárri, *Dasyurus*  
Yári, honey  
Yeergilingera, star  
Yókkkan, fog, rain  
Yóngul, 1  
Yopolo, *Hypsiprymnodon moschatus*  

gulgin  
ganna- 'to drink'  
gunu 'odour'  
possibly Giramay gawugala  
wagun, 'tree, wood, fire'  
bândiga 'sweat'  
wí:  
wíra 'black fig'  
wí:gi 'no good'  
wíngi 'snake (generic)'  
wumbá  
bundu  
wula-, verb 'to die' plus unmarked aspect -y  
wudu or wuçu  
wúdil, adjective 'asleep'  
wágá 'shin'  
wánda-ngga 'where?'  
Giramay yabi 'light grey possum'  
yága  
yála 'here'  
yamani 'rainbow'  
not recognised  
not recognised (but yari is *Dasyurus maculatus* in Giramay)  
Nora Boyd suggested wubiri might have been meant  
yirgíngara  
yúgan 'rain'  
yúngul  
not recognised

TEXTS

Texts 5-7, which were tape-recorded from John Tooth and Lambert Cocky, and Texts 8 and 9, dictated by John Tooth, are given here. These have been slightly edited, by the omission of repetitions and false starts.

Texts 1-4 were recorded by La Mont West Jr from Jimmy Johnson at Palm Island in 1964. The transcription and analysis that can be provided is not sure enough to merit inclusion here.

Tapes of Texts 1-7 (and West's transcription of Texts 1-4) have been deposited with the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, P.O. Box 553, Canberra City, A.C.T., 2601, Australia.

TEXT 5

A story told by John Tooth about seeing a ghost after having been drinking. (Recorded 4th November 1972 at Glen
Ruth Station; lasts 2½ minutes.)
1. ma:\  ng\a ba\c\b\y / ga\n\a lag\u / ga\n\u  I asked a man, for a drink.
2. pul\a ga\m\a / na\i  tin\a ga\n\a lag\u / He said 'We'll have a drink'.
3. na\y / yung\u\u ga\m\a / na\y / ga\n\a lag\u  'Yes', the other man said, 'yes, (we'll) drink.'
4. ga\c\b\u  ga\g\a / ga\c\b\u na\y ga\g\a / The three of us went.
5. na\u  way\b\a lag\u buoy\u / The white man had brought grog.
6. ga\c\b\u  ga\n\a bal\u / ga\n\a  ga\n\a bal\u / g\u\u\u ga\n\u  We three were drinking, drinking liquid - drinking grog.
7. by-and-by na\g\a nu\d\a gu\y\g\a / ga\g\a bal\u / By-and-by I saw a female ghost. (It) was walking about.
8. yung\u\u ga\m\a lu d\u / m\a  na\u / The other man said (to me) 'What's that?'
9. m\n\u bal\u / gu\y\g\a I think / gu\y\g\a / na\y / 'I don't know what. A female ghost, I think - yes.' (I replied.)
10. m\a  m\a  m\a  m\a  wa\b\a lu \u / toroh-g\u wu\n\a bal\u / 'No, no, no. that's a white man. Walking about with a torch.' (Another said.)
11. na\y / 'Yes' (I replied)
12. ga\n\a bal\u / (We) continued drinking.
13. ng\a nu\d\a ag\a / I saw (it) again.
14. pu\u gu\w\a bal\u / gu\y\g\a / 'That ghost, she's standing (there).'</n
15. ng\a bi\c\g\a / ga\n\a lag\u I had jumped, to hit (it).
16. m\a  bu\g\u\u\i  / But no, it had disappeared.
17. ny\g\a nu\d\a / m\a  / I looked. There was nothing.
18. ya\g\a bu\m\a ma:\  bim\b\i  / The two men (who were with me) had run away.
19. ny\g\a bim\b\i  / bi\c\g\i  / ga\g\a mi\g\a / I had run away (too) with fright; I went to the camp.
20. ng\a ba\c\b\y / pu\u ma:\ / ga\n\a lag\u / I asked the (two) men to have a drink.
21. m\a  m\a  bim\b\i  / m\a  / 'No, no, I'm frightened' (they each said).
22. m\n\u / 'What of?' (I asked them).
23. ny\g\a ga\g\a / ny\g\a bi\c\g\i  too / na\y / I went. I was frightened too, yes.
24. ne: nu\d\a ng\a / yal\a ga\u\u / I didn't see (the ghost); (it) had disappeared there.
25. ng\a na\u ng\a / ban\a\m\a / I brought the drink back (to my friends).
26. yal\a na\u ga\g\a / (We) drink the grog there.

Note that alcoholic drink is at first referred to by na\u ('water, any drinkable liquid') and then in line 6 is specified more explicitly as
gurugu 'grog'.

The perfect inchoative form of bu^ul 'vanished' was said as bu^ulbigi in line 16, but corrected to bu^uligi on playback; it was said as bu^uligi in line 24 (see 4.9.1).

When the three men saw the ghost for the second time they dropped the bottle and ran off (lines 18-19). At the end John Tooth returns alone to retrieve the bottle.

TEXT 6

A traditional myth told by John Tooth. (Recorded 5th November 1972 at Glen Ruth station; lasts 2½ minutes.)

The story concerns six mythical people. The two Guri^ala, who were good hunters, had no wives, whereas the two Wa^u^ala each had a wife called Binbical. One day the two Guri^ala asked the Wa^u^ala to go and get water; while they were away the Guri^ala stole their wives. When the two Wa^u^ala came back they looked everywhere for Guri^ala and Binbical. They heard a cooing noise that they thought might be them, but it was only two trees rubbing against each other. Then they saw all four of them way down in the Herbert Gorge. The Wa^u^ala descended the gorge but the Guri^ala and their captives were on the opposite side of the river and the Wa^u^ala could not swim. They threw stones into the water to make a bridge across, but then everything started to change. The Wa^u^ala saw the others high up on a ridge. Then the Wa^u^ala men turned into black wallabies (wa^u^ala), Guri^ala into eaglehawks (guri^ala) and Binbical into parrots (binbical). The eaglehawks and parrots flew away, into the scrub.

Text 1, by Jimmy Johnson, is another version of the same myth. Johnson said that the sparrow-hawk taught Wa^u^ala how to hear a hunter, and that in revenge Guri^ala stole the sparrow-hawk's wife and opened her vagina with a sliver of quartz.

1. guriga^agu / mi^a binday / The eaglehawk (guriga^ala) built a camp.
2. pu^a ^ana wa^u^ala / wu^gabali (on playback John Tooth corrected ^ana to bula) The two black wallabies (wa^u^ala) were walking about.
3. by-and-by pu^a gi:gay nalugu / guriga^alangu / wa^u^ala / By-and-by the eaglehawks told the black wallabies (to go) for water.
4. gagay nalugu / bu:dilagu / (The black wallabies) went to fetch water.
5. pu^a gagay / (The wallabies) went out.
6. yubaymay / binbicala / (The eaglehawks) stole the parrots (binbical) (who were the wives of the black wallabies).
7. wa^u^ala gawaligi / gawaligi gawaligi / pu^a pu^a pu^a galaga / pu^a guruga / The black wallabies cried out, they called out (in every direction). 'There they are, up on the ridge!'
8. na^li gagabali / 'We're going' (the black wallabies said to each other, as they traced a cooing noise).
9. *maya gunbin пunga / wayumbigi / 'No, (there's just) these twisted trees rubbing together. (It) has changed into something.' (they said)*

10. *ду�вган / гана бирay / waгuгалангу нunday / They (the eaglehawks and their captives) all went down to the gorge, and were seen by the black wallabies.*

11. *пungаги гана / пalunga yugarabali / 'There they are, swimming in the water' (the wallabies exclaimed).*

12. *waгuгала бимбирigi / бимбирigi / The black wallabies ran (down to the bottom of the gorge).*

13. *yaluga пuгa гана / guyabay дуюрабали / 'They're all there, standing on the other side' (one wallaby said to the other).*

14. *мнамбилигу / 'What are we going to do now?' (one wallaby said).*

15. *мaya гamu нали / бари бuрьбиya пaлугу / 'We must just chuck stones into the water (to make a bridge', the other wallaby replied).*

16. *пали пинба пагагалуган / 'You and I must go now' (one eaglehawk said to the other).*

17. *мaya пuнa all together пuнa пагабали дuрунга / бamba noв / бamba bamba / нa: нunday / (The wallabies watch the eaglehawks progress and say to each other:) 'They're all going along the ridge now. Now they're a long way off, and no longer visible.'*

18. *мпa пuнa wayuwayumbigi / waгuгаланьбigi / They (the eaglehawks) changed into something. (And the Waгuгала changed from men) into black wallabies.*

19. *пuna guriгala yinbi / bинbийал yinbi too пyлaнга бугупили / The eaglehawks flew away, and the parrots flew away too. They vanished from sight there.*

**TEXT 7**

A reminiscence of massacres by the native police, as told to Lambert Cocky by his father and grandfather. (Recorded by Lambert Cocky, 6th November 1972 at Sheahan's farm near Ingham; lasts 2 minutes.)

1. *пayba бимбирigi / палaнга бuлимапа / дulингу / бuлимапу пaпa вuнay / бундагу пaпa дaйбулндu / I had run away, from the policeman here, into the scrub. The policeman was chasing me, to shoot me with a rifle.*

2. *мaya пulaнга дrayгaнгu миlбaлgанi дaйyнгу / бундагu пaпa / The trackers would show (the white police where) I (was) so that (they) could shoot me.*

3. *пaпa yубагi / дulингу дulингу / гewaлиги / We all ran away, from scrub to scrub, calling out.*

4. *пuнa дrayга пaнbалгани / бuлимапу / The policeman would follow the trackers.*

5. *пaгu дulингу / мuначмaньгaнгу пaпa гaгay / We went into this scrub, and then (from hilltop to scrub) to hilltop.*
6. maya puŋa bulimandu ġanbalganji / bunḍay yunguŋa / But no, the policeman would follow them (my tribesmen), and shoot one.

7. ġayba puŋa dagigi / I fell down.

8. galaga gagay mунangu / gaymbiri gaymbiri ġanana wuŋalday bulimandu / (We) went up the hill, but the policeman chased us everywhere.

9. drayga / gawaligi ġanangan / waŋga ġinba / The tracker called out to us 'Where are you?'

10. maya ġanana ġa: ġayray / ... ġanana bi:ǥambiği / No, we didn't listen, we were frightened.

11. bulimandu bungalganji / ġanana / The policeman would always shoot at me.

12. galaga ġanana ġagay / We went up.

13. puŋa ġayba / ġinda ġa:ra guŋaŋa / guŋapin / where ġa:ralma ġanana / I'm that one. You listen to (this story) from a long time ago. (Now) you'll listen to me (telling another story).

14. gi:rigin / ġa:ra ġanana / gi:rigin ġayba Hawkins-Creek-miri / yalanga ġanana bulimandu parggay / Romulus (gi:rigin) - listen to me - I'm Romulus from Hawkins' Creek. The policemen rushed us there.

15. ġanbay ġanana ma:li / malammalan / galaga / mунangu / gala gagay / gulgingu / gaymbiri ġanana wuŋalday / bunḍay / bulimandu / (Policemen) followed all the (Aboriginal) men, up the rivers, up the hills. They went into the scrub, and were chased everywhere (by the policemen); and shot by the policemen.

Note that Romulus was an Aboriginal leader during Lambert Cocky's youth.

TEXT 8

An ad hoc conversation dictated by John Tooth (at Glen Ruth, 13th December 1974).

1. A: ġayba balganda ğumbagi / I went into the house

2. B: ġinagu / What for?

3. A: ġuimburuŋu ġundalagu / To see the woman.

4. B: ġinba mulgaŋa / You're game!

5. A: miŋaia ġayba bi:γambilagu / What should I be frightened of?

6. B: ma:lnu ġina buŋbalma / The man (belonging to that woman) might hit you.

7. A: maya / ġuimburu ġaŋa yungul ġaymbay / No, I only found one woman there (no men)

8. B: ġina puŋnday / Did (she) kiss you?


10. B: waŋgagu ġinda bu:di/ Where did you take (her) to?
11. A: guŋgari ɲayba gagay / ɲalwagirigu / waybalangu ɲana / ɡulbunmay ɲana / I went north to Abergowrie (ɲalwagiri). And the white man married me (to the woman).

12. B: biriŋingu ɲinda / You're a bugger (marrying another man's woman).

13. B: ɲinba mulgaŋa / You're game.


TEXT 9

An ad hoc conversation dictated by John Tooth (at Glen Ruth, 8th November 1977).

1. A: ɲinba muːgambiga / You hide!

2. B: mîŋala / For fear of what?

3. A: waybalangu ɲina ɲundalma / Lest the white man see you.

4. A: ɲinba yubaybîŋu / mîŋambîŋu ɲinba bimbirîgi / You ran away (from him). Why did you run away?

5. A: waybalangu ɲana buŋbaŋu / The white man hit me.

6. B: mîŋala ɲina buŋbay / What did (he) hit you over?

7. A: yaramanda ɲana buŋbay / (He) hit me over a horse.

8. B: mîŋagu ɲinda buŋbay / What did you hit (the horse) for?

9. A: yaramandu ɲana buŋmbi / The horse threw me.

10. B: puŋa wayabala gawanbigi / mîŋagu / Why did the white man get wild?

11. A: ɲaŋa yaraman mugal buŋbay / I hit the horse in the head.

12. A: qulmurqunga ɲayba yubaybîgi / (That) night I ran away.

13. A: yala ɲana waybalangu ɟaymbay / The white man found me here.

14. A: ɲana waybalangu buːdi / ɲana balgangu banamay / The white man took me back to the house.

15. A: yalanga ɲaŋi buŋbabay / The two of us had a fight there.

16. A: ɲaŋa ɟanbay / ɟagai / puŋa dagigî I hit (him) in the jaw; and he fell down.

17. A: yungurqungu waybalangu yagangu ɲana m=:ni / ɡubungu ɲana ɲiːray / yalanga ɲana wagunda ɲiːray / Two other white men grabbed me, and tied me up with rope, tied me to a tree there.

18. A: ɲayba yalanga qulmurqungu giːgi / I stopped there until the night (and all through the night).

19. A: billîŋa / bulimangu ɡuːndîgi / In the morning the policeman arrived.

20. A: bulimandu ɲana buːdi / burgumangu / yalanga ɲana wanay / The policeman took me to Palm Island, and left me there.
VOCABULARY

ALPHABETICAL VOCABULARY

The vocabulary by semantic fields gives the fullest available information on meanings (with example sentences and cross-references to grammar and texts), dialect distribution, etc. This alphabetical listing is intended for cross-reference purposes; many glosses are given only in abbreviated form. The alphabetical order followed is:

a, a:, b, d, g, g, i, i:, l, m, n, n, r, c, u, u:, w, y

Word class membership is indicated by:

N - noun
Adj - adjective
Loc - locational qualifier
Proper - proper name, of person or place
Vint - intransitive verb (occurs only in intransitive constructions)
Vtri - transitive verb (attested in both transitive and intransitive constructions)
Vtr - transitive verb (attested only in transitive constructions in the data collected)

As discussed in 3.5.2 and 4.2 it appears likely that all or very nearly all transitive verbs can also occur in intransitive constructions, with the appropriate inflectional allomorphs and case marking on noun phrases. Almost all the more frequently occurring verbs were encountered in both construction types, but some of those for which only two or three instances were recorded were only in transitive constructions - shown by Vtr. No systematic effort was made to obtain all transitive verbs in intransitive constructions; it is likely that most or all Vtr could be extended to Vtri.

The few proper names recorded are included in the alphabetical list, but not in the vocabulary by semantic fields. Grammatical words such as pronouns and demonstratives are in neither list - they are fully discussed in the grammar, section 3.4.

baba, Vtri: pierce, spear
babi(lan), N: father's mother
bada, N: dog
badi, Vtri: hook fish
baqa, Adj: shut, blocked
baqala, N: flat rock
baqgal, N: saltwater turtle
baqngila, N: spangled drongo
bajuru, N: money
bagligi, N: box, trunk (Loan)
bagir, N: basket (Loan)
Bagir, Proper: Ingham
bagurug, N: sword
balan ~ balanu, N: moon
balangal, N: dugong
balbala, N: Adj: fat
balban, N: lumps

balbay, N: bottle
baibl, N: sloping bank
baibirlgan, N: large shark
baigin, N: male cross-cousin
baigan, N: house, hut
baigubalu, N: hat
baigun, Adj: clear, open
baimb, Vtr: smell
baimbuca, N: drum, its noise
baingira, N: drum, its noise
bama, N; Adj: male
bamb, Loc: long way
bambara, Adj: white
bambu, N: egg
bana, Vint: return, go/come home
bana, Vtri: bend, choke
bana, N: red fig tree
bandaqla, Adj: full
bandali, Vint: burst, smash, break
banda, N: bottle
baniya, N: Adj: sweat, heat from sun, summertime; hot from sun
banma, Vint: talk
bangin, N: sea, saltwater
bagal, N: water goanna
bangga, Vtri: paint, write
bangal, N: upper arm, shoulder
bangara, N: blue-tongue lizard
bangay, N: spear (generic)
bangila, N: woomera
banginu, N: a tree fern
banguru, N: freshwater turtle
barji, Vtr: (rain) falls on, wets
bargil, N: brown rat
barli, N: stone
barul, N: vine-like plant
barga, Vtri: ask
bagu, N: English axe
bagunan, N: kangaroo rat
bawuru, N: rock wallaby
baya, Vtri: sing
bayal, N: yellow native bee
baybu, N: pipe (Loan)
baygiri, N: river fig
baygi, N: bag (Loan)
bayguri, Vtr: shake, wave, bash
bayi, Vint: go around, get tangled up
bayil, N: file (Loan)
bayima, Vtr: buy (Loan)
bayngara, Adj: tired
bayngiri, Adj: hot
bayuca, N: a coastal ginger
bayumbi, Vtri: shake, wave, swing, turn
badli, Vint: cry, sob, weep
ba:iba, Vtr: roll
ba:ibali, Vint: roll
bidaman, N: conjiboy plant
bid, Vint: shake with cold
bidal, N: bark of tree
bigilbara, N: whistling duck
bigin, N: shield
bilga, N: pitch/gum from grass tree
bili, Vint: run
biliqi, Time: daybreak, early in morning
bilil, N: rough-necked turtle
bilmba, Vtr: push
bilmbu, N: hip, side, flank
bilngiri, Adj: wide
bilu, N: hip(bone)
bilun, N: hook spear

bima, N: death adder
bimbiri, Vint: run, run away
bimu, N: father's elder brother
bimulan, N: father's sister
bina, N: ear
binbiral, N: king parrot
binda, N: shoulder
binda, Vtri: put standing up, build; defecate, urinate, spit
bindi, N: female genitalia
binga, Vtr: make fire blaze up
bingan, N: foot
bingira, Adj: (do) quickly, hurry up
bini, N: black beetle
bira, Vint: descend
biranbiran, N: bee bird
birbubibirbu, N: throwing implement of crossed sticks
birgibaqar, N: wintertime
birigi, Adj: nuisance
birnga ~ biranganbirgan, N: grey hair, grey-haired person
birugay, N: umbilical cord
bigba, Vint: jump
blya, N: beer (Loan)
biyay, Int: no
Biyaay, Proper: name of dialect
blyu, N: small creek, gully
bilabal, N: small budgerigar
bilibi, N: pee-wee
bira, Adj: N: frightened; fear
bubun ~ bubunba, N: pheasant
budam, N: matter inside a blister
bugi, Vint: fall down
bugi, N: fart
bugu, N: paperbark tea-tree
bugul, Adj: vanished, disappeared
buga, Adj: rotten, stinking, dead
bugan, N: forest, grasslands
bugan, N: big bush or grass fire
bugawu, N: long-neck turtle
bugulbay, N: scrub wallaby
bula, 3 du pronoun
bulai, N: firefly
bulbu, N: old person
bulburu, N: spotted gum
bulgan, N: shrimp, prawn, lobster
bulgu, N: wife
buli, N: flea
bulibuli, N: nightowl
buliman, N: policeman (Loan)
buligii, N: staghorn fern
bulngari, N: tree-climbing kangaroo
bumaga, N: wasp
bumba, N: dust
bunabuna, N: weeds, rubbish, couch grass
** Bundi, N: grasshopper  
Bundu, N: edible root  
Bundurun, N: English-style bag  
Bunga, Vtri: shoot  
Bungi, Vint: lie down  
Buņu, N: smoke  
Buņul, N: march fly  
Bunga, Adj: stinking  
Bungal, Adj: glad, proud, happy  
Bungil, N: rock wallaby  
Bungu, N: knee  
Bungul, Adj: full with food  
Buņun, N: drum and its noise  
Buraypijuba, Proper: Lambert Cocky  
Burgapu, N: snake species  
Burguman, Proper: Palm Island  
Burubay, N: boil, pus  
Bupap, Adj: stinking  
Bupga, Vint: swell up  
Bupgi, I, N: rock wallaby  
Bupgu, I, Adj: full with food  
Bupun, N: drum and its noise  
Burubay, N: boil, pus  
Bupan, N: song style  
Bupba, Vtri: hit with stick, etc  
Bumbi, Vtri: throw  
Bupgan, N: white ant and nest  
Bupgu I, Adj: glad, proud, happy  
Bupgu I, N: rock wallaby  
Bupgu I, Adj: full with food  
Bupun, N: drum and its noise  
Buŋun, N: drum and its noise  
Buŋana, N: white cockatoo feather decoration  
Buŋarū, Vtri: make a raspberry at  
Buŋin, N: eyebrow  
Buymarap, N: sand  
Buypcju I, N: small tree lizard  
Buypgari, Vtr: hang up  
Buŋa, N: head  
Buŋa, Vtri: take/bring, carry  
Buŋiga, N: mullet  
Buŋguray, N: smoke  
Dabugay, N: a wild cherry  
Dagi, Vint: fall down  
Dagu, N: carpenter bird, hammer bird  
Daļi, Proper: Tully (Loan)  
Dalga, Adj: hard  
Dalgal, N: spider and web  
Dalu, N: palm tree  
Damam, N: new-born baby  
Daŋa, N: wing of bird  
Dawunbil, Proper: Townsville (Loan)  
Da:lbi, Vtri: scoop up water  
Dibi, N: tea (Loan)  
Drayga, N: tracker (Loan)  
Dubu, N: worm  
Dumban, Proper: Ripple Creek  
Dumbil, N: flange of tree  
Dumbul, N: bump on shield opposite handle  
Dumbulan, N: ant species  
Du:nga, Vtri: pull  
Ga:bal, N: whip-tail kangaroo  
Gabin, Adj: sharp(ened) (Loan)  
Ga:ga, N: baby  
Gagabaŋa, N: grass tree  
Gagali, N: jaw  
Gagar, N: sand goanna  
Gagargagar, Adj: rough, prickly  
Gagar, N: fat  
Gagli, Adj: a lot, much  
Gagul, Adj: worried, sorry, pitiful  
Gala, N: a long yam  
Galan, N: tongue  
Galar, N: beard  
Ga:ga:nu, N: big parasitic fig  
Ga:jgi, Vtri: cook  
Ga:jgu, N: meat  
Ga:mbu, N: younger brother  
Ga:mbuyan, N: younger sister  
Ga:ngi, N: moaning funeral chant  
Ga:ngan, N: froth  
Ga:ngulan, N: tongue  
Ga:nuy, N: avoidance speech style  
Ga:nun, N: short spear with hook  
Ga:mbal, N: snake (generic)  
Ga:mbara, N: large nulla nulla  
Ga:mbi, N: old woman  
Ga:mbun, N: grub  
Ga:miya, N: stone tomahawk  
Ga:mu, Part: only, just  
Ga:mu, N: daughter  
Gana, 3 pl pronoun  
Ganba, Vtri: hit with rounded implement  
Gandi, N: older sister  
Gangu, N: small grass dilly-bag; kangaroo pouch  
Gampul, N: turpentine tree  
Ganua, Vtri: drink  
Ganu, Adj: broken  
Ga:na, N: father; father's younger brother  
Ga:na, N: honey  
Gana, N: obscene song style  
Ganli, N: stinging tree  
Gangumbi, Vtr: fan  
Gara, N: thigh  
Garin, N: woomera  
Garuda, N: trousers (Loan)  
Garagala, N: mangrove tree  
Gawun, Adj: hot from fire  
Gayga, Vtr: hunt away
Alphabetical vocabulary

gaymba, Vtr: find
gayngi, N: scrub carpet snake
gä, N: jaw
gäbu, N: fish (generic)
gägi, N: cousin (Loan?)
gäla, Adj: empty
gäla, Vtr: be stuck
gälungal, Loc: in front
Dya:ni, Proper: Johnny (Tooth) (Loan)
gängi, Vtr: sleep
gayachi, N: horse
gidalgu, Time: tomorrow
gidu, N: chider hardwood tree
gidari, Vtr: put down
giduluruy, N: forest kingfisher
giga, N: cigarette (Loan)
gigubina, N: falling star
gilba, Vtr: dig
gilbay, Adj: know how to do something
gilgan, N: hole
gilin, N: hot coals, charcoal
giliruru, N: lungs
giliga, Vtr: pour water on
gilwa, Vtr: kick, shove with knee
giman, N: firestick; species of tree from which it is obtained
gimbara, N: small throwing stick
giman, N: boots, shoes
ginambaŋan, N: cramp
ginara, N: root
ginba, Vtr: spear in water
Dyimbilgay, Proper: Alf Palmer
ginda, N: waterfall
ginda, Vtr: blaze tree
gindaŋgan, N: grass tree
gindi, N: chest
giringiri, Adj: big (of fish only)
giringla, N: moreton bay ash/messmate tree
giringara, Adj: shallow
gingu, Loc: down (hill??)
giringara, Vtr: dream
giringli, N: singlet (Loan)
giringi, N: female genitalia
giringirirgingiri, N: willy wagtail
Dyirbal, Proper: name of language
girbinga, Adj: very good-looking (woman, girl)
gigbi, N: quail
giural, N: pubic hair
giwa, N: chair (Loan)
gi: = gi:gi, Vtr: sit down, live
gi:gi:, N: birds (generic)
gi:gin, N: swamp wallaby
gi:li, N: shining starling
gi:n, N: eyebrow
Dyubaru, Proper: Peter Wallace (a Dyirbal man)
gubí, N: married couple
gubula, N: black pine
gubup, Adj: slow, slowly
gudu ~ gudulu, Adj: short
gula, N: striped ringtail possum
gulbamba, Vtr: bury (deeply)
gulbun, Adj: married
gulbungin, N: woman who claims her promised husband
gulgra, N: log
gulgil, N: bone
gulgin, N: scrub
gulngu, N: throat
gulu, N: buttocks
gulumbara, Adj: straight
gumba, Vtr, go in, enter, put in
gumburugu, N: bullock
gungiri, N: tail
gunguru, Adj: (do) hard
gunguy, N: tendon, sinew, gristle
gunna, Vtr: squeeze, knead
gungaça, N: erection of penis
gunu, N: odour
gura, N: cloud, sky
gurala, N: flood
gurga, Vtr: tie up, join on
Dyurgagay, Proper: Niagara Vale
Dyuraminalbal, Proper: John Tooth
gurbay, N: fishing rod and line
guru, N: shoulder, upper arm, ridge
gurara, Vtr: stand
gubirin, N: small bark lizard
gu:gaça, N: urine
gu:guru, N: navel
gu:ga, Vtr: swive, copulate with
gu:ha, N: salt
gu:inguru, N: navel
gu:lu, Adj: black
Dyu:n, Proper: Herbert River at the Herbert Gorge
gu:nga, Adj: black
gu:ngi, Vtr: come out, arrive
gu:ra, Vtr: rub, wipe
gu:yi, Vtr: feel around
gabadala, N: small bream
gaban, N: acacia tree; grub in it
gabangirga, N: dollar bird
gabay, N: walking stick
gabin, N: belly ache, diarrhoea
gabugala, N: plains turkey
gabul, N: forest carpet snake
gadala, Adj: dry, shallow
gagam, N: blady grass
gagara, N: grey possum
gagçu, N: small striped fish
gaugin, N: Adj: female; yamstick
gagli, N: zamia fern
galga, Vint: go/come
gagal, Adj: hard
gagara, N: cane dilly-bag
gagu, N: white-breasted heron
galga, Loc: up hill, up in sky
galambu, N: grub in gum tree
galbay, N: wattle
galgabara, N: she oak
galgay, N: spear (generic)
galmarça, Time: long time ago
galmula, N: ironbark tree
galmuçu, N: yellow clay
galugu, N: scrub mouse
galun, N: testicles
gama, N: song-style
gamanday, N: spear (generic)
gambara, N: cyclone
gambärça, N: body
gambay, N: big lawyer vine
gambil, N: clothes
gambilu, N: bark blanket
gambunu, N: black duck
gamin, N: a lawyer vine
gamu, N: water
ganál, N: frog (generic)
ganbaymu, Adj: very old
ganda, Vtri: burn, make fire
gandî, N: jabiru, stork
gandu, N: dog
gani, Loc: up river
ganibara, N: dingo
gang, Adj; Vtri: stealing; steal
gangaba, Vtri: spear
ganu, Time: later on today
ganumbul, Time: earlier on today
gagaligan, N: mythical devil woman
garay, Time: for a long time
garba, Adj: stupid
gargarçara, N: prickle
gergal, N: arm, limb of tree
gergay, N: little chicken hawk
gergiçi, Adj: finished
gerga, N: spittle
garaçam, N: seagull
garamu, Adj: huge
garangala, Adj: strong (man)
Alphabetical vocabulary

Gububacji, Proper: Arthur Wild
Gubur, N: sticky black native bee
Guburca, N: magpie
Guda, Vtri: block, shut, close
gudi, N: water rat
Gugagay, Loc: meanwhile
Gugulu, N: stick for accompanying gaŋala-style songs
Gugun, N: older brother
Gugupgal, Loc: behind
Gugup, N: blue pigeon
Gugala, N: black cockatoo
Gulu, Vtri: cut into, cut open, cut a piece out
Gulu, N: fog, mist
Gumu, N: mosquito
Gumul, N: bark blanket
Gun, N: faeces, shit
Gunaygil, N: white cockatoo
Gunga, Vtri: cut down, cut through
gungari, Vtri: cut down, cut through
gungari, Loc: north
guraj, Adj: long
gurga, N: back of neck
gurgiga, N: ring-tail rat
gurgila/gurgilayngan, N: section
gurigala, N: eaglehawk
gurmal, N: blood, vein
gurugan, N: bloodwood
gurgu, N: greg (Loan)
gurjala, N: grey kookaburra
gurmalal, N: grey kookaburra
gurmbal, N: blue mountain parrot
gurbal, N: half-caste
gurpala, N: wild banana tree
gurgal, N: bee, sugarbag (generic)
gurgara, N: billy-can
gurgay, N: big grey kangaroo
gurugur/gurugayngan, N: section
guri, N: blood, vein
gurjil, N: storm bird
gurja, N: mud
gurgu, N: dove
guru, N: native companion, brolga
guwa, Loc: west
guyabay, Loc: other side of river
guyan, N: quartz, sharp quartz knife
guyari, N: scrub turkey
guygali, N: long-nose bandicoot
guyguy, N: mosquito
guyl, Vint: cry, sob, weep
guyibara, N: curlew
guyila, N: charcoal, flame
guyma, Vtri: give birth to
guyabi, N: eel (generic)
guyambilga, N: cicatrices (tribal marks) and men who bear them
guyngan, N: spirit of a dead woman; white woman
guyin, N: honey
guyumulu, N: quandong
guba, Vtri: cover with water
guge, Vtri: (water) washes away
gugali, N: mud cod
gugara, N: black goanna
gup, N: spirit of a dead man; white man; 'devil'; 'ghost'
gugara, N: rubbish (e.g. in river)
gugara, Time: very long time ago
guguru, N: beetle (generic)
layn, N: fishing line (Loan)
mada, Adj: salty
maga, Vtri: paint
maga'iri, Vint: wait
maju, N: brain
majuHulu, N: white man (Loan)
malara, N: ribs
milba, Vtri: show
milbir, N: slippery blue fig
milburu, Adj: straight
milgun, N: type of cousin
milga, N: painted bark rainmaker
milgal, Adj: greedy
milmuuru, Adj: spinning, fast
minba, V: hit with thrown stick etc
mindi, N: grass dilly-bag
mindi, N: corroboree ground
mudan, N: lump on body
mudiga, N: motor car (Loan)
mug, Vtri: eat
mugi, N: semen
mudugara, N: mud crab
muduru, N: big locust
mugal, N: head
muguru, N: fish net
mugay, N: elbow
mugul, N: knee
mugulan, N: mother's elder brother
mugunduru, N: hailstone
muguru, Adj: hard, strong
mulga, Adj: half-blind
mulgal, N: green ginger
mulgara, Adj: game, brave
mulgun, N: backbone
mulin, N: lip, mouth, bird's beak
mulmbin, Adj: blunt
mulu, Loc: near, close up
mumma, N: paperbark hornet
Munungul, Proper: Younger Creek
(place in Giramay territory)
munara, Adj: by oneself, alone
mungal, Adj: soft, weak
mungu, Adj: naked
mun, Vint: blink
muninin, N: small black ant
munnummun, N: chocolate bats
mungan, N: mountain
mungan, N: Herbert River ringtail possum
murray, N: head hair
murgalingan, N: seven sisters
murgin, N: son
murginba, N: quandong
muwarri, N: any big shady tree
muyama, N: boy
muymba, Vtri: extinguish fire/light
muyngul, N: eldest boy
muyngulgan, N: eldest girl
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muyu, N: bottom, arse
muyun, N: large blue kingfisher
mu:ba, N: stone fish
mu:gu, N: perch
mu:gil, N: freshwater black bream
mu:ngi, Vtr: make cold, make shiver
mu:qa, Adj: hidden, out of sight
mu:qi, N: tree with small blue fruit

naybu, N: knife (Loan)
nayi (plural: nayili), N: young girl
nibai, N: coals, opium
nuba, N: bark water container
nugumba, Vint: vomit
nuba, Vtr: sharpen, grind

naba, Adj: ripe
nagaram, Adj: tiny
nagumbi, Vint: come
nalambu, Adj: good
nalbay, N(Adj?): totemic identification
nalmu, N: large nulla nulla
nalgingiran, Adj: pretty
(woman, girl)
namu, Time: for a short while
nandu, Int (or Adj?): I don't know
nagal, Adj: heavy
narga, Vtri: rush in on, raid, arrest
naga, N: light (in distance)
nibu, N: mythical spider
nigin, N: finger/toe-nail
nimba, N: body hair, fur
ninga, Vtr: stop, block
nirwaga, Time: tomorrow
nigiilu, N: maggot
nubi, N: (classificatory) father-in-law
ugu, Vint: dance
nurbira, Vint: be ill, sick, feverish
nurgu, N: hitting/bumping noise
nu:nga, Vtr: kiss

naba, Vtr: soak
Ngabila, Proper: a mountain near Sheahan's farm (which is where the Abergowrie road crosses the Herbert River)
Ngabibil, Proper: Herbert Vale (Loan)
Nadaymbi, Vint: come

Ngubua, N: Burdekin plum tree
Ngul, Adj: N: deep; deep waterhole
Galma, Adj: N: stone fish
Galmangi, N: light
Galu, N: fresh water
Galuwa, N: black and white flying squirrel

Ngalwagiri, Proper: Abergowrie
Nama, N: shield handle
Namigi, Adj: hungry
Namugay, N: toothache
Namun, N: (female) breast
Namuru, N: armpit
Namba, Vtri: follow
Ngul, N: chin
Napi, N: face
Naraa, Adj: dry, shallow
Narangi, N: orange (Loan)
Nara, Part: don't
Naga, N: country (Loan)
Nargun, N: chin
Nargi, Vtr: answer
Nayaba, N: vine used as fish poison
Naygina(n), N: mother's father
Nayi, Int: yes
Nayi, N; Adj: voice; thirsty
Nayilngara, N: neck
Nae, Part: not
Naba, N: bottom of ribs
Nara, Vtri: hear, listen
Narga, Part: can't do (despite trying)
Nagamba, Vtri: try to do (but fail)
Nigima, Vtri: tickle (in sex play)
Nigini, N: 'nymphomaniac'
Nigapi, Vtr: ask
Niyaca, N: ribs
Niyawuda, Vtr: grab with hand
Nigi, Vtri: tie up
Nudan, N: large black snake
Nugu, Adj: pretending, lying, malinger ing
Nugil, Adj: stinking, bad smell
Nugu, N: mopoke owl
Nulan, N: stone tomahawk
Nulganga, Time: yesterday
Nulmbu, N: woman
Nulmuru, N/Time: darkness, night
Nulgini, Adj: wet
Nungiri, N: lots of noise
Nulubu, N: stump
Numbulu, N: black noise with red tail
Nunda, Vtri: see, look
Nuni, Vint: search for, hunt for
Nupin, N: reflection, shadow, spirit
Ngurugu, Proper: Nora Boyd (name given later in life)
nguri, Part: in turn/retribution
ngugi, N: a ginger species
ngumbun, N: tapping noise
ngu, N: nose
ngada, Vtri: test, taste, try out
nguma, Vtri: feel
nguru, N: heel

gaba, N: forked stick, fork of tree
gabi, Adj: (do) quickly
gaybul, N: rifle (Loan)
gaygi, N: old clothes (Loan, prob. from rag)
gimbli, N: forehead
gubu, N: rope (Loan)
gugulu, Time: the other day OR yesterday
gulu, N: heart
gulmbura, N: ashes
gugna, Vtr: suck
guyu, Adj: playing around

waqa, N: crow
waga, N: mud
wagaj, N: small native bee
wajongara, N: crow
wajiri, Vtri: overturn, spill, pour
waga, N: shin(bone) W, thigh B
wagala, N: yellow flying fox
Wagaraba, Proper: Long Pocket
wagun, N: fire, wood, tree
wagup, N: sea, saltwater
wala, Vint: arise, go up
walam, N: tick
walguwu, N: poisonous brown snake
walmbari, Vint: (dog) barks
walmbi, Vtri: lift up, pick up, waken

waŋgan, N: a river tea-tree
Waliŋanbara, Proper: Peacock Siding (up Stone River)
walŋa, N: air in lungs
walŋa, Vint: float on water
walŋgarŋin, N: eldest child in family

wambuy, N: fire, wood, tree
wana, Vtri: leave (it) be
wanga, N: bird like pigeon
wapuy, N: round yam
waŋa, N: black bean
wajal, N: boomerang
wangu, N: small goanna

waŋguri, Vint: kneel down, squat
wara, Part: inappropriate S or O NP
wargal, Adj: sharp
wargan, N: raft
Wargamay, Proper: language name
wargayda, N: spear with stingaree sting
wargin, N: boomerang
wargubala, N: left hand
warguy, N: left hand
wargay, N: fish spear
warumbil, N: whistle
warup, N: sand
wargbi, N: dog
wargumba, Vtri: wash
wargula, N: black wallaby
wargay, N: short fishing rod and line
wariwu, Adj: crooked
waybala, N: white man (Loan)
wayili, N: red bream
waymin, N: (classificatory) mother-in-law
wayu, Adj: turning into
waba, Vint: look up (for sugarbag only)
waŋgi, Vint: laugh
waŋgan, N: crow
waŋda, Vtri: rouse on, tell on
wirlyan, N: white woman
wirgil, N: snake (generic)
wirin, Adj: sore
wira, N: black fig
wiran, N: blood
wirga, N: small nulla nulla
wiri, N: bird's nest
wiru, N: husband
wirba, N: little stick
wirgu, N: frilly lizard
wigga, Vint: bathe, bogey
wi:, N: sun
wigi, wigina, Adj: no good
wubiri, N: English bee
wuda, Vtri: take off
wudil, Adj: asleep
wudu, N: nose
wudugalgu, N: bird like ibis
wuguru/wuguraygan: section
wugar, Adj: N: sleepy; sleepiness
wugi, Vtri: give
wugu, N: breastbone
wula, Vint: die
wulbu, N: pheasant
wulgapu, N: green scrub pigeon
wulgu, N: bark canoe
wulgu, N: Torres Strait pigeon
wufman, N: old man (Loan)
wuma, N: shade
wumba, N: belly, stomach, bowels, guts
wumbugiri, N: star
wunduy, N: freshwater shark
wungu/wunguraygan, N: section
wuŋa, Adj: lustful, larrikin
wuŋa, Vtr: go walkabout
wuŋa, Vtr: chase
wurbi, Adj: big
wuŋˈamba, N: scrub turkey
wuŋˈgala, N: barramundi
wuŋga, N: snake skin (after having been shed)
wuŋgul, N: whip snake
wuymbi, Vtr: lick
wuː, N: war (Loan)
wuː, N: hoe (Loan)

yabu, N: mother and mother’s younger sister
yabuŋ, N: son
yabulga, N: morning star
yabun, N: big camp
yaga, N: two
yagabayan, N: large gum tree
yagal, N: pandanus
yaˈbar, N: flat ground
yaˈgay, N: road
yaˈngabaŋa, Adj: a very large number
yaˈnggay, N: a single person
yaluɡa - although included in text 6.13 this is a Girayam form (Dixon 1972:259)
yaman, N: rainbow
Yaman, Proper: Yamanie Creek
yaˈmara, N: man
yaˈnabaŋa, N: kangaroo spear
yaːɡal, yaːnabaŋa, yaːnanda, N: long, tall
yaˈnabula, N: long eel species
yaŋgal, N: freshwater black bream
yaraman, N: horse (Loan)
yawuˈnyaŋa - yawuˈnyaŋa, N: big grey kangaroo
yayimbali, Vint: play about
yaː, N: top of tree
yaˈbi, N: child
yaˈɡara, N: crayfish
yaˈɡir, N: disease like smallpox
yaˈlgaŋ, N: moon
yaˈmba, Vtr: put on (clothes)
yiˈmbur, N: pelican
yiˈmiri, Vint: feel glad, be glad
yiˈmi, Vint: fly
yiˈɲin, N: (cane train) engine (Loan)
Yiˈgam, Proper: Ingham (Loan)
yiˈgaŋi, N: Adj: cave; hollow
yiˈra, N: tooth
yiˈrauŋu, N: forest carpet snake
yiˈrgaŋ, Adj: itchy
yiˈrangi, Loc: people, goods and places from north
yiˈrangiara, N: star (generic)
yiˈri바ra, N: blue gum tree
yiˈriŋi, N: horse fly
yiː, N: name
yuˈbaŋ, Adj: be away
yuˈbaybi, Vint: run away
yuˈbayma, Vtr: steal, take
yuˈdi, N: long-nosed frog
yuŋa, N: rain
yuˈgaŋ, Vint: swim (from A to B)
yuˈbaŋ, N: end of branch
yuˈgu, N: belly, stomach, bowels,
yuˈɡu, Loc: inside
yuˈmuraŋu, N: late stage of tadpole
yuˈmuɾu, N: son (said by mother)
yuŋungu, N: swamp
yuˈga, N: skin
yuˈgubaŋa, N: copper-headed python
yuˈgula, Adj: one
yuˈgaŋa, Adj: another one
yuˈraŋ, Time: do all the time
yuˈga, N: big river
yuˈguyi, N: river-bank (in song)
yuˈmaba, Vtri: bury (to shallow depth)
yuːˈnu, Loc: down (river?)
yuˈɡe, Vtr: swallow
yuˈɡi, Vint: grow, sprout

VOCABULARY BY SEMANTIC FIELDS

Dialect attestation of lexemes is shown to the left of each entry. There are three columns (see 1.2 above):

column 1 W - occurs in Wargamay proper
column 2 B - occurs in Halifax Biyay
column 3 H - occurs in Hinchinbrook Biyay
A dash, -, in a column indicates that informants stated this item did not occur in that dialect.

All lexemes included here (for the W column) have been fully checked out with at least two speakers; this has always included at least one, and usually both, of John Tooth and Lambert Cocky. Words in B which differ from those in W were generally checked on two occasions with Nora Boyd. Information on H comes only from old sources - see 1.6.

In a small number of cases different informants gave rather different meanings for a form. These are noted below, using abbreviations.

JT - John Tooth
AP - Alf Palmer
LC - Lambert Cocky
JJ - Jimmy Johnson
NB - Nora Boyd

Several hundred words that were at one time suggested as Wargamay were eliminated from the final vocabulary since corroboration could not be obtained of this. Most of them are in fact from Giramay, Waruŋu or Nyawaygi although a number are not attested for any surrounding language (some of these are probably from the H dialect, for which no speakers remain).

A few words for which full corroboration could not be obtained are included here, preceded by a star to indicate that they could not be checked as fully as the remainder of the vocabulary. These are:

(i) Obtained from LC, and checked with him, but not checked with any other speaker (some were given by LC in 1980 and I did not have the opportunity to revisit JT after that, to obtain his corroboration): bayngara, bumba, gaŋgulan, gaŋgi, ginambaŋan, ćingili, gargaŋgara, guli, muwar, niŋama, niŋiri, waːnda, wargumba, wiran, yayimbali.

(ii) Given by JT and checked with him as definitely W items, but could not be obtained from LC: gaŋgaŋaŋ, gaŋmbula, maŋal, yebun, yimbə.

(iii) Given by NB but could not be checked with her before her death (the identification of the rhotic is uncertain in each case, at the least): bingira, daŋa, niŋdiriŋ (NB alternated between this form and niŋdiriŋ), warumbil.

(iv) guŋmbula 'woomera' was given by Arthur Wild and recognized by LC but not JT; but when asked on a later occasion LC did not acknowledge this item. yalbar was in the material recorded by La Mont West Jr from Jimmy Johnson. LC recognized it but JT did not. However, on a later date LC would not admit it as a W form.

There must without doubt be further mistakes, of transcription and glossing, in a project of this nature, despite the care that has been taken in checking.

Abbreviations int, tri and tr for verbs correspond to Vint, Vtri and Vtr above; they are explained in the introductory note to the alphabetical vocabulary.

**NOUNS**

A - Body parts

W - mugal, head

-WB buyu, head

W miugu, brain

W bareŋa ~ barəŋəŋ, grey hair, grey-haired person

W ćimbi, forehead

W H ćani, face
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WBH gayga, eye
WB -gaygabaŋa, blind
W -gaygabala, blind
W - buyn, eyebrow
-B gi:n, eyebrow
W - wudu, nose, point, headland, end of penis, pencil
-B ṣuru, nose, etc.
WBH bina, ear
WB -binabaŋa, deaf
W-H ḡagel, jaw
-B ḡa:, jaw
W - ṣangul, chin
-B ṣagun, chin
WBH mulin, lip, mouth, bird's beak
WB ḡalbara, beard
WBH yira, teeth, seed, point of spear
W ṇamugay, toothache
WBH ḡelen, tongue
W *galingu, tongue
WBH garnda, spittle
W ṇayilgara, neck
WBH ḡingu, throat
W ḡurga, back of neck
W ṇayi, voice (also Adj, thirsty)
W binda, shoulder
W ṣuru, shoulder, upper arm, ridge
WB ḡamuru, armpit
WB mugay, elbow
W bangal, upper arm (JT, JJ); shoulder along to neck (LC)
W H magu, arm, wing of bird
W gargal, arm, limb of tree
WB mala, hand
--H mandi, hand
W malanbara, right hand
W- wargubala, left hand
-B waruy, left hand
WB gumbi, thumb
W H ṇigip, fingernail, toenail, claw of bird - see (21)
WBH ḡamun, breast
W ḡindi, chest
W guymbira, cicatrices
WBH wugu, breastbone
W- ḡiyaga, ribs
-B millara, ribs
W ḡabba, bottom of ribs
W H bilu, hip(bone)
-B bilmbu, hip, side, flank
-W yulgu, belly, stomach, bowels, guts (and front of boomerang, woomera)
W -yulguŋiri, full of food
-BH wumba, belly, etc (as yulgu)
-W- śu:ุงuruŋ, navel
-B śu:ŋuru, navel
WB birugay, umbilical cord
W gawar, large intestine, 'tripe' (and 'big paunch')
W giŋgiŋ, small intestine
W ḡulgu, heart
W giba, liver
B ǧiliwuŋ, lungs
W wainga, air in lungs
W mulgun, backbone (and back of boomerang, woomera)
WB ḡulu, buttocks
WB muyu, bottom, arse
W H ărara, thigh
-W- bungu, knee
-BH mugul, knee
WB ḡaga, shin(bone) W; thigh B
WBH bingaŋ, foot
WB ḡu:ŋu, heel
W manda, penis
W ḡungaŋa, erection of penis e.g. manda ḡungaŋambigi
W H galun, testicles
W mugi, semen
W giwural, pubic hair
W bindi, female genitalia (preferred term in W)
W giŋgin, female genitalia (Giramay term, also used in W)
WBH guna, faeces, shit
W bugi, fart, e.g. ṇayba bugimbigi 'I farted'
W gabin, belly-ache, diarrhoea
W ḡu:ŋara, urine
W gambaru, body
W ɲimbara, body-hair, fur
WBH yunga, skin
WBH giŋgi, bone
W- gurmal, blood, vein
-BH guri, blood, vein
W *wirap, blood
WB ḡunguy, tendon, sinew, gristle
W balbala, fat (also used to describe fat person)
W ḡarari, fat (e.g. kidney fat)
WB banica, sweat, hot sun (making one sweat), summertime
W giŋgaŋ, a bad cold
W- burubay, boil, pus
-B gudiyan, boil, pus
-B budombus, matter inside a blister
W yiŋir, a disease like smallpox that makes one scratch (perhaps Jiggers)
-W- balban, a lump on body (and warts on bark of tree)
Wargamay

W -balbanbalban, lumpy all over body
-B mudan, lumps on body
W *glnemabacan, cramp (+ body part)
WB jungiri, tail (on animal or fish)
W *garagarga, any prickle (e.g. echidna spike, or lawyer cane prickle)

B - Human classification
W bama, male (human or animal)
W gaqin, female (human or animal)
WB ma:l, (Aboriginal) man
W yama:ga, (Aboriginal) man [may be preferred for referring to a group of men]
WB nyimbupu, (Aboriginal) woman
W gingu, offspring (human child or animal chick)
WB gdja, baby
WBH yibi, child (especially re-duplicated, yibiyibi, children)
WB walngarnin, eldest child in family
WB muyma, boy
W margara, teenage boy (of age for initiation but not yet initiated)
W guymbirja, cicatrices (tribal marks) and man with them
W-H gilan, old man
W -gilangan, old woman
-B bulbu, old person
W wulman, old man (Loan)
W gaglya, young girl
-B nayl (pl nayili), young girl
WBH gambi, old woman (especially reduplicated to refer to group of old women, gambigambi)
W yalngay, single person (spinst/ter/bachelor, or widow/widower)
W gubl, wise man
W gubimbulu, very wise man
WB maqwargi, mate, friend
WB gumbal, mate, friend
WB nunin, reflection, shadow, spirit (semi-corporeal)
W gu:n, spirit of a dead man (non-corporeal); also white man, 'ghost', 'devil'
W waybala, white man (Loan)

W migulu, white man (Loan)
W guyangan, spirit of a dead woman (these are believed to exist as birds); white woman
WBH wiqlyan, white woman
W gubal (gubal), half-caste
W ganaligan, mythical 'devil woman', invoked to frighten people not to stray too far
W nibu, mythical spider e.g. nibungu nina manilma 'Nyibu might catch you (and make you sick)', and (84)
W buliman, Policeman (Loan)
W marja, boss (also used by LC for God, described as 'big boss in heaven')
W crayga, (black) tracker (Loan)

C - Kinship
W mugulan, mother's elder brother
W gawan, mother's younger brother
W mangupu, mother's elder sister
WB yabu, mother, mother's younger sister
H gumbay (?), mother and younger sister
W bimu, father's elder brother
WB qanja, father, father's younger brother
WB bimulan, father's sister (elder or younger)

W- gumbunan, mother's mother
-B gumbuna, mother's mother
-W- ngaylina, mother's father
-B ngaylina, mother's father
-W- babilan, father's mother
-B babi, father's mother
-W- guban, father's father
-B gubana, father's father
WBH qandi, elder sister
W galmbuyan, younger sister
W H gugun, elder brother
WBH galmbu, younger brother

Above four terms also cover father's brother's and mother's sister's children

WB gamugan, daughter
W murgin, son
-B yabugu, son
W yumuru, 'son' (said by mother to avoid using his name)
W muungul, eldest boy
W -muungulgan, eldest girl
W balgin, mother's brother's son;
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father's sister's son
W miiyun, mother's brother's daughter, etc.
W cja:<3i, cousin (Loan?)
WBH bu
I gu, wife
W waymin, (classificatory)
mother-in-law
W wubu, (classificatory) father-in-law

Ca - Sections and Identification
W H gurgiya, ring-tail rat
WB bargil, brown rat and/or house mouse
W galudji, scrub mouse
WB gudi, water rat
WB gugila, short-nose bandicoot
W guygal, long-nose bandicoot
W- gagara, grey possum
-BH midin, grey possum
W gula, striped ringtail possum (Pseudochiroptera arctechi)
W mungan, Herbert River ringtail possum (Pseudochiroptera herbertensis)
W burugu, a possum species
WB naluwu, black and white flying squirrel (Dactylomys trivirgata)
W mangugu, large flying squirrel
W bulgari, tree-climbing kangaroo (Dendrolagus lumholtzi)
W maŋara, large kangaroo
W yawuypbari ~ yawuymbapi, big grey kangaroo (male)
W guragay, big grey kangaroo (female)

W gubali, whip-tail kangaroo
W wayugala, black wallaby
W gijilin, swamp wallaby
W bulugubay, scrub wallaby
W- bawu, rock wallaby
W- bungil, rock wallaby
WB banjan, kangaroo rat
WB gugi, black flying fox
W wagałala, yellow flying fox
WB mununmunun, chocolate bat
WB bada, dog
W waŋabi, dog
W ganibara, dingo
H gandu, dog
W yaraman, horse (Loan)
W ga:yaŋi, horse
WB gumubuŋu, bullock, beef

E - Reptiles and Amphibians
W H gugagay, alligator ('main Wargamay word')
W- maybaŋa, alligator (alternative term, less preferred)
WBH baŋgal, saltwater turtle
WB banguru, freshwater turtle with round belly
W bilili, freshwater turtle with flat belly and long rough neck
W bugawu, long-neck turtle (not good to eat)
WB bangara, blue-tongue lizard
W giyabat, brown rock lizard
WB wiŋu, frilled lizard
W buŋgul, small tree lizard
WB gu:birin, small bark lizard
WB gu:gaŋa, black goanna
WB gagaŋ, sand goanna
W baŋal, water goanna
W wangu, small goanna
WBH wiŋli, snake (generic)
(preferred Wargamay term)
W gambal, snake (generic) (said to be a Giramay term, also used in Wargamay)
W wuyga, snake skin (after being shed)
WB gabul, forest carpet snake (female)
W- yirawuŋu, forest carpet snake (male)
-B gumbi, forest carpet snake (male)
W gaygiri, large tree-climbing scrub carpet snake (also used as generic term for any carpet snake)
WB malugan, chicken snake (edible)
W bima, death adder
WB  qudan, large black snake
W  junkulu, small poisonous black
snake with red tail
W  wuygul, whip snake
W  walguwuru, poisonous brown snake
W  burganu, big, lazy brown snake
(also said to be tiger snake; taipan)
W  yungubala, copper-headed python
WB  ganal, frog (generic)
W  yudi, long-nosed frog (used
as bait for barramundi)
WB  yumburu, late stage of tadpole

F - Birds
WB  bambo, egg
W  wiri, bird's nest
-B  daara, bird's wing
WB  ginglyra, cassowary
W  hundulu, emu
W  gucur, native companion,
brolga
W  gawarala, crane, ibis
W  wudugaluru, bird like ibis
W  gandil, jabiru, stork
W  gagu, brown heron with white
chest
-B  yimbur, pelican
W  guyibara, curlew
W  bugugala, plains turkey
W  wuranba, scrub turkey
WB  guyjari, scrub turkey
WB  girawangan, scrub hen
W  gugu, dove
WB  guguwun, blue pigeon
W  guigal, black flock pigeon
W  wulganu, green scrub pigeon
WB  wulgugu, Torres Strait pigeon
W  wangawa, a bird like a pigeon,
which scratches around on
the ground
WB  gugu, mopoke owl
W  bulbuli, night owl
W  bli:li:li, pee wee
W  guburu, magpie
W  waja, crow
-B  wadangara, crow
WB  -waga, big mob of crows
-W  wagan, crow
W-H  gungaga, grey jackass,
kuookaburra
B  gujalal, grey jackass,
kuookaburra
W  muyun, large blue kingfisher
W  giguluruy, small forest
kingfisher
WB  gingirigirin, willy wagtail
W-H  gayambula, white cockatoo
-B  gunayngili, white cockatoo
W  gubalbi, black cockatoo
W  bilbi, king parrot
WB  gumbalbi, blue mountain parrot
W  bigalbi, small needle-tail
budgerigar, eats bees
W  biranbiran, a needle-tail bee
bird
W  giji, quail
W  gabanji, dollar bird
W  bagingale, spangled drongo
W  jili, shining starling
W  -gji:li:li, flock of these
W  dagu, carpenter bird, hammer
bird
W  gujil, storm bird
WB  gurigala, eagle hawk
W  gajaran, small chicken hawk
W  gumunu, black duck
W  bigilbara, whistling duck
W-  bubon, pheasant
-B  bubon, pheasant
-B  wulbu, pheasant
W  garamgaram, sea gull

G - Fishes, etc
WB  ga:bu, fish (generic)
W  gigibiri, big (used only of
fish)
WB  giawulu, freshwater jewfish
(catfish)
WB  gugal, mud cod
W  bugiya, freshwater mullet
W  gaga, small white fish with
black stripes, used as bait
for catching barramundi
W-  musgil, freshwater black bream
-B  yangal, freshwater black bream
W  walyili, freshwater red bream
W  gabaqala, smaller bream
W  muguru, perch
W  wugaila, barramundi
WB  mutba, stone fish
W  gundamu, freshwater garfish
W  balbirigan, large saltwater
shark
W  wunduy, freshwater shark
W  balangal, dugong
WB  guymala, eel (generic)
W  yanabula, a species of long eel
W  mudugara, mud crab
WBH  yigara, crayfish, yabby
W  bulgan, shrimp, prawn, lobster
(preferred Wargamay term)
WB  mawa, shrimp, prawn, lobster
**H - Insects, etc**

- W ma:gaya, bee's wax
- W daingal, spider, web

**I - Language, ceremony, noise**

- W -mayay(m)bi, Vint. talk
- W gdjuy, avoidance style
- W gawal, a call
- W -gawali, Vint, call out
- W yi:l name
- W gama, song-style

- W buqan, song-style borrowed by Wargamaygan

- W qaale, song style (predominantly obscene)

- W gaṅgiŋa, moaning funeral chant recounting deeds of dead person

- W buqun, drum used by women (and noise)

- W balmburga, as buqun

- W wu:, war (Loan)

- W bu:nguray, a snore; see (5)

- W bu:nguray(m)bi, Vint, snore; see (183)

- W gubil, a whistle

- W -gubili, Vint, whistle

- W *warumbil, whistle

- W *ŋulŋiri, lots of noise (e.g. cattle lowing, or from people)

- W nurū, a noise e.g. hitting a drum, breaking a stick, bumping into something

- W ngimbun, a tapping noise e.g. tapping feet

- W gunbín, two trees rubbing together, and the noise they make

**J - Artefacts**

- Wbudil, earthworm

- W bundin, grasshopper

- W buduru, large locust

- W maŋbu, louse

- W balqgira, as birbubirbu

- W gupcja, bee, sugarbag (generic)

- W gubur, large black savage sticky native bee

- W waŋan, small yellow native bee with white behind

- W baya1, a yellow native bee

- W warang, English bee

- W gaŋa1, honey

- W guynin, honey
mostly used to throw up into tree to knock fruit down

WB guingu, a nulla nulla
WB palmu, large nulla nulla, 5-6' in length with big head, used by women in fighting

-B gaajin, yamstick
W gabay, walking stick
W guguulu, stick for accompaniment in ganguala song-style
-W- bangay, spear (generic)
-B gamanday, spear (generic)
-W- galgay, spear (generic)

W galun, short spear with hook, used for fighting

W yanbaga, long spear, used for hunting kangaroos
W wargayga, prickly spear, with stinging sting
W blun, hook spear
W warnay, fish spear
W garin, (straight) woomera
-W- bangila, (straight) woomera
-W- gulgumba, (straight) woomera
WB baguru, sword
WBH bigin, shield
W qama, shield handle
W dambul, bump at reverse of handle on shield
WB gunlan, stone tomahawk
-B gamiya, stone tomahawk
WB barga, English axe
W guyan, quartz, sharp knife made from quartz
W naybu, knife (Loan)
W bayi, file (Loan)
W wu, hoe (Loan)
W gunji, (top) grinding stone
W ginam, firestick
W mugargu, fish net
W maonda, fishing line, string
W gurbay, fishing rod (about 4' long) and line
W warugay, fishing rod (about 1' long) and line
W layin, fishing line (Loan)
B gdbu, rope (Loan)
WB wulgu, bark canoe
W wardan, raft
WB gagara, cane dilly-bag
W mindi, grass dilly-bag
W gangu, smaller grass dilly-bag (used for carrying valuables around); kangaroo pouch
W nuba, bark water container
WB ginja, bark water container

W ma:gaya, bee's wax, used for sealing nuba/girba
W billga, pitch/gum from grass tree, used for sealing
W gurraga, billy can
W bandaga, bottle
W balbay, bottle
W bundurupa, English bag
W baygi, bag (Loan)
W bagir, basket (Loan)
W bagidi, box, trunk (Loan, prob. from baggage)
WB gambi, clothes
W gambila, bark blanket
B gumul, blanket from stinging tree bark
W balgubailgu, hat
B raygi, old clothes (Loan, prob. from rag)
W ginaman, boot, shoe
W garuda, trousers (Loan)
W *jingili, singlet (Loan)
WB milga, water-maker: piece of painted bark (later, iron) placed in the submerged root of a tree just below water level. See Lumholtz and Banfield references given on p.104-5 above.
W buyana, white feather from chest of white cockatoo (corroboree decoration)
W mani, money (Loan)

bari 'stone' also used; and biba 'paper' for paper money
B bajuru, money (probably a yaraman-type loan)
W baybu, pipe (Loan)
W gaybul, rifle (Loan)
W margin, gun (Loan, from musket)
W mudiga, motor car (Loan)
W giya, chair (Loan)
W yingin, (cane train) engine (Loan)

K - Food, fire, water
W H galgunu, meat
WB gungul, non-flesh food i.e. fruit, vegetables, honey
W gaygama, (non-flesh) food
W guil, salt (Loan)
W gawangawan, rice
WB - wagun, fire, tree, wood
W mayba, fire (less-used alternative to wagun)
--H wambuy, fire, tree, wood
WB guyila, charcoal (Lumholtz: flame)
Vocabulary by semantic fields

W bugan, big bush fire or big grass fire
W gillin, hot coals, charcoal
WB nibal, coals, opium
WB gumbura, ashes
WBH bunu, smoke
W galmanjara, light, e.g. lighted torch
W -nalmanjarama, Vtr, make a light
W na:ja, light (in distance)
W jiga, cigarette (Loan)
WB galu, (fresh) water
--H gamu, (fresh) water
W wagun, sea, salt water
H benin, sea, salt water
W yu:albara, big river
WB malan, creek
W biyu, small creek, gully
W jurala, big flood
W ginda, waterfall
W yungun, swamp
W galngan, froth (on waterfall or gully)
W gurugu, grog (Loan)
W biya, beer (Loan)
W di:, tea (Loan)

L - Celestial, weather
WB wi:, sun (sometimes pronounced [wui])
W- balanu, moon, month
--H yilgan, moon, month
W yirjingara, star (generic)
WB wumbagiri, star
W yabuga, morning star
WB murgajagan, seven sisters
WB buya, shooting star
W gigubina, falling star (mythical person 'ugly old bugger')
W galmuru, dark, darkness, night
W gundambula, very dark (night)
W billigi, daybreak, early in morning
W gunjabara, fine weather
W bani:ra, summertime, hot sun, sweat
W bugara, wintertime
WB wuma, shade
WBH yamani, rainbow
WB gura, cloud, sky
WB gumburu, fog, mist
B gumbur, dew
W- gulubu, wind

M - Geography, etc
WBWH mugunduru, hailstone
W H miga, camp, house
W H balgan, house, hut
W *yabun, large camp, lots of people camping together
W mindi, corroboree ground
WB bujun, fighting ground
WB yaflgai, road, track, path
WBH gayi, ground, earth, dirt
W *umba, dust
WB warun, sand
WB buymarap, sand
WB gu:pa, mud
BH wa:ja, mud, clay
WB magila, white clay
W galmu:ru, yellow clay and any yellow object
W H magira, red clay
WB gilgan, hole
WB yinjari, cave, hollow (also Adj, hollow)
W *yalbar, flat ground
WBH bari, stone (generic)
W guyan, quartz, quartz knife
W ba:ala, flat rock
W -mugal ba:ala, bald head
W mu:an, mountain
W balbi, sloping bank
W gu:ru, ridge, shoulder, upper arm
W yu:uyubl, river bank (only in song)
W bugan, forest, grasslands
WB gujgin, (thick) scrub
WB naggi, country (generic) e.g. naggu ngugn naggi 'this is my country'
W gunin, coast (also 'south')

N - Flora
WB wagun, tree, wood, large stick, fire
--H wambuy, tree etc
W wirba, small stick
W *muwari, any big tree (providing shade)
WB mara, leaf [LC and NB gave mara but JT gave mara]
w gubu, small leaf (including tea leaves), typically in piles
w mänga, flower
w biğal, bark
wb ğiñağa, root
w dambil, flange of tree
w ya:, top of tree e.g. gağaara wagunda ya:nga 'the possum is at the top of the tree'
w garga, branch, arm
w yulba, end of branch
wb ğułuğuğu, stump
w guğara, log
w ğińa, forked stick, fork of tree
w gağa, blady grass (used for grass huts)
w gülüba, cane grass, spear grass
w bunabuna, couch grass, weeds/rubbish
w gu:naga, rubbish, weeds
w *gargağara, (any) prickle
wb bulbucu, spotted gum, bubbly gum (possum eats leaves)
w yağağayan, large hollow gum tree in scrub - Eucalyptus grandis
- w yırıbara, blue gum tree
- - wb gulağ, blue gum tree
w gurugan, bloodwood
w galgabara, she-oak (on river)
w giđu, chider hardwood tree, and light made from it - Halfordia scleroxyla
w宁静la, moreton bay ash (JT); messmate tree (LC)
w giłman, firestick tree
w *gałmbula, iron bark tree
w mǐlibir, slippery blue fig, used for shields
w gubafa, coastal tree with red bark, used for yamsticks
w gulawun, Leichhardt tree
w gübula, black pine - Podocarpus amarus
wb wańa, black bean - Castanospermum australe
w mağa, river cherry tree
wb/debugay, wild cherry (clusters of sour fruit on a small plant, used for jam)
w gağaala, mangrove (used for boomerangs and spears)
w galbay, wattle tree
w waľdağan, river tea-tree (fruit eaten by birds)
w buğu, larger paperbark tea-tree, bark used for humpy and torch
w gałaba, long wild yam (can be eaten after minimal cooking)
wb wașuy, round yam (requires cooking)
w bundu, edible root of a climbing plant (see vondo in Lumholtz 1889:207,313)
w gamín, lawyer vine
w gamba, big lawyer vine - Calamus australis
w manći, lawyer vine used for dilly-bags
w ܓya$subscript:2}, seaside vine, grows in the sand just above high water level, used as fish poison
w bidaman, conjiboy plant
wb bağula, a vine-like plant in the mountains
w gi:bagai, very large fig tree
w banba, red fig - prob. Ficus destruens
w wişa, black fig, with rough sandpaper leaf
w baygağı, a river fig
w galgawuçu, big fig, grows as parasite on another tree
w ܓaguba, Burdekin plum
w giđagrağan, grass tree on river bank (used for dilly bags) - Lomandra longifolia
w *gağağaça, a grass tree
w gağıra, zamia fern and fruit
w bulğiçi, staghorn fern
w bağınu, a tree fern
w yagal, pandanus
w dalu, palm tree - Archontophoenix alexandrae
w mujmbal, quandong (edible blue fruit)
wb guyumulu, quandong (edible blue fruit)
wb muj:ți, tree with small blue fruit, size of a peanut (bark used for canoes)
w gurbala, wild banana tree
wb girgingan, lady finger tree, edible berry-like fruit
w mulgalgay, green ginger
w bayuda, a coastal ginger
w nurgi, ginger, bears no fruit but leaves used to wrap fish for baking
w gaban, acacia tree, and the
white grub in it
W *maqal, cocky apple tree
W gangu, turpentine tree, bark used for canoes

WB gana, stinging tree - Dendrocnides moroides
W mangu - mayano, mango (Loan)
W narigi, orange (Loan)

O - ADJECTIVES

Number and identity
WBH yungul, one
W yungu, another one
WBH yaga, two
WBH gajbu, three
WB gumapari, a lot, many (e.g. people, animals, leaves)
WB gajji, a lot, much (e.g. dirt, fish, water, food)
The difference in meaning between these two words is not clear.
W yalingbara, a very large number e.g. big mob of cockatoos, huge pile of leaves
W gi:bari, mark on message stick to indicate approximate number of people from a group planning to attend a corroboree, glossed as 'a hundred'
WB murara, by oneself, alone - qayba murara gajaba 'I'll be going on my own tomorrow'; qayba gi:bari murara 'I was sitting by myself'; ninja gi:ba murara 'you scratch yourself!'
W qalma, one's own (object or section, etc) - wana qalma 'one's own boomerang'; puna qalmbigi gunbagi 'he cut his own [foot]; puna qalmbigi bangagi 'he paints himself'; qaygu ninba qalma 'you're my friend'
W gulbu, anything strange (strange thing or foreign person)

Colour
W- culu, black - muray culu 'black hair'
WB gu:nga, black
W bambasa, white
W margun, grey

Dimension
WBH wurbi, big - wagun wurbi 'big tree'; wurbi yugan 'big rain'; gungul wurbi 'plenty of tucker'
W garamu, huge - bingan garamu 'huge feet'
W gingibiri, big (used only of fish)
WB gi, small (also used as N, child)
W -gijru, mob of small children
W nagaram, tiny (especially nagarambulu, very tiny); shallow (water)
W- yanjal, long, tall; and also yanjaba, yanjandabu with same gloss
-B guran, long, tall
W- gudulu, short
-B gudu, short
WB bilgirri, wide - wurbi puna bingan bilgiri 'he has large wide feet'
W bebi, fat (person)
W nagul, deep (also used as N, deep water hole)
W gingara, shallow (water) [see also gadala/narala, dry, shallow]
-B gulmbara, straight
W milburu, straight - yalgay milburu 'straight road'
W wacuwaru, crooked
**Physical property**

**WB** bandaŋal, full - ṇaygu gagara bandaŋala 'my dilly-bag is full'

**W** gala, empty

**WB** gawun, hot (from fire) - ɡilin gawun 'hot coals'

**B** bayŋiga, hot

**WB** baniŋa, hot (sun), summertime, sweat, hot (from sun)

**W** gidul, cold - ṇaŋa giduldu muŋgi 'the cold makes me shiver'; gulubungu ṇaŋa gidulmay 'the wind makes me cold'; see also (50)

**W** marpa, wet

**B** *gulŋirin, wet

**W** gadala, dry, shallow

**B** *parala, dry

**W** gabini, sharp(ened) (Loan) - ṇuŋa gabinima bayindu 'sharpen it with a file!'

**WB** wardal, sharp - ɡamiya wardal 'sharp tomahawk'

**W** mulumbin, blunt

**W** gundil, heavy - ṇaygu mugal gundiligi 'my head feels heavy'

**W** ṇaŋgal, heavy (a Giramay word, also used in Wargamay)

**W** ḡagarrugar, rough, prickly (skin, leaf, etc)

**W** gagal, hard, solid - wagun gagalgalgal 'solid tree'; ṇaŋum gagalgalgal 'firm breasts (on woman)'

**W** dalna(dalna), hard - ɡalŋuru dalŋadalŋambilgi 'the meat got hard'

**B** muguru, hard (e.g. meat, wood), strong (e.g. person, spear)

**WB** yiŋaŋ, hollow (also N, cave, hollow)

**WB** munŋal, soft (e.g. cooked meat), weak (e.g. person)

**WB** naba, ripe

**WB** gunga, green, unripe (vegetables), raw (meat), alive (person)

**WB** gunu, (good or bad) odour [this is probably best regarded as an abstract noun]

**W** nugi, bad smell, stinking

**W** giyal, sweet (food, honey), savage (e.g. dog), poisonous (e.g. fangs of snake)

**B** mada, salty

**WB** marnŋa, salty, bitter, sore

**W** manalmaŋal, stinking, bitter, dirty - ṇaru muŋalŋa gawambama manalmaŋal 'don't eat the stinking thing, it will make you spew up'

**W** bupap, stinking

**WB** buga, rotten, stinking, dead - see (182)

**W** buŋgi, rotten (e.g. wood - dry and light)

**WB** ganu, broken - wargiŋ ganumbigi 'the boomerang broke'; waŋal ganu 'the boomerang is broken'; ɡaranɡa gulgiŋ danumbigi 'a bone broke in [his] thigh'; yulba ganuma 'break the branch!'

**W** baŋa, shut, blocked - ṇayba bina wiŋimbigi/ baŋambilgi 'I forget it' (literally 'my ear has become no good, has become blocked'); also bina baŋa 'deaf', gayga baŋa 'blind'

**WB** munŋu, naked - see (32)

**W** balgun, clear, open - ṇayba balgunda ɡuwaray 'I stand out in the open (when a cyclone comes)'

**Age and value**

**W** ganbaymu, very old (person, object, or action - done many years ago)

**WB** ɲalamburu, good (general term) - ṇunu ɲayi ɲalamburu 'you have a good voice (for singing)'; and see (229)

**WB** mali, good, pleasing (especially food and drink, but can be applied to anything)

These two terms seem fairly synonymous, and can be alternated
Vocabulary by semantic fields

for felicity of discourse e.g. Question yalgay palamburu 'is the road good?', Answer ḥayi, mali 'yes, it's good'

WB nalingirgan, good-looking, pretty (woman, girl) - ṑuŋa yibl
nalingirgan/ jara wurbi 'that girl's pretty, she has big thighs'
W- gḹirbinga, very good-looking (woman, girl)
W gugilg, prettily painted (e.g. man) - ṑuŋa gugilgimay bōgay 'he is painted prettily'

WB wi:gi, no good - gamba ṑayba wi:jimbī 'my body feels no good (e.g. I'm tired)'
W wi:jīna, no good - wi:jīna ṑuŋa buga 'that fellow no good, he stink'; ṣaŋa wi:jīnamay 'I made a mess of it'
The difference in meaning between these two words is not clear
W māpabagay, ugly - māŋa wa:gilbī/ ṑaŋa gunday māpabagay 'why is he laughing?' 'he saw me looking ugly'

Human propensity
W ḡilbay, know how to do something - see (236)
W muŋgā, game to do something, brave, see text 8.4,13
W bungal, glad, proud, happy - nulāŋa bābāy bāŋgāŋyu/ ṑuŋa bungālīgī 'he speared [a kangaroo] and now he's proud'
W māŋgay, stupid, silly - nulāŋa māŋgū gunbaŋ gigan 'the silly person cut his own foot (on purpose)'
B garba, stupid
W birigī, general term of disapproval, to describe someone who is a nuisance or 'no bloody good'; translated as 'bugger' or 'bastard'; see text 8.12.
W ṣuŋu, pretending, lying, malingering
WB ąągā, stealing (see Vtr, ąągā, steal) - wi:gi ṑuŋa ąągābūľu 'he's no good, a real thief'
WB ąlgal, greedy
W bī:ga, frightened (also N, fear) - ṑayba bī:jimbī 'I was frightened'; see also (44), (64), (67), (235)
W ągūl, worried, sorry, pitiful, 'poor fellow'
W ąuyu, playing around - yiblīyiblī ąuyūmbīgī 'lots of kids are playing around'; see also ąuyūmbīlī, V intro under V - Corporeal verbs
W ąuŋaŋu, lustful, promiscuous; and ąuŋaŋulū, larrīkin, harlot
W gawan, angry, cheeky (person), savage (dog) (also N, anger) - ṑayba gawan 'my temper is up'; and see (230)
W gujungi, cranky (Loan) - gujungi bārā 'cranky person'

Corporeal
W ągarągala, strong (man)
-B ąmūŋu, strong (person, spear), hard (meat, wood)
WB ąngil, weak (person), soft (e.g. meat)
W balbala, fat (person)
WB ągimī, hungry - ṑayba ągimījimbī/ ąŋaŋu/ gungul ąga muŋaŋu 'I'm hungry' 'What for?' 'I want to eat vegetables'
W māŋgāy, satiated, full up with food - ąŋgū yulgu māŋgai 'my belly is full'; see also (36)
B bungul, satiated, full up with food
WB ąayi, thirsty (also N, voice) - ṑayba ąayu ąayugu/ gāŋgalāŋu 'I'm thirsty for a drink of water'
W wugār, sleepy (and N, sleepiness) - ṑuŋa wugārīgī 'he's sleepy';
wugār gunga ma:l būŋgilu 'this sleepy man wants to lie down (and sleep)'; and see (15), (24), (174)
WB wudil, asleap, - ṣaŋa ąŋna wanay/ ńinbe wudīgīrī būŋgilu 'I left you to lie sleeping (i.e. I didn't wake you, although your snores
disturbed me)
W *bayggaŋa, tired (from work or other effort), rendered by LC as 'buggered up'

-yirgal, itchy - yirgalŋa gayba gi:bay 'I'm itchy and I scratched myself'

WB marŋa, sore (+ body part), bitter, salty - gayba marŋaŋgara

marŋa 'my neck is sore'

WB wiŋŋa, sore - bingŋa gaygu wiŋŋa 'my foot is sore'

W mulga, half-blind (and see gaygu baŋa 'blind')

WB gunga, alive (person), raw (meat), green, unripe (vegetable) - see (237)

*Speed and adverbial*
W milmuŋu, spinning (e.g. top or boomerang), moving fast (of wheeled vehicle - literally, wheels are spinning) - wargŋa milmuŋumbiŋi

'the boomerang is spinning'

WB gawuy, (do) quickly - bu:diŋa gawuy 'pick it up quickly!'

W ga:bi, (do) quickly - ga:bi bimbirigia 'run quickly!' These two words were said to be synonyms

-B *biringira, (do) quickly, hurry up

WB guŋbun, slow, slowly - bilmba ŋinda guŋbun 'push it slowly'

WB guŋguru, (do) hard - guŋbunnungi gibmi guŋguru 'the wind blew hard';

guŋguru gayba bimbirigia 'I ran hard (to escape the bullock that was chasing me)'; ŋapa ŋunday guŋguru 'he stared at me';

guŋguru ga:bi 'tie it tight'

WB gaŋgiri, finished - ŋaŋa muŋay gaŋgiri guŋgul 'I've eaten all the food up'; ŋaŋa gaŋgiriŋmay gumbay, translated by informant as 'cut finish'

*Positional*
W- gaymbiri, everywhere, all over the place - see text 7.8,15

W mu:ŋa, hidden, out of sight, (fire) extinguished - ŋinda

mu:ŋambiga 'you hide!'; guŋmbunŋu mu:ŋamay ŋaŋa ŋundalma

'the woman hid [the food] lest I see it'

W buŋgul, vanished, disappeared - see texts 5.16,24, 6.19

*Miscellaneous*
W wayu, turning into - see text 6.9,18

WB guľbin, married - ŋa:ndu guľbunmay 'who married her?'; and see text 8.11

WB guľbunma, Vtr, marry (alternative is gi:giŋa, from gi:(gi) 'sit down')

W guľbinŋin, N woman who claims her promised husband - ŋuna

guľbinŋiŋ guľbinŋu ma:ŋgu ŋunigu 'the woman is going to search for her promised man'

W maŋul, working (also N, work); most often verbalised - waŋgaŋa

ŋinda maŋuŋuŋu 'where do you work?'; see also (16), (37), (77), (176), (240)

W yubay, be away

W -yubayma, Vtr, take, steal - ma:ndu yubaymay guľmbuŋu 'he stole the woman'; see also text 6.6

W -yubaybi-yuba, Vint, run away - guľmbuŋuŋa gayba yubaybigi 'that night I ran away'; see also texts 7.3, 9.4,12

VERBS
P - Motion and induced motion
WB gaygai, int, go/come. The unmarked sense is motion away from speak-
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er - ɲaru ɲagaŋa yulbanga 'don't go to the end of the branch (lest it break)! However it is sometimes used to indicate motion towards the speaker - ɲusaha ɲaygungu gagabali 'he's coming for me'

WB ɲadaymbi, int, come. This has the form of a verbalisation, although no root ɲeday has been encountered

WB ɲagumbi, int, come. This involves productive verbalisation of the deictic nagu 'to here' (3.4.3) - see (94). One informant contrasted ɲadaymbiga 'come here!' and ɲagumbiga 'come closer!'; this meaning difference has not been confirmed

WB weapons, int, go walkabout - wəndanda ɲura wubalabi 'where are you going walkabout'; and see (29), (30), (175), (207-8), (216)

WB weapons, tr, chase - gumubugungu ɲaña wugalgani 'the bullock is chasing me'; see also text 7.1,8,15 and (56), (92), (187)

W ɲuŋgi, int, come out, emerge, arrive - ɲusaha wál nga ɲuŋgi 'he sighed'; see also text 9.19 and (121), (165)

W jumbba, tri, go in, enter, put in - guliŋda ɲayba ɫambugi 'I went into the scrub'; nulanda maça ɫambalgani 'he [a bird] keeps putting leaves into [a nest he is building]'; ɲaru ɲalu di:nga ɫambalga 'don't put water in the tea!'; nalunga ɫambay milga/ yugangu ['I put the rainmaker [in position] in the water, for [to make] rain'; ɲamba ɲuna 'put it [a handle on the axe]'; and see (125), (158-9), (228)

W Ɂuda, tr, take off - Ɂinda gambi Ɂuda 'you take [your] clothes off!'; bigal Ɂuda 'take the bark [off a tree, to make a canoe]'

*Ɂyimba, tr, put on (clothes) - balgubalgu Ɂga Ɂja Ɂimbay 'I've put [my] hat on'

WB bay!, int, go around, get tangled up - wagunda ɲusaha baygil!/ mu:Ɂumbi ɲaygunda 'he went around the tree, hiding from me'

W ban'a, int, return (person or boomerang), go home, come home - ɲayba banalagu mi:ɟaŋu 'I must return to the camp'; see also (209), (213-5)

W ɲanba, tri, follow (person, tracks, path, river) - ɲinda ɲanba yalgay 'you follow the path!'; see also (85)

W gayga, tr, hunt away (person, dog, etc) - see (174)

W ɲarnga, tri, rush in on, raid, arrest - see text 7.14

W ba:Ɂba, tr, roll - bari ɲinda ba:Ɂba 'you roll the stone over'

W ba:Ɂbal'i, int, roll, tumble over and over - bari ɲuna ba:Ɂbalgi 'the stone rolled [down the hillside]'; ɲayba ba:Ɂbalgi 'I rolled over'

WB ɡanda, int, crawl. Data in B from NB has transitive inflections on this intransitive verb - ga:nda:Ɂma, ɲaru ga:ndaiɡa, ga:ndalani; data from LC on the W dialect shows regular intransitive inflections e.g. ga:ndabali (see 3.5.3)

WB bigba, int, jump - di:Ɂin bigbaɪ 'the wallaby is jumping'; ɲayba bigbagi/ wingingu ɲaña bi:Ɂamani 'I jumped when frightened by the snake'; see also (76), (177)

W ɲugl, int, dance - Ɂinda ɲayba ɲugilagu 'I want to dance in the corroboree ground'; see also (58), (233)

W yinbi, int, fly - di:Ɂi: yinbiɡi 'the bird flew away'; ɲusaha ma:ɡbaɁ yinbiyinbiɡi 'the fly is flying around'

WB bimbiri, int, run, run away - see (6), (187)

-B bill, int, run

W dagl, int, fall down - binganda ɲusaha dagiɡi 'it [the boomerang returned and] fell at my feet'; ɲayba Ɂagima 'I might fall down (if I go that way)'; see also (179), (180), (188)

B buɡl, int, fall down - buya buɡiɡi 'the shooting star fell
(through the sky)'

WB wala, int, arise, go up (tree/mountain) - nåyba walagu gagaragu ya:ngi 'I go up to the top of the tree for possums'; någa đanbaru/ någa dagigi/ någa walay/ någa bimbirigi/ någa wugaray 'I hit her and she fell down, then she got up and ran away, and I'm chasing her'; and see (2), (15), (81) [This verb may take transitive inflections in B.]

WB bira, int, go down, descend

WB wigga, int, bathe, bogey - nåyba gagabali wiggalagu 'I'm going for a bathe'; see also (164)

WB yugara, int, swim (i.e. travel through water to get from one point to another - most instances of English 'swim' i.e. 'swim about in one area' would be rendered by wigga)

W naba, tr, soak (food or tea, etc) - nålunga naba ɡubula 'soak the black pine nuts in water!'

W *wargumba, tr, wash (e.g. children, clothes) - nålunga gambi wargumbagu någyu 'he [went] to wash my clothes'

W walmbi, tri, lift up, pick up, wake (someone) up - galaba ɡinda walmiblya 'pull up that yam'; någa någa walmibu/ wugargiri 'I woke him from sleep'

W da:ibi, tri, scoop up water in container - ɡinda gagaga/ nålugu da:ibilagu/ gugar ɡinda bu:diya 'you go and scoop up some water and bring the billy-can [full of water, back here]!'; nålu da:ibiya 'scoop up some water!'

WB maini, tri, hold in hand, hold onto, catch hold of, catch something thrown, grab - någa någa mala maini 'I grabbed her hand'; ɡana malyingara maini 'he choked my neck'; ñarindu bangay maina 'hold the spear in the woomera!; see also (84)

W- ngiyawuda, tr, grab with hand (e.g. grab woman)

WB bu:di, tri, take/bring, carry - någa någa mala bu:di/ någungu gu:libal 'I take this man [to go] with me as a mate'; någul ɡinda bu:diya 'you bring it!'; see also (38), (79), (185), (216), (224-5)

WB gulguma, tr, bring in, muster - någa wagun gulgamay 'I bring the wood up'

WB gu:ga, tr, (water) washes (something) away - gu:galangu ɡana gugalma 'flood might wash me away'; and see (126)

WB gu:yi, int, feel around e.g. put hand into log to see if possum or sugarbag is there - ɡinba gu:yi/ wagunda gida 'you feel in the log, poke with a stick!'; nåyba gu:yi/ malya 'I felt around, there is nothing there'

WB gida, tr, poke (something) with a stick e.g. poke stick into hole to see if an animal or sugarbag is there - wi:bandu ɡinda gida ga:gar 'you poke for possum with a stick!'

WB du:ga, tri, pull, pull up, pull out - ga:gan digiridigiringu mulindu du:galangay bayibyimalangay 'the willy wagtail pulls up grass with his mouth and tangles it up [for his nest]'; mala ɡinba ɡumpa/ ga:gar da:ra 'you put your hand in [hollow in tree] and you pull out a possum!'; and see (14), (188)

WB bilmba, tr, push - någa bilmbay gu:galangu gu:nara 'the flood washed all the rubbish down'

WB bumbi, tri, throw, chuck, throw away, cast line into water - ganumbul ɡana bumbi yaramandu 'a horse threw me earlier on today'; gu:bar ɡana bu:diya/ bumbilag ɡara:bu:gu 'take the fishing line, to throw it out for fish'; gana bumbilagni nula:ga badagu 'he spat at (literally, chucked spittle at) the dog'; and see (13), (75), (167), (182)
W gjilnga, tr, pour water on - wagun gjilnga/ mpagu/ ga่าa гán gandama
 'pour water on the fire [to extinguish it]!', 'why?', 'lest the
glass catch on fire'; 主要领导 guгu guгa gjilnga/ di: gidulmalma
 'don't pour water into the tea, lest it make it too cold'

WB waфiri, tr, overturn, capsize, spill/pour (water) - 主要领导 waфiri
 'I spilt the water'

W bayumbi, tri, shake (e.g. tree), wave (e.g. hand), swing anything
round, turn oneself around - 主要领导 wa wagun bayumbi 'I waved a stick
OR I shook a tree'; puпa wa wagun bayumbigi 'the tree is waving (in
the breeze)'

WB гangumbi, tr, fan - balgubalgungu гangumbi puпa wa wagun 'fan the
fire with [your] hat!'

Q - Giving

WBH wug i, tr, give - see 4.6.3; also 主要领导 wugiya 'breastfeed
[baby]'; gjilngu puпa wugi '[he] gave me [his] cold'

W bayima, tr, buy (Loan from buy, verbalised) - 主要领导 bayimay qinamam
 'I bought the boots'

WB gaगa, tr, steal (see also Adj, stealing) - puпa gaгangali
 'he's stealing money'

R - Position and induced position

WBH gz: (gi), int, sit, sit down, live (see 3.5.3) - wumanga 主要领导
 'I'm sitting in the shade'; нругру puпa qyba
gz:gilati 'I'll sit on the stump'; yигам paпa gz:gilati
 'I live in Ingham'; see also (49), (103), (176), (210)

W - gz:гima, tr, marry - 主要领导 puпa gz:гимay 'I married her'

WB waqung, int, kneel down, squat on haunches

W dzуwara, int, stand, stand up - see (78), (95), (166)

W binda, tri, put standing up, build (house); defecate, urinate, spit
(with faeces/urine/spittle in instrumental or absolutive case): qyba 主要领导/gy:gcгa 主要领导 binda
 'I need to pee'; miпa 主要领导 binda 'I'll build a camp'; puпa ma:Indu miпa binday 'the
man put the rainmaker in position'

WBH бungi, int, lie down, sleep, live (takes transitive inflections in
B - 3.5.3) - 主要领导 yaga balan бungima 'I'll camp here for two
months'; and see (52), (174)

W *дa:pgi, int, sleep [Obtained only from LC who then said that бungi
was properly 'lie down' and дa:pgi 'sleep'. However бungi does
have the sense 'lie down to sleep' in other elicitation.]

WB waпaи, int, float (on water)

WB ga:lb, int, be stuck e.g. person stuck in mud or fence etc, meat
stuck in throat, branch stuck and can't be budged - 主要领导
 'I got stuck in the hole (in the ground)'

WB gz:gari, tri, put down - wumanga 主要领导 puпa gz:гари/ gidulilatu
 'I put it down in the shade, to cool'

W buyangari, tr, hang up - see (122)

W wana, tr, leave (it) be - 主要领导 gagaga/ quimburu 主要领导 wana 'you
 go away, you leave the woman alone'; gururu 主要领导 wana 'I've
left off grog (i.e. stopped drinking it)'

W guda, tri, block, shut (door), close - guda gzilan 'shut the door
(literally: shut the hole)'; мanga gudagi 'flower closed up'

WB бана, tri, bend (e.g. to describe manufacture of boomerang by
warming and bending) - qulggu бана 'choke'

See гagal/га: бана 'yawn' under Corporeal.
S - Affect

WB  burba, tri, hit with long rigid implement, held in the hand - 
apula nga na nga bu{b}bey wagundu 'he hit me with a stick'; ganə 
bu{b}balagu wu{g}nə 'people have to fight each other in a war'; 
bu{g}un nu{b}{l}mbu{g}nu nu{b}laga bu{b}balgan ni malagu 'the women are 
continually banging drums with their hands'; see also (192), (194), (249)

W  minba, tr, hit with long rigid implement (e.g. stick or boomerang) 
which is thrown -  na{g}a pu{a}a wagundu minbay 'I hit him with a 
stick'

WB  bunja, tri, shoot - bu{g}a pu{a}a bada 'shoot that dog'

WB  ganba, tri, hit with rounded implement, held or thrown (e.g. stone, 
fist) - malagu na na ganbay '[he] punched me'; see also text 
5.15 and (180-1)

WB  gilwa, tr, kick - binga{g}u na{g}a gilway; or shove with knee - 
gilway bungungu; see also (184), (190)

WB  bayguri, tr, shake (e.g. dog swings its tail), wave, bash i.e. put 
in motion in trajectory, holding on to it (may or may not impact 
on some other object) - na{g}a gu{g}a{g}a bayguri gu{g}ungiriga 'I 
[picked up] the goanna by its tail [and] bashed it [on a tree, 
to kill it]'; and see (106), (178)

WB  ginda, tr, blaze, make steps up tree to assist climbing

WB  bargi, tri, (rain) falls on, wets (someone) - see (125), (154-5)

WB  gu{g}mna, tr, squeeze e.g. knead flour for damper - na{g}u gu{g}mna 
'squeeze water [out of something]'; na{g}a gu{g}mny gungul 'I 
squeezed the fruit'; na{g}a gu{g}mnu budam 'I must squeeze matter 
(from the blister)'

W  badi, tri, hook (fish); also hook woman (to take as wife) - na{g}a 
u{b}lu{g}bu {b}adi/ naygu bu{g}umugamu 'I'm hooking the woman, to make 
her my wife'

W-  baba, tri, pierce, spear (specifically: spear on land), rub fire-
stick to make fire - na:ndu gi:gi babay 'who speared the 
wallaby?'; na{g}a gi{g}i{g}en babagu 'I must spin the firestick'; see 
also (59), (168)

-B  găngaba, tri, spear (probably = baba)

W  gi{g}nba, tri, spear something in the water - na{g}a ga:bu gi{g}nbay 'I 
speared a fish'; see also (224), (226-7)

WB  gilba, tr, dig - na{g}a ya{g}a gilbay gilgan 'I dug two holes'; na{g}a 
gagan gilbay 'I dug the grass'

W  gu{g}lbamba, tr, bury (deeply) e.g. bury a body in a graveyard - see 
(68)

WB  yu:mba, tri, bury (to shallow depth); in intransitive construc-
tions it was glossed as 'hide [oneself]'

W  nu:ba, tr, sharpen, grind - nu:ba pu{a}a bu{g}ru bu{g}urigu 'sharpen the 
axe on a stone!'

WB  gi:ba, tri, scratch, scrape, shave - gayi na{g}a gi:ba y 'I scratched 
up the ground'; na{g}ya gamba{g}a gi:ba{g}i 'I scratched my body'; 
galba{g}u naygu gi:balagu 'I want to shave'; gu{g}langu gi:balgani 
gagan/ bungimagu nu{b}laga 'the bandicoot is scratching up grass 
(heaping it up) to camp on it (i.e. for a nest to lie on)'; see also 
(137), (140), (212)

WB  gungari, tri, cut down, cut through - see (166), (170-2), (217), 
(241)

WB  gunba, tri, cut a piece out of, cut into, cut open - nu{b}u{g}bu 
na pu{a}a gunbay 'the stump cut me (when I backed into it)'; na{g}ya 
gunbay gurmaligu 'I cut myself so that blood flowed'; see also 
(138), (141), (142), (168)
W  bandali, int, burst, smash, break (e.g. chicken comes out of egg) - see (167), (205-6)
WB  ganda, tri, burn, make fire, be burning - gâgûrû ŋaŋa ganday 'I burnt the meat'; ŋîman ŋinda baba/ wagun gandagu/ ŋayba gidul 'you rub the firestick to make fire, I'm cold'; see also (90-1), (127), (136), (139), (246)
WB  gâlgî, tri, cook - ŋinda ɡûmubûrû ŋaygu gâlgî 'you cook beef for me!'; ɡungûndu ɡayba ɡâlgibali 'I'm cooking tucker'; and see (173), (190)
WB  bîndâ, tri, make fire blaze up (by fanning, blowing on it, stoking it up, etc) - ŋinda wagun bînda ɡâlgigu midin 'you make the fire blaze, to cook the possum [on it]'
W  muymba, tr, extinguish fire, put light out - wagun muymba ɡâlun ɡu 'extinguish the fire with water'; mâ:ni ɡûça muymba 'press the button and the light goes out!'
WB  gûr̄gə, tr, tie up with rope, join on - see (218)
W  ɡir̄, tri, tie up - ɡaŋa ɡ̐umâr̄bâ râraman ɡi:ɡa'y 'I've tied up lots of horses'; ɡûmbû ɡâna ɡi:ɡa'y 'someone tied me with rope'
WB  ɡûrə, tr, rub, wipe
W  bânga, tri, paint (e.g. shield, person) (with lawyer cane brush), write - see (222)
WB  mâda, tri, paint (e.g. shield, person for corroboree) - ɡûnda bīgin mâda 'you paint the shield!'
WB  gu:bə, tr, cover with water e.g. the moon covers grass with dew See Corporeal for gimbi, (wind) blow

T - Attention
WB  mi:ɡiri, int, wait - yala ɡayba mi:ɡirîbali/ ɡâɡara ɡû:ndilagu/ ɡaŋa mâ:niɡu 'I'm waiting here [by the possum hole], for the possum to come out, then I can catch him'; ɡînba ɡâɡaga/ malanda ɡînba mi:ɡirîɡa ɡûndungu 'you go ahead, you wait for me at the river!'; see also (79), (248)
WBH  ɡûnda, tri, see, look - nûlgra ɡâna ɡûndâlgi 'he's watching me'; ɡûça ɡûndabali 'he's looking'; ɡaŋa ɡûnday ɡâlun ɡûn 'I saw my shadow (or reflection) in the water'; see also (12), (54), (71-2), (82), (99-100), (156-7), (177), (193)
WB  wa:ba, int, look up, for sugar-bag (bee's nest) only - ɡayba wa:balagu wubirî 'I'll look up (in the tree) for English bee's nests'
W  ɡunl, int, search for, hunt for - ɡûmbû ɡayba ɡûnîlagu 'I'll search for [scrub-hen] eggs'; see also (4), (47), (242)
W  ɡaymba, tr, find - yala ɡâna wayba lânu ɡaymbay 'the white man found me here'; see also text 8.7, (88-9)
W  mi:ɡâ, tr, show - wargi ɡaŋa milbâ mâ:luɡu 'I showed the boomerang to the man'; see also text 7.2
WB  ɡâra, tri, hear, listen - ɡaŋa gâwol ɡâra'y 'I heard a shout'; ɡûɡûnûɡu/ ɡâru ɡâ:ralga 'he's a liar, don't listen to him!'; see also (152-3), (162), (183)
WB  ɡûmâ, tri, feel - ɡûmûnûn ɡûya ɡû:maɡu:ma ɡûbali 'I'm feeling around in the night'; ɡâra ɡûça ɡû:ma'y 'I felt the [woman's] leg'; see also (123)
WB  ɡîngra, int, dream

U - Talking, etc
W-  banma, int, talk - ɡûn ɡûnambali ɡûngungu 'he's talking to me'; see also (7). NOTE that NB gave mayay-bi, a verb derived from
mayy 'language' as the B equivalent of barma
WB mayn̄a, tri, tell (addressee as Object) - n̄a:n̄udu n̄ina mayn̄gay 'who told you?'; bùlmangu mayngalagu [you] should tell the police'; see also (191)
W *wa:nda, tr, rouse on, tell on i.e. tell someone that the referent of the Object NP has done something e.g. tell the police that people are fighting - n̄ulanḡa n̄ana wa:nday n̄uri 'he roused on me in return'
W gi:ga, tr, tell to do, let do - when JT recommended I contact LC he told me to say to him: gā:n̄inḡu n̄ana gi:ga: bārbalagu/ n̄inda mayngaḡu n̄ana wargamaygu 'Johnny told me to ask you to tell me about Wargamay'; n̄a:n̄a n̄inda gi:ga: wagun̄ḡu 'who did you send for wood?'; wānḡa gi:ga 'sigh (literally: let wind go)'; see also (243)
W n̄inḡa, tr, stop someone, block something - see (194)
WB bārḅa, tri, ask - n̄u:na waybala gungulgu bārḅa 'ask the white man for vegetable food!'
W *n̄iȳan̄ma, tr, ask (LC said this was the 'high word' corresponding to bārḅa)
W- nāgi, tr, answer - nāgi n̄u:na n̄a:gilma mam̄u 'I'll answer him by-and-by'
WBH bāȳa, tri, sing (Object is song or song-style) - n̄ana baysalagu mindinga 'we'll sing at the corroboree ground'; see also (162)
W walmbari, int, (dog) barks - n̄u:na bada walmbaribali mīn̄agu 'what's the dog barking for?'; see also (69)
See also gā:ma 'do like this, say' in W; and derived verbs guli-i 'whistle', burnguray-mbi 'snore', gawal-i 'call-out', mayay-(m)bi 'talk' under I.

V - Corporeal
WBH mūg̣a, tri, eat (meat or vegetables) - n̄a:ȳa n̄a:n̄i gi: mūgabali gungul̄du 'I'm eating vegetables [because I'm] hungry'; see also (97-8), (124), (143-4), (146), (189)
WBH gūn̄a, tri, bite - gumungu gund̄alma 'the mosquitos might bite [us]'; see also (46), (61), (84), (145), (243), (250)
W yu:ga, tr, swallow
W gūn̄̄a, tr, suck
WBH gān̄a, tri, drink - n̄alu bu:diya n̄aygungu gān̄a gā, bring me some water so that I can drink it!' - see also text 5, (147-51), (185)
W gawamba, int, vomit - n̄a:ȳa gawambay/ bugangugu gumuburungu n̄ana n̄ulanḡa waybala:ngu wuḡi:nu 'I vomited because of the rotten beef the white man gave me'
WB nugumba, int, vomit
W gāgi bana, int, yawn
B gā, bana, int, yawn - n̄a:ȳa gā: banay 'I'm yawning'
These forms involve the noun 'jaw' and transitive verb 'bend' - literally 'bend jaw'. Although bana 'bend' is basically transitive 'yawn' appears to be intransitive. They are probably compound verbs (and should then be written each as one word).
W mūn̄i, int, blink (eyes) - gāȳa mūn̄ibali 'blinking eyes'
WH balmḅi, tr, smell - n̄inda balmḅiya bada buga 'you smell the dead dog'
WBA buya, tri, (person) blow, smoke (tobacco) - n̄inda wagun buya 'you blow the fire!'; n̄a:ḡa bāyḅu buyalgan̄i 'I smoke a pipe'; see also (101-2), (220)
W- gimḅi, tr, (wind) blow - gambarangu n̄ana gimḅi 'the cyclone is
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blowing me away'
W niçgima, tri, tickle (mainly or wholly sexual petting) - ñaga
ñulmburu niçgirmay 'I tickled the woman'; ñayba ñulmburu
niçgimalagu 'I want to tickle the woman'
NOTE niçgirigi was also given as N, glossed 'nymphomaniac'
WB nuñga, tri, kiss - ñinda nuñga ñulmburu nuñga 'you kiss this
woman'; ñinba pagumbiga nuñadalagu 'you come here to kiss
[someone]'; see also text 8.8, (19)
W buybúcú, tr, make a raspberry at someone in derision [p'è] - ñaga
ñulanga buybúcú 'he made a raspberry at me'
Compare with garñgà binda, garñgà buçmbi 'spit at' (under R and
P above)
W wuymbi, tr, Lick - badangu ñapa mala wuymbi 'the dog licked my
hand'
W gu:go, tri, swive, copulate with, fuck - ñinda ñulmburu gu:go
'you fuck the woman!'
W guyma, tri, give birth to (used of human or animal) - yabuggu gubu
blur[gани guymagu ñulanga 'mother [rat] takes leaves [into her
hole] so that she can give birth [to her young in an adequate
nest]'
W yuiçì, int, grow (children, animals), sprout (plants) - see (68)
WB nurbìra, int, be ill, sick, feverish
W bidì, int, shake with cold - ñayba bidìbidìgi 'I shook with cold'
W muñgi, tr, make cold, make shiver (subject generally winter or
wind or similar) - bìrgirañgà ñapa muñgîma 'winter might
make me cold'
See also gidul 'cold', gidul-i 'become cold' under O, Physical
property.
W bugga, int, swell up - ñaygu waga badangu ñunyay/ ñaygu waga
buggay 'my shin was bitten by a dog, and my shin has now
swelled up'; gurmal bugagi malagga 'a vein swelled up on
[someone's] hand'
WB wula, int, die - mamu ñayba wulalagu 'I want to die by-and-by';
ñuña wulama 'he might die'; see also (178)
W- bà:di, int, cry, sob, weep - nuña ñulmburu bà:digì ñayguñgu 'the
woman cried for me'; ñàna dàngirà bà:digì 'a mob of people
all cry and mourn'; see also (10), (83), (181), (211)
WB guyì, int, cry, sob, weep - see (96)
W wa:gi, int, laugh - ñaga waybalangu wa:girmay 'the white man is
laughing at me', ñuña wa:gìbalì ñayguñgu/ ñaga bùgbay 'he was
laughing at me and I hit him'; see also (186)
W yimiri, int, be glad, feel glad - ñayba yimiri 'I felt glad'
W *yàyimbi, int, play about (having joke, or making nuisance of
oneself). See also guyù, Adj under O, Human propensity

W - Adverbial
W gà:ma, tr, do like this (without any accompanying verb the unmark-
ed sense is 'say [like this]', with reported speech following) -
gà:ma ñinda gungari 'you cut [the tree] like this!';
gàro gà:madà 'don't do (or say) that!'
W gà:pamba, tri, try to do (but fail) - wàgun ñaga gurbay gà:pàmbay
'I tried to cut the tree down'. This is plainly related to the
particle gà: 'can't do' - see 4.10.
W ñu:ga, tri, test, taste, try out - ñaga ñalu ñu:gay/ ñay ñuña
ñalu wì:guna 'I tried the water but no, the water was no good'
X - LOCATION
W gungarî, north(wards)
W gulgula, south(wards)
W guwa, west, tablelands
W yirgandji, people, goods and places from north
W gunin, people, goods and places from south;
'coast'
W guli$p, place way out east
where spirits come from
and go to (variously
glossed by LC as 'heaven',
'hell')
W bamba, long way off - bamba
gaygungu 'too far for me
[to jump]'
W mulu, near, close up
WB galaga, up hill, up in the
sky
WB gani, up river
W yunu, down (river?)
W jingu, down (hill??)
W guyabay, other side of river
W gailungal, in front, ahead
W gugungal, behind - ga:lungal
ŋina/ŋayba gugungal 'you
go ahead and I'll come
behind'; gugungal balganda
'behind the house'
WB yulguryuy, inside - ŋayba
yulguryuy balganda 'I [went]
inside the house'; duranga
yulguryuy 'inside a cloud'

Y - TIME
WB guŋaŋa, very long time ago
WB galmaŋa, long time ago (a
year to a few days)
W ุงgulu, JT: from a few days to
da week ago ('the other day');
LC: yesterday
W ۇル nga, LC/JT: yesterday; NB:
tomorrow (NB gave as W
equivalent of B ǧidalgu)
WB gunganga, last night
W ganumbul, earlier on today
W gayba, now
WBH ganu, later on today, directly,
immediately; NB gave as
'yesterday' in B, possibly
an error
WB mamu, by-and-by
WB ɲirwaŋa, tomorrow
-W ǧidalgu, tomorrow
-BH ǧidalgu, tomorrow
W biligi, daybreak, early in
morning
W ۇルmu, night-time
WB gugu, meanwhile, wait-a-while
W namu, for a short while
W garay, for a long time
WB yurmay, do all the time - ɲuŋa
wa:ɡini ŋaygungu yurmay
'he's laughing at me all
the time'

Z - INTERJECTIONS
W- mga, no
-W ƅiyey, no
WBH naŋi, yes
WB gawu, come on!
B gala, try it!, try again!
W ḣandu, I don't know (this
might possibly be an Adj,
knowing nothing, the
opposite of ǧilbay - see
0, Human propensity)
*gu!l, exclamation when
startled - jump with
fright and say [guleː]

LIST OF AFFIXES

As an aid to the reader, the following list shows all
affixes from the grammar, with reference to the sections
containing major discussion of their form and functions.
Allomorphs formed by assimilation or shortening etc are
referred to the appropriate canonical form.

-a, see -da locative-aversive
-a, see -ŋa accusative
-a, see -ya positive imperative
-ani, see -lani continutive
-ba, see -da locative-aversive
-baŋ, 'really' - 3.1.3
-bal, post-inflectional affix -
3.6
-bali (W), continutive - 3.5.1,
-ba, reciprocal - 3.5.3, 3.5.6, 4.5
3.5.3, 3.5.5


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affix</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-ban, post-inflectional affix</td>
<td>- 3.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-bara, belonging to, pertaining to</td>
<td>- 3.1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-bawa, comparative</td>
<td>- 3.1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-bi, inchoative</td>
<td>- 4.9.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-bi, post-inflectional affix</td>
<td>- 3.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-bigay, (W), 'without'</td>
<td>- 3.1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-bīgay (B), 'without'</td>
<td>- 3.1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-bu, see -du ergative-instrumental</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-bulu, 'very, lots of'</td>
<td>- 3.1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-da, locative-aversive</td>
<td>- 3.1.1, 3.1.5, 3.2, 3.4.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-du, ergative-instrumental</td>
<td>- 3.1.1, 3.1.5, 3.4.2, 4.2, 4.6.3, 4.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ga, negative imperative</td>
<td>- 3.5.1, 3.5.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ga, see -da locative-aversive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-gaman, addressee's kin relation</td>
<td>- 3.1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-gan, post-inflectional affix</td>
<td>- 3.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-gu, see -du ergative-instrumental</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ga, positive imperative</td>
<td>- 3.5.1, 3.5.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-gan (W), continuative</td>
<td>- 3.5.1, 3.5.3, 3.5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-gi, perfect</td>
<td>- 3.5.1, 3.5.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-gir, 'with'</td>
<td>- 3.1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-gu, dative-allative</td>
<td>- 3.1.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4.1-3, 4.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-gu, purposive</td>
<td>- 3.5.1, 3.5.4, 4.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-i, see -bi inchoative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ip, see -pip ~ -p ablative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-I-, conjugation marker</td>
<td>- 3.5.2, 5.1.1, 5.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-la, aversive</td>
<td>- 3.1.5, 5.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-lagu, purposive</td>
<td>- 3.5.1, 3.5.4, 4.3, 5.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-lan (B), continuative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-lu, instrumental</td>
<td>- 3.1.5, 5.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ma, irrealis</td>
<td>- 3.5.1, 3.5.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ma, comitative</td>
<td>- 3.5.1, 3.5.6, 4.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ma, instrumental</td>
<td>- 3.5.2, 3.5.6, 4.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ma, causative</td>
<td>- 4.9.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-mbi, see -bi inchoative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-mira, 'for - nights'</td>
<td>- 3.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-miri, 'as a result of, from'</td>
<td>- 3.1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-nda, see -da locative-aversive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ndu, see -du ergative-instrumental</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ni (B), continuative</td>
<td>- 3.5.3, 3.5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ṇa, ablative</td>
<td>- 3.1.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4.1-3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-na, accusative</td>
<td>- 3.1.2, 3.4.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-nu, perfect</td>
<td>- 3.5.1, 3.5.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-nu, subordinate</td>
<td>- 3.5.1, 3.5.4, 4.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ŋaru, 'like a'</td>
<td>- 3.1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ŋgu, locative-aversive</td>
<td>- 3.1.1, 3.5.1, 3.2, 3.4.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ŋga, 'there'</td>
<td>- 3.4.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ŋgu, ergative-instrumental</td>
<td>- 3.1.1, 3.1.5, 3.4.2, 4.2, 4.6.3, 4.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ŋu, genitive</td>
<td>- 3.1.1, 3.4.2, 4.6.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-u, see -ŋu genitive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-y, unmarked aspect</td>
<td>- 3.5.1, 3.5.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ya, positive imperative</td>
<td>- 3.5.1, 3.5.3, 3.5.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-laga</td>
<td>- 3.5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-yandî</td>
<td>- 3.5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-yara</td>
<td>- 3.1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Map 3: Anguthimri Groups (1.2) and Neighbours (1.3), with Original Place Names (1.4)
The Mpakwithi dialect of Anguthimri
by Terry Crowley

1. THE LANGUAGE AND ITS SPEAKERS

1.1 LINGUISTIC TYPE

The Mpakwithi people (phonetically [mbakwiːj], phonemically, /bakwiːj/), who speak a dialect of Anguthimri, have a language with one of the most unusual phonological systems to be found in Australia. This language allows words to be of one syllable, and words can begin with a wide range of double consonants, or clusters of even three or four consonants (though the number and complexity of these clusters is reduced by treating certain phonetic sequences as phonological units). It is also unusual in that there is a phonologically distinctive fricative series, and a glottal stop. The vowel system is very rich - in fact the richest in Australia as far as the present writer knows - and rather unsymmetrical. There are several nasal vowels and also several front rounded vowels.

Despite its aberrant appearance, however, the language of the Mpakwithi is clearly derived from a proto-language which was very similar to the more 'Australian-looking' languages of other parts of Cape York Peninsula, particularly those to the east and the south. This language is in fact quite closely related to the languages clustered around the mouths of the Hey, Mission and Embley Rivers in Albatross Bay, and also to the languages between Port Musgrave and Albatross Bay. It is also related, though slightly less closely, to the hinterland languages. See 2.5 for a discussion of the phonological changes we can deduce to have taken place in the language spoken by the Mpakwithi.

In its grammatical structure, this language is, however, far from aberrant. Like all of the languages of Cape York Peninsula (and indeed, the rest of Queensland), it is a wholly suffixing language. Verbs are divided into four basic conjugational classes, which correspond in some degree to transitivity classes (conjugations 1 and 2 being predominantly transitive and conjugations 3 and 4 being predomin-
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antly intransitive). There is also a fair number of irregular verbs. There is no pronominal incorporation in the verb.

Nouns mark the following cases: absolutive, ergative/instrumental, dative/purposive, genitive/benefactive, ablative/causal, locative/allative and desiderative. Nouns with human reference also optionally take a suffix when they are used as the object of a transitive verb. Nouns are divided into declension groups which determine the form of the ergative/instrumental and genitive/benefactive suffixes. There is no obvious semantic or phonological basis for these declension classes.

The pronoun system marks the same case functions as the noun system except that while nouns mark an ergative-absolutive contrast, pronouns mark nominative-accusative contrast and there is only a single pronominal 'oblique' form for locative/allative/dative/purposive. The pronominal number and person distinctions made are the same as for a great many other languages of Australia, i.e. three numbers with an inclusive-exclusive distinction in the first person non-singular.

The basic word order pattern is S-O-V.

1.2 TRIBAL AND LANGUAGE NAMES

The people whose language is being studied are called the bakwiti and they called their language aputimci (spelt here as Anguthimri), which is derived from the first person singular pronoun apu by adding the proprietive suffix -timci. Thus, the language name means 'the people) who use apu', in contrast to other people who have different forms for the first person singular pronoun.

There are several other known Anguthimri speaking groups apart from the Mpakwithi (their geographical distribution is shown in map 3):

bwinitani - around Batavia landing
bakwiti - around Tent Pole Creek
ba:ta/o - Wenlock River as far as Gibson Waterhole
bawitari - Mission River to Pine River
adumakwiti - Pine River to Pennefather River
lwipanagini - Ward Point
wimaran - Duyfken Point to Pennefather River

Thomson (1934) also mentions the kalikwiti and the depakwiti; the location of these groups was not known by my consultant. Consultants from groups other than the Mpakwithi are apparently no longer available, so it is not possible to check to what degree dialectal differences did exist among the various Anguthimri-speaking groups.

1.3 TERRITORY AND NEIGHBOURS

Map 3 shows that the Anguthimri-speaking groups occupied an area from the mouth of the Mission River, west to Duyfken Point, north to the Pennefather River, and as far
as the southern and western banks of the Wenlock River between about Batavia Landing and Gibson Waterhole.

The area surrounding the Anguthimri speaking groups was one of some linguistic complexity, and there seems to be some contradiction among the sources. However, from my consultant, I have been able to verify the locations of the following groups:

(i) To the north of Port Musgrave, along a narrow coastal strip, we find the ɣamuŋi (calling themselves ŋŋkamuŋi), who speak a language very different to Anguthimri. (A separate study of Angkamuthi is being prepared for publication - in a later volume of the Handbook.)

(ii) To the east and north of the Wenlock River were the ɣapaŋiyi and along the southern bank of the lower Ducie River were the closely related ɣenganakwaŋa. Their language was probably also closely related to Anguthimri. (About a dozen or so words were remembered by a Thaenganakwatha consultant, suggesting that her speech could not really be considered to be a dialect of Anguthimri.)

(iii) Between Cullen Point and Janie Creek was the ŋŋŋiŋ crowd, who spoke the yanŋŋiŋ language (yan 'I', -ŋŋiŋ 'proprietary'). This is also closely related to Anguthimri, though still a distinct language. (The Mpakwithi consultant was able to remember over one hundred Yangathimri lexical items.) The Tjunguntji are fairly well known in the ethnographic literature, mainly from Thomson.

(iv) Between Janie Creek and the Pennefather River were the yupŋŋaŋ (called 'Nggerikudi' - presumably gerikwiti - by Hey; the Linngithigh called these people the yupŋŋaŋ), whose language was called yupŋŋi (from yupu 'I').

(v) East of the Anguthimri, on the northern side of the Mission River, were the various əŋŋi (from əŋ 'I' and -ŋŋiŋ 'proprietary'). The known Angngthim groups are:

- ŋnikiwiŋ (called ŋŋŋaŋŋaŋ by the Linngithigh) - the mangrove area north of the Mission River
- ḏɖwaŋŋaŋ (called ḏɖwaŋŋaŋ by the Linngithigh) - also in the Mission River area
- manŋaŋ (called manŋaŋ by the Linngithigh) - Urquhart Point

(vi) Another language which my consultant could not accurately place was in the area between the Mission and Hey Rivers: لينŋاŋ (i.e. lington as they called themselves).

Data for most of the surrounding languages is scarce, but lexical comparisons with some of these languages can be made. The following lexicostatistical figures are presented as a rough means of comparison to Anguthimri:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yangathimri</td>
<td>67.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuputhimri</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angamuthi</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.4 PLACE NAMES

My consultant was able to remember the following place names:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pura1</th>
<th>Tiliini</th>
<th>Mamaliči</th>
<th>Růmu</th>
<th>Tu2unu</th>
<th>Ťibiranama</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>upper Ducie River</td>
<td>Ducie River mouth</td>
<td>Port Musgrave</td>
<td>Janie Creek</td>
<td>lower Wenlock River</td>
<td>upper Wenlock River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tidini</td>
<td>Paynarama</td>
<td>Dźweni</td>
<td>Yunukumwanama</td>
<td>Ywaqa</td>
<td>Nubunu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennefather River</td>
<td>Pine River</td>
<td>Duifken Point</td>
<td>Ward Point</td>
<td>Mission River Point</td>
<td>Norman River</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.5 SOCIAL BACKGROUND

There has been no anthropological study of the Anguthimri speaking groups, though Sharp includes all of these local groups within what he calls the 'Tjunguntji type', which extends from just north of Port Musgrave to just south of Albatross Bay, the constituent groups of this general type having the same descent and marriage systems. The Anguthimri and the Tjunguntji also share the jißiri cult, which was described by Thomson (1934) for Tjunguntji.

Since the marriage system of the Anguthimri has not been investigated, the apparently identical system of the Tjunguntji will be presented here from data contained in Thomson (1934) and Sharp (1939). The moiety/section/subsection system of most of Australia is absent in what Sharp calls the Tjunguntji type. The group is divided up geographically into nine exogamous clans. The clans are grouped geographically into four as follows (using the terms used by the Mpakwithi rather than the Tjunguntji):

- ma-ayara eastern group
- ma-gwaja northern group
- ma-beta southern group
- ma-juřu western group

and these groups are exogamous. Thus, one can marry from a clan that is not within the same clan-group as one's own.

Roth and Mathews, from data provided by Hey, a former missionary at Mapoon, present a very different picture, with moieties and sections. The names used for the sections (though not for the moieties) are all found to be misinterpretations of other terms. Thus, the section terms used are given below, with their correct form and reference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roth</th>
<th>Mathews</th>
<th>mistaken for</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>namakurgi</td>
<td>namegoree</td>
<td>nanakwiyi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bakurgi</td>
<td>packwickee</td>
<td>bakwiyi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laranganama</td>
<td>lankenamee</td>
<td>lajanama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ba-marango</td>
<td>pamalang</td>
<td>pamaluŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tjunguntji clan name
Anguthimri clan name
Tjunguntji clan name
Taepadhighi 'son'

The origin of Mathews' moiety names jamakunda and kamanutta are not known, however.

Thus, extending the Tjunguntji system to Anguthimri, we can assume that the local groups listed in 1.2 were exogamous and were grouped further into exogamous clan-groups.
1.6 PRESENT SITUATION

The present study of the Mpakwithi dialect of Anguthimri is a salvage study only. The German missionaries who began their mission at Mapoon in 1891 were very much responsible for the virtual extinction of most of the languages of the area. Although Rev. Hey (his colleague Rev. Ward died in 1895) did attempt to learn one of the languages, that of the Pennefather River (i.e. yupuŋimri), its use among the various Aboriginal groups who settled at Mapoon as a refuge was actively discouraged. Children were separated from their parents at an early age and placed in dormitories where only the use of English was permitted. The only known speaker of the Mpakwithi dialect today, Mr. Don Fletcher of New Mapoon (near Bamaga), was also isolated from his language as a youth, and it was only by rebelling and going back to the old people after his schooling had finished that he is now able to speak the language at all. The writer owes his gratitude to Mr. Fletcher for allowing his speech to be used as a basis for this description.

Most of the descendants of the Mpakwithi speak a Creolized variety of English (see Crowley and Rigsby, 1979). Presumably, as numerous groups with mutually unintelligible languages came into contact at the various mission stations, and the use of these languages was also actively discouraged by the missionaries, an English-based pidgin developed as a secondary means of communication. Since then, this pidgin has become the first language of many people of the entire Cape York and Torres Strait area, and is the first language of almost all the descendants of the Cape York, Port Musgrave and Albatross Bay Aborigines.

1.7 PAST INVESTIGATIONS

The terms 'Anguthimri' and 'Mpakwithi', as has already been mentioned, have been used in the literature on the area, though there was no linguistic material recorded in earlier sources. The earliest reference to the Anguthimri language and the Mpakwithi clan (apart from Roth's and Mathews' misinterpreted usage of the terms) is in Thomson (1934). Sharp (1939) refers to the 'Mbakudi' and McConnel to the 'Angutimi'. The other Anguthimri local groups mentioned above have been mentioned by Roth (таниквиţi), Meston (kălıkwiţi, iwipanagîni, adumakwiţi), McConnel (ba:ţana) and Thompson (bwinîtanikwiţi).

For the surrounding tribes, there is a fair amount of data, and the 1920's and the 1930's saw a flurry of anthropological activity among the Tjungurtji and other groups by Thomson, McConnel and Sharp. See Craig (1967).
2. PHONOLOGY

2.1 PHONEMES AND THEIR REALISATIONS

2.1.1 CONSONANTS. The consonant inventory for Anguthimri is shown in Table 2.1. There is a considerable range of phonetic variation in the realisations of some of these consonants.

All stops have aspirated and non-aspirated alternants in free variation, e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{/t/} & \quad \text{'fishhawk'} \\
\text{/km/} & \quad \text{'king parrot'} \\
\text{/t\text{ankanwi}/} & \quad \text{'lagoon'}
\end{align*}
\]

The labial stop is generally realised as a fricative when it is followed by a continuant consonant such as \(w\) or \(y\). This is clearly an assimilation rule, with the stop taking on continuant (i.e. fricative) articulation when followed by a continuant, e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{/pwe:ke/} & \quad \text{'groper'} \\
\text{/pwi/} & \quad \text{'seed'} \\
\text{/pcu?u/} & \quad \text{'worm'} \\
\text{/pcu?u/} & \quad \text{'monsoon season'} \\
\text{/du:p\text{piyi}/} & \quad \text{'old lady'}
\end{align*}
\]

This assimilation rule also occasionally applies with the palatal stop, e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{/tjw\text{ama}/} & \quad \text{'hill'}
\end{align*}
\]

The post-alveolar stop is pronounced with the tip of the tongue placed slightly behind the alveolar ridge. This is not the same sound as the retroflex stop symbolised as \(\tilde{\text{t}}\) in other Australian languages. In Anguthimri, the post-alveolar stop is always followed by a sharp trill and auditorily in no way resembles a retroflex. The justification for treating the post-alveolar consonants as single units rather than as sequences of stop followed by \(r\) is given in 2.2.

The prenasalised stops are pronounced as voiced stops preceded by non-syllabic homorganic nasals, i.e. as \([mb, nd, ndr, nd, ng, ng]\); this applies even in word initial position. See 2.2 for justification of the treatment of such sequences as single phonemes.

The fricatives \(\beta, \delta, \tilde{\text{z}}, \gamma\) and \(r\), when in word initial position, are optionally preceded by a prothetic schwa. Thus, we find alternants such as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{/Ba\text{di}/} & \quad \text{'intestines'} \\
\text{/\delta\text{ay}/} & \quad \text{'mother'} \\
\text{/\tilde{z}\text{oya}/} & \quad \text{'fly'} \\
\text{/\text{yama}/} & \quad \text{'child'} \\
\text{/ra/} & \quad \text{'stomach'}
\end{align*}
\]

The phoneme \(r\) is generally articulated as a single post-alveolar flap, though occasionally it is a genuine trill. It is treated as a fricative in Anguthimri because it patterns with \(\beta, \delta, \gamma\) and \(\tilde{\text{z}}\) in that it optionally participates
2.1 Phonemes and their realisations

### TABLE 2.1 - Consonant phonemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>phonemes</th>
<th>post-</th>
<th>labial</th>
<th>alveolar</th>
<th>alveolar</th>
<th>dental</th>
<th>palatal</th>
<th>dorsal</th>
<th>glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stop</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t'?</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prenasalised</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d'?</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricative</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lateral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>continuant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semi-vowel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in the schwa prothesis discussed above.

The retroflex continuant [?] generally causes the vowel of the preceding syllable to be [?] -coloured. This colouring is clearly noticeable even when the vowel and [?] are separated by a consonant, e.g.

/szap[a]/ 'is eating' [ŋswa[ŋ[a]]

/ru[i]im[i]/ 'pregnant' [æru[i]im[i]]

The Anguthimri consonant inventory also contains the possible phonemes s and j. These sounds have been found only in a very small number of words, so no minimal pairs are available. In fact, the corpus contains only the following words with s and j:

/sæla/ 'milkwood'

/[ʃi?i]/ 'green snake'

/[ʃi?iri]/ 'culture hero'

It would appear that in neighbouring Yangathimri, j is a genuine phoneme, so these words could have entered Anguthimri through borrowing. (It is also possible that s and j are conditioned variants but the corpus is insufficiently broad to allow final judgement.)

Minimal and subminimal pairs are presented below to show that various suspicious pairs contrast phonologically:

β-ŋ /βap̪aka/ 'long time ago' /p̪ap̪akaŋ/ 'cottonwood tree'

δ-t /ʃutu/- 'follow' /tʃu/- 'trochus shell'

δ-ŋ /ʊu-/- 'sew' /tʊu/- 'west'

t-ŋ /tʃama/ 'thumb' /tʃama/- 'jump'

t-ʃ /tʃu/- 'trochus shell' /tʃu/- 'urine'

ŋ-ʃ /ʃi/- 'blow' /ʃi/- 'see'

ŋ-k /ŋama/ 'child' /kama/ 'gum species'

k-ŋ /tʃokə/ 'head' /dʊʔa/ 'this'

r-ŋ /rama/ 'empty' /ɾama/ 'recently'

n-ŋ /nagə/ 'you-ACC' /naga/ 'we-ACC'

ʔ-ŋ /ʔwa/ 'dog' /wa/ 'grey hair'

2.1.2 VOWELS. The vowel inventory is shown in Table 2.2. This system with sixteen (possibly even seventeen) members is probably the most complex vowel system in Australia.
TABLE 2.2 - Vowel phonemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Unrounded</th>
<th>Rounded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>ü</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-mid</td>
<td>u(;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-mid</td>
<td>(?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>a(;)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The only really doubtful vowel is ö, which is found only in köyyi 'left-hand side'. The fact that there are words such as goy 'wallaby', suggests that the following y is not conditioning non-distinctive fronting of o to ö. It seems likely that this ö may well be a seventeenth vowel which is of very low functional load.

In various structural positions of the word in Anguthimri, the number of vowel oppositions is reduced by neutralisation. In word-initial position, there is only a contrast between i, a and u and, in word-final position, there is only a four-way contrast between i, e, a and u (with distinctive nasalisation, however). (However, see 3.6.2 where there is discussion of rules in the verbal paradigm which derive surface ü and a word-finally from underlying u and a. This ü always varies freely with i and the a with e.) If the vowel of the penultimate syllable is æ, the opposition between i, e, a and æ (i.e. the front unrounded vowels) is lost in the following syllable. The phonetic realisation of this archiphoneme (which will be written in this description, arbitrarily, as æ), varies anywhere through the front unrounded vowel range, e.g.

/æʰa/ 'elbow' [pæʰa, paʰa, paʰe, paʰi]

In monosyllables, the length contrast is lost, and all vowels in monosyllabic words are phonetically long. However, if a monosyllabic word is made polysyllabic by the addition of a suffix, the vowel is short, e.g.

/ra/ 'stomach' [ɾəɾaː]
/raŋa/ 'stomach-LOC' [ɾəɾaŋa]

In polysyllabic words after a non-prenasalised stop (i.e. p, t, tʃ, ɾ, ŋ, k, ?), a final vowel is generally devoiced. In all other positions, vowels are fully voiced, e.g.

/bakwitʃi/ 'clan name' [mbakwitʃi]
/yibatʃi/ 'plains turkey' [yimbatʃi]
/baːtʃana/ 'clan name' [mbaːtʃana]
/kwiniːyi/ 'cassowary' [kwiniːyi]

As justification for the complex set of vowel distinctions presented above, the following minimal and subminimal pairs are presented:

V-V: /pana/ 'friend' /paːna/ 'level'
2.1 Phonemes and their realisations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phoneme</th>
<th>Realisation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i-e</td>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>'oak'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-a</td>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>'tickle'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ-a</td>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>'grass tree'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-ü</td>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>'we-GEN'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-V</td>
<td>/V/</td>
<td>'fish-net'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-W</td>
<td>/V/</td>
<td>'bone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-e-a</td>
<td>/i-e/</td>
<td>'you-NOM'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-o</td>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>'lily species'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 PHONOTACTICS

Word initially in Anguthimri, we can have:

(a) Any consonant;
(b) One of i, a, or u (in short form only);
(c) Any of the clusters below:
   (i) ñ following any labial (i.e. p-, m-, b-);
   (ii) w following any consonant;
   (iii) y following any dorsal, glottal, labial or post-alveolar consonant, (i.e. m-, t'y-, g-, g-, k-, k-, k-, g-, d'g-, but no recorded occurrences of b-, p-, b-, r-, r-).

This is quite a simple statement of the word-initial phonotactic possibilities for Anguthimri. The simplicity derives from the treatment of phonetic clusters such as the following:

\[ [tr, ndr, mb, nd, nd, pcj, gg] \]

as unitary phonemes. Thus, it will be observed that Anguthimri treats t, t' and d' similarly as far as the phonotactic patterns are concerned. If we were to analyse these phonetically complex units as being phonemically complex, our statement of the phonotactics would have to account for initial clusters such as, for example, [ndrwamga] 'woman'. With the phonology as it is, this has a simple two member Cw- cluster: /d'wamga/.

Intervocally, we can have any single consonant (except sibilants) and also the following consonant clusters:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>pw</td>
<td>bw</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>mw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

i.e. a labial followed by w or ñ and also kw (but note that the corpus lacks ñ). There are also intervocalic semi-vowel + consonant clusters, e.g. -yy-, -w-, -ym- and -w-.  

Word finally, Anguthimri allows only the vowels -i, -e, -a, and -u (which may be nasalised) and the two semi-vowels -y and -w (though there is rare final ā and ū; see 3.6.2).

2.3 STRESS

The Anguthimri stress pattern is as follows:
(C)V(C)CV(C)V(C)CV...

i.e. the first syllable and every alternate syllable receives stress. The long-short distinction with vowels is only ever made in stressable syllables, and then only rarely in any syllable but the first. Thus, we find:

/ðuʔu/ 'yamstick'
/pá:na/ 'level'
/kálipwa/ 'gully'
/ára/na/ 'toenail, fingernail'
/d'g:gwati/ 'trevally'
/bwáʔa/ 'meat'
/?únuwána/ 'blister'
/máyuʔiːnil/ 'mullet'

Note however that if an otherwise stressable syllable is the last of a word, it is not stressed.

2.4 MORPHOPHONEMICS

In this section, we discuss the phonological rules that are frequently found to apply in the morphology, but which are best treated as general phonological rules. There are several phenomena that are worthy of mention in this section.

2.4.1 SANDHI. Anguthimri has a series of optional sandhi rules which are used only in quick speech. Normal elicitation does not provide many examples of sandhi, though the consultant clearly recognised the distinction between 'fast' and 'slow' speech, the difference being (except for speed of utterance) the application of sandhi rules in the former style and their non-application in the latter. The rules that apply are:

(i) With monosyllables ending in a high vowel, the corresponding glide is inserted before another vowel over a word boundary, e.g.

-slow form- fast form-

'Come here!' /d'ufwiʔiːnji?i/ /d'ufwiʔiːnji?i/

(ii) With words of more than one syllable ending in a high vowel, the vowel itself becomes a glide before another vowel over a word boundary, e.g.

-slow form- fast form-

'Go away!' /d'ufgaruʔiːnji?i/ /d'ufgaruʔiːnji?i/

(iii) With words of more than one syllable with a nasal preceding the final vowel, the final vowel is deleted before a vowel over a word boundary, e.g.

-slow form- fast form-

'Go to the beach' /d'ufbepiʔiːnji?i/ /d'ufbepiʔiːnji?i/
2.4.2 VOWEL HARMONY. Many of the noun and verb suffixes of Anguthimri vary according to the nature of the final vowel of the root. Basically the vowel of a suffix becomes a repetition of the final vowel of the stem (but see 2.4.3). Harmonising suffixes known from the corpus include:

- ergative/instrumental: \(-gV, -rV, -iV\)
- locative/allative: \(-qV\)
- ablative: \(-mV\)
- dative/purposive: \(-kV\)
- accusative: \(-nV\)
- desiderative: \(-kVga:\)
- privative: \(-(kV)\jana\)
- present tense: \(-nV\)
- past tense: \(-yV, -nV\)
- future tense: \(-yV, -iV\)
- imperative: \(-?V\)
- purposive: \(-qV\kumu\)

This synchronic alternation is the result of a historical change whereby the final vowel of the proto-language was lost (as evidenced by the present Linngithigh situation) and a later change, whereby the vowel-final character of Anguthimri was restored by this echo-vowel rule (see 2.5).

2.4.3 SEMI-VOWEL DELETION. Where a word-final semi-vowel is followed by a suffix beginning with a prenasalised stop, the semi-vowel is deleted, e.g.

- gaw 'that', ergative gagu
- baw 'tooth', instrumental bagu

Note that this deletion rule must apply after the vowel harmony rule, as the vowel of the suffix will take its quality from the semi-vowel if there is one in this position, rather than the preceding vowel. Where the suffix begins with a consonant other than a prenasalised stop, the semi-vowel is retained:

- pay 'forehead', locative pay\(\_\)q\(\_\)
- goy 'wallaby', ergative goy\(\_\)r\(\_\)

2.5 HISTORICAL PHONOLOGY

It is not possible to set out in full detail the phonological changes that have taken place in the history of Anguthimri as adequate data on closely related languages and dialects has not yet been assembled, nor has sufficient work been done in the reconstruction of the proto-language. Hale (1976) has gone some of the way towards reconstructing this proto-language, however. His reconstructions are used as a basis for the study of Anguthimri historical phonology. In this section, the major changes are outlined, with examples.

There are cognate sets which indicate that the initial consonant of a word in some cases had an effect on the consonant or consonant cluster of the following syllable. What happened was that if a word originally had an initial labial consonant (either m-, p- or w-), then an alveolar segment in the following syllable became post-alveolar. This change was involved in the derivation of the following forms from proto-Northern Paman (PNP). (The proto-forms are taken from Hale (1976) or reconstructed according to his statements.)
Intuitively, it seems somehow that this change was assimilatory, though one would be hard pushed to express the change in terms of phonological features. What probably happened was that the alveolars were retracting towards the periphery, to match the peripheral feature for labials. An argument against this, however, is the fact that initial velars do not seem to trigger this kind of alveolar retraction.

After alveolar retraction took place, the language then simply lost all initial consonants. This is a change which Anguthimri has in common with a very great number of Northern Paman languages (except for some of the languages of the extreme tip of Cape York peninsula, which have mysteriously retained some of these consonants).

At some early stage in its history, Anguthimri unconditionally merged the proto-phonemes \( \gamma \) and \( t \), into the new phoneme \( ? \). This merger is the origin for all glottal stops in modern Anguthimri. It would seem probable that there was first of all a shift of the form:

\[
\gamma > t
\]
and subsequently a shift of the form

\[
t > ?
\]

A one-stage shift of \( \gamma \) to \( ? \) is implausible enough, and for this change to have been paralleled exactly by a shift of \( t \) to \( ? \) is even more implausible. This suggestion that the shift took place in two stages is backed up by the fact that there are related languages which have undergone the first shift, but have maintained the \( t \) and have not shifted this to \( ? \). Thus \(*m\alpha\alpha\) 'hand' in Atampaya (from the MacDonald River) became \( m\alpha\alpha \). This sequence of changes in Anguthimri is involved in the derivation of the following forms (\( C \) indicates an original consonant, whose value has not been reconstructed with certainty):

\[
\begin{align*}
* m\alpha\alpha & \quad ?\alpha & \quad \text{'hand'} \\
* k\alpha\alpha & \quad ?\alpha & \quad \text{'dog'} \\
* k\alpha m\alpha\alpha & \quad b\alpha\alpha & \quad \text{'meat'} \\
* C\alpha\alpha & \quad ?\alpha & \quad \text{'hair'} \\
* C\alpha\alpha & \quad ?\alpha & \quad \text{'cut'}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that the shift of \( \gamma \) to \( t \) must be ordered after the retraction of alveolars following an initial labial. If the \( \gamma > t \) rule applied first, the \( t \) would then become either \( t \) or \( \gamma t \), which does not happen; \( ? \) is the regular reflex.

Following the shift of \( \gamma \) to \( ? \), there was a shift:

\[
y > \gamma
\]

This change is involved in the derivation of:

\[
\begin{align*}
*pak\alpha y & \quad k\alpha\alpha & \quad \text{'down'} \\
*kamp\alpha y & \quad b\alpha\alpha & \quad \text{'up'} \\
*C\alpha p\alpha y & \quad b\alpha\alpha & \quad \text{'smoke'}
\end{align*}
\]

This change must follow the change \( \gamma > ? \). If the ordering were reversed the \( \gamma \) derived from *\( y \) and the original
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*τ would have the same fate and *τ and *y would end up as ?; this does not happen.

After the shift of y to Ɂ took place in Anguthimri, the language then underwent the change:

\[ | > w \] before a consonant
\[ > y \] elsewhere (i.e. between vowels or at the end of a word).

This change was involved in the derivation of:

- *Ci|paI pe|pe 'close'
- *kai|mpaɁ bwa|a 'meat'
- *ko|ka kwe|o 'spear' (final syllable unpredictable)
- *nukal kwe 'foot' (ay then became e)
- *paŋkul goy 'wallaby'

Note that in some cases the original glide derived from the lateral has subsequently undergone coalition with the vowel or undergone other changes. The shifts that have occurred will be discussed below. This change must have followed the shift of y to Ɂ since the y which have evolved from *I have not changed to p.

The next phonological change to take place depended on whether the vowel of the first syllable was long or short. If this vowel was long, then a following stop or nasal-stop cluster was lenited and became a fricative of the same or a nearby place of articulation. By this change, k and nk became y; Ɂ, ŋ, and ŋ became ñ; and p and mp became ß.

This change explains the origin of the fricatives in the words below:

- *ka:ta Ɂay 'mother'
- *Cu:tqun yunu 'distant'
- *Ca:nŋim ñaymçl 'hungry'
- *Ni:mpi ñuyi 'ashes'
- *ya:ti Ɂadi 'burn'
- *Cu:mpi ñwï 'die'

Following the lenition of the intervocalic stops and nasal-stop clusters, the long vowel generally reduced to a schwa (central vowel [a]). This stage is attested in some of the languages closely related to Anguthimri, and although there is now no underlying schwa in Anguthimri, it still does exist as an optional phonetic variant before word initial fricatives (2.1).

If the initial vowel was short, and sometimes also (unpredictably) when long, then metathesis of the vowel and the following consonant applied. This change can be stated as:

\[ VC > CV \]

This is an extremely frequent and regular change, and it is attested in quite a number of other Northern Paman languages. The usual claim that metathesis is a sporadic and unpredictable change cannot be upheld for these languages.

Actually, the statement of change above should contain the symbol (C)C rather than just C, because the vowel exchanged places not only with the following consonant, but also the following consonant cluster. This brought nasal-stop clusters to the beginning of the word. It was stated in 2.2 that these phonetic clusters should be analysed as
unitary phonemes. It was at this stage of the history of Anguthimri that this reanalysis would have taken place.

Following the original consonant of the second syllable there was of course invariably a vowel, and the metathesis rule brought the initial vowel and the original post-consonantal vowel together. The language could not tolerate adjacent vowels and so applied a number of changes to avoid the situation:

(i) If the two vowels were identical, one was deleted, e.g.

*pmam ma 'man'
*pnjku gu 'knee'
*mpim pimi 'one'

(ii) If the two vowels were not identical and if one was a high vowel and one was a low vowel, then the high vowel shifted to the corresponding semi-vowel. This change applied whether the original high vowel preceded or followed the original low vowel, e.g.

*muqka gwa 'eat'
*juma mwa 'fire'
*pnjku gaw 'that'
*pinta dfya 'arm'
*yapi pay 'forehead'
*pmupu baw 'tooth'

(iii) There were some cases however, where high vowels did not simply become semi-vowels. Rather, they coalesced with the low vowel and formed a new vowel. This process was apparently the origin of many of the 'unusual' vowels of Anguthimri. It is not possible at this stage to state the conditions under which these changes took place, nor is it possible to specify precisely what the forms of the changes were. The following kinds of reduction have been observed:

\[ au, ua \rightarrow o \quad e.g. \quad *C\text{u}takW \rightarrow t\text{'oka} \quad \text{'head'} \]
\[ a>\varepsilon \quad e.g. \quad *k\text{a}l\rightarrow l\varepsilon \quad \text{go walkabout'} \]
\[ u l, i u \rightarrow \ddot{\text{U}} \quad e.g. \quad *C\text{i}puy \rightarrow \beta\ddot{\text{U}}\varepsilon \quad \text{smoke'} \]
\[ l\varepsilon \rightarrow e \quad e.g. \quad *\ddot{\text{p}}\text{e} \rightarrow \ddot{\text{e}} \quad \text{you'} \]

Anguthimri at some stage in its history also underwent a change by which all word final vowels were deleted. However, this only occurred in polysyllables; all monosyllables have retained their vowels. Because monosyllables were treated differently, it seems that this rule must have applied after monosyllables were created, i.e. after the metathesis of VC and the accompanying vowel changes. Linngithigh shares with Anguthimri this loss of final vowels. Thus, in modern Linngithigh, there is a great range of word-final consonants and consonant clusters. However, Anguthimri has innovated further and added a vowel at the end of each word, which repeats the vowel preceding the final consonant or final consonant cluster. The fact that the echo-vowels are only ever -i, -e, -a and -u, even when the preceding syllable contains vowels such as e or u, suggests
### 2.5 Historical phonology

#### TABLE 2.3 - Historical changes in Anguthimri phonology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alveolar retraction (alveolar becomes post-alveolar if word began with a labial)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of initial consonant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C &gt; t )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t &gt; ? )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y &gt; C )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l &gt; \text{glide (}&gt;w \text{ before a consonant, }&gt;y \text{ elsewhere)} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenition of stop or nasal-stop cluster to a fricative, after long vowel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long vowel &gt; schwa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwa deletion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metathesis of (C)C and short vowel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal-stop clusters reanalysed as unit phonemes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identical vowel deletion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High vowel &gt; semi-vowel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final vowel deletion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echo-vowel added to end of word</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowel coalescence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glide deletion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C ) insertion (sporadic)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r &gt; y ) or ( t ) (sporadic)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that the application of this rule took place before these vowels had developed in the language. If words such as \( \text{büyü} \) 'scorpion', \( \text{pəʔa} \) 'elbow' and \( \text{pūnu} \) 'you-ACC' already had \( ü \) and \( a \) when the vowel was added, we would expect to find \( \text{büyü} \), \( \text{pəʔa} \) and \( \text{pūnu} \).

Two other changes must have applied after the echo vowel rule. The first involved the deletion of any glide which immediately preceded a consonant. This change is involved in the derivation of Anguthimri forms such as \( \text{məyũ} \) 'armpit' and \( \text{kəyũ} \) 'skin'. A historically prior stage of these two forms is attested in Linngithigh, where they are \( \text{məwũ} \) and \( \text{kəwũ} \) respectively. The echo-vowel rule operating on these forms would presumably have yielded a final \(-u\), and then the glide must have been deleted. The second change involved \( C \) insertion. In Anguthimri, the last \( m \) of a word was sporadically affected by a change which inserted a \( C \) after it. This change was frequent, but not universal in application. Its conditioning is not understood. It was involved in the derivation of the following forms:

\*\( \text{Caŋŋim} \) \( \text{ŋaiŋri} \) 'hungry'
\*\( \text{-ŋim} \) \( -\text{iŋ¬di} \) 'proprietive'
\*\( \text{-namu} \) \( -\text{nam¬ga} \) 'genitive'
Finally, there was a change whereby r shifted sporadically to either ĝ or ť. The conditioning factors are not known. There is no way of knowing how this change was ordered with respect to the remaining changes. This change is involved in the derivation of:

\[
\begin{align*}
*\text{nagamur} & \rightarrow \text{mayu} & \text{'armpit'} \\
*\text{Cakur} & \rightarrow \text{kayu} & \text{'skin'} \\
*\text{kuŋkar} & \rightarrow \text{gwaŋa} & \text{'north'} \\
*\text{yiːpar} & \rightarrow \text{ŋaŋa} & \text{'south'}
\end{align*}
\]

The main phonological changes that have taken place in the history of Anguthimri are summarised in Table 2.3, with the necessary chronological ordering shown at the left.

3. MORPHOLOGY

3.1 PARTS OF SPEECH

The parts of speech we can set up for Anguthimri are listed below, with justification for each lexical class recognised. Words generally belong to only one underlying part of speech though, by various derivational processes, membership can be changed. Membership of the parts of speech is assigned on the basis of shared syntactic and morphological behaviour and also on the basis of shared semantic content. The parts of speech in Anguthimri are:

(i) Nouns. These inflect for case according to an ergative-absolutive system, though nouns with human reference optionally take the suffix -nv when acting as the object of a transitive verb. Nouns on the whole refer to concrete objects - people and animals, parts of the body of humans and animals, trees and plants, environmental phenomena (e.g. 'ground', 'river', 'sea', 'fire', 'forest', 'lightning' etc), particular places and people and various cultural artifacts. Non-observable objects such as spirits are also expressed as nouns. Abstract concepts such as kinship relationships are nouns. Other abstract nouns are rare, though there is a noun for 'sickness'.

(ii) Adjectives. These potentially take the same case suffixes as nouns, though they do not inflect for case unless the head noun is absent. Adjectives generally also occur in sentences with the inchoative verbaliser -geni, though they can also appear without it. There is a very great semantic difference between adjectives and nouns. Adjectives refer only to qualities that characterise the referents of nouns. Syntactically, we can make the generalisation that adjectives follow nouns within noun phrases. Adjectives can express speed ('fast'), dimension ('tall', 'short', 'deep', 'small'), physical property ('heavy', 'cold', 'blunt'), colour ('black', 'red', 'blue'), human propensity ('greedy', 'worried', 'knowledgeable'), value ('good', 'bad'), and number ('one', 'many').
(iii) Verbs. These inflect for tense. It is also on the verb that sentence subordination is marked. Semantically, verbs express motion, state and change of state, vocalisation, thought, noise-making, body functions ('laugh', 'cry', 'defecate', 'ache'), impact and violence, and holding, possessing and transfer.

(iv) Pronouns. These constitute a closed set of items. The members of this part of speech can be described semantically using the features of person, number and inclusiveness-exclusiveness. Pronouns inflect for case, as do nouns and adjectives, but make a smaller number of formal case distinctions.

(v) Particles. These are all uninflectable items. There are three semantic groups of particles: (a) Time particles, expressing 'for a long time', 'now', 'yesterday' etc; (b) Place particles, expressing 'up', 'down', 'near', 'far', 'this direction' etc; (c) Miscellaneous particles, expressing for example 'too much', 'again', 'asleep', 'by mistake' and so on. There are no apparent morphological or syntactic properties that could distinguish between the three types of particle on formal grounds.

(vi) Interjections. These are forms that can exist alone without being considered in any way ungrammatical or elliptical.

3.2 NOUN MORPHOLOGY

3.2.1 CASE INFLECTIONS. The case functions of all nouns in Anguthimri are expressed through suffixes to the noun. In this section, the various inflectional suffixes of the language are presented, with a discussion of the roles each suffix expresses. Examples of each of the cases are given.

(i) Intransitive subject (S): ø (zero suffix), e.g.

(1) t'ya-ø lanu-ŋa geçə
shark-S sea-LOC live-PRES
Sharks live in the sea.

Patient nouns in non-verbal sentences are also marked by -ø, as in:

(2) ma-ø nu-ţana
man-S clothes-PRIV
The man is naked.

Note that in elicitation, nouns are always cited with no suffix.

(ii) Transitive object (O). This is also ordinarily marked by ø, e.g.

(3) c'awmça-ğu padaţi-ri riği-ñi d'we-ø bwa-ya
woman-A stone-INST hit-PAST shell-0 break-PAST
The woman hit the shell with a stone (and) broke it.

However, any noun which has human reference, when it is in object position, can optionally carry the suffix -ŋV, e.g.
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There is one noun which is known to have a slightly irregular -nV form. This is 3ay 'mother', which becomes 3aŋa (rather than the expected *3ayga).

(iii) Transitive subject (A). Marked by ergative case suffix: -rV-gV-tV. There is no apparent phonological or semantic conditioning factor involved in the choice of allomorph for any particular noun and the only solution seems to be to divide nouns into three distinct declensions. A few examples of members of each group are listed:

**DECLENSION I**
- kyabara-ga 'crocodile'
- t'ya-ga 'shark'
- ñuyi-gi 'ashes'

**DECLENSION II**
- ma-ra 'man'
- kwe?e-re 'spear'
- lwaga-ra 'fever'

**DECLENSION III**
- bu?u-ťu 'ghost'
- wa?a-ťa 'ear'
- ppu?u-ťu 'ghost'

It might be thought that the apparently random distribution of ergative allomorphy may have as its origin an early situation in the language with some kind of final segments that have since been deleted. This is known not to be the case however (see 2.5). In fact, at an earlier stage of Anguthimri, the final vowel was absent and there can be no question of this vowel having an earlier following consonant. Actually, data from many Cape York languages suggests that the proto-language itself had a slightly unpredictable ergative allomorphy after vowels. Many languages show reflexes of *-lu, *-mpu, *-ntu, *-ŋu and *-ŋku postvocally. The system in Anguthimri may therefore have developed out of an earlier system that was itself only partially regular.

In addition to the allomorphy discussed above, there are some nouns that do not fit into any of the three declensions presented. The irregularities fall into two groups:

(a) Nouns ending with -yi change the yi to ĭ; e.g.
- ni:yi 'boy', ergative ni:ći
- duppiyi 'old lady', ergative duppići 'old lady'

(b) Some nouns with stem final -i/-e change this to -a before adding -rV. E.g.
- kwe 'foot', ergative kwara
- ağiiki 'moon', ergative ağiikara
- mpćiiki 'many', ergative mpćiikara
- pućiiki 'many', ergative pućiikara 'many'
A couple of sentences are given below illustrating the use of nouns in ergative case:

(5) ga?aga-ra kunu yeği gwa-na
kookaburra-A now snake-0 eat-PAST
The kookaburra ate a snake then.

(6) pçu-u-ţu naga kunu ta-na
leech-A you-0 now bite-NON-FUT
The leech is biting you now.

Coinciding in form with the ergative suffix is the instrumental suffix. This expresses the inanimate instrument by which an action is carried out, e.g.

(7) ga d'u?a kunu rwagaţi-ri gwa-na
fish-0 this now fishing-line-INST catch-NON-FUT
[I] am catching fish with a line now.

(8) ?a-ga lu d'u?a næçi layu riçi-ni
hand-INST he-A this I-0 cheek-0 hit-PAST
He slapped me with his hand.

Although the ergative and the instrumental suffixes coincide in form, there is evidence that we should recognise two cases. The evidence is:

(a) The fact that instrumentals can appear in non-transitive sentences such as (9), whereas ergative nouns can only appear in transitive sentences.

(9) lu ku-gu aŋji-ni
he-S stick-INST walk-PAST
He walked with a stick.

(b) The fact that transitive subjects can be affected by reflexivisation whereas instrumental noun phrases are not involved in this transformation. Thus:

(10) yama-ja d'u?a/pyüji-gi ṭa-γy
baby-A this ashes-INST cover-PRES
The baby is covering [it] with ashes.

can be related structurally to:

(11) yama d'u?a/pyüji-gi ṭa-ţi-ni
baby-S this ashes-INST cover-REFL-NON-FUT
The baby is covering himself with ashes.

where yamaţa becomes yama but pyüjigi does not change.

(iv) Genitive. The possessor noun in an alienable possession situation (and also, optionally, that in an inalienable possession situation) is marked by one of the following suffixes: -mpa, -nampa or -yampa. The -mpa allomorph is used with monosyllabic nouns, e.g.

ma 'man', genitive mampa
wa 'dog', genitive wampa

Polysyllabic nouns form the genitive by adding either -nampa or -yampa to the stem. The choice of allomorph is lexically determined; there is no apparent phonological or semantic factor involved in the choice. Thus, we must once again set up declension classes, as illustrated by:
The membership of the ergative and the genitive declensions is quite unrelated; the form of the ergative cannot be predicted from the form of the genitive and vice versa.

Sentences illustrating genitive constructions in Anguthimri are:

(12) pu?a pana-yamça
    water-S friend-GEN
    The water belongs to [my] friend.

(13) yyaga nati-namça
    axe-S father-GEN
    The axe belongs to [my] father.

The genitive suffixes in Anguthimri also express the benefactive relation, e.g.

(14) bwa?a gaw d'na-dwa I adi-yamça
    meat-O that-O leave-NON-FUT dingo-GEN
    [I] left some meat out for the dingos.

(v) Dative. Anguthimri has a case-marking suffix of the form -kV (which is cognate with the Common Australian suffix -ku). This suffix expresses a wide range of case relations. The basic function of this suffix is to express the purpose of an action, as in:

(15) lu ruçu gaw aqj-ni wajayi-ni ga-y gаgjana-ka
    he-S child-S that-S go-NON-FUT old man-0 ask-FUT honey-DAT
    The child is going [and] will ask the old man for some honey.

(16) aqg bwa?a-ka zì
    I-A meat-DAT look-PRES
    I'm looking for some meat.

The -kV suffix also expresses the causal relationship, as in:

(17) ?wa gаgj yama-ka
    dog-S bark-PRES child-DAT
    The dog is barking because of the child.

and with various predicates of emotion, including fear, e.g.

(18) d'yu ge?e ñitama-?a mгмро-ki
    you-S don't fear-IMP goanna-DAT
    Don't be frightened of the goanna.

(19) lu ma ge-ðen-i nì ?wa-ka
    he-S man-S good-INCH-PAST dog-DAT
    The man is happy with [his] dog.

(20) lu ma d'wonga-ka pay ñwì-ñwì
    he-S man-S wife-DAT ashamed
    The man is ashamed of his wife.
3.2 Noun morphology

TABLE 3.1 - Nominal case suffixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Suffix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/Instrumental</td>
<td>-(gV, -rV, -tV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive/Benefactive</td>
<td>-(m\alpha, -\nu m\alpha, -\nu m\alpha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative (/Causal)</td>
<td>-(kV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative (/Causal)</td>
<td>-(nV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>-(\eta V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desiderative</td>
<td>-(kV\alpha:)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(vi) Ablative. Anguthimri has a suffix of the form -\(mV\) which expresses 'motion away from', as in:

(21) \(\text{jigiri baya-ma pae-ni}\)
joey-S pouch-ABL come out-NON-FUT
The joey came out of the pouch.

The -\(mV\) suffix also expresses the causal function (which can also be expressed by -\(kV\); see (17) above), e.g.

(22) \(\text{lu d^w'a lana-mu \text{lwa}ga-\text{lim}i-\geni-ni}\)
he-S this salt-water-ABL fever-PROP-INC-NON-FUT
He got sick because of the salt-water.

(vii) Unmarked local case. There is a suffix of the form -\(\eta V\) in Anguthimri which expresses the locative, allative and indirect object functions. This is therefore a general local case. Examples of this suffix in use are:

(23) \(\text{lu ?wa yyudi-\eta \text{ta} \text{tepa}}\)
he-S dog-S scrub-LOC run-PRES
The dog is running to the scrub.

(24) \(\text{paqa ba-\eta \text{dada}a}\)
we-S island-LOC live-PRES
We live on the island.

(25) \(\text{anu nyunu wataji-\eta \text{ka}yI mwa \text{ya} \text{yi}}\)
I-A he-LOC old man-LOC later on matches-0 give-FUT
Later on I will give the man some matches.

(viii) Desiderative. Anguthimri also has a well-attested suffix of the form -\(kV\alpha:\) (i.e. the dative followed by -\(\alpha:\)). This suffix is the only source for words in the language containing long vowels in a syllable other than the first. The suffix expresses a 'liking' or 'wanting' relationship, e.g.

(26) \(\text{lu \text{yama } \text{du} \text{kuDa}}:\)
he-S child-S milk-DESID
The baby wants some milk.

Table 3.1 summarises the case-marking possibilities for Anguthimri nouns.

3.2.2 DERIVATIONAL AFFIXES. In this section, the processes by which a nominal stem is derived from a noun root are discussed.
(i) **Proprietary.** Anguthimri has a suffix -tiṃr̥i, corresponding in form to the suffix -t̥im in Awngthim and -t̥i(ma) in the Northern Peninsula group (i.e. Atampaya, Angkamuthi and Yadhaykenu). It has a fairly wide range of functions, including:

(a) To have something, not necessarily to be in possession of it, e.g.

(27)  lu ma d'ru? a ṇarama  kweʔe- tiṃr̥i
he-S man-S this stand-NON-FUT spear-PROP
The man is standing with a spear.

(b) To be in the company of someone, e.g.

(28)  ?wa ruḍi- tiṃr̥i  geṣa
dog-S child-PROP sit-PRES
The dog is sitting with the child.

(c) To indicate a means of transport, e.g.

(29)  lu ma maruku- tiṃr̥i  aṇi- ni
he-S man-S horse-PROP go-PAST
The man went by horse.

(30)  lu waṭayi  paṭa- tiṃr̥i  wi  βama aṇi- ni
he-S old man-S canoe-PROP this way back go-PAST
The old man came back by canoe.

(d) To express an abstract state, e.g.

Iwaga 'fever'
waʔa 'ear'
t'oja 'head'
rud̥i 'child'
ŋu 'clothes'

A noun with the proprietary suffix can qualify a noun with non-zero case inflection but does not itself inflect. Thus:

(31)  aŋu d'ru? a ma- ṇa  geṣa  na- tiṃr̥i
I-S this man-LOC sit-PRES beard-PROP
I am sitting down with the man with a beard.

(ii) **Privative.** There is a suffix -(kV)ṭana meaning 'without' or 'not having' e.g.

(32)  aŋu baw-kuṭana
I-S tooth-PRIV
I have got no teeth.

This suffix also does not seem to inflect for case, though it does function as a qualifier to non-zero marked nouns, e.g.

(33)  d'ru  ku-mu  wi  aṇi- ni  ṭuḍu-kuṭana
you-S tree-ABL this way go-PAST leaf-PRIV
You came away from the tree without leaves.

(iii) **Diminutive.** Added to a noun, the suffix -pwa creates a new noun with a diminutive meaning. Thus, we find pairs such as:

ma 'man'
ba 'island'
raṇa 'river'

mapwa 'small man'
baṭwa 'small island'
raṇapwa 'creek'
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This suffix can also be added to adjectives which have some kind of diminutive reference, but does not change the meaning, e.g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>puði(pwa)</td>
<td>'small'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bi:nì(pwa)</td>
<td>'short'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nouns with the diminutive suffix with further case-inflection were accepted by my consultant, e.g.

(34) ma-pwa-ra kwawa ɲu-ɲu

man-DIMIN-A foot-INST kick-PAST

The small man kicked [it] with [his] foot

(iv) Plural. Count nouns in Anguthimri probably have a plural form, which is marked with either -rV or -tV. This is an aspect of the grammar about which my consultant was very unsure, and elicitation produced little consistency. There is one known irregular plural:

d'wamɔa 'woman'  d'wabiçi 'women'

(v) Reduplication. This is a very peripheral process in the nominal morphology of Anguthimri, and no real generalisations can be made about its effect on the meaning of noun roots. Note the following examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduplicaion Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t'oka 'head'</td>
<td>t'oka-t'oka 'end'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bɔuyi 'night'</td>
<td>bɔuyi-bɔuyi 'afternoon'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(vi) Compounding. This is a fairly common process in Anguthimri. Nominal compounds are of type N+ADJ or of the type N+N. The N+ADJ type is exemplified by:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compounded Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kayu-ge 'palm of the hand'</td>
<td>kayu 'skin', ge 'good'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kayu-we:ye 'muscle'</td>
<td>kayu 'skin', we:ye 'fat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bu?u-ge 'clever man'</td>
<td>bu?u 'ghost', ge 'good'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʒi-ɲu?ukwi:yi 'jabiru, brolga'</td>
<td>ʒi 'nose' ɲu?ukwi:yi 'long'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The N+N type is exemplified by:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compounded Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gwa-pay 'eyebrow'</td>
<td>gwa 'eye', pay 'forehead'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɲwa-pay 'sandhill'</td>
<td>ɲwa 'sand', pay 'forehead'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pay-ja 'hillside'</td>
<td>pay 'forehead' ja 'ground'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pat'a-dfe:mçi 'outrigger canoe'</td>
<td>pat'a 'canoe', dfe:mçi 'outrigger'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 PRONOUN MORPHOLOGY

Anguthimri pronouns have forms for the first, second and third persons; singular, dual and plural; and, for the first person non-singular, there is an inclusive-exclusive distinction. Note that the third person forms are not demonstratives (as in many Australian languages), but are genuine pronouns. All pronouns exist only as free forms, i.e. there are no pronominal forms bound to the verb.

Pronouns inflect according to the nominative-accusative pattern throughout, in contrast to the nouns, which generally inflect according to an ergative-absolutive system. The distinction made in the noun paradigm between the dative and
**TABLE 3.2 - Pronoun paradigm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1sg</td>
<td>agu</td>
<td>n̂âgi</td>
<td>ūam̄u</td>
<td>ūanu</td>
<td>ūam̄umu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1du</td>
<td>i̲aḡi</td>
<td>i̲âgi</td>
<td>ūam̄i</td>
<td>ūani</td>
<td>ūam̄imi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1pl</td>
<td>ḅi̲gi</td>
<td>ḅûgi</td>
<td>ūumû</td>
<td>ūâni</td>
<td>ūumû</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1du</td>
<td>1n̂î̲gi</td>
<td>n̂âgi</td>
<td>nam̄a</td>
<td>nana</td>
<td>nam̄ama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2sg</td>
<td>ḍ'u</td>
<td>n̂âgi</td>
<td>gyum̄u</td>
<td>gyunu</td>
<td>gyum̄umu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2du</td>
<td>p̣i̲gi</td>
<td>p̣ûgi</td>
<td>p̣um̄u</td>
<td>p̣unu</td>
<td>p̣um̄umu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2pl</td>
<td>p̣e:ye</td>
<td>ᵇ̣wa̲ga</td>
<td>ᵇ̣wa̲ma</td>
<td>ᵇ̣wa̲na</td>
<td>ᵇ̣wa̲ma̲ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3sg</td>
<td>lu</td>
<td>n̂ȳu</td>
<td>n̂ȳmu</td>
<td>n̂ȳnu</td>
<td>n̂ȳmû</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3du</td>
<td>³wep̣i</td>
<td>n̂ȳu</td>
<td>n̂ȳmu</td>
<td>n̂ȳnu</td>
<td>n̂ȳmû</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3pl</td>
<td>am̄a</td>
<td>ᵇ̣wa̲ga</td>
<td>ᵇ̣wa̲ma</td>
<td>ᵇ̣wa̲na</td>
<td>ᵇ̣wa̲ma̲ma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This form covers dative, allative and locative functions.

Allative/locative is not made for pronouns. The full paradigm is in Table 3.2.

These forms are only partly analysable synchronically. For the most part, the paradigms seem to be very irregular, and also very different from the pronouns of many other Australian languages. However, these forms can all be derived from an already reconstructed proto-system (see Hale 1976), in which there is a good deal of morphological transparency.

The reconstructed nominative forms are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>dual</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>n̂ayu</td>
<td>ṇa̲l</td>
<td>ṇa̲mpu̲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd person</td>
<td>n̂antu</td>
<td>ṇipu̲l</td>
<td>ṇiṛa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>n̂ulu</td>
<td>p̣u̲l</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rules discussed in 2.5 can be applied to this proto-system to derive the Anguthimri nominative paradigm, e.g.

- *n̂ulu > lu 'he/she/it'
- *n̂alu > lu('gi) 'we two'
- *n̂âli > lu('gi) 'we two'
- *n̂âli > lu('gi) 'you two'
- *n̂âlu > ḅḷi 'we all'

Some of the forms are slightly irregular in that there are accretive syllables (e.g. the -gi of i̲âgi). Others go back to an earlier form that is slightly different from that reconstructed for proto-Northern Paman. For example, agu appears to be derived from *ayu (i.e. *ayu > yau > awg > aw > agu). This is a rather peculiar proto-form; a possible explanation is that it is derived from *ayu by a kind of sporadic metathesis. d' u 'you' may be derived from *n̂untu by some (as yet not understood) type of change.

The oblique forms are for the most part derived from pronominal stems which Hale (1976) has reconstructed as:
3.3 Pronoun morphology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>inclusive</th>
<th>dual</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>ɲaːu-</td>
<td>ɲalı-</td>
<td>ɲampul-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd person</td>
<td>ɲiŋku-</td>
<td>ɲana-</td>
<td>ɲana-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>ɲiŋu-</td>
<td>nipul-</td>
<td>nura-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These have developed into the Anguthimri stems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>inclusive</th>
<th>dual</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>ɪa-</td>
<td>ɪa-</td>
<td>bu-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd person</td>
<td>gyu-</td>
<td>pü-</td>
<td>гла-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>ɲyu-</td>
<td>ɲwa-</td>
<td>ɲwa-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

which can in almost all cases be derived directly by the rules discussed in 2.5. The suffixes by which the various oblique cases are derived from the oblique roots are:

- \( -\text{gV} \) accusative
- \( -\text{mV} \) genitive
- \( -\text{nV} \) dative/allative/locative
- \( \text{GEN}+\text{mV} \) ablative
- \( -\text{gVga} : \) desiderative

The V segment takes its quality not from the final vowel of the oblique root as it does in the modern language; rather, this V was added at a time in the language when the oblique roots were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>inclusive</th>
<th>dual</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>ɪaaw-</td>
<td>ɪay-</td>
<td>bu-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd person</td>
<td>gyu-</td>
<td>pyu-</td>
<td>гла-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>ɲyu-</td>
<td>ɲwa-</td>
<td>ɲwa-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synchronically, we cannot really recognise roots as abstract as these, though they can be justified on diachronic grounds.

The only irregular forms, which do not fit into the historical pattern presented above, are the modern first and second person singular accusative forms \( \text{nani} \) and \( \text{nana} \) respectively.

3.4 DEMONSTRATIVES

There are evidently only two demonstratives in Anguthimri. These are:

d\text{r}uʔa 'proximate' i.e. 'this', 'here'
gaw 'distant' i.e. 'that', 'there'.

Their inflectional paradigm is in Table 3.3. This is for the most part regular, with the following exceptions:

(i) The allative/locative of d\text{r}uʔa is d\text{r}uʔana rather than *d\text{r}uʔana.
(ii) The genitive of gaw is gawrama rather than *gawrmu.
TABLE 3.3 - Inflection of demonstratives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Proximate</th>
<th>Distant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolutive</td>
<td>d'ufa</td>
<td>gaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ergative/instrumental</td>
<td>d'ufu'ata</td>
<td>gagu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive</td>
<td>d'ufu'ayampa</td>
<td>gawrama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>d'ufu'aka</td>
<td>gawku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allative/Locative</td>
<td>d'ufu'ana</td>
<td>gawnu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
<td>d'ufu'ama</td>
<td>gawmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desiderative</td>
<td>d'ufu'akaga:</td>
<td>gawkugaga:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 INTERROGATIVES

The interrogative pronouns are:

?ani 'who'
rasyi 'what'
d'amanama 'when'
d'a 'where'

All of these, except d'amanama 'when', inflect for case, as shown in Table 3.4. These paradigms are only partly regular. The root ?a- is used in association with the pronominal markers of oblique cases as set out in 3.3, but with irregular S and ergative-instrumental forms. The root of 'what' seems to be r$-, with somewhat idiosyncratic inflectional behaviour. The interrogative of place has the root d'a-, but the locative suffix is -nu (presumably to distinguish it from the allative -na).

Note that the interrogative forms can also be used indefinitely, e.g.

(35) a$u gyunu rasyi t'we-ta
    I-A you-DAT something-0 tell-FUT
    I will tell you something.

3.6 VERB MORPHOLOGY

3.6.1 TRANSITIVITY. Verbs in Anguthimri are always clearly either transitive or intransitive, though there are derivational means of changing transitivity. An intransitive verb has a nominal subject in the absolutive case or a pronominal subject in the nominative case, while a transitive verb has a nominal subject in the ergative case or a pronominal subject in the nominative case and an object which, if nominal, is usually marked as being absolutive, but which, if pronominal, is marked for accusativity.

A breakdown of the lexicon for verbal transitivity (out of a total verb corpus of 97 items) is:

Transitive 56 = 58%
Intransitive 41 = 42%
3.6 Verb morphology

3.6.2 CONJUGATION. Anguthimri verbs are all assigned membership in one of four conjugational classes, each of which has two sub-classes. There is a significant number of irregular and partly irregular verbs which lie outside the four regular conjugations. A brief summary of the regular conjugation system is given in Table 3.5.

There are some obvious similarities to Hale’s Linngithigh verbal paradigms (Hale 1966). Anguthimri paradigm I obviously corresponds to 4 in Linngithigh and Anguthimri IV to Linngithigh 1. The Anguthimri suffixes have obviously undergone final vowel deletion as have the Linngithigh suffixes, but the Anguthimri forms have subsequently added an echo-vowel (see 2.5).

A more detailed discussion of each of the conjugations follows.

(a) Conjugation I. It can be seen from Table 3.5 that there are two sub-conjugations, differentiated only by the form of the vowel of the suffix. In the (a) subclass, the suffixal vowel is V (i.e. takes its quality from the preceding stem vowel; see 2.4.2), while in the (b) subclass, the vowel is u/ü.

There are some morphophonemic changes that are brought about by the y segment in the future tense of this conjugation (and in fact by any y of any suffix in Anguthimri). These changes are:

(i) a stem final a or u, when followed by y, is optionally assimilated towards the y in place of articulation. Thus, a optionally becomes ø and u optionally becomes ü, giving rise to the following kinds of variation in the future forms: ya-ya 'will give', òa-òa 'will split', γyu-γyu 'will spear', ðu-ðu 'will kick'.

(ii) a suffixal a or u obligatorily shifts to ø or ü, and optionally then shifts further to e or i respectively, following the y. This rule is the only source in Anguthimri for word final a and ü.

(iii) in the future tense forms, phonetic sequences of eyæ (from underlying ø+yæ) optionally reduce to become ø+y-ø-e (in free variation). Thus, from a future form d'øa-øa 'leave-FUT', we can derive the possible surface forms: d'øyæ=d'øyæ=d'øyæ=d'øyæ=d'øyæ=d'øyæ=d'øyæ=d'øyæ=d'øyæ=d'øyæ. The result in some of these phonetic forms is that future tense is distinguished from the stem
TABLE 3.5 - Verbal inflections by conjugation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ia</th>
<th>Ib</th>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>IIIa</th>
<th>IIIb</th>
<th>IVa</th>
<th>IVb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pres.</td>
<td>-nV</td>
<td>-nu</td>
<td>-nV</td>
<td>(-y)</td>
<td>(-y)</td>
<td>-n</td>
<td>-n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>past</td>
<td>-γV</td>
<td>-γu</td>
<td>-nV</td>
<td>-nV</td>
<td>-nV</td>
<td>-nV</td>
<td>-nV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fut.</td>
<td>-γV</td>
<td>-γu</td>
<td>-nV</td>
<td>-nV</td>
<td>-nV</td>
<td>-nV</td>
<td>-nV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imper.</td>
<td>-?V</td>
<td>-?u</td>
<td>-?V</td>
<td>-?V</td>
<td>-?V</td>
<td>-?V</td>
<td>-?V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consec.</td>
<td>-ŋVku</td>
<td>-ŋuku</td>
<td>-ŋVku</td>
<td>-ŋama</td>
<td>-ŋikumu</td>
<td>-ŋama</td>
<td>-ŋVku</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3.6 - Sample Paradigms of conjugation I verbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>present</th>
<th>past</th>
<th>future</th>
<th>imperative</th>
<th>consecutive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>la 'blow’(tr)</td>
<td>ŋini</td>
<td>ŋiyi</td>
<td>ŋiyi</td>
<td>ŋi?i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'kick'</td>
<td>ŋunu</td>
<td>ŋuyu</td>
<td>ŋuyu-ŋuyi-</td>
<td>ŋu?u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lb 'poke'</td>
<td>ganu</td>
<td>gayu</td>
<td>gayu-gayi-</td>
<td>gayu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'rub'</td>
<td>ranu</td>
<td>rayu</td>
<td>rayu-rayi-</td>
<td>rayu-rayi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by vowel ablaut.

A couple of sample paradigms are given in Table 3.6 to illustrate the behaviour of these morphophonemic alternations.

The known membership of conjugation I from the corpus is listed.

There are 15 verb roots in the corpus belonging to conjugation Ia: ʒi: 'blow', bwa 'break', ya 'give, bring', ŋi: 'wake', ɣu 'spear', ʧi: 'see, look at', ɣu 'do', ɣu 'throw', kwi: 'have, keep, look after', ɣu 'kick', a 'pull', ɣu 'sew', napu 'swallow', ə?ekeka 'tickle', ʧa 'split', ɣa 'make'. Note that all these are transitive. Just two are known for conjugation Ib (both are transitive): ga 'poke', ra 'wash, rub'.

(b) Conjugation II. The forms of the suffixes are identical for the two sub-classes, except in the form of the consecutive suffix - see Table 3.5. Note that in conjugation II there is no distinction between the past and present tenses. Note also that the future tense can be marked by either -γV or -n. Sample paradigms of conjugation II verbs are given in Table 3.7.

The transitivity breakdown for conjugation II is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>transitive</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intransitive</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, the membership is predominantly transitive. The third column covers ŋîtama 'be afraid', whose sub-class is not known.
### TABLE 3.7 - Sample paradigms of conjugation II verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>non-future</th>
<th>future</th>
<th>imperative</th>
<th>consecutive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IIA 'come out'</td>
<td>pənə</td>
<td>pəyə</td>
<td>pəʔa</td>
<td>pəŋikumu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIA 'dig'</td>
<td>ɣanə</td>
<td>ɣayə-ɣayə-</td>
<td>ɣaʔa</td>
<td>ɣaŋakumu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIB 'follow'</td>
<td>ɣutunu</td>
<td>ɣutuyu</td>
<td>ɣutuʔu</td>
<td>ɣutugama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIB 'bend'</td>
<td>rumunu</td>
<td>rumuyu</td>
<td>rumuʔu</td>
<td>rumuŋama</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 3.8 - Sample paradigms of conjugation III verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>past</th>
<th>present</th>
<th>future</th>
<th>imperative</th>
<th>consecutive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IIIA 'kill'</td>
<td>bwiːni</td>
<td>bwi</td>
<td>bwiːyi</td>
<td>bwiːʔi</td>
<td>bwiːŋikumu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIIA 'cover'</td>
<td>ʔani</td>
<td>ʔay</td>
<td>ʔayi</td>
<td>ʔaʔi</td>
<td>ʔaŋikumu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIIB 'hit'</td>
<td>riŋiŋi</td>
<td>riŋi</td>
<td>riŋiyl</td>
<td>riŋiʔi</td>
<td>riŋigama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIIB 'reciprocal'</td>
<td>-pčiŋi</td>
<td>-pči</td>
<td>-pčiyl</td>
<td>-pčiʔi</td>
<td>-pčigama</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The known membership of class IIA is: ɣa 'dig', kaŋa 'find', -ŋaŋa 'causative', pə 'come out', kaŋa 'crawl', ʧa 'jump', gəʔama 'laugh', d'ə 'leave, put down', ʧədaga 'wash', ŋə 'push, send, move', pə 'rub, wash', wəniga 'scratch', riŋiŋa 'smash', gə 'ask', twəniga 'bash', bənə 'break(intr)', ʧa 'stand'; 'bite'; 'burn/cook'; tie', ʤə: 'bury', ʤə 'catch', brŋiŋi 'dirty', ʂə 'pour out, empty', pə 'fix, make', ʧəramə 'float', ʂə 'flow down', ʧəkə 'heap up', riŋiŋa 'smash', aŋiŋa 'suffer', ləluma 'swell up', lay 'carry', ܸə 'bark', ʧəbə 'chase', gəwri 'look for'. Known members of IIb are: maʔaŋa 'lift up', -ti 'reflexive', ʂəmən 'tell lies', d'əŋi 'lie down', rumu 'bend down', ŋu 'follow', bi ni 'go down', yumu 'cook in ashes'.

(c) Conjugation III. The only difference between the two sub-classes is once again the form of the consecutive suffix. Note that as word-final sequences of iy are prohibited in Anguthimri, i final stems do not change in the present tense. Sample paradigms are given in Table 3.8.

The transitivity breakdown for conjugation III is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IIIA</th>
<th>IIIB</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>transitive</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intransitive</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The third column covers ɔaŋi 'burn' and d'əдаютa 'live, lie down', whose sub-class is not known.

The attested membership of IIIA is: ʤi: 'fall', bwi: 'kill', ʤi 'suck', ʤi: 'light fire', ʔa 'cover', mə 'get up, wake up', mə 'hear, listen to', ŋi: 'see, look at', Members of IIIB are riŋi 'hit, punch', wəti 'dive', pə: 'go in', -pči 'reciprocal', bŋiŋi-bŋiŋi 'be noisy'.

(d) Conjugation IV. The only difference between the two sub-classes is again in the form of the consecutive suffix. This conjugation is illustrated by paradigms in Table 3.9.
TABLE 3.9 - Sample paradigms of conjugation IV verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>past</th>
<th>pres.</th>
<th>future</th>
<th>imper.</th>
<th>consecutive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IVa</td>
<td>'stand'</td>
<td>narama</td>
<td>narama</td>
<td>narama</td>
<td>narama-kumu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'go walkabout'</td>
<td>la</td>
<td>la</td>
<td>la</td>
<td>la</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVb</td>
<td>'bend over'</td>
<td>rumunu</td>
<td>rumu</td>
<td>rumu</td>
<td>rumu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3.10 - Fully irregular verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>past</th>
<th>present</th>
<th>future</th>
<th>imperative</th>
<th>consecutive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'say'</td>
<td>ti:i-twi:ni</td>
<td>ja:ya-twi</td>
<td>toye</td>
<td>twi</td>
<td>twanakumu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'sit'</td>
<td>ra:na</td>
<td>ge:ga</td>
<td>gya</td>
<td>re</td>
<td>ranakumu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'cry'</td>
<td>wimci:ra:na</td>
<td>wimci:ge:ga</td>
<td>wimci:gya</td>
<td>wimci re</td>
<td>wimci:ranakumu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The transitivity breakdown for conjugation IV is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IVa</th>
<th>IVb</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>transitive</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intransitive</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although attested membership is small, this is a predominantly intransitive conjugation. The known membership of IVa is narama 'stand', ywagata 'swim', la 'go walkabout', ga 'peel', be:ge:ga 'play', jwa 'tell'. The only root attested for IVb is rumu 'bend over'.

3.6.3 VERBAL IRREGULARITIES. The Anguthimri corpus contains just over a dozen verbs with partly or completely irregular conjugations. There are three completely irregular verbs, set out in Table 3.10. The remaining eleven irregular verbs can be related to the already established conjugations. There is one set of four verbs, set out in Table 3.11, which are identical to conjugation I verbs except for the form of the present, which is not formed by suffixing -nV. There is a further irregular set of verbs containing seven members, which take conjugation IV suffixes, but show irregularity in the forms of the roots. They are given in Table 3.12.

3.6.4. INFLECTIONAL SUFFIXES. Anguthimri has three basic tense distinctions. The present refers to events occurring now (though not continuously) and also expresses the existential:

(36) ʃ̄ya  lanu-ọu ge:ga
shark-S sea-LOC sit-PRES
Sharks live in the sea.

(37) yay d̄uy:u a ɔwata-na
rain-S this flow down-NON-FUT
It is raining (now)

The past tense suffix refers to events that have already
TABLE 3.11 - Irregular verbs relating to Conjugation I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>past</th>
<th>present</th>
<th>future</th>
<th>imperative</th>
<th>consecutive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'pick up'</td>
<td>pçana</td>
<td>pçapa</td>
<td>pçaya</td>
<td>pçapa?</td>
<td>pçapa?kumu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'eat, drink'</td>
<td>gwana</td>
<td>gwappåa</td>
<td>gwaya</td>
<td>gwapa?</td>
<td>gwapa?kumu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'shout'</td>
<td>gani</td>
<td>gagü</td>
<td>gëya</td>
<td>gë?a</td>
<td>gë?ikumu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3.12 - Irregular verbs relating to Conjugation IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>past</th>
<th>present</th>
<th>future</th>
<th>imperative</th>
<th>consecutive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'inchoative'</td>
<td>ðenini</td>
<td>ðenil</td>
<td>ðana?ta</td>
<td>ðenil?i</td>
<td>ðanikumu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'vomit'</td>
<td>ðenini</td>
<td>ðenil</td>
<td>ðana?ta</td>
<td>ðenil?i</td>
<td>ðanikumu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'dance'</td>
<td>mwimini</td>
<td>mwili</td>
<td>mwama?ta</td>
<td>mwami?a</td>
<td>mwamamama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'climb'</td>
<td>banini</td>
<td>bana</td>
<td>bana?ta</td>
<td>bani?i</td>
<td>banagama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'go come'</td>
<td>aqini</td>
<td>aqa</td>
<td>ana?ta</td>
<td>anil?i</td>
<td>ananama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'die'</td>
<td>ðwi:ni</td>
<td>ðwi</td>
<td>ðwa?ta</td>
<td>ðwi?i</td>
<td>ðwa?akumu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

happened and which are now completed, or events which began in the past and are finishing in the present. Thus, the inchoative verbaliser with a past suffix often refers to a present state since the change of state began in the past but is now completed, e.g.

(38) lu d’ru:a yegi d’ëni-ðeni-ni
    he-S this wind-S different-INCH-PAST
    The wind has changed (= is now different).

(39) lu d’ru:a t’alawati-ðeni-ni
    he-S this red-INCH-PAST
    He has turned red (= is now red).

Note that with conjugation II verbs, the distinction between present and past is merged into a general non-future. The future suffix refers to an unbegun or uncompleted event, i.e. a state can have begun changing, but not yet be changed, e.g.

(40) d’ru t’alawati-ðena-ta
    you-S red-INCH-FUT
    You will be red (but are not yet red, though you have begun to change).

Imperative inflection is discussed in 4.6 and consecutive in 4.5.

3.6.5 VERBAL DERIVATION. Anguthimri has the following suffixes that derive verbs from other verbs or other parts of speech:

- ðë?a causative (Adjective+Transitive verb)
- ðenil inchoative (Adjective+Intransitive verb)
- ðil reflexive (Transitive+Intransitive verb)
-p[\text{\textit{c}}} reciprocal/anti-passive (Transitive+Intransitive verb)

Further discussion of these derivational suffixes and their syntactic function is in 4.2 and 4.3.

Verbal reduplication also plays a role in the derivational morphology of Anguthimri. The semantic effect of reduplication can be:
(i) Lack of intensity (and possibly also, repeated action),
\( \text{ri} \text{\textit{ni}} 'hit', \text{ri} \text{\textit{ni}}-\text{ri} \text{\textit{ni}} 'pat (e.g. dog)' \)
(ii) Continuity, e.g.
\( \text{gwa} 'eat', \text{gwa-gwa} 'keep eating' \)

Note that when verbs are reduplicated in Anguthimri, either just the root or else the entire root + suffix can be repeated.

4. SYNTAX

4.1 CONSTITUENTS AND CONSTITUENT ORDER

The main constituents in any Anguthimri sentence are:
- NP (noun phrase)
- VP (verb phrase)
- COMP (complement)

There are also minor constituents such as TIME, PLACE, etc, which occur only occasionally.

A noun phrase will always have either a noun or a pronoun as its head; this is marked for case according to its function in the sentence. Either of these can be optionally followed by a demonstrative, either d'\text{\textit{u}}?a 'proximate' ('this') or gaw 'distant' ('that'), and in the case of nouns, but not of pronouns, also an adjective. The following adjective or demonstrative never inflects for case unless the noun or pronoun is deleted by ellipsis; if this has happened the full responsibility for marking case must then fall on this secondary NP constituent. Thus, we might get:

(41) lu \text{\textit{na}}\text{\textit{ni}} ku-gu d'\text{\textit{u}}?a \text{\textit{ri}}\text{\textit{ni}}-\text{ni}
he-A I-0 stick-INST this hit-PAST
He hit me with this stick.

but

(42) lu \text{\textit{na}}\text{\textit{ni}} d'\text{\textit{u}}?a-\text{\textit{a}} \text{\textit{ri}}\text{\textit{ni}}-\text{ni}
he-A I-0 this-INST hit-PAST
He hit me with this [stick].

A noun in subject position (i.e. in A or S function) can be preceded by a pronoun, apparently functioning as some kind of deictic, e.g.

(43) d'\text{\textit{u}} ru\text{\textit{g}}i wi \text{\textit{a}}\text{\textit{ni}}
you-S child-S this way go-IMP
Come here child!
4.1 Constituents and constituent order

A verb phrase has only ever been found to consist of a single lexical verb and nothing more. The complement constituent can consist of an NP (as already described) or of an S (i.e. an embedded sentence, see 4.5). As far as ordering of constituents is concerned, Anguthimri is basically an S-O-V language, i.e. the first constituent of a sentence will normally be the subject (the S or A noun phrase) and if there is an object, it comes second, with the verb last. This kind of ordering is exemplified by:

(45) ?wa-ra yama-na ḫa-na
dog-A child-0 bite-PAST
The dog bit the child.

(46) lu aŋi-ni
3sg-NOM go-PAST
He went.

Also, a complement constituent, if it is an NP, generally immediately precedes the verb (though an S complement will follow it; see 4.5). Thus, we might find:

(47) ?wa-ra bwa?a ba-gu ḫa-na
dog-A meat-0 teeth-INST bite-PAST
The dog bit the meat with his teeth.

(48) d'u ku-mu wi aŋi-ʔi
2sg-NOM tree-ABL this way come-IMP
Come away from the tree.

In any transitive sentence where discourse provides details of the participants, either the ergative NP or the absolutive NP can be deleted (though not both). Thus, the corpus contains sentences such as:

(49) aŋu kayi γyu-γu
2sg-NOM later on spear-FUT
I will spear [e.g. a wallaby] later on.

(50) bwa?a gaw d'ə-na
meat-0 that leave-PAST
[He] left the meat there.

It should be noted however, that the S-O-Complement-V order is not rigidly fixed in Anguthimri and deviations do occur, albeit rather infrequently. Generally, however, it is the verb and the object that change position. The subject tends to stay at the beginning of the sentence. Also, a complement NP might go after the verb or between the subject and object of the sentence.

4.2 WORD LEVEL DERIVATIONS

In 3.6.5 mention was made of the existence of mechanisms in Anguthimri for creating verbs out of other parts of speech. The two verbalisers are:
These can be added to adjectives, nouns, place constituents and even inflected nouns. The transitive verbaliser -дежa has a causative meaning 'to cause X to become Y' if the kernel sentence is of the form 'X is Y'. Thus, we can have an underlying adjective in:

(51) aγu t'alamati
I-S red
I am red.

which becomes a transitive verb in:

(52) ηwa-ga ɣani t'alamati-дежa-na
sun-ERG I-O red-CAUS-PAST
The sun has made me turn red.

An example of a causative sentence in which the -дежa suffix is found on a constituent other than an adjective is:

(53) lu ma-ra t'oka kaγa-γa-дежa-na
he-A man-ERG head-0 down-LOC-CAUS-PAST
The man lowered his head.

which comes from an underlying:

(54) t'oka kaγa-γa
head-S down-LOC
[His] head is lowered (=down).

The intransitive verbaliser -дени can be added to the same kinds of constituents as the transitive verbaliser and the meaning is simply inchoative 'to be/become X', e.g.

(55) aγu kayu t'alamati-дени-ni
I-S skin-S red-INCH-PAST
My skin has become red (=is red).

which comes from:

(56) aγu kayu t'alamati
I-S skin-S red
My skin is red.

and also:

(57) lu ma γunu-дени-ni
he-S man-S there-INCH-PAST
The man went a long way away.

(58) lu ma kaγa-γa-дени-ni
he-S man-S down-LOC-INCH-PAST
The man went down.

4.3 SENTENCE TRANSITIVITY

Mention was also made in 3.6.5 of two derivational affixes that can change the transitivity of a verb. Normally, every lexical verb must be described as being either transitive or intransitive, and to change transitivity one must use a derivational affix, except for the single verb:
4.3 Sentence transitivity

which has two clearly related root forms differing in transitivity.

There are two derivational means of changing the transitivity of a sentence in Anguthimri.

(a) The reflexive suffix to a verb in Anguthimri is -ți (and all reflexive verbs belong to conjugation IIa). From an underlying sentence of the form:

\[
\text{NP}_A \  \text{NP}_O \  \text{V}
\]

where NP_A and NP_O are marked in some way as being coreferential, the reflexive transformation applies to derive a sentence of the form:

\[
\text{NP}_S \  \text{V-ți}
\]

Thus, we might find the verb ?a 'cover' in a transitive sentence of the form:

(59)  ogni  pwi  ?a-ni
I-A  bone-0  cover-PAST
I covered over the bones.

Undergoing the reflexive transformation, ?a can also occur intransitively in a sentence such as:

(60)  ogni ?a-ți-ni
I-S  cover-REFL-PAST
I covered myself over.

(b) Reciprocal. Transitive sentences with a plural subject and a coreferential object, and a verb indicating that the participants acted on each other, undergo the reciprocal transformation, in which the verb takes the suffix -pçi (which puts the verb into conjugation IIIb). Thus, to a transitive sentence of similar structure to (15) we can relate a sentence such as:

(61)  amça  ìwa  bwi:-pcçi-ni
they-S  dog-S  kill-RECIP-PAST
The dogs killed one another.

(c) False reciprocal. The corpus contains sentences such as:

(62)  kwe?e  bwa-pçi-ni
spear-S  break-RECIP-PAST
The spear broke.

(63)  kú  ?a-pçi-ni
log-S  split-RECIP-PAST
The log split.

Here the reciprocal suffix -pcçi causes the sentence to change its transitivity, with the ergative NP becoming absolutive, yet the verb does not carry the reciprocal meaning. It is clearly impossible to interpret these sentences as 'the spears broke each other' and 'the logs split each other'.

This is a type of antipassive construction, but it does not parallel the antipassive in a number of other Australian
languages (e.g. Dyirbal, Bandjalang) where a verb with a false reciprocal (or false reflexive) suffix can have a patient, usually in some oblique case (say, dative or locative). The corpus contains no occurrences of sentences similar to (62) or (63) with an underlying accusative that has become some oblique case.

4.4 POSSESSION.

The morphology of alienable possession was outlined in 3.2.1. It was pointed out that the possessor noun is marked by a suffix, either -mca, -namca or -yamca. This process is generally reserved for situations of alienable possession. Where the possessor NP is in a non-zero case inflection, the genitive NP can agree with it. The morphology of non-zero case-marking on genitive NPs is quite regular. Thus:

(64) lu waŋayi-ŋamca-ma patra-ma pa-ni
he-S old man-GEN-ABL canoe-ABL come out-PAST
He got out of the old man's canoe.

Inalienable possession can be indicated in the same way, but it seems to be generally indicated by apposition without suffixation. Things that are regarded as inalienably possessed in Anguthimri are:

(i) Parts of the body: aŋu kau 'my skin'
    I skin

(ii) Kin: aŋu rudi 'my grandson'
    I grandson
    lu nati 'his father'
    he father

(iii) Parts of some kind or whole: t̂u?u ?ya 'leg hair'
    leg hair
    d'ya mwiŋi 'sore on an arm'
    arm sore
    ga?u qa 'beard'
    chin beard

When inalienably possessed NP's occur in non-zero case-frames, the case suffixes follow the last item.

4.5 COMPLEX SENTENCES

In 3.6, the paradigms listed include a 'consecutive' suffix of the form -nama, -ŋukumu, -ŋikumu or -ŋikumu, according to conjugation and sub-conjugation membership. In form, most of these variants (i.e. the -ŋukumu, -ŋikumu or -ŋukumu) are probably originally purposives. The -ŋu is the nominaliser found in other Northern Paman languages such as Linngith and the Northern Peninsula group, and the -ku is clearly the common Australian dative. Only the -mu syllable cannot be explained at this stage. However, although his-
torically only a purposive, this suffix now carries a much wider range of functions; it generally indicates simply sentence subordination and sentence coordination of various types. It also occurs in simple sentences such as the following, but with a desiderative reading:

(65) anu gwa-ŋakumu
    I-A eat-CONSEC
    I want to eat (something).

In complex sentences, this suffix expresses the following ideas:

(i) **Purposive.** The presumed historically original meaning of the suffix is maintained in Anguthimri. The verb of the sentence acting as a purpose complement is marked by the consecutive suffix. If there is a common NP, it may be deletable under some identity conditions; however, there is no need for there to be a common NP, e.g.

(66) lu ku ?wa-na ṭa-ŋakumu
    he-A wood-0 cut-PAST burn-CONSEC
    He cut the wood for burning.

(67) lu ma gaii amga ruqir garu anqamana
    he-S man-S shout-PRES they-S child-S there go-CONSEC
    The old man is shouting for the children to go away.

(ii) **Symmetric conjunction.** The suffixes above have also developed another function in Anguthimri, that of expressing 'and then' constructions. Symmetric conjunction is a possible structure for (67) where two readings would be possible, i.e. the one given, and also 'The old man is shouting, and the children ran away [after that]'. The sentence below is an example where a purposive reading is unlikely, and a conjunctive reading is to be preferred:

(68) lu ṯwe la-ni agima-ŋakumu
    he-S too much walkabout-PAST suffer-CONSEC
    He walked about too much and is now suffering.

### 4.6 IMPERATIVES

To express a positive imperative, the second person pronouns (i.e. d'uy 'sg'; pl 'dl'; ṭe:ye 'pl') are used with the verb following with the imperative inflection (as presented in 3.6.2), e.g.

(69) d'uy na yumu-?u
    you-A fish-0 cook in ashes-IMP
    Cook that fish in the ashes!

(70) pl ṭarama-?a
    you-S stand-IMP
    You two stand up!

To express the negative imperative, i.e. the prohibitive, the particle yuyu is placed before the verb:

(71) d'uy yuyu ṭi:n-?i
    you-S PROHIB go down-IMP
    Don't go down (there)!
4.7 PARTICLES AND INTERJECTIONS

Those known are:

- ge?e 'no'
- yuyu 'don't'
- kati?i 'perhaps'
- wi 'this way'
- garu 'that way'
- ßaw 'cheerio'
- ßama 'again'

VOCABULARY

ALPHABETICAL VOCABULARY

Below is presented an alphabetical listing of words recorded from Mr. Don Fletcher of New Mapoon, the consultant for this study. The list is exhaustive for the corpus that was assembled. (It should be pointed out at this stage that no textual material can be presented for this language. The sketch grammar that has been written is based entirely on elicited data, as the speaker no longer uses the language, and his degree of fluency was such that he did not feel competent to speak spontaneously into a tape recorder in the form of a monologue.) The alphabetical order that is chosen for this wordlist is as follows:

- a, a, b, d, g, g, e, e, g, i, k, ?, l, m, n, n, p, p, o
- ö, p, r, s, t, t, tr, u, û, w, y, 3

The abbreviations employed are as follows:

- N noun
- T time
- ADJ adjective
- tr transitive
- PART particle
- intr intransitive
- INT interjection
- irr irregular
- LOC locational

Details of conjugation membership and transitivity are given for each verb. Where the ergative declension (I, II and III) and/or the genitive declension (A or B) of a noun is known, this information is also given. Note that there are a few examples of a root being recorded with allomorphs from two different conjugations, or two different declensions.

a, Vtr (Ia): pull
adi, N: ritual scar
agiki, N(II): moon
agiki, ADJ: yellow
agiti, N: wrinkle
agima, Vintr(IIa): suffer
anu, N: hip
aŋa, Vintr(irr): go, come
aŋukwini, N: mother's brother
aŋurudi, N: my grandchild
aŋutia, N: daughter

arana, N: toenail, fingernail
aŋu, Vintr(IIa): bark
aŋiŋagi, N: eldest sister
aŋiŋiŋwa, N: middle sister
ay, N: vegetable food
ba, N: island
baya, N: bag, marsupial's pouch
bana, Vintr(irr): climb
banu, N: wattle species
barana, N: carpet snake
alphabetical vocabulary

Bay, N(I): tooth
Bay, N: barracouta
Ba:nu, N: wild cucumber, grape
Basi(wa), ADJ: short
Bra:d'a, T: long time ago
Bra:na, N(II,III;B): husband
Bra?e:na, Vintr(IVa): play
Bra:ni, N: beach
Bra:ni, N(I): mud, red paint
Bra:ni-bra:ni, Vintr(IIIb): be noisy
Bra:yi, T: night
Bra:yi-bra:yi, T: afternoon
Bu:nu, N(III;B): ghost
Bu?:ge, N: clever man
Bu:yu, N: scorpion
Bu:wu:tu, N: large crab species
Bwa, Vtr(1a): break
Bwa:na, N(III): meat, flesh
Bwa:na, N: bream
Bwaraka, N: Torres Strait pigeon
Bwe:ni, Vtr(IIa): break
Bwi:, Vtr(IIIa): kill
Bwi:ni, N: back
Dad, ADJ: fast
Dimi:ti, N: water goanna
Du:u, N: word
Dup:li, N(A): old lady
Duru, N: four-prong spear
Duwi:di, N: name
Du:lu, N: garfish
Du:nu, N: small whiting
Dwaya, N: beach
Dwa:kwa:bati, N: salmon
Dwiri, N: sugarbag bee
Ga, N: chips of wood, splinter
Ga:yu, N: testicles
Ga:ya, N: grass
Ga:ya:ma, N: sap
Ga:wati, ADJ: greedy
Ge:ni, N(III;B): wasp
Gli, N: smooth-bark tea tree
Gli, Vtr(IIIA): suck
Gli, N: New Guinea sago
gu:li, N: kingfisher
Gwa, N: eye
Gwa-pawa, N: eyeball
Gwa-pay, N: eyebrow
Gwa, Vtr(IIa): catch
Gwa:la:gi, N(II;A): wild dog
Gwi:bi, N: buttocks
Gwimi, N: string
Gwin, N: vine
Ga, N: ground
Ga, Vtr(IIa): make
Ga:ti:ni, N: reef
Ge, ADJ: good
Ge:li, N: whitebark tree in mangrove
Gli, Vintr(IIIA): fill
Gli, Vtr(IIIA): light fire
Gu?:u, N: breast, milk, lump on tree
d'a, Vtr(IIa): leave, put down
d'ada:ga, Vintr(III): live, lie down
d'a:ti, N(III): current, tide
d'a:ti, Vtr(IIb): lie down
d'e:bi, N: umbrella palm
d'e:ga:ti, N: trevally
d'e:mpici, N: outrigger, shirt
d'e:nii, ADJ: different
d'e:ti:ni, N: shirt
d'i, N: throat
d'i:gi:ti, ADJ: sweet
d'wa:ara, T: today, daytime
d'wa:la, N: long-tom
d'wa:ga, N(III;B): woman
d'wa:ga, N(II,III;B): wife
dwe, N: shell
dwil, N: brolga
d'ya, N: wing, arm
Da:wa:gi:ki, N: white kangaroo
day, N(II,II): mother
daymici, ADJ: hungry
Dad, Vintr(III): burn
Da:na, Vtr(IIa): bury
Dita, Vintr(II): be afraid
Du, Vtr(IIa): sew
Du:u, N: yamstick
Durupu, ADJ: small
Du:ru, Vtr(IIb): follow
Dwa:la, Vtr(IIa): flow down
Dwi:ni, Vtr(IIb): tell lies
Dwi:ti, ADJ(II;B): two
d'we, Vtr(IIa): mouth
d'we, Vtr(IIb): poke
d'we, Vtr(IVa): peel
d'we:ga, N(II;A): kookaburra
d'u, N: chin
d'u-?a, N: beard
Gamaragu, N: pannikin
gar:pa, ADJ: bad
garu, PART: that way
garu:na, N: spear type
gagaka, N: star
gat:all, ADJ: sour
gaw:ayi, N: crocodile
gawr, Vtr(IIa): look for
gas, Vtr(IIa): ask
gegi, Vintr(irr): shout
gas:ama, Vtr(IIa): laugh
gegi:na, N: emu
ger, INT: no
ge?eka, Vtr(Ia): tickle
ge?a, Vintr(ivr): sit
goy, N(II;A): buck wallaby
gu, N: knee
guwana, N: curlew
gunu, ADJ: heavy
gwapra, Vtr(ivr): eat, drink
gwa?a, LOC: north
gwenu, N: ankle, knuckle
gya, N: native cat

yayu, N: messmate tree
yama, N(III;B): taro, wild cucumber, child
yare, N: large cabbage tree
yaru, N: bloodwood
yay, N: rain
ye?i, N: snake (generic)
yunu, LOC: distant
yurupigi, ADJ: tall
ywa, N(I): sand
ywa-pay, N: sandhill
ywa?a, Vintr(IVa): swim
ywa?ata, N: small crab species
ywin, N: coughing, breathing
ywa?a, N(III): axe
yu, Vtr(Ia): spear
yuddi, N: scrub, dry forest

igl, N: loya cane
ilyi, N: termite mound, snapper
iyiti, ADJ: brown

kadaka, N: oyster
ka?i, N: black ibis
kayu, N: skin
kayu rimi-rimi, ADJ: jealous
kayu-ge, N: palm of hand
kayupa?a, N: coconut palm
kayu-pwa?i, N: mixed race person
kayu-we?ye, N: muscle
kali, N: hole
kalipwa, N: gully
kamo, N: gum species
kanya, Vtr(IIa): find
karagwa, Vintr(IIa): crawl
karuku, N: beer
karupu, N: buck red kangaroo
karu, LOC: down
kati?i, PART: perhaps
kati?i, T: soon
kati(ni), ADJ: deep
kaw, N: lice
kayi-kayi, T: later on
kerimi, ADJ: clean, shiny
kili, N: king parrot

kiri-kiri, N: wood duck
ki?i, N(III): knife
ko?yi, N: lefthand side
ku, N(I): tree, wood, stick
kubu, N: blackfruit
kuku, N: mother's father, father's sister
kukulayye, N: Islander
kukunati, N: scrub hen
kumala, N: sweet potato
kumugini, N: woodpecker
kunu, T: now
kut?aka, N: fighting stick
kwati, N: grub
kwabi, N: quandong
kwad?a, N: crane
kwana, N: nape of neck
kwe, N(II): foot
kwe-raya, N: footprint
kwe?e, N(II): straight spear
kwii?i, N: long yam
kwiniyi, N: possum
kwini?yi, N: cassowary
kwii?, Vtr(Ia): have, keep, look after
kwii?yi, N: eldest sister
kwumru, N: wrist
kyabara, N(IIa): alligator

?ga, N(I): hand
?ga, Vtr(IIIa): cover
?i;, Vtr(Ia): wake
?unuwana, N: blister
?wa, N(II;B): tame dog
?wapwa, N: pup
?we?e, Vtr(ivr): cut, chop
?wi?i, N: chest, rib
?ya, N: hair
?ya-?wa-pay, N: eyelashes
?ya?na, N: twigs
?yuru, N: white gum

la, N: wattle species, black snake
lad?, N: marrow
la?i, N(III;A): girl
la?u, N: hawk
laga-laga, N: leg corroboree
laya, N: Lizard (generic)
layu, N: jaw, cheek, temple
layu?er, N: white cockatoo
lai, N: harpoon
lamala?i, N: stranger
lana, N: tongue
lanu, N: sea
lajimi, ADJ: alive
lay, Vtr(IIa): carry
laga?a, N: death adder
la?, Vtr(IVa): go walkabout
Alphabetical vocabulary

laedi, N: grass-tree
laarya, N: fork in tree
lu?u, N: mangrove
lulu, Vintr(IIa): swell up
lwaga, N(II): sickness
lwagati, N: kingfish
lwagajimpi, ADJ: sick
Iwe, N: Lake
lwiliyi, ADJ: angry

ma, N(II;B): man
ma, Vtr(IIIa): hear, listen to
maya, N: small brown snake
mayu, N: arm pit
mayu?i:n, N: saltwater mullet
mayunu, N: lips
ma?at?ana, Vtr(IIb): lift up
ma?ani, N(A): father's brother, elder brother
malyarl, N: corroboree (generic)
malamili, N: message stick
marapi, N: bamboo
maru, N: queenfish
maruku, N: horse
mawkwilyi, N: countryman
mayi, N: father's father
mai, Vintr(IIa): get up, wake up
mi?li, N: club, spear thrower
mi?ragi, N: land goanna
mi?ri, N: black duck
mi?iliki, ADJ(II): many
mu, N: buttocks
mu?utu, N: fire stick
murutu, N: fish (generic)
murutu-mutu, N: anthole
mu?il, N: white ibis
muwi, N: fin
muwi, N: fig-tree
mwa, N: fire
mwa?riel, N: hot coals
mwi, Vintr(irr): dance
mui, ADJ(II): many
my?wu, N: short yam

nabu, N: tree sp. in mangrove
nama, N: rough-bark tea tree
namara?u, N: frying-pan
napu, Vtr(Ia): swallow
natabani, N: sweat
notimi, ADJ: tired
naji, N(III;B): father
ni, N: place, camp
ni:yi, N(A): boy
nubu?i, N: navel
nu:nu, N: wild potato

na, N: fish (generic)
pwe:, Vtr(IIIb): go in
pwe:ke, N: groper
pwi, N: bone, seed
ra, N: stomach
ra, Vtr(Ib): wash, rub
ragu, N: sandpaper tree, prawn
rayu, ADJ: clear
rama, ADJ: empty
rana, N: sky
raŋa, N: river
raŋapwa, N: creek
raŋi, N: bailer shell
raw, ADJ: black
räya, N: shade
rēye, N: whitefish
rë, N: excrement
riŋi, Vtr(IIIb): hit, punch
riyiga, Vtr(IIa): smash
rogā, ADJ: grey
ruŋi, N: grandson
rugu, N: bulrushes
rugunu, N: file stingray
ruluku, N: taipan
rumu, N: fish net, side
rumu, Vintr(IIb,IVb): bend down
rumupçana, N: kidney
ruŋi, N(III;A): mother's sister, child
rwa, N(I): white paint
rwagaŋi, N(II): fishing-line
rwamati, N: bamboo pipe
rwina, N: charcoal
rwamati, N: bamboo pipe
saela, N: milkwood species
tiri, N: tick
ti:ni, N: swamp
tugumu, N: cliff
tuŋi, N: trochus shell
twala, N: plain
twinaŋa, Vtr(IIa): bash
ša, Vintr(IIa): stand
ša, Vtr(IIa): bite, tie, burn/cook
šaba, Vtr(IIa): chase
šawa, N: younger brother/sister
šalu, N: shoulder
šama, N: thumb
šapī, N: wing
šaranana, N: spotted snake
šaranaga, ADJ: cold
šarišiti, ADJ: cold
šatǎ, N: fighting spear
ša, Vtr(IIa): push, send, move
šdì, ADJ: blue, green
šidini, N: wax in ears
šilini, N: saltwater turtle species
šimpišti, N: large grasshopper
šinpišti, N: large grasshopper
šinpepiçe, N: lady apple
šinpīpi, N: large grasshopper
širiwīpi, N: porcupine
šitāri, N: willy-wagtail
šiyīga, Vtr(IIa): smash
ši:ni, N: spear type, thigh
šu, N: west
šuđu, N: leaf
šu?u, N: leg
šumu, ADJ: dead
šwarala, N: eagle
ša, N: language, speech, song
ša, Vtr(Ia): split
šaya, N: tail
šakara, N: large whiting
ša?aga, N: long-tail stingray
ša?atega, Vintr(irr): run
šama, Vintr(IIa): jump
šara, Vtr(irr): say to
šerjiyeçti, N: burr
šigiri, N: joey, doe wallaby
šiti, N: fishhawk
ši, Vtr(ia,IIIa): see, look at
šuyu?pī, N: tobacco, cigarette
šumu, ADJ: three
šwa, Vtr(IVa): tell
šwašaga, Vtr(IIa): wash
šwaka, Vtr(IIa): heap up
šwama, N: hill
šwana, N: wave
šwarana, Vintr(IIa): float
šweye, N: flood
šwi, Vtr(IIr): float
šwišiša, N: beeswax

čama, T: recently
ča:geye, N: jabiru
čaŋiŋana, N: honey, grease
čeçi, N: crow
ci, N: nose
čişi, N: nasal mucus
ci puškuši, ADJ: jealous
cći, N: freshwater turtle species
ći-yu?ukwi:yi, N: jabiru, brolga
cići, N: oak
sala, N: milkwood species
ʃi?i, N: green snake
ʃi?iri, N: culture hero

tabwa, N: small bee
tapiji, N: wife's brother
tarama, N: drum
tása, N: road
tàsàyama, N: wife's brother
tiŋati, ADJ: soft
tini, N: tin
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traña, N: barramundi
tragati, ADJ: red
tray, N: penis
trañini, N: green turtle
tralimi, N: blood
troka, N: head
trokañathi, N: scrub turkey
trokanwi, N: lagoon
troka-troka, N: end
tru, N: urine
t'ya, N(I;A): ant, shark

ubu, N: red gum

beta, PART: back, again
pëna, N: intestines
beta, PART: back, again
pëna, N: long time ago
betai, N: righthand side
beta, LOC: south
pëw, INT: goodbye
pëni, Vtr(IIIb): go down
pë-e-pë-e, ADJ: slippery
pëni, N: vagina
pënu, N: smoke
pëyi, N(I): dust, ashes, fog, cloud
pëwë, N: milkwood species
pëwe, N: brains
pëwe:ni, N: dream
pëwë, Vtr(IIIb): die
wa, N: grey hair

wa?na, N(III): ear
walapanu, N: hat, dinghy, whaleboat
wa?na, N: flat-tail stingray
wa?ayi, N(III;A): old man
wa?i, Vtr(IIIb): dive
wa, N: owl
we:ye, ADJ: big, fat
wi, PART: this way
wimpi, Vtr(IIIb): cry
winiga, Vtr(IIIa): scratch
winimi, N: spotted stingray
wuyulabi, N: frill-neck lizard
wonañimçì, T: tomorrow
wùji, N: house

yà, Vtr(Ia): give, bring
yàyara, N: centipede, dragonfly
yara, N: seagull
yàra, N: small parrot species
cyàji, N(III): wind
cyeri, N: feather
cyèli, N: bird (generic)
yibàtì, N: plains turkey
yugà, N: loggerhead turtle
yumu, Vtr(IIIb): cook in ashes

zeni, Vtr(IIIr): vomit
zi, Vtr(Ia): blow
zòya, N: fly
zù?u, N: lily species

VOCABULARY IN SEMANTIC FIELDS

NOUNS

A - Body parts
troka, head
pëwe, brains
pà, hair
wa, grey hair
pàya, forehead, face
qwà, eye
qwà-pày, eyebrow
qwà-pàwa, eyeball
pày qwà-pà-pay, eyelashes
cì, nose
cìdì, nasal mucus
wa? (III), ear
qìdìnì, wax in ears
lavì, jaw, cheek, temple
ge?u, chin
ge (I), mouth
mayunu, lips
gu?u, breast, milk
na, beard, moustache
anu, hip
nubuï, navel
ra, stomach
rumupçana, kidney
basä, intestines
bwi:ni, back
mu, gwiti, buttocks
tu?u, leg
ți:nî, thigh
gu, knee
gwunu, ankle, knuckle
kwe (II), foot
kwe-räya, footprint
t'ay, penis
dayu, testicles
çi?i, vagina
ri, excrement
t'u, urine
kayu-we:ye, muscle
kayu, skin
pwî, bone
laci, marrow
tfe:limi, blood
natabani, sweat
mwiçi, sore
?unuwana, blister
agiti, wrinkle
adi, ritual scar
lwaga (II), fever, sickness
šwêni, dream
paguru, yawn

B - Human classification
ma (II;B), man
d'wamça (III;B) woman
yama (III;B), ruçi (III;A), child
ni:yi (A), boy
waçi (III;A), old man
läçi (III;A), girl
cupçi (A), old lady
mawkwiyi, countryman
kayu-šwati, mixed race person
kukuläye, Islander
jiçi, culture hero
buçi-đe, clever man
lamaiçi, stranger
pana (A), friend
buçi (III;B), ppu?u (III;A), ghost

C - Kinship
ajukwigi, mother's brother
çi (I,II), mother
ruçi, mother's sister
nati (III;B), father
ma?anî (A), father's brother
kuku, father's sister,
mother's father
mayi, father's father
ma?anî (A), elder brother
țiçiwa, younger brother/sister
awçi:laçi, kwi:yi, eldest sister
awçiwa, middle sister
açuça, daughter
(açi)ruçi, (my) grandchild
bçana (II,III;B), husband
d'wamça (II,III;B), wife
tapiçi, taçiwa, wife's brother

D - Mammals
țiribiçi, porcupine
gya, native cat
nwaçi, bandicoot
kwinci, possum
goy (II;A), buck wallaby
karupu, buck red kangaroo
dawțiî, white kangaroo
țiçiri, joey, doe wallaby
baya, pouch of marsupial
țaya, tail
pwa?akwiçi, kangaroo rat
gwaleçi (II;A), wild dog
?wa (II;B), tame dog
?wapwa, pup
maru, horse
puluku, bullock

E - Reptiles
gawöayi, crocodile
kyabara (I;A), alligator
tânâ, green turtle
yuçi, loggerhead turtle
jiçi, saltwater turtle species
cigî, fresh-water turtle species
laya, lizard (generic)
apu, blue-tongue lizard
wuyulabi, frill-neck lizard
mpaepaji, land goanna
dimiji, water goanna
yeci, snake (generic)
barana, carpet snake
çi?i, green snake
large?i, death adder
ruluku, taipan
la, black snake
mayâ, small brown snake
țara, spotted snake

F - Birds
yeti, bird (generic)
pawa, egg
japi, d'ya, wing
yeri, feather
gippi, emu
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kwini:yi, cassowary
d'willi, çi-yu?ukwi:yi, brolga
gä:geye, çi-yu?ukwi:yi, jabiru
kwaga?a, crane
guwaña, curlew
yibati, plains turkey
t'okașati, scrub turkey
kukuñati, scrub hen
bwaraka, Torres Strait pigeon
we, owl
kumugini, woodpecker
gi?i, crow
gä?aga (A), kookaburra
guçi, kingfisher
ti?iri, willy-wagtail
layubpepi, white cockatoo
yaratà, small parrot species
kili, king parrot
låbu, hawk
ti?i, fishhawk
jwara, eagle
kaçi, black ibis
muçiçi, white ibis
mçi?i?i, black duck
kiri-kiri, wood duck
yara, seagull

**G - Fish, etc.**
muru?i, ga, fish (generic)
mwa, fin
röye, whitefish
dwakwaba?i, salmon
jaka, large whiting
du:nu, small whiting
du:lu, garfish
qwa?aja, catfish
bwana, bream
maru, queenfish
maju?i?i:ni, salt-water mullet
t'a?à, barramundi
d'wala, long-tom
d'e:gwati, trevally
bay, barracouta
lwa?ati, kingfish
li, snapper
pwe:ke, groper
t'ya (I;A), shark
winimi, spotted stingray
wara, flat-tail stingray
jwa?aga, long-tail stingray
rugu?u, file stingray
ka?aka, oyster
ywa?à?i, small crab species
büwu?u, large crab species
d'we, shell
ra?i, bailer shell
tuçi, trochus shell

**H - Insects**
i?i, termite mound
mutu-mutu, anthole
t'ya, ant
gë?ini (III;B), wasp
tabwa, small bee
dwiri, sugarbag bee
t'wi?ï?ana, beeswax
qä?ï?ana, honey, grease
büyü, scorpion
yaya?ara, centipede, dragonfly
pu?u (III;A), maggot, worm
qöya, fly
qülü (III;A), mosquito
kuwati, grub
ragu, prawn
pu?u (III;A), frog, tadpole
ti?i, tick
kaw, lice

**I - Language, ceremony, etc**
ja, language, speech, song
duwü?i, name
du?ü, word
malyari, corroboree (generic)
laga-laga, leg corroboree

**J - Material artefacts**
kut'aka, fighting stick
mamalì?i, message stick
ju?u, yamstick
mi?i, club, spear-thrower
 tä?ë, fighting spear
kwe?e (II), straight spear
duru, four-prong spear
garu?ana, spear type
ji?i?i, spear type
lali, harpoon
ki?i (III), knife
yya?a (III), axe
mu?u?u, firestick
rumu, fish net
rwaga?i (II), fishing-line
dwimi, string
pat'a, canoe
walapanu, dinghy, whaleboat, hat
qaba (III), paddle
punü, sailboat
pat'a-dRe:mçi, dRe:mçi, outrigger canoe
d'e?i?i?i, dRe:mçi, shirt
qù, clothes
pulugi?i, blanket
baya, bag
tini, tin
tpama, drum
puyimi, billy can
gamaru, pannikin
amara, frying-pan
rmamati, bamboo pipe
rwa (I), white paint

K - Food, fire, water
bwa (III), meat, flesh
ay, vegetable food
yuyu, tobacco, cigarette
karuku, beer
mwa, fire
k (I), wood
rwi?, charcoal
mwa-rwi?, hot coals
b?yi (I), ashes
b?ru, smoke
pu? (III), water
we, lake
fokanwi, lagoon
lanu, sea
wna, wave
d?aj (II), current, tide
rapa, river
pa:na, riverbank, level
we:ye, flood
li:ni, swamp
ay, rain

L - Celestial, weather etc
nwa (I), sun
rya, shade
agiki, moon
gajaka, star
rana, sky
b?yi, dust, fog, cloud
yegi (III), wind
pemini, thunder
pu?ulu, rainy season

M - Geography
ni, place, camp
wu?i, house
tapa, road
g, ground
bcni, dwaya, beach
ywa (I), sand
ywa-pay, sandhill
gatini, reef
ba, island
bc (I), mud, red paint
kali, hole
kalipa, gully
twala, plain
+wama, hill

pay-ja, hillside
tgum, cliff
papa?i (I,II,III), stone
t?oka-t?oka, end

N - Arboreal
ku (I), tree, wood, stick
raya, fork in tree
ju, leaf
yu?i, scrub, dry forest
ya:na, twigs
da, splinter, chips of wood
g?unakan, sap
palawara, flower
pwi, seed
g?a?, grass
agu, fern
fei, burr
gwe:ni, lily
pawu, zo?u, lily species
ubu, red gum
ya?u, bloodwood
yu?u, white gum
kama, gum species
para?ati, cottonwood
amwye, ironwood
s?i, s?agi, milkwood species
yayu, messmate tree
ragu, sandpaper tree
d?e:bri, umbrella palm
Ci, oak
lu?i, mangrove
d?e?, whitebark tree in mangrove
nabu, species of tree in mangrove
banu, la, wattle species
?i, smooth-bark tea tree
nama, rough-bark tea tree
nedi, small cabbage-tree
yara, large cabbage tree
la?i, grass-tree
mu?i, fig-tree
di?i, New Guinea sago
kwebi, quandong
kajupa?ati, coconut palm
jinip?e, lady apple
rwill, native almond
myu?u, short yam
ki?iri, long yam
kumala, sweet potato
nu:nu, wild potato
ba:nu, wild cucumber, grape
yama, taro, wild cucumber
kubu, blackfruit
i, loya cane
marapi, bamboo
rugu, bulrushes
gwin, vine
### O - Adjectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adj</th>
<th>Sw</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pimi</td>
<td>one</td>
<td>one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awiti</td>
<td>two</td>
<td>two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tjumu</td>
<td>three</td>
<td>three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpiti</td>
<td>many</td>
<td>many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mala</td>
<td>raw</td>
<td>raw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swi</td>
<td>black</td>
<td>black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tala</td>
<td>red</td>
<td>red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lita</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roga</td>
<td>grey</td>
<td>grey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adiki</td>
<td>yellow</td>
<td>yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weye</td>
<td>big, fat</td>
<td>big, fat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pulu</td>
<td>small</td>
<td>small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yurupi</td>
<td>tall</td>
<td>tall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kati</td>
<td>deep</td>
<td>deep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aga</td>
<td>hot</td>
<td>hot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taqa</td>
<td>cold</td>
<td>cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puju</td>
<td>hard</td>
<td>hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiyati</td>
<td>soft</td>
<td>soft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gnu</td>
<td>heavy</td>
<td>heavy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rama</td>
<td>empty</td>
<td>empty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre</td>
<td>slippery</td>
<td>slippery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dadi</td>
<td>fast</td>
<td>fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pawli</td>
<td>blunt</td>
<td>blunt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>driji</td>
<td>sweet</td>
<td>sweet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gathali</td>
<td>sour</td>
<td>sour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>korimi</td>
<td>shiny</td>
<td>shiny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rayu</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td>clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ge</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gapa</td>
<td>bad</td>
<td>bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pay</td>
<td>ashamed</td>
<td>ashamed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lwi</td>
<td>angry</td>
<td>angry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gawal</td>
<td>greedy</td>
<td>greedy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chi</td>
<td>jealous</td>
<td>jealous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tumu</td>
<td>dead</td>
<td>dead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>la</td>
<td>alive</td>
<td>alive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waga</td>
<td>sick</td>
<td>sick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nat</td>
<td>tired</td>
<td>tired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daaimi</td>
<td>hungry</td>
<td>hungry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gu</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>different</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Q - Rest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Sw</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gera</td>
<td>sit</td>
<td>sit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rumu</td>
<td>bend down</td>
<td>bend down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>me</td>
<td>get up</td>
<td>get up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ta</td>
<td>stand</td>
<td>stand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d'ali</td>
<td>lie down</td>
<td>lie down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twarana</td>
<td>float</td>
<td>float</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### R - Induced position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Sw</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kwi</td>
<td>have, keep, look after</td>
<td>have, keep, look after</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d'ra</td>
<td>leave, put down</td>
<td>leave, put down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wiija</td>
<td>pour out, empty</td>
<td>pour out, empty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mala</td>
<td>lift up</td>
<td>lift up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twaka</td>
<td>push, send, move</td>
<td>push, send, move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre</td>
<td>pick up</td>
<td>pick up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gwa</td>
<td>catch</td>
<td>catch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lay</td>
<td>carry</td>
<td>carry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ya</td>
<td>bring, give</td>
<td>bring, give</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>pull</td>
<td>pull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>le</td>
<td>push, send, move</td>
<td>push, send, move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pu</td>
<td>throw</td>
<td>throw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kapa</td>
<td>find</td>
<td>find</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### S - Affect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Sw</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bwi</td>
<td>kill</td>
<td>kill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yyu</td>
<td>spear</td>
<td>spear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twi</td>
<td>bash</td>
<td>bash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ri</td>
<td>hit, punch</td>
<td>hit, punch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nu</td>
<td>kick</td>
<td>kick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ga</td>
<td>poke</td>
<td>poke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ga</td>
<td>dig</td>
<td>dig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?we</td>
<td>cut, chop</td>
<td>cut, chop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ga</td>
<td>peel</td>
<td>peel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wini</td>
<td>scratch</td>
<td>scratch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bwa</td>
<td>break</td>
<td>break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>le</td>
<td>split</td>
<td>split</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>riya</td>
<td>smash</td>
<td>smash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gi</td>
<td>light fire</td>
<td>light fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yumu</td>
<td>cook in ashes</td>
<td>cook in ashes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dadi</td>
<td>burn</td>
<td>burn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ta</td>
<td>tie</td>
<td>tie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>briqi</td>
<td>be dirty</td>
<td>be dirty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ra</td>
<td>rub, wash</td>
<td>rub, wash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twa</td>
<td>wash</td>
<td>wash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>le</td>
<td>cover</td>
<td>cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>depe</td>
<td>bury</td>
<td>bury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ga</td>
<td>make</td>
<td>make</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paja</td>
<td>fix, make</td>
<td>fix, make</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dug</td>
<td>sew</td>
<td>sew</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### P - Motion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Sw</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>agra</td>
<td>go, come</td>
<td>go, come</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lse</td>
<td>go walkabout</td>
<td>go walkabout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pwe</td>
<td>go in</td>
<td>go in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa</td>
<td>come out</td>
<td>come out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bi:ni</td>
<td>go down</td>
<td>go down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dutu</td>
<td>follow</td>
<td>follow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fa</td>
<td>chase</td>
<td>chase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karagwa</td>
<td>crawl</td>
<td>crawl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jams</td>
<td>jump</td>
<td>jump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mwi</td>
<td>dance</td>
<td>dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>le?aga</td>
<td>run</td>
<td>run</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mpakwithi dialect of Anguthimri

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T - Attention</th>
<th>U - Talking, etc</th>
<th>V - Corporeal</th>
<th>W - LOCATION</th>
<th>X - TIME</th>
<th>Y - INTERJECTIONS</th>
<th>Z - PARTICLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;pu&quot; (tr)Ia, do</td>
<td>&quot;tjara&quot; (tr)irr, &quot;tjwi&quot; (tr)irr, say to</td>
<td>&quot;gwapara&quot; (tr)irr, eat, drink</td>
<td>&quot;gwaja&quot;, north</td>
<td>&quot;bgedra&quot;, &quot;baqaka&quot;, long time ago</td>
<td>&quot;baw&quot;, goodbye</td>
<td>&quot;kati?i&quot;, perhaps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;T - Attention&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;twa&quot; (tr)Iva, tell</td>
<td>&quot;tja&quot; (tr)Ia, bite</td>
<td>&quot;baq&quot;, south</td>
<td>&quot;paqiki&quot;, &quot;pama&quot;, recently</td>
<td>&quot;ge?e&quot;, no</td>
<td>&quot;wi&quot;, this way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;\ji: (tr)Ia, IIIa, see&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;owimi&quot; (intr)IIB, tell lies</td>
<td>&quot;napu&quot; (tr)Ia, swallow</td>
<td>&quot;tju&quot;, west</td>
<td>&quot;kunu&quot;, now</td>
<td>&quot;garu&quot;, this way</td>
<td>&quot;baq(ma)&quot;, again, back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;gawri&quot; (tr)IIa, look for</td>
<td>&quot;gagi&quot; (tr)Ia, ask</td>
<td>&quot;di&quot; (tr)IIIa, suck</td>
<td>&quot;yunu&quot;, distant</td>
<td>&quot;dwa?ara&quot;, today, daytime</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;ma&quot; (tr)IIIa, hear, listen to</td>
<td>&quot;gagi&quot; (intr)irr, shout</td>
<td>&quot;weni&quot; (intr)irr, vomit</td>
<td>&quot;baqi&quot;, up</td>
<td>&quot;dwa?ara&quot;, today, daytime</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;U - Talking, etc&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;agima&quot; (intr)IIa, suffer</td>
<td>&quot;ji&quot; (tr)Ia, wake</td>
<td>&quot;kaq&quot;, down</td>
<td>&quot;kunu&quot;, now</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;tjara&quot; (tr)irr, &quot;tjwi&quot; (tr)irr, say to</td>
<td>&quot;lutuma&quot; (intr)Ila, swell up</td>
<td>&quot;\ji: (tr)Ia, blow</td>
<td>&quot;wunjimci&quot;, tomorrow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;twa&quot; (tr)Iva, tell</td>
<td>&quot;ge?ekeka&quot; (tr)Ia, tickle</td>
<td>&quot;ge?ama&quot; (intr)Ila, laugh</td>
<td>&quot;pqaq&quot;, morning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;owimi&quot; (intr)IIB, tell lies</td>
<td>&quot;draqata&quot; (intr)II, live, lie down</td>
<td>&quot;qatimpi&quot;, tomorrow</td>
<td>&quot;bqyui&quot;, night</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;gagi&quot; (tr)Ia, ask</td>
<td>&quot;bqi&quot; (intr)irr, die</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;bqyui-bqyui&quot;, afternoon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;gagi&quot; (intr)irr, shout</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;agima&quot; (intr)IIa, suffer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;lutuma&quot; (intr)Ila, swell up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;ge?ekeka&quot; (tr)Ia, tickle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;draqata&quot; (intr)II, live, lie down</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;bqi&quot; (intr)irr, die</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;qatimpi&quot;, tomorrow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;bqyui&quot;, night</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;bqyui-bqyui&quot;, afternoon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;\ji: (tr)Ia, blow&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;weni&quot; (intr)irr, vomit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;ji&quot; (tr)Ia, wake</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;\ji: (tr)Ia, blow&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;luma&quot; (intr)Ila, swallow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;gagi&quot; (tr)Ia, ask</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;owimi&quot; (intr)IIB, tell lies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;twa&quot; (tr)Iva, tell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;tjara&quot; (tr)irr, &quot;tjwi&quot; (tr)irr, say to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;\ji: (tr)Ia, IIIa, see&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;gawri&quot; (tr)IIa, look for</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;ma&quot; (tr)IIIa, hear, listen to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"gwapara" (tr)irr, be noisy
Map 4: Original Watjarri Area (Shaded) and Surrounding Languages, As Identified by Watjarri Speakers
1. THE LANGUAGE AND ITS SPEAKERS

1.1 LINGUISTIC TYPE

The Watjarri language, spoken by the few remaining descendants of an Aboriginal tribe previously camped along a section of the Murchison River in Western Australia, is a suffixing type language similar to the Western Desert language (see Douglas 1958, 1964).

The phonemes of Watjarri are the typical Western Desert pattern with three significant vowels and 17 consonants. In Watjarri, however, there is no contrast between long and short vowels. Monosyllabic words predictably carry vowel length. There is contrast between dental, alveolar and apico-post-alveolar stops, nasals and laterals, and between two rhotics. A contrast between lamino-dentals and lamino-alveolars (sometimes mistaken for lamino-palatals) cannot be sustained on the ground of semantic distinction. Watjarri speakers, though, recognize the sound difference and refer to the lamino-dental articulation as 'light Watjarri' and the lamino-alveolar as 'heavy Watjarri'. Individual speakers fluctuate in their usage of these sounds.

The Watjarri syllable pattern is strongly CV or CVC; but words may begin with a vowel (as in Eastern dialects of the Western Desert) and there is a strong tendency to have a vowel as word-final phoneme. In utterance-medial positions, words may end with one of the continuants except /m/, /n/, /r/, /w/ or /y/.

Morphologically, Watjarri is not very complex. Monosyllabic words are comparatively rare. (Note the frequent occurrence of single-syllable words in Nyungar of the Southwest, Douglas 1968). Noun and verb stems are predominantly bisyllabic. There is a distinction between common and proper nouns and pronouns. Bound pronouns may occur instead of free pronouns and may be found suffixed to noun, noun phrase or verb fillers on clause level to indicate Subject or Object. A bound pronoun suffixed to a free form of the pro-
noun produces an emphatic form of that pronoun.

The free pronoun system has singular, dual and plural distinctions as well as inclusive-exclusive distinction in the dual and plural forms. The bound pronoun system is restricted to 1st, 2nd and 3rd singular, 1st dual and 3rd plural with a restricted use of a 2nd dual. The accusative forms of the bound pronouns, from the data available, are restricted to 1st and 2nd singular only.

In addition to the personal pronouns, there is a set of positional pronouns or locationals which could be regarded as 3rd person pronouns except that they take the same case markers as nouns and carry a component of position in relation to the speaker as 'near', 'mid-distant', 'distant' or 'previously referred to'. In the noun phrase these forms function as demonstratives.

Admittedly it is difficult to maintain a distinction between nouns and adjectives in this description. Each of these categories is inflected in the same way and each may be derived from verbs in the same manner. A noun which is the head of a noun phrase may be said to be modified by an adjective, which is peripheral to the noun nucleus; but a generic noun may also be modified by a more specific noun. On the other hand, although an adjective may occupy a headless noun phrase, in a requested repetition the noun head will be supplied. For ease of description on this surface level, therefore, the adjective category has been retained. Semantically this category includes those forms which refer to state, quality, number or quantity, and size.

Transitive-intransitive contrast occurs within the verb system and there are two major conjugational classes, manifested by their differing inflectional suffixes, marking off the verbs as belonging to either the -YA class or the -LA class. The labelling is borrowed from the future tense allomorphic suffixes. A small number of irregular forms of the verb have been noted.

A notable feature of Watjarri is the presence of a nominative-accusative case system for pronouns, an ergative-absolutive system for common nouns, and an ergative-absolutive system associated with proper names but with a different marker for the absolutive form.

In the syntax, word order within the noun phrase is more fixed than in clauses generally. As the major functional units within the clause are clearly marked by the case endings, change of word order may change only the semantic focus. As in the Western Desert language, clauses may have verbal or verbless predicates. With clauses having verbal predicates, there is distinction between transitive and intransitive statement and command types. The verbless clauses may be equational, stative or locational. Dependent clauses indicate whether the action of the second predicate is simultaneous with or subsequent to the action of the main predicate. There is no 'switch reference system' in Watjarri.

Although a statistical analysis has not been attempted, the differences in Watjarri and Western Desert language vocabularies is obvious. There are, as can be expected, a number of shared cognates and also a number of obvious borrowings; but the vocabulary overlap between the two languages
is small. Syntactic overlap is greater; but even in this area there are notable differences.

1.2 THE SPEAKERS

In 1973, I estimated the number of Watjarri speakers as fewer than two hundred scattered between Meekatharra and Geraldton. Of these, probably fewer than fifty spoke the language fluently. On later visits, I found that many of these people had become unreliable as language informants because of alcoholism. In fact, it was difficult to find a person whose first language was Watjarri. Very few could tell a traditional story without using English. Recently, there have been signs of a cultural revival among the Watjarri people. A number of the people have attempted to retrieve the lost knowledge of their own language and culture. Parents, concerned now because their children had not learned the language in the home, have even requested that the children be taught the Watjarri language in primary schools.

Fink (1965) writing about the situation in the Murchison District in the years 1955-57 stated: 'Most of the coloured people in the district are descended from the original local tribal groups; but other Aborigines, brought in from South Australia by an early settler, have now intermarried and merged with the local people (who are Wadjari). The word "Jamadji" (yamatji) means "man" in the Wadjari language, and is commonly used by natives in the Murchison for anyone of Aboriginal descent who was born in the district. Other terms are applied to natives from other districts; for instance, Aborigines from farther east are called Wanmala, and those from the south-west, Nunga (Nyungar).'

The people from 'South Australia', referred to by Fink, were probably the group of Aborigines brought from Eucla by Reece and Scott about 1905. To-day, in the Murchison, they are referred to as the 'Yukala' people. Their language is also known as 'Yukala'; but only a few vocabulary items could be recalled by the informants approached. Elsewhere their language has been referred to as Mirniny or Mirning (Wurm 1972, Tindale 1974).

Since Dr. Ruth Fink did her research in the Murchison, there has been considerable movement of Watjarri people. Some families may still be found at Mullewa, Yalgoo and Mt. Magnet, at Meekatharra and Geraldton. Others have moved to places as far away as Kalgoorlie and Perth and there are a few individuals from the area who have travelled even more widely.

1.3 DIALECTS AND NEIGHBOURING LANGUAGES

Curr in his *The Australian Race* (1886-7) Vol.1 p.310, includes reference to a language, 'Watchandie', spoken by a tribe camped at the mouth of the Murchison River. From the vocabulary lists supplied in Volumes I and IV, it seems obvious that this language was closely related to the Watjarri spoken higher up the river. No doubt there would have been
mutual intelligibility between dialects right along the river, although people at one end of the string may have regarded those at the other end as speaking something unintelligible. Watjarri speakers in the Murchison to-day do not know the name Watjanti (Watchandie) but refer to the people at the sea end of the Murchison River as either 'Wirrunyu' (Wirrunju) 'sea coast people', or 'Tja Urra', which refers to their use of the verb 'urra' (meaning 'He is coming') in their 'speech' or 'mouth', tjä.

The Watjarri are surrounded by a multiplicity of languages. During the period of research (infrequent intervals between 1964 and 1977), Watjarri speakers referred to more than thirty languages or dialects of which they had some knowledge. This excludes their knowledge of English, of Aboriginal English, and of other European languages. I may mention that one excellent Watjarri informant, Joe Marlow, spoke English with a broad Scottish accent acquired from association with his long-time Scottish employer. A list of languages referred to by Watjarri speakers is supplied in 1.5 below.

In 1964, people of Watjarri background were located in Geraldton, Mullewa, Yalgoo, Mt. Magnet and Meekatharra towns. They were also to be found on pastoral stations along the Murchison, both on the south side and on the north. The farthest east Watjarri family was located at Mt. Fraser station, just north of where the river crosses the Great Northern Highway. Small numbers of people were also to be found at Trilbar, Moorarie, Koonmarra, Berringarra, Milly-Milly, Byro (a significant Watjarri centre), Nookawarra, Mileura, Curbar, Narreyr, Meeberrie, Boolardy (another significant centre), Twin Peaks, Murgoo, Pinegrove, Bullardoo and Yuin.

As can be expected, dialects developed or were centred in some of these stations and towns. For example, Mrs. Lily Dann compared the 'heavy' and 'light' dialects in this way. Using the Watjarri word katja as the example, she said, 'On the Byro side it is light, kätja; but the heavy Watjarri (referring to the Boolardy side) is kätja'. The 'Byro dialect', being closer to Ingkarta, was possibly influenced by this language in which the lamino-dental stops are more common. Boolardy is regarded by people on the south side of the river as the centre of 'true Watjarri'. Compare Brandenstein's reference to Iirra-Wadjarri (Brandenstein 1967:3).

As the Watjarri people moved into towns along the railway line between Geraldton and Mt. Magnet, they came under the influence of the Wirtimaya (also called the Watjanmay by the Nyungars) around Yalgoo, and the Patimaya, who had moved from Paynes Find to Mt. Magnet township. They were also influenced by the Nyungars of the South-west, now moving into the towns of Geraldton, Mullewa and Mt. Magnet also (Douglas 1976). Other groups of Watjarri speakers were influenced by the Western Desert language in towns along the Great Northern Highway, especially at Cue and Meekatharra. Borrowings from these languages are evident in more recently collected vocabulary items. For example, the Watjarri negative is watjji. To-day, Watjarri speakers at Mt. Magnet, Mullewa, at Meekatharra and even as far as Boolardy, may be
heard using the Wirtimaya negative, wirti. A number of Patimaya, Western Desert and other language borrowings may be found in the dictionary.

Northwards, at Woodlands Station, the negative is nanu, and this gives the name Nanu to the language which has a vocabulary overlap with Watjarri of approximately 70%, according to the local estimate. At Pingandie Station, further north, the language is referred to by the southern speakers as 'Watjarti'.

1.4 PAST WORK ON THE WATJARRI LANGUAGE

The greatest amount of information on Watjarri seems to be contained in the writings of Mrs. Daisy Bates (c.1904). Her manuscripts are held in the Australian National Library. No.365 manuscript has a section (XII) which has an Outline of the Grammar and also Vocabularies from the Murchison area. These vocabularies, which incidentally confirm much of the material in the present work, come from various dialect areas within the Murchison district (Bates c.1904).

Reference has been made already to Curr's vocabulary list from 'the mouth of the Murchison', contained in Volume IV of The Australian Race, pages 4-45. Augustus Oldfield (1886), writing in Volume I of the same book, has a brief introduction to the Watchandi Tribe and then a short vocabulary list. He suggests that there may be some connection between watchu, meaning 'west', and the name of the tribe (see Oldfield 1865, 1886:310-313).

Other observations on the people of the Murchison were made by Helms (1896), Perks (1886), Richardson (1900), Vivienne (1901) and the Elder Scientific Exploring Expedition of 1891-2. More recently, Hambly (1931) described types of weapons in the area. Fink (1960) supplied an Appendix for her dissertation on social change in the Murchison District. The appendix is entitled 'Traditional songs' and contains some valuable material of a linguistic nature. A copy of this is held by the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies for 'Restricted use' only. Another paper of a restricted nature is one by Gratte (1966). This contains first hand observations of certain ceremonies; but also contains about 250 words from Watjarri speakers at Boolardy Station.

1.5 NEIGHBOURING LANGUAGES REFERRED TO BY WATJARRI SPEAKERS

The initial spelling of language names in this section is in the practical alphabet described in chapter 2 and represents the pronunciation of the Aboriginal informant. To enable the reader to gain further information about the languages listed, references to the appropriate pages or sections in O'Grady, Voegelin and Voegelin (1966) and Oates (1975), Vol.I, are given. These two sources are abbreviated to 'O'Grady' and 'Oates' respectively. Other references are given in full. Comments by Aboriginal informants are given in quotes.


KANJARRA - Joe Marlow related the word to Yukala. O'Grady pp.103ff. Oates 51.

KARIYARRI - 'The language spoken in the Port Hedland - Roebourne area.' Example of the language given. O'Grady pp.96ff. Oates 50.5a.

MALIYARA - '...means East'. Informants indicated that it is synonymous with Wannama (q.v.). O'Grady, in list p.37. Oates 53.5a.

MALKANA - '...spoken at Hamelin Pool'. 'We can understand a bit of that.' O'Grady p.119. Oates 53.3a.


NGARLA - 'Around the Fortescue - Ashburton area'. About 60 expressions supplied showing considerable overlap with Watjarri and with Paljku-Pantjima. O'Grady pp.80ff. Oates 50.1.


NJUKARN - '...near Malkana...spoken near Northampton'. Oates 53.3b.

PALTJIRI - 'Spoken at Williambury Station.' (N.E. of Carnarvon). In area indicated for Bayungu in O'Grady, p.108. Oates 51.2.


PATIMAYA - '...spoken in the Mt.Magnet - Paynes Find area.' O'Grady p.128. Oates 52.3.

PINIKURRA - '...spoken at Nanutarra station'. O'Grady p.103. Oates 50.7.

PULINJA - '...old Geraldton talk...'. A small vocabulary collected showing about 60% overlap with Watjarri. Wurm (1972:126), Oates 53.4c.

TALANTJI - '...spoken in the Pindar River country and at Towera station.' O'Grady p.103-7. Oates 51.1a.

TARKKARI - '...in the Carnarvon area'. O'Grady p.111-2 Oates 51.3.

TJA URRA - '...spoken around Murchison House and near Northampton.' 'I understand that; but they talk a little bit different....' 'Tja Urra and Watjarri are all mixed up.' (Inf. Joe Marlow). Not listed in O'Grady or Oates.

WANMALA - 'Easterner', 'The desert people.' 'The Wannama people at Meekatharra come from Wiluna...They are the warriors (avengers).' A common term for the people of the Western Desert. Not listed.
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WARTALJ - 'The Jigalong talk.' O'Grady p.37. Oates 56.3.c.
WATJARTI - '...spoken at Pingandie station' (i.e. by the Scott family and by two or three other people mentioned by name). A variant of Watjarri. Not listed by O'Grady or Oates.
WIRTIMAYA - '...spoken north of Paynes Find.' 'It was originally spoken at Yalgoo.' Also called Wirtiya. Speakers use watjjan 'fire', a Watjanmay distinction. Douglas (1973), O'Grady p.128. Oates 52.4.
WIRLUNJU - '...sea coast people.' Wirlu 'sea'. See under Tja Urra. Not listed in O'Grady or Oates.
YUKALA - '...the original Eucla dialect.' Also known as Mirninj. See reference to Yukala under section 1.2 in this description. Oates and Oates (1970) 9Wr,p.64. Also 55.1a on p.62.
YANARTI - '...spoken at Onslow.' '...original language of Onslow was Purtuna.' ? Oates and Oates (1970) 3Wr,p.64.
YUNGKATJI - a dialect spoken north of Watjarri. Not listed in O'Grady or Oates.

2. PHONOLOGY

2.1 THE PHONEMES AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION

There are 17 consonants and three vowels in Watjarri.

In this section, the phonemes will be symbolised with one symbol for each sound. In a following section a practical alphabet will be introduced in which digraphs will be used, partly to simplify printing and also to encourage literacy in the language. The consonants are set out in Table 2.1 and the vowels in Table 2.2.

2.1.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PHONEMES

The stops are voiceless and unaspirated in the word initial position and in polysyllabic words; but become lightly voiced following nasals in the word-medial position, ngarna 'cave' is phonetically [ŋanga]. There is also a tendency for bilingual (English-Watjarri) speakers to lightly voice medial stops in bisyllabic words such as ikar 'bone'.

Lamino-dentals occur allophonically as definite interdentals preceding the vowels /a/ and /u/, especially in dialects north of the river; but as lamino-alveolars (or lamino-post-dentals) in the southern dialects. It has been noted that some speakers of the Byro dialect even retain the inter-dental articulation before the vowel /i/. (For example: in the word for the 'Ta-ta lizard', itjitmil, which is in this dialect phonetically [iti].) However, the general usage throughout the area is post-dental with a slight high-vowel off-glide preceding the vowel /i/. With increased Anglicisation there is a greater tendency to palatalise the dentals before /i/. When the
TABLE 2.1 - Watjarri consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manner of articulation</th>
<th>bilabial</th>
<th>lamino-dental</th>
<th>apico-alveolar</th>
<th>apico-post-alveolar</th>
<th>velar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stops</td>
<td>/p/</td>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/k/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasals</td>
<td>/m/</td>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>/ŋ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laterals</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>/ɾ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rhotics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semi-vowels</td>
<td>/w/</td>
<td>/y/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A lamino-interdental stop is preceded by an apico-alveolar continuant (/ŋ/, /l/, /ɾ/), regardless as to whether it is followed by /a/ or /u/, it assumes the lamino-post-dental (or lamino-alveolar) position as is usual before /l/. Examples include:

/ʈaka/ phonetically [ʈaka] 'carrying dish'
/kuʃa/ 'two'
/yamaʃi/ ['person'
/wɪnta/ ['an elder'
/tina / 'foot'

A light palatal fricative, (ɣ), may be manifested for the lamino-dental stop preceding /l/ in some dialects (or, more correctly, idiolects), e.g., /waʃi/ 'no', phonetically [waʃi]; /yamaʃi/ 'person', phonetically [yamaʃi] becomes [yaməɣi] in the speech of Joe Marlow, Meekatharra.

The rhotics, /ɾ/ and /ɾ/, are found in minimally contrastive words such as /waru/ 'the back' (body part) and /waru/ 'light', 'lamp'. /ɾ/ occurs as an apico-alveolar flap in normal speech; but as a trill in emphasised speech. Because of the tendency of some speakers to lightly voice medial /t/ in two-syllable words, /ʈ/ and /ɾ/ are easily confused in this position and may even be said to fluctuate in this position. /ɾ/ is a voiced, apico-post-alveolar or alveolar retroflex continuant.

As mentioned by O'Grady (1966:85) for Bailko (palyku), there may be fluctuation between /ɾ/ and /ɣ/ in Watjarri. For example: /kærɨmæŋa/ 'fluctuating /kɛɾɨmæŋa/'stading'; also /paɾɛɾɨmæŋa/ 'fluctuating with /paɾëɾɨmæŋa/'becoming angry'.

There is also frequent fluctuation between /tj/ and /ɣ/ (see 3.7.1[ɣ](e)). Less frequently there is fluctuation between /ɾ/ and /w/, see njaɾarni- njawarni-, and between /k/ and /w/, as in warlukura and warlukura.

2.1.2 VOWEL LENGTH. Words of a single syllable regularly manifest length of vowel phonetically and several borrowed words also manifest vowel length. Vowel length is not phonemic in Watjarri; but in borrowed words of more than one syllable it will be symbolised since sometimes it is an indication of stress in the second syllable. Examples include:
2.1 The phonemes and their distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2.2 - Watjarri vowels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Single syllable words, always long
/ta/ phonetically [ja:] 'mouth'
/pa/ " [na:] 'what?'
/wa/ " [wi:] 'where?' (or general interrogative)
/kan/ " [ka:n] 'gun' (from English)
/ku1/ " [ku:1] 'school' (from English)
/wan/ " [wa:n] 'creek' (from Patimaya)
/yal/ " [ya:1] 'how?'

Polysyllabic borrowings
/kaapu/ 'calf'
/maaka/ 'mug'
/mata/ 'boss', 'master', 'government official'
/puraaku/ 'dress', 'frock' (a word used in the days of the Afghan traders in Western Australia; probably from English 'frock')
/turaapa/ 'trough'
/tilpu/ 'sheep'
/muuniya/ 'pneumonia'

(In ordinary speech, these borrowed words tend to adapt to the short vowel pattern of the language.)

2.1.3 PHONOTACTICS. Unlike Ngaanyatjarra of the Western Desert, Watjarri permits the occurrence of vowels initially. The canonical syllable pattern for Watjarri is:

\[
\begin{align*}
CV & \quad V \\
+ CV & \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \\
VC & \quad CV \\
& \quad C = \text{consonant} \\
& \quad V = \text{vowel}
\end{align*}
\]

Any one of the three vowels may occur word-initially. There are no phonemic diphthongs in Watjarri. Any vowel also may occur word-finally.

Any consonant may occur initially except the following: /l/, /r/, /j/, /ŋ/, /r/. Although the word initial use of /r/ is found in neighbouring languages, there is a striking absence of its occurrence in this position in Watjarri. Neither in the author's field data nor in the historical material, including the extensive vocabularies of Daisy Bates, is this sound found in the word-initial position. It is also difficult to find cognates for words beginning with /r/ in neighbouring languages. Maybe such a cognate is /yira/ 'mouth' compared with Mangala rira 'mouth', 'lip', 'tooth', 'teeth'.

Stops do not occur word-finally, except the two rare examples: yaŋ-yaŋ 'torn' and pilat 'fat' (probably from English). Continuants may occur word-finally except the continuant consonants /w/, /y/, /m/ and /ŋ/.

Consonant clusters never occur initially or word-finally. In the morpheme medial position and across morpheme boundaries, a stop never occurs before a continuant except in the rare case of yaŋ-yaŋ 'torn'. The permitted sequence is
continuant plus stop or continuant plus continuant. Tables 2.3 and 2.4 give the full range of permitted sequences as evidenced by the data on hand; x indicates that there is evidence for the occurrence of the cluster; (x) indicates that the combination occurs in reduplicated forms and there is a strong probability it occurs also morpheme medially.

Note that within a morpheme consonant clusters are further limited as follows:

- /m/ is followed only by /p/
- /η/ is followed only by /k/
- /η/ is never followed by /t/
- /p/ is never followed by /t/
- /r/ plus /t/ medially is manifested phonetically as \([-rt^Y-]\)
- /n/ plus /t/ medially is manifested phonetically as \([-ndY-]\)
- /l/ plus /t/ medially is manifested phonetically as \([-lt^Y-]\)
- /l/ plus /p/ or /k/ is manifested phonetically as \([-lYp-]\) and \([-lYk-]\).

Note the phonetic differences in the following combinations:

- /-nt^-/ is phonetically \([-nd^Y-]\) i.e., the stop is voiced and alveolarised.
- /-nt^-/ is phonetically \([-nd^-]\) i.e., both consonants are interdental.

and so for other examples of alveolar continuant plus dental stop or dental continuant plus dental stop, e.g., /-rt^-/ is \([-rt^-]\).

For rules governing consonant clusters across morpheme boundaries see 2.1.6 below.

2.1.4 STRESS PLACEMENT. Primary syllable stress falls on the first syllable of each word except in a few borrowings from English, such as /puraaku/ 'frock' and /turaapa/ 'trough', in which stress on the second syllable is indicated by vowel length (which actually occurs phonetically). In three-syllab-
2.1 The phonemes and their distribution

TABLE 2.4 - Consonant clusters across morpheme boundaries within the word

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>first member</th>
<th>second member</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>x x x (x) x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>x x x (x) x (x) (x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>x x x (x) x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>x x x (x) x x (x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>x x x (x) x (x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η</td>
<td>x x x (x) x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>x x (x) (x) x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

able words, secondary stress falls on the second syllable. In four-syllable words, secondary stress falls on the third syllable. In words of more than four syllables, secondary stress falls on the penultimate.

2.1.5 MINIMAL AND ANALOGOUS CONTRASTS. The following are examples only. Final decisions on what are the phonemes of Watjarri were based on more comprehensive data.

/t/ v /t/ kati 'arm', kati 'spear', tuwa 'house', ūwarl 'red ochre'
/t/ v /t/ kati 'arm', kati 'lift (meat from fire)'
/t/ v /t/ muti 'cold', muti 'husband'
/t/ v /r/ mitu 'mate', miru 'spearthrower', kuruŋ 'spirit', kankutu 'gun-less'
/p/ v /n/ papa 'what?', papa 'fat'
/n/ v /ŋ/ muni 'money', muni 'wife', Juan a 'put it', juŋa 'hitting stick'
/p/ v /ŋ/ papa 'that', papa 'ground'
/n/ v /ŋ/ nuril 'navel cord', nuril 'bag', nuril 'afraid'
/ŋ/ v /l/ mula 'nose', mula 'dead', kulu 'sweet potato', kulu 'flea'
/ŋ/ v /l/ puli 'cockatoo', puli 'carpet snake', mala 'behind', mala 'will get'
/r/ v /r/ ūra 'girl', ūra 'put it', waru 'back', waru 'light', 'lamp'
/l/ v /i/ kala 'armpit', kala 'fire'
/l/ v /r/ warala 'will sing', waŋa 'egg', waŋa 'song'
/t/ v /r/ mara 'hand', maŋa 'hill', umbnail 'calf of leg', ına 'shield'
/n/ v /ŋ/ aña 'who?', aña 'this one'
/a/ v /i/ v /u/ pika 'sore', puka 'covering', puku 'buttocks'

2.1.6 MORPHOPHONOLOGY The non-phonemic changes of components in consonant combinations within the morpheme have been described above. There are several changes which occur across morpheme boundaries for which a set of rules can be suggested.

Both the ergative suffix and the locative suffix (each being a single open CV syllable) have as their initial consonant an apico-stop. The ergative may be symbolized as - /{-tu}/ and the locative as - /{-ta}/. These forms occur following stems ending with a consonant, and each has an allo-
2.2 A PRACTICAL ALPHABET

In choosing a practical orthography, I have been guided by recommendations from the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, by the experience of linguists and teachers who have been engaged in bilingual education programmes, by the demands of typewriters and printing presses, and by appeals that the material supplied on this language may be easily compared with materials on other Western Australian languages, such as the Western Desert language, which have been in print for some considerable time.

A major problem in choosing a practical alphabet for an Australian language is that connected with the choice of b, d, g, or p, t, k, for the symbolising of the voiceless, unaspirated stops, /p/, /t/, and /k/. There are difficulties whichever choice is made. I would prefer to use b, d and g for Watjarri; but have chosen rather to adopt the voiceless symbols for several reasons, one of these reasons being that
2.2 A practical alphabet

TABLE 2.5 - Phonetic symbols and practical alphabet correspondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Phonetic</th>
<th>Practical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stops</td>
<td>/p/ p</td>
<td>/t/ tj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasals</td>
<td>/m/ m</td>
<td>/n/ nj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laterals</td>
<td>/l/ l</td>
<td>/l/ rl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhotics</td>
<td>/r/ rr</td>
<td>/r/ r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-vowels</td>
<td>/w/ w</td>
<td>/y/ y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowels</td>
<td>/i/ i</td>
<td>/a/ a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

it makes for ease of comparison with the Western Desert language.

For the lamino-(/inter-)dentals, the symbol -j has been chosen to represent 'dentalness' consistently, viz. tj, nj, lj. Digraphs have been chosen also for the apico-post-alveolar (retroflexed) consonants, viz. rt, rn, rl. The symbol now recommended for the trilled or flapped rhotic is rr, and for the retroflexed rhotic the single r has been adopted. Where /ŋ/ or /l/ occur before /t/, the practical alphabet spelling will be rnt, rlt respectively. The phoneme /t/ occurring singly will be represented by rt.

Table 2.5 shows the symbols used for both linguistic and practical purposes; each phonemic symbol is enclosed in slant lines and is followed by the practical representation.

**PUNCTUATION:** The comma (,) represents a tentative pause, rising pitch.

The stop (.) represents a final pause, falling pitch.

Questions are indicated by (?) and exclamations by (!)

Quotation marks (') will be used for direct quotations.

Punctuation as above is not based on a thorough study of the intonational features of the language. Such a study has not been attempted here.

Comparison of phonetic and practical orthographies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonemic</th>
<th>Practical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/gana/</td>
<td>ngana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/njanja/</td>
<td>'who?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/muni/</td>
<td>muni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/murri/</td>
<td>'money'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/murri/</td>
<td>murni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mutjji/</td>
<td>'cold'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mimar/</td>
<td>'husband'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tjururi/</td>
<td>'spear thrower'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/katjji/</td>
<td>'elder sister'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mulja/</td>
<td>katj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mulja/</td>
<td>'arm'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mulja/</td>
<td>'nose'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mulja/</td>
<td>'dead'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/marriu/</td>
<td>'kangaroo'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/marriu/</td>
<td>'light/lamp'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/waru/</td>
<td>waru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/yariku/</td>
<td>'blood'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wangkamanja/</td>
<td>'talking'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/yaatija/</td>
<td>'came'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/martungu kulayimana/</td>
<td>'my spouse is coming closer'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. MORPHOLOGY

3.1 PARTS OF SPEECH

[i] Nouns. The term 'noun' may be used to cover two subclasses as follows: (a) Common nouns, the major and open subclass. Common noun stems may be derived or non-derived. (b) Proper names: distinguished from common nouns by the occurrence of allomorphic variants of certain inflectional suffixes which occur with this subclass of nouns.

These two classes may be further sub-divided by a phonological feature which affects the form of inflectional suffixes, namely, the occurrence of word-final consonant or word-final vowel.

Common nouns and proper names, marked with appropriate inflectional suffixes, are distinguished by fulfilling certain syntactic functions such as transitive or intransitive subject, direct or indirect object, possession, location, direction, instrument or benefactor. Common nouns and proper names may also occur in the verbless predicate of an equational clause.

[ii] Adjectives, like common and proper nouns, are divided into two phonological classes according to whether words end with a vowel or a consonant. Adjectives function as peripheral to the head noun of noun phrases; but, in rare cases may constitute a headless phrase, functioning as subject or object, taking the same inflectional suffixes as common nouns. They may be derived or non-derived.

Adjectives may also occur as predicates in verbless clauses, such as the stative clauses, or as modifiers of nouns in noun phrases occurring in the predicate of equational clauses. Adjectives may also serve adverbial functions, qualifying verbal predicates.

[iii] Pronouns. (a) Personal pronouns. This is a closed class with forms for singular, dual and plural pronouns with inclusive and exclusive forms for the dual and plural. (b) Positional pronouns or demonstratives. These function like the personal pronouns in that they can fill the function of 3rd person pronoun; but they may also function as do adjectives (or nouns) in that they can modify nouns in noun phrases. They are also distinct from personal pronouns in that they take some of the inflectional suffixes of common nouns. Semantically, they refer to 3rd person items according to position near, mid-distant or distant from the speaker.

(iv) Adverbs may be non-derived or derived from other classes. Adverbs function as manner, location, direction or time fillers in syntactic constructions.

[v] Verbs. Verb stems may be non-derived or derived from other classes. Derivational suffixes occur as first order suffixes on the stems, followed by tense/mood suffixes then by other optional affixes, e.g. subject or object indicators.

The major division of verbs is the syntactic distinction between transitive and intransitive verbs. There are also a few verbs which are ditransitive. Transitive verbs may take a direct object, whereas an intransitive verb never
3.1 Parts of speech

3.1.1 Transitive Verbs

A further division, on phonological grounds, places verbs in two major conjugational classes according to which allomorph of the tense and mood suffixes they take. There is also a residue of irregular forms numbering probably not more than five or six.

As indicated above, verb inflection is by suffixation. In addition to tense-aspect and mood affixes, pronominal suffixes, negation and emphatic suffixes and other types of suffix occur following the stem.

3.1.2 Interrogative Substitutes

Interrogative substitutes. This is a series of words which may supply a substitute for each of the other parts of speech in interrogative constructions. These cover such questions as 'Who?', 'What?', 'Whom?', 'Whose?', 'How?', 'Why?', 'When?', 'Where?', 'Doing what?', 'Becoming what?', and so on.

3.1.3 Interjections and Exclamations

Common and proper nouns and pronouns (usually second person) may fill a vocative role in utterances. Also, command forms of the verb may occur as attention attracters outside the regular grammatical constructions. There are, however, a few items which are used specifically as exclamations, or to indicate agreement, certitude, negation, and so on (see 4.4).

3.2 Noun Morphology

3.2.1 Stem Formation of Common and Proper Nouns

Stems in these two sub-classes may be simple, compounded, reduplicated, or complex. A sample list of simple stems is given below, divided according to the significant phonological dichotomy - (a) stems ending with a vowel and (b) stems ending with a consonant.

(a) | (b)
---|---
Ika | 'bone'
Iku | 'younger sister'
Kaku | 'crow'
Kalja | 'armpit'
Kam | 'grandfather'
Kamparnu | 'uncle'
Kurri | 'spouse'
Maka | 'head'
Maparn | 'sorcerer'
Marnun | 'upper arm'
Murtinj | 'a pre-initiate'
Nurilj | 'umbilical cord'
Ngurlurn | 'a windbreak'
Pakarn | 'throat'
Panin | 'seed'
Pimpilj | 'a rib/ribs'

Examples of proper names include:

Malka 'proper name of the nephew of Putjulkura in a sacred story'
Mallura 'place name - the hill at Mileura'
Muluri 'place name - Mullewa'
Para 'place name - Perth'
Tjampinu 'place name - Geraldton'

And the substitute name for a deceased person:

Njatja 'sand', 'dirt', used metaphorically as Njatja 'name of deceased'
Compound stems (noun plus noun):

makayarla 'doctor' (maka 'head' + yarla 'hole', referring to a 'third eye')
mariukantja 'kangaroo-fur blanket' (marlu 'kangaroo' + kantja 'fur skin')
mariupirri 'the Kangaroo Paw (Anigosanths Manglesii)' (marlu + pirri 'claw')
pilapirti 'a mallee tree (Eucalyptus pyriformis, etc.)' (pila 'spinifex' + pirti 'den')
tjillinpiti 'magpie lark' (tjilin 'sweet potato' + piti 'carrying dish')
tjinapuka 'boots' (tjina 'foot' + puka 'a covering')
katjayara 'son-father relationship' (katja 'son' + yara 'relationship')
mangkawarla 'hat' (mangka 'hair' + warla 'egg')
wantanjilingka 'scorpion' (wana 'digging stick' + tjila/t 'tail' + -ngka locative, 'on'.)

Reduplicated stems. Reduplication may be partial or complete. Partial reduplication may be the result of loss of vowel when two similar vowels become juxtaposed on complete reduplication, or the combination may be simply onomatopaeic. Onomatopoeic words may prove to be a large sub-class of nouns owing for this form of signification for birds. Complete reduplication of noun or adjective roots may indiciate diminuation (e.g. of size, quality or state) or, on the other hand, an extension of the meaning of the root meaning. Reduplication of verb root may indicate continuity of the action or process.

Examples of partial reduplication:

iliili 'noise of wooden spears rattling together' (probably ili + ili with loss of repeated vowel)

ltjitji 'Ta-ta lizard' (probably itji + itji, from child speech)
kakararra 'East'
kurrkurtu 'owl' (Onom. kurr + kurr + -tu)
gakalalanj 'Major Mitchell cockatoo' (Onom. compare Western Desert language kakalalya)
parpnparnkarlarla 'bell bird' (Onom. compare Western Desert language parnparnparala)

warurru 'cold season' (probably from waru-waru, referring to 'fires')
wirlutjarutjaru 'plover'. (Onom. 'weeloo', plus tjaru-tjaru, referring to its hovering descent, from -tjaru 'downwards')

Examples of complete reduplication:

karakara 'afternoon' (karangu 'sun')
marij-marij 'black ant' (as an adjective, means 'proud')
marta-marta 'a small lizard' (marta 'stone', 'pebble')
mintin-mintin 'beetle'
munga-munga 'evening' (munga 'night')
ngarn-ngarn 'jaw' 'chin' (ngarna 'ate')
njirri-njirri 'smell of meat cooking' (but parntilku more frequent)
para-para 'gecko lizard'
piriti-piriti 'butterfly' (pirit 'den') (compare Western Desert language pinta-pinta)
titi/pipi/mimi 'breasts', 'nipples'
yipilj-yipilj 'a night-flying bat'
wirta-wirta 'honey ants' (wirta 'tail')
yarlu-yarlura 'black gecko lizard' (yarlu 'gum leaf', -ra 'plural')
3.2 Noun morphology

Compound stems (noun plus adjective):
kaljawirri 'rock wallaby' (kalja 'armpit' + wirri 'black')
kurntuwara 'echidna' (kurntu/i 'hitting stick' + wara 'long')
kurupurikartu 'the Sturt Pea' (kuru 'eye' + purika 'big' + -rtu 'emphatic')
tjilawara 'long-tailed lizard' (tjila 'tail' + wara 'long')
Kurtayapula-Kurtayarapula 'The Two Brothers' (Mythic figures said to be standing as white stones at Yuin Reef. Kurt 'elder brother' + -yara 'reciprocal relationship' + -pula 'dual'.)

Complex stems. Nouns derived from other parts of speech, but not on the regular pattern of derivation. Examples include:
ngartingka 'a post initiate' (ngarti 'with force' + -ngka 'locative')
tjutila 'policeman' (tjutila, a verb meaning: 'he will tie/hand-cuff')
wirlunju 'sea-coast people' (wirlu 'sea' + -nju, from njuwa, 'having', used as a general adjective-deriving suffix.)

These occur in the following sentences:
(1) ngartingka yanatjimanja The initiate is coming.
(2) yamatjilu tjutila pinja The man hit the policeman.
(3) wirlunju marlaku yanmanja The sea-coast people are going back.

Regular derivation of nouns. From the limited amount of material salvaged, the following types of regular derivation occur:

(a) Nouns derived from adjectives. Evidence for the use of derivational affixes is absent. The practice is to use adjectives as subjects or objects in headless phrases, e.g.
(4) kutiya karimanja
   one stand-PRES
   There is only one standing.
(5) kurninjpa mulayinja
   pitiable die-PAST
   The poor fellow died.
(6) yungatja kutiya ngarnaku
   give-to me one eat-PURP
   Give me one to eat.

(b) Nouns derived from adverbs. Nouns may be derived from adverbs by the affixation of the nominalizer -tja. Compare:
(7) ngatja marla njinamanja
   I behind sit-PRES
   I am sitting behind.
(8) ngatja marlatja pika
   I behind-NOMLSR sore
   The calf of my leg is sore.

(c) Nouns derived from verbs. A verb stem plus the suffix -njtja produces a noun.
(9) mayu yaljpa piyamanja
   children all play-PRES
   All the children are playing.
Note that both adjectives and nouns are derived from verbs by the use of this same -njtja suffix. This shows again the difficulty in dividing these two categories. Only by expansions or transformations can a decision be made in many cases. For example, (10) may be interpreted to mean 'Someone is going to all the playing children.' But if an elucidation were requested, the sentence above may be restated as, mayu yaljpa yamanja piy a n jtja -k i, which is 'All the children are going to that which is being played.'

3.2.2 CASE INFLECTIONS OF COMMON AND PROPER NOUNS

(i) Transitive subject is marked by ergative inflection. This has different forms depending on whether it is added to a common or a proper noun, and depending on whether this ends in a vowel or in a consonant.

(a) common noun ending with a vowel. There is dialectal fluctuation between the use of -ngu and -ngku as ergative marker following stems ending with a vowel. The same speaker may use both when repeating a sentence. For this reason, examples will enclose the (k) in brackets.

(11) mayu-ng(k)u tjutju pinja
child-ERG dog hit-PAST
The child hit the dog.

There is an alternative usage, however, which has semantic significance. The -lu suffix, normally used on proper nouns, may be affixed as the ergative marker to common nouns when the speaker wishes to show deference or to contrast 'personal' with 'impersonal', e.g.

(12) njar I  u-ng(k)u tjutju pinja winta-ngku
woman-ERG dog hit-PAST stick-INST
The woman hit the dog with a stick. (Impersonal)

(13) njar I  u-I u  tjutju njanganja
woman-ERG dog see-PRES
My wife is watching the dog. (Personal)

(b) common noun ending with a consonant. The phonetic shape of the final consonant of the stem determines the allomorph of the suffix which occurs. Or, in process terms, the initial consonant of the ergative suffix assimilates to the same point of articulation of the final consonant of the stem. The allomorphs are: -tu ~ -tju — rtu, as in:

(14) murtinj-tju papa ngarmanja
preinitiate-ERG water consume-PRES
The young man (pre-initiate) is drinking water.

(15) maparn-tu pika njanganja
doctor-ERG sick see-PRES
The doctor is examining the sick(one).

In Watjarri, the ergative marker may be omitted when no ambiguity may occur, as, for example, when a direct object is marked or when a person occurs in the subject and an inani-
mate or non-personal item fills the direct object position, e.g.

(16) kutjarra mayu njanganja ngalinja
two children see-PRES us(dual)-OBJ
The two children are watching us two.

(c) proper noun (name) ending with a vowel. These invaria-

bly take the suffix -lu, e.g.

(17) Mungku-iu tjutju pinja
Mungku-ERG dog-OBJ hit-PAST
Mungku hit the dog.

(d) proper noun ending with a consonant. The same rule ap-
plies as for common nouns ending with a consonant. The all-

omorphs of the ergative suffix are -tu--tju--rtu, e.g.

(18) Stan-tu tjutju pinja
Stan-ERG dog hit-PAST
Stan hit the dog.

(ii) Intransitive subject (including the subject of verbless
clauses) and (iii) Transitive object are both marked by the

absolutive case suffix which again has different forms de-

pending on whether it is added to a common or a proper noun,

ending in a vowel or in a consonant:

(a) common noun ending with a vowel: φ (zero), e.g.

(19) papa intimanja
water-ABS flow-PRES
The water is flowing.

(b) common noun ending with a consonant: -pa, e.g.

(20) kurninj-pa mulayinja
pitiable one-ABS died-PAST
The poor fellow died.

(21) kuwiyari-pa waku-ki yanmanja
goanna-ABS hole-ALL go-PRES
The goanna is going to the hole.

(c) proper noun ending with a vowel: -nja, e.g.

(22) Mungku-nja njinamanja
Mungku-ABS sit-PRES
Mungku is sitting.

(d) proper noun ending with a consonant: -nga, e.g.

(23) Mingkurl-nga njinamanja
Mingkurl-ABS sit-PRES
Mingkurl is sitting.

(24) Mingkurl-nga pi ka
Mingkurl-ABS sick
Mingkurl is sick.

In traditional stories, the personalising of natural objects
is indicated in the language by the use of the proper noun
suffixes occurring with common nouns. (And, of course,
there are many proper names which are simply common nouns
personalised in this way.)
(iv) Location. The locative suffix indicates location 'at', 'on', 'in', and may occur with a noun in an adverbial phrase in which an adverb meaning 'near', 'above', etc occurs. There are again allomorphs sensitive to whether the noun is common or proper, and whether it ends in a vowel or a consonant.

(a) Common nouns ending with a vowel take either -ngka or -la (which seem to be in complete dialectal fluctuation at the time of writing except that speakers from Murgoo preferred -ngka rather than -la), e.g.

(25) kuwiyarlpa marta-ngka kayinja
goanna rock-LOC stand-PAST
The goanna stood on the rock.

(26) kuwiyarlpa marta-la kayinja
goanna rock-LOC stand-PAST
The goanna stood on the rock.

(27) kuwiyarlpa marta-ngka kula kayinja
goanna rock-LOC near stand-PAST
The goanna stood near the rock.

(28) yamatji njinamanja marta-ngka
person sit-PRES rock-LOC
The man is sitting on the rock.

(29) mayu ngayimanja tjaka-ngka
child lie-PRES dish-LOC
The child is lying in the carrying dish.

(b) Common nouns ending with a consonant take one of the allomorphs -ta ~ -tja ~ -rta according to the point of articulation of the final consonant of the stem, e.g.

(30) puluku turayin-ta yanmanja Tjampinu-ki
bullocks train-LOC go-PRES Geraldton-ALL
The bullocks are going on the train to Geraldton.

(c) Proper nouns ending with a vowel take -la.

(31) panja Tjampinu-la njinamanja
he Geraldton-LOC sit/stay-PRES
He is in Geraldton.

(d) Proper nouns ending with a consonant behave like common nouns ending with a consonant, e.g.

(32) Kurtayarapula kayimanja Yuwin-ta
The Two Brothers stand-PRES Yuin-LOC
The Two Brothers are standing at Yuin Reef.

(33) mayu panja kayimanja Mingkurl-ta kula
child that stand-PRES Mingkurl-LOC near
That child is standing near Mingkurl.

(v) Direction towards. The allative suffix indicates motion to or towards. This is -kuwi, often shortened to -ki, suffixed directly to the noun stem regardless as to whether it ends with a consonant or vowel, e.g.
3.2 Noun morphology

(34) ngatja marlaku yarmanja tuwa-ki
   I back go-PRES house-ALL
   I'm returning to the house.

(35) yarmanja mungal marlaku-pa Carnarvon-ki
go-PRES tomorrow back-IMMED Carnarvon-ALL
   I am going right back to Carnarvon tomorrow.

(36) yamatji yarmanja tawun-ki warinj-ku
   man go-PRES town-ALL food-PURP
   The man is going to town for food.

(37) martungu-kuwi-pa yarmanja
   spouse-ALL-IMMED go-PRES
   He's going straightaway to his wife.

Note that place names take -ki immediately following the
stem, but personal name stems take the locative suffix
(-la/ta) before -ki is added.

(vi) Direction from. The ablative suffix indicates 'motion
away from'. It has one form, -tjanu. Following common nouns,
whether ending with a consonant or a vowel, -tjanu immediately
follows the stem. Following proper nouns ending with a
vowel, the locative suffix has first position following the
stem, followed by -tjanu. Proper noun stems ending with a
consonant take one of the allomorphs of the locative suffix,
according to the point of articulation of the final consonant
(-ta/-tja/-rtu), and -tjanu, e.g.

(38) turapa-tjanu yanatjinja
trough-ABL come-PAST
   He came from the (water-)trough.

(39) mayu yanatjimanja kurl-tjanu
   child come-PRES school-ABL
   The child is coming from school.

(40) KuwiyrI-ta-tjanu pakarli kutjarra yanatjinja
   KuwiyrI-LOC-ABL man two come-PAST
   From KuwiyrI came the two initiated men.

(vii) Instrument. The instrumental suffix has the same form
as the ergative suffix and obeys the same rules of affixa-
tion. Instrument occurs only in a transitive sentence and
refers to the instrument used to carry out the action against
the object. To translate certain 'instrumental' construc-
tions in English, such as, 'to walk with a walking stick',
'to wash a child with water', the instrumental would not be
used in Watjarri but rather a form such as -njuwa ('having',
or 'equipped with') would be used following the noun or noun
phrase in manner position.

(a) Common nouns ending with a vowel take -ngku or -lu. The
   choice of one or the other is a dialectal one and does not
   seem to bear any semantic overtones.
(b) Common nouns ending with a consonant take -tu/-tju/-rtu
   according to the point of articulation of the final conson-
   ant of the stem.
(c) Proper nouns ending with a vowel take -lu.
(d) Proper nouns ending with a consonant take -tu/-tju/-rtu
   according to the rules above, e.g.
Watjarri

(41) warlarnu-lu tjutju yuwaIku
boomerang-INST dog strike-PURP
To strike the dog with a boomerang.

(42) yamatji-lu tjutju warlarnu-ngku pinja
man-ERG dog boomerang-INST hit-PAST
The man hit the dog with a boomerang.

(43) njarlu-ngku tjutju pinja winta-ngku
woman-ERG dog hit-PAST stick-INST
The woman hit the dog with a stick.

(44) makayarla-lu parnti-ya maparn-(r)tu
doctor-ERG make good-FUT magic stone-INST
The doctor will heal him with a magic stone.

(viii) Possession. The possessive suffix is -ku for both
common and proper nouns, e.g.

(45) yamatji-ku ngura
It is the man’s camp.

(46) murtinj-ku mama
It is the pre-initiate's father.

(47) Mungku-ku kutjarta
It is Mungku's spear.

(48) Mingkurl-ku tjutju
It is Mingkurl's dog.

(49) njarlu-ku tjutjungku ngatjanja patjarna
The woman's dog bit me.

Inalienable possession: for body parts, names of persons,
one's language and other inalienable possessions, the -ku
suffix is not used, but the noun precedes the thing possess­
ed and is inflected according to case, e.g.

(50) Akurtu wangka
Akurtu speech
It is the speech of Akurtu.

(51) njinta Mingkurl-nga maka pinja
you Mingkurl-OBJ head hit-PAST
You hit Mingkurl's head.

(52) yalipirri warla
emu egg
It is an emu egg.

(53) murtinj yini wayi tjapin
preinitiate name NEG ask-IMP
Don't ask the pre-initiate's name.

(ix) Purpose. The purposive suffix is -ku also, and remains
constant for common and proper nouns. This suffix may in­
dicate purpose or reason, e.g.

(54) yamatji yanmanja tawun-ki warinj-ku
man go-PRES town-ALL food-PURP
A man is going to town for food.

(55) ngatja patjayimanja warinj-ku
I become desperate-PRES food-PURP
I'm becoming desperate for food.

(56) njarlu papa-ku yanatjimanja
woman water-PURP come-PRES
A woman is coming for water.

(x) Cause. The causal suffix is -kutja, with no allomorphs.
It is found as a suffix to a noun or noun phrase only. (Ver-
TABLE 3.1 - Summary of noun cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Common noun ending in vowel</th>
<th>Proper noun ending in vowel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>consonant</td>
<td>consonant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitive Subject</td>
<td>-ng(k)u</td>
<td>-(tu)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ergative)</td>
<td>(-lu) rare</td>
<td>-(lu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intransitive Subject</td>
<td>-φ(zero)</td>
<td>-pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Object</td>
<td>-nja</td>
<td>-nga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Absolutive)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>-ngka--la</td>
<td>-(ta)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Locative)</td>
<td>--ku(r)la</td>
<td>-la</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction towards</td>
<td>-kuwi--ki</td>
<td>-laki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Allative)</td>
<td>-kuwi--ki</td>
<td>-(ta)ki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction from</td>
<td>-tjanu</td>
<td>-tjanu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ablative)</td>
<td>-tjanu</td>
<td>-latjanu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrument</td>
<td>-ngku--lu</td>
<td>-(tu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Instrumental)</td>
<td>-ngku--lu</td>
<td>-lu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possession</td>
<td>-ku</td>
<td>-ku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Possessive)</td>
<td>-ku</td>
<td>-ku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>-ku</td>
<td>-ku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Purposive)</td>
<td>-ku</td>
<td>-ku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause</td>
<td>-ku</td>
<td>-ku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Casual)</td>
<td>-ku</td>
<td>-ku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect Object</td>
<td>-kila</td>
<td>-la</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dative)</td>
<td>-kila</td>
<td>-(ta)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(tu) = -tu and its allomorphs, -tju and -rtu; -(ta) = -ta and its allomorphs -tja and -rta; according to the point of articulation of the final consonant of the stem (a homorganic cluster is produced).

bal 'causes' are formed with purposive or reason verb markers, e.g.

(57) ngatja mayu-kutja mamanjimanja
    I child-CAU become angry-PRES
    I'm becoming angry because of the children.

(58) minga-kutja ngatja pakarna
    ants-CAU I rise-PAST
    On account of the ants I got up.

(z)i Indirect object. The indirect object or dative suffix is -kila for common nouns and -la for proper names (or on a common noun to stress personality or deference). For proper names ending with a consonant, an appropriate allomorph of -ta is used according to the point of articulation of the final consonant of the stem, e.g.

(59) tjutju-kila palu wangkanja yanayiku
    dog-DAT he tell-PAST come-PURP
    He told the dog to come.
Tell the whiteman to go now.

You will tell Mungku to sing.

Table 3.1 summarises the case inflections on common and proper nouns, and their allomorphs.

There is also a benefactive suffix -tja 'to me' that occurs only in sentences with the verb 'to give'. See 3.8.2.

3.3 ADJECTIVES

3.3.1 STEM FORMATION OF ADJECTIVES. Examples of simple stems, ending with a vowel:

(62) kampu 'cooked' kuka kampu 'cooked meat'
(63) kumuru 'blind' palu kumuru 'he is blind'
(64) malarti 'tired' yamatji malarti 'a tired man'
(65) murla 'dead' mayu panja murla 'that child is dead'
(66) ngurlu 'afraid' ngatja ngurlu 'I'm afraid'
(67) pika 'sick' mayu pika 'the child is sick'
(68) wanka 'raw', 'fresh' kuka wanka 'raw (uncooked) meat'

Examples of simple stems, ending with a consonant:

(69) kartanj 'broken' waru kartanj 'the lamp's broken'
(70) kurninj 'pitiable' kurninj mama 'poor old father'
(71) wangunj 'ashamed' ngatja wangunjpa 'I am ashamed'

Examples of reduplicated stems:

(72) murrkar-murrkar 'wise', 'clever' paluka murrkar-murrkarpa 'he (emph) is wise'
(73) marinj-marinj 'proud' wuljpala marinj-marinjpa 'a proud white-man'
(74) patja-patja 'drunk (intoxicated)' patja-patjan 'you're drunk'
(75) tjirr-tjirr 'embarrassed' njarlu tjirr-tjirrpa 'the woman is embarrassed'
(76) watjarr-watjarr 'leg-weary' ngatja watjarr-watjarrpa 'I'm leg-weary'

3.3.2 DERIVATION OF ADJECTIVES. The following affixes derive an adjectival stem:

[1] -njuwa, the comitative suffix, e.g.
(77) papa-njuwa 'having water' dın yirapiya papanjuwa 'a storm cloud heavy with rain'
(78) puta-njuwa 'having lice' dın tjutju putanjuwa 'a lice-ridden dog'
(79) martungu-njuwa 'having a spouse' dın yamatji martungunjuwa 'a married man'
(80) njarlu pakatijnjuwa 'a bucket-equipped woman'
(81) kurartu-njuwa 'equipped with a spear' dın pakarli kurartunjua 'an initiated man equipped with a spear'
3.3 Adjectives

[ii] -kutu, the privative suffix, follows stems ending with a vowel or a consonant. One borrowed word, kan 'gun', takes a vowel following the stem:

(82) kan-a-kutu 'gunless' in pakarli kanakutu njinamanja 'the man without a gun is remaining here'
(83) panin-kutu 'seedless' in wirnta paninkutu 'the tree is seedless'
(84) kurartu-kutu 'spearless' in yamatji yaljpa kurartukutu 'all the fellows are spearless'

[iii] -yara, reciprocal relationship suffix. This is usually suffixed to relationship terms, and produces an adjective indicating that two or more people have a reciprocal relationship to each other.

(85) martungu-yara 'husband-wife relationship' (martungu 'spouse') as in pula martunguyara 'they-two are married'
(86) katja-yara, mama-yara 'son-father', 'father-son' relationships respectively; yaku-yara 'a mother-child relationship'. Note that kamparnu 'uncle' + -yara becomes kamparnira.

[iv] -njtja, used to derive an adjective from a verb (gerundive suffix).

(87) warni- 'to fall' gives warni-njtja as in papa warninjtja 'it is falling water (rain)' (see section 3.7.2 for the concurrent action suffix, -njtja with -YA class and -nta with -LA class verbs).

3.3.3 DERIVATION OF VERBS FROM COMMON NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES. This rightly belongs under the heading of verbs; but it should be noted at this point that both common nouns and adjectives, by the addition of the appropriate suffixes, may be verbalised to become transitive or intransitive verbs. The following examples involving the verbalising suffixes -tji'yi 'to become' and -ma- 'to make' will give a general view of the manner of suffixation:

adjective murti 'cold': verb murti-tji-manja 'becoming cold'
noun karla 'fire', verb karla-tji-manja 'becoming hot'
adjective ngurlu 'afraid', verb ngurlu-ma-manja 'to make afraid/hunt

In rarer cases the normal verb suffix may be used, e.g., noun wangka 'speech', 'language', verb wangka-manja 'talking', 'telling'.

3.3.4 CLASSES OF ADJECTIVES. Adjectives may be divided into classes according to the order in which they may occur in descriptive phrases. The following classes may be noted:

Adjectives of state:

kumuru 'blind'
murla 'dead'
murti 'cold'
malti 'tired'
ngurlu 'afraid'
palparu 'stupid'
parnti 'good'
patja 'angry'
yimpilj-yimpilj 'untidy'

Adjectives of colour:

wirri/mawurtu 'black' pirinj/pilingki 'white', 'shiny'
piljinji/ylrku 'red' (ylrku 'blood')
Adjectives of number or quantity:

kurriya (kutiya/kurri) 'one' yaljpa 'many'
kutjarra (kutja) 'two' wirti 'none'
marnkurr 'three' kutju 'another'

Adjectives of size:

yarnta 'big', 'large' wirtara 'tall'
tjintjamarta 'small', 'little', 'young' wirlpirri 'thin'

See 4.2 for discussion of order of adjectives in the noun phrase. Demonstrative adjectives, or positional pronouns are dealt with in 3.5.

3.3.5 INFLECTION OF ADJECTIVES. Adjectives are inflected in the same manner as nouns, depending on whether the stem ends with a vowel or a consonant and giving attention to the grammatical function the adjective is performing. This is dealt with more specifically under syntax; but, briefly, functioning as nouns or as the final word in a noun phrase, adjectives take the same inflections (case endings, etc.) as would nouns in these positions, e.g.

(88) kutiya-lu karla kutjarne
     one-ERG fire ignite-PAST
     One (fellow) lit the fire.

(89) mayu kutjarra yanatjimanja
     child two-ABS come-PRES
     The two children are coming.

(90) njarlu yanmanja tjutju kutjarra-ku
     woman-ABS go-PRES dog two-PURP
     The woman is going for the two dogs.

(91) pakarli-lu njarlu yarnta pinja
     man-ERG woman big hit-PAST
     The man hit the big woman.

(92) pakarli-lu njarlu njanja-nja pinja
     man-ERG woman this-person-ACC hit-PAST
     The man hit this woman.

3.4 PRONOUN MORPHOLOGY

Table 3.2 shows the pronoun paradigm. It will be noted that the case system associated with pronouns is a nominative-accusative system differing from the ergative system associated with common nouns and adjectives. This means that 'Subject' in the table covers both transitive and intransitive subject as the pronoun retains the same form for each of these grammatical functions. 'Object' then refers to transitive object, which takes the accusative case.

3.5 POSITIONAL PRONOUNS OR DEMONSTRATIVES

Positional pronouns or demonstratives may fill a number of grammatical functions, such as transitive or intransitive
3.5 Positional pronouns or demonstratives

TABLE 3.2 - Pronouns and their inflections

Roots (used without suffix for subject function):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>dual</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 person inclusive</td>
<td>ngetja</td>
<td>ngalitja</td>
<td>nganju</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 person exclusive</td>
<td>njinta</td>
<td>njupali</td>
<td>njurra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 person</td>
<td>palu*</td>
<td>pula*</td>
<td>tjanja</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suffixes

Object (accusative case) -nja
Locative -la
Allative (direction to) -laki
Ablative (direction from) -latjanu
Possessive nganetjungu for lsg (also ngatjangu, nganayangu rarely)
- ngu on all others
Indirect object -laki-la on lsg, 2sg, 3sg, 1 du inc
- la on all others
Emphatic -rna on lsg
- n on 2sg
- ka on 3sg
(non-singulars do not have emphatic form)

Subject, direct or indirect object, location-direction, and so on, taking the appropriate case markers on clause level. They may also function in the same manner as pronouns, both personal and non-personal, i.e., they may stand in the place of common and proper nouns (but with the added component of 'position in relation to the speaker'). As demonstratives they may also occur on phrase level, functioning as modifiers or specifiers.

Positional pronouns indicate the position of a third person or thing as 'near', 'mid-distant', 'distant' or as someone or something which was referred to previously, but is not now visible. They are inflected like nouns and not like pronouns. The stems are as follows:

njanja  'that which is near', 'this person/thing'
pala  'that mid-distant person or thing'
mawu  'that distant person or thing'
panja  'that person or thing previously referred to' (panjatja 'someone of the outside group referred to previously')

Examples, showing use of the case endings on positional pronouns:

Transitive subject
(93) mawu-lu kuka pawurmanja  That (distant) person is cooking meat.
Intransitive subject

(94) njanja ngailakí yanatjinja This person came to us-two

Direct object, substitute for a common noun

(95) karla-ki-n tjurra panja fire-ALL-2sg put-IMP that(previously mentioned)thing
Put that thing in the fire.

Direct object, a person

(96) njarlu-lu pala-nja manmanja woman-ERG that-person-ABS get-PRES
The woman is picking up that (child).

Location-Direction

(97) yamat j i njanja njinamanja fellow here sit-PRES
The fellow is sitting here.

To avoid ambiguity, this sentence may be repeated as:

(98) yamatji njinamanja °njanja fellow sit-PRES here
The fellow is sitting here.

(With ° indicating the onset of primary sentence stress, which, in the actual field situation, was not lacking in the first example of this sentence but was unmarked in the written example in the above description.)

As well as the directive, -ki 'to', 'towards', listed as a suffix to nouns, another suffix is frequently found following the positional pronouns in location-direction on clause level. It is the suffix -kartî 'around', 'on the other side of', e.g.

(99) njarlu kutjarra panjakarti njinamanja woman two-ABS that-around sit-PRES
The two women are around the other side there (referring to something previously referred to).

(100) yamatji panja palakarti njinamanja fellow that that-around sit-PRES
That fellow (we were talking about) is sitting around there.

An additional suffix, occurring before -kartî, the form -rni, probably referring to the speaker as object of the direction (compare -rni the pronominal suffix indicating 1st person object), is also used in some combinations such as:

(101) mayu yaljpa njanja-rni-kartî yanatjimanja child many this-side of come-PRES
All the children are coming on this side.

(102) mayu yaljpa panja-rni-kartî marta-ngka njinamanja child many that-side of hill-LOC sit-PRES
All the children are sitting on the other side of the hill.

3.6 ADVERBS

Under this heading there are three classes distinguished. There is a set of locational-directionals which occur in the location-direction clause-level 'slot' and which do
not require the locative suffixes required by nouns or noun phrases occurring in this position. Then there is a set of temporals which occur in the time 'slot' on clause-level. These also occur without the suffix which occurs with nouns or noun phrases in this position. A third set may be labelled 'adverbs of manner' in that they occur in the manner 'slot' immediately preceding the verb. These also are un-declinable except that they take the ergative suffix when the clause is transitive.

[a] The locational-directions. These may be diagrammed as follows:

![Diagram of directions]

[b] The temporals. These may be diagrammed according to whether they refer to time in relation to the present or to the time of day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temporal</th>
<th>Equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ukarla</td>
<td>'before'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuwarti</td>
<td>'now'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w)urta</td>
<td>'later'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mungal</td>
<td>'previously'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>midday</td>
<td>'today'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tjuljara</td>
<td>'in the future'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>munga-munga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'during pre-noon'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'during afternoon'</td>
<td>'late afternoon'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>maruvara</th>
<th>'early in the morning'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>marungapa</td>
<td>'at sunset'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*w'midday' and 'midnight' are derived from nouns, tjurringka and mungangka respectively.

waparangu (from wapa-karangu) 'another day'

Whether the time of day is past or future depends on the tense of the verb. For example:

(103) ngalitju mungal yarra
we-two-inc-RECIP in the morning go-IMP
Let us go away (with each other) in the morning.

[c] Adverbs of manner. A list of these forms will be found in the Vocabulary.

(104) mayu ngartara ngayimanja
child crookedly lie-PRES
The child is lying uncomfortably.
3.7 VERB MORPHOLOGY

3.7.1 STEM FORMATION

[i] Simple Stems. Simple verb stems may have one to four syllables, but most frequently consist of just two syllables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>One syllable roots (complete list)</th>
<th>Two syllable roots (examples)</th>
<th>Three or more syllable roots (examples)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pu- 'to hit'</td>
<td>patja- 'to bite'</td>
<td>malarti- 'to tire'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nja- 'to see'</td>
<td>njina- 'to sit'</td>
<td>mungalji- 'to night-fall'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tju- 'to put'</td>
<td>inti- 'to flow'</td>
<td>patawi- 'to stiffen'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma- 'to get'</td>
<td>ngula- 'to cry'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nga- 'to eat'</td>
<td>ngurla- 'to fear'</td>
<td>Four syllable stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yu- 'to give'</td>
<td>paka- 'to rise'</td>
<td>(rare example)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ya- 'to go'</td>
<td>pawu- 'to cook'</td>
<td>kartapaya- 'to break meat'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ii] Reduplicated stems usually indicate repeated action, e.g.

kiti-kiti- as in kiti-kiti-manja 'tickling'
kula-kula- as in kula-kula-ri-manja 'becoming closer together'
mara-mara- as in mara-mara-nga-nja '(the child) crawled about'
mawu-mawu- as in mawu-mawu-yi 'keep moving over a bit further'
puti-puti- as in puti-puti-manja 'continually circling around'
ngangku-ngangku- as in ngangku-ngangku-# 'think about it' (ngangku 'listen')
ngantju-ngantju- as in ngantju-ngantju-manja 'being very bashful'
tilj-tilj- as in tilj-tilj-manja '(frogs) croaking'

[iii] Complex Stems. The etymology of polysyllabic stems is difficult to determine by the descriptive method without recourse to comparative and other branches of linguistics. Stems, such as kartapaya, are obviously compounds (karta- occurs in verbs to do with 'breaking' or 'cutting'); but -paya does not appear to occur as a meaningful unit in Watjarri. A number of other simple verb stems take suffixes to extend their meanings; but again it is difficult to assign specific meanings or functions to the various suffixes themselves.

A number of these forms will be dealt with under Derived Stems; but before listing these forms it will make for simpler presentation if the major classes of the verbs are introduced first.

[iv] A preliminary note on verb classes. Verbs may be divided into two inflectional classes, with a residue of irregular forms; and simultaneously into two syntactic classes.

Using the future tense marker as the identifying feature, the two major inflectional classes may be labelled the -YA class and the -LA class. The seven irregular verbs recorded each has a monosyllabic stem.

The two syntactic classes are the transitive (TV) and intransitive (IV) divisions. These classes are determined by occurrence of the verbs belonging to them in two differently marked types of syntactic constructions. The verbs themselves are not marked specifically for transitivity, although there are examples of known intransitive verbs changed to transitive verbs by the addition of a transiti-
vising suffix.

The two inflectional classes are clearly marked by the differing allomorphs of the tense suffixes as follows:

the -ya class  Present tense -manja, e.g. ngulamanja 'crying'  (IV)
Past tense -nja, e.g. yanatjinja 'came'  (IV)
Future tense -ya e.g. intiya 'will flow'  (IV)

the -la class  Present tense -nmanja, e.g. tjapirmanja 'requesting'  (TV)
              -rnmanja following stems with final a or u
Past tense -rna~-na e.g. wararna 'sang (a song)'  (TV)
Future tense -rla~-la e.g. pakarla 'will arise'  (IV)

[v] Derived verb stems.

-YA class verbs:

(a) noun, adjective or verb root + nga. Transitive and intransitive verbs are formed with the suffix -nga. Apart from its verb-forming function, the meaning of -nga is obscure. Most examples of its occurrence are listed below.

karla-nga-ya (TV) 'will cause to be hot'  (karla 'fire')
mara-nga-ya (IV) 'will crawl'  (mara 'hand')
parnti-nga-ya (TV) 'will smell it'  (parnti 'smell')
pitja-nga-ya (IV) 'will prowl'  (pitja 'locomote' Western Desert language)
pukurna-nga-ya (IV) 'will run'  (puku 'buttock', pukurnta- 'to run along')
tjakula-nga-ya (IV) '(the sun) will set/enter'  (tjakula, meaning uncertain)
tjakultju-nga-ya (IV) '(the water) will flow'  (tjakul-+tju but meaning uncertain)
karta-nga-ya (IV) 'will break/become broken'  (kartenj 'broken')
kartiya-nga-ya (TV) 'will lift meat'  (karti- 'to lift')
piya-nga-ya (IV) 'will play'  (piya 'play')  (piyamanja 'flying')
ngari-nga-ya (IV) 'will lie down'  (ngari-/ngayi- 'to lie/be lying down')
wilala-nga-ya (IV) 'will spill/leak'  (wila 'creek', but wilala uncertain)
yara-nga-ya (IV) 'will tear/rip/split'  (yara 'torn', 'ripped')

(b) verb root/noun root + -ranga. The combinations, -la-nga and -ya-nga (as in wilalangaya and kartiyangaya above) may be interpreted as allomorphs of -ranga; but the evidence seems to be inconclusive at this stage. Transitive and intransitive verbs are formed with this suffix. Its lexical meaning is uncertain. It functions as both a verbalising suffix and to extend the meaning of simple verb roots. These examples are virtually the total number of examples of this form recorded.

njina-ranga-ya (IV), 'will sit down (from a non-sitting position)'. Compare njina- as the root of the verb 'to sit', referring to the act of being in a sitting position.
paka-ranga-ya (TV) 'to rouse, raise'. Compare the IV paka- 'to rise', -LA class.
yurla-ranga-ya (IV) 'to smoke/to be smoky (as a fire)', (yurla 'smoke' (noun)).
(c) *root* + -rni. The root may be a verb or other root, sometimes its origin is uncertain. The suffix seems to indicate 'direction towards the speaker'. These are the recorded examples:

- **kangka-rni-ya** (TV) 'will fetch/bring' (compare kangka- 'to take (away)')
- **pungku-rni-ya** (IV) 'will sleep' (meaning of pungku, unless related to 'hit' or violent action, is uncertain)
- **njara-rni-ya** (IV) 'will become hungry' (meaning of njara- in this context not known)
- **tjampa-rni-ya** (IV) 'to run', 'will hurry' (tjamparn 'hurry!', 'hurriedly')
- **tjupa-rni-ya** (IV) 'will straighten out' (tjuparn 'straight')

(It could be stipulated that tjuparn H -rni, by loss of final consonant of the stem, becomes tjuparni-, and so with tjamparn; but it seems unnecessary to engage in a circular argument as to which is the basic form in such a brief description of Watjarrri.)

(d) *noun, adjective, adverb or verb root* + -yi. Intransitive verbs only are formed by this combination. The suffixes are found in free fluctuation and will be symbolised in the lists below by -yi alone. The morpheme, manifested by the variants -ri and -yi, functions as a verbalising suffix and carries the meaning of 'to be' or 'to become'. It may be added to any noun or adjective.

- **karla-yi-ya** 'will become hot' (karla 'fire')
- **kula-yi-ya** 'will become near/close' (kula 'near/close')
- **murla-yi-ya** 'will become dead' (murla 'dead')
- **paljpa-yi-ya** 'will become tired' (paljpa 'tired')
- **patja-yi-ya** 'will become angry' (patja 'angry')
- **pika-yi-ya** 'will become sick/ill' (pika 'sick')
- **tjuka-yi-ya** 'will become happy' (tjuka, not recorded in isolation)
- **tjintja-yi-ya** 'will become small' (tjintja 'small')
- **tjuna-yi-ya** 'will become clothed' (tjuna probably from the verb 'to put')
- **wilja-yi-ya** 'will become splashed, sprinkled, bathed' (wilja- 'to splash')

(e) *root* + tji-yi. Both transitive and intransitive verbs are formed. The root may be a verb root or derivative or a root of unknown etymology. The function and meaning of the suffix is uncertain, sometimes changing a transitive verb into an intransitive verb, changing the direction of an action, or, in one case, carrying a meaning similar to -ri- -yi above. The list below probably includes all the examples recorded.

- **kalpa-tji-ya** (IV) 'will climb' (kalpa not recorded elsewhere)
- **tjarta-tji-ya** (TV) 'will insert' (tjarta 'calf of leg')
- **wangka-tji-ya** (IV) 'will talk/converse' (wangka 'speech', wangka- (TV) 'to tell')
- **watji-tji-ya** (IV) 'will become finished/complete' (watji 'no', 'nothing')
- **yana-tji-ya** (TV) 'will come (towards the speaker)' (ya- 'to go')
- **mana-tji-ya** (TV) 'will lift up' (ma- 'to get')
- **karla-tji-ya** (IV) 'will become hot' (karla 'fire')
- **murti-tji-ya** (IV) 'will become cold' (murti 'cold')
3.7 Verb morphology

- LA class verbs.

[a] noun or adjective root + -ma. The suffix -ma may produce transitive or intransitive verbs. The suffix may be related to the verb ma- 'to get'; but it is difficult to assign a lexical meaning to it. The following are the only recorded examples:

puntu-ma-la (TV) 'will close/shut it' (puntu not found in isolation)
warntu-ma-la (TV) 'will skin it' (warntu '(animal) skin')
pariku-ma-la (IV) '(dog) will bark' (pariku not found in isolation)
ngurlu-ma-la (TV) 'will hunt/soil' (ngurlu 'fear' in Western Desert language)
tjunku-ma-la (IV) 'will swim/splash about (in water)' (tjunku, etymology uncertain)
waljtji-ma-la (TV) 'will corrupt/belittle' (waljtji 'bad')
yal-ma-la (TV) 'will do what?' (yal 'interrogative')
mika-ma-la (TV) 'will make it' (mika 'make', probably English borrowing)
mili-ma-la (TV) 'will light (a fire)' (mili 'light', 'daylight')
kara-ma-la (TV) 'will heat it' (kara 'fire')

[b] root + -tja. Only two examples are recorded, one intransitive the other transitive. One root is adjectival, the other a verb root. The meaning of the suffix is uncertain; but, in the case of its occurrence with the adjective root, it could be related to the Western Desert form -tjarra meaning 'having', 'equipped with'.

murti-tja-la (TV) 'will become cold' (murti 'cold')
warni-tja-la (TV) 'will throw it' (warni- 'to fall')

c] root + -tju. All verbs produced by the suffixation of -tju are transitive. The suffix itself is probably related to the verb tju- 'to put'.

ngari-tju-la (TV) 'will cause to lie down' (ngari-/ngayi- 'to lie/recline')
wakal-tju-la (TV) 'will scratch/write it' (wakal- 'to spear')
pina-tju-la (TV) 'will burn it' (pina 'light' in Patimaya)
yurla-tju-la (TV) 'will cause to smoke' (yurla 'smoke', 'smoke signal')

3.7.2 VERB INFLECTION. Table 3.3 shows the inflections of the two conjugational classes of regular verbs and Table 3.4 has all forms recorded for the seven irregular verbs (all of them have monosyllabic roots).

The -YA class is the largest verb class with approximately 63% of the total number of verbs (48% intransitive, 15% transitive). The -LA class comprises about 36% (10% intransitive, 26% transitive). The irregular verbs make up the remaining 1% (or less); all irregular verbs are transitive excepting ya- 'to go'.

The following inflectional suffixes occur with the regular verbs. In the list of suffixial allomorphs below, the allomorph associated with the -YA class is listed first, followed by the -LA class allomorph or allomorphs.

(i) -manja/-rmanka/-rmanja (stems ending with -i take only -rmanja in -LA class, but stems ending -a or -u may take -rmanka or -manja by dialectal choice or in fluctuation) 'present tense' or 'continuous aspect', e.g.
### TABLE 3.3 - Inflections of regular verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Class</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Future</th>
<th>Imperfect Imperative</th>
<th>Imperfect Imperative</th>
<th>Perfect Imperative</th>
<th>Concurrent Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-YA class</td>
<td>-manja</td>
<td>-nja</td>
<td>-ya</td>
<td>-φ (zero) -ma</td>
<td>-ku</td>
<td>-njtja</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-LA class</td>
<td>-rnmanja -rna -rla</td>
<td>-n</td>
<td>-nma</td>
<td>-1ku</td>
<td>-rnta</td>
<td>-nta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(105) **njarlu yanatjm**

*woman come-PRES*

The woman is coming.

(106) **nganalu pawurnmanja, kuka**

*who-ERG cook-PRES meat*

Who is cooking it...the meat?

(ii) **-nja--rna (or -na following stems ending in -i)**, 'past tense' or 'complete aspect', e.g.

(107) **kutiya karinja**

*one-ABS stand-PAST*

One only stood.

(108) **mayu njinanja parnangka**

*child-ABS sit-PAST ground-LOC*

The child sat on the ground.

(109) **palu wayi ngangkurna**

*he-NOM not hear-PAST*

He did not hear it.

(iii) **-ya--rla (or -la following -i)**: 'future tense' or 'potential aspect', e.g.

(110) **papa urta intiya**

*water-ABS later flow-FUT*

The water will flow by and by.

(111) **palu ngakarla kuwarti**

*he-NOM catch-FUT now/directly*

He will catch you directly.

(iv) **-φ (zero)--n**, 'perfect imperative mood' or 'complete command'. Used in commands and as a hortative or desiderative with first person subjects, e.g.

(112) **njinaranga**

*Sit down!*

(113) **kulay!**

*Come closer!*

(114) **kuka pawun**

*Cook the meat!*

(115) **tjapin**

*Ask him!*

(116) **ngatja njina**

*I want to sit down, or Let me sit down.*

(v) **-ma--nma**, 'imperfect imperative' or 'continuous command'. Be used as a polite form of command (or request) or may indicate 'permission', e.g.
### TABLE 3.4 - Inflections of irregular verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>present</th>
<th>past</th>
<th>future</th>
<th>perfect imperative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pu- 'hit'</td>
<td>pumanja-pinjanka</td>
<td>pumaya</td>
<td>(pumaya)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nja- 'see'</td>
<td>njanja-njinka</td>
<td>njangya</td>
<td>njanga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tju- 'put'</td>
<td>tjunanka</td>
<td>tjunayatjiya</td>
<td>tjurra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yu- 'give'</td>
<td>yunganka</td>
<td>yungaya</td>
<td>yunga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ya- 'go'</td>
<td>yaanka</td>
<td>yarana</td>
<td>yaran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma- 'get'</td>
<td>mananka</td>
<td>mara-mala</td>
<td>marra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nga- 'eat'</td>
<td>ngananka</td>
<td>ngala (?ngala)*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>imperfect imperative</th>
<th>purposive</th>
<th>concurrent action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pu- 'hit'</td>
<td>puma pinjaku-pijnaku</td>
<td>pinjanjanta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nja- 'see'</td>
<td>njanka njanka</td>
<td>njinjaanta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tju- 'put'</td>
<td>tjanka</td>
<td>(?)tjanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yu- 'give'</td>
<td>yankuka</td>
<td>yanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ya- 'go'</td>
<td>yanka yanka</td>
<td>yanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma- 'get'</td>
<td>manakuka</td>
<td>manakuka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nga- 'eat'</td>
<td>ngaranka</td>
<td>ngaranka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The future tense, or potential aspect, is sometimes used for the imperative.*

*There is some evidence for an HISTORIC PAST, see (240).*

(117) njinanka, pintu Remain sitting and be quiet!
(118) kuwa, wangkama Yes, keep telling it!
(119) ngatjanja ngankunma Continue to hear me!
(vi) -ku-liku, 'purposive', marking a verb in a dependent clause of purpose or reason. (Note that in some of the examples the irregular form -kulu or kulu may be
shown with an irregular verb.)

(120) ngapuri, njinta njinaya wangkaku paianja
brother-in-law you sit-FUT tell-PURP him
Brother-in-law, you will stay to tell him (the story).

(121) palu warlarnu mana tjutju yuwalku
he-NOM boomerang get-PAST dog strike by throwing at-PURP
He got the boomerang to hit the dog.

Note that -ku has an allomorph, -wu, which follows the low vowel -a; but this seems to be dialectal choice rather than by rule as in Walmatjari (see Hudson 1978:12-13). For example, Mrs. Dann corrected Joe Marlow's manawu to manaku, but allowed Fred Simpson's use of the same suffix. The -wu suffix manifests phonetically as [—u] following -a and -u, e.g., kutiyalu kartiyangawu '....so that one could take the meat out of the fire', shown phonetically as [kutiyalu kašiyangau].

(vii) -njtja/-nta 'concurrent action (C.A.)' is marker for a verb in a dependent clause functioning as object, time, or other clause level 'filler' in which the action or event is occurring simultaneously with the action or event of the main clause, e.g.

(122) tjatjan meyu tjamparninjtja pinjakurlu
chase-IMP child(ren) run-C.A. hit-PURP
Chase the children who are running away in order to punish them!

(123) ngatja ngangkuna winjtju yuwakanta
I-NOM hear-PAST wind blow-C.A.
I heard the wind blowing.

(124) ngatja njinja yamatji yaljpangku mama karinjtja
I-NOM see-PAST fellow many-ERG ceremony performing-C.A.
I saw a number of fellows performing a ceremony.

The forms of the inflectional suffixes occurring with the irregular verb roots are not completely predictable and, to complicate the picture, the stems themselves change shape for some tenses or moods. Not all tenses, aspects and moods have been recorded. The forms obtained are given in Table 3.4. Forms which have not been recorded but which are hypothesised are enclosed within parentheses in the table. Note that although ngangkula ('will hear it') is not listed as an irregular verb, it will be noted that in an example the purposive form is written ngangkuku instead of, as would be expected, ngangkulku. Further research may clarify this point.

3.8 BOUND PRONOUNS AND OTHER MOVEABLE SUFFIXES

3.8.1 PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES. The low number of examples of the occurrence of bound pronouns seems to indicate that, in Watjarri (unlike in some Western Desert dialects), the preference is to use free pronouns much more frequently than bound pronouns.

In a large mass of conversational material recorded there are only a few examples of the use of bound pronouns
functioning as subject of a clause. 1st and 2nd singular, 1st dual and 3rd person plural forms have been noted. 1st and 2nd person object forms have been recorded also, but only on rare occasions. Bound forms have been more closely associated with commands, and there are examples of the bound forms occurring with the free forms of the pronoun to form emphatic pronouns.

The following tables summarise the basic information extracted from the recorded data:

**Pronominal suffixes, subject form (also used in emphatic pronouns):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Dual</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>-rn</td>
<td>-l</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>-n</td>
<td>-n-pula</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>-#</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>-ya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bound subject pronoun occurs as the final suffix to the first grammar functioning item or 'tagmeme' in a clause, e.g.

(125) ngatja-rna ngarinja I (emphatic) lay down.
(126) yanmanja-rna urta I am going away shortly.
(127) urta-n kariya You will dance by and by.
(128) yarra-pa-i lgal! Let us (dual inclusive i.e. you and me) go now.

Note that there is no inclusive-exclusive distinction with the bound pronouns; but (128) shows how the distinction can be made by combining free and bound pronouns.

**Pronominal suffixes, object form:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Singular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>-rni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>-nta</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bound object pronoun also occurs following the first clause level unit as a final suffix, e.g.

(129) ngatja-nta watji pinja I did not hit you.
(130) pinja-rni-n ngatjanja hit-PAST-lsgO-2sgA lsg-O
It was definitely me whom you hit.

**Vocative forms of the pronominal suffixes (as associated with commands):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Dual</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>-$</td>
<td>-pula</td>
<td>-ya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(zero)

The vocative suffix, while most frequently occurring on the verb, as a final suffix, may also occur as a suffix to an item or phrase preceding the verb if another clause level construction occurs in the initial position in the clause, e.g.

(131) yanatji-$ You come here; you (singular) come.
(132) yamma-pula You (dual) go on!, you two, proceed!
(133) yamma-ya You (plural) proceed!
(134) tampatja-pula yunga You (dual), give me damper!
3.8.2 SUNDARY ADDITIONAL FORMS OF THE PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES. The following have been noted:

[i] -tja '1st person benefactive', as in (6), (134) and
(135) tampatja yunga Give me damper!
(136) yungatja tampa Give me damper!
(137) yungatja kutiya ngarnaku Give me one to eat!

[ii] -ra '3rd person dative' (only one example noted):
(138) njintara wangka You say it to him!

[iii] -tju '1st person possessive', e.g.
(139) kurtatju yanmanja kuwarti My brother is going directly.
(This suffix occurs with nouns or noun phrases; but most frequently with kin terms, e.g., kangkutju 'my uncle', mamatju 'my father', etc.)

[iv] -tju 'reflexive-reciprocal suffix', occurs in association with transitive verbs and often as a suffix to a pronoun, e.g.
(140) njupali wangkatju "You two are talking to each other" or (Lit.) You two, talk to each other!
(141) mutukakula wangkatjinjtja ngalitju In the motor car, we two were conversing with each other.

3.8.3 THE EMPHATIC SUFFIX. -rtu 'emphatic or intensifier suffix' may follow any part of speech which needs to be emphasised, e.g. tjamparn 'Hurry up!' and
(142) tjamparntu, njanjura Make it quick, I'm hungry! (in which 'Make it quick' is a colloquial expression for 'Hurry more').

3.8.4 IMMINENT ACTION OR PUNCTILIAR SUFFIX. -pa is not a tense or aspect marker in the strict sense. It may occur with any part of speech in any part of a clause, drawing attention to the imminence of the action itself (as a suffix to the verb) or in relation to any specific clause level item. The meaning of -pa remains rather elusive, so a number of examples are supplied. The suffix, when occurring with verbs, is a second order suffix, following tense or mood affixes and preceding pronominal suffixes.

(143) njintapa wangka You say it now!
(144) njupalipa wangka You two say it now!
(145) nganalupa warala Who will sing now?
(146) martungunjuwapa It was a married person (? 'probably' or 'just observed')
(147) ngakanpa Grasp him immediately!
(148) wankama wuljpalaia yanakupa Tell (politely) the whiteman to go away now (i.e. 'not to hesitate to leave').
(149) yarrapartu Let's definitely go away right now.
(150) kurninj, yamanka puluku traintapa tjampinuk! What a pity, the poor bullocks are on the train already to go to Geraldton.
(151) nawupan wangkamanja yaljpa wangka nganatjungu Why are you at this point talking all my language?
3.8 Bound pronouns and other moveable suffixes

3.8.5 NEGATION. The negative, watji, has a variant, wayi! (which in some dialects is wayi, where [y] is a voiced lamino-alveolar fricative) which is frequently used to negate verbs. However, some speakers prefer to retain the form, watji, for this purpose.

(152) watji, wayi njanganja No, I cannot see it.
(153) ngatja wayi ngurlimanja I'm not becoming afraid.
(154) watji, wayi pawurna No, it's not cooked.
(155) ngatjanta watji pinja I did not hit you.
(156) watji nganayangu ngura Not my camp.

3.9 INTERROGATIVES

There are interrogative substitutes for most grammatical functions on all levels - word, phrase and clause. The substitute for a common noun is nja? ('what?'). This form is declined like a common noun following an ergative-absolutive system. Proper names follow this system also; but instead of the zero marker for the absolutive, proper names take -nja~nga both for the subject of an intransitive clause and for direct object in a transitive clause.

[i] Common noun interrogative substitute, nja?

transitive subject nja-lu? What did it?
intransitive subject nja? What did?
object nja? He did it to what?
location nja-ngka? On what?
instrument nja-ngku? With what?
direction (towards) nja-ki? To what?
direction (from) nja-tjanu? From what?
purpose nja-ku? For what?
vocative nja! Whatever it is!
possession (alienable) nja-ku? Belonging to what?
possession (inalienable) nja (war I a) (The egg) of what?
time (time at which) nja-ngku? When?
becoming (intransitive) nja-tji-(plus tense) What is he becoming?

[ii] Proper name (person or place) substitute ngana?

transitive subject ngana-lu? Who did it?
intransitive subject ngana-nja? Who did? (freq. reduced to ngana)
object ngana-nja? Whom?
location ngana-la? At what named place?
direction (towards) ngana-aki? To whom/place name?
direction (from) ngana-la-tjanu From whom?
vocative ngana Whoever it is!
possession (alienable) ngana-ngu? Belonging to whom?
possession (inalienable) ngana-nja? Whose? (as whose head?)

Examples include:

(157) palu ngana-nja pinja? He hit whom?
(158) mayu nja-ngka njinamanja? What's the child sitting on?
(159) yamatjilu nja-ngku pinja? With what did the fellow hit him?
(160) warla pala nja-tji-nja? What did that egg become?
(161) njangka palu yanatjinja? When did he come?
(162) palu ngana-nja maka pinja? Whose (whom) head did he hit?
Interrogative substitutes for clause level fillers:

- for transitive verb: yal-ma- (-la class)
- for intransitive verb: yali- (-ya class)
- for stative: yai?
- for number (subject): nakalju?
- for reason: nawu-lu?
- for manner: tjarnu? (intransitive)
  yaljtju? (transitive)
- exclamation: yi?
- general interrogative: yii?

Examples include:

(163) palu yal-ma-nmanja? What is he doing to it? (trans.)
(164) palu yali-manja What is he doing? (intrans.)
(165) yai njinta?
   what state you
   How are you?
(166) nakalju yamatji yanatjinja mama kariku?
   how many men come-PAST song dance-PURP
   How many men came to dance (perform) the ceremony?
(167) nawu-lu-pula njanganja ngalinja?
   why-they two see-PRES us two-ACC
   Why are those two looking at us two?
(168) ngatja tjarnu wangkaya?
   I how speak-FUT
   How will I talk (tell it)?
(169) yaljtju mikamanja kurartu?
   how make-PAST spear
   How did you make the spear?
(170) kurninjpara, yi
   pitiable ones, who on earth
   We poor old fellows, what do you think we are?
(171) warntu yii? Where's my blanket?
(172) wangkanja yii?
   speak-PAST eh?
   Did he speak?

4. SYNTAX

4.1 THE BASIC (NON-EXPANDED) CLAUSE TYPES

Below are the basic clause types of Watjarri laid out in tabular form. Optional expansions are dealt with in a later section but it will be noted that where a noun or a noun phrase may fill particular clause level spot, examples of both types of fillers be shown in the examples.
4.1.1 THE INTRANSITIVE STATEMENT

A. With common noun subject:

(common noun subject) predicate

(173) papa -φ inti-manja The water is flowing.
(174) mayu kutjarra -φ yanatji-manja The two children are coming.

B. With proper name subject:

(proper name subject) predicate

(175) Mungku-nja njina-manja Mungku is staying (lit: sitting).
(176) Mingkurl-nga paka-rnmanja Mingkurl is arising.

C. With free pronoun subject:

(free pronoun subject) predicate

(177) ngatja kula-yi-manja I am coming closer.
(178) njinta yanatji-manja? Are you coming?

D. Bound pronoun subject:

(predicate)

(179) yanatji-manja-rna I am coming. (I'm coming.)
(180) yanaya-n You'll go.

4.1.2 THE INTRANSITIVE COMMAND

(optional vocative) predicate

(181) kulayi-φ Come closer!
(182) paka-n Get up!
(183) tjuparni-φ Child, straighten out!
(184) wangkatji-φ You two, talk!
(185) Mungku, yanatji-φ Mungku, come here!

4.1.3 THE TRANSITIVE STATEMENT

A. With common noun subject; common noun object; transitive verb:

(common noun subject) common noun object predicate

(186) tjutju-ngku mayu-φ patja-rnmanja The dog bit the child.
(187) ngakalalanj-tju njarlu patja-φ rnmanja The cockatoo is biting the two women.
(188) njarlu ngakalalanj-kutjarra-ngku pa pinja The two women hit the cockatoo.
(189) mayu marnkurr-tu tjutju-φ pumanja The three children are hitting the dog.

B. With proper name subject; proper name object; transitive verb:

(proper name subject) proper name object predicate

(190) Nungki-lu Panin-nga njinja Nungki saw Panin.
C. With free pronoun subject and object, plus transitive verb:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>object</th>
<th>predicate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ngatja</td>
<td>njinta-nja</td>
<td>ngangku-rnmanja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njinta</td>
<td>palu-nja</td>
<td>pinja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njupali</td>
<td>pula-nja</td>
<td>ngangkurna</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I am listening to you. You hit him. You two heard those two.

D. With bound pronoun forms plus transitive verb:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>object</th>
<th>predicate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ngatja-nta</td>
<td>tjutila</td>
<td>I'll tie you up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njinta-rni</td>
<td>pinja</td>
<td>You hit me!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>object</th>
<th>predicate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>njinta-nja-rna</td>
<td>ngangkurna</td>
<td>I heard you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palu-nja-n</td>
<td>kangkaya</td>
<td>You will take him away.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

bound pronouns with the predicate

| ngur1umanmanja-rna-ŋ | I am frightening him. |

4.1.4 THE TRANSITIVE COMMAND.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>vocative</th>
<th>object</th>
<th>predicate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kuka</td>
<td>puma</td>
<td>You chase it!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mayu,</td>
<td>pawun</td>
<td>You hit it!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mimi</td>
<td>ngaruma</td>
<td>Child, drink the milk!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njupali,</td>
<td>waran</td>
<td>You two, sing a song!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mama</td>
<td>tjtjan-pula</td>
<td>You two, chase it!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>puma-ya</td>
<td>All of you, hit it!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.5 VERBLESS CLAUSE TYPES

A. Equational:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>predicate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ngatja</td>
<td>pakarli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngana yini</td>
<td>pala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngatjangu mayu</td>
<td>njaru nkatja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pakarli</td>
<td>maparnpa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I am an initiated man. What is that person's name? My child is a female offspring. The man is a sorcerer. The man is a sorcerer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pakarli-rna</th>
<th>I'm an initiated man.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
4.1 The basic (non-expanded) clause types

B. Stative:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>predicate</th>
<th>clause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(212) waria</td>
<td>parrni</td>
<td>The egg is good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(213) yamatji pala</td>
<td>pika</td>
<td>That fellow is sick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(214) kurta</td>
<td>mampu pika</td>
<td>Elder brother is sore-legged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(215)</td>
<td>pika-n?</td>
<td>Are you sick?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Locational:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>predicate</th>
<th>clause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(216) kwiyarl</td>
<td>marta-ngka</td>
<td>The goanna is on the rock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(217) njarlu kutju</td>
<td>panjakarti</td>
<td>There's another woman on the other side.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(218) yamatji njanja</td>
<td>ngura-ngka</td>
<td>This fellow is in camp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(219) yamatji yaljpa</td>
<td>Yuwin-ta</td>
<td>All the men are at Yuin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(220)</td>
<td>ngura-ngka-rna</td>
<td>I'm in camp.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.6 DEPENDENT CLAUSE TYPES

A. Simultaneous action clauses. Dependent clauses are marked to indicate their relationship to the main clause. There is no true 'switch reference system', but rather a focus on simultaneity of action as contrasted with subsequent action. (By 'action' in this context is meant event as contrasted with entity and abstraction.)

Simultaneity of action is indicated in the dependent clause by the concurrent action suffix, -njtja-nta--nta as described in 3.7.2 (vii).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>temporal clause (dependent)</th>
<th>subject</th>
<th>predicate</th>
<th>clause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(221) mayu yaljpa kurl-ki</td>
<td>yana-nta pakarli</td>
<td>panja marlaku yanatjiya.</td>
<td>When the children go to school, that man will come back.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>temporal clause (dependent)</th>
<th>subject</th>
<th>predicate</th>
<th>clause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(222) karangu tjakulanga-njtja-</td>
<td>-rna</td>
<td>yanatjiya</td>
<td>I will come at sunset.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>predicate</th>
<th>direct object clause</th>
<th>clause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(223) njarlu-ngku</td>
<td>pinja</td>
<td>tjutju werntu-ngka ngayi-njtja</td>
<td>The woman hit the dog which was lying on the blanket.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>predicate</th>
<th>direct object clause</th>
<th>clause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(224)</td>
<td>tjatja-n</td>
<td>mayu tjamparni-njtja</td>
<td>Chase the child who is running.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>object</th>
<th>predicate</th>
<th>locational/direction clause</th>
<th>clause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(225) tjutju-ngku</td>
<td>marlu</td>
<td>tjtjanmenja yamatji kurartu-njuwe</td>
<td>The dog is chasing the kangaroo towards the man standing with a spear.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>predicate</th>
<th>clause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(251)</td>
<td>kay1-njtja-k1 stand-C.A.-ALL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Further examples of dependent clauses indicating simultaneity of action:

(228) wilara paka-rnta yanatji ngatjangu ngura-ki
moon rise-C.A. come-IMP my camp-ALL
When the moon arises, come to my camp.

(229) ngatja mayu njinja marlaku yana-nta kurl-tjanu
I child see-PAST return come-C.A. school-ABL
I saw the children coming home from school.

(230) yamatji-Iu njinja njarlu-ngku mana-nta lizard
man-ERG see-PAST woman-ERG get-C.A. lizard
The man saw the woman get the lizard.

B. Dependent clauses with subsequent action. These purpose clauses are indicated by -ku following -YA class verb stems, -Iku following -LA class verb stems; -kurlu frequently occurs following the verb 'to hit'.

(231) tjatja-n mayu tjamparni-njtja pinja-kurlu
chase-IMP child run-C.A. hit-PURP
Chase the children who are running away so as to punish them.

(232) puraku ngatja kangkarni-nja njinta tjunayi-ku
frock I bring-PAST you(sg.) put on-PURP
I've brought the frock for you to put on.

(233) njinta ngura-ngka njina-ma ngatja yana-ku kuka-ku
you camp-LOC sit-IMPERF IMP I go-PURP meat-PURP
You remain in camp so I can go out for meat.

(234) mayu urta yara piya-ku
children later go-FUT play-PURP
The children will be going out later-on to play.

4.2 PHRASE STRUCTURE

4.2.1 THE NOUN PHRASE. A noun phrase usually has a common noun head, which may be accompanied by one or more modifiers or other peripheral elements; or it may be a proper name, in which case there is no recorded evidence that other periphery
FIGURE 4.1 The structure of the noun phrase

Translations of these noun phrases are:

(235) Those many little sick children of yours ---
(236) These two big blind children belonging to the man ---
(237) That good speech of Akurtu's ---

eral elements occur with it.

The head of a noun phrase, when a common noun, may be a single noun or a noun complex (such as mara pirlri 'finger nail', tjina pirlri 'toe nail', yamatji palarli 'an Aboriginal man', etc.). Possessives usually precede the noun in linear order, and adjectives of colour, size, state, then quantity follow in that order. An adjective of quantity may precede the noun, however, in which case it follows the possessive. The possessive may be a possessive pronoun, proper name or common noun.

Demonstratives occur finally in the noun phrase. Case markers occur after the final element in the phrase and the form of the case marking suffix depends on the form of the final word in the phrase, that is, whether it ends with a consonant or a vowel (see 3.2.2).
Figure 4.1 shows the general structure of the noun phrase.

The noun phrase may occur as subject, object, or location-direction in a clause, taking the appropriate case markers. It may also occur as instrument or as time, the former taking the ergative case marker, the latter taking the locative case marker.

Any common noun may occur as the head of a noun phrase. A noun complex occupying the head of a phrase may be any of the following combinations of nouns:

Inalienable possession combination: marlu kantja '(lit.) kangaroo skin', 'rug', as in

(238) ngatjangu marlu kantja parnangka ngayimanja
    lsg-POSS rug ground-LOC lie-PRES

My rug is lying on the ground.

Other examples include:

mulja tja 'nasal', lit. 'nose - hole/mouth'
mulja yirti  'nose bone', lit. 'nose - skewer'
tjina puka 'boots', 'shoes', lit. 'foot - covering'
mara pirri 'fingernail', lit. 'hand - claw'

Contrast with the above forms marlu parriya 'kangaroo pad/track' and yalipirri warla 'emu egg' which will not take another possessive as marlu kantja does in (238). marlu parriya would better fit the form Akurtu wangka, (237), in which the combination is one of inalienable possession, but wangka is head of the phrase and the possessive, Akurtu, is peripheral.

'Gender' combinations:

njari kajja 'daughter', lit. 'woman (female) - offspring'
yamatji pakarli 'Aboriginal man', lit. 'Aboriginal male - man, initiated'
yamatji kajja 'son', lit. 'male - offspring', as in

(239) njintangu yamatji kajja kutjarra ngulamanja
    your male offspring two cry-PRES

Your two sons are crying.

Generic - specific combinations with a generic noun followed by a more specific noun, e.g.

njari warluwura 'adolescent girl', lit. 'woman - adolescent'
mayu murilja 'a preinitiate', lit. 'child - uncircumcised male'
kuka marlu 'kangaroo meat', lit. 'meat - kangaroo'
kuka puluku 'bullock meat'

ELLILINGUAL NOUN PHRASES may be used to convey ambiguity or when the referent is known or has been referred to previously. The sole filler of a noun phrase may be an adjective of quantity:

(240) itjapa, kutiya-lu waka-lmara kurartulu
    certainly one-ERG spear-HISTORIC PAST spear-WITH
Right enough, one spears with a barbless spear.

Or an adjective of size:
4.2 Phrase structure

(241) yarnta-lu pinja
    big-ERG hit
It was the big one who hit him.

Or an adjective of state:

(242) pika ngarimanja
    sick lie-PRES
The sick (one) is lying down.

Demonstratives also may fill this position; but in such case they may be regarded as positional pronouns.

WORD ORDER in the noun phrase is more fixed than word order on clause level. As indicated in the brief initial statement on the noun phrase, possessives precede the noun head. Possessives have not been found in a headless noun phrase, that is, in association with an adjective functioning as the sole filler of a noun phrase. This fact may be one criterion for separating adjectives from nouns.

A QUANTITATIVE ADJECTIVE may occur preceding or following the noun head in an unexpanded phrase; in the expanded phrase, however, in which adjectives of size and state may occur, the adjective of quantity tends to occur before the noun head.

(243) yaljpa mayu kultjanu yanatjimanja
    many child school-ABL come-PRES
There are a lot of children coming home from school.

(244) njarlu mayu marnkurrapa wayl ngayimanja
    woman child three not lie-PRES
The three girls are not lying down.

SIZE and STATE adjectives follow the noun in that order; but if COLOUR occurs, it precedes size and state and immediately follows the noun head. See (235), (236).

An APPOSITIONAL PHRASE, usually a more specific presentation of the initial noun phrase, may follow the main phrase after a non-final intonational juncture (rising pitch). The appositional phrase takes the same case marking as the main noun phrase, and is followed by another temporary pause, e.g.

(245) yamatji-lu, Mingkuri-ku mama-lu, kuka marlu ngura-ki
    a man-ERG " -POSS father-ERG kangaroo-meat camp-ALL
    kangkarnimanja bring-PRES
A man, Mingkurl's father, is bringing kangaroo meat to the camp.

Examples of noun phrases in other than subject position include:

(246) njarlu-ngku kutjarra mayu pika hospital-ki kangkangamanja
    woman-ERG two child sick hospital-ALL take-PRES
That woman is taking the two sick children to hospital.

(247) palu yamatji pika njanja kangkangaya nganatjungu ngurlurn
    he-NOM man sick this take-FUT my windbreak
    yarnta-ki
    big-ALL
He will take (carry) this sick man to my big windbreak.
EMBEDDED NOUN PHRASE. A noun phrase may be found embedded in another noun phrase as a modifier of the noun head of the main phrase, e.g.

(248) yamatji panja pakarli martungu kutjarra-njuwa
      man that initiated man spouse two-WITH
That man (previously referred to) is an initiated man with two wives.

In this sentence, martungu kutjarra, a noun phrase, is related to the main phrase by the relator -njuwa which may be regarded as an adjectivisor.

4.2.2 ADJECTIVAL PHRASE. This phrase type may be embedded in a noun phrase or it may occur as the predicate of a verbless clause of state. There are two types of expansion of the adjective phrase, one is the introduction of an intensifier, which has been found only with adjectives of state, and the other the use of a negative. The intensifier occurs before the adjective and the negative also occurs before the adjective and also before the intensifier if this is present in the phrase, or it may occur finally if in the predicate. E.g.

(249) ngatja ngaritj pika
     I-NOM very sick
     I am very sick.

(250) mayu ngaritj pika panja parnangka ngayimanja
     child very sick that ground-LOC lie-PRES
That very sick child is lying on the ground.

(251) ngatja wayi malarti
     I-NOM not tired
     I am not tired.

(252) palu ngaritj pika wayi or palu wayi ngaritj pika
     he-NOM very sick not He not very sick
     He is not seriously ill.

4.2.3 THE VERBAL PHRASE. The intensifier may also be used in the verbal phrase and it has been found in the pre-verb and the post-verb position, e.g.

(253) palu ngaritj tjurnimanja
     He is laughing loudly (forcefully).
(254) tjana pinjarimanja ngarti
     They are fighting vigorously.
(255) mutuka pukurntamanja ngarti
     There's a motor car running along really fast.

4.2.4 TEMPORAL PHRASE. This may precede or follow the verb or it may occur first in the clause. There are a number of words which may be regarded as 'adverbs of time' or they may be classed as a separate class of time slot fillers (using tagmemic terminology). See the list in the vocabulary and note also that phrases may occur in this position, e.g.

(256) palu wapa karangu yanatjinja
     He-NOM another sun come-PAST
     He came yesterday.
4.2 Phrase structure

(257) karangu kutjarratjanu palu marlaku yanatjinja
day(sun) two-ABL he back come-PAST
He returned after two days.

4.3 CONJUNCTIONS AND SENTENCE FORMATION

No examples of conjunctions have been found in field data, except where prolonged association with English has led some speakers to insert 'and' (as 'n') between clauses when asked if they have any equivalent for the English conjunction. Independent clauses are strung together without any formal conjunctions. Intonation contours, however, supply links between related clauses, e.g.

(258) pikayinjarna, malartiynjarna. I've become sick and I have become tired.

The comma (,) indicates a non-final pause with rising intonation, whereas the full stop (.) indicates a final, falling intonation.

Relationships between independent and dependent clauses are indicated by suffixation, already described in the appropriate sections.

Sentences may, then, be utterances which contain part clauses or exclamations; complex clause constructions (in which there is a main clause and one or more dependent clauses); or coordinate clauses (simple or complex) bound together by intonational features as described above.

4.4 SENTENCE PARTICLES

A sentence may be comprised of a single sentence particle, such as an exclamation, an interjection, an affirmative, negative, or certificative (as well as an interrogative, a partial clause or word ... as in answer to a question ... or a larger construction such as an independent clause, a complex clause, or a coordinate clause). A sentence particle may be added to a sentence without affecting its lexical meaning, as when an exclamation occurs as an opener; or it may affect the meaning of the whole sentence, as when a certificative is added. Examples below illustrate the few particles recorded in the data.

Exclamations and interjections:
(259) karla! 'Go ahead!' 'Proceed!' as in karla! waranpa 'Go on, sing!'
(260) katji! 'Beware!'; 'Don't approach!'; as in katji! panja karlatj-anu 'Get away from that fire!'
(261) walayi! 'Look out!'; 'Caution!'; as in walayi! martanju 'look out! Police'. ('Watch out! Policeman coming!')
(262) njanja! 'Look here!'; 'Attention!' as in njanja! kuka 'Look here! Meat'
(263) putju! 'Come now!'; 'Knock off!'; 'Right ... finish what you're doing!' as in putju! tjapa kuwarti 'Finish up! It's suppertime'

Affirmation:
(264) kuwa 'Yes!'; as in kuwa! 'Yes!' or kuwa, tjana pakaranganjtja kuwiylar! 'Yes, they were arousing the goannas'.
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(257) karangu kutjarratjanu palu marlaku yanatjinja
day(sun) two-ABL he back come-PAST
He returned after two days.
Negation:
(265) watji! 'No', 'Nothing', as in watji, wayi njanganja 'No, I'm not looking at it'
(266) njinta tina tjuna? 'Have you put the dinner(tina) on?'
(267) watji, wayi pawurna 'No, it's not cooked'

Certification:
(268) itja! 'True', 'Truly', 'Certainly', '0 yes'; itja? 'Is it true?'
(269) itjapa, kutiyalu wakalmara kurartulu .... 'That's true now!
One would spear with a spear ....' (as part of text)

VOCABULARY

In the alphabetical vocabulary of Watjarri, the following order is employed:
a, i, k, l, lj, m, n, ng, nj, p, r, rl, rr, rt, t, tj, u, w, y

Each word is given both in the alphabetical listing, and then again in the vocabulary by semantic fields.

ALPHABETICAL VOCABULARY

arnmanu, N: Armanu coastal dialect; man, in this dialect
ika, N: bone
ikirl, N: a rip, tear, or hole in skin or cloth covering
iku, N: younger sister
iili, N: the rattling noise of wooden weapons knocking together
ilimpiri, Place name: Twin Peaks near Murchison River
iliwaka, N: large edible ground frog
ilkari, N: the day, sky (from Western Desert language)
ingkarta, N: the Ingkarta language
ini ~ yini, N: name (an inalienable possession)
inja, Vtr: past tense of yu- to give
inti-, Vintr: to flow, -YA class
intirri, N: the daytime sky; Adj: high
intjiwarni, N: the Intjiwarni language
ipinj, N: tinder (for fire-lighting)
ira ~ yira, N: mouth, lips, language
irapiya ~ yirapiya, N: cumulo-nimbus or storm clouds generally
irri, N: point of spear or digging stick
irilja, N: scraper (usually white quartz) used for scraping skins
irl, N: meat from the back of an emu
itja, Sentence Particle: certitive, surely, certainly, truly
itjitji, N: the Ta-ta lizard
kaka, N: child, variant of mayu
kakararra, N: east
kaki, N: galah (from English cocky)
kaku, N: crow (Corvus orru)
kakulj, Adv: by oneself, alone
kakurla, N: the native or silky pear
kalatjarra, Adj: sorcerized
kalatjarrayi-, Vintr: to become sorcerized, -YA class
kalja, N: armpit, axilla
kaljartu, N: substitute reference to a deceased person
kaljawirri, N: rock wallaby
kalpatji-, Vintr: to climb, -YA class
kami, N: grandfather, grandson
kamitjunu, N: my own grandfather
kamparnira, N: uncle-nephew relationship
kamparnu, N: mother's brother, uncle
kampu, Adj: cooked (meat)
kampurarra, N: wild tomato, solanum
kan ~ kana, N: gun, shotgun (from English)
kangka-, Vtr: to take away, -YA class
kangkanga-, Vtr: to carry (in direction away from speaker), -YA class
kangkarni-, Vtr: to bring, fetch, -YA class
kangku, N: mother's brother, uncle, (probably borrowed from Njungar kongk)
kangku, N: knee (dialect variant)
kani njt ja rra , N: subincision (from Western Desert language, underneath)
kanjarra, N: the Kanjarra language
kanjtjari, N: grandmother, granddaughter
karakara, N: Temp: afternoon
karangu, N: sun, day
karawala, N: spider
karlawa, N: storm cloud, cumulus, thunderstorm
karlaya, N: emu (from Western Desert language); see yali pirri
karlayi-, Vintr: to become hot, -YA class
kart-, Vtr: to break, -YA class
kartanga-, Vtr: to cause to break, -YA class; alternate karlatji-
kartanganj ~ kartanj, Adj: broken
kartapaya-, Vtr: to cut, to carve (meat) to apportion or distribute meat or food, -LA class
kartawala, N: spider
karti-, Vtr: to lift, to raise cooked meat from the hot ashes, -YA class
kartiyange-, Vtr: to cause to lift cooked meat from the hot ashes, -YA class
kati, N: forearm, arm (generally)
katja, N: one's offspring, son or daughter
katjanja, N: processionary caterpillar
katjara, N: river
katjayara, N: son-father relationship, daughter-mother relationship
katji, N: a spear
katji, Excl: Hop it! Get away! Move out of the way!
kawilkura, N: a rainbird, probably the pallid cuckoo or the fan-tailed cuckoo. It is said to drag the rain along behind it
kayi-, Vintr: to stand, to exist (as trees); alt. kar-, -YA class
kirrkurtal, N: brown hawk (Falco berigora)
kitikiti-, Vtr: to tickle, -YA class
kuka, N: flesh, meat (all flesh foods) (from Western Desert language); see kuwa
kuka mantu, N: cooked meat
kuka marlu, N: kangaroo meat
kuka puluku, N: bullock meat
kukuntjirri, N: sheep (east and north dialects); see tjipu
kukurl ~ kukurr, Adv. continually
kul ~ kurl, N: school (from English)
kula, Adj: close, near; Adv: closely
kuljara ~ kuljari-, Vintr: to become nearer, closer, -YA class
kuljpa, N: clothes, garments
kulju, N: native sweet potato
kuju, N: fleas
kumarta, N: storm cloud, cumulus, thunderstorm
kumarta, N: storm cloud, cumulus, thunderstorm
kumparta, N: night, night sky  
(Patimaya)
kumpu, N: urine
kumuru, N: blind, sightless
kuntja, N: elder sister
ku(r)ntuwarra ~ kuntuwa ~ kuntuwu, N: echidna, spiny anteater
kupa, N: ashes, white ash
kupulja, N: sleep; Adj: asleep  
(Patimaya)
kurarra, N: needle tree
kurartu, N: spear, a straight
spear without a barb
kuripi, N: bullock
kuripi njurnti, N: bullock tail
kurl ~ kul, N: school (from English)
kurlka, N: ear, ears
kurilkarta, Adv: attentively
kurilkaturangu, N: prickly
flannel bush
kuriku, N: a sling for carrying a baby
kurninj, Adj: pitiable, poor, hapless, unfortunate
kurninpara, N: poor old fellows, pitiable ones
kurnta, N: shield
kurti, N: short hitting stick, also a magic pointing stick
kuntuwa, see kuntuwarra
kurra Kurru, Adj: pesty (e.g. flies)
kurrarrka, N: seeds, small seeds said to be carried by ants to their holes and to be eaten by a certain small lizard, the wuntijarra
kurri, N: spouse (from Western Desert language) used more specifically in Watjarri for husband; see martungu, watji kurriya ~ kurtiya, Adj: one (sometimes shortened to kurri)
kurrkuntu, N: owl, the Boobook  
(Ninox novaeseelandiae)
kurrparu, N: magpie (probably Gymnorhina dorasalis)
kurruru-, Vintr: to fly, circle or glide (as birds), -YA class
kurru, N: the spirit of a living person, the inner being
kurta, N: older brother
kurtikurti, shortened form of kwartikuwarti, Temp: a short time, not for long
kurru, N: heart, the human heart
kurru, N: ceremonial ground (a special place where parents wait while their son is undergoing initiation rites)
kuru, N: eye, eyes; also tjurla
kurupurikantu, N: the Sturt pea  
(Clianthus formosus)
kutiya ~ kuriya, Adj: one; N: a certain person
kutja-, Vtr: to ignite, to light a fire, -LA class
kurjarra (sometimes shortened to kutja), Adj: two
kurjarta, N: a many-barbed spear
kutjita, N: water snake (said to control pimarra springs)
kutju, Adj: another (of the same kind)
kutjullin, N: tadpoles
kurjurtja, Adj: all, every (in NP + -pa, kuka kutjurtapa, every bit of meat)
kuwa, Affirmation: yes
kuwa, N: meat, all game meats, flesh
kuwarti, Temp: now, soon, directly
kuwarti-kuwartti, Temp: shortly, not for long; see kurtikurti
kuwiyrarl, N: goanna, perentie  
(Varanus giganteus)
kuyu, N: variant of kuru, eye(s)  
(also in Pulinja)
likarra, N: dry bark (Patimaya and Western Desert language); see pingara
ma-, Vtr: to get, pick up, obtain (irregular verb)
ma, N: head
maka, N: cup, drinking vessel  
(from English mug)
maka wintja, N: a grey-haired man
makanga-, Vintr: flying (lit. over-heading), -YA class
makayarla, N: doctor, diagnostician (refers to 'the third eye' but in some dialects means lit. 'bald head', a symbol for eldership or wisdom)
ma kutja, N: a meat portion
malarti, Adj: tired, weary
malarti-, Vintr: to become tired or weary, -YA class
maiyara, N: east, an eastern group, a desert native; see wannala
malju, N: younger sister
malka, Adv: soundly, fast (asleep), deeply, still (unmoving), silently (unresponsively) (depending on verbal context)
malkakayi-, Vintr: to appear inattentive, to stand as though oblivious to circumstances, -YA class
malkana, N: the Malkana language
malka, PN: Malka, nephew of Putjulkura (in traditional folk tale)
malura, Place name: Malura, probably original of Mileura (pastoral station)
mama, N: father, father's brother
mama, N: song, ceremony, corroboree
mama karimanja, Vtr. phrase: reenacting a myth, ceremony, dreaming; see kari- and wara-
mamanji-, Vtr: to be/become angry, irritated, peeved, -YA class
mamayara, N: father-son relationship
mampu, N: lower leg
mampu ngartara, N: bowlegged, bandy
manatja, N: policeman (from Njungar manatj, black cockatoo)
manatji-, manayi-, Vtr: to pick up (e.g. to pick up a freshly killed kangaroo), -LA class
mangarta, N: jam tree, the edible gum from this tree
mangka(1ja), N: head hair
mangkawurla, N: man's hat
mangkuru, N: the red kangaroo (Ethel Creek dialect)
manjtjanjtjarra, N: termites
manjtunjurru, N: termites (variant)
mantu, Adj: cooked (meat)
maparn, N: doctor, sorcerer (from Western Desert language magic stone)
maparna, N: an initiated man (Ethel Creek dialect)
marnkurr, Adj: three
marnpli-marnpinnju, N: common bronze-wing pigeon (Phaps chalcoptera)
marna, N: rump, buttock
marna, N: money; see also marta
marnkurr, Adj: three
marrkarn, N: frog (Patimaya); see wantitu
marrpu, N: achilles tendon, kangaroo sinew used for binding in implement making
marta, N: rock, stone, range, breakaway
mara tjuti-, Vtr. phrase: to handcuff, lit. 'to tie hands', -LA class
maranga-, Vintr: to crawl, to walk on the hands and knees, -YA class
maraya-, Vintr: to crawl, to go along on the hands (mara yanmana); as ya- (irregular verb)
marinjmarinj, N: large black 'soldier' ants
marinjmarinj, Adj: proud, conceited
maritji, N: brother's wife
marla, Adv: behind
marlakarti, Adv: back, at a starting point
marlaku, Adv: back, to a starting point
maritja, N: calf of the leg
muripa, N: the sky; Adj: high
muripa, N: an initiated man (Ethel Creek dialect)
murlu, N: kangaroo, the red kangaroo (Megaleia rufa); also used metaphorically for red wine
murlu, Place name: Marlu - the kangaroo (or Creation Being in the traditional myth)
murlu kantja, N: kangaroo skin, fur blanket
murlu parriya, N: kangaroo pad/track (these pads indicate the presence of water in the vicinity)
murlukuru, N: Sturt pea (Cianthus formosus)
murlupirri, N: kangaroo paw (lit. 'kangaroo claw') (Anigosanths manglesii)
murlurnka, N: spinifex grass (Triodia)
marna, N: rump, buttock
marna, N: money; see also marta
marnkurr, Adj: three
marnpli-marnpinnju, N: common bronze-wing pigeon (Phaps chalcoptera)
marna, N: rump, buttock
marntuta, N: rain cloud
marnun, N: arm, upper arm
marrarn, N: fair weather cumulus and the cool wind from the south which brings these clouds
marrkarn, N: frog (Patimaya); see wantitu
marrpu, N: achilles tendon, kangaroo sinew used for binding in implement making
marta, N: rock, stone, range, breakaway
marta, N: money, coins
martalmartalpayi, N: policeman
(lit. 'the very rich one'),
sometimes reduced to martapayi
martaImartaI payi,
N: policeman
(lit. 'the very rich one'),
sometimes reduced to
martapayi
martaImartaIpayi,
N: a small stone-coloured lizard
martanju, N: policeman (from
martanjuwa, Adj: having money)
martumpura, N: budgerigar (Melop-
sittacus undulatus); also
njingarr!
martungu,
N: policeman (from
martanjuwa,
Adj:  having money)
martanju,
N: a small stone-
coloured lizard
martanju,
N: policeman (from
martanjuwa,
Adj:  having money)
martumpura,
N: budgerigar (Melop-
sittacus undulatus);  also
njingarr!
martungu,
N: a small stone-coloured lizard
martanju,
N: policeman (from
martanjuwa,
Adj:  having money)
martumpura,
N: budgerigar (Melop-
sittacus undulatus);  also
njingarr!
martungu,
N: spouse, potential
spouse, the spouse relationship
martungu,
N: boyfriend, girlfriend (a modern usage)
martungunjjuwa,
Adj: married; Adv: accompanied by a spouse
maru, Adj: dark, black
marun, N: quandong (Patimaya);
see walku
marungapa, Temp: at sunset, at
dark
marunmarta, N: the nuts of the
quandong tree
marurtu ~ mawurtu, Adj: black
maruwaru, Temp: early in the
morning
matja, N: boss, master, government official
matja-, Vintr: to wait, -LA class
mawatu, Directive: direction
away from speaker (precedes verbs of locomotion)
mawu, Pos.Pn: that (distant);
mawunjja, that distant person
mawu-mawuyi-, Vintr: to move over,
to move away (as from a fire or in bed), -YA class
mayu, N: child (generic), baby in
arms, an uninitiated boy
mayu kurninj, N: a pitiable
person or child, poor old
soul (idiom)
mayu kurninjpara, N: another
idiom for unfortunate characters, pitiable ones
mayu murla, N: a preinitiate,
a boy beginning the initiation cycle
mayu yanakupa, N: a child just
learning to walk
mayurruru, N: a young man, a young
ster
mikinj, N: grey hawk (? Falco
hypoleucus)
mila, N: a bonfire, a large commun-
ity fire in winter
mili, N: a light
milima-, Vtr: to light, to ignite,
to make a fire, -LA class
milimili, N: north
milja, N: entrails (of animal);
Adj: soft
miljirrinj, N: white froth on the
edge of a claypan (metonym for
claypan)
milju, N: bark lizard, skink
miljurra, N: venomous snake
milki, N: milk (usually referring
to powdered milk) (from English)
milku, N: a song for initiated men only
mimi, N: breast, nipple; (hence
milk); also titi, pipi
mimpurtu, N: breastbone (sternum)
inga, N: ants (generic)
ingkarl, N: digging bowl; also tjaka
mingkarri, N: humpy, dwelling
minyara, N: centipede
minta, N: shade, shadow
minta, N: mug, cup, any drinking
vessel
mintinari, N: beetles
mintinintin, N: beetles (generic)
mintjinj, N: mountain devil
(Moloch horridus)
mira, N: a venomous snake
mirla, N: a rock catchment, rock-
hole
mirli, N: diarrhoea, watery faeces
mirnangu, N: south (from Njungar,
mirnong)
mirnti, N: egg shell, shell (generic)
mirru, N: spearthrower, firesaw
mirru, N: the male umbilicus/navel
miti, N: common goanna (Varanus
tristis)
mittu, N: friend (male or female)
(from English mate)
miyurtu, N: mouse
mula ~ murla, Adj: dead
mulja, N: nose (metonym for face)
muljatja, N: nostril, nose hole
(for nose bone), i.e. pierced
septum
muljayirti, N: nosebone, and, by
association, the pierced nasal
septum
muluwl, Place name: Mullewa
munga, N: the night sky, nighttime
mungal, N: morning; Temp: this morning, tomorrow morning (depending on the tense of the verb and the time of day)
mungalji-, Vintr: to become dark/night, -YA class
mungal purntara, N: Venus, the morning star
mungamunga, N: evening
mungarta, Adj: dark (as at night time)
mungku, Proper name: Mungku, the personal name of a male
muni, N: money (probably from English)
muniya, N: pneumonia (from English)
muntungu, N: devil, evil spirit, a European-Australian derogatory
murilja, N: a preinitiate, an adolescent; also murtilja
murla ~ mula, Adj: dead
murlantji, N: green parrot (Barnardius zonarius)
murlayi ~ mulayi, Vintr: to become dead, to die, -YA class
murni, N: wife (Pulinja)
murrkarmurrkar, Adj: clever, wise
murti, N: knee (from Western Desert language); see purru
murti, Adj: cold
murti papa, N: cold water
murtija, N: a preinitiate, an adolescent boy
murtijju, Adj: cold (weather), wintry
murtinj, N: an uninitiated boy
murtitja-, Vintr: to become cold, -LA class
murtu, N: bone marrow
murupurl Kartu, N: the Sturt Pea; see kurupurl Kartu
mutji, N: husband (as used by a woman addressing her daughter
mutuka, N: motor car (from English)
muya, N: the rabbit bandi-coot or bilby
nakalju, Interrog: how many?
nani, N: goat (from English)
nanpa, N: hairbelt (Patinjaya, Western Desert language)
nanta, N: the Nanta language
nanti, Adv: there (distant) (Patinjaya)
nanu, N: the Nanu language (the word means the negative, no)
napa, N: fat, animal fat, kidney fat
nara, N: lips, mouth (Ethel Creek)
nawu-, Interrog: why? (takes ergative-absolutive markers)
niyanjiyan ~ njannjan, Adj/Adv: secretive, secretly, with care
nurilj, N: umbilical cord (kept wrapped in a cloth, 'If they throw it away the baby will miss it and cry all the time')
nga-, Vtr: to consume, to eat, to drink (irregular verb)
ngaka-, Vtr: to catch, to grasp, -LA class
ngakalalanj, N: Major Mitchell cockatoo (Cacatua leadbeateri)
ngali, Pn: first person dual inclusive nominative form, sometimes made more specifically inclusive in njinta-ngali
ngalitja, Pn: first person dual exclusive nominative form
ngalitju, Pn: first person dual inclusive reciprocal form
ngaljayarla, N: a doctor, a diagnostician (lit. 'forehead-hole')
ngalpuka, N: summer, the hot season
ngalungu, N: totem, forbidden food
ngana, Interrog. Pn: who? (takes ergative-absolutive case markers)
nganatju, Pn: for me
nganatjungu, Pn: first person singular possessive pronoun; occurs also as nganayangu
ngangkarangu, Place name: reputed for its spring with a water snake
ngangkari, N: day sky (Patinjaya)
ngangku-, Vtr: to hear (a sound), to perceive aurally, -LA class with irregular purposive form
ngangkungangku-, Vintr: to think, to be thinking, -LA class with purposive as above
nganirri, N: bullroarer (Patinjaya); see tjilpirrpa
nganu, Pn: first person plural inclusive nominative form
nganku, N: cheek (body part)
ngantju, Pn: first person plural
exclusive nominative form
ngantjungantju-, Vintr: to be shy
(boys and girls embarrassed in
each other's company), -YA class
ngapu, N: a sweet, white edible
root
ngapuri, N: brother-in-law, wife's
brother, brother's wife's broth­
er
ngarangu, N: a totemic group; see
also yarlpu and ngalungu
ngaraya, N: nephews, nieces, bro­
ther's children; variant
ngayaya
ngari- ~ ngayi-, Vintr: to lie
down, to recline, to sleep, to
exist (as regards animals),
-YA class
ngaritju- ~ ngayitju-, Vtr: to
cause to lie down, to put
down to sleep, -LA class
ngarla, N: the Ngarla language
ngarku, N: bulb of flax lily
ngarkukala, Temp: in the
summertime
ngarnamara, N: mallee fowl
(Leipoa ocellata)
ngarnawara, N: white cockatoo;
see puli
ngarka, N: cave
ngarnkliirri, N: temple (body
part)
ngarnkurr, N: beard
ngarnngarn, N: lower jaw, chin
ngarnti, N: small stick, small
wood for kindling
ngarrika, N: chest (body part)
ngarrpa, N: seeds for grinding
into flour, the plant which
produces these seeds
ngartara ~ ngartaya, Adj/Adv:
uncomfortable, uncomfort­
ably, bent, crooked, lying
in an awkward position
ngarti, Adv: forcefully,
loudly (depending on verb);
Intensifier: very
ngartingka, N: post-initiate
in seclusion
ngartiyarra, Adv: beneath,
underneath, inside, under
ngartura, N: a small bag
for carrying food, etc., a
skin bag
ngaruwa, N: black duck (Anas
superciliosus)
njarnikarti, Adv: this side of
njanka, N: back of neck; also
njanka
njangan, variant of niyanniyan,
q.v.
njarni- - njawarni-, Vintr: to
become hungry, -YA class
njarli, N: a female person,
usually refers to a married
woman
njarlkatja, N: daughter (lit.
'female offspring')
njarlunartjuwuwa, N: a
woman with a spouse, a married
woman
njarlunjikarnu, N: a female
elder, an old woman (generally)
njarlurarlwurura, N: an adolescent
girl
njarluryawtuan, N: a white woman,
a European woman; also wiljpila
njarrirru, N: that (distant from
speaker), also in Western Desert
language
njarratjanyu, Adv: from there
njatja, N: sand, ground, dirt
(also a euphemistic term for
the dead: a corpse)
njilin, N: hole in roof of a cave
njina-, Vintr: to sit, to exist
(of humans), to stay, -YA class
njineranga-, Vintr: to proceed to
sit down, to move into a sitting
position
njnawu!, Excl: wait! stay!
njingarrri, N: zebra finch (Taeniopygia castanotis)
njinka, N: back of neck; variant
of njanka (both forms accept-
able in Watjarri)
njinkururru, N: a small crested
bird said to deceive by mimicry
njinta, Pn: second person singu-
lar nominative form
njinta-ngail, Pn: first person
dual inclusive
njirrinjiirri, N: savoury smell
njirrku, N: mosquito (from
Patimaya)
njiyapali, N: the Njiyapali
language
njukarn, N: the Njukarn lan-
guage (see 1.5)
njumulpunjira, Adj: full,
satisfied
njupall, Pn: second person dual
nominative form
njupar ngayi-, Vintr. phrase: to
sleep, to lie down sleeping,
-YA class (in rapid speech,
njuparangayi-)
njurillardju-, Vtr: to extinguish
(fire), -YA class
njurni, N: mosquito
njurni, N: tail (of animal)
njurrra, Pn: second person plural
nominative form
njurta, N, Adj: another (of a dif-
erent kind), somebody else
njurta-, Vtr: to apportion (meat),
to distribute portions to various
relatives, -YA class
paka-, Vintr: to ascend, to arise,
to go out of a low shelter, -LA
class with present tense pakarn-
manja
paka-, Vintr: to increase (in
height), to grow tall, -LA class
(-rla)
pakara, N: sacred kingfisher
(Halcyon sancta)
pakaranga-, Vtr: to arouse (some-
one/something), to cause to
arise, -YA class
pakarli, N: a fully-initiated man
pakarli katja, N: an initiated
offspring, a mature son
pakarn, N: throat
pakati, N: bucket (from English)
pakia, N: tobacco, usually refers to
chewing tobacco (from English)
pakitji, N: box (from English)
pakunpakun, N: bellbird; see
parnparnkerlarla
pala, Pn: that (mid-distant);
Adv: there (mid-distant)
pali, N: vomit
pali-, Vintr: to vomit, to retch,
-YA class
pajpa, Adj: tired, weary
paljpai-, Vintr: to become tired,
weary, bored, -YA class
palparu, Adj: mad, stupid, crazy
paltjarrri, N: skin group (paltjarrri
male marries parrkurru)
paltjirri, N: the Paltjiri language
palu, Pn: third person singular
nominative form
paluka, Pn: third person singular
emphatic, nominative form
palutja, Pn: third person singular outside the local group nominative form
pampurru, N: message stick (Patimaya)
pani-, Vtr: to grind (e.g. seed), -LA class
panin, N: seed, seed foods generally
panja, Pn: third person singular previously referred to absolute form
panjakarti, Adv: behind, at the rear, out of sight
panjarnikarti, Adv: beyond a previously known place
panjatja, Pn: third person singular substitute for a common noun previously referred to
panjatjanu, Temp: after that, then
pantuma, N: the Pantuma language
pantutjilj, N: a type of shrub colloquially named standback bush, a prickly bush
papa, N: water, rain
papa warnimanja, Vintr. clause: it is raining. (lit. 'the water is falling')
papul, N: a hole in top of a cave, a cave air-vent
para, Place name: Perth
parapara, N: a gecko lizard
parla, N: forehead
parlkuma-, Vintr: to bark (e.g. a dog), -LA class
paripa, N: anklebone (Malleolus)
parna, N: ground, earth, sand (en masse)
parnaparnayatin, N: quail (probably Turnix velox)
parnka, N: a type of small goanna
parparntjarlarla, N: bellbird (Oreoica gutturalis)
parnpta, N: kidney(s); also kapurti
parnti, Adj: good, well
parnti-, Vtr: to perfect (it), to complete (a task) well, to make good, to finish or polish (an implement), -YA class
parnti-, Vtr: to produce a pleasant or unpleasant smell, -YA class
parntilku, N: a savoury smell, the smell of meat cooking
parntinga-, Vtr: to smell (something), to perceive the smell of something, -YA class
parnti- tju-, Vtr. complex: to put (something) in good order, to fix (it), to put (it) right, parnti-, -YA class; tju-, irregular
parntiyarra, Place name: a place near Wooleen, mentioned in song
parrka, N: narrow or spiny leaves, as contrasted with yarlu, broad leaves; a narrow-leaf tree
parti, N: arm, forearm
partarnu, N: a male elder, an old man (generally)
partarnukarti, N: elder sister
parti, N: edible grub, the 'bardy' grub, (probably from English)
partura, N: bustard, wild turkey (Eupodotis australis)
paru, N: gum (for affixing flints, etc.), a gum obtained from a type of spinifex grass, gum colour (a dark brown to black)
patawi-, Vintr: to become leg-weary, to become stiff in the legs, -YA class
patimaya, N: the Patimaya language
patja, Adj: angry, upset
patja-, Vtr: to bite (metaphorically, to be angry, to snap at someone in anger), -LA class
patjapatja, Adj: drunk, intoxicated, silly, abusive
patjari ~ patjayi-, Vintr: to become angry, to become desperate (e.g. for food), -YA class
patjikil, N: bicycle (from English)
pawu-, Vtr: to cook (it), to roast (meat), -LA class
pi- ~ pu-, Vtr: to hit, fight, kill, (irregular, see under pu-)
pika, Adj: ill (generally), sick, sore, aching, sorcerized
pika, N: sorcery, sickness, an ache, a sore
pikayi- ~ pikayi-, Vintr: to become ill or sick or sorcerized, -YA class
pikurta, N: euro, (Macropus robustus)
pila, N: spinifex grass (Patimaya); see marlurnka
pilapirti, N: Eucalyptus pyriformis
pilara, N: a many-barbed spear
pilat, N: fat (from English)
pillingki, Adj: white, bright, shiny
pillingki, N: whiteman, European
piljinji, Adj: red
piliti, N: belt; see also tartatjipiliti, policeman
**Alphabetical vocabulary**

pimarra, N: spring, a rock spring (said to be controlled by a water snake)
pimplj, N: ribs, rib portion of a kangaroo
pinarangura-, Vtr: to burn (found only in tjina pinarangurakurla 'in case you burn your feet'), -LA class
pinatju-, Vtr: to burn (something), -LA class
pinjara, N: dry bark
pinikurra, N: the Pinikurra language
pinjar-, Vtr: to fist-fight (someone), -YA class
pinjat-, Vintr: to flash (as lightning), -YA class
pinja-, Vtr: to kill, to strike down, -LA class
pintu, Adj/Adv: quiet, quietly (of voice)
pipariu, N: paper (probably from English)
pipi, N: breast, nipple
pipijali, N: an edible root or bulb, lit. 'large-nipple'; see puntuanj
pirinja, Adj: white, shiny; also pirlunj
piritji - piriterta, N: shoulders
pirri, N: claw, nail (of finger/toe), tjina pirri 'toe-nail'; mara pirri 'finger-nail'
pirti, N: den
pirtipiri, N: butterflies, moths
pili, N: carrying dish
pitara, N: kindling wood
pitjanga- ~ piyanga-, Vintr: to prowl, to approach stealthily, -YA class
pitjarn, N: liver
piyanga- ~ pilinga- ~ piya-, Vintr: to play, to fly, -YA class
piyarli, N: pink and grey galah (Eolophus roseicapillus)
pu- ~ pi-, Vtr: to hit, to kill (irregular, pumanja ~ pinmanja recorded as present tense forms)
puka, N: traditional body-covering made of fur-skin; also kantja (the fur-skin); and tjina puka, foot-covering
pukarrrri-, Vintr: to meet, to mix with (people), -YA class
pukar, N: echo
puku, N: buttock; also marnta
puharrrri-, Vintr: to run, -YA class
pukurnta-, Vintr: to run along swiftly (as a motor car), -YA class
pula, Pn: third person dual nominative form
pularakurtu, N: (a term used by some speakers for) God; a shorter form recorded is pular-artu
pularra, variant of punarra, N: eucalyptus tree
puli, N: little corella (Cacatua sanguinea)
pulinja, N: the Pulinja language
puljaman, N: doctor, sorcerer
puluku, N: bullock; see also kapu
punarra, N: eucalyptus tree
pungkurn-, Vintr: to sleep, -YA class
pungkurnunj, N: magic pointing stick (Patimaya); see kurnti
puntjarrnga-, Vtr: to love (someone), to court (a person), -YA class
puntuwanj ~ puntuwarri, N: an edible root or bulb (known by different names; pipijali, wilupurl, ngapu)
pupanji-, Vintr: to bend down, to crouch, to stoop, to hide (metonym: to vomit), -YA class
puraku ~ puraaku, N: dress, frock (from English frock); puraaku wirl, black dress for funeral
puriakupa, Temp: already
purli, N: carpet snake
purlika, Adj: big
purntara, N: star, stars
purrkurlu, N: skin group (purrkurlu male marries paltjarrri)
purrri, N: knee; also mutli, kangku
purtuntja, N: owlet-nightjar (Aegotheles cristatus ?murchisonianus)
purtupuri, N: blowfly, blowflies (generic), purtupu in Byro dialect
purturra, N: star group (purturra male marries karimarra)
purunjmartja, Adv: quietly (Patimaya)
puta, N: a louse, lice (generic)
pupiti-, Vintr: to circumambulate (as when approaching a new place) -YA class
putju: Interj: finish up!, righto!, come now ...! (an idiosyncrasy of the Byro dialect)
putjulkura, N: a type of pigeon; Proper name: Pigeon (an anthropomorphic being in mythology, uncle of Malka)
puwa, N: mother's brother's son

talantji, N: the Talantji language
talkayi, N: banded anteater, rabbit bandicoot, bilby
tampa, N: damper, camp bread (from English)
tarika, N: hook or peg of spear-thrower	
	
tarrkari, N: the Tarrkari language
tartatji, N: trousers (from English)
tartatji-piti, N: policeman, the police (lit. 'trousers-belt', a symbolic reference)
tawun, N: village, town, city (from English)
tiljiljma-, Vintr: to croak (as a frog), to knock (as on a door), -LA class
titi, N: breast(s), nipple(s)
tungkuru, N: sandhill
turapa ~ turapa, N: trough, drinking trough (from English)
turayin, N: train (from English)
turnku, N: range, hills; warta turnku, a distant range
tuwa, N: house, a town house

tja, N: hole, opening, mouth, language (see ira ~ yira, the more generally accepted form for 'mouth' and 'language' in Watjarri)
tja urra, N: the Tja Urra language
tjaka, N: a wooden carrying dish or bowl
tjakartu, N: a tree gall, commonly known as a mulga apple
tjaku-, Vintr: to set/enter, -LA class (short form of next entry)
tjakulanga-, Vintr: to enter, to set (e.g. the sun), -YA class
tjakultjunga-, Vintr: to flow (e.g. water), -YA class
tjakutja-, Vtr: to chew (e.g. tobacco), -YA class
tjalanj, N: tongue (variant of tjalarunj)
tjalajnara, N: robin redbreast (probably Petroica goodenovii)
tjamarni-, Vintr: to run, to go along swiftly (as in a motor car), a short form of tjamparni-tjamparn, Adj: quick; Adv: quickly, speedily; Excl: hurry up!
tjamparni-, Vintr: to run, to locomote speedily, -YA class
tjampini, Place name: Geraldton
tjamu, N: left hand, left side, Adv: tjampuki, to the left
tjana, Pn: third person plural nominative form, they
tjanta, Adj: cold; see murti
tjantatja, N: cold, that which is cold

tjantayi-, Vintr: to become cold, -YA class
tjapa, N: supper (from English)
tjapanpirti, Place name: Tjapan-pirti, the place of lightning
tjapi-, Vtr: to ask (a question), -LA class
tajaputna, N: a male elder (Ingkarta)
tjara, N: shield (from Western Desert language); see wurnta
tjari-, Vintr: to lie, to report falsely, -YA class (Njukarn)
tjarli, N: neck base (referring to the part of the neck encircled by a baby's legs when it is carried on the shoulders)
tjalanj ~ tjalanj, N: the tongue
tjalarura, N: a long fighting-stick
tjarnkurna, N: emu (Northern dialect); see yairirri
tjarnta, N: heel
tjarnu, Interrog. substitute for manner (intransitive): how?, in what manner?
tjarta, N: calf muscle (gastrocnemius)
tjartatji-, Vtr: to insert, to put (it) in, -YA class
tjatja-, Vtr: to chase, to pursue to hunt, -LA class
tjatjara, N: a small jew lizard
			
tjika, N: snake (probably from English)
tjikarnu, Place name: Outcamp Hill (marta tjikarnunja, Tjikarnu Hill)
tjila-tjili, N: tail
tjilawara, N: a long-tailed goanna
Alphabetical vocabulary

**tjilin**, N: native sweet potato (may be mashed and made into a type of flat bread, like damper)

**tjilinpiti**, N: magpie lark (Grallina cyanoleuca)

**tjiljatji-** ~ **tjiljayi-**, Vintr: to lie, to speak untruthfully, to be or to become untruthful, -YA class

**tjilkeri-** ~ **tjilkeyi-**, Vintr: to be or become happy, to be pleased, to rejoice, -YA class; also **tjukayi-**

**tjilkwu**, N: river gum (tree)

**tjina**, N: foot, feet, footprint, track

tjina, as Adv. of manner: by foot - followed by verb of locomotion

**tjina pirri**, N: toenail

**tjnapuka**, N: shoes, traditional foot-covering

**tjintja**(marta), Adj: small, young; N: younger brothers and sisters, a baby in arms, small pieces of meat ready for distribution

**tjintjayi-**, Vintr: to become small/smaller, -YA class

**tjipu**, N: sheep (from English)

**tjlpula**, N: a spring (of water), a soak (in sandy country, in contra-distinction to pimarra)

**tjirala**, N: centipede (Patimaya) (tjiralj in Njungar); see minyara

**tjirntji**, N: black cockatoo (Calyptrorhynchus magnificus)

**tjirli**, N: shoulder blade

**tjirnti**, Adj: quiet (as regards the sounds of movement); Adv: quietly (in movement)

**tjirrtjirr**, Adj: shy, ashamed, embarrassed (in child speech, the flap is usually omitted)

**tjirr-yanga-**, Vintr: to become shy/embarrassed, -YA class (sometimes reduced to **tji-yanga-**, or **tjiyя-yanga-**, in children's speech)

**tjirrtartu**, N: wedgebill, 'Jinny Linhot' (Sphenostoma cristatum)

**tjirtu**, N: small varieties of venomous snakes

**tjita**, N: sister, esp. hospital sister (from English)

**tju-**, Vtr: to put, to place (irregular)

**tjukarnu**, N: an elderly female

**tjukayi-**, Vintr: to be or become happy, to be satisfied, to rejoice, -YA class

**tjukurn**, Adj: quick; Adv: quickly

**tjujjara**, N: afternoon; Temp: in the afternoon

**tjulku**, N: an infant, a baby in arms

**tjulka**, N: elbow (dialect variant of ngurnku)

**tjuna-**, Vtr: to leave, forsake, reject, to discountenance, -YA class

**tjunayi-**, Vtr: to clothe (a person), to don clothes, -YA class (with clothes as Object)

**tjunkuma-**, Vintr: to swim, to splash about (in water), -LA class

**tjunta**, N: thigh, leg of meat

**tjunta kutjarra**, N: skin of kangaroo (idiom)

**tjupa**, N: child (Patimaya); dialect variant of mayu

**tjuparn**, Adj: true, straight

**tjuparni-**, Vintr: to straighten or stretch out, -YA class

**tjura**, N: child, girl (a Watjarri borrowing from Nanu, in which **tjura** means 'a marriageable girl')

**tjurla**, N: eye(s) (a dialect variant)

**tjurra**, N: a short hitting stick

**tjurru**, N: carpet snake (Malkana)

**tjurru-**, Vintr: to laugh, -YA class

**tjurnu**, N: rockhole, waterhole

**tjurru**, N: father's sister, aunt, a female cousin, and (in some dialects) elder sister

**tjuti**, N: headband, see yalkiriri

**tjuti-**, Vtr: to bind/tie, to handcuff, -LA class

**tjutila**, N: policeman (from **tjutila**, will bind, will handcuff)

**tjutja**, N: an old man, old fellow

**tjutju**, N: dog (domesticated) (in one dialect, **tjutju** means hair)

**tjutju ngupanu**, N: wild dog, dingo

**tjuwari**, N: red oche; see also **wilki**

**tjuwi**, N: tawny frogmouth (Podargus strigoides)
Watjarri

aka, Temp: before, previously, long ago, once upon a time
urnta ~ wurnta, N: shield
urta ~ wurta, Temp: by and by, later
urtama!, Interj: wait!, later on!

waka-, Vtr: to spear (with a spear), to stab, -LA class
waka-, Vintr: to shine (e.g. the sun), to flash (as lightning), -LA class
wakaitju-, Vtr: to scratch, to write, to etch, -LA class
waku, N: hole, pit (means camp in Patimaya)
waljarra, N: crested, grey pigeon (Ocyphaps lophotes)
walanji, Excl: look out! beware!
walinja, Adj: bad, unfit, unwell, weak
waljtji, Adj: not right, filthy, foul
waljtji-, Vintr: to become bad, corrupt, rotten, -YA class
waljtjima-, Vtr: to belittle to scandalize, to corrupt, to make bad, to embarrass, -LA class
walku, N: quandong tree (Santalum acuminatum)
wama, N: wine (from Western Desert language sweetness)
wana, N: digging stick, crowbar
wana, N: the female navel (umbilicum), (probably metaphorical use of wana, digging stick, which is associated with women)
wana, N: scorpion (wanatjilingka in Patimaya)
wanatja, N: upper leg, leg of kangaroo meat (regarded as the best cut of meat; it is usually cut off and grilled in the hot ashes); see also tjunta
wangka, N: language, speech
wangka-, Vtr: to say (something), to tell, -YA class
wangkatji-, Vintr: to talk, converse, yarn, -YA class
wangunja, Adj: shy, nervous, ashamed
wangunju-, Vtr: to be or become shy, nervous, ashamed, diffident, -YA class
wanjtjakutja?, Temp, Interrog: how long?, for what length of time?
wanka, Adj: fresh, raw (e.g. kuka wanka, raw or uncooked meat)
warmla ~ warmla, N: desert native, an avenger, a warrior (if a desert dweller comes to Watjarri country it is assumed he has come to carry out revenge)
wanta, N: winter, the cold season; also warlulu
wantangka, Temp: in the winter time
wantjulu, N: a rat
wantja, N: dog (Ethel creek dialect)
wantju-, variant of warnju-, q.v.
wapa, Adj: another (of a different kind)
wapakarangu, Temp: on another day (sometimes shortened to waparan-gu). The time (future or past) depends on the tense of the verb.
wara, Adj: long
wara-, Vtr: to chant (songs), to sing (a song), -LA class
waranji, N: song; see mama
warayi, N: fly, flies (generic)
warimara-, Vintr: to worry (from English), -YA class
warinji ~ wayinji, N: food (all vegetable foods)
warli, N: egg, bird's eggs (generic); also kapurtu
warlarna, N: boomerang
warlpa, N: sacred kingfisher (dialect variant of pakara, q.v.)
warlukura, N: an adolescent girl, a virgin; other variants are warluwura, tjura
warlulu, N: cold season clouds (altostratus), the cold season, winter, a fine cold drizzle
warni-, Vintr: to fall; papa warnimanja, raining, -YA class
warnitja-, Vtr: to throw away, -LA class
warnkura, N: green frog(s)
warmla, variant of warmala, q.v.
warnju, N: fur skin, blanket, rug, clothes (see kuljpa)
warnju-, Vtr: to follow, to track, -LA class.
warri, N: stomach, abdomen, viscera; njarlu warri, the Pleiades (lit. 'woman's belly')
warru, N: lumbar region, the back
warta, Adv: afar, distantly: Adj: distant, far away
wartalj, N: the Wartalj language
wartapi, N: a racehorse goanna
(smaller than the Perentie)
wartawartayi-, Vintr: to become
more distant, -YA class
waru, N: firelight, a lamp, a
light (from Western Desert
language)
warungutu, N: rainbow
watatjarri, N: lightning (Pati-
maya)
watja-, Vtr: to reproach, reprove,
upbraid (someone), -LA class
watjarri, N: the Watjarri lan-
guage
watjarrwatjarr, Adj: leg-tired,
weary
watjarti, N: a dialect of Watjarri
watji, N: husband, sweetheart (in
Wirtimaya)
watji, N: none, nothing; Inter:
no!
watji ~ wayi, Negative: not, no
watji-, Vtr: to complete, to
finish, -YA class
watijji~watjlyi-, Vintr: to
become finished, complete, -YA class
waya, Inter: no! (Ethel Creek)
wayi~watji, negative (as watji,
above)
wayurta, N: possum
wi?-wiyi!, General Interrogative
wila, N: creek, creek bed
wilalanga-, Vintr: to spill, to
leak out, -YA class
wilara, N: the moon
wilara, N: month, a lunar month
wilja-, Vtr: to spill, to spri-
nkle, -LA class
wiljari-, Vintr: to bathe, to
become splashed or sprinkled,
-YA class
wiljka, N: tooth, teeth
wiljki, Adj: wet
wiljki-, Vintr: to become wet,
-YA class
wiljkima-, Vtr: to wet (some-
thing/someone), to cause (it)
to be wet, -LA class
wiljpila~wilpala~wulpala
~wiltapa, variants for N:
whiteman, European-Australian
(from English)
wiljpila njarilyu, N: a white
woman
wiljpirri, Adj: thin, skinny
wilju (recorded also as wilu),
N: curlew (Burhinus grallarius)
wilki, N: red ochre, also tjuwari
wilpa-, Vtr: to grill (meat), -LA class
wilpintjianu, N: a bulb which pro-
duces a purple flower
wilu, N: penis
wilupuri, N: edible root or bulb;
see puntuwanj
wilura~wirlura, N: west; see
wirlu, sea, which is west of
Watjarri country (present-day
speakers differed in their
opinions on the pronunciation of
this word)
wilwil, N: aeroplane (probably
from English windmill)
wingku, N: black ants (Patinymaya)
winjtju, N: the wind
winta, N: tree; variant of wirnra
wintiljarra, N: a silvery coloured
fish, also applied to a silver
coloured lizard; see wuntijjarra
wintja, N: elderly male, an old
man; Adj: old, greyheaded
wintjintji, N: grasshoppers (gen-
eric), a large green grasshopper
wirlka, N: teeth; variant of
wiljka
wirlu, N: the sea (see note under
wilura)
wirlu, N: kingfisher; see pakara
wirlunjju, N: the seacoast people
wirlutjarutju, N: plover
(probably Peltodyas australis);
see also puntuntja
wirnta~winta, N: tree (generic),
fire-wood, stick(s); wirnta wa-
jan, N: firestick (in Patimaya)
wirntu, N: quandong tree (Patimaya)
wirrangu, N: a single barb spear
(the barb is made by cutting a
notch a short distance from the
point of the spear)
wire, N: black ants, sometimes
used to contrast an Aboriginal
person with a European, thus
'blackfellow'
wire, Adj: black
wireiya, N: creek sand, black sand
wirriki, N: saliva, spit
wirrkirinj, N: froth on the edge of
a claypan, white froth, soap suds
wirta(ra), Adj: tall
wirtawirta, N: honey ant(s)
wirti, Negative: no (in Wirtimaya),
a form which has spread into the
Watjarri speaking area
wirtimaya, N: the Wirtimaya language
witjarnu, N: a stranger (probably one who has arrived)
wiyartu, N: a single-barb spear; see wirrangu
wiyi-, Vintr: to arrive, -YA class
wulaya, N: moon, variant of wilara
wiljpala, see wiljpila
wuntijarra (see wintijarra), N: a small silver-coloured lizard
wurnta - urnta, N: shield
wurta ~ urta, Temp: by and by later
ya-, Vintr: to go (direction away from the speaker) (irregular verb)
yakarra, Adv: beyond
yaku, N: mother, mother's sister
yakuyara, N: mother-daughter relationship
yal?, Interrog. substitute for state: how (are you)?, what?
yalamparri, N: emu (Geraldton); see yalipirri
yal-, Vtr: to do (something), to make (it), -YA class
yalipirri, N: emu (Dromaius novaehollandiae)
yalma-, Vtr: to create, to make, -LA class
yalipa, Adj: many, all, much
yalpayi-, Vintr: to increase (in number), -YA class
yaljitju?, Interrog. substitute for manner (transitive); how?
yalkatji, N: claypan, flat area
yalkatji-, Vintr: to lie flat (as a body of water covering a claypan), to become flat, -YA class
yalkirri, N: head band, symbol of initiated manhood; see tjuti
yamatji, N: a person (usually male), a man, an Aboriginal person, the Watjarri people ('The Yamatjis')
yamatji katja, N: son
yamatji martungunj Juwa, N: a married person/man, a person with a spouse
yamatji metja, N: an Aboriginal Affairs Officer
yamatji njarlu, N: an Aboriginal woman (as contrasted with wiljpila njarlu, a white woman)
yamatji pakarli, N: an Aboriginal man who is fully-initiated
yanarti, N: the Yanarti language
yanatjaki, N: a hunting trip, walkabout
yanatji-, Vintr: to come (towards the speaker), to locomote, -YA class; alternates with yanayi-
yangka, N: a short hitting stick
yangkali, N: hip, hipbone
yanjalpa-, Vintr: to escape, -YA class
yanma-, Vintr: to blaspheme, to use taboo words, to swear, -LA class
yanmanjarni, Vintr: present tense of ya-, to go, with suffix -rn, changing meaning to indicate direction towards speaker; only recording (irregular verb)
yapu, N: rock, stone, range, breakaway
yapurtu, N: north
yaputji, N: rock wallaby; dialect variant of kaljawirri
yara, Adj: ripped, torn
yarlaj, N: lungs
yaranga-, Vintr: to become torn, ripped, -YA class
yarlja, N: hole
yarljarlang, Place name: Yallalang Station and its Watjarri name
yarlku, N: blood
yarlku, Adj: red, blood colour
yarlku-, Vtr: to rip or tear (something), -LA class
yarlpu, N: totem, kin avoidance, forbidden food
yarlju, N: leaf, a broad leaf, broad leaves
yarlurr, N: white gum (tree)
yarlturt, N: mulga tree (Acacia aneura) (yurlurt seems to be an aberrant form; may be a some confusion with yarlurr)
yarltwurlura, N: a black gecko
yarnta, Adj: big, large
yarntayi-, Vintr: to increase (in size), to grow big, to become inflated, -YA class
yarrarl-, Vintr: to leak or run out, -YA class
yatj-ku-, Vtr: to tear, -LA class (a seemingly aberrant form)
yatj-yatj, Adj: ripped, torn; see yara
yawarta, N: horse (kangaroo in the Geraldton area)
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VOCABULARY IN SEMANTIC FIELDS

NOUNS

A - Body Parts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abdomen</td>
<td>warri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>achilles tendon</td>
<td>marrpu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>animal fat</td>
<td>pila t, napa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anklebone (malleolus)</td>
<td>par lpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anus</td>
<td>marnta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arm, forearm</td>
<td>kati, parrtji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper arm</td>
<td>marnun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armpit (axilla)</td>
<td>kalja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>back, lumbar region</td>
<td>warru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>back part of emu meat</td>
<td>irli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beard</td>
<td>ngarnkurr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>belly</td>
<td>warri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blood</td>
<td>yariku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bone</td>
<td>ika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bonemarrow</td>
<td>murtu, tjilu, (ngurtu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brain</td>
<td>ngurtu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>breast, nipple</td>
<td>mimi, titi, pipi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>breastbone</td>
<td>(sternum) mimpurtu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buttock</td>
<td>puku, marnta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calf of leg</td>
<td>marlatja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calf muscle</td>
<td>tjarta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cheek</td>
<td>nganku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chest</td>
<td>ngarrka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chin, lower jaw</td>
<td>ngarnngarn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>claw (of animal)</td>
<td>pirri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corpse</td>
<td>njatja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diarrhoea</td>
<td>mirli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ear</td>
<td>kurka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elbow</td>
<td>ngurnku, tjulka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entrails (of animal)</td>
<td>milja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye(s)</td>
<td>kuru, tjurla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>face</td>
<td>mulja ('nose', used as metonym)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fat, kidney fat</td>
<td>napa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Watjarri song); an initiated man (Pulinja)
yungkatji, N: the Yungkatji dialect
spoken north of Watjarri area
yurilji-, Vintr: to move, to move about, -YA class
yurla, N: smoke (in smoke signaling; produced by burning green leaves)
yurlaranga-, Vintr: to smoke (as a fire), to be smoky, -YA class
yurlatju-, Vtr: to cause to smoke, to produce smoke, to send up a smoke signal, -LA class
yurlpa, N: smoke, smoke from an ordinary fire as distinct from signalling smoke
yurlpari, N: an initiate, one passing through initiation rites
yurna, Adj: smelly, rotten, a derogatory term for a government official
yurtanjij, Vintr: to be or become thirsty, -YA class
yutila, N: policeman (from Njungar)
yuwa-, Vtr: to hit (by throwing a stick or boomerang), -YA class
yuwake-, Vintr: to blow (as the wind), -LA class
yuwin, N: a reef or rocky outcrop; Place name: Yuin Reef (the 'Two Brothers' of mythology in the form of white stones)
feet, foot: tjina
finger nail: (mara) pirri
flesh: kuka, kuwa
forehead: parla
foreleg, of animal: mara (hand)
fur: ngunja, kantja
hair, of head: mangka(lja)
hand: mara
head: maka
heart: kurturtu
heel: tjarnta
hip, hipbone: yangkarl
inner being, spirit: kurrurn
kidney: parnta, kapurtinj
knee: purru, murtja, kangku
left, hand or side: tjampu
leg, upper: wanatja, tjunta
lower: mampu
lips, mouth: yira, ira, nara
(later Creek dialect)
liver: pitja
lumbar region: warru
lungs: yaralj
marrow: ngurtu, tjilu, murtu
meat: kuka, kuwa
mouth: yira, ira, tja
navel (umbilicus) male: mirru
female: wana
neck, base: tjarlja (where a baby's legs circle)
back: njanka, njinka
nipple: titi, pipi, mimi
nose: mulja
nostril: mulja tja
penis: wilu
pneumonia: muniya
ribs: pimpilj (also rib portion of kangaroo)
rump: mara
saliva: wirki
shoulder: piritji, pirtirta,
(tjari, see neck)
shoulder blade: tjirli
sickness, pain: pika
sinew: marrpum
skin: kantja, warntu, puka
skin of kangaroo: tjunta kutjarra
(metaforical expression)
spirit, human: kurrurn
stomach: warri
subincision: kaninjtjarra
tail, of animal: njurnti, tjila/i
teeth: wirlika, wiljka, yira
temple: ngarnkilerri
tendon: marrpum
thigh: tjunta
throat: pakarn
toenail: (tjina) pirri
tongue: tjärlinj, tjalanj
umbilicus, see navel
umbilical cord: nurilj
urine: kumpu
viscera: warri
vomit: painl

B - Human Classification
Aboriginal person: yamatji
a dark-skinned person: wirri
adolescent, boy: murtinj
girl: warlukura, njaru warluwura
avenger: warmala, warmala
baby, in arms: tjulkju, mayu, tjintjamarta
boss, master: matja
boy, beginning initiation: mayu murlija
child, generic: mayu, kaka, tjupa
a preinitiate: murtinj, murlija
the youngest child: njangamarta
just walking child: mayu yanka
da pitiable child: mayu kurninj
(used also for any person)
deceased person: njatja
substitute name for: kaljurtu
desert native: warmala, maliyara
devil, evil spirit, whiteman: muntungu
diagnostician: makayarla,
ngaljayarla (lit. 'head-hole')
doctor, sorcerer: maparn, maparn-
tjarra, pujlamana, maparnpayi
derler, male: wintja, maka wintja
'greyhead', partarnu, tjutja,
tjapurta (Ingkarta)
female: tjukurrja, njaru tjukarnu
'European', whiteman: wiljila,
wilpala, wuljpala, witpala,
pilingki (white), muntungu
devil: muntungu

girl: warluwura, warlukura, tjura
(Nanu)
initiate, a preinitiate: mayu murlija
passing through the rites: yurlpari (yurlpa 'smoke')
post-initiate in seclusion: ngartingka
a fully-initiated man: pakarli
man, person: yamatji, yamatji
pakarli
a male initiate: marlp (later Creek), yungarra (Pulinja)
married man: yamatji martungunjuwa
married woman: njarlu, njarlu martungunjuwa
master, Government official: matja
Aboriginal affairs officer: yamatji matja
old person, see elder
person: yamatji (see also 'European')
policeman: martanju (from martanjuwa, 'having money'), martamartalpayi ('the very rich one'), tjutila (from 'will bind', 'will handcuff'), manatja (derived from Njungar manatja), tartatji-pilti (Lit. 'trousers and belt', a symbolic reference to a policeman), yutila (from Nyangar)
sorcerer: maparn, etc. (see under doctor)
spouse: martungu
stranger: witjarnu
unmarried girl: warluwura
whiteman, see 'European'
whitewoman: wiljpila njarlu, njarlu wayitwan
woman: njarlu, yamatji njarlu
youngster: mayu, mayurru, murilja, njangamarta

C - Kinship
aunt, father's sister: tjurtu
boyfriend, girlfriend: martungu
brother, older: kurta
younger siblings: tjintjamarta
brother-in-law, wife's brother: ngapuri
brother's wife's brother: ngapuri
mother's brother's son: puwa
brother's children: ngaraya
brother's wife: martungu, maritji
child, one's own offspring: katja
daughter: njarlu katja
daughter-mother relationship: katjyara
elder brother: kurta
elder sister: tjurtu, partarnukarti, kuntja
father: mama
father-son relationship: mamayara
friend, male or female: mitu
(from English 'mate')
grandfather, grandson: kami
grandmother, granddaughter: kanjtjari
husband: martungu, watji, kurri
(Western Desert language)
husband, as referred to when a woman addresses her daughter: mutji
mother: yaku
mother-daughter relationship: yakuyara
mother's brother: kamparnu, kangku
nephews, nieces, brother's children: ngaraya
siblings: tjintjamarta
sister, older: tjurtu, kuntja
partarnukarti, tjitja
younger: malju, iku
son: yamatji katja
son-father relationship: katjayara
spouse, male: martungu, mutji, kurri
female: martungu, murni
uncle, mother's brother: kamparnu, kangku
uncle-nephew relationship: kamparnira
wife: martungu, murni
wife's brother: ngapuri

Ca - Skin groupings
intermarrying groups (marriage =, mother-child relationship —>):
* purungu = karimarra
  purrkuulu = paltjarri
skin, totem (re kin avoidance and forbidden foods): ngalungu
  ngarangu, yarlpu

D - Mammals
anteaters, banded: talkayi
  spiny: kurntuwa(ra), kuntuwara
bandicoot, or bilby: talkayi, muya
bat: yilpiyipili, milatjarl
bullock: kurpi, puluku
calf: kapu (from English)
dingo, wild dog: ngupanu, tjutju
  ngupanu
dog, domesticated: tjutju, wantja
  (Ethel Creek dialect)
echidna: kurntuwa
euro: pikurtu
goat: nani (from English)
horse: ngurru, ngurt (Nyungar), yawarta
kangaroo, grey: yawarta (Geraldton area)
  red: marlu, mangkuru (Ethel Creek dialect)
mouse: miyurtu
possum: wayurtja
rat: warlipul
rabbit bandicoot: talkayi, muya
rock wallaby: kaljwirri, yaputji
sheep: tjipu, kukuntjirri

E  - Reptiles
bark lizard, skink: milju
bungarra: kuwiyarl
carpet snake: purli, tjurni
(goanna, perentie (Varanus giganteus): kuwiyarl
common (Varanus tristis)
miti
a long-tailed variety: tjilawara
others: parnka, wartapi
gecko, black: yarlyularura, parapara
'Ta-ta lizard': itjitji
lizards, small, 'Jew lizard': tjatjara
stone-coloured: martamarra
silvery: wintiljarra (see wintiljarra 'a silvery fish' under G)
mountain devil (Moloch horridus): mintjinj
snakes, carpet snake: purli
water snake: kutjita (said to control pimarra 'spring')
venomous: miljurra, mirra, tjika
small varieties: tjirtu

F  - Birds
bell-birds (Oreoica gutturalis): parnparnkarri, pakunpakun
budgerigar (Melopsittacus undulatus): martumpru
bustard, wild turkey (Eupodotis australis): partura
cockatoo, black (Calyptorhynchus magnificus): tjirarnti
little corella (Cacatua sanguinea): puli
Major Mitchell (Cacatua leadbeateri): ngakalalanj
crow (Corvus orru): kaku
curlew (Burhinus grallarius): wilju ~ wilu
duck (Anas superciliosa): ngauwa
eagles and hawks, eaglehawk (Aquila audax): ngurlal
brown hawk (Falco berigora): kurrkurta
grey hawk (? Falco hypoleucus): minkinj
egg: warla, kapurtu
egg shell (any shell): mirnti
emu (Dromaius novaehollandiae):
yalpirri, karlaya, yalamparri (Geraldton), tjarnkurna (Northern)
finch, zebra (Taeniopygia castanotis): njingarri
galah, pink and grey (Eolophus roseicapillus): pilyarli, also
kaki (from English)
kingfisher, sacred (Halcyon sancta):
pakara, warlpa, wirlu
magpie (probably Gymnorhina dorsalis): kurrparu
magpie lark (Grallina cyanoleuca):
tjilinpiti
mallee fowl (Leipoa ocellata):
gamaramaha, ngauw
owl, Boobook (Ninox novaeseelandiae): kurkurru
owlet-nightjar (Aegotheles cristatus?): murchisonianus: purtuntja
parrot, green (Barnardius zonarius):
murlantji
pigeon, common bronzeewing (Phaps chalcoptera): marnpi, marnpinju
crested (grey) (Ocyphaps lophotes): walararra
an anthropomorphic pigeon in the mythology: Putjulkura
a small crested bird said to mimic or deceive: njinkururu
plover (probably Peltotyhas australis): wirutjarrutjarru
quail (probably Turnix velox): parnparnayatin
'rainbird' (said to be swallow-tailed; probably Cuculus pallidus or Cacomantis pyrrhophanus, i.e. the pallid cuckoo or the fan-tailed cuckoo):
kwilkura
robin redbreast (probably Petroica goodenovii): tjaljanjara
tawny frogmouth (Podargus strigoides): tjwu
wedgebill, 'Jinny Linthot' (Sphenostoma cristaenum): tjurturtu

G  - Amphibia and fishes
fish, a silvery river fish: wintiljarra
frogs, green: warnkura
the April frog: wantitu, marrkarn (Patimaya)
large edible stripey: iliwaka
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tadpoles: kutjulilin
tortoise: kantara

H - Insects and Arachnids
ants (generic): minga
  small black: wirri, wingku
  (Patimaya)
  large black 'soldier':
  marinmarinj
  honey ant: wirtawirta
beetle (generic): mintimintin,
 mintinari
butterflies and moths:
pirtipirti
caterpillar, processionary:
katjanja
centipede: miniyara, tjirala
  (Patimaya)
fleas: kulu
fly, flies (generic): warayi
  blowflies: purtupuri, purtupi
grasshoppers: wintjintji
grub, edible 'bardy': parti
lice: puta
mosquito: njurni, njirrku
  (Patimaya)
scorpion: wana, wanjiljiljaka
  (Patimaya)
spider: kartawala, kanparka
  (Patimaya)
termites: manjtjunjtjurr
  manjtjanjtjarra

I - Language and ceremony
(For list of languages known to
the Watjarri, see section 1.5)
bullroarer: tjilpirrpa, nganirri
ceremonial ground (a special area
in which parents wait while
their son is undergoing initi­
ation rites): kurturtu (Lit.
'heart!')
ceremony, corroboree: mama
death charm (bundles of hair and
gum or other binding substances;
used to carry a death curse to
a particular person): yumpu
language, speech: wangka
magic pointing stick:
pungkurnij (Patimaya)
message stick: pampurr
name (an inalienable possession):
yini ~ in
'What is his/her name?':
ngana yini palu?
red ochre: tjjuwari, wilki
song, ceremony, corroboree: mama
song, that which is sung: waranj
song for initiated men only:
  milku
sorcery, sickness: pika
subincision: kaninjtjarra

J - Artefacts, possessions
(including some cross-cultural
borrowings)
aeroplane: wiIwiI
bag, small, for carrying food, etc.:
  nguri, ngartura
  for carrying a baby, a sling:
  kuriku
  skin bag, also used for a cover­
ing: kantja
barb, of spearthrower: tarIka
belt: pilti
bicycle: patjiki
blanket: warntu
boomerang: warlarnu
box: pakitji
bucket: pakatI
carrying bowls, dishes: tjaka, piti
clothes: kuljpa
covering, traditional body covering:
  puka, also kantja
  traditional foot covering:
  tjnapuka
digging tools, bowl: mingkari
  stick: wana
dress (originally referred to black
dresses sold by Afghan traders):
  puraku (from English 'frock')
fire saw: mirru
fire stick: wirnta watjan, karla
gum (for affixing flints, etc.):
  paru
gun: kan~kana
hairbelt: nanpa
hat, men's: mangkawarla
head band, symbol of manhood:
  tjuti, yolkirrI
head ring, used by women for carry­
ing: kantjari
hitting sticks (generic), tree or
  stick: wirnta
  short hitting sticks: yangka
  tjurna, kurnti
  a long, fighting stick: tjjarlura
house, a town house: tuwa
humpy: mingkarri
knife, stone knife or chisel: kanti
money: marna, marta ('stone'), muni
motor car: mutuka
mug, cup: munta, maka
nose bone: muljayirti
paper: piparlu
point of spear or stick: i ri
scraper, white quartz stone: i ri li ja
(used for scraping kantja)
shield: kunnta, wunnta, tjara
skewer, peg: yirti
smoke, in smoke signalling: yurla
spear, straight with no barb:
kurartu, katji (Patimaya)
single barbed: wirrangu, wiya r tu
many barbed: kutjarta, pilara
spear wood: ngurtin ga
spearthrower: mirru
stone tools: marta
train: turayin (from English)
trough: turapa (from English)
trouser s: tar t at ji (from English)

cold water: murti papa

K - Fire, food, water

fire, generic: kar la, watjan (Patimaya)
firewood: karla, wirnta
hot coal, ember: tjikarlu
ashes: kunpa
bonfire, large fire: mila
firelight: waru
tinder: ipinj
kindling wood: pitara, ngarnti
dry bark: pingara, likarra
smoke: yurlpa, tjurtu watjan (Patimaya)
food, all vegetable foods: warinj, wayinj
fruits
native pear: kakurla
native tomato, a solanum: kampurarrka
quandong (Santalum acuminatum): marun
'mulga apple', a tree gall: tjkaruthu

game foods: meat (generic): kuka, kuwa
kangaroo meat: kuka marlu
(see also under Mammals, Reptiles, for other edible game.)
cooked meat: (kuka) mantu
savoury smell: njirrjinjirri, parntilkir
distribution of cooked meat,
portions: makuta, tjintja marta, kutjurtapa
gums, edible from Jam tree:
mangarta

milk (usually refers to powder milk): milki
sugar: ngurrinjngurrinj
supper: tjapa
tobacco, chewing tobacco: paki
wine: wama

root foods and bulbs:
bulb of flax lily: ngarliku
native 'sweet potato': tjilin, kulju
other: pipitjali, punctuanj, wilpintjanu, wilupurlu, ngapu
seed foods, seed (generic): panin plant seeds which are ground into flour and made into dampers:
garrpa
small grass seeds, 'ant seeds': kurra
quandong nuts: marumnarta
water: papa, kap i
cold water: murti papa

L - Celestial, weather

celestial bodies:
moon, month: wilara, wulaya
sun: karangu
stars: purntara
morning star: mungal purntara
clouds, alto-stratus, in cold season: warlu
fair weather cumulus: marram
heavy rain cloud: yiraparn
marntuta
thunderstorm clouds: yiraparn, kurmarka
day, sun: karangu
daytime sky: ilkari, inti rri,
marlpa ('high'), ngangkari
divisions of the day
morning: mungal
afternoon: tjuljara, karakara
evening: mungamunga
(see also section 3.6 for Adverbs of time.)
light: milj, plinma (Patimaya)
lightning: watajjarri
month: wilara
night: munga
night sky: munga, kumparta
(Patimaya)
rainbow: warungutu
seasons, cold season/weather:
wanta, warlu
hot season/summer: ngalpuka
wind: winjtu
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M - Geography
camp, place, campsite: ngura
cave: ngarnka
claypan: yalkatji, miljirrinj
creek, creek bed: wila, waan (Patimaya)
creek sand: wirriya
directions, north: milimili, yapurtu
south: mimangu
west: wilura
east: kakararra

froth, on edge of claypan or on water: wirrkirinj, miljirrinj
ground, earth: parna
dirt, sand: njatja
hole, pit: waku
hole in top of cave: papul, njilin
reef: yuwin
river: katjara
rock, stone, breakaway: marta, yapu
range: turnku
rock hole: tjurnu, mirla
sandhill: tungkuru
school: kul
sea: wirlu
shade, shadow: minta
spring, rock spring: pimarra
(said to be controlled by a water snake)
spring in sand, soak: tjipula
stone, boulder: yapu
track (generic): parriya, tjina
kangaroo pad: marlu parriya
town: tawun
windbreak: ngurlurn

N - Arboreal
bulbs and roots (see edible varieties listed under Food)
bushes, shrubs and flowers
flannel bush (prickly): kurkaturangu
kangaroo paw: marlupirri
'standback bush': pantutjilj
Sturt pea: murupurulkartu, marlukuru
wild tomato: kampurarra
grasses (producing edible seeds):
ngarrpa, kurrarra
spinifex: marlurnka, pila (Patimaya)
leaves, spiny: parrka
broad: yarlu
tree, (generic): wirnta
eucalyptus: pularra, punarra
mallee: pilapirti
mulga: yarlurt
needle tree: kurarra
pear: kakurla
quandong: waiku, wirntu
river gum: tjiIku
white gum: yarlurr

O - ADJECTIVES

Adjectives of state
aching: pika
afraid: ngurlu
angry: patja
ashamed: tjiIrntjirr, wangunj
bad, unfit, unwell: walinja
not right: wagtji
rotten, smelly: yurna
pe sty, as flies: kurrakurra
bent, crooked: ngartara
blind: kumuru
bow-legged: mampu ngartara
broken: kartanj, kartanganj
clever: murrkarmurrkar
cold: murti, tjanta
cold weather: murti
conceited, proud: marinjmarinj
cooked meat: kampu, kuka kampu, kuka mantu
dead: murla
distant: warta
drunk: patjapatja
fresh, raw: wanka
full: njumulpunjira
good: parnti
hot: karlanga
hungry: njanjura
hysterical: yayillir
ill (generally): yayillir
mad: palparu
pitiable: kurninj
ripped, torn: yara, yatjyatj
shy: wangunj
tired: malarti, paljpa, manga
leg-tired: watjarrwatjarr
true, straight: tjuparn
untidy: yimpiljyimpilj
wet: wiljki
wild, untamed: ngupanu

Adjectives of number and quantity
one: kurriya, kutiya
two: kutjarra
three: marnturr
many: yeljpa
another, of the same kind: kutju
of a different kind: wapa, njurta
Adjectives of size
big, large: yarnta, purka
small: tjintja (marta)
long: wara
tall: wirta (ra)
thin: wilpirri

Adjectives of colour
black: wirri, mawurtu, marurtu, maru
white: pirljinj, pilingki
red: pirljinji, yarliku ('blood')
dark: mungarta

VERBS
(illustrated in the present tense forms: -(r)manja = -LA class; -manja = -YA class)

P - Motion
arrive: wiimanja (Intr)
bend down (to hide, to vomit, etc.): pupanjimanja (Intr)
blow, as the wind: yuwakanmanja (Intr)
burrow, as goannas: yuljitjanamanja (Intr)
chase: tjatjamannja (Tr)
circle, glide (as birds): kurrurimanja (Intr)
circumambulate, as when approaching a new place: putiputimanja (Intr)
climb: kaIpatjimanja (Intr)
closer, become: kulayimanja (Intr), kulakulayimanja (Intr)
come, towards speaker: yanatjimanja (Intr)
crawl: marangamanja, maramarangamanja, marayanmanja (Intr)
dance: karimanja (Intr)
dance a corroboree: karimanja (Tr)
enter, set (as the sun): tjakulantamanja (Intr)
escape: yanajpamanja (Intr)
fall: warnimanja (Intr)
flow, as water: Intimanja tjakultjungamanja (Intr)
fly: kurrurimanja (Intr)
follow, track: warnatjimanja (Tr)
foot-walk: tjina yanmanja (Intr)
go, direction away from speaker: yarmanja (Intr)
go out of a shelter: pakarntamanja (Lit. arise) (Intr)
hunt game: tjatjamannja (Tr)
leak out: yarrarimanja, wilalangamanja (Intr)
locomote, direction away from speaker: yanmanja (Intr)
towards speaker: yanatjimanja (Intr)
as a motor vehicle: pukarntamanja (Intr)
move, about: yuriltijimanja (Intr)
away from speaker: wartawartayimanja (Intr) (Lit. 'become more distant')
over, away: mawumawuyimanja (Intr)
near, become, see closer, become prowl: pitjangamanja (Intr)
pursue: tjatjamannja (Tr)
rain: papa warnimanja (Intr)
re-enact a 'dreaming': mama karimanja (Tr)
rise: pakarntamanja (Intr)
rund: tjamparnimanja, tjamarnimanja, pukarnangamanja (Intr)
rung out, as sand or water: yarrarimanja (Intr) (see leak)
rung along, as a river: intimanja (Intr)
sit, the act of moving into a sitting position: njinarramanja (Intr)
spill, see leak
straighten, stretch: tjuparnimanja (Intr)
swim: tjunkumanmanja (Tr)
track: warnatjimanja (Tr)
wax, see foot-walk, locomote

Q - Rest
ascend, arise: pakarntamanja (Intr)
crouch: pupanjimanja (Intr)
exist (humans): njinamanja (Intr) (animals): ngayimanja (Intr) (trees): kayimanja (Intr)
lie down: ngayimanja, ngarimanja (Intr)
sleep: njupar ngayimanja (Intr)
lie flat, as water in lake: yalkatjimanja (Intr)
rest, recline: ngayimanja (Intr)
rise (as the sun): pakarntamanja (Intr)
sit, stay: njinamanja (Intr)
sleep, see under lie
stand: karimanja, kayimanja (Intr)
wait: matjimanja (Intr)
R - Induced position
belittle, scandalize:
\textit{waljtjim anja} (Tr)
bind:
\textit{tjutjim anja} (Tr)
bring:
\textit{kangkarnimanja} (Tr)
catch:
\textit{ngakarmanja} (Tr)
carry away:
\textit{kangkangamanja} (Tr)
complete, finish:
\textit{watjimanja} (Tr)
corrupt, make bad:
\textit{waljtjimanja} (Tr)
embarrass: a metaphorical usage of \textit{waljtjim anja} (Tr)
fetch, see bring
get:
\textit{manmanja} (Tr)
grasp:
\textit{ngakarnmanja} (Tr)
handcuff:
\textit{tjutjimanja} (Tr)
hunt away:
\textit{ngurlumanmanja} (Tr)
lay down (someone/something):
\textit{ngari/-ngayitjummanja} (Tr)
leave, reject:
\textit{tjunamanja} (Tr)
lift:
\textit{kartim anja} (Tr)
lift cooked meat from fire:
\textit{kartiyangamanja} (Tr)
pick up, get:
\textit{manmanja}, \textit{manatji/-manayim anja} (Tr)
seize, see grasp
spill, sprinkle:
\textit{wiljanmanja} (Tr)
take away:
\textit{kangkamanja} (Tr)
throw away:
\textit{warnitjanmanja} (Tr)

S - Affect
apportion, distribute:
\textit{njurtam anja} (Tr), \textit{kartapayanmanja} (Tr)
arouse (something/someone):
\textit{pakraangamanja} (Tr)
bathe:
\textit{wiljarimanja} (Intr)
brake:
\textit{kartamanja} (Tr)
burn (something):
\textit{pinatjummanja} (Tr)
chew:
\textit{tjakutjamanja} (Tr)
close (something):
\textit{puntumanmanja} (Tr)
clothe (one):
\textit{tjunayim anja} (Tr)
cook:
\textit{pawunmanja} (Tr)
create:
\textit{yaljmanmanja} (Tr)
cut, carve (meat):
\textit{kartapayanmanja} (Tr)
distribute, divide (meat), see apportion
do:
\textit{yalimanja} (Tr)
etch:
\textit{wakaltjummanja} (Tr)
extinguish (fire):
\textit{njurlarrkumanja} (Tr)
fight:
\textit{pinjarimanja} (Tr)
finish, polish:
\textit{parntim anja} (Tr)
fix:
\textit{parntitjummanja} (Tr)
grill (meat):
\textit{wilparmanja} (Tr)
grind (seed):
\textit{panlmanja} (Tr)
heat, make hot:
\textit{karlangamanja}, \textit{karlamarmanja} (Tr)
hit, kill:
\textit{pumanja}, \textit{pinjm anja} (Tr)
hit with a stick or boomerang:
\textit{yuwanmanja} (Tr)
ignite:
\textit{kutjanmanja}, \textit{milimanmanja} (Tr)
insert:
\textit{tjartatjimanja} (Tr)
kill:
\textit{pintamanmanja}, \textit{pumanja} (Tr)
light fire, see ignite
make:
\textit{yaljmanmanja} (Tr)
meet, mix with:
\textit{pukararrimanja} (Intr)
perfect:
\textit{parntimanja} (Tr)
put, place:
\textit{tjunmanja} (Tr)
put on clothes, see clothe
put in, see insert
put right, see fix
raise, cause to arise:
\textit{parkerangamanja} (Tr)
rip, tear:
\textit{yarlkumanja}, \textit{yatj-kumanja} (Tr)
become ripped, torn:
\textit{yarahamanja} (Intr)
roast, see cook, grill
scratch (marks), see etch
set apart, see apportion
shine (as the sun):
\textit{wakanmanja} (Intr)
shoot, hit with an instrument:
\textit{yuwanmanja} (Tr)
shut (a door or lid):
\textit{puntumanmanja} (Tr)
skin (an animal):
\textit{warnitumanmanja} (Tr)
smell, produce a smell, scent:
\textit{parntimanja} (Tr)
smoke, produce smoke signal:
\textit{yurltjummanja} (Tr)
spear:
\textit{wakanmanja} (Tr)
splash about in water:
\textit{wiljarimanja} (Intr)
tear, see rip
tickle:
\textit{kitikitimanja} (Tr)
unite with, see meet, mix
write, see etch

T - Attention
listen, hear:
\textit{ngangkumanja} (Tr)
reject, discountenance:
\textit{tjunmanja} (Tr)
see, watch:
\textit{njanganja} (Tr)
stand, as though inattentive: malkakayimanja (Intr)
think: ngangkungangkunmanja (Intr)
wait: matjammanja (Intr)

U - Communicating
ask: tjapinmanja (Tr)
bark: parilkumanmanja (Intr)
blaspheme: yanmanmanja (Intr)
chant (songs): waranmanja (Tr)
converse: wangkatjimanja (Intr)
croak, as a frog: tilijtjajimanja (Intr)
lie, speak untruths: tjiljatjiljatji-tjijayi / tjari-manja (Intr)
reproach, reprove: watjanmanja (Tr)

V - Corporeal
afraid, be: ngurlimanja (Intr)
angry, become: patjayimanja (Intr)
ashamed, be: wangujumanja (Intr)
bashful, be: ngantjungantjumanja (Intr)
big, become: yanrayimanja (Intr)
bite, snap at: patjarmanja (Tr)
cold, be: murtitjimanja (Intr)
complete, be: watjijimanja (Intr)
consume (food, water): ngarmanja (Tr)
corrupt, be: watjijimanja (Intr)
court: puntjarrngamanja (Tr)
cry, weep: ngulamanja (Intr)
decrease (in size): tjiptjajimanja (Intr)
desperate, become (as for food): patjayimanja (Intr)
drink: ngarmanja (Tr)
die: murlayimanja (Intr)
eat: ngarmanja (Tr)
embarrassed, be: tjiirryangamanja, tjiyiyangamanja (Intr)
finished, become: watjijimanja (Intr)
frightened, be: ngurlimanja (Intr)
grow, see increase
happy, become: tjiilikari/tjilikayimanja, tjukayimanja (Intr)
hot, become: karlayimanja (Intr)
hungry, be: njararnimanja,

njawarnimanja (Intr)
ill, become: pikayimanja (Intr)
increase, in number: yalpayimanja (Intr)
in size: yanrayimanja (Intr)
in height: pakarmanja (Intr)
irritated, be: memanjimanja (Intr)
laugh: tjunrmanja (Intr)
nervous, be: wangujumanja (Intr)
night approaches: mungaljimanja (Intr)
peeved, be, see irritated
play: piya-/piyangamanja (Intr)
rejoice: tjukayimanja (Intr)
retch: palimanka (Intr)
rip, become torn: yangamanja (Intr)
shy, be (as boys and girls with each other): ngantjungantjumanja (Intr)
sick, become, be sorcerized: pikayimanja, kalatjarrayimanja (Intr)
sleep: njupar ngayimanja pungkurmanja (Intr)
small, become: tjintjyimanja (Intr)
smell (something): parntingamanja (Tr)
produce smell, scent: parntimanka (Tr)
smoke, produce smoke (as a fire): yurlarangamanja (Intr)
stiff, become (legs): patawimanja (Intr)
tear, become torn: yangamanja (Intr)
thirst: yurtanjimanja (Intr)
tire, become tired generally:
malarmanja (Intr)
become bored: palpayimanja (Intr)
become leg weary: patawimanja (Intr)
upset, become, see angry, irritated vomit: palimanka (Intr)
weary, become, see tire
weep, see cry
wet, become: wiljkimanja (Intr)
worry: warimaramanja (Intr) (from English)

ADVERBIALS
(Several of these forms are noun phrases or adjectival, but occur as verb modifiers without derivational
affixes.)

**W - Manner**

alone, by oneself: kakulj
attentively: kurkurtara
by foot: tjina (+ verb 'to locomote')
by hand: mara
continually: kukurl ~ kukurr
filthily, foully: wajltjli
forcefully: ngarti
how?: tjarnu (Intr), yaljtju (Tr)
loudly: ngarti (+ appropriate verb)
quickly: tjukurn, tjamparn
quietly, of voice: pintu
of other sounds: tjirnti, purunjmarta (Fatimaya)
secretly: njangarn, njangnjan
soundly: malka (+ appropriate verb)
surely: itja
uncomfortably: ngartaya, ngartara
very (in phrase): ngarti

**X - Place and direction**

above: kankararra
afar: warta, wartararrpayi
(in song)
away, direction away from speaker: mawatu
back, at a starting point: marlakarti
back, to a starting point: marlaku
behind: panjakarti, marla
beneath: ngartiyarra
between, in between two points: ngunuru, nguluru
beyond: yakarra, panjarnkarti
closely: kula
distantly: warta

inside: ngartiyarra
middle, in the: ngunuru
near: kula
this side of: njanjarnikarti
under-(neath): ngartiyarra
upwards: kankararra

**Y - Time**

afternoon: tjuljara
after that: panjatjanu
already: purlakupa
another day, on: wapakarangu
before, previously: ukarla
by and by, later: urta ~ wurta
continually: kukurr
directly, soon: kuwarti
evening: mungamunga
how long?: wanjtjakutja?
later: urta ~ wurta
long ago: ukarla
morning, in early: maruwara
this morning: mungal
next morning: mugal
(depending on time of day and tense of verb.)
now: kuwarti
previously: ukarla
shortly, not for long: kuwarti ~ kuwarti
summertime, in: ngarlpukala
sunset, at: marungapa
tomorrow: mungal (with future tense), wapakarangu
when?: njangka
winter time, in: wantangka
yesterday: mungal, wapakarangu
(with past tense of the verb)

**Z - Interjections and exclamations**

(see section 4.4)
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Map 5: Margany, Gunya and Other Languages of the Upper Bulloo and Warrego
Margany and Gunya
by J.G. Breen

1. THE LANGUAGE AND ITS SPEAKERS

1.1 LINGUISTIC TYPE

The language of which Margany and Gunya are dialects is, like probably the majority of Australian languages, nameless; the speakers were aware of their own speech as being different from that of their neighbours (although very similar in some cases) but were not aware of, or at least did not attach much importance to the larger group bounded by, but nowhere cut by, what one might call lines of mutual incomprehensibility. (See Dixon (1976a), especially pp.214-6. I use the term 'language' in the sense of his language, while my 'dialect', which may not be definable on linguistic criteria, happens to correspond to his language.) Margany and Gunya are the south-westernmost of the long chain of closely related dialects (it is not clear yet how many languages they formed) known to Queensland Aborigines as 'Murry talk' and to linguists as the Mari languages, which stretches from the central part of the NSW-Queensland border to north-east Queensland.

They are typical Pama-Nyungan languages in most respects, being suffixing languages with simple nominal morphology and rather more complex (and very incompletely understood) verb morphology. Nouns are of the ergative type in morphology while pronouns are accusative. Gunya has a transparent and obviously recent system of pronominal suffixes to the verb, which Margany lacks. Verbs are divided into two conjugations (differing only in the form of the purposive suffix) and this division corresponds exactly with the division into transitive and intransitive.

Phonologically these dialects are relatively simple but they differ from many other Australian languages in having (to a limited degree) an opposition between voiced and voiceless stops, and in having a voiced apico-alveolar stop in complementary distribution with an alveolar tap. They also differ from many other Mari dialects in having six points of
articulation for stops and nasals.

1.2 TRIBAL AND LANGUAGE NAMES

No alternative names for the dialects are known, although a number of different spellings of the names are found in the literature. No local group names are known.

There appears to have been some regional variation within these dialects, as can be seen by comparing the material obtained from the writer's informants with wordlists published by Curr (1886-7). The speakers available for the present study belong to the southern part of Margany and Gunya territories, while Curr's material came from the north. Curr combined four vocabularies for the Upper Warrego and Paroo Rivers and Mungalalla Creek under his number 177 (Vol. III: 270-286). Oates and Oates (1970:281) identified these as Bidjara while Breen (1971:13) thought three of them might be Gunya.

These have now been examined more closely and some attempt (successful with only one of them, however) has been made to find out exactly where they come from. (I am grateful to John Dymock for making available historical material on the area and the Queensland Lands Department for locating pastoral leases.) One of these vocabularies (from Mungalalla Creek, contributed by W.H. Looker) can be identified with confidence as Gunggari. Table 1.1 gives the cognate percentages of the other three, contributed by L.M. Playfair, Joseph Hollingsworth and William R. Conn, with one another and with Gunya and Margany (from present day information), Dharawala (Tindale's Wadjalang) and Bidjara.

TABLE 1.1 - Curr Vocabularies: Cognate Percentages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLAYFAIR</th>
<th>HOLLINGSWORTH</th>
<th>CONN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Margany</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunya</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidjara</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dharawala</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playfair</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Hollingsworth's list a small number of words are given in two forms, one of which corresponds to Gunya and one to Bidjara. However, he also gives a list of additional words, about equal in size to the standard Curr list, and with this Gunya shares 71% and Bidjara only 58% (very few of these words are known for Dharawala). It is therefore concluded that Hollingsworth's list (apart from perhaps a few words which are given as one of two forms) is Gunya.

L.M. Playfair is presumably the Playfair who was a co-founder of Beechal Station in the early 1860s and a co-lessee of the pastoral leases Beethana (?), Karjie and Watchum in 1876 (Dymock, pers. comm.). These three leases
were probably contiguous and Beethana (which name may be an error, resulting from a misreading) is almost certainly the present Buthana, which is roughly half way between Beechal and Cheepie. Watchum was in the neighbourhood of Buthana, but it has not been possible to locate Karjie (Qld. Lands Dept., pers. comm.). Playfair's list, then, seems to apply to an area in the north-eastern portion of Margany country, or possibly in Gunya country. It is impossible to be more definite.

Conn's vocabulary seems to be Dharawala or Bidjara and the former seems the more likely choice if we are to accept Tindale's statement that Gunya territory went as far north as Augathella and Burenda. This statement, incidentally, would not be accepted by present day informants; however, Tindale's information is probably more reliable and certainly far more specific.

Playfair's and Hollingsworth's vocabularies are republished, with notes, in Appendix I.

Table 1.1 will be discussed further in 1.3.

1.3 TERRITORY AND NEIGHBOURS

The location of Margany and Gunya tribal territories is shown on the map, on which, however, boundaries have not been drawn.

According to Tindale (1974:178, 181) Margany tribal territory is: 'Quilpie to Cheepie and Beechal, thence Paroo River to Eulo; on Bulloo River south to near Thargomindah; at Dynevor Downs and Ardoch'. And Gunya tribal territory is: 'Warrego River from Cunnamulla north to Augathella and Burenda; west to between Cooladdi and Cheepie; east to Morven and Angellala Creek; at Charleville'. These descriptions are slightly different from those given earlier (Tindale (1940: 164, 166)). However, Tindale's (1974) map does not seem to be completely consistent with the above description, in that the boundary between Margany and Gunya heads more or less directly south from half-way between Cooladdi and Cheepie and thus passes a considerable distance east of Beechal.

Neighbouring tribes are as shown on the map. According to Tindale's map, Bidjara, Nguri and Gunggari have a common boundary with Gunya, Garlali and Punthagama have one with Margany, Badjidi on the south and Wadjalang (my Dharawala) on the north adjoin both. It shows Muruwari country as meeting Gunya country at a point and a similar situation for Ngandangara (my Yarumarra) and Margany. Muruwari and Yarumarra are not included in the following comparisons. Information on Nguri is inconsistent; Tindale places it on the Maranoa River and Mathews (1905) further west, on the middle Warrego, but Barlow (1872) has it to the south-east, near the Moonie River. Tindale and Barlow both give word-lists which support their statements on the location (and, consequently, differ greatly from one another). The present writer could not obtain any reliable information (although one Bidjara speaker thought the Nguri were on the Langlo River, i.e. north-west of Tindale's location) and
suspects that Nguri might not be a genuine language name.

A name Ngarigi, which has been heard a couple of times, seems to apply to a branch of the Gunggari and is probably to be identified with Ngaragari, which Tindale (1974:178) gives as a Koamu (Guwamu) term for the language between Bollon and Nebine Creek.

Table 1.2 gives cognate percentages, based on the 100 word list published by O'Grady and Klokeid (1969). Two sets of figures are given for Gunggari; one from the western or Nebine Creek area which actually adjoins Gunya country but for which only 54 of the 100 items are available, and one from the eastern or Maranoa River area, for which much fuller data are available. Other dialects for which there is not much available are Dharawala (61 items) and Nguri (42 items). Most of the data are from the writer's own field work, but the Nguri vocabulary is from the unpublished list by Tindale, Dharawala from the Tindale list (Wadjalang) and from Curr (Vol. III: 78-87, 278-9) and Badjidi from Mathews (1905), supplemented by the writer's field work. Counts based on a larger number of words (the 250 word list used by Breen (1971)) give essentially the same figures.

**TABLE 1.2 Cognate Percentages: Margany, Gunya and Neighbours**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>NG</th>
<th>MG</th>
<th>Ng</th>
<th>Bd</th>
<th>Dh</th>
<th>Pn</th>
<th>Gl</th>
<th>Bj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Margany (M)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunya (G)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebine Gunggari (NG)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maranoa Gunggari (MG)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nguri (NG)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidjara (BD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dharawala (Dh)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punthamara (Pn)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garlali (Gl)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badjidi (Bj)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a very few cases items which are clearly cognate have been counted as non-cognate because borrowing is suspected. Thus Gunya gaŋdi 'ground' must be cognate with Bidjara naŋgi, but since there is no other evidence of initial /ŋ/ in Bidjara (even though it derives from earlier /ŋ/) corresponding to initial /g/ in Gunya it is assumed that the relationship is not direct. Undoubtedly there are other borrowed items involved in the counts which have not been recognised as such, especially between contiguous but not closely related languages (such as Gunya / Badjidi).

As mentioned above (1.2), the informants for Margany and Gunya come from the southern parts of their respective territories and their vocabularies would be further removed from those of neighbouring dialects on the north than the vocabulary of speakers from further north would be. This is illustrated in Table 1.1; note that the cognate percentages in this table are based on the Curr wordlist and
so are not strictly comparable with those in Table 1.2. The figures in Table 1.1 suggest that there is greater lexical similarity between the speech of geographically close tracts in different dialect areas than between widely separated tracts in the same dialect area. This may be so; nevertheless it is believed that there were clear-cut boundaries between dialects but only gradual changes within dialect areas. Grammatical changes are probably a better indication of a dialect boundary than lexical changes.

Table 1.3 gives a brief grammatical comparison of the languages and dialects (except Nguri) compared in Table 1.2. Only the major allomorphs of bound morphemes are given (in the case of nouns, only the form used with a vowel-final stem). Where two forms are given they are separated by a comma if allomorphs and an oblique if differing in function.

It is clear that the dialects compared in the first five columns of Table 1.3 form a closely related group clearly separate from the other three, and this is confirmed by Table 1.2. Margany and Gunya share a few features that the other closely related dialects (Bidjara and Gunggari at least) do not have: an allative separate from the dative, a recent past tense, a potential verb inflection and two verbal conjugations.

1.4 SOCIOLINGUISTIC INFORMATION

Little is known of the life of the Margany and Gunya people before its disruption by white settlement. Curr (1886-7, Vol.III, 270-5) gives a few pages of notes, made up from the similar accounts given by his four informants, for an area which includes the northern part of Margany and Gunya territories, and Kelly (1935) gives some anthropological information for a large area of Queensland including these territories.

According to Curr’s correspondent L.M. Playfair, whose information applies to the area of the present Buthana Station near the north-eastern extremity of Margany country (roughly half way between Beechal and Cheepie), the marriage system was as follows:

| Any Murri male may marry any Combo female, offspring Ippai |
| Combo " " " Murri " " Cubbi |
| Cubbi " " " Ippai " Combo |
| Ippai " " " Cubbi " Murri |

These section names are used over a wide area to the south, notably among the Kamilaroi (Gamilaray) and Wiradjuri of New South Wales.

Another correspondent, W.H. Looker (Mungalella Creek, in Gunggari country, just east of the Gunya) gives seven classes, with both masculine and feminine forms of the names; these are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Masculine</th>
<th>Feminine</th>
<th>Masculine</th>
<th>Feminine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Murri</td>
<td>Matha</td>
<td>Combo</td>
<td>Botha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wongoo</td>
<td>Wongo-gan</td>
<td>Umbree</td>
<td>Umbreegan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubbi</td>
<td>Cubbotha</td>
<td>Hippi</td>
<td>Hippatha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogilla</td>
<td>Ogellegun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 1.3  Morphological Comparison of Margany, Gunya and Neighbours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Margany</th>
<th>Gunya</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Null</strong></td>
<td><strong>Null</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Verbs**

- **Receptive**
- **Reflective**
- **Casualties**
- **Potential Purpose**

**Future**

- container, containerize

**Past**

- You see.

**Present**

- I

**Immediate**

- beg, request

**Preterite**

- complete

**Concurrent**

- complete

**Aliative**

- containerize

**Bilate**

- location

**Bilaterate**

- location
However, the marriage rules he gives correspond exactly (apart from the use of feminine as well as masculine names) to those of Playfair; the three extra sections are not mentioned at all. In fact, Looker is mixing two separate sets of names, as witness the Bidjara section names (in the orthography of Breen 1973), gurrgilg, guburu, ganbayi and wun-gu with feminine forms formed by a suffix -gan (the Gunggari forms would be minus the initial g, hence Looker’s spellings ogiIIa, umbree, etc.). It seems that this set was used by the eastern or Maranoa River Gunggari but not by the western or Nebine Creek Gunggari, who used the Kamilaroi set. The two sets differ only in the names; the marriage rules are exactly the same. It seems that the boundary between the two sets must run between the two branches of Gunggari and between Bidjara and Gunya.

This may explain the comparative lack of social contact at the present time between the Cunnamulla and Quilpie Aborigines, mostly of Margany, Gunya, Garlali, Punthamara, Badjidi and Nebine Gunggari origin, and the Charleville and Mitchell Aborigines, mostly Bidjara, Gungabula and Maranoa Gunggari (as compared with the extensive contacts between Cunnamulla, Eulo and Quilpie and between Charleville, Augathella and Mitchell). However, other factors, such as the effect of the former mission at Tinnenburra, south of Cunnamulla, may also be relevant.

In addition to the section names Playfair added 'the following class-names (no doubt subdivisions) viz. opossum, snake, kangaroo, emu, crow and eaglehawk' but gave no details of how these fitted into the system. Present day memories of the system are vague and fragmentary and mostly confined to one or two of these 'subdivisions'; thus one of the Gunya speakers said he was bilby (a type of bandicoot) and his wife /bawuda/ (red kangaroo). Their children were also /bawuda/. He also knew a word /bidYudu/ but did not know how it fitted in; it could be a clan or moiety name. (Among the Bidjara there were two exogamous clans, yangurru (comprising the sections ganbayi and gurrgilg) and wudhurru (comprising wun-gu and guburu) and, it seems, also two moieties, called bumbira and magula. The nature of the latter division is not known.)

Nothing is known of any form of avoidance or other 'special' language.

1.5 PRESENT SITUATION

Margany and Gunya are virtually extinct. The only Margany speaker is Mrs. Jessie Shillingsworth who now lives in Cunnamulla. She is probably close to 80. The most knowledgeable of my Gunya informants was Mrs. Margaret McKellar, of Eulo and Cunnamulla, who died at a great age (at least 95, perhaps over 100) in 1972. Other speakers with whom I have worked are two of Mrs. McKellar's sons, Charlie and Fred, and her daughter Mrs. Ruby Richardson. None of these has a full knowledge of the grammar although they have fair vocabularies. Their language is slightly contaminated by Margany and perhaps other dialects.
1.6 PAST INVESTIGATIONS

Margany and Gunya vocabularies published by Curr (1886-7) have been discussed above (1.2); see also Appendix I.

Tindale collected a vocabulary in Margany in 1939; see Appendix II.

A list of 41 items collected by Barry Foster, then bookkeeper at Thylungra Station, from an unknown informant at Cunnamulla, probably in the early 1960's and sent to the writer in 1968, is in Margany (see Appendix III). A few items from this list can be added to the lexicon. A notable feature is the deletion of expected initial /g/ before /a/ (see 2.7).

Holmer (n.d.) worked in 1971 with an informant who claimed to speak Margany; however, her language was in fact Bidjara.

Mrs. Hazel McKellar of Cunnamulla has recorded some Gunya from her sister-in-law Mrs. Ruby Richardson, and some of this material appears in the Vocabulary.

1.7 CONVENTIONS

(M) denotes that an example is Margany, (G) that it is Gunya. An example is not marked (M) or (G) if the context renders it unnecessary or if it occurs in the corpus for both dialects.

Where a translation is that given by the informant it is in double inverted commas. Otherwise, the English equivalent given for a sentence is usually the sentence that the informant was asked to translate, even if the sentence given does not seem to be an exact translation. Only if there is a gross discrepancy between the sentence asked and that given is an attempt made to translate the latter. The English sentences are not, therefore, to be thought of as exact translations.

/ in a sentence denotes a pause. I have avoided marking pauses that seem to be due only to the speaker's hesitancy.

2. PHONOLOGY

2.1 THE PHONEMES

The phoneme inventory for both dialects consists of 25 consonants and 6 vowels and is shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
2.1 The phonemes

TABLE 2.1 Margany and Gunya Consonant Phonemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peripheral</th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Dorso-velar</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Post-alveolar</th>
<th>Laminal</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Alveo-palatal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voiced stop</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>dV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless stop</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>tV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>nV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trill</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glide</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2.2 Margany and Gunya Vowel Phonemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>i, i:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>a, a:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following abbreviated names for the consonant articulators will be used: bilabial, velar, alveolar, retroflex, interdental, palatal.

The only unusual feature of this inventory is the existence of two series of stops, labelled above voiced and voiceless, but perhaps more correctly lax and tense. In the environment in which they most commonly contrast, i.e. intervocally, the former are frequently lenited to fricatives (in the case of /b/, /g/ and /d/) or a tap (/d/) while the latter are characterised by length (especially in Margany) as well as absence of voice. These phonetic facts suggest that, at least intervocally, the voiceless stops could be regarded as geminate clusters (as has been done in, for example, Burarra (Glasgow 1967, p. 9) and Rembarnga (McKay 1975, pp. 17-21)). However, this is not favoured since heterorganic stop clusters, such as /d/ and /g/, which occur inter-morphemically, remain voiced. Voiced and voiceless stops contrast also in clusters with lateral or nasal as first member. With laterals the voiceless stops may be lenited while with nasals they are realised as voiced stops. In both cases the voiceless stops are voiceless but not long.

The possible origin of the voiced-voiceless stops distinction will not be discussed in detail here. However, it is worth noting that - while phonetically voiced stops are the norm in Mari languages - a number of the words containing voiceless stops, such as ṭu 'dog' (G), ṭa'yu 'my', gatya 'rotten', bati 'to cry' (G), yatyu 'flame' (M) and nuka 'to taste' (M) are reflexes of forms which can be
reconstructed as ancestral to both the Mari and Pama languages. It seems likely, therefore, that the distinction arose as a result of internal phonological change rather than borrowing.

The following minimal and other pairs illustrate the contrast between the two series. Note that the voiceless stops are of low frequency.

**MARGANY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARGANY</th>
<th>GUNYA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b/p ibalu 'you two'/ipanY 'dew'</td>
<td>bābila 'pierced'/bapiri 'fart'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gabundY 'gidgea' / gupu 'short'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g/k gunga 'raw'/gunkuru 'coughing'</td>
<td>budgu 'shield'/yu'ku 'heart'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bugundy 'antbed' / bukunY 'quiet'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baga 'tree' / maka 'bone'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d/t bindata 'sit-CONJ'/bintada</td>
<td>gandil 'river wattle'/dintiny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'cormorant'</td>
<td>'rosewood'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dY/tY gudya 'honey'/gut ya 'to spear'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following pairs illustrate the contrast between the alveolars and retroflexes. Note that retroflexes do not occur initially and it is doubted that alveolars do (see 2.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M. bedi 'to cry'</th>
<th>G. utinY 'heavy'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'maybe'</td>
<td>'semen'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. guda 'dog'</td>
<td>G. nala 'arm'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to move (tr.)'</td>
<td>'track'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. mala 'hit'</td>
<td>G. balga 'hit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. gungu 'to dip up'</td>
<td>G. gungo 'raw'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. mangu 'beefwood'</td>
<td>G. bina 'rib'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. gunma 'to break'</td>
<td>G. gara 'language'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(wanYguli in Gunya)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. dar i 'language'</td>
<td>G. mada 'hand'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/nari 'name'</td>
<td>bata 'west'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dariqada 'cloud'</td>
<td>bati 'stomach'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contrasts between interdentals and palatals are very scarce; in fact, there seem to be only a couple of words in the corpus for each language with intervocalic /nY/. /nY/ does not occur word-initially and there is only one known
2.1 The phonemes

word in Margany and three in Gunya with initial /dy/. M. yuţal 'skin' / gutYa 'to spear'
M. gaţa 'stick' / gatYa 'to kick'
gunu 'humpy' / bunYul 'lignum'
G. gaŋa 'yamstick' / banYa 'big'
M. wagin 'right' / wadYa:n 'white woman'
buga 'ashes' / gudYa 'honey'
G. ɖiiba 'liver' / dY!pu 'small'

Word-final consonant oppositions are illustrated by:
M. gabun 'baby' / gabunY 'egg'
M. wakan 'father's sister'
ugun 'grass' / budunY 'mosquito'
G. gudgan 'long' / ɖiigaŋ 'moon'
ugun 'grass' / mutŋ 'shingleback lizard'
M. buwanYgil 'summer' / nikil 'hot coals'
G. buku 1 'daughter' / waŋud 'a few'
ɡawul 'wild' / ɡawudgawud 'frog sp.'
ɡaŋud 'possum' / gudgud 'mopoke'
bangaŋ 'back' / mangad 'bag'

The analysis of vowels posed some problems. The possible solutions were (a) three short vowels /a, i, u/ plus three corresponding long vowels and no VV sequences or (b) three short vowels, with length interpreted as reduplication (e.g. /aa/) and VV sequences not broken by predictable glides (thus /ia/ not /iya/) or (c) three short vowels, length interpreted as reduplication in the case of the low vowel and as vowel-glide-vowel (e.g. /iya/) for the high vowels, and VV sequences (apart from /aa/) broken by glides or (d) a combination of (a) with (b) or (c).

Phonetic data do not particularly favour any one of these solutions against the others. Phonotactic and morphophonological data make (d) seem tempting. Thus, for example, writing ɡaan instead of ɡaː, guwu or guu instead of guː and so on eliminates the only six monosyllables in the corpus. Long vowels, however, seem more fitting in such borrowed words as [ɡuːbu] 'soap', [maːɡa] 'boss', [maːbu] 'many' and [wadYa:n] 'white woman'. It is simpler to write the recent past tense suffix on verbs as -ːni (in accordance with solution (a) than as -aŋi after stem-final /a/, -iŋi (or -yigl) after /i/, -uŋi (or -wuŋi) after /u/ (solution (b) (or (c))). However, the privative suffix in Margany is most economically written as -idba and would be with solution (b), but with solution (a) it must be written -ydaba after /a/, -daba after /i/, -widba after /u/ and -ldbba after a consonant, and with solution (c) it is almost as complicated. The allomorphs of this suffix can also, of course, be described by a morphophonological rule, but as no other bound morpheme functions in exactly the same way this does not simplify the description.

Clearly solution (d) cannot be justified without
strong evidence of contrast between long vowels, like [u:], and sequences like /uu/ or /uwu/. There is, in fact, some slight evidence; the ablative form of the word for 'mouth' is [gu:mundu] and the presence of the secondary stress on the penultimate vowel suggests that this word is to be regarded as having four syllables, i.e. /guumundai/. The dative of the (borrowed) word for 'soap' is [gu:bugu], which seems to be trisyllabic /gu:bugu/. However, this difference in stress may be related to the fact that the suffix is disyllabic in the former case and monosyllabic in the latter. There is no other evidence and solution (d) must therefore be rejected.

Partly, but not entirely, because of the frequency of the 'recent past' form of the verb, solution (a) seems to be the most economical and has been adopted. Length contrasts are illustrated in both dialects by the suffixes -n! 'present tense' and -:n! 'recent past tense'. A few other bound morphemes condition length in the preceding vowel (in some cases only with one or two of the short vowel phonemes). Otherwise long vowels are rare. Other pairs noted or (in the case of ga:gu which has not actually been heard) presumed include:

| G. ga:gu  | 'mouth-DAT'  | /gagu  | 'to ask'    |
| M. wa:la  | 'gave'       | /wa:la | 'where?'   |
| G. gu:gu: | 'blowfly'    | /gundu | 'away'     |
| gu:mundu  | 'nose-ABL'   | /guma  | 'blood'    |

2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE PHONEMES

The following description is based on the speech of the two main informants, Mrs. Shillingsworth and Mrs. McKellar. Their speech is generally clear although Mrs. Shillingsworth's interdental (or better, perhaps, dental) consonants are often difficult or impossible to distinguish from alveolars. There are slight differences in the speech of the younger Gunya informants which would possibly result in a different distribution of the phonemes /d/ and /r/; this will be discussed below. There are also some indications of simplification on the part of younger informants; thus the younger Gunya speakers give /díru/ for 'lapunyah (tree)' as compared to Margany /diwuru/, and /durra/ for 'dust' as compared to Mrs. McKellar's /durura/.

The voiced stops are realised usually as lenis voiced stops in word-initial position after /d/ and in nasal-stop clusters. Intervocally and following a lateral some stops are typically softened to fricatives: /b/ to [β], /g/ to [γ], /d/ to [δ]. /d/ in these positions becomes a tap, occasionally heard as a stop, while /d'/ and /g/ are voiced stops (although /d'/ may be softened to [γ^] (a voiced palatal fricative) in the speech of the younger informants and /d/ is occasionally a retroflexed flap [τ ]). Word-finally /d/ is generally a voiced stop and /d/ a tap but both tend to be devoiced.

The spellings in the lists published by Curr suggest a tendency for stops to be less strongly voiced and perhaps
more strongly articulated than was heard from the main present day informants; thus they frequently (but by no means exclusively) used p, k, c and t to represent word-initial stops. There seems to be little point in discussing the possible reasons for this.

/d/ is the only stop to occur as first member of a cluster (commonly in /db/ and /dg/, rarely in /dm/, /dp/ and /dk/). When a voiced consonant follows it is a strong tap, occasionally heard as a stop. Followed by a voiceless consonant it may be trilled. Note, however, that in the speech of the younger informants a trill is sometimes heard instead of the tap even when a voiced stop follows. It is possible that in a phonological description based only on their speech the first member of these clusters would be assigned to the phoneme /r/ rather than /d/.

The following examples illustrate the pronunciation of the voiced stops:

M. /bubalu/ [bʊbʌlu] 'will rub'
/baga/ [bəbəla] 'bit'
M. /bagala/ [bəbəla] 'bit'
G. /gudya/ [ɡʊdva] - rarely [ɡʊ́və] 'honey'
M. /baði/ [bəðə] 'maybe'
G. /baða:ru/ [bədə:ru] 'today'
G. /guyugu/ [ɡʊyʊgu] 'for fish'
M. /gangojugu/ [ɡangojʊgu] 'will fall'
M. /mangίjı/ [mɑŋgiŋi] 'burnt'
/malad/ [mɑlɑd] 'box tree'
M. /mada/ [mɑra] 'get (it)'
/budala/ [bʊrala] 'got up'
M. /wamada/ [wɔmara] 'spear'
/ngadgu/ [ŋɑrdgu] ~ [ŋɑɾdegu] 'grey kangaroo'
/badbida/ [bədbida] ~ [bədibida] 'porcupine'
M. /yadpajanv/ [yarpalanY] [ˈfʌlɪt] 'flat'

The voiceless stops are typically long, often reduplicated, except when they occur in a consonant cluster (of which they can only be second member). The length is much less pronounced in Gunya.

/bati/ [bɑtɪ] (M) [bɑtɪ] (G) 'stomach'
M. /bikanY/ [bɪkkanY] 'fingernail'
/matYa/ [mɑtYa] 'long ago'
M. /gulfata/ [ɡʊlfatɑ] 'put out (fire)—CONJ'
M. /bajpara/ [bəjˈpɑrə] 'kite-hawk'
G. /bukul/ [bʊkʊl] 'daughter'
G. /dyipu/ [dɪpʊ] 'small'

In Gunya, where an ergative or instrumental suffix -tu or a locative suffix -ta is added to a stem ending in a retroflexed consonant, the long stop in a word such as [bɑŋgatɑ] 'back-LOC' is interpreted as cluster /dʈ/ rather than as involving a deletion, since length would not be expected in a stop in this position, following an unstressed vowel. (This reasoning would not apply, however, in Margany).
Nasals are frequently long when following a stressed vowel in a disyllabic word:

M. /mɪn̥ya:/ [mɪ·n̥·ya:] 'full'
M. /dæŋgɪn̥y/ [dæŋ·gɪn̥] 'blue crane'
M. /mʌŋgɪ/ [mʌŋ·gɪ] 'beefwood'
M. /mʌŋgɪ/ [mʌŋ·gɪ] 'arm'
/bɑːn̥a/ [bɑːn̥a] 'goanna'
G. /bãŋya/ [bɑːŋya] 'big'
G. /yam̥a/ [yam̥ma] 'nothing'

(Note: [mm] differs from [mː] in that there seems to be a syllable boundary between the two segments, i.e. one syllable ends with [m] and the next begins with [m]; [mː] does not give this impression.)

Following stressed /u/, the alveolar nasal is occasionally very much retracted in Gunya, so that, for example, /guni/ 'to hit' has been heard as [gʊni].

There are no noteworthy features of the pronunciation of the nasals in other environments.

The only noteworthy feature of the laterals is a tendency (in Margany only, and not so noticeable as with the nasals) for the sound to be lengthened when it follows a stressed vowel and precedes a consonant.

M. /bælɡalu/ [bæl·ɡalu] 'will hit'

The trill occurs only intervocalically (the rare occurrences of [ɾ] in clusters are interpreted as realisations of /d/). It is normally a voiced alveolar trill, sometimes prolonged after a stressed vowel. It is rarely voiceless.

/bɔɾi/ [bɔɾi] 'stone'
M. /ŋad̪ˈɾiːɡi/ [ŋad̪ˈɾiːɡi] 'is thirsty'

The glides /w/, /ɾ/ and /y/ have no noteworthy features. Note, however, that /ɾ/ is sometimes dropped by the younger Gunya speakers from the concomitant suffix -bəɾi, resulting in the form -bayi.

The short vowels /i/, /u/ and /a/ are basically medium high front unrounded (about [ɪ]), medium high back rounded (about [ʊ]) and medium low central (about [ɤ]) respectively.

When a palatal consonant follows a stressed non-front vowel there is frequently a palatal on-glide to the consonant; alternatively (or, rarely, in addition) the vowel may be fronted and raised, as may a front vowel in this position.

M. /mэyɪ/ [mэˈyɪ] 'bread'
/bæn̥ɪd̪ˈɾaɾa/ [bæn̥ɪ·d̪ˈɾaɾa] 'pine'
/galæɾa/ [galæˈɾa] 'tongue'
/gabʊɾa/ [gabʊɾa] 'egg'
G. /bʊɾaɾa/ [bʊɾaɾa] 'mosquito'
M. /dɪŋgʊɾa/ [dɪŋgʊɾa] 'parrot sp.'
M. /mɪŋga/ [mɪŋɡa] 'full'

A preceding /y/ also frequently causes fronting and raising.
of a following vowel, as do other palatal consonants if the vowel is unstressed.

/yadga/ [yärğa] 'wind'
M. /iYarı/ [iYarı] 'noisy'

In Gunya the unstressed sequence /aya/, common in verbs, is often realised as [əæ].

G. /unayangı/ [Ənæŋgo] 'will be lying'

Before retroflexed consonants the high vowels tend to be lowered and retracted and /a/ is retroflexed (i.e. the tongue approaches the apico-post-alveolar position, as for /ɾ/, but somewhat less closely).

/badbidə/ [bəɾbidə] ~ [bəɾbədə] 'porcupine'
M. /nikiI/ [n⁵keI] 'hot coal'
/ganYaβæq/ [ɡənYaβæq] 'sweat'
/yudiant/ [yudiant] 'meat'

Between peripheral consonants stressed /a/ tends to be retracted, especially if the preceding consonant is /w/.

/wakan/ [wakan] 'crow'
/mana/ [mənə] ~ [məne] 'ear'

/u/ may become a glide [w] when preceded by a peripheral stop and followed by /w/ or /y/ (the two glides merging in the former case and [i] being inserted in the second). The stress then falls on the vowel following the [w], and this vowel may be lengthened.

/buwanY/ [buwanY] 'hot'
M. /guwadu/ [gwäru] 'crab'
/guyidi/ [guyidi] 'black bream'
/guydæa/ [guydæa] 'wife'
M. /guyidinY/ [guyidinY] 'curlew'

The sequence [ay] before a consonant is interpreted as /ay/. It occurs in only a few words, e.g. gayimba 'now', wayilbala 'white man' and is occasionally realised with a vocoid between the /y/ and the next consonant.

Initial /i/ and /u/ are rarely preceded by the homorganic glide:

/inda/ [y índə] but usually [ïnde] 'you'
/udun/ [w öon] but usually [óon] 'grass'

Occasionally a vocoid is added at the end of a consonant-final word (and in a couple of cases it is not clear whether a word ends in a vowel or not).

M. /buwanYgil/ [büwanYgil]~[büwanYgila] 'summer'

The long vowels are realised either as long vocoids,
sometimes with minor change of quality or change in stress during the course of the vocoid, or as sequences of vocoid-glide-vocoid (/i:/ and /u:/ only). They are closer to the appropriate cardinal vowels [i], [u] or [a] than are the corresponding short vowels.

/da:/  [da:]  'mouth'
G. /bany a:ri/  [bənYaːri]  'big'
M. /burī:ni/  [bəriːni]  'is tired'
M. /gundi:ni/  [gəndiːni]  'died'
M. /biri :  Iku/  [biriːIku]  'will scratch'
M. /bity u :ni/  [bɪtɪy uːni]  'is throwing'

2.3 PHONOTACTICS

Root structure is (with the exception of a handful of monosyllables and five syllable roots):

\[(C_1)V_1(C_2)C_3V_2(C_4)(C_5)(C_6)V_2(C_7)V_4(C_8))\]

The following phonemes can occur word-initially: peripheral voiced stops and nasals /b, g, m, n/ interdental voiced stop and nasal /d, n/, high vowels and the corresponding semivowels /i, u, y, w/. In addition a very few words (including one very common word in Gunya, /dəpyːu/ 'small') have initial /d//. Also, a few words in each dialect have been transcribed with initial /n/. This may be genuine, or it may result from mishearing of initial /ŋ/. Alternatively, there may be free variation between the two in initial position, or possibly even a certain amount of complementary distribution; /ŋ/ seems much more common than /n/ before /u/, less common before /i/ (especially in Gunya) and about equally common before /a/.

Note that initial /i/ is written instead of /yi/; there is no contrast between the two in this position and the initial glide is almost never heard in the speech of the older informants, and is not common in the speech of the younger informants. Note also the reduplicated form 'idginidgin 'cheeky' (G), heard [ɪdɪɲɪdɪɲ]; there is clearly no /ny/ cluster although such a cluster is presumably allowed, since /iy/ occurs (in yaga\|yaga! (G), meaning not clear; it was given for 'hot coal' but as yaga! is 'cold' there is probably a mishearing involved and it may mean 'cool', 'not very cold').

For similar reasons /u/ is written initially in preference to /wu/.

Table 2.3 gives the percentage frequency of each phoneme in initial position in lexical items heard from at least two Gunya informants (about 460 items) and from Mrs. Shillingsworth (about 590). In addition the frequency of initial CV sequences in the Margany vocabulary (for short vowels only) is given. The only initial CV sequences containing a long vowel are in the words /ga: 'mouth', /gu:/ 'nose', /ga: 'to see' (Margany only), /wa: 'to give', /gi:ː 'soldier bird', and the borrowed word /ma:ɡə 'boss'. (There are a handful of others, mostly borrowed, in Gunya.) Voiceless stops, retroflex consonants, laterals, rhotics and /a/, which never occur initially, are omitted.
2.3 Phonotactics

Table 2.3 shows that /a/ occurs as the stressed (i.e. first) vowel in about 50% of vocabulary items, /i/ in 17% and /u/ in about 33%. The corresponding figures for Gunya are about 50, 15 and 34.

Phonemes which can occur word-finally are the vowels, apical nasals and laterals (but there are no confirmed examples of final retroflex lateral voiced stops in Gunya), and /nY/. Note that all verb stems end in vowels, /a/ and /i/ being by far the most common.

Table 2.4 lists percentage frequencies of final phonemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Phoneme</th>
<th>% Frequency in Gunya</th>
<th>% Frequency in Margany</th>
<th>% Frequency in Margany Ca</th>
<th>% Frequency in Margany Ci</th>
<th>% Frequency in Margany Cu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɡ</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dy</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nY</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>[ Not Applicable ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The only words ending in a long vowel are the monosyllables ḡa: 'mouth', ɡu: 'nose', wa: 'to give', ṃa: (Margany)
'to see', ɟi: (Gunya, borrowed) 'tea' and the Gunya words  biɭ: 'turtle' and guɗu: 'blowfly'.

Any consonant can occur in intervocalic position. The following intra-morphemic consonant clusters, all binary, can occur: homorganic nasal plus stop; apical or lamino-palatal nasal or lateral or tap (i.e. voiced alveolar stop) plus peripheral voiced or voiceless stop or nasal; and also /l̩t/ (doubtful). In fact, a few of these have not been heard - in particular, the lateral-nasal clusters, which may not be permitted - and some have been heard only in Margany or only in Gunya. Table 2.5 lists clusters that have actually been heard. Crosses mark clusters that are thought to be acceptable but have not been heard. Brackets denote clusters known in only one word in each dialect, ( )M means known only for one Margany word and ( )G known only for one Gunya word.

Note that the above schedule allows clusters /db/, /dg/ but not /db/, /dg/.

Note also that all clusters are intervocalic. About 38% of stems in Margany and 29% in Gunya have a consonant cluster (a few have two).

It will be noted that a substantial proportion of these clusters are rare; in fact, in Gunya, over half the clusters occurring in the lexicon are /mb/, /nd/, /nd/ or /dg/, each of which makes up over ten percent of the total. In Margany the situation is a little different, as /ng/ is the only cluster with over ten percent of the total, while /mb/, /nd/, /nd/ /dg/ and /ib/ all have between six and nine percent.

Considering only clusters that are not rare, we could simplify the schedule to read: homorganic nasal plus voiced stop; alveolar nasal, lateral or tap (voiced stop) plus peripheral voiced stop. This covers 85% of Margany intra-morphemic clusters (the other 15% being divided among 22 different clusters) and 87% in Gunya.

In theory, inter-morphemic clusters can be made up of any consonant that can occur word-finally plus any consonant that can occur word-initially. The consonants /g/, /m/ and /b/ occur initially in common nominal suffixes so that clusters such as /dg/, /gb/, /glm/, /nvm/, /lm/, which are rare or non-existent within a morpheme are not uncommon across morpheme boundaries. A particularly unusual cluster (in Australian languages generally) which occurs in Gunya (according to the analysis adopted above) is /d̩t/, which occurs when a stem with final /d̩/ is marked for ergative, instrumental or locative case.

Margany has a nominal inflectional suffix with initial /d/, which, with stem-final /n/, gives a cluster /nd/, unless assimilation occurs, to give /nd/; the facts are not clear. Assimilation occurs with final /n̩/, to give /n̩d̩/. With final /l/ and /d/ /ld/ and /d/, respectively, are formed. Attempts to elicit combinations with final /d/, /d̩/ and /l/ were unsuccessful.

Table 2.6 gives the percentage frequency in Margany of all consonants for positions other than word-initial and word-final (the total number is 1084). Figures for Gunya (total 850) are given in brackets only if they differ by 20%
(b) /It/ occurs only in an item whose correctness was doubted by the informant.

(b) /tt/ occurs only in an item whose correctness was doubted by the informant.

2.3 Phonotactics

Note: (a) /dwa/ has been heard only in the bound morpheme /dwe/, a rare allomorph of the causative, usually /we/.

TABLE 2.5 Intra-morpheme Consonant Clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>×</th>
<th>W(mp)</th>
<th>×</th>
<th>dp</th>
<th>6p</th>
<th>dp</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>×</td>
<td>(kl)</td>
<td>W(dkl)</td>
<td>(kl)</td>
<td>(ki)</td>
<td>W(dki)</td>
<td>(ki)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>×</td>
<td>(wə)</td>
<td>(uə)</td>
<td>6u</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u)</td>
<td>wu</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>6u</td>
<td>qu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(tu)</td>
<td>(ku)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>6u</td>
<td>qu</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>×</td>
<td>W(ka)</td>
<td>5u</td>
<td>5u</td>
<td>5u</td>
<td>5u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First member

Second member

TABLE 2.5 Intra-morpheme Consonant Clusters
or more. Table 2.7 gives the percentage frequency of un­
stressed non-final vowels (total 360 M, 296 C). Long 
vowels do not occur in unstressed non-final position in a 
root except in the Gunya word ɓaɗa:ɗu 'today' (from Mrs. 
Mckellar only) and a couple of English loan-words (wadvj:n 
'white woman' and ɣuda:mu 'alcoholic drink').

TABLE 2.6 Consonant Frequencies, Non-Initial, Non-Final

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Retroflex</th>
<th>Interdental</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>10 (12)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless</td>
<td>0.6(0.8)</td>
<td>2.5(1.8)</td>
<td>0.7(1.3)</td>
<td>2(1.6)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasals</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5(2)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laterals</td>
<td>7(9)</td>
<td>1.2(2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trill</td>
<td>4(3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glides</td>
<td>2.5(1.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6(4)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2.7 Vowel Frequencies, Unstressed and Non-Final

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High Front</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Margany</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunya</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0.7% of Margany roots are monosyllabic, 73% disyllabic, 
20% trisyllabic, 6% of four syllables and 0.3% of five sylla­
bles (i.e. two words in the corpus, ƙat'uwwilaɗa 'turtle' and 
gwawanymagadi, a place-name). The corresponding fig­
ures for Gunya are 1, 76, 17, 6, 0. The longer roots inclu­
d a number of items that are perhaps compound or derived 
forms (and certainly many that are historically not simple 
forms). A number of reduplicated forms are counted as 
roots, e.g. onomatopoeic words like ƙuƙaguƙa, a type of 
bird.

Overall phoneme frequencies have been studied only for 
the speech of Mrs. Mckellar (Gunya); it is assumed that 
the figures of Margany and for other Gunya speakers would 
be similar. Table 2.8 shows the number of occurrences of 
each phoneme in the 294 lexical items recorded from Mrs. 
Mckellar. Column I shows word-initial occurrences (or, for 
vowels, initial syllable occurrences), Column III word-final 
ocurrences, and Column II other occurrences. One interest­
ing feature is the preference of certain phonemes for init­
ial position; 80% of /w/s occur initially despite the deci­sion not to write /wu/ initially, as do about 65% of /y/s 
and /γ/s, 60% of /b/s and half the /g/s and /m/s. 70% of 
/ŋγ/s occur stem-finally. Other consonants show a prefer­
ce—total in many cases—for medial positions. 60% 
of /ŋ/s occur as the first member of /ŋd/ clusters. /u/

or more. Table 2.7 gives the percentage frequency of un-
stressed non-final vowels (total 360 M, 296 C). Long 
vowels do not occur in unstressed non-final position in a 
root except in the Gunya word ɓaɗa:ɗu 'today' (from Mrs. 
Mckellar only) and a couple of English loan-words (wadvj:n 
'white woman' and ɣuda:mu 'alcoholic drink').
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<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Retroflex</th>
<th>Interdental</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voiced</td>
<td>10 (12)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless</td>
<td>0.6(0.8)</td>
<td>2.5(1.8)</td>
<td>0.7(1.3)</td>
<td>2(1.6)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasals</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5(2)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laterals</td>
<td>7(9)</td>
<td>1.2(2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trill</td>
<td>4(3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glides</td>
<td>2.5(1.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6(4)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2.7 Vowel Frequencies, Unstressed and Non-Final

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High Front</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Margany</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunya</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0.7% of Margany roots are monosyllabic, 73% disyllabic, 
20% trisyllabic, 6% of four syllables and 0.3% of five syllables 
(i.e. two words in the corpus, ƙat'uwwilaɗa 'turtle' and 
gwawanymagadi, a place-name). The corresponding figures for Gunya are 1, 76, 17, 6, 0. The longer roots include a number of items that are perhaps compound or derived forms (and certainly many that are historically not simple forms). A number of reduplicated forms are counted as roots, e.g. onomatopoeic words like ƙuƙaguƙa, a type of bird.

Overall phoneme frequencies have been studied only for 
the speech of Mrs. Mckellar (Gunya); it is assumed that 
the figures of Margany and for other Gunya speakers would be similar. Table 2.8 shows the number of occurrences of each phoneme in the 294 lexical items recorded from Mrs. Mckellar. Column I shows word-initial occurrences (or, for vowels, initial syllable occurrences), Column III word-final occurrences, and Column II other occurrences. One interesting feature is the preference of certain phonemes for initial position; 80% of /w/s occur initially despite the decision not to write /wu/ initially, as do about 65% of /y/s and /γ/s, 60% of /b/s and half the /g/s and /m/s. 70% of /ŋγ/s occur stem-finally. Other consonants show a preference—total in many cases—for medial positions. 60% of /ŋ/s occur as the first member of /ŋd/ clusters. /u/
shows a marked preference for the first syllable of a word, and in other positions occurs about as often as /\i/.

**TABLE 2.8 Number of Occurrences of Phonemes in Gunya**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th></th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 These are monosyllables.

No counts have been done on textual material, there being virtually none in the corpus. However, the following observations can be made:
(a) Initial /ŋ/, /ŋ/ and /i/ would be more frequent than in the lexicon, due to their use in a number of pronouns.
(b) Final vowels would be even more preponderant than in the lexicon, as almost all inflectional suffixes (one exception in Gunya) and most derivational suffixes end in a vowel.
(c) Long vowels would be much more frequent in unstressed positions due to the frequency of verbal inflections of the form -CV, which lengthen the preceding stem-final vowel. This applies much more to /a:/ and /i:/ than /u:/ as few verb stems end in /u/.
(d) Obviously, words would be longer on average, probably by about one syllable.

2.4 STRESS

Main stress is regularly on the first vowel of a word. Where the first vowel has zero realisation as in, for example, the optional pronunciation [gwá.ro] of /guwadu/ 'crab' (M), the stress is on the second vowel (which is, of course, the first vocoid). Length in a non-initial vowel
(because it is phonemically long or because it is followed by a glide and its homorganic vowel, which sequence may be realised as a diphthong) results in an apparent stress which may sometimes detract from the regular stress on the first vowel, thus /bi:ya:iku/ /bi:ya:iku/ 'hunt (purposive)'. This is more likely with /a:/ than /i:/ or /u:/ because the latter two are more likely to be realised as two syllables (e.g. /i:u/ /u:we/).

There are rare examples in sentences of irregular stress on non-initial vowels but there is not sufficient evidence to justify any further comment on this. An example is: [gâmu:mugâgïya] /gamu muga:gliya/ 'I'm going to get water' (G).

There may be a secondary stress on the third syllable of a four syllable word especially if the word is a reduplication or a compound form. The third syllable will not be stressed if the second is stressed by virtue of its length.

| G. | [gâbâl:gabe:] /gabâl:gabe/ | 'old man' |
| M. | [gâbïrâ:ni] ~ [gâbïrâ:ni] | /gabïrâ:ni/ | 'is hungry' |
| G. | [badï:lya] /badï:lya/ | 'I am sick' |
| M. | [wâba:nma:ni] /waba:nma:ni/ | 'is going along' |

When a word is of five or more syllables a secondary stress will appear on the first syllable of a non-initial disyllabic or longer morpheme or, where the bound morphemes are all monosyllabic, on the first or second of these (the rule for predicting which is not known).

| G. | [wâdâyeyíngâna] ~ [wâdyayíngâna] /wâdyayíngâna/ | 'they (plu.) are going' |
| M. | [wâbatâbâ:ni] /wabatâba:ni/ | 'is going along' |
| M. | [wânguilíngëga] /wânguilíngëga/ | 'while he was barking' |

There are not sufficient data to show clearly whether an initial syllable containing a long vowel functions as two syllables for stress purposes, but it probably does: /gu:mundu/ | 'from the nose'.

The verb waba (M), wadâ (G) 'to go' is often phonologically incorporated with a preceding ugu 'hither' and not stressed as a separate word; thus [ûguwaba] 'come here'. It is interesting in this connection that Fred McKellar, who normally used the Margany verb waba instead of his Gunya verb wadâ in all other contexts (until I pointed out to him that his mother used wadâ), used the imperative [ûguwadâ] 'come here!'. It appears that, at least in his idiolect, this had been reanalysed as a single morpheme which was not lost when the morpheme wadâ was replaced by waba.

2.5 INTONATION

Little can be said about intonation owing to the scarcity of fluent speech in the corpus. A statement is characterised by a falling intonation on the final syllable and a choice (or yes/no) question by a rising intonation towards the end.
Three intonation patterns have been heard for questions involving an interrogative pronoun (which normally takes first place in the sentence). There may be a rising intonation on the interrogative word followed by a fall so that the remainder of the sentence has a statement-like intonation. Alternatively, the rising intonation, followed by a fall, may occur on the last word of the sentence. Or the tone may be evenly high throughout.

A word in a statement sentence may be strongly stressed and this may be associated with a high tone, e.g. the first word in [ŋûta gûnîliya gâîاغu] (G) 'I hit the dog with a stick'.

The clauses of a compound sentence (i.e. involving co-ordination) seem to have the same intonation pattern as simple sentences, although a non-final clause may lack the final fall. The first clause of a complex sentence (i.e. involving subordination), however, ends with a rising intonation while the second clause is intoned as a simple sentence.

Some of the above statements are based on only one or two examples, and this section should therefore be treated with reserve.

2.6 MORPHOPHONOLOGY

A reduction of ŋu to : following a morpheme boundary seems to be optional in several bound morphemes; however, the data in some cases are very inconclusive. The alternation is well established in Margany non-singular pronouns, where it is likely that both forms are acceptable whenever a nominal inflectional suffix follows -ŋun- (i.e. all inflected forms except accusative and genitive; see 3.2, especially Table 3.2). Thus danagungu - dana:ngu '3 pl DAT', ibalûngunnmundu (not attested, but some other ibaluŋun-forms are) - ibalu:nmundu '2 du ABL' and so on. There are no examples of the long vowel forms where the vowel is high front (such as nali:ngu as an alternative to nali:ngu 'l du DAT'), but this may be due simply to the paucity of data. This alternation also occurs in Gunya with compass point names and wanda 'where'; thus wanda:ndu - wanda:ndu 'where to (ALL)'. The long vowel form is far more common and is the only form noted in Margany compass point names.

There is evidence also that some other forms usually involving long vowels in Gunya may also be reduced from forms with -ŋu-. Thus win:ndyu:ula, translated "he might have asked" (C. McKellar) may be an alternative to win:ndyu:ia (see 3.6.4(f)) and the question form -nda was once heard as -qunda from the same informant (bitYu:nda, changed to bitYu:nda).

The only example of assimilation across a morpheme boundary involves the Margany allative suffix -dadi which becomes -dYadi after stem-final /nY/.

Given a different interpretation of the vowel phonology a few other alternations could have been described under Morphophonology (see 2.1).
2.7 PHONEME CORRESPONDENCES

The only regular sound correspondence attested is between Gunya retroflex stop and Margany retroflex glide between non-front vowels, the preceding one stressed, exemplified by the following pairs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GUNYA</th>
<th>MARGANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maɗa</td>
<td>maɗa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maɗa</td>
<td>waɗa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaɗa</td>
<td>gaɗa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baɗu</td>
<td>baɗu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guɗu</td>
<td>guɗu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guɗuny</td>
<td>guɗuny</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The only counter example is guɗama 'to move (trans.)' (M), guɗa 'to move (intr.)' (G); the latter was heard only from Charlie McKellar. (The reverse correspondence, in the environment i-a, is illustrated by iɗa (M), iɗa (G) 'tooth'.)

The above correspondence could be part of a more general correspondence involving apical and velar stops, Margany having a voiced stop or tap corresponding to a voiceless stop in Gunya and a glide or zero corresponding to a voiced stop in Gunya.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GUNYA</th>
<th>MARGANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bati</td>
<td>badi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuta</td>
<td>nuda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>watu</td>
<td>wada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaga</td>
<td>qɑ:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yuƙu</td>
<td>uɗu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Counter examples are gusta 'south' and baga 'tree', both found in both dialects. Note also the reverse correspondence for velars in binguny (G), bikany (M) 'fingernail' and wanga (G), wakany (M) 'one'. The latter pair may not be cognates and the former may involve borrowing.

A reverse correspondence involving palatal stops, voiceless in Margany and voiced in Gunya, is indicated by gatyu (M), gadyu (G) 'to tie', gutya (M), guɗa (G) 'to hit with a missile' and bityu (M), bidyu (G) 'to throw', but note gatyu 'my', butyu 'deep', guɗa 'honey', gatya 'rotten' and other words common to both dialects.

Lenition of stop, in particular of earlier retroflexed stops to the glide /ɗ/ is common in the Mari dialect area, the more northerly dialects having no retroflexed consonants apart from the glide.

It appears that Foster's informant in Margany spoke a variety in which initial /g/ has been lost before /a/ (thus amu for gamu 'water', agada for gaɗaɗa 'moon' and ara for gaɗa 'no'). The loss of initial /g/ - before all vowels - has occurred in some other Mari dialects: Gunggari (complete in the eastern form, incomplete and inconsistent in the western form) and the dialect (name unknown; tentatively called Yandjibara after the name - spelt Yangeeberra in Curr (Vol. III: 72) - of a group speaking it) which was spoken north of Dharawala, in the Ravensbourne Creek area.
There is slight evidence of a correspondence between /dy/ in Gunya and /d/ in Margany in initial position. However, initial /dy/ is rare in both dialects and may be due to borrowing in both items below.

### GUNYA
- dyibidyara (C. McKellar)
- dindidyindo

### MARGANY
- dibidyara (R. Richardson)
- dindidyindo

The only common word with initial /dy/ is Gunya dyipu 'small', and it is interesting to note that Hollingsworth in Curr (1886) gives it as 'thippo'. This suggests a recent change from initial /d/ to /dy/, which, however, is hardly likely as initial /di/ is common in Gunya at present (e.g. diiba 'liver').

There are a few other isolated correspondences, such as wanugu (G), wangu (M) 'to bark', ingu (G), yingu (M) 'to grow' and munji (G), munany (M) 'soft'.

An interesting correspondence involving neighbouring dialects is that between initial /n/ in Margany and Gunya, /n/ in Bidjara and /ŋ/ in Gunggari. The /ŋ/ in Bidjara seems to have resulted from a general loss of the distinction between /n/ and /ŋ/ in this dialect (see Breen 1973: 222-3, 1974: 1-2) but no explanation can be given for the change to /ŋ/ in Gunggari (ŋ being the ancestral form). Examples are few (because initial /ŋ/ and /n/ are uncommon) but consistent (the one clear exception may be a loan word in Bidjara).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENGLISH</th>
<th>MARGANY</th>
<th>GUNYA</th>
<th>BIDJARA</th>
<th>GUNGGARI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>qa:</td>
<td>pari</td>
<td>nayi</td>
<td>nari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to see</td>
<td>qa:</td>
<td>gaga</td>
<td>naga</td>
<td>gaga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>navel</td>
<td>gimbin</td>
<td>gimbin</td>
<td>imbin</td>
<td>imbin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fly</td>
<td>gimun</td>
<td>nimun</td>
<td>nimun</td>
<td>nimun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to smell</td>
<td>guda</td>
<td>guda</td>
<td>guda</td>
<td>guda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 sg</td>
<td>gula</td>
<td>nula</td>
<td>nula</td>
<td>nula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skin</td>
<td></td>
<td>numan</td>
<td>numan</td>
<td>numan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saliva</td>
<td></td>
<td>numba</td>
<td>numba</td>
<td>numba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ant sp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>niman</td>
<td>nimany</td>
<td>nimany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to look for</td>
<td>nityu (ŋ?))</td>
<td>nidyu</td>
<td>nidyu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.8 ORTHOGRAPHY

During June 1978 some talks were given to children in the Cunnamulla schools on the Gunya language, with particular reference to the spelling of words; these talks were interpolated into a course on Aboriginal culture, one lesson per month, given by Mrs. Hazel McKellar. An orthography had to be hastily invented for this purpose.

It is difficult to decide on certain features of an orthography to be used by people whose native language is English and who are never going to learn to speak the Aboriginal language. For example, does one write /dy/ as...
dy (in the hope that it will be pronounced [dy] and not [dəy]) or as j (accepting with resignation that people will not get any closer to the correct pronunciation than [dʒ])? Does one try to use only the vowel letters a, i and u, or does one use English spelling rules and write, say, jipoo instead of dyipu, murra instead of mara (thus, in the latter case, losing the distinction between the two rhotic phonemes)?

It was decided to adopt the alternatives which gave an orthography closer to the phonemic system for the following reasons:
(a) Unless a wholesale loss of phonemic distinctions is to be accepted, there must be some spelling rules different from English, and it seems less confusing to have a system clearly distinct from English;
(b) Many native speakers of English cannot use English spelling rules very well and will find even the most anglicised system unworkable.

The system adopted is shown in Table 2.9; some additional explanation follows.

The voiced alveolar stop/flap is written d intervocally where it contrasts with the trill, and after a nasal, and rr elsewhere. Thus /buda/ is buda, /gandu/ is gandu, /budg u/ is b u r r g u , / w a n g u d / is w a n g u r r .

The lamino-alveo-palatal nasal is written yn word-finally and before a consonant (except before a homorganic stop intra-morphemically where it is written n) and ny elsewhere. Thus /gunya/ is Gunya, /bunganY/ is bun-gayn, /ŋunYdya/ is ngundya. Similar rules apply to the lateral. Clusters /nd/, /nt/, /ng/ and /n̩/ (if it exists) are written ndh, nth, rnd, rnt. The cluster /ng/ is written with a hyphen, n-g.

This orthography is not used in this grammar; phonemic notation is used in the following chapters.

3. MORPHOLOGY

3.1 WORD CLASSES

Margany and Gunya words may be classified, on morphological grounds, into three classes: nominals, verbs and
particles. Nominals are those words whose stems can combine with some or any of the set of nominal inflectional suffixes (see 3.2 and 3.3). Verbs are those words whose stems can combine with any of the set of verbal inflectional suffixes (see 3.5 and 3.6). Particles do not combine with inflectional suffixes.

Nominals can be subdivided into nouns, which are morphologically unmarked when functioning as subject of an intransitive verb or object of a transitive verb, personal pronouns, which are morphologically unmarked when functioning as subject of any verb, and adverbs, which do not function as subject of a verb and which combine with a very limited set of nominal inflectional suffixes (see 4.9).

A possible absolutive suffix -na has been heard on wändu 'who' in both dialects. It is optional.

The demonstrative pronouns are inflected as nouns, although there are a number of forms for which there are no equivalents among the other nominals. Details are given in 3.2, especially Tables 3.4 and 3.5.

The names of the compass points form a small subclass of adverbs; they do not occur in an uninflected form but, when used with a locative or allative meaning, carry the suffix -:ndu (rarely -:ündu in Gunya). They do not combine with other inflectional suffixes except the ablative -:mundu; locative forms, using the normal locative inflectional suffix, have been elicited from Fred McKellar but their correctness is doubted. In Gunya wända 'where', an interrogative adverb, also combines with an allative -:ndu (also heard as -:ündu) but the uninflected stem is permitted (with a locative meaning). No allative form of Margany wa-la 'where' has been heard.

There is no separate class of adjectives; concepts denoted by adjectives in English are mostly denoted by nouns (e.g. size, shape, physical qualities). English adjectives of state may be translated by verbs, but these are sometimes derived from abstract nouns, e.g. gabiéra 'to be hungry' from gabi'd 'hunger'. The state of being hungry may also be denoted by a derived noun, in this case gabi'dbari, literally 'hunger-having'.

There are virtually no roots functioning as both noun and verb; note only bąggu 'swelling' and 'to swell' in Gunya and wąçawąga 'winding', wañga 'to be bent' in Margany. Neither of these pairs is well established.

3.2 NOMINAL PARADIGMS

Table 3.1 shows the inflected forms of nouns; examples include nouns with final vowel, /n/., /n/, /l/ and /ŋ/. Final /d/, /ŋ/ and /l/ have not been included; nor has locative-2. Instrumental forms are the same as ergative, and genitive function is fulfilled by the dative. Most forms in this table have not been heard but can be predicted by analogy with similar stems. The only morphophonemic alternation involves the Margany allative suffix -:gadı. Note that with final /n/ the cluster is written ŋd although it may be indistinguishable from ŋd; in fact [ng] was heard
TABLE 3.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Nepali</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Nepali</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Nepali</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>back</td>
<td>भिखारी</td>
<td>elder brother</td>
<td>अज्ञात</td>
<td>grass</td>
<td>गन्त्वक</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in the only example in which the point of articulation of the nasal could be determined with any confidence.

Demonstrative and interrogative pronouns are inflected in general as nouns but see 3.1.

The Margany personal pronoun paradigm is given in Table 3.2. Unattested forms are not included. Note that the dative, instrumental, locative, locative-2, allative and ablative case forms for the non-singular pronouns are based on a stem consisting of the genitive case form augmented by -n, but that there is an alternative form of some, probably all, of these in which the genitive suffix -nun is replaced by length in the preceding vowel (see 2.6). Thus ęna:nbugiya is an alternative to ęna:nbugiya 'near us (pl.)'.

TABLE 3.2 Margany Personal Pronoun Paradigm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGULAR</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>ęgaya</td>
<td>ęnda</td>
<td>ęgula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>ęnga</td>
<td>ęnga</td>
<td>ęngupa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive</td>
<td>ęgtyu</td>
<td>ęnu</td>
<td>ęngu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>ęgtyungu</td>
<td>ęnunungu</td>
<td>ęngungu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental</td>
<td>ęgtyundu</td>
<td>ęnundu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative</td>
<td>ęgtundy</td>
<td>ęnunda</td>
<td>ęngunda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative-2</td>
<td>ęgtynbugiya</td>
<td>ęnbugiya</td>
<td>ęngungiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allative</td>
<td>ęgtynbagadi</td>
<td>ęnunbagadi</td>
<td>ęngungadi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
<td>ęgtynmundu</td>
<td>ęnunmundu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DUAL</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>ęgali</td>
<td>ębalu</td>
<td>ębula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>ęgalinyaaga</td>
<td>ębalinyaaga</td>
<td>ębula:nyaaga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive</td>
<td>ęgalinyau</td>
<td>ębalinyau</td>
<td>ębula:nyau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>ęgalinyungu</td>
<td>ębalinyungu</td>
<td>ębula:nyungu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental</td>
<td>ęgalinyundu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative</td>
<td>ęgalinyunda</td>
<td>ębalinyunda</td>
<td>ębula:nyunda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative-2</td>
<td>ęgalinyunbagiya</td>
<td>ębula:nyunbagiya</td>
<td>ębula:nyunbagiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allative</td>
<td>ęgalinyunmundu</td>
<td>ębula:nyunmundu</td>
<td>ębula:nyunmundu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
<td>ęgalinyunmundu</td>
<td>ębula:nyunmundu</td>
<td>ębula:nyunmundu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLURAL</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>ęgana</td>
<td>ęida</td>
<td>ęgana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>ęgana:nyaaga</td>
<td>ęida:nyaaga</td>
<td>ęgana:nyaaga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive</td>
<td>ęgana:nyau</td>
<td>ęida:nyau</td>
<td>ęgana:nyau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>ęgana:nyungu</td>
<td>ęida:nyungu</td>
<td>ęgana:nyungu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative</td>
<td>ęgana:nyunda</td>
<td>ęida:nyunda</td>
<td>ęgana:nyunda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative-2</td>
<td>ęgana:nbugiya</td>
<td>ęida:nbugiya</td>
<td>ęgana:nbugiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allative</td>
<td>ęgana:nyungadi</td>
<td>ęida:nyungadi</td>
<td>ęgana:nyungadi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
<td>ęgana:nyunmundu</td>
<td>ęida:nyunmundu</td>
<td>ęgana:nyunmundu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ąga:nbugiya
The Gunya personal pronoun paradigm is given in Table 3.3. Unattested forms are not included. Dative, allative and ablative and non-singular accusative forms have been heard only from the younger informants. The use of bound forms will be described in 3.6.2.

**TABLE 3.3 Gunya Personal Pronoun Paradigm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SINGULAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominative, free</td>
<td>ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bound</td>
<td>ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative, free</td>
<td>ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bound</td>
<td>ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive</td>
<td>ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative</td>
<td>ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative-2</td>
<td>ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allative</td>
<td>ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
<td>ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|        | DUAL                      |
|        |                            |
| Nominative, free | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu             | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               |
| bound   | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               |
| Accusative, free | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu             | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               |
| bound   | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               |
| Genitive | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               |
| Dative  | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               |
| Allative| ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               |
| Ablative| ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               |

|        | PLURAL                    |
|        |                            |
| Nominative, free | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu             | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               |
| bound   | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               |
| Accusative, free | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu             | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               |
| bound   | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               |
| Genitive | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               |
| Allative| ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               |
| Ablative| ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               | ꙏa, ꙏi, ꙏu               |

Margany demonstrative pronouns are listed in Table 3.4. ꙏa has been heard only once and the meaning is accordingly doubtful. ꙏu has been heard with the meaning 'that' and 'there' (compare ꙏu in Gunya); note also the change in the stem in its inflected forms. The difference in meaning between ꙏu and ꙏu is not completely clear (the translation 'over there' is the informant's), but ꙏu is clearly a marked form relative to ꙏu, which is very common.
TABLE 3.4 Margany Demonstrative Pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>this, here</th>
<th>that, there</th>
<th>that, over there</th>
<th>that (mentioned somewhere before)</th>
<th>someone,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolutive</td>
<td>ina, ini</td>
<td>guna</td>
<td>gubany</td>
<td>goranγ</td>
<td>γuni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ergative</td>
<td>inanggu</td>
<td>gawanga</td>
<td>gubanydya</td>
<td>γunangu</td>
<td>γungaγa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative</td>
<td>inga</td>
<td>gawanga</td>
<td>gubang</td>
<td>γunangγa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
<td>inagdi</td>
<td>gawamundu</td>
<td>gubagi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on this/that side</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>along here/there</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual</td>
<td>inanγdγi</td>
<td>γuwanγdγi</td>
<td>γunanγdγi</td>
<td>γunamaγdγi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>inanγdγa</td>
<td>γuwanγdγa</td>
<td>γunanγdγa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A form γuwami, heard once, may be an error.
Gunya demonstrative pronouns are listed in Table 3.5. No differences in meaning in the first four forms in the ina column, in the first four forms in the guna column or in the yanga forms are known. The -gadiny forms could be allatives (and so probably -gadiny'); note that -gadiny also appears, with no discernible meaning, on yanγdγa 'true'). -gadiny forms have been heard only from the younger informants. The suffix -ganiny occurs also in nilγaganiny 'now', 'soon'. The free form nilγa does not occur in the corpus, but does occur in some of the old vocabularies of related dialects (Curr 1886-7, Vol. III, 71, 85, 99, 255, 257, 277, 279, 281) and also, in Gunya, with a suffix probably -mbu (Curr 1886-7, Vol. III, 283). The yanga forms have been heard only from Fred McKellar.

TABLE 3.5 Gunya Demonstrative Pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>this, here</th>
<th>that, there</th>
<th>that sort, like that</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>γuna</td>
<td>γunanγa</td>
<td>γangaγa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forms?</td>
<td></td>
<td>γuanγγanγa</td>
<td>γanγγanγγ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative</td>
<td>γunanγγga</td>
<td>γanγγanγγ</td>
<td>γanγγanγγ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On this/that side</td>
<td>γunanγγga</td>
<td>γanγγanγγ</td>
<td>γanγγanγγ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual</td>
<td>γunanγγga</td>
<td>γanγγanγγ</td>
<td>γanγγanγγ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 NOMINAL INFLECTION

3.3.1 NOMINATIVE. Nominative case applies only to personal pronouns. The nominative case form is used to denote subject of any sentence (where the term 'subject' is used with its semantic sense, i.e. agent of a transitive action; person or thing directly involved in an intransitive action; and topic of a sentence where no verb is involved).
The nominative form of non-singular pronouns is unmarked while that of singular pronouns is irregular (although all case forms in the singular have initial /ŋa/ for first person, /iń/ for second person and /ŋu/ for third person, and all nominative forms have final /a/, accusative forms final /ŋa/ and genitive forms final /u/, the full forms for these cases are not predictable).

(1M) ṣuwa ƣala ourke / uṯunda there again 3sgNOM / grass-LOC

(2M) ṣuwa ṣunu wabari lsgNOM always come-PRES

(3M) bama ṣuwa winydyduulu brother-ABS lsgNOM ask-PURP

The gloss NOM will not be used in any further examples; thus, for example, ṣuwa will be glossed lsg not lsgNOM.

3.3.2 ACCUSATIVE. Accusative case applies only to personal pronouns. It marks object of a transitive verb.

The suffix is basically -na (-qana for Margany non-singular pronouns) but the singular forms are not regular (see 3.3.1).

(4) mabja ḱinda ŋaŋa wa:la before 2sg lsgACC give-PAST

(5G) gunda ŋaŋaŋiya ḱanana yesterday see-PRES-lsg 3pl-ACC

3.3.3 ABSOLUTIVE. This is the unmarked case for nominals other than personal pronouns (but see the remark on wɔŋu in 3.1). It is used for the subject of a verbless or intransitive sentence, object of a transitive sentence and often for the complement of a verbless sentence (see 4.2), as well as being the citation form.

(6M) gamu ɓarungi water-ABS river-LOC

(7M) yugan ḳangini rain-ABS fall-PRES

(8) buji ƣulba fire-ABS put out
3.3 Nominal inflection

3.3.4 ERGATIVE. Ergative case does not apply to personal pronouns. It marks subject of a transitive verb.

The form is -ggu after a stem-final vowel, homorganic voiced stop plus /u/ after a stem-final nasal, and -u (in Margany) or homorganic voiceless stop plus /u/ (in Gunya) after other consonants.

(10M) ɲudangu ɲuɭi ɲambaŋi
      dog-ERG meat bury-REC.PAST
      The dog buried the meat.

(11M) matYa ɲaya ɓaŋgaŋandaia ɲuɭi / ɡangangu
      before lsg hit-HAB-PAST meat / young-ERG
      I used to kill a lot of kangaroos when I was young.

See also 3.4.5, especially (48M).

3.3.5 INSTRUMENTAL. The instrumental case suffix denotes the instrument of an action (which may be transitive or intransitive). The term 'instrument' here has a rather wide range of meaning, and can include the cause of an action, thus overlapping with the range of meaning of the ablative (see 3.3.10); it can also refer to the material of which something is made. It also denotes duration of an action (attested for intransitive verbs only and for Margany only).

In form the instrumental suffix is the same as the ergative; it is treated separately because it can be used with personal pronouns. The only examples of instrumental case of personal pronouns involve its "causal" use, and it is attested only for Margany.

(13M) ɲaya ɡugu ɓandilu ɡumbaŋi
      lsg humpy bark-INST erect-REC.PAST
      I made a humpy out of bark.

(14M) ugu waba / buɖingu mandaŋiŋyu ɪnda
      hither come / fire-INSTR burn-POT 2sg
      Come away from the fire, you might get burnt.

(15M) ɲuwangu ɲaya ɣadiŋi
      that-INSTR lsg laugh-REC.PAST
      That man made me laugh. (or I laughed because of that man.)

(16M) gabun ɲuwa galani ɲaɭYuntu
      child that fear-PRES lsg-INST
      That kid's frightened of me.
3.3.6 LOCATIVE. The function of the locative suffix is to denote location or (when attached to a nominal denoting a person) accompaniment, or to denote the goal of a motion (either free or induced). The last named function resembles that of the allative suffix (3.3.9) and the difference between the two is not clear. However, it appears that the locative is used when the goal is almost immediately attainable, requiring only a very brief movement, while the allative is used when the attainment of the goal requires a prolonged movement (travelling) or when the action directed towards the goal is not motion (e.g. facing or pointing). This use of the locative is illustrated in (20M) and (22M).

In form the locative suffix differs from the ergative-instrumental only in that the final vowel is /a/ instead of /u/.

(18M) baganga gatiŋuŋi ŋuda
tree-LOC tie-REC.PAST dog
I tied the dog to the tree.

(19G) baɗunga bangayinliya
river-LOC cross-CONT-PRES-1sg
I'm going across the creek.

(20M) yudi ɡuiu mangada
meat put in bag-LOC
Put the meat in the bag.

(21G) ugu wadYa ɡaigalgunda ɡatYunda
hither come talk-PURP-2sg lsg-LOC
Come and talk to me.

(22M) ɡandany dumberŋi ɡatYunda bangada
frog jump-REC.PAST lsg-LOC back-LOC
A frog jumped onto my back.

Compare ɡatYunda, lsg-LOC with ɡatYunga, lsgGEN-LOC (in (25)). See also 3.5.2(h) for the use of -ŋa as a verb suffix in Margany.

3.3.7 GENITIVE. This category applies only to personal pronouns and denotes ownership. The genitive suffix is -ŋu with non-singular pronouns; singular pronouns are irregular (see 3.2, Tables 3.2 and 3.3). A genitive pronoun is a derived noun (as it can be inflected as a noun); however, there are a few examples of genitives taking non-zero inflection. With nouns dative (3.3.8) marks ownership.

(23M) ɡangungu ɡatYu ɡuyu madaŋi
who-ERG lsgGEN fish take-REC.PAST
Who took my fish?
3.3 Nominal inflection

(24M) ɲanimiri gabun inu
how many child 2sgGEN
How many kids have you got?

(25M) ɲaya wabangu ɲatụnga bamangal
lsg go-PURP 1sgGEN-LOC brother-LOC
I'm going with my brother.

Note that Hollingsworth's material in Curr includes a possible nominal genitive suffix -galu in "goondy-gallo" 'belonging to a house'.

3.3.8 DATIVE. This marks ownership (except with personal pronouns) or indirect object of a verb (and so purpose or beneficiary of an action, state or feeling). A dative indirect object may be obligatory with a few verbs, such as nitụli (M), waƙa (G) 'to look for' and ɡați 'to like'. The dative suffix is -gu.

There is no evidence on whether a dative noun can, like a genitive pronoun, function as a derived noun stem.

(26M) ɲaya gamugu ɲadYariːni
lsg water-DAT thirst-REC.PAST
I'm thirsty.

(27M) ɲaya nitụliːni inungu
lsg look for-REFL-PRES 2sg-DAT
I was looking for you.

(28M) nuwa gabungu ɲuda
that child-DAT dog
That's the little boy's dog.

(29G) wadYaŋya gudYagu
go-PRES-lsg honey-DAT
I'm going away to get some honey.

See also (32G).

3.3.9 ALLATIVE. This marks the goal to which or towards which an action, usually motion, is directed (see also 3.3.6). The suffix is -ɡad in Margany and -ɡadin in Gunya.

(30M) yambadadi ɲaya gambingu
camp-ALL lsg go back-PURP
I'm going home soon.

(31M) ɲaya bindani inundadi
lsg sit-PRES 2sg-ALL
I'm sitting facing you.

The dative has been used instead of allative (or perhaps locative - see 3.3.6) in (32G); the reason is not known and it may be a mistake.
I'm going to the creek to get water.

3.3.10 ABLATIVE. This suffix denotes motion away, or the cause or origin of some state or action. The suffix is -mundu.

I'm tired from walking a long way.

Take the meat out of the bag.

I'm frightened of the snake, (Compare (.16))

The snakes are in their holes because it's winter.

Put the billy near the fire.

He's sitting with me.

I camped near the creek.

The suffix -di in Margany is attested with demonstrative pronoun stems and on the interrogative root wanda- (which occurs also in wàndany 'when?'; the free form wanda means 'where?' in Gunya but does not occur in Margany). Forms attested are ina:di (possibly ina:di) 'on this side', qubadi (possibly qubadi) 'on that side' and wanda:di 'how?', 'what? (in 'what language?'). -di is glossed SIDE.
3.3 Nominal inflection

(40M) wandadj i nda ngadj ingu
where-SIDE 2sg speak-PURP
What language do you speak?

The corresponding Gunya suffix, heard only from the younger informants, is -gadinY (compare the allative -gadiny) and is attested on compass point names, e.g. gutagadinY 'on the South side', as well as on demonstratives.

3.3.13 LOCATIVE-4. The suffix -maŋdi, translated 'along', is known only in Margany and is used only with demonstrative pronoun stems. (Note that 'along the river' is baŋbaru; presumably a reduplication of baŋ 'river'. Neither -maŋdi nor -baŋ is accepted with other nouns.)

(41M) nuwamandi naga wabaŋni
there-along lsg go-REC.PAST
I was going along there [when the dog bit me].

3.3.14 LOCATIVE-5. The suffix -miŋri occurs in Margany and is attested only with body part names. It is translated 'up to'. Thus yaŋrimiri '[The water is] up to [my] waist', mugumiri 'up to [my] knees'. (Compare גאינימירי, derived from גאינ 'what?' and meaning 'how many?).

3.4 NOUN STEM FORMATION

Noun roots are typically disyllabic, e.g. mugu 'knee', baŋunY 'axe', guŋga 'raw', maŋgad 'bag'. Trisyllabic roots are not uncommon, e.g. guŋliŋi 'centipede', guygibiny 'curlew' (M), binbiri 'ribs', guŋumba 'fog'. Monosyllables are rare and consist of a long open syllable - ga: 'mouth', gu: 'nose'. Roots of more than three syllables are uncommon and probably historically compound, e.g. daŋbira 'waddy', maŋvambilganY 'bat', gatYuwilaga 'turtle' (M).

Noun stem formation is by reduplication, compounding and derivation. Derivation of nouns from verbs is dealt with in sections 3.4.1 to 3.4.4. Derivation of nouns from nouns by means of productive formatives is dealt with in sections 3.4.1 to 3.4.4.5. Derivation of nouns from verbs is described in 3.4.5.

Reduplicated forms whose corresponding simple form is known separately are very few. Charlie McKellar explained the difference between maIu 'shade' ('because it's in the one place') and maImaIu 'shadow' ('moving around'). Note also baŋuru 'river' and baŋbaru 'along the river' (M). guŋiŋuŋi 'red' is the colour of 'red ochre', (guŋi (M) guŋi (G)) and buŋbuŋa 'white' (G) the colour of 'ashes' (buŋa).

makamaka 'thin, bony' (M) is derived from maka 'bone'. maŋya 'before, long ago' is reduplicated in Gunya to maŋvamatiŋya 'yesterday' (or perhaps 'recently'). These reduplications all conform to a common Australian pattern: XX has something of the nature of X, or denotes the quality for which X is notable.

Roots with inherent reduplication are most commonly names of qualities, like some of the preceding examples or buŋyabudya 'light (in weight)', gaŋgadugu 'quickly' (G),
guliagul 'weak' (M), wadguwadgu 'bad', badabada 'mad', or names of fauna or flora such as maapkuma (M) mangumangu (G) 'mouse', gilagila 'galah', gidindindi (M) dvindvidindi (G) 'willy wogtall', nawudnawud (M) 'big green frog', muyumuyul (M) 'sandfly', bingubingu (M) 'wild banana'.

Note that no partial reduplications are known.

Compounds of known composition are too few to allow any generalisations. Examples include gilibugu (M) gilimga (G) 'blind' (gili 'eye'), maqabugu (M) 'deaf' (maqa 'ear'), makabindan (G) 'thin' (maka 'bone'), maqagwadu (G) 'crab' (maça 'hand', guwadu 'crab' in M), bigungali (G) 'different' (bīdu 'other').

Possible non-productive formatives include -gil in buwan'gil (M) 'summer' (buwan 'hot(weather)') and in Fred McKellar's guyadambail (G) 'old man' (gayada 'old') and in Fred McKellar's guyadambail 'wife' (guyada also 'wife') and -gi, -du and -nu in some kinship terms such as yaga and yanana (also yaq) 'mother, mother's sister' and yabuq (M) and yabunu (also yabu) 'father, father's brother' (and note also yabu (G) given for 'father's sister'). An indication of the meaning of such suffixes is given in the Margany pair guwan 'son of a female speaker' and guwana 'son of a female, not the speaker', but no further examples or information could be obtained. Such suffixes peculiar to kinship terms are common in Mari languages; see for example Breen (1976:292).

3.4.1 NUMBER MARKERS. A dual suffix -buladu occurs twice in the Margany corpus: qubuladu 'two dogs' and qubuladu 'those two'. (Note that 'two' is buladi in Gunya and buladi in Bidjara but ura in Margany.) Margany also has a plural suffix, -nydada, attested only with the demonstrative pronoun guwa. A possible dual suffix -bula occurs once in the Gunya corpus, in qunabula 'those two'. However, bula is the third person dual pronoun. A plural in -nu - gandunu 'children' - is used by Fred McKellar but may not be genuine Gunya. It occurs in Bidjara and some other Mari dialects.

3.4.2 CONCOMITANT. The suffix -bari (sometimes -bai in Gunya) marks a thing or quality that is possessed in some way by a person or thing. It can often be translated 'with' or 'having', although more concise translations in English are frequently in the form of a derived adjective. Thus qangabayi (G) 'having a beard' or 'bearded', qabidbari (G) 'hungry' (literally 'having hunger'), dákabari (M) baqinbayi (G) 'dirty'. In some cases the meaning is not predictable and these forms must be included in the lexicon; these include budi (M) 'brother-in-law' (budi 'fire'), baqibari (G) 'pregnant' (bai 'stomach') and qubabari (M) 'old man' (also qubaguba).

-bari is also affixed to a kinship term to denote a group of people one of whom is called by that term by the other(s) (see Breen 1976:290-7). For example, dagunbari refers to a group of people one of whom is called dagun 'elder brother' by the others.
3.4 Noun stem formation

3.4.3 PRIVATIVE. The privative suffix denotes that a thing (denoted by the word to which it is suffixed) is 'not possessed', or perhaps better 'no longer possessed'; it can be translated 'without'. The Margany form is basically -idba; -ydba after a stem-final consonant, -yidba after /a/ and -widba after /u/ and, presumably, -:dba after /i/.

A form -gadba 'without' has been heard a couple of times from Fred McKellar. It was pronounced as a separate word on both occasions but this may be due to his general hesitancy in the language. It occurs also in Bidjara.

3.4.4 RESEMBLANCE. The suffix -gadi marks resemblance and can be translated 'like'. Thus gudya:gal (G) was given as a translation of 'sweet' (gudya 'honey'). ma:da:gal is translated 'like a black man' and can refer to someone who looks like a black man or to something being done in the way an Aborigine would do it.

3.4.4.3 PRIVATIVE. The privative suffix denotes that a thing (denoted by the word to which it is suffixed) is 'not possessed', or perhaps better 'no longer possessed'; it can be translated 'without'. The Margany form is basically -idba; -ydba after a stem-final consonant, -yidba after /a/ and -widba after /u/ and, presumably, -:dba after /i/.

A form -gadba 'without' has been heard a couple of times from Fred McKellar. It was pronounced as a separate word on both occasions but this may be due to his general hesitancy in the language. It occurs also in Bidjara.

---

(42M) bula bamabari balgada:gi
3du brother-CON hit-RECIP-REC.PAST

(G) dagunybari guningalibula
elder brother-CON hit-RECIP-PAST-3du
Those two brothers had a fight.

(43M) gund:ni gula buluwidba
die-REC.PAST 3sg food-PRIV
He died from hunger.

(44G) buyugadba gula
breath-PRIV 3sg
He's not breathing.

The word yama 'nothing' may also function as a privative; thus yama bulu seems to have the same meaning as buluwidba.

(45M) durun gudgan bida gadi
hair long young woman-LIKE
He's got long hair like a woman.

(46G) dumbaygil bawudaga:gal
jump-C0NT-PRES-3sg kangaroo-LIKE
He jumped like a kangaroo.

Another aspect of the function of -gadi is illustrated by its use in the translation of the comparative form of an English adjective. Thus

(47M) ba:tsagadi baga
deep-LIKE dig
Dig it deeper (or Dig it so that it's like a deep one).

It is not certain whether the same suffix or a verb (meaning 'to move (intrans.)') is involved in the expression gunduga:gal (or gundu gadi) 'Move over!' (gundu 'away'). The stress pattern suggests that gadi is a suffix but this
does not solve the problem because verbs may be cliticised to a directional adverb (see 4.10).

It may not be a coincidence that this formative is homophonous with the verb gadi 'to tell a lie'.

3.4.5 NOMINALISATION. An agent nominaliser -lin occurs in both Margany and Gunya; examples include gunge:lin 'thief' (gunga 'to steal'), yudi muga:lin (G) 'butcher' (yudi 'meat', muga 'to get', "he gets the meat"), mana gala:lin (G) 'vegetarian' (mana 'vegetable food', gala 'to eat'), muga banangya:lin (G) 'good singer' (muga 'good', banangya 'to sing') and possibly baga:lin (G) 'bitter' (baga 'to bite'), gudi:lin (G) 'peewee' and gunga:lin (M) 'tea tree'. This formative may be more correctly analysed as -: 'habitual action' plus -lin 'agent' to judge from the following example, in which -adu may be an ergative suffix (and see 3.5.3(h)). Unfortunately, this is the only clear example of an inflected nominalisation (with the nominaliser acting as a productive formative; forms such as gunge:lin and gunga:lin, which may be fossilised, inflect regularly).

(48M) gunangu gana lin y adu
that-ERG stand-AGENT-ERG (?)
The one standing up [hit him].

A suffix -ny (which suggests a further segmentation of -lin) occurs in mangin (M) 'cooked' (mangi 'to burn'), gubin 'whistle' (gubi 'to whistle'), yaqin (G) 'laughter' (yaqi 'to laugh'), mulan (M) 'vomit' and perhaps mulan (M) 'flood' (mula 'to vomit') and makabindany (G) 'thin' (maka 'bone', binda 'to sit').

A few other noun stems appear to be derived from verbs with suffixes involving a final /ny/ : mulagadan 'vomit' (mula 'to vomit'), bugudan 'snoring' (cf. bugu (M) 'to blow'), gawadan 'spitting (rain)', maq gudan 'deaf' (maqa 'ear') (all G), nimbudan 'sneeze' and perhaps gagaladan 'pink cockatoo'. Note also madburan and dibran, both 'lizard sp.', and matyambidan (M) madyambidan (G) 'bat'.

A nominaliser -i appears in the Margany words magi 'grounds, blanket one sleeps on' from magima (with causative -ma) 'to spread' and bugu 'smoking' from bugu 'to smoke'. It does not seem to be productive.

3.5 MARGANY VERB MORPHOLOGY

3.5.1. CONJUGATIONS. There are two conjugations, which coincide with the division into transitive and intransitive. They differ only in their purposive forms, -ngu for intransitive verbs and -lu for transitive verbs.

Note, however, that verbs derived with the suffix -li, which is added to transitive verb stems to mark reflexivity (and is thus an intransitiviser) and is added to intransitive verb stems to mark proximity, have a compound suffix -liku which incorporates the -li and the purposive suffix
and is presumably derived from earlier *-li-ngu.

Also, there is a small group of trisyllabic intransitive verb roots ending in -ra which form their purposive by dropping the -ra and suffixing -ngu (thus *-rangu has become -ngu). This includes ganıdya ra 'to go down' and gambira 'to return' and perhaps a few more (see also 3.5.3(a)).

Note also that, as in many Australian languages, the verb 'to give' is ditransitive, taking two objects in the absolutive and/or accusative case. There may be a few other such verbs; others observed are gulfba 'to tell' and qubari 'to show'.

3.5.2. INFLECTION [a] Imperative. The imperative form of the verb is the unmarked stem. This is used to mark a command sentence, positive or negative.

The gloss IMP will be used only in this section and in 3.6.3(a).

(49) bukuny binda
still sit-IMP
Keep still!

(50) imba wando wabani
listen-IMP someone go-PRES
Listen, there's someone coming.

(51) gara ganıdya ra ganji:nıyu
not go down-IMP fall-POT
Don't go down [to the river], you might fall [in].

[b] Present Tense. This is marked by the suffix -ni. It denotes an action going on at the present time, or habitual or normal action.

(52) wadin mandini
already burn-PRES
[The fire is] burning now.

(53) nua gara wangulini
that not bark-REFL-PRES
That [dog] never barks.

(54) nuya pandini madganı
lsg talk-PRES Margany
I talk Margany.

Note also the following example in which present tense is used for an action intended in the near future; probably its use here is dependent on the use of a time word.

(55) nuya wabani mugaru
lsg go-PRES tomorrow
I'm going tomorrow.

[c] Recent Past Tense. This tense is marked by the suffix -ini, which appears to be a compound suffix related to the present tense suffix (see 3.5.2(b)). In most examples
this form refers to an action completed a short time ago, at most a day. However, it is also used to refer to actions that have been going on and may continue and to habitual actions (see the Text).

(56) walamundu ìnda waba:rì
where-ABL 2sg go-REC.PAST
Where did you come from?

(57) ònàì ìnda gulba:rì
what 2sg say-REC.PAST
What did you say?

(58) nìga ìnda ga:rì / ìnda gàrì na:nà
1sg fall-REC.PAST / 2sg not 1sgACC hold-REC.PAST
I fell because you didn't hold me.

(59) gàla:rì nìga gàmba:ìndu
fear-REC.PAST 1sg snake-ABL
I'm frightened of the snake (or I'm frightened of snakes (?)).

(60) nùda gunu balga:rì gùwàngu
dog always hit-REC.PAST that-ERG
That fellow hits his dog often.

(61) unà:rì gunu
lie-REC.PAST always
He sleeps all day.

Present and recent past tenses are presumably indistinguishable for the verbs na: 'to see' and wa: 'to give'.

(62) gàra nìga na:rì inànà
not 1sg see-PRES 2sgACC
I can't see you.

[d] Past Tense. Past tense is marked by the suffix -la and denotes action in past time, probably more distant past than -:rì although some examples (such as (63)) do not give this impression. According to Mrs. Shillingsworth -:rì denotes action in the past today and -la action before today. -la occurs much less frequently in the corpus than -:rì.

(63) gàmba: gunùlì
snake die-PAST
The snake is dead.

(64) nìga mat'ya budbala
1sg before come-PAST
I came here a long time ago.

(65) mat'ya mundu nìga bindala inànà
before-ABL 1sg sit-PAST this-LOC
I used to live here (or I've lived here for a long time (?)).

[e] Purpose. This suffix (see 3.5.1 for its forms) marks future time or intention when used in a main clause and,
when used in a subordinate clause, probably marks the purpose of the action in the main clause. The latter use is rare in this corpus.

(66) inda wabangu ṼatYuńda
2sg go-PURP 1sg-LOC
Are you coming with me?

(67) Ṽaya binda:lku
1sg sit-PROX+PURP
I'll stop at home.

(68) yungingu Ṽana gamugadi
shift camp-PURP 1pl water-ALL
We'll have to shift camp to [somewhere where there's more] water.

(69) ugu waba Ṽall Ṽanγingu
hither come 1du talk-PURP
Come and talk to me.

(70) dęta Ṽaya mada:gni / ᵣambalgu / balgaiu Ṽaya
stick 1sg get-REC.PAST / snake-DAT / hit-PURP 1sg
I've got a stick to hit the snake.
[ Literally, probably, I got a stick, for the snake, I'll hit it. ]

There is one example known which may involve purposive suffix combined with the past tense to form a past purposive: (cf. Breen 1973:94)

(71) yurinydya inda wabangula / inda Ṽega:la ṼatYu
yesterday 2sg go-PURP-PAST / 2sg see-PAST 1sgGEN
sister
If you had come here yesterday you would have seen my sister.

[f] Potential. The suffix -:nydyu after stem-final /a/ or /i/, -winydyu after /u/ marks an action which could happen. It may be confined to undesirable events and may be confined to subordinate clauses, the undesirable event being a consequence of the action described in the main clause. There is one example where the potential verb is the only one in the sentence, but a main clause is perhaps understood here.

(72) gan̄ydyara inda gangi:nydyu
get down 2sg fall-POT
Get down before you fall.

(73) ġara Ṽanggį imba:nydyu
not talk hear-POT
Stop talking about him, he might hear you.

(74) gan̄anu Ṽe: baga:nydyu
spider-? watch bite-POT
Watch out for those spiders, they can bite.
(The "suffix" -nu on ganğa could be an unstressed and imperfectly heard demonstrative ġuwa 'that, there'.)

(75) ġuwang, baiga:n̪y̪u ina nga
that-ERG hit-POT you-ACC
He might kill you. (Given in response to 'How would you say, 'He's a murderer'?')

[g] **Conjunctive.** The suffix -ta appears to denote co-ordination without any further specification of the relationship between the verb to which it is affixed and the other clause of the sentence. Mrs. Shillingsworth translates it "and". It normally does not carry any further inflection (but see 3.5.2(h) and 3.5.3(e)). There is in some cases (as in the first example below) no clear difference between the function of this morpheme and that of the purposive in a subordinate sentence (which is however, poorly attested). In general the subject of both clauses of the sentence is the same (but see (79)).

(76) gamu ɲa ya madalu buɗi ɗulba ta
water lsg get-PURP fire put out-CONJ
I'm going to get water to put out the fire.

(77) gundu ɲa ya wabangu gamuγaɗi unata
away lsg go-PURP water-ALL lie-CONJ
I'm going to the water to camp.

(78) gabun waba:ni gudya banγyuta
child go-REC.PAST honey chop-CONJ
The boy went away and got some honey.

(79) mudga yugan gangita / i na nga
good rain fall-CONJ / here-LOC
"Good if it rains here tomorrow."
(The main clause here is mudga.)

(80) inda ganata / ɲat̪u mayada ɲa:l lu
2sg come-CONJ / lsgGEN sister see-PURP
"If you go, you'll see my sister."

(81) ugu waba / bindata
hither come / sit-CONJ
"Come inside and sit down."

(82) waba:laɓaqi guia bulu dalata
go-ALONG-PRES 3sg tucker eat-CONJ
He's eating along (i.e. eating as he goes).

(83) ɣuni guia bindalini / ugu ɣa:ta
someone 3sg sit-PROX-PRES / hither see-CONJ
He's sitting down facing this way.

[h] **Locative.** The suffix -ŋa, homophonous with the nominal locative suffix (for vowel-final stems) and with a function sufficiently close to suggest that it might be the same morpheme, has been heard on four occasions in
subordinate clauses (for one of these see (107), 3.5.3(e)). It follows other inflectional suffixes (PRES and CONJ only attested).

(84) *guda balga:gi wangulingga*
dog hit-REC.PAST bark-PRES-LOC
He hit the dog because it was barking.

(85) *bari gaya wa:lu ina:ga / gaya webatanga*
money 1sg give-PURP 2sgACC / 1sg go-CONJ-LOC
Before I go I'll give you some money.

(86) *gula webatanga / gaya unangu*
3sg go-CONJ-LOC / 1sg lie-PURP
As soon as he goes I'm going to have a sleep.

3.5.3 VERB STEM FORMATION. Most verb stems are disyllabic roots, such as *babi* 'to cut', *buba* 'to rub', *daggi* 'to fall'. The only monosyllabic roots are those with the long vowel /a:/ - *ga: 'to see' and *wa: 'to give'. There may be no simple verb roots of more than two syllables. Trisyllabic roots include *ganYdVara* 'to go down', *gambira* 'to come back', *bingi:di* 'to itch' and *na:ndari* 'to be hot'. These may all be derived forms; compare *gabi:ra* 'to be hungry' (gabi: /hunger/ is not attested in Margany but is in Gunya), *ganYba:ra* 'to sweat' (ganYba: /sweat/) and *yaga:li* 'to be cold' (yaga: /cold/). These are the only examples in the corpus of trisyllabic verb stems not involving one of the productive formatives to be discussed in the following pages.

Only one of the following formatives, the causative -ma, derives a verb from a non-verb stem; no inchoative formative is attested. This suffix may also derive a transitive from an intransitive verb. The reflexive and reciprocal formatives derive intransitive verbs from transitive. Other formatives have what can be described as aspectual functions.

[a] Causative/Plural Object. A suffix basically -ma may be added to intransitive or transitive verb stems, and has a number of functions. With intransitive verb stems it derives a transitive verb and may act as a causative, in which the subject of the intransitive verb becomes the object of the derived transitive verb, as in (87) (in which, however, the object, *guna:ga* 'him', has been omitted) or it may have the function termed comitative by Dixon (1972:96), i.e. the indirect object of the intransitive verb becomes the direct object of the derived transitive verb while the subject of the intransitive verb is subject of the derived transitive verb, as in (88). With a transitive verb stem it appears to act as a marker of plurality in the object (cf. Breen 1973:104), either in what we might call an affective sense, in which it signifies that the verb acts on (or affects) a number of objects, as in (89), or in an effective sense, in which it signifies that the verb causes the object to become more than one object (or effects plurality), as in (90).
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(87) inda galama:ni
2sg fear-CAUS-REC.PAST
You frightened him.

(88) wandupa inda ṇandima:ni
who-ABS 2sg talk-CAUS-REC.PAST
Who was that man you were talking to before?

(89) bari ḋaya ıdama:ni
stone 1sg put down-PL-PRES
I'm piling up rocks.

(90) ṇat'ungu bamangu yuḍi babima:ni
1sgGEN-ERG brother-ERG meat cut-PL-PRES
My brother is butchering some meat.

(91) inanga ḋaya wambdama:ni
here-LOC 1sg lost-CAUS-REC.PAST
I lost [his track] here.

A non-productive use of -ma in which the verb root loses its final vowel is seen in the stem  ḡamna 'to stand (something) up' ( ḡana 'to stand') and perhaps  banya 'to count' (compare banya 'big', 'many' in Gunya).

Other rare allomorphs are -dma, occurring in only one stem (see (91)) and -n'yu, occurring in a few forms such as gambin'yu 'to bring back', imbin'yu 'to hang up', buŋgun'yu 'to shake'. Note that gambin'yu is derived from gambira (see 3.5.1); it is not known whether there is identity of the group of trisyllabic verb stems in -ra and the verb stems combinable with the allomorph -n'yu.

A possible causative suffix -i is suggested by the pair gana 'to come'/gani 'to bring'. (A few such pairs are found also in Bidjara.)

[b] Reflexive/Proximate. The suffix -i is added to a transitive verb stem to form an intransitive verb with a reflexive function, i.e. the object of the action denoted by the transitive verb root is the agent or part of the agent.

(92) ḋaya ɲaːli:ni gamunga
1sg see-REFL-REC.PAST water-LOC
I can see myself in the water.

(93) mara nula banydyuli:ni
hand 3sg chop-REFL-REC.PAST
He chopped off his own finger.

When -i is added to an intransitive verb the function seems to be to denote action in the vicinity of the speaker. Its use is optional.

(94) nula bindalin'i ḡat'unbit'ya
3sg sit-PROX-PRES 1sg-LOC2
He's sitting PROX down with me.
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(95) ɲuwa ɲuła ɲanalin!i  gubaçuba / wawunga
      that 3sg stand-PROX-PRES old man / behind
That man behind us is very old.

(96) ɲanu inda ɲanalin!i
      just 2sg lie-PROX-PRES
"You just lying down, awake."

(97) gabun waralin!i
      child run-PROX-PRES
"[The kids are] running round here."

(98) ɲanu ɲaya bindalin!i
      just lsg sit-PROX-PRES
I'm just sitting down. (The use of —!i, if interpreted corre­
cctly, seems pointless here, since the speaker could hardly
be anywhere else but in his own vicinity. However, it could
mean that he is staying in the same general area; not moving
away. See also (277).)

The verb 'to look for' is irregular in Margany (in
common with a number of other languages of South-West Queens­
land and North-East South Australia) in that it is intran­
sitivised but not reflexivised by the reflexive formative.
Compare the use of the transitive verb nityu and the intran­
sitive verb nitYu!i in the following examples.

(99) ɲaya nityu:ni ɲatyu yağanu
      lsg look for-REC.PAST lsgGEN mother
I was looking for my mother.

(100) bamagu nula nityuti:ni
      brother-DAT 3sg look for-REFL.PAST
He's looking for his brother.

[c] The suffix -ti. The function of this suffix is not
clear; there are indications, however, that it may refer
to purposeful action or action with a reason. Thus
ña:ti:ni means 'is looking at' or 'is watching' and ɲa:ni
'can see' or 'saw'; similarly imba ti 'to listen', imba 'to
hear'. In (101) the implication suggested by -ti may be
that the grass moved because something moved it - it was not
just waving in the breeze. It is not clear whether the
length in the vowel in this verb, ɲuğa:ti:ni, is the vowel
length which differentiates present tense -ni* from recent
past tense -:ni; however, in another context ɲuğa:ti:ni was
translated as "moving about all the time".

(101) ɲuwa ugu ɲuğa:ti:ni / ñamba! ɡat!i
      that grass move-? -ti-PRES? / snake maybe
That grass is moving; it might be a snake.

(102) gabun ɲaya ɲa:ti:ni / windini ɡana
      child lsg see-ti-PRES / play-PRES 3pl
I'm watching the kids playing.
(103) mayi wagutinì
tfood cook-ti-PRES
He was cooking a damper (while I was talking to him).

(104) gudangu gamu galatiì
ndog-ERG water eat-ti-PRES
The dog's having a drink of water.

[d] Reciprocal. The suffix -da converts a transitive verb into a reciprocal verb, i.e. the agent and object of the action denoted by the transitive verb stem are non-singular and coincide at least partly in membership. There are very few examples.

(105) ṣalì balgada:ni
1du hit-RECIP-REC.PAST
We hit one another.

(106) ṣaya balgada:ni bulanagna / bula ṣi[gada:ni]
1sg hit-REC.PAST 3du-ACC / 3du argue-RECIP-REC.PAST
I hit those two for arguing.

[e] Extended actions. A suffix -ba, perhaps derived from waba 'to go', 'to walk' is used in two compound suffixes which signify (a) that an action is performed while the actor is going along or immediately after he goes somewhere or (b) that the action is spread out over an area. It always follows either the suffix -ta, probably to be identified with the conjunctive (see 3.5.2(g); V-ta-ba-ŋi < V-ta wabaŋi), or the suffix -:la (origin obscure; possibly itself a compound suffix). While the data are not entirely consistent, it appears that with -ta function (a) is fulfilled (and this is consistent with the proposed derivation) and with -:la, at least with verbs of rest, function (b) is fulfilled. Thus Mrs. Shillingsworth translated bindatabani (binda 'to sit') as "I went over there and I sat down over there", and binda:labani as "Well, others could be there, see, sitting down". The compound morpheme -taba is glossed ALONG and -:laba is glossed ABOUT; there are, however, a number of examples such as (109) and (110) where -:laba seems to mean 'along', and a translation involving 'about' is not accepted for -:laba forms of verbs of motion.

(107) ṣaya wabatabani inda gana:nmaŋínga
1sg go-ALONG-PRES 2sg come-UNEXP-PRES-LOC
"I'm going away just as you're coming here."

(108) bula ngditabani
3du talk-ALONG-PRES
Those two are walking along talking.

(109) waba:labani gula bulu galata
go-ABOUT-PRES 3sg food eat-CONJ
He's eating along (i.e. eating as he goes).
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(110) ŋuni waba:labani waŋanga
someone go-ABOUT-PRES road-LOC
Someone's walking along the road.

(111) ŋuda ŋuna:labani
dog lie-ABOUT-PRES
There's dogs lying around everywhere.

Other verbs in -taba include yulbitabani 'rolling (it) along' (yulbi 'to push'), yağatabani 'pulling (it) along' (yağa 'to pull'), waɾatabani "going somewhere ... running along" (waɾa 'to run'). Other verbs in -labani include dumba:labani 'hopping along (of a kangaroo)' (dumba 'to jump') and yangi:labani 'limping along' (yangi 'to limp').

Another formative denoting action spread out over an area, this time with verbs of motion, is -na. This will be glossed AROUND.

(112) gabun waɾaŋanani
child run-AROUND-PRES
There's kids running around all over the place.

(113) ɡanu ɳeya wabaɾanani
just lsg walk-AROUND-PRES
I'm just walking around (in reply to 'What are you doing?').

The verb banbana 'to shiver' possibly includes this formative.

[f] Habitual. The suffix -nqanda- denotes habitual action and may occur only with a following past tense suffix (there are only two examples, but the informant would not accept present or recent past).

(114) bawuda ɳeya unannqandala
kangaroo lsg hunt-HAB-PAST
I used to hunt kangaroos.

See also (11M).

[g] Unexpected action. The suffix -nma may signify that an action is (to the speaker) unexpected, or that the actor came to the notice of the speaker only because of the action (cf. 3.6.3(d)). However, there are only three examples (including (107)).

(115) ŋuni waba:nmani
someone go-UNEXP-PRES
Someone's coming.

(116) waɡi ɳeya ɲa:nɡi ɲula ŋuda:nmani
right lsg see-REC.PAST 3sg move-UNEXP-PRES
I saw him when he moved.

[h] Vowel length as a formative. Vowel length appears in a number of verbal suffixes and in some of these it seems that it may function as a morpheme in its own right. Thus it
distinguishes recent past tense -:ni from present tense -ni (3.5.2(b) and (c)) and it may distinguish a habitual from a casual agent (-:i in̄y and -li in̄y, 3.4.5). Length also occurs in -:la (3.5.3(e)), although there is no particular reason to relate this to the past tense -la, and in -:nma (3.5.3(g)). It occurs also, apparently not as part of any other morpheme, in nḡa:ti:ni; see (101) and the sentence preceding it. It also occurs, but not in all allomorphs, in the potential (3.5.2(f)). There is no evidence of any consistent function that it might have in all or any set of these suffixes. See also 3.6.4(f).

3.6 GUNYA VERB MORPHOLOGY

3.6.1 CONJUGATIONS. Like Margany, Gunya (as exemplified by the speech of Mrs. McKellar) has two verb conjugations which correspond exactly with the division intransitive/transitive. They are differentiated only in the purposive forms -ngu for intransitive verbs and -igu for transitive verbs (cf. Margany -ngu and -lu). The younger speakers use -igu for all verbs.

Ditransitive verbs noted are wa: 'to give' and gu!ba 'to tell'.

3.6.2 BOUND PRONOUNS. The bound pronoun system in Gunya was, to judge from the transparency and the variability of the forms, in the very early stages of its development. Singular forms are mainly derived from the free forms by deletion of the first syllable and preposing of /i/ where appropriate (see below); thus -ya ~ -iya from ḡa 'lsg', -nda ~ -inda from in̄a '2sg', -la from īla '3sg' and -nana (~ īnana?) from inana '2sgACC'. However, no bound form corresponding to ḡa 'lsgACC' occurs in the corpus, and -pa corresponds to nḡa '3sgACC'. Non-singular forms are mostly identical with the free forms or have a preceding /i/, but the first syllable of ibalu '2du' and ibalu'n̄a '2du-ACC' is deleted. Note also -i '1du' alongside -īgali and -wula '3du' (if correct) alongside -bula and -ibula. Note also that -ni-gana 'PRES-3pl' may be realised as [n̄dana]. '3pl-ACC' is attested as -n̄dana. Forms actually attested are listed in Table 3.3.

In general, allomorphs with initial /i/ are used after -la 'PAST' (but note also -inda in (150) and (151) and contrast -n̄a in (131)) and consonant-initial allomorphs elsewhere. However, -iya 'lsg' is also used when the preceding vowel is /u/. Third person singular forms do not have allomorphs with initial /i/. Where a form has initial /i/ the preceding vowel is deleted; thus wadYaliya from wadYala plus -iya.

A bound pronoun may co-occur with the corresponding free pronoun in a sentence, e.g.

(117) q̄ali wadYaliq̄ali
1du go-PAST-1du
We went away.

A bound pronoun may also co-occur with the corresponding noun, e.g.
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(118) gu! a  ɟumbayiŋi!a
kangaroo  jump-CONT-PRES-3sg
The kangaroo is hopping along.

(119) muŋal!yaŋa  baŋa
get-PAST-1sg-3sgACC  goanna
I caught a goanna.

Other examples of the use of bound pronouns will be found in the following sections.

3.6.3 INFLECTION. [a] Imperative. As in Margany the imperative is unmarked; however, with a transitive verb there may be a bound object pronoun. Deletion of the subject pronoun is not obligatory.

(120) gaŋa  gun!a
not  hit-IMP-3sgACC
Don't hit him!

(121) binda  īnda
sit-IMP 2sg
Sit down!

[b] Present tense. The form (-ŋi) and function are as in Margany.

(122) ga.biŋaŋ!  ɲaya
be hungry-PRES 1sg
I'm hungry.

(123) baŋ!uŋa  unan!iya
river-LOC  lie-PRES-1sg
I'm camped at the creek.

[c] Recent past tense. This has the same form (-:ŋi) and probably the same function as in Margany. There are very few examples with sufficiently specific translations.

(124) ɲaya  ɲaga:ŋibil!una  /  mat!yamat!ya
1sg  see-REC.PAST-2du-ACC  /  a while ago
I saw you two a while ago.

[d] Past tense. This is marked by the suffixes -!a and -!:a. The latter is, of course, a compound suffix and the evidence suggests that the morpheme -: denotes either an action that was not observed by the speaker or an action that was not expected by the speaker (cf. 3.5.3(g) and see also 3.6.4(f)). For an example of observed versus unobserved action compare (125) and (126). Expected versus unexpected action is illustrated by (127) and (128): normally a person would be bitten by a possum only if he attempted to handle it and a bite in such circumstances would not be unexpected, whereas a snake bite is nearly always unexpected. Common to both unobserved and unexpected action is the fact that something - the agent or the action or both - does not come to the speaker's attention until he observes the action,
or is told of it, or sees the result of it. The only cases (out of about 40 in the data) which seem clearly to contradict the above analysis are mara:iya 'I've been running' and gunda:iya 'I was cutting (meat)' (both C. McK). -: will be glossed UNEXP.

(125) ṅaya guniliya waŋalitu
lsg hit-PAST-lsg boomerang-INST
I hit him with a boomerang.

(126) wandi:lu guni:la
who-ERG hit-UNEXP-PAST
Who killed that kangaroo?

(127) daŋuditu baŋala ŋaŋa
possum-ERG bite-PAST lsgACC
A possum bit me.

(128) dambaltu baŋa:la ŋaŋa
snake-ERG bite-UNEXP-PAST lsgACC
A snake bit me.

Other examples show that -la covers a wide range of times:

(129) baŋa:du buda:liya
daybreak wake-PAST-lsg
"Daylight I woke up [this morning]."

(130) matya ŋaya bindala dinimbulunga
long ago lsg sit-PAST Tinnenburra-LOC
I used to live at Tinnenburra.

Other examples of -:1a include

(131) yadamandu datya:lana
horse-ERG kick-UNEXP-PAST-3sgACC
The horse kicked him (in answer to 'What's wrong with that fellow?').

(132) Ṉuda matyu ulanya:la biŋaŋa
dog lsgGEN die?-UNEXP-PAST night-LOC
My dog died last night.

[e] Future. The suffix -ngu seems to denote action in the future, or perhaps intended action. There are a number of examples from Mrs. McKellar of a compound suffix involving -ngu, see 3.6.4(d), but very few in its simple form. (The second form in (133) is from Charlie McKellar.)

(133) gudengiya (or ɠudali:niya ?), also badgalinya
scratch-FUT-lsg scratch-REFL-FUT-lsg scratch-REFL-FUT-lsg
I'm going to (or want to) scratch myself.

(134) wandaŋanya wadyanunda (wadyanunda ?)
when go-FUT(?)-2sg
When are you going?
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[f] **Purposive.** The function of the purposive suffix -ngu (intransitive), -tgu (transitive) - seems to be basically the same as the corresponding morpheme in Margany. However, the difference between the function of purposive as a marker of future action and the function of the future tense suffix described above is not known. Another use of the purposive is to denote ability (at least in a negative sentence - (140)).

(135) ḡa ḡi wad'yalggu guyugu
    ldu go-PURP fish-DAT
    We're going to go fishing.

(136) bindangiya
    sit-PURP-1sg
    I'm going to sit down.

(137) muqaru ḡa qalqlyana ḡa
tomorrow see-PURP-1sg-2sgACC
    I'll see you tomorrow.

(138) wadYagi ḡa ḡa ḡu ḡu ḡu
gam u muqalgiya
    go-PRES 1sg river-DAT water get-PURP-1sg
    I'm going to the creek to get water.

(139) ugu wadYa ḡa qalqygunda ḡa ḡyunda
    hither come talk-PURP-2sg lsgGEN-LOC
    Come and talk to me.

(140) ḡa ḡa bunbaliya / bari utinybayi
    not lift-PURP-1sg / stone heavy-CON
    I can't lift [the stone], it's too heavy.

[g] **Stative suffixes.** This name is used very tentatively for a suffix, -ŋa, which occurs only in the following examples and perhaps (181) (3.6.4(d)), and may denote action extending over a period of time. Note, however, that Mrs. Ruby Richardson said that bindaga, in (142), is a Ngarigi word. (144) and (145) are from Charlie McKellar.

(141) dili ḡa ḡi ḡa ḡi 'to be sick')
    eye be sick-STAT
    I've got a sore eye.

(142) bindaqanda
    sit-STAT-2sg
    You're sitting.(?)

(143) ḡa ḡa imbaĩña
    not hear-REFL-STAT
    "I don't feel good."

(144) ḡunu ḡa qanqala
    always come-STAT-3sg
    He comes here often.(?)
(145)  ngañanda  gambalmundu
look-STAT-2sg snake-ABL
Watch out for snakes while you're going along.

A second suffix to which the same name will be applied is -ndana:

(146)  baga gundindana
wood die-STAT
The wood's rotten.

(147)  gada wanygundana
not bark-STAT
[That dog] never barks.

(148)  gungingandana
hit-RECIP-STAT
They're always fighting.

(149)  nimun wad'andana
fly go-STAT
There's a lot of flies about.

Note, however, that [ndana] is a possible realisation of -ñdana 'PRES-3pl'. This seems to be a possible interpretation in (149) but not in the others (context suggests that 'they' in (148) are only two in number).

[h] Potential. The potential suffix is -nybayiña -nybadinya. This has the appearance of including a nominaliser -ny and a form of the concomitant suffix (normally -bari, sometimes -bayi). The function is as in Margany (3.5.2(f)). Charlie McKellar normally uses the Margany suffix -nydYu (as did Mrs. McKellar on one occasion).

(150)  gundu wadya buqimundu / gubanbyadininda
away go fire-ABL / burn-P0T-2sg
Come away from the fire before you get burnt.

(151)  gada waga baganga / banbunbyadininda
not climb tree-LOC / fall-P0T-2sg
Don't climb that tree, you might fall.

(152)  banbyadiniña  ngaña
bite-P0T-3sg lsgACC
He might bite me.

[i] Interrogative. A suffix -: is used in questions. It does not appear to combine with other inflectional suffixes and it is not obligatory. See also 3.6.4(f).

(153)  naní yamaninda, also naní yamaninda
what do-INT-2sg do-PRES-2sg
What did you say?

(154)  wanga wad'anda
where go-INT-2sg
Where are you?
The following examples are from Charlie McKellar.

(155) ganigu gamu bityu:nda bu-ringa
what-DAT water throw-INT-2sg fire-LOC
Why did you throw water on the fire?

(156) wagi buди banyi:nda
already fire light-INT-2sg
Did you light the fire?

(157) wagi дi:nda:na
already wake-INT-2sg-3sgACC
Have you woken him up?

It will be noted that all examples involve the bound pronoun -nda '2sg'. It is not known whether other bound pronouns can follow this inflection, but note that if -la '3sg' followed --: the resulting --:la would be homophonous with the 'UNEXP-PAST' ending (3.6.3(d)).

[j] Locative. There is a single example, heard from Fred McKellar, of the usage described for Margany in 3.5.2(h).

(158) wandu gunany inda gandiniga
who that 2sg speak-PRES-LOC
Who was that fellow you were talking to before?

3.6.4 VERB STEM FORMATION. Remarks made above (3.5.3) on verb stems in Margany apply also to Gunya, as also do most of the examples given (but 'to fall' is banbu in Gunya and 'to see' is нaga).

[a] Causative. The suffix -ma functions as in Margany (see 3.5.3(a)), at least as regards its use with intransitive verb roots.

(159) ganigu gandu batimangi:nda
what-DAT child cry-CAUS-PRES-2sg
Why are you making the baby cry?

(160) yangimigya:na (not yangimangigya:na ?)
laugh-CAUS-FUT-1sg-3sgACC
I'm going to make him laugh.

(161) нandima нaga (alternative, нagi нatyu:nda)
talk-CAUS 1sgACC talk 1sgGEN-LOC
Talk to me!

The nature of the pair wambali 'to be lost' / wambanmai: 'to lose' is not clear. Note that -1i is a reflexive marker. These words have been heard only from Charlie McKellar.

[b] Reflexive. The suffix -li has a reflexive function in Gunya, as in Margany (see 3.5.3(b)). There is no evidence that it has any other function, unless it can be regarded as proximate in bagil: 'to fall (of rain)' (bagi occurs also in gati badi 'to be sick', possibly literally 'to fall sick',
although in Margany bági means 'to be damaged').

(162) nga ya nga bìli:ni mat'ya
lsg bathe-REFL-REC.PAST long ago
I had a wash before.

(163) da: bambüli
mouth open-REFL
Open your mouth.

[c] Reciprocal. The suffix -nga corresponds to the Margany suffix -da (3.5.3(d)).

(164) nuna bulu gungingapiwula
there 3du hit-RECIP-PRES-3du
Those two are fighting.

[d] Suffixes denoting continuing action. The suffix -yi (~-ya?) combines with the present tense suffix -ni to form a compound suffix which seems to denote a continuing action, or perhaps an action carried out while the agent is going along. If the latter, it can be compared with Margany -ba (3.5.3(e)) and if -ba is derived from waba 'to go', -yi could be derived from wadya 'to go' via *-dya and -ya. However, it will be glossed 'CONT'. The form -ya has been heard only from Charlie McKellar and seems to have a variant -wiya after /u/. There seem to be no conditioning factors for his use of -yi and -ya, and he seems to use both with wadya 'to go'. It may be that -yi is the correct form before -ni and -ya before other suffixes (see below) but he has lost this rule from his language.

(165) wandany inda wadYayiginda
when 2sg go-CONT-PRES-2sg
When are you going?

(166) badunga bangayiniya
river-LOC cross-CONT-PRES-lsg
I'm going across the creek.

(167) gi: bambayini!
eye open-CONT-PRES
I've got my eyes open (or - going along with my eyes open (?)).

(168) nya yá ngaliyapa madi gapayiniya
lsg see-PAST-1sg-3sgACC man come-CONT-PRES-3sg
I can see a man coming.

The following five examples are from Charlie McKellar.

(169) wi:u gubiyanila
curlew whistle-CONT-PRES-3sg
The curlew's calling out.

(170) budi nuba gubayini
fire there burn-CONT-PRES-3sg
There's a fire over there.
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(171) gunninga gadgayanila
    house-LOC enter-CONT-PRES-3sg
    He went into the house.

(172) yadamana bandayagila
    horse track-CONT-PRES-3sg
    He's tracking his horse.

(173) gandu watayanigana
    child play-CONT-PRES-3pl
    The kids are playing.

The suffix -ya (-yi?) combines with the future tense suffix -ŋu. An intended continuing action seems a more likely function in the following examples than action while going.

(174) nayawâyayangiya
    lsg go-CONT-FUT-1sg
    "I'm going myself."

(175) gamu gatgamayiŋiya
    water boil-CONT-FUT-1sg
    I'm going to boil some water.

(176) wâyayiŋiya unayingiya
    go-CONT-PRES-1sg lie-CONT-FUT-1sg
    I'm going to have a sleep.

(177) gamu galayangiya
    water eat-CONT-FUT-1sg
    I'm going to have a drink of water.

(178) yuṭbiyiŋiyandananay
    chase-CONT-FUT-1sg-3pl-ACC
    I'll hunt them away.

There is one example from Charlie McKellar (who hardly ever uses -ŋu) of -ya combining with the purposive:

(179) ugu nga gaṃbiyagiya
    hither look swim-CONT-PURP-1sg
    Watch me swim! (or, better probably, Watch me, I'm going to swim.)

Another suffix which may denote continuing action is -n'ina. The only examples are given below and these give no indication of the meaning, but the suffix may be derived from the widespread Australian word n'ina ~ gina 'to sit', and gina is used as a bound form in Yandruwandha to denote a continuing action.

(180) nayaw unan'inyagilya
    lsg lie-CONT-PRES-1sg
    I'm lying down.
Margany and Gunya

(181)  bindanya:1 and bindanya:nyaya
sit-CONT-PRES sit-CONT-STAT-1sg
I'm sitting down.

[e] The suffix -nya. This occurs in the following examples.

(182)  quta natyu ulanya:la / bitanga
dog 1sgGEN die-nya-UNEXP-PAST / night-LOC
My dog died last night.  (repeated with ula:la)

(183)  wadyanya:la
go-nya-UNEXP-PAST
You two going along now. (?)

(184)  gundu wadyanya:la / yu:lu
away go-nya-PAST / 2pl (?)
You mob going along now. (?)

(185)  idinya:la / guyada nuqu
run away with-nya-UNEXP-PAST / wife 3sgGEN id:la
That fellow ran away with another fellow's wife.

The last example was from Charlie McKellar, who could see no difference between verbs with and without -nya and accepted the suggested forms bindanya:la (for binda:la 'sit-PAST') and wadyanya:la (for wadya:la 'go-PAST').

There is one case of confusion of dialects by Fred McKellar which could be taken as indicating that -nya corresponds in function to Bidjara -nydyada and thus to Margany -taba (3.5.3(e)), i.e. it can be translated 'along'. This does not seem appropriate in (182).

Compare the clitic -nya 'now' in Margany (see 4.10).

[f] Vowel length and -nu. As noted above (2.6) there is a little evidence of free variation between -: and -nu in the suffixes -:la (past tense, unexpected or unobserved form, 3.6.3(d)) and -: (interrogative, 3.6.3(i)). Another possible example is in

(186)  quta ngu gamu guquliqugana (sic)
dog-ERG water slip-UNEXP-PAST-3pl
The dogs dirtied the water.

in which, however, the suffixes on the verb, the stem of which the speaker, Charlie McKellar, has got wrong, could not be heard clearly, and the verb was repeated as guquliqugana. This possible morphophonological feature of these two verb suffixes is interesting in view of the semantic similarity between these verb forms: in one case the agent and/or the action becomes known to the speaker only when he observes the action or is told about it or sees the result of it; in the other case the speaker is unaware of the circumstances and will know them only when his question is answered. In both cases there is a state of ignorance to be overcome. There seems, therefore, to be some justification for regarding -: glossed UNEXP in 3.6.3(d), and
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-, glossed INT in 3.6.3(h), as the same morpheme, which could be glossed UNKNOWN. There does not seem to be any reason to regard the vowel length which distinguishes present tense -ni from recent past tense -ːːgi as belonging to the same morpheme. (See also 3.5.3(h)).

4. SYNTAX

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The following description is based mainly on Margany and all examples are Margany except those marked G; the Gunya examples used are taken only from Mrs. McKellar's material except where noted otherwise. The major difference between the two dialects results from the use of bound pronouns and the consequent frequent omission of free pronouns in Gunya.

4.2 SIMPLE SENTENCES

The basic constituents of a simple sentence are a subject and a predicate. The subject is a noun phrase and the predicate may be a noun phrase, an adverbial phrase or a verb phrase (which includes an object noun phrase if the verb is transitive). In Gunya a single word may realise a transitive or intransitive sentence.

The following examples illustrate sentences in which the subject and predicate are both noun phrases.

(187) mudga ɲat'yu ɲuda
    good lsgGEN dog
    I've got a good dog.

(188G) ɲula ɓaŋdjinbayi
    3sg dirt-CON
    He's dirty.

The next two examples illustrate adverbial phrases (which in their simplest form are either adverbs or inflected nouns) as predicate. The range of types attested is very narrow.

(189) yama yugan
    nothing rain
    It's not raining.

(190) gamu barunga
    water river-LOC
    There's water in the river.

The following examples illustrate simple intransitive sentences.
These sentences are frequently expanded by means of one or more adverbial phrases, which may mark location, time, goal and various other classes of information.

Examples of transitive sentences follow, including both simple and expanded sentences. The most common expansion is an instrumental phrase.
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(203G) dañgũ guniŋiyãŋa
stick-INST hit-PURP-lsg-3sgACC
I'm going to hit him with a stick.

A few verbs appear to require an indirect object in the dative case. See also 3.3.8. These verbs can be called semi-transitive.

(204) garã ŋaŋa dañi ŋwungu
not lsg like-PRES 3sg-DAT
I don't like him.

The only ditransitive sentences in the corpus are those with the verbs wa: 'to give', gulba 'to tell' and ñubarĩ (M) 'to show'.

(205) ñuði ŋaŋa waːni ŋwungu
meat lsgACC give-PRES that-ERG
(REC.PAST)
That fellow gave me some meat.

Order of constituents is free but there are a couple of strong tendencies: a pronoun object tends to take last place among the basic constituents; in the absence of a pronoun object the verb usually takes last place; a noun precedes a pronoun; an adverbial phrase is usually outside the basic sentence, either in first or last place. Thus an intransitive sentence is usually (perhaps 90% of the time in Margany) SV and a transitive sentence is SVO if O is a pronoun, OSV if O is a noun and S a pronoun, and SOV otherwise. Where, in Gunya, S and/or O is not a free form it is, of course, suffixed to the verb, with S preceding O. These tendencies and rules, as well as some exceptions, are illustrated in (191) to (207).

(206) bawuda ŋana ʊnɛnnandala
kangaroo lpl hunt-HAB-PAST
We used to hunt kangaroos.

(207) ñatũngu bamagugu gabuny madaːni
lsgGEN-ERC brother-ERG egg get-REC.PAST
My brother got some eggs.

Noun phrases are most commonly of one word, but phrases consisting of a genitive pronoun or dative noun plus a noun are not uncommon. The order is almost always possessor-possessed. Other phrases of more than one word are rare and nothing can be said about order. The type of phrase that comprises a non-singular pronoun and specification of one or more of the individuals referred to by the pronoun is known only from a single occurrence in Gunya (Mrs. Richardson) of ŋali ɪnda 'we two (including) you', i.e. 'you and I'.

(208) ḋuwa gabungu ʊnda
that child-DAT dog
That's the little boy's dog.
A verb phrase consists of a verb, with or without an inflectional suffix, which may be preceded by a directional particle. Other adverbs and particles are not regarded as part of verb phrases but as separate (peripheral) constituents of sentences. However, in view of the directional particle's almost invariable position preceding the verb and the frequent realisation of the two together as a single phonetic word it seems clear that it must usually be regarded as part of the verb phrase.

However, in a sentence where it does not have this intimate relationship with the verb it may be best to regard it as a peripheral constituent.

An adverbial phrase consists of an adverb or one or more inflected nominals. Adverbial phrases of more than one word are not common and in the few examples in the corpus contain a noun preceded by a pronoun cross-referencing it or by a genitive pronoun.

A phrase may be discontinuous:

I used to kill a lot of kangaroos when I was young.
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(216) ṅatyʉ inda mayada ṅaːfu
  lsgGEN 2sg sister see-PURP
You will see my sister.

ŋanggu in (215) could be regarded as a separate phrase, in apposition with ŋaːya, but a similar interpretation does not seem possible for the object phrase in (216).

It appears that it is not obligatory, although it is perhaps the usual practice, for all constituents of a phrase to carry any relevant inflection. It is probably obligatory if the phrase is discontinuous.

(217) ṅatyʉŋgu bama dɪŋunu
  lsgGEN-ERG brother know-PRES
My brother knows (how to do it).

and see (210) in which the bracketed suffix was omitted at first and then included on repetition of the sentence.

4.3 IMPERATIVE SENTENCES

Sentences expressing a command or request are characterised by omission of the subject (optional, but common) and the use of the imperative (unmarked) form of the verb. Thus an intransitive imperative sentence consists essentially of only a verb stem, while a minimal transitive imperative sentence consists of a noun object followed by a verb or a verb followed by a pronoun object (which may be suffixed in Gunya). Most imperative sentences have one or more peripheral constituents.

(218) matYa1a waba ɗambaːmundu
  with caution go snake-ABL
Watch out for snakes as you go along.

(219) baːɡa ɡuŋuŋa ɗabana
  hit 3sgGEN-ACC vigorously
Hit him hard.

See also 3.5.2(a) and 3.6.3(a).

4.4 QUESTION SENTENCES

Questions are of two types: those involving an interrogative pronoun and requiring as answer a phrase for which that interrogative pronoun is an appropriate substitute (corresponding to wh-questions in English); and those not involving an interrogative pronoun and (in the only sub-type represented in this corpus) requiring 'yes' or 'no' as answer. (The latter type is often called 'polar questions', but since this type also includes those questions - not represented in this corpus, however - where a choice is required from a list of alternatives ('Is it A or B ...?') the writer prefers the term 'choice questions'. The yes/no answer is required in the special (but most common) case
where the list contains only one item, e.g. 'Is it A?'

The former type is marked by an interrogative pronoun or interrogative adverb (or, more correctly, an interrogative-indefinite pronoun or adverb, as they may also function as indefinite pronouns) which takes the first place in the sentence, and possibly also by a typical intonation pattern (see 2.5). The interrogative words are wandu (M) wάndu (G) 'who' and ɡaŋi 'what', inflected as nouns, waIa (M) wάnda (G) 'where', also inflected as nouns but having only nominative, locative, allative and ablative forms of which the first two appear to have the same meaning, ɡaнима (M) 'how many', probably inflected like a noun, wάta (M) 'which way', wάŋgaŋi 'when', wάŋdaŋi (M) 'how'.

In many Australian languages (including at least one Northern Mari dialect - Warungu - see Tsunoda, 1974:422) the interrogative 'what' can be verbalised to 'to do what'. This does not happen in the Southern Mari dialects; as in English an interrogative pronoun can be used with a verb translated as 'do' (yama).

Examples of questions using interrogative words follow:

(220) wάla inda or wάlanga inda
Where are you?

(221) wάndungu ɡάνyu guyu madaŋi
Who-ERG 3sgGEN fish take-REC.PAST
Who took my fish?

(222) ɡaнима inda gάndoŋi wabaŋi
'Why'd you sneak up like that?'

(223) ɡaнима inda yaŋagi
What 2sg do-PRES
What are you doing?

(224) wάndaŋi inda wάbanu
when 2sg go-PURP
(G) wάndaŋi inda wάdyaŋi inda
when 2sg go-CONT-PRES-2sg
When are you going?

(225) ɡaнимаŋi gabun inu
How many child 2sgGEN
How many kids have you got?

There is little information on the use of interrogatives to denote indefiniteness - in particular, on whether all of them can function in this way. The following example illustrates this usage.

(226) imba / wάndu wabaŋi
listen / who go-PRES
"Listen, there's someone coming."
Choice questions are distinguished from the corresponding statement sentences by their intonation (see 2.5). In addition, the question word wayi may occur initially in the sentence.

(227) wadin mayi waguvuni already food cook-REC.PAST Have you cooked the damper yet?

(228) natyu mangu buri : n / inda bubalu lsgGEN arm ache-REC.PAST / 2sg rub-PURP "My arm's aching, will you rub it for me?"

(229) wayi inda / naya budbangu Q 2sg / lsg come-PURP "Are you there? Can I come in?"

A verbal inflection used only in questions in Gunya is described in 3.6.3(i); see also (223G).

4.5 INTRANSITIVISATION

Reflexive sentences are derived by intransitivisation of a transitive verb by means of the suffix -li with deletion of any ergative marking from the subject and deletion of the object to the extent that it is identical with (rather than part of) the subject. The same suffix intransitivises the verb nityu 'to look for', the object then being marked by dative inflection. See 3.5.3(b) and 3.6.4(b).

Reciprocal sentences are derived by intransitivisation of a transitive verb by means of the suffix -da (M) -nga (G) with deletion of the object and of any ergative marking on the subject. See 3.5.3(d) and 3.6.4(c).

4.6 TRANSITIVISATION

A transitive verb is derived from an intransitive verb by means of the suffix -ma. This may also be added to a transitive verb, at least in Margany, to mark plural object. See 3.5.3(a) and 3.6.4(a).

4.7 COORDINATION

Two sentences or clauses are coordinated by simple juxtaposition.

(230) ugu waba / nali nangingu hither come / 1du talk-PURP Come and talk to me. (or, Come here so we can talk.)

(231) bukuny binda / naya balgalu inaga quiet sit / lsg hit-PURP 2sgACC Keep quiet or I'll hit you. (note, not 'for me to hit you')

(232G) nidanqiya yudi banydyyini smell-PRES-lsg meat cook-CONT-PRES I can smell meat cooking (sic.)
Margany and Gunya

(233G) ugu wadYa nonnulla galgalgunda nonnullu
hither come talk-PURP-2sg 1sgGEN-LOC

Come and talk to me.

(Compare this with (240). (233G) is regarded, perhaps wrongly, as exemplifying coordination rather than subordination because of the bound pronoun -nda on the second verb. Thus the meaning is thought to be 'Come here and you can talk to me' rather than 'Come here in order to talk to me'.)

This construction was used also to translate English relative clauses; the only examples are from Margany.

(234) guwa gula yuqi banYdYumalu
there 3sg meat chop-PLU-PURP

"That's the man that chops up the meat."

(235) guwa gula ganalini gubagubu
there 3sg stand-PROX-PRES old man

"That one standing there is an old man."

4.8 SUBORDINATION

The only method of subordination attested for both dialects is the use of the potential form of the verb in a 'lest' construction, in which the main clause is a command (although perhaps not obligatorily so) and the subordinate clause expresses a likely undesirable consequence of a negative reaction to this command.

(236) balga guwa damba! / baga:nYdYu inaga
hit there snake / bite-POT 2sgACC

Kill that snake or it'll bite you.

(237) igaru / ina gaggii:nYdYu
careful / 2sg fall-POT

Be careful you don't fall.

(238G) gada galana / gati baginYbayina
not eat-3sgACC / sick fall-POT

Don't eat that, you might get sick.

See 3.5.2(f) and 3.6.3(h) for other examples.

A common method of subordination in Australian languages involves the use of the purposive form of a verb in a clause which gives the reason or purpose or use or other specification of the situation described in the main clause. However, there are few examples of such sentences in the present data; the two following examples are from Margany.

(239) guwa bala bindal / biya:liku
3sg that expert / hunt-PURP

He's a good hunter.

(240) guwa waba ni nonnullu nonnullu
that go-PRES talk-PURP 1du-GEN-LOC

He's coming to talk to us.
Generally, where the purposive appears in one clause of a two clause sentence the purposive clause can (sometimes must) be interpreted as coordinate rather than subordinate. Thus a coordinate interpretation is necessary for semantic reasons in (231) (although a subordinate clause using the potential could have expressed the same idea) and is possible in (230). See 3.5.2(e) and 3.6.3(f) for further examples.

Clauses using the conjunctive suffix -ta in Margany must be regarded as syntactically subordinate, since they depend on the other clause of the sentence for the expression of the tense and mood, although semantically they sometimes seem to be of equal status with the other clause and related by coordination (as suggested by the translation "and" given for -ta).

(241) ꜟaya wabangu ꜟa:ta ꜟanafagana
lsg go-PURP see-CONJ 3pl-ACC
"I'm going to see them lot up there."

For other examples see 3.5.2(g).

Another method of subordination attested reliably only for Margany involves the suffixing of the locative -nqa after a tense marker or conjunctive. The only examples are given above (see 3.5.2(h) and 3.6.3(j)).

4.9 ADVERBS AND PARTICLES

Adverbs and particles are considered together because of the similarity of their functions and the lack of data which makes it impossible, in many cases, to tell whether a word is adverb or particle. There are, in fact, three groups of words which function as adverbs in that they modify the complement (usually the verb) of a sentence.

The first group consists of those adverbs (as defined in 3.1) which can combine with a limited number of nominal suffixes and most (if not all) of which refer to location or time. Most examples of inflected adverbs involve the ablative -mundu, e.g. walamundu 'where from', yuriNyamundu 'since yesterday' and matYamundu 'for a long time' (i.e. 'since long ago') (all M). The locative occurs in walanga (M) 'where' and the dative is exemplified in (245). The allative form of compass point names is described in 3.1.

(242) ꜟara ꜟaya wina wabangu ꜟudabitYa
not lsg near go-PURP dog-LOC2
I won't go near that dog.

(243) buyu ꜟaya bagi:ni gambarimundu waba:ni ꜟaya
breath lsg break-REC.PAST far-ABL go-REC.PAST lsg
I'm tired from walking a long way.

(244) birinY waba:ni gadbu:ndu
all go-REC.PAST north-ALL
They all went north.
The second group consists of nouns functioning as adverbs (or particles); note that in (247) both mudga and madgan' seem to behave in this way. In (246) a more correct translation of bikara may be 'strength', as 'strong' has on another occasion been translated by the concomitant form bikarabari; if so, wanba is functioning as an adjecti-ve, not an adverb. It appears that there may be a form-ative -u involved in the word gurunYu 'alone' (see sentence 1 of the Text), as there seems to be a corresponding noun gurunY (see (248)). bigiri 'dreaming', as exemplified in (202), may belong to this group.

The third group consists of particles, which refer to the manner of an action or to a wide range of other aspects, some of which are discussed in 4.9.1 - 4.9.11.

4.9.1 NEGATION. Negation is usually marked by the negative adverb gara (M) ga6a (G) 'not', or, when used with an imperative verb, 'don't'.

\[\text{(245) } \text{gara } \mu\text{wu } \nu\text{d}i \text{ ma}d\text{a }/ \text{ mugarugu} \\
\text{not that meat get }/ \text{ tomorrow-DAT} \\
\text{Don't touch that meat, it's for tomorrow.} \]

\[\text{The second group consists of nouns functioning as adverbs (or particles); note that in (247) both mudga and madgan' seem to behave in this way. In (246) a more correct translation of bikara may be 'strength', as 'strong' has on another occasion been translated by the concomitant form bikarabari; if so, wanba is functioning as an adjecti-ve, not an adverb. It appears that there may be a form-ative -u involved in the word gurunYu 'alone' (see sentence 1 of the Text), as there seems to be a corresponding noun gurunY (see (248)). bigiri 'dreaming', as exemplified in (202), may belong to this group.} \]

\[\text{(246) } \text{nu}l\text{a bikara wanba} \\
\text{3sg strong big} \\
\text{He's very strong.} \]

\[\text{(247) } \text{mudga } \text{inda madgan' } \text{nandini} \\
\text{good 2sg Margany speak-PRES} \\
\text{You're a good Margany speaker.} \]

\[\text{(248) } \text{gurunuYyu } \text{nya } \text{gumbe:ni} \\
\text{alone-ERG 1sg build-REC.PAST} \\
\text{I built it on my own.} \]

\[\text{The third group consists of particles, which refer to the manner of an action or to a wide range of other aspects, some of which are discussed in 4.9.1 - 4.9.11.} \]

\[\text{(249) } \text{bukunY } \text{binda} \\
\text{quiet sit} \\
\text{Keep quiet.} \]

\[\text{(250) } \text{ugu } \text{waba } \text{gawuru} \\
\text{hither come quickly} \\
\text{Come here quickly. (or - Come here immediately.)} \]

\[\text{(251) } \text{garu } \text{nu}l\text{a } \text{gindakuru } \text{gangi:ni} \\
\text{nearly 3sg trip fall-REC.PAST} \\
\text{He tripped and nearly fell.} \]

\[\text{(252) } \text{yabana } \text{banYdY} \text{ni } \text{yadga} \\
\text{vigorously blow-PRES wind} \\
\text{The wind's blowing hard.} \]

\[\text{(253G) } \text{mungu } \text{wadYalguli} \\
\text{(C.McK) together go-PURP-ldu} \\
\text{We'll go together.} \]

\[\text{4.9.1 NEGATION. Negation is usually marked by the negative adverb gara (M) ga6a (G) 'not', or, when used with an imperative verb, 'don't'.} \]
4.9 Adverbs and particles (343)

(254) gara naya na:ni inana
not lsg see-PRES 2sgACC
I can't see you.

(255) nani ina guiba:ni / gara naya imba:ni
what 2sg say-REC.PAST / not lsg hear-REC.PAST
"What did you say, I didn't hear you."

(256G) gada guni:ga
not hit-3sgACC
Don't hit him.

(257G) gada naya guni:nga
not lsg house-LOC
I'm not in the house.

yama 'nothing' may negate a verbless sentence.

(258) yama yugan
nothing rain
It's not raining.

(259) yama qaYu yadaman
nothing lsgGEN horse
I haven't got a horse.

(260) gamu yurinYdYa / yama:nuYa
water yesterday / nothing-NOW
"Water been there yesterday, but there's no more."

Negation is also implied by some other adverbs: narg 'nearly' (see 4.9.7), gavu 'in vain' (see 4.9.8). These, as well as the two negating particles illustrated above, normally take first place in a sentence.

4.9.2 DIRECTIONAL PARTICLES. ugu 'hither' and gundu 'away' are extremely common in both dialects; so much so that, as mentioned above (4.2, (211)) they are frequently combined with the verb they precede (usually 'to go', but glossed 'come' instead of 'go' when preceded by ugu) to form phonetically a single word, the verb stem losing its primary stress.

(261) ugu waba:ni / gunduw:nuYa nula gambira:ni
hither come-REC.PAST / away-then 3sg return-REC.PAST
He was coming this way, and then he turned away.

(262G) gundu ida mira
away put high
"Put it up high."

Other examples include (212, 213G, 230, 233G, 250).

4.9.3 PERFECTIVE PARTICLES. The perfective adverbs denote successful completion of an action; they are sometimes translated as 'already' or, when used as an interjection, 'that's right' or 'yes'.
(263) wagin mandini
already burn-PRES
The fire's burning (i.e. I have succeeded in lighting or
reviving it).

(264G) wagi jinduniya nununa
already know-PRES-lsg 3sgCEN-ACC
I already know him (as a response to an offer of an
introduction).

The younger Gunya informants also use wagi as a ques-
tion marker, instead of wayi (see 4.4); however, it is be-
thieved to be a perfective in sentences like (156) (3.6.3(i))
in which the interrogative form of the verb is used. Its
function in the following example is not clear.

(265G) wagi binda / gada nga inda nunu
already(?) sit / not talk 2sg always
Keep quiet; don't talk all the time.

4.9.4 FREQUENTATIVE. The particle nunu denotes frequent
repetition or long continuation of an action. See also
(265G).

(266) nunu nula waba:ni
always 3sg go-REC.PAST
He comes here every day.

(267) nunu nya ya gunkuru baba:ni
always lsg cough pierce-REC.PAST
I've been coughing a lot.

4.9.5 REPETITION. gala 'again' denotes that an action
is repeated. The form galadu also occurs in Margany.
Hollingsworth's vocabulary in Curr gives cuil lar 'more' and
cullaro 'to do again', which suggests that the former refers
to a noun and the latter to a verb, and this may apply also
in Margany.

(268) nuwa gala nula / ugunda
there again 3sg / grass-LOC
"There he is there, in the grass" (of a lizard which
disappeared in the grass and has just been seen again).

(269) nudangu nga ba da:ni yurinydya / gaiadu gayimba
dog-ERG lsgACC bite-REC.PAST yesterday / again today
The dog bit me yesterday, and again today.

(270G) gala gudba nga
(C.McK)
again tell lsgACC
Tell me again.

4.9.6 POTENTIAL. The particle gati, glossed 'maybe',
denotes possibility or probability in Margany. It follows
the word to which it refers and may perhaps be more correct-
ly analysed as a clitic. See also (101).
4.9 Adverbs and particles

(271) wandu Ṵwe wabaŋi / inu bama gaṭi
who that go-PRES / 2sgGEN brother maybe
Who's that coming? It might be your brother.

(272) mugaru gaṭi yugan dangingu
tomorrow maybe rain fall-PURP
It might rain tomorrow.

4.9.7 'NEARLY'. The particle garu, signifies that an event almost happened, in both dialects. See also (251).

(273) baringu pula ngaa gutyaːni
garu stone-INST 3sg lsgACC hit (with missile)-REC.PAST nearly
He nearly hit me with a stone.

(274G) ngaa banbuliya
nearly fall-PAST-lsg
I nearly fell.

4.9.8 'IN VAIN'. The particle garu, known only from Margany examples, signifies that the aim of an action has not been achieved.

(275) inanga ngaa wambadmaːni / garuwinya ngaa
here-LOC 3sg lose-REC.PAST / in vain-now 3sg
nitYuŋi
look for-PRES
I lost it here and now I can't find it.

(276) garu ngaa gulbaːni nunuŋa / garu pula
in vain 3sg tell-REC.PAST 3sgGEN-ACC / not 3sg
wabangu
go-PURP
"I told him to go and he won't go."

4.9.9 PURPOSELESS ACTION. Many Australian languages have a particle or a suffix, translatable 'just' or 'only', denoting a more or less purposeless action, as in 'I'm just looking around (that's all, not doing anything)' or 'He (just) hit me, for nothing'. Thus in Bidjara yugu would be used in both these cases. In Margany and Gunya the function illustrated in the former example is fulfilled by the particle gānu while the idea of '(hitting) for nothing, for no reason' is denoted by an inflected form of a noun gūgu, whose meaning is not known. The locative gūgūgga is attested in Margany and Gunya (RR) and the ergative or instrumental gūgūgu in Gunya (C.McK).

In (278G) gānu seems to denote 'just' or 'only' in the sense 'nothing but' rather than in the sense 'to no purpose'.

(277) gānu ngaa wabaŋi
just lsg go-PROX-PRES
I'm just walking around.

(278G) nunVuŋYa guma gānu
face blood just
His face is covered with blood.
(C.McK)
That bloke hit me for nothing.

4.9.10 POSSESSIVE PARTICLE. The particle magunya, attested in Margany only, emphasises ownership and is translated 'own'.

Take my horse. No, I'll take my own.

4.9.11 DEMONSTRATIVE PARTICLE. bala may be a demonstrative particle; Mrs. Shillingsworth has translated it as "that's the one". See also (239).

Here. (in answer to 'Where are you?')

That woman's the best cook in the camp.

I always camp here.

MISCELLANEOUS CLITICS

The suffix -:nya - winya is used to signify a changed situation and can be translated 'now' or 'then' according to the tense of the verb. The allomorph -:nya occurs after final /a/ and /i/ and -winya occurs after /u/; there are no examples where it follows a consonant. There are probably no restrictions to the type of word this clitic can follow, although there are no examples where it is attached to a verb. See also (261) and (275).

We used to eat kangaroos but now we eat sheep.

"Water been there yesterday but there's no more."

I used to live in a humpy but now I live in a house.

manda and munda may be two different morphemes; however, the first vowel is sometimes unclear. They have been heard only in Gunya and their function is not known; all
known examples are therefore given. Examples (287-291) are from Mrs. McKellar and (292-298) from Charlie McKellar. On a couple of occasions manda has been heard as a separate word, with a primary stress, and is written separately, but this may be due to the speaker's hesitancy.

(287) banYamanda  wadYayindana
      many-     go-CONT-PRES-3pl
They are going.

(288) unayangiyamunda  (?[wʊnɑŋgiyamanda])
      lie-CONT-FUT-1sg-
"I feel sleepy."

(289) gunaaniny  wadYandanamunda
      that      go-PRES-3pl-
Someone's coming. (?)

(290) gadgangiyamunda
      go in-PURP-1sg-
I'm going to go in (to the water, for a bath).

(291) gaďamunda  imbalinya
       / unayangiyamundawiñiya
      not-   hear-REFL-PRES-1sg  / lie-CONT-FUT-1sg- 
"I don't feel good. I want a sleep." (imbal-, literally 'hear oneself', seems to mean 'feel good'. wiñiya may be wiñiya 'be PRES-1sg'; see 4.11.)

(292) banYamanda  inguanyaña
      big-     grow-CONT-PRES-3sg
The baby's growing up now.

(293) udun  inguanyaña
      grass  grow-CONT-PRES-3sg
The grass is growing.

(294) dYipumanda  wiñinya
      small-  be-PRES-3sg
It's getting small.

(295) dYipumanda gamu
      small-  water
The water's getting low.

(296) buwany  manda wegañila
      hot     rise-PRES-3sg
"The summer's coming in."

(297) ugamanda  wiñinya
      dark    be-PRES-3sg
It's getting dark.

(298) guďumanda  gañinyaña (gañiyaña ?)
      sun-     come-CONT-PRES-3sg
The sun's rising.

The above examples from Charlie McKellar were all
elicited in a single recording session. Other sentences elicited at the same time in which manda was not used (and, at least in some cases, not accepted) included 'the sun's setting' and 'I'm getting sick/getting better/getting worse'.

A suffix -na occurs in two sentences in the Margany corpus. The first was repeated without the -na.

(299) gaґa inda gunda wabaŋi / ԡyna yudı wa:luna
not 2sg before go-REC.PAST / 1sg meat give-PURP-na
2sgACC
If you had come here before I would have given you some meat.

(300) buґina banyﺩyuna
fire(wood)- chop-PLU
"Split that log!"

A suffix -la, possibly an adverb formative, occurs in Margany in:

(301) matyala waba / имвaba:mundu
watch- go / snake-ABL
Watch out for snakes as you go along. (i.e. Go watchfully...?)

-mi occurs in the Margany sentence:

(302) gaґa pəwami / beґa:nыd)yu
spider there- / bite-POT
"Watch that spider, he might bite."

-ndi occurs in the Margany word gaґa:ndi 'no' (as answer to a question), from gaґa 'no', 'not'.

4.11 COPULA VERB

A possible copula verb wiyi, meaning 'to be' (and/or perhaps 'to become') occurs in the speech of Charlie McKellar and possibly also of Mrs. McKellar (see (291)). The same verb, with the same function, is common in Bidjara.

(303) gulbaliya maґa / gaґa gadba wiyiliya
tell-PAST-1sg boss / not sick be-PAST-1sg
"I told [the boss] I wasn’t sick."

(304) нута дąwul wagаŋila / дąwul wiyiɲiia
dog anger rise-PRES-3sg / anger be-PRES-3sg
The dog’s growling.

See also (294) and (297), and note the similar use of waga 'to rise, to climb', in examples (296) and (304).
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TEXT

The following brief story, describing how a man would camouflage himself in order to hunt emus, is in Margany. The version given is an edited combination of two versions actually given by Mrs. Shillingsworth. No other texts could be obtained.

1. nula wabaːŋi / gurunvʊ
   3sg go-REC.PAST / alone
   He would go on his own.

2. daŋiŋyda nula nudbaːliːŋi
   mud-LOC 3sg roll-REFL-REC.PAST
   He would roll in the mud.

3. and dala nula gaːtyʊːŋi yanqʊŋa
   bush 3sg tie-REC.PAST waist-LOC
   He would tie bushes round his waist.

4. wamadu nula ńambaːŋi daŋiŋyda(ɨ?)
   spear 3sg smear-REC.PAST mud-INST (?)
   He would smear mud on his spear.

5. gu獠lɪɣu nula wabaːŋi / wamadubaːri
   emu-DAT 3sg go-REC.PAST / spear-CON
   He would go after emus with the spear.
VOCABULARY

The vocabulary is in two parts. First is an alphabetical Margany–Gunya/English vocabulary, which gives only brief glosses; more detailed glosses with notes on the reliability of the forms or translations are given in the second part, which is arranged in semantic fields. However, notes or cross references on derived, reduplicated or other compound forms are not given in the second part if the information is readily available in the first part.

Pronouns and other grammatical words (such as those discussed in the various sub-sections of 4.9) are included only in the alphabetical list. One word, a place name, is included only in the semantic list because it cannot be phonemised.

See also the Addendum (abbreviated Add below) for some late additions.

ALPHABETICAL VOCABULARY

Order: a, a:, b, d, d, d, dv, g, i, i:, k, l, m, n, n, n, nv, g, p, r, r, t, t, t, tv, u, u:, w, y.

Strict alphabetical order is not adhered to in the case of forms which are derived by one or other method of word formation (see 3.4 and its sub-sections, 3.5.3 and 3.6.4) from a root which is known or believed to exist currently as a free form. Such derived forms (including two word compounds) immediately follow the root (the first root if there are more than one) and are inset. Thus, for example, gangima follows gangi, from which it is derived, and precedes gangiI. Where the root is not attested as a free form but is believed to exist as such it is given in parentheses.

baba, M: to stab, to sew (see also gunkuru)
babaya, G: sister
babî, to cut
baby, father's mother
baga, to bite
bagarâ, see bungalî
bagi, to be torn, broken or otherwise damaged; see also buyu,
  gâti, yamba
- bagïli, G: to fall (of rain)
bagîq, mussel
bada, G: to scratch
badabada, mad, stupid
badîbîda, porcupine
badâga, G: to scratch
badgli, ankle, G also shin
badgiri, M: dogwood or curran bush
badî, M: to cry
baga:du, G: today
bâgi, G: jealous
bağı, M: maybe
baçu, G: river
badîdi, G: language name
baga, tree
baga, to dig
bagul, hill, mountain
bagura, coolibah
baku, bellbird
bala, M: that one
bala, M: leg, calf
badî, to talk about
baîga, M: to hit, to kill
baîgaba, M: root (bird)
baîgara, root
bali, axe
bala, G: leg
baînî, G: untrue, a lie
baîka, M: string, rope
bajara, M: hawk sp., policeman
baju, G: child
bâlîku, frog sp.
bama, M: brother
bambu, to open (eye, mouth), also
G: to tear, pull apart
banba, G: to stab, to sew
banbana, M: to shiver
banbu, G: to fall
- banbuma, G: to shiver
banbuɗu, catfish
banda, G: to track
bandaɗa, sky
bandi, beeswax
bandil, M: bark
bangaj, back
bangani, M: sandalwood
bangara, M: nest
bangara, M: needlewood
bangu, M: nit
bapa, sand goanna
banda, penis, also G: tail
- bandayi, G: male
bandin, G: dirt
bangara, M: cloud
banYa, G: big
- banYa:rî, G: big
banYdYa, bone bream
banYdyæ, to sing
banYdYara, pine tree
banYdYi, G: to light (fire)
banYdYi, M: to come out, to blow (wind)
banYdYima, G: to make (fire)
banYdu, G: belly, pauch
- banYduɓaylî, G: pregnant
banYma, M: to count
bangga, to go across
bangu, G: knife
bangun, G: head
bapapaY, G: pup
bapiri, G: fart
bapuɗu, G: personal name
bari, stone, money
bariY, thunder
baremba, thistle
baranY, M: axe
baru, M: river
baruɗuɗu, M: Milky Way
baɗi, G: to cry
baɗa, West
baɗa, G: to hold
baɗa, M: deep
baɗi, stomach, belly
- baɗi bari, pregnant
- baɗi manda, full (of stomach), satisfied
baɗiYi, clothes, swag, bed
baɗinY, M: soon
bawuda, red kangaroo
baya, bird
bayu, G: pipe
bigi, M: woman, girl
bigu, G: another, different
- bigunaɗi, G: different
bidgi, G: chips
bidî, M: tail
biɗi, G: turtle
bidYu, G: to throw
bidYdYu, G: possibly a moiety name
bidi, M: beak
bigibigî, G: pig
bigirl, dream
bikanY, M: (finger or toe) nail, claw
bikaɗa, M: strong
bila, G: apart
bilabila, G: diverse
bilanY, pigweed
bimbul, G: catfish sp.
bingal, G: clever
bindi, caterpillar
bindidi, M: to itch, G: to scratch(?)
binbida, see binbira
binbiri, ribs
binbira, budgerigar (G: also binbida)
binda, to sit, to stay
bindal, M: clever (as a hunter)
bindinY, G: near
bindiri, mulga
binga, see gina
bingubingu, wild banana
bingunY, G: (finger, toe) nail, claw
binça, to pinch
bintada, M: pied cormorant
bindu, sinew
binYdi, G: kurrajong
ibir, M: to scratch
birinY, M: all
biratYu, waterhen
bilan, G: wide
bita, night, dark
bituɓitu, hawk sp.
bitYu, M: to throw
biwinY (?), M: spear
biya, G: flame
biya, to hunt
biyaga, tobacco
bi:ɓa, bi:pa, G: paper
buba, to rub
bubanY, carney (lizard)
bubuɗi, whirlwind
buda, ashes
- budabuda, G: white
buɗibudî, G: lungs (see Add)
buguŋ, G: mosquito
buda, M: to get up, to wake up
budanŋ, M: another, more
budanybudanŋ, buin-buin (parrot)
budba, M: to come
budbal, whitewood
budgu, shield
budgu, G: bottle tree
budgul, G: daughter
bugi, fire
- budiŋbari, M: brother-in-law
budibaka, G: place name
budyanula, light (in weight)
budigat, G: cat
bugili, crayfish
bugu, M: blunt, and see dili, mana
bugunŋ, antbed
bugui, daughter
bugunŋ, quiet, still
bula, they (dual)
bulaki, G: two
bulbabaŋi, M: jealous
bulguŋ, M: dust
bulki, M: cattle
bula, food
bula, G: calf of leg
bulanŋ, G: sp. nocturnal bird
bulanybulanŋ, G: parrot sp.
bula, G: to suck
buliŋ, M: lump
bumbaŋ, G: twigs, small branches
bumbarra, mulga snake
bumbinŋ, G: smoking
(budanŋ)
- budany bagara, G: to be tired
bungunynma, M: to shake (tr.)
bunguru, daughter's child
bunba, to lift
bundu, G: to run (of blood)
bundunŋ, M: white
bunganŋ, plain turkey
bun, M: bank
bunyula, son-in-law
bunyul, lignum
buna, M: penis
bunginŋ, M: mosquito
bungu, swelling, to swell
- bunguli, to swell
bungu, to smoke (tobacco), also
- bungudanŋ, G: snoring
buru, M: to be tired, to be sick
butu, buttocks, behind
butiŋ, G: semen
butyula, M: sharp
butyula, deep
buwaŋa, G: brother
buwadi, G: parrot sp.
buwalbuwal, M: echo
buwanŋ, hot, hot weather, also
- M: daytime
- buwanynyi, M: hot weather
buwil, G: a lump (see Add)
buyu, G: to blow, to smoke
(tobacco)
buyu, breath
- buyu bagi, M: to be out of breath
- buyu bidyu, G: to breathe
- buyu bityu, M: to breathe
- buyu guni, G: to be out of breath
bu:dyula, M: brother
"gaba, G: to ask for
"gabi, to send, to let go
"gada, to excrete
"gadi, G: to move (tr.)
gadadi (?), G: teal duck
"gada, sick
"gade, to go in
"gadai, edible grub
"gadai, G: saddle
"gadi, G: wilga (tree)
gagu, M: to tear
gagu, G: to ask
gagunŋ, elder brother
geka, M: dust, ground, dirt
dakara, water snail
dala, M: leaves
dalt, to eat, to drink
galanŋ, tongue
galbanŋ, edible grub
gajiny
- gajinymbari, cheeky, disobedient
gambil, snake
gambudu, M: native cat
dami, fat
danda, to copulate
dandi, G: ground
dangi, M: to be wet
dana, they (plural)
dana, to stand
- dama, to stand up (tr.)
dandany, frog
dandi, river wattle
ganginŋ, M: grey heron
ganu, G: just, only
ganiny, M: mud
ganybag, G: quandong (tree)
gangi, M: to fall
- dangima, M: to drop
gangil, wild orange
gangu, to take out
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dangu, M: bilby (animal)
daqi, possum
dara, thigh
darawuli, M: trousers
dari, G: language
daralawidyi, G: pig
dararu, M: black cormorant
darawulu, G: trousers
daqinada, G: cloud
daqinarara, M: cloud
daqala, stick
daqala, M: pelican
daqani, to like
- daqimal, M: to like
daqubira, waddy
daqwa, to kick
dawadan, G: spitting rain
dawul, angry, savage
- dawul waga, to get wild
dawuru, quickly, straight away
da, mouth
daqgin, G: sock
daqala, liver
daqalala, M: urine
daqibidvara, duck sp.
daqila, sister
daqilda, to wake, to wake up (tr.), also M: to chase
daqidi, son (of man)
daqiga, to scold
daqigali, white cockatoo
daqiginy, G: gall (body)
daqiguru, G: lightning
daqigap, G: moon
daqili, eye
- dqilibu, M: blind
- dqilimuga, G: blind
daqimbany, G: vagina
daqimburan, G: lizard sp.
daqindu, to know
daqina, foot
- dqinabinga, M: to sneak up
- dqinamoya, dqina wala, M: to track
daqina, G: to taste
daqibi, G: to disappear
daqindakuru, M: trip
daqindigundi, M: willy wagtail

daqindinya, G: bee
daqinany, M: step cut in tree trunk

daqini, straight

daqind, M: clitoris
daqinbulu, G: place name
daqiniyada, M: place name
daqiniya, G: rosewood
daqinuqiu, G: white-headed stilt
daqinil, M: blade (of spear, knife, axe)
gintiny, G: rosewood
giriinya, M: bloodwood
giru, G: lapunyah (tree)
diru, apostle bird

giti, louse
diwala, M: many
diwin, G: hopbush
diwuru, M: lapunyah (tree)
gi, G: tea
- giqal, G: itchy (?)
- giqi, soldier bird
- guqeq, urine
- guqunu, G: to scratch
- guqulu, G: sun, daytime
guculi, to slip over
gugun, G: flood
gula, G: sandalwood
gulbe, to put out (fire, with water), G: to shut, to block
- gulgada, log
- guluru, M: to put in
gulun, G: ironwood
- guquni, G: centipede
- guqulu, M: kingfisher
- gumbaba, to jump, to hop
- gumbana, G: sheep
- gumbaba, to erect
- gumbiny, G: smoke
- gundal, M: shrimp
- gundu, G: body
- gunga, to dip up (water)
- gunbany, leech
- gununu, M: smoke
- gupa, G: to crawl
- guqura, G: dust
- guquru, M: sun
- guqunu, G: hair
- guqura, G: dust
- guqili, M: elbow
- guqyu, M: narrow
- guwaq, alive
- guwaqil, shirt
- guwu район, son (of woman) (also
guwaq, G, guwany, M)
guwi, bowler bird
- guwbu, G: soap
dyibidvara, G: duck sp.
dyindidunya, G: willy wagtail
dyinduyal, M: parrot sp.
dyipu, G: small
dyuga, G: sugar (see Add)
gabad, armpit
gabalgalba, G: old man
- gabid)
- badgaari, G: hungry
- gabi, to be hungry
gabiña, G: lily
gabu, G: to return
gabuñi, G: hat
gabul, carpet snake
gabun, M: child
gabunñi, egg, brains
gabuñi, M: hat
gaga, M: head
- gaga gunari, M: bald
gagi, to move (Intr.)
gagi, M: to tell a lie
gagiya, G: mother's brother,
father-in-law
gadu, ant
gaduñi, north
gadga, hip
gadgai, G: leaves
gadganñi, M: sparrowhawk
gadgil, G: hard
gadkanñi, G: sparrowhawk
- gadkanñi, G: sparrowhawk
- gadkinñi, M: windbreak
gada, G: no, not
gadila, sand
- gadugaduñi, G: quickly, hurry up
gaduñi, G: to tie
gagada, M: moon
gagaladanyi, pink cockatoo
gagula, river red gum
gagunguduñi, kookaburra
gala, to be frightened
gala, again
- galaduñi, M: again
gaiuruk, M: sandhill
galga, to pour, to spill (tr.)
- galgañima, G: to boil (trans.)
galu, G: testicles
gamara, M: left (hand side)
gambañi, to cover, to bury, to shut
(eyes, mouth)
gambariñi, far (gambi)
- gambinñima, M: to bring back
- gambirgüi, M: to come back
gambul, G: bloodwood
gaminuñi, M: elder sister
gaminñi, mother's mother
gamuñi, water
ganañi, G: yamstick
ganañi, to come
ganamalana, G: place name
ganiñi, to bring, to take
gandiñi, M: to call, to name
gandiñi, M: to get
ganduñi, G: child
- gangimañi, to tease
gananduñi, M: mother's brother
ganuruñi, canoe
gandañi, M: spider
ganginñi, M: to sneak up
gungañi, G: cheeky
ganynñiYarañi, M: to go down, to get down
ganynñiYibul, G: policeman
ganyñi, to swallow
gapunñi, M: small
gariñi, yellowbelly (golden perch)
garuñi, grey (haired)
- garugaruñi, G: old
garañi, to step on
garañi, M: no, not
garadanyi, G: bilious
garuñi, M: in vain
garuduñi, G: bottle
gatunñi, G: shrimp
gatiñi, bitter, salty
- gatiñi bagli, G: to be sick
gatyñi, rotten
gatyabiriñi, M: wild lemon
gatyinñi, M: rainbow
gatyuñi, M: to tie
gatywiladañi, M: turtle
gawiriñi, gruie tree
(gawuñi)
- gawuñbariñi, G: desiring sexual intercourse
gawulañi, young (of animal)
gawunñi, dress
gayadambalñi, G: old man
gayimbañi, M: now, today
gidyimañi, G: to tickle
giwañimañi, galah
giwañimañi, G: many
giyadalñi, giyañuñi, G: cattle (see Add)
gubañi, G: to burn (Intr.)
(guba)
- gubabariñi, M: old man
- gubagubuñi, M: old man
gubalmi, M: hollow in tree
gubiñi, clever
gubiñi, to whistle
gubilñi, blue-tongue lizard, also
- G: personal name
gubugulñi, gidegañi (tree)
gudalañi, eaglehawk
gudariñi, see maña
gudiñi, M, gudinñi, G: red ochre
- gugudugulñi, red
guduñi, see 4.9.9
(gudu)
- gugudanñi, M: to bring
- gugulñi, G: to close (eyes)
gudalburuñi, M: magpie
gudamañi, M: to stop (tr.)
gudbañi, bobbies (fish)
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gubara, M: a few
gubinY, G: bare, bald
gudga, G: nape, back of neck
gudgai, long
gudgi, G: strong
gudgud, mopoke
gudili, G: peewee
gudl, black
gudigudi, G: winding

guduncy, G: alone
guduru, M, gudu:, G: blowfly, maggot
gudugunY, G: dove
gudya, G: hit with missile
gupa, pot, pannikin
gugumba, fog
gukunburu, M: dove
gula, G: red kangaroo
gula, G: to sing out
gulanY, net, fish trap
gula:budinY, G: ball
gulba, to say, to tell
gulbari, emu
gulgu, G: string
guli, M: billycan
guligi, snake sp.
guliny, G: louse
gultapa, M: whistler duck
gulukdu, G: brolga
gulYaguYa, M: weak
gulYud, M: tiger snake
guma, blood
gumada, honey bread
gumilbada, M: heron sp.
gumira, to speak
gumun, hawk sp.
gunga, raw, green (of fruit)
gunma, G: faeces, guts (see Add)
gunga, raw, green (of fruit)
gumma, M: wood duck
gunya, G: language name
gundyi, G: to hide

gundyu, G: slow
gunya, G: to hide (intr.)
gunYi, M: to hide (intr.)
gunya, M: to hide (tr.)
gungari, G: language name
gunu, M: food
gupu, G: elbow
gupu, short
gura, G: clover
guri, G: clothes
guruguru, G: all, completely
gurara, M: up there, high
gurunY(w), M: alone
guta, south
guturu, swan
guaguja, bird sp.
guya, M: to hit with a missile
guwaqu, M: crab
gwanYmangadi, M: place name
guya, wife
guyaambal, G: wife
guyan, M: stone knife, grinding
- stone (?)
guyibinY, M: curlew
guyidi, black bream
guyu, fish
gyu:, nose

Ibalu, you (dual)
ida, to leave (tr.), to put down
- idama, M: to pile up
- igari, M: to run away with
igi, G: to run away with, M: to run away
ida, M: you (plural)
idginidgin, G: cheeky
idinY, G: noisy
- idinYidinY, G: noisy
igaru, slow, quiet
igura, iguri, see mana
iliY, G: coot (bird)
ilYari, M: noisy
imba, to hear, to listen
- imbali, G: to feel well
imbinYma, to hang up (tr.)
indi, M: anus
ina, G: here
- inadi, M: on this side
- inagadinY, G: on this side
- inay, G: here, this
- inaygani, G: here
- inada, G: here
ina, ini, M: here
inan, you (acc.)
inda, you
ini, see ina
inu, your
inYgYimalu, M: place name
inYdYu, M: to smoothe, to sweep
inga, rockhole, native well
ingu, G: to grow, to sweep (?)
ipanY, M: dew
ira, G, iya, M: tooth

maG, G: run (of water) (?)
maGamaG, see maGamaG

(magi)
-madil, M: groundsheet, blanket
-magima, to spread
mada, black goanna
mada, M: to get
madburanY, bicycle lizard
madga, M: gully
madgama, M: to gather up
madgany, language name
madga, M: girl
madinYmadinY, M: Seven Sisters
maG, G: to run
maG, G: hand
-magaGwadu, G: crab
-magaG maG:linY or
maGamaG:linY, G: policeman
maG, man, person
-maG gabun, M: boy
madYamidGanY, G: bat
magara, M: crotch, fork
magita, copi, clay
magunY, M: own (see 4.9.10)
maka, bone, shin
-makabindanY, G: thin
-makama, thin
maG, G: arm, M: wing
maGad, box tree
malu, shade
-malumalu, shadow
maG, M: mark
mamadu, M: created pigeon
mambu, M: song
maganY, M: burr
manga, G: vegetable food
manga, see baG
madi, M: to burn (Intr.)
-maginY, M: cooked
manaru, G: wood duck
manGara, G: place name
mandari, G: lazy, tired
mandiri, boot, shoe
mangad, bag
mangu, beefwood
mani, G: money
maninY, lightning
manu, throat
manmada, G: duck sp.
maG, ear

-maGbugu, deaf
-maG guGudanY, G: deaf
-maG igura, M, maG iguri, G: to forget
maGara, black duck
manga, G: sand hill
mangaY, young woman
mangu, M: arm
mangumangu, G, maGkumaku, M: mouse
maG, M: hand
maGanY, mother's mother's brother
maGamaG or maGamaG, G: soon
matYa, long ago
matYa, see Gina
-matYala, M: watchfully (?)
matYamidGanY, M: bat
maya, sister
mayi, M: vegetable food
ma:bu, G: many
maGda, boss
ma:Yin, G: matches
miG, G: charcoal
mida, frost, also G: cold weather, winter
midili, to shine
milamila, G: poor fellow
milgan, M: forehead
milgin, G: milk, cattle
milinY, M: tired
milad, tears
mimanY, G: ant sp.
mimi, lips
minga, G: bank of river
minanY, vagina
minYa, M: full
minYdigi, Leopard wood
minYdYu, to peep
mingu, G: fork (of tree)
mira, G: high, up there
miG, M: hard
miG, M: to float
miya, G: to wait
muga, G: black soil
muganY, G: song
muda, see muG
muga, good
mugunY, old woman
mudgunY, G: bark (see Add)
mudi, water rat
muduwadi, G: language name
mudun, ant sp.
muga, G: blind
-mugamuga, G: blind
muga, G: to get
mugadi, hail
mugana, M: son's child, G: son(?)
muganY, gum
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mugaru, tomorrow
mugu, knee
mukada, G: burr
mukin, G: bumble tree
mukiri, M: by and by
mula, to vomit
- mulagadanY, G: vomit
- mulanY, M: flood, vomit
- mulanYmulanY, G: nauseated
muju, spring
muma, M: to point
munga, M: to block
munhidanY, M: crab
munya, M: soft
munji, G: soft
muñinY, G: spider
munYdy, body hair
munYdul, G: pubic hair
mungunY, wallaroo
muru, nulla-nulla
mura, yam sp. (G; also muda)
muli, dilly bag
munda, M: to mix
munda, dilly bag
mungu, M: spring
muma, M: to point
munbima, M: to mix
mundo, nulla-nulla
mura, yam sp. (G; also muda)
mundu, M: to block
munida, M: crab
munY, M: soft
muñi, G: soft
muñinY, G: spider
munYdy, body hair
munYdul, G: pubic hair
mungunY, wallaroo
muru, nulla-nulla
mura, yam sp. (G; also muda)
mundu, M: to mix
munda, dilly bag
mungu, M: spring
muma, M: to point
munbima, M: to mix
mundo, nulla-nulla
mura, yam sp. (G; also muda)
mundu, dilly bag
mungu, M: spring
muma, M: to point
munbima, M: to mix
mundo, nulla-nulla
mugu, knee
mukla, G: burr
mukin, G: bumble tree
mukiri, M: by and by
mula, to vomit
- mulagadanY, G: vomit
- mulanY, M: flood, vomit
- mulanYmulanY, G: nauseated
muji, spring
muma, M: to point
munga, M: to block
munhidanY, M: crab
munya, M: soft
muñi, G: soft
muñinY, G: spider
munYdy, body hair
munYdul, G: pubic hair
mungunY, wallaroo
muru, nulla-nulla
mura, yam sp. (G; also muda)
mundu, M: to mix
munda, dilly bag
mungu, M: spring
muma, M: to point
munbima, M: to mix
mundo, nulla-nulla
mura, yam sp. (G; also muda)
mundu, dilly bag
mungu, M: spring
muma, M: to point
munbima, M: to mix
mundo, nulla-nulla
mura, yam sp. (G; also muda)
mundu, M: to mix
mundo, nulla-nulla
mura, yam sp. (G; also muda)
mundu, dilly bag
mungu, M: spring
muma, M: to point
munbima, M: to mix
mundo, nulla-nulla
mura, yam sp. (G; also muda)
mundu, dilly bag
mungu, M: spring
muma, M: to point
munbima, M: to mix
mundo, nulla-nulla
mura, yam sp. (G; also muda)
mundu, dilly bag
mungu, M: spring
muma, M: to point
munbima, M: to mix
mundo, nulla-nulla
mura, yam sp. (G; also muda)
mundu, dilly bag
mungu, M: spring
muma, M: to point
munbima, M: to mix
mundo, nulla-nulla
mura, yam sp. (G; also muda)
mundu, dilly bag
mungu, M: spring
muma, M: to point
munbima, M: to mix
mundo, null
- Note: It is not clear whether n can occur initially. Initial n and (apparent) n are grouped together.

anga, G: to see
angala, G: horn
- angan-gala, horn
angama, M: to paint, cover
angau, M: to wait
angaga, M: young
angagami, G: young man, boy
angadu, G: goat
angari, name
angawul, angawud, G: swag
angawu, M: to see
angadan, owl sp.
angik, M: charcoal
(niyla)
- nilYa, G: now
angama, M: to ask for
angam, G: ant sp.
angim, navel
angimbadanY, sneeze
angimun, fly
angindinY, G: bee
angindunY, M: diver (bird)
angiyu, M: to look for
angiyu, star

ni:ibura, G: sandfly
ni:de, to smell
ni:da, M: to roll (tr.)
nuka, M: to taste
nula, he, she, it
nunda, to kiss
nungu, nasal mucus
nuni, always
nunji, his, her, its
nunupa, him, her, it
nuwa, M: that (pl nuwanYdYada)

nabu, to wash
naginY, father's father (see Add)
nadana, M: bulrushes
nada, east
nadvu, grey kangaroo or wallaby
na, M: testicles
nadvari, M: to be thirsty
nal, G: crotch
nala, G: to speak, to talk
nali, we two (dual)
nalku, mate, relation (?)
nalawida, G: crested pigeon
nali, saliva
nalia, G: female
namany, G: yam sp.
namara, M: place name
namun, breast, milk
nana, me
nandu, G: to lay (eggs), to give birth
nandari, to feel hot, also G: to be thirsty
nandi, to speak, to talk
nana, we (plural)
nanga, M, nangad, G: beard
nani, what?, something
- nanimir, M: how many?
nanimu, chin
nanuyad, sweat
- nanybara, M: to sweat
naran, M: that (mentioned before)
nari, M: to disappear
nafigi, G: language name
baru, nearly
napama, to dry (tr.)
nati, mate
nati, my
nawa, yes
nawu, frog sp.
nya, I
nindi, G: nasal mucus
nuba, G: over there
- nuba, M, nubagadnY, G: on the other side
- nubanY, M: over there
qubaŋ, G: frog sp., also personal name
qubari, M: to show
quda, M: dog
quda, to move (intr.)
- qudama, M: to move (tr.)
quduma, G: to heap up
qulgunY, M: watching, as a spectator
qulunYdYuru, M: tadpole
qulku, cheek
qumbi, G: to swim
qumbidal(a), G: frog sp.
qumbiny, anus
quina, M: to lie
quina, see quini
quina, G: that, there
- qunanY, G: on that side
- qunanY, G: that, there
- qunanYgani, G: that
- qunanYganiY, G: that
quina, M: someone (inflected forms have stem quina-)
quina, G: face (G: also quini)
guna, M: some
guta, G: dog
gutiguñ, G: bent
guna, G: smart, clever
uginy, sore
ugun, grass
ugal, M: waterlily
ugu, G: old
uga, G: dark, nighttime
ugaga, G: to run
ugu, hither
ula, G: to die
ugu, M: heart
umidal, M: kidney
una, to lie, to sleep
unala, to chase, to hunt
ura, M: two
utiny, heavy
utu, M: nape
waba, to go, to walk
wabugu, younger brother
waŋa, M: to call out
waŋi, yes, already, right
- waŋiganinY, G: right, true
- waŋin, M: already, that's true
waŋu, to cook, to burn
waŋu, G: old (of person)
waŋa, M: to dance
waŋugu, G: bad
- waŋuguwadugu, G: old
- waŋuguwadugu, bad
waŋunY, M: right (hand side)
waŋa, G: gap
waŋYa, G: to go
waŋYa+wadYa, M: place name
waŋYa:n, white woman
waŋa, to rise (of sun), G: also to climb, to go up, and see dawu
wakada, G: jaw
wakan, M: father's sister
wakang, crow
wakanYu, M: one
wakara, M: jaw
wala, see qina
wala, M: where?
waba, to carry
waja, stranger
wajI, G: catfish sp.
wajka, G: to look for
wamada, wamadu, M, wamaŋa, G: spear
wamba, G: silly, also to be lost(?)
- wambadma, M: to lose
- wambali, G: to be lost
- wambana, M: to be lost
- wambarna, G: to lose
wambu, M: yamstick
wanda, G: where?
- wandaŋ, M: how?
- waŋganY, when?
wandi, G: dingo
wandi, who?
wanana, G: queen bee
wanba, M: big
wanbu, devil, ghost
wandi, to climb
- wandima, to hang up (tr.)
wangula, G also wangugul, pillow
wandu, G: woman
waŋa, M: road
waŋga, chest
waŋgu, M: to bark
waŋyugul, G: to bark
waŋal, boomerang
waŋa, M: to be bent
- waŋgawanga, G: winding
waŋgar, G: one
waŋud, G: a few
waran, M: billabong
war, M: to run
waribinda, M: to think about
waŋi, scrub
wata, G: to play, to dance
wata, M: which way?
waŋanga, behind
wayanbida, woman
wayi, question marker
wayibala, white man (G: also wayibala)
### Alphabetical vocabulary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Margany</th>
<th>Gunya</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>wa:</strong></td>
<td>to give</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>widbil</strong></td>
<td>G: dogwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>widgu</strong></td>
<td>on the side, sideways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>widilla</strong></td>
<td>G: supplejack (tree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>widiti</strong></td>
<td>M: wilga (tree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>wilpidyuru</strong></td>
<td>dotterel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>wilu</strong></td>
<td>G: curlew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>wilvaru</strong></td>
<td>M: young man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>wingi</strong></td>
<td>M: to play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>wina</strong></td>
<td>M: near, close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>wingal</strong></td>
<td>shoulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>winya</strong></td>
<td>M: frog sp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>winyuyu</strong></td>
<td>to ask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>wilra</strong></td>
<td>G: lightning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>wita</strong></td>
<td>M: many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>wi:</strong></td>
<td>G: to be, to become (as in dawu wi: to be angry, wadgu wi: to get worse, bungu wi: to swell, gatyu wi: to fester)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>yabana</strong></td>
<td>vigorously, hard, fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>yabu</strong></td>
<td>yabunu, father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>yabudi</strong></td>
<td>M: father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>yabudu</strong></td>
<td>kinship term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>yaqa</strong></td>
<td>to pull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>yagi</strong></td>
<td>to laugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>yadaman</strong></td>
<td>horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>yadga</strong></td>
<td>wind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>yadpajan</strong></td>
<td>M: flat, shallow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>yagali</strong></td>
<td>to be cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>yalka</strong></td>
<td>G: greedy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>yaluq</strong></td>
<td>G: sp. of aquatic plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>yaga</strong></td>
<td>dry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>yama</strong></td>
<td>none, nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>yupa</strong></td>
<td>yuwaringga</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Vocabulary in Semantic Fields

Margany and Gunya words are given side by side, Margany on the left, and separated by an oblique line, /.

Where there is a dash on one side of the line the word is not known for that dialect.

Where there is no oblique line the word is the same in both dialects. If the writer has some doubt about a word a question mark is used and if he thinks it probably wrong it and accompanying references are parenthesised; in the latter case it is usually because he thinks it is the wrong dialect or the wrong meaning and cross-references are given if needed. In some cases a word is parenthesised because it is given by only one informant who is not regarded as very reliable, while other informants give something different.

In general, the source of Margany items is Jessie Shillingsworth; if not, the initials of the informant(s) are given (and these items are regarded as doubtful). Gunya items are accepted as correct if given or accepted by two
informants (one of whom can be Hollingsworth in Curr) and no other informant expresses disagreement or doubt (note that the Hollingsworth list is used only to provide confirmation, never for disagreement). Other Gunya items are regarded as unconfirmed and initials are used to identify the source. Note that Gunya informants are identified by single initials and Margany informants by pairs of initials. The Gunya informants are Margaret McKellar (M), Ruby Richardson (R), Charlie McKellar (C) and Fred McKellar (F). The Margany informants are Jessie Shillingsworth (JS), Doug Young (DY), Baker Lucas (BL), May Clark (MC) and (collected by) Barry Foster (BF).

Abbreviations for language or dialect names are Mg (Margany), Gn (Gunya), Bd (Bidjara), Gg (Gunggari), Bj (Badjidi), E (English). Other abbreviations used are n (denied), a (accepted), d (doubted), o (other), u (unknown), poss (possibly), prob (probably), pres (presumably), Lg (language), Sp (species).

To help with the decipherment of notes some examples will now be explained in some detail. Item A15 was given as /ita/ for Mg by JS (as indicated by the absence of initials; no identification is given even if other Mg informants also gave the word); for Gn R and C gave it as /ira/, M and F gave it as /ita/ but R said that this was not Gn but Mg. As the writer believes that R is probably correct on this point the last part - /ita/, M, F, MgR - is enclosed in brackets.

Items B3: the two Mg words were given by (at least) JS, gabalgabal was given by two Gn informants as was gayadambal, but the latter word was not recognised by R. Item B9: baju was given by F and accepted by M but assigned to Bj, probably correctly, by R. Item C15: didgi was given for Mg by JS and accepted, but doubtfully, for Gn by R. Item D13: given for Gn by C and known to R but she was not sure what species it applied to. Item E24: R thought C's word was the name of some kind of duck but had no idea what kind. Item 075: note the effect of the comma: (C, "rude") means that the item was given only by C and translated by him as "rude"; (C "rude") would mean that the item was given by two or more informants and translated "rude" by C.

Note that fauna terms (sections D to H) are translated only by common names; no scientific names are given as proper identifications have not been made. Where two names are given the former is the local common name and the latter the "specialists' common name" as found in such sources as Cayley (1971) or McPhee (1959). In a few cases a few words of description are added.

A - Body Parts and Products

1. head 
   gaga / bangun

2. brain
   gabun (=egg)

3. head hair
   gurun

4. grey (haired)
   garu

5. bald head
   gada gunari / bangun gudbin

6. forehead
   milgan / baiki

7. face
   unyanYa (F unyanYa)

8. eye
   gili

9. tears
   milYad

10. nose
    gu:
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11. nasal mucus  gungud
12. mouth  da:
13. lips  mimi
14. tongue  galany
15. teeth  iqa
16. saliva  nali
17. ear  ngaia
18. cheek  nuki
19. chin  ngaamu
20. jaw  wakara
21. beard  ngaaga
22. throat  manu
23. nape  utu
24. shoulder  winga
25. armpit  gabaq
26. arm  mangu
27. elbow  guti
28. hand  mara
29. fingernail, toenail  bikanu
30. chest  wanga
31. breast  gamun (DY gamu)
32. rib  binbiri
33. heart  ulgu
34. lungs  yulku
35. stomach  bati
36. belly  bati
37. gall  diginy (F 'liver')
38. liver  giba
39. kidney  umidal
40. navel  nimbinu
41. waist  yangi
42. back  bangad
43. bowels, guts  bati (see 35, 36)
44. buttocks  butu
45. anus  gombiny (DY), indi (BL)
46. faeces  guna (DY, BL)
47. fart  bapiri
48. penis  banga (DY), buka (BL)
49. urine  duqad (DY), giba (BL)
50. testicles  ngaqa (BL)
51. semen  galu
52. vagina  minanu (DY, BL)
53. clitoris  ginid (BL)
54. pubic hair  giniq (BL)
55. crotch  magara (BL) (cf. N9)
56. hip  gadga
57. thigh  dara
58. leg  bala

(Note: banydyud, also translated 'stomach' and 'paunch', seems to be the internal organ while bati is a more general term and is used for the external body part.)
Margany and Gunya

59. knee              mugu
60. calf             / buja
61. shin             maka (=bone) / badgi (R, also ankle)
62. ankle            badgi
63. foot             gina
64. toenail, see 29.
65. body             yulu / gundu
66. body hair, fur   munyda
67. skin             yuval / yuval (R), yulan (M, BjR)
68. bone             maka
69. blood            guma
70. fat              dami
71. sinew            bingu
72. sweat            nanyad
73. vomit            mulan (C) / mulagadan (cf. V7)
74. breath           buyu
75. snoring          / bungudan (cf. V10)
76. cough            gunkuru (a R)
77. sneeze           nimbudany
78. sore             ujiny
79. swelling         bungu
80. lump             bulv / bu:ny

B - Human Classification
(Note: apart from items 12 to 15, these words refer only or essentially to Aborigines.)
1. person, man        maçi
2. woman             wayanbida (See also 6) (mugety (C,F, GgR))
3. old man            gubabar, gubaguba / gabalgabal, gayadambal
                      (M, F, nR)
4. old woman         mudgun
5. young man          wilvara / nangaçu (R, also 'boy')
6. young woman        bigal (also given as / mangan (M,F,nR)
                      'woman' and 'girl'),
                      mangan (M, F, nR)
                      'single woman')
7. boy               maçi gabun (see 1,9) / (see 5)
8. girl              madgara (see also 6) /
9. child             gabun / gandu (bału, F, M, BjR)
10. mate, friend      nati (also nari, F, probably error; nalku, F, M, GgR, aJS
                      as meaning "a relation")
11. stranger         waja
12. white man         wayilbala / wayilbala (F), wayilbala
                      (M) (from E white fellow),
                      wigi (F, may not be Gn)
13. white woman       wadýin (BF) / wadýin (from E white
                      gin)
14. policeman         bajpara (=Sp. hawk) / maça maga:liny or
                      maça maga:liny, ganydyibul
                      (from E master)
15. boss             maça
16. ghost, devil      wabu
17 to 20, personal names ("nicknames")
17. Charlie McKellar  / bapudu (C)
18. Ruby Richardson   / gubi (cf. F9)
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C - Kinship
(Note: it is presumed that when the system was intact the terms given below were more complex in meaning, at least in English terms, than shown. For example, as well as father and father's brother, yabu may have been father's father's brother's son, father's father's father's brother's son's son, etc.)

1. father, father's brother yabu, yabunu, also yabudi (JS), (yabudo, F, see 2)
2. father's sister, mother-in-law wakan / yabudu (R, see 1 and Add)
3. mother, mother's sister yana, yanana, yanadi
4. mother's brother, father-in-law gananu / gadiya (see also 18)
5. elder brother gagun
6. elder sister gaminu / babaya (M) (mayada (C, MgR, see 8))
7. younger brother wabudu (aR)
8. younger sister mayada (see 6) /
9. brother (not the eldest nor the youngest) bama /
10. brother (unspecified) budya (or / buwada (R) (both from E))
11. sister (unspecified) yagi (MC) / yiga (RL) / yiga (R, from E)
12. husband gungal
13. brother-in-law buqibari / (nadin, C, cf. 20)
14. wife, sister-in-law guyada (F also guyadambal)
15. son (of a man) gidgi / gidgi (adR), mugana (C, cf.25)
16. son (of a woman) guway (son of / guway (M), guwana
   speaker) duwana
17. daughter (of a woman (only?)) bukul / bukul (M, a later oLgR, C"cousin's daughter").
18. son-in-law bungyda (also 'father-in-law' and 'mother's father', see 4)
19. daughter-in-law yabugu (also 'mother-in-law', but see 2)
20. father's father nadiny (see also 13 and 22)
21. father's mother babiny (and see 23)
22. mother's father (see 18) / (nadin, C,F, see 20)
23. mother's mother gamin / gamin (C also 'father's mother'), bunuru (M, see 26)
24. mother's mother's brother marany
25. son's child (of woman?) mugana / (see 15)
26. daughter's child (of woman?) bunguru (C 'son's child (of man?)')

D - Mammals
1. male yangud (or yangud) / bangdayi (F, a d R)
2. female ——— / namiya
3. young (of animal) gawula (cf. Appendix 1, B5)
4. fur munyda (cf. A66)
5. tail biği
6. claw bikany
7. horn nälga nagalga
8. dog nuda
9. wild dog, dingo wendj
10. pup (see 3) bapapan (M, from E?)
11. red kangaroo bawuda / gula (bawuda (M, MgR))
12. grey kangaroo / gàdgu (also in Bd, but cf. 14)
13. wallaroo munguny / munguny (C, SpdR)
14. wallaby gàdgu (cf. 12) /
15. bilby gàngu
16. water rat muddi /
17. mouse manku manku / mangu mangu
18. native cat gàmbudu /
19. possum dànuq /
20. porcupine, echidna baddiga
21. bat màtYambîdàn \( \text{(madYambidanY)} \) /
22. horse yadaman / milgin (M, from E milk(ing)), giyagu (C), giyadal (F), giyada (R) gi:da1 (C) (all from E)
23. cattle buliki / (from E bullock)
24. sheep dumba
25. pig /
26. goat /
27. cat /

E - Birds
1. bird baya
2. wing mala
3. beak bigi /
4. feather buda /
5. egg gabuny /
6. nest (in tree) bangara
7. emu gulbari /
8. plain turkey bunganý
9. brogla güntara /
10. pelican đaža /
11. crane, heron yamba:liný
12. blue crane, grey heron ganginý /
13. crane, white-necked heron gumibada /
14. shag, black cormorant dåraru /
15. shag, pied cormorant bintada (d) /
16. diver ninduny /
17. swan guturu
18. wood duck guurma / manaru (C, second vowel doubtful)
19. teal duck yamuru / ďadadi (?) (C)
21. widgeon, pink-eared duck gibilvra (cf. 23) /
22. mountain duck gibilvra (C), gibilvra (SpdR)
23. wistler duck gulata / C, identified from a fairly detailed description by K. Simpson of State College of Victoria, Burwood)
24. Sp. duck --- / mag mandatory (C)
25. coot balgabida / ijin
26. barker, white-headed stilt --- / giriŋbugiriŋbu
27. dotterel wipidvuru
28. curlew guyibiny / wulu
29. waterhen bitengu / bitengu (R)
30. eaglehawk, wedge-tailed eagle guđala
31. kitehawk, balpara
32. fish hawk, bițubițu (BF) / bițubițu (see 32)
33. sparrowhawk, gadganv (a) / gadkanv (C, aSpdR)
34. mopoke (prob. boobook owl) gudgud
35. sp. owl (poss. barn owl) gidaŋ (aJS)
36. sp. "owl" (prob. tawny frogmouth) --- / bulany
37. (prob.) spotted nightjar guțaguța (a, but thought to be a Sp. hawk) (C, identified from a fairly detailed description by K. Simpson of State College of Victoria, Burwood)
38. crow wakan
39. kookaburra gagungudu (a R) (Note: also gagungud recorded from JS for 'butcher bird', but it is doubted that this is different)
40. kingfisher (green and blue) duļu / ---
41. magpie gudalburu / ---
42. peewee, mudlark widiți / gudidimy
43. Willy Wagtail gindigindi / dyindidymy
44. apostle bird ďiru
45. bower bird guwi
46. bellbird bakubaku
47. soldier bird, noisy miner ďiti
48. white (sulfur-crested) cockatoo ďigađi
49. pink (Major Mitchell) cockatoo gagaladany
50. galah gilagila
51. blue-bonnet dʊŋguyal / buwadi
   (Note: it is not clear whether these names refer to one or
   the other bird or whether both have the same name. Quarrion
   is buwadi in Bd - but the Bd name for blue-bonnet parrot is
   not known.)

52. buln-buln (parrot) budanybudany
53. crimson-wing (parrot) / bujanbyujan (C) (cf.
   52, but C confirms the
distinction. Cf. also
   36.)

54. budgerigar binbira / binbida (R), binbira (C)
55. crested pigeon mamadu / nrajawida (R)
56. dove gukunburu / guqun:guny

F - Reptiles, Frogs
1. snake gambal
gabul
2. carpet snake
3. tiger snake guǒu / guǒi (C, aR, cf. 4)
4. bily snake guliği (cf. 3)
5. mulga snake bumbara
6. sand goanna baŋa
7. black goanna mada
8. carney, bearded dragon bubany
9. blue-tongue lizard gubil
10. shingleback lizard mutuŋ (C mudunu)
11. bicycle lizard madburan (second vowel
doubtful)
12. Sp. lizard (red-headed, on the
ground in red soil country) dimburany
13. turtle gattywilaga / biği:
dandany
14. frog
gawud (a R)
15. frog (big, green) gawud gawud (a R)
16. frog (big, green, may be same
   as 16) / ɲubeŋ (C)
17. frog (little, brown) balyku (aSpuR)
18. frog (bigger than 17,
   brown) winya
19. frog (on sandhills) / ɲumbigai(a)
20. tadpole ɲulunyəyuru /

G - Fish, Crustaceans, Shellfish
1. fish guyu
gyamal
2. cod
3. yellowbelly, golden perch garı
garì
guyidi
4. black bream
5. boney bream banydyà
6. bobbies (Sp. perch) gudba
7. catfish (large) banbudi / banbudi, waji
8. catfish (small) / bimbul
9. crayfish
10. shrimp gundai / gatunu
11. crab guwaɗu, munidany / maðaguwaɗu
12. mussel bagid
13. Water snail

H - Insects, etc.

1. (bush) fly
2. Blowfly, maggot guçu (also F)
3. Mosquito
4. Sandfly
5. (Queen?) bee
6. Meat ant
7. Sp. ant (little)
8. Sp. ant (jumper ant)
9. Ant hill bug
10. Centipede
11. Spider
12. Louse
13. Ant
14. Sp. ant (little)
15. Caterpillar
16. Edible grub (in mulga (JS) and/or gidgea (R))
17. Edible grub (in coolibah (JS), in ground (R))
18. Leech

I - Language, Ceremony

1. Language, speech pandinY (derived / garI from verb 'to speak'; may mean only 'speech')

2-7 Language names occurring in recorded corpus

2. Badjidi
3. Gunya
4. Gunggari
5. Margany
6. Muruwari
7. Ngarigi
8. Name
9. Song, corroboree mambu
10. Possible moiety name

J - Camp, Artefacts

1. Camp
2. House (European)
3. Humpy
4. Windbreak
5. Spear wamada, wamadu, biwinya (?, BF) / wamara (F)
6. Boomerang
7. Nulla-nulla (throwing stick)
8. Waddy (club)
9. Shield
10. Axe
11. Knife, chisel guyan (see also 15)
12. Blade (of spear, knife)
13. Yamstick (digging stick)
14. Pot, pannikin
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15. grinding stone guyan (see also 11) / ——
16. bag / mangad
17. dilly bag (for carrying babies or food) munda (a) / munda (R, C 'pillow')
18. string, rope baŋka / gu1un
19. net / gu1un
20. canoe / gu1un (R)
21. swag batyi / nawud (R), nawu (C)
22. bed / ——
23. groundsheet, madil (cf. R22) blanket one sleeps on / ——
24. pillow wangu1 / wangu1 (C), wangud
25. clothes batyi / gur1
26. shirt / duwad1 (from E)
27. trousers garawuli / garawulu (from E)
28. dress / gawun (from E gown)
29. hat gabuti / gabudi
30. socks / ga:gin (from E)
31. boots, shoes / mandiri
32. saddle / ga:gal (from E)
33. billycan guli / garudu (F)
34. bottle / gu:bu (from E)
35. soap / buyu (from E)
36. pipe / ——
37. tobacco biyaga (from E)
38. paper / bi:pa, bi:pa (F) (from E)
39. matches / ma:dyin (from E)

K - Fire, Food, Water
1. fire, firewood budí / biya
2. flame yatyu / biya
3. smoke gununy / gumbiny (C gununy)
4. charcoal niki / mida
5. ashes buda
6. food gunu, bulu / bulu
(Nota: these words are given as a translation of 'tucker', which in the English of many Aborigines means 'vegetable food'. However, it seems that they may mean 'food, in general' and that the word 'tucker' in this part of Queensland also has this meaning.)
7. vegetable food mayi / manda
8. meat yudí
9. honey gudya
10. honey-bread gumadão
11. beeswax bandi (a) / bandi
12. milk gamun (=breast) / milgin (from E, cf.D23)
13. tea / gî: (from E)
14. alcoholic drink / yura:mu (F, from E rum)
15. sugar / duğa (R also dyuga, from E)
16. water gamu

L - Sky, weather
1. environment yamba (=camp) (e.g. / ——
in yamba baqini, 'day is breaking';
2. sky bandaga
3. sun gurú / guń (M also buwan, = 'hot')
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4. moon gagađa (also C) / ğilgağ
5. star niyadu
6. Milky Way baruwađu (cf. baru 'river')
7. Seven Sisters madinymadinym / ___
8. daytime buwanY / ğudu (=sun), bàda:du (M, =today)
9. nighttime, dark bița / uga, bița (M)
10. shade malu
11. shadow maiumalu
12. summer, hot weather buwanYgii, buwanYgila / buwanY
13. winter, cold weather yagal (= cold) / miđad (= frost)
14. cloud dařinara (thunder cloud) / dařinada
15. cloud bañnara (small clouds) / ___
16. rain yugan / ̀dawadanY (C, spitting rain)
17. rainbow gatYin / ___
18. thunder barinY (F gunbulanY)
19. lightning maninY / șiguru, maninY (M), wișa (R)
20. hail mugadja
21. fog gugumba
22. ice, frost miđad
23. dew ipany / ___
24. wind yadga
25. whirlwind bubaği
26. flood mulanY / /animations
gun

M - Geography
1. place yamba (= camp)
2. river, creek baru / bağu
3. billabong waran / ___
4. gully madga / ___
5. bank bunu / minga
6. bend in river / widgu (? , C, cf. X9)
7. spring mułu (R)
8. rockhole, native well TINGSIA / daŋđi
9. ground, soil ğaśka / șaga
10. hill, mountain bagul
11. plain, claypan gunari . / muga
12. black soil / gadați (C gađiya)
13. sand bulgra / șura (M), șura (R)
14. dirt, filth / bandin
15. sandhill galbuțu / múngala
16. stone bari
17. mud daŋinY / yuğinY
18. red ochre guğ / guğin (C)
19. copi, clay mağida
20. scrub wiși / wađa
21. gap yune
22. hole maja
23. track, mark
25. road  
26. echo  

27-32. Place names, Mavgany
27. Eulo  
28. 3 miles upstream from Eulo  
29. 4 " " " "  
30. 12 " " " "  
31. 5 " downstream " "  
32. "Paroo River"  

33-36. Place names, given by Gunya speakers, but 34-36 and perhaps also 33 are in Badjidi country.
33. Cunnamulla  
34. Tinnenburra  
35. 5 miles downstream from Tinnenburra  
36. "15 " " " "  

N - Flora
(Note: where a botanical name is given, unless the initials JGB follow, a specimen has been identified by the Queensland Herbarium.)
1. tree  baga  
2. log  dulgada  
3. stick  gada  
4. twigs, small branches  /  bumbaŋ  
5. chips  /  bidgil  
6. bark  bandil  /  mudgany (M, oLR)  
7. root  balgara  
8. fork  magara (cf. A55)  /  mingu (R)  
9. leaves  gala  /  gadgal (F gaila)  
10. gum  mugany  
11. hollow  gubai  
12. step cut in tree  
    trunk  giganyn  /  ——  
13. river gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis - JGB)  gagna  
14. coolibah (E. microtheca - JGB)  bagura  
15. box (E. populnea)  malag  
16. bloodwood (E. dichromophloia; perhaps also E. terminalis - JGB)  
    dirinyn  /  gambul  
17. lapunyah (E. ochrophloia)  
    dīwuru  /  diru (M yapanyn)  
18. mulga (Acacia aneura)  bindiri (F bindidi)  
19. gidgea (prob. A. cambagei - JGB)  gubugu  
20. ironwood (A. excelsa sp. angusta)  gułunyn  
21. river wattle (A. victoriae)  gandi  
22. needlewood (A. farnesiana)  
    bangara  /  ——  
23. rosewood (Acacia sp. - JGB)  /  gintiny  
24. whitewood (Atalaya hemiglua)  budbal  
25. pine (Calitris columnellaris)  banydarya  
26. kurrajong (Brachychiton populneum)  
    /  binydyi  
27. bottle tree (B. rupestr)  /  budgu (R)  
28. sandalwood (Myoporum deserti)  
    bangani  /  guila  
29. beefwood (Grevillea striata)  mangu (R)  
30. tea tree (paperback, Melaleuca linariifolia)  gunga:linyn (AR)
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31. wilga  wişila  /  gaçi  
(Geijera parviflora)
32. leopardwood (Flindersia maculosa) miny-community
33. supplejack  /  wişila (cf. 31)
34. dogwood  badgiři (?, cf.35) /  wişbil
(Eremophila longifolia)
35. curran bush  badgiři (?, cf.34) /  guşun (R)
(Canthium oleifolium)
36. gurie tree (Prob. Owenia acidula) gawiři (R)
37. wild orange (Capparis loranthifolia) dägil
38. bumble, wild orange  (Capparis loranthifolia)  /  mukiŋ
(Note: the difference between 37 and 38 may be one of habit, or
there may be a mistake on the part of the informant; e.g. 37
could be C. mitchelli.)
39. wild lemon  gatyabiri  /  -----
40. quandong  /  danYbad (R, H 'red
quandong')
41. wild banana  bingubingu
42. hop bush (Dodonaea sp.)  /  giwiny
43. lignum  bunYuli
44. Sp. yam  mura  /  muda (C), mura (aR)
45. Sp. yam  /  ñaman (C)
46. waterlily  ušal  /  gaviřa (R, H 'root of
(lily')
47. Sp. waterlily (?)  /  yalud (R, grows in water,
long leaves, flowers, edible nodules on roots)
48. pigweed  /  biyan
49. bulrushes  nagaŋada  /  -----
50. grass  ušun
51. clover (Medicago Sp.)  /  guragura
52. thistle (Sonchus olearaceus)  baramba
53. burr, bindieye  maŋany  /  mukada

O - Quantities, colours, dimensions, physical properties,
value, human states and qualities
1. nothing  yama
2. one  wakanyu  /  wangaŋa
3. two  ura  /  bulaqi
4. a few  gudbara  /  waŋuq (M, aR)
5. many  diwala, wita  /  gilyala (M, aR), banya
(M,='big'), ma:bu (from
6. some  guru  /  -----
7. other  budany  /  bido, biŋungaqli (C)
8. all  biriny  /  guρuguru
9. alone  guρun, guρunyi  /  guρunyi
10. together  /  muŋu (C)
11. separate, apart  /  bila
12. diverse  /  bilabila
13. black  guρu
14. white  bundunyi  /  bugabuga
15. red  guρiŋuρi
16. big  wamba  /  banya, banyari
17. small  gapunyi  /  dypu (F munyipalanyn = Bj)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>English Description</th>
<th>Nupe Description</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>long, tall</td>
<td>gudgan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>short</td>
<td>gupu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>wide</td>
<td>dũyu</td>
<td>/ bitan (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>narrow</td>
<td>dũyu</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>straight</td>
<td>dingi</td>
<td>(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>bent</td>
<td>wanga ('to be bent', cf. 24)</td>
<td>/ nuši nuti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>winding</td>
<td>wangawanga</td>
<td>/ gudigudi (C, oLgR), wangawanga (aR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>a ball</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>/ gula:budinY (last vowel possibly u)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>flat, shallow</td>
<td>yadpájanY</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>deep</td>
<td>butyu, bata</td>
<td>/ butyu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>sharp</td>
<td>butyu</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>blunt</td>
<td>bugu (cf. 55, 56)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>(be) wet</td>
<td>gandi</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>dry</td>
<td>yalga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>hot</td>
<td>buwanY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>cold</td>
<td>yala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>minya</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>heavy</td>
<td>uência</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>light</td>
<td>budYaybudYa (aR)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>rotten</td>
<td>yatya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>hard</td>
<td>miți</td>
<td>/ gadgili (C miți 'stiff', MgR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td>soft</td>
<td>münanY</td>
<td>/ múnì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>strong</td>
<td>bikarıa</td>
<td>/ gudgi (also 'tight', 'fast (of running)')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>vigorously (e.g. (hit) hard, (run) fast, (speak) loudly)</td>
<td>yabana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>quickly</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>/ gãdugãdu (see also Y4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>slow, quiet, gentle</td>
<td>ìgaru</td>
<td>/ gũnydu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>slow (sluggish)</td>
<td>ìlYari</td>
<td>/ idin, idinidinY (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>noisy</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.</td>
<td>quiet, still</td>
<td>bukunya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.</td>
<td>old (of things)</td>
<td>matya (= long ago)</td>
<td>/ udu (M), wedgudany (F, cf. 49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>mudga (F also mudgamudga)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.</td>
<td>bad</td>
<td>wadgwadgu (C also wadgu)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.</td>
<td>true, right</td>
<td>yanYdya</td>
<td>/ yanYdya (C), waği (R), wediganinY (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>/ bánì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.</td>
<td>salty, bitter</td>
<td>gati</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.</td>
<td>raw, green (unripe)</td>
<td>gũgã</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td>bare, bald</td>
<td>(see A5)</td>
<td>/ gudbinY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.</td>
<td>blind</td>
<td>dillibuğu</td>
<td>/ dillimuga, muga, mugamuga (F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.</td>
<td>deaf</td>
<td>mànabugu</td>
<td>/ maŋa gududany, maŋa bugu (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.</td>
<td>(be) hungry</td>
<td>gabiña (M) (Root is gabid 'hunger', hence also F gabidbari 'hungry')</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.</td>
<td>(be) thirsty</td>
<td>nadjari</td>
<td>/ nangari (R, cf. V35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>greedy</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>/ yuŋany, yalka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.</td>
<td>bilious</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>/ garadany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.</td>
<td>nauseated</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>/ mulanYmulanY (cf. A73,V7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note: the difference between 60 and 61 is not clear.)
62. thin makamaka / makabindaŋv, makamaka (R) (maka 'bone')
63. sick gadda / baṭibari (C)
64. pregnant baṭibari / baṭibari (C) banydyuŋbayi (R)
65. alive duwaŋ (ar)
66. tired mičiny / bungany (M) (see V22)
67. clever (e.g. at hunting) binda / binda (ar)
68. clever (as a doctor) gubi (BF)
69. clever (dexterous?) / guya (see Add)
70. old (of a person, see also A4) / garugaru (F), (waŋu, F, may be Bd)
71. young (of a person) ganga (cf. B5) /
72. silly, mad, stupid badabada (also 'drunk' BF) / badabada, wamba (R)
73. wild, angry dawu (C) (dawu1 waga 'get wild')
74. cheeky dašinybari / dašinybari (F), dašinybayi (R), idginidgin (C), gaŋganv (F, "larrikin")
75. desirous of sexual / gawudbari (C, "rude", cf. Bd gawud 'desire for sexual intercourse')
76. jealous bu1 babari / baŋi (dR)
77. poor fellow! yuwariga / mi1 ami la

P - Motion
1. go, walk, come waba / wadYa (F also waba)
(only when ugu precedes, see 4.9.2.1)
2. come budba, gana / gana
3. come back, return gambira / gabu (C) (gambira (C, MgR), gambi (F))
4. go in, enter gadga
(Note: also used with gamunga 'water-LOC' to mean 'bathe')
5. come out banydyi /
6. get up, go up buda (F idba)
7. get down, go down gangnyara (F inba)
8. go across bangga
9. run wa³a / ma³a (ugana, dR)
10. escape, run away igi /
11. creep, sneak up gin binga, ganqiny waba / (yull, R. cf. Q3)
12. limp yangi /
13. jump, hop gumba
14. crawl wandi / dupa
15. climb wandi / waga, wandi (C, F 'to ride')
16. play wingi / wata
17. dance wada / wata (R)
18. fall gæŋi / banbu
19. slip over guduli /
20. trip dinkakuru (adverb?)
21. swim yuŋara / njumbi (ŋambí C)
22. move, be in motion gaŋa (C, MgR)
23. move, shift (as in 'Move over!') gaŋi (R) (may be a bound morpheme, see 3.4.4)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q - Rest, existence</th>
<th>R - Induced rest and motion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24. disappear</td>
<td>1. chase, hunt away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. track</td>
<td>2. chase (fish towards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. hunt, go hunting</td>
<td>net)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. run away with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. send, let go (cf. 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. move (trans.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. shift camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. leave (trans.), put down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. let go, leave alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. stand up (trans.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10. get, pick up, catch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11. get</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12. bring, take</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13. bring back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14. carry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15. dip up (water)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16. put in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17. take out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18. gather up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19. hold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20. lift, pick up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21. hang up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22. spread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23. heap up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24. drop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25. spill, pour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26. lose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27. give</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28. steal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29. hide (trans.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30. push</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31. pull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32. roll (trans.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33. point (trans.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Q - Rest, existence**

1. sit, stay  
2. stand, be standing  
3. stoop  
4. lie, camp  
5. hide (intr.)  
6. be lost  
7. float  
8. be, become

**R - Induced rest and motion**

1. chase, hunt away  
2. chase (fish towards net)  
3. run away with  
4. send, let go (cf. 8)  
5. move (trans.)  
6. shift camp  
7. leave (trans.), put down  
8. let go, leave alone  
9. stand up (trans.)  
10. get, pick up, catch  
11. get  
12. bring, take  
13. bring back  
14. carry  
15. dip up (water)  
16. put in  
17. take out  
18. gather up  
19. hold  
20. lift, pick up  
21. hang up  
22. spread  
23. heap up  
24. drop  
25. spill, pour  
26. lose  
27. give  
28. steal  
29. hide (trans.)  
30. push  
31. pull  
32. roll (trans.)  
33. point (trans.)
34. stop (trans.) gudama / —
35. block munga / gülba (C, cf. 16, S22)
36. tie gatYu / gadYu
37. throw bitYu / bidYu (C bitYu)

S - Affect
1. hit balga / guni (also balga C, F, gingo C, F)
2. pelt, hit with missile, spear gutYa / gudYa
3. kick gatYa
4. break (intr.) gungi (cf. V34)
5. break (trans.) gurma
6. cut babi
7. chop banYdYu (C gunda)
8. stab baba / banba (F baba)
9. tear, pull apart gadu / bambu (R, M?)
10. pinch binga
11. step on gara
12. rub, grind bubu
13. shake bungunYma / —
14. dig baga
15. bury, cover, smother (fire) gamba (R) (gambama F)
16. paint, cover namba / —
    (e.g. with mud)
17. burn, cook (intr.) mangi / guba
18. burn, cook (trans.) wadu
19. boil (trans.) —— / galgama (M)
20. light (fire) ganYba / banYdYma (gibama, F)
21. blow (fire) bunYu / buya (R, cf. A75 and V10), (bubama F)
22. put out (fire, with water) gulba
23. mix (trans.) munbima / —
24. wash gabi (F also wadgi, from E)
25. dry (trans.) nata (aR)
26. sew babu / banba (R) (cf. 8)
27. make (humpy), erect gumba
28. smooth (the ground), sweep inYu / ingu (R) (cf. V21)
29. make (implement) banYdYu (= chop) / —
30. do yama

T - Attention
1. wait nangu / miya
2. see, look at na: / naga
3. peep minYu
4. watchfully (?) matYala (cf. P25) / —
5. watching nulguni / —
    (as spectator)
6. look for nitya / waika
    (see 3.5.3(b))
7. hear, listen imba

U - Thought, speech
1. know dingu
2. think (about) waribinda / —
3. talk, speak nangi / nalganga, nangi
| 4. talk about | baibi (C, ABS object) |
| 5. say, tell | gulba |
| 6. show | manYDA (ABS (C), DAT (F) object) |
| 7. call (out to) | wağa |
| 8. call out (intr.) | diga |
| 9. scold, rouse on | banYDYa |
| 10. sing | gubi |
| 11. whistle | gaği |
| 12. tell lies | windyYu |
| 13. ask (someone to do something) | windyYu |
| 14. ask (a question) | windyYu |
| 15. ask for | nima |
| 16. count | banyMa |
| 17. call, name | ganYga |
| 18. forget | mana iguRa |
| 19. send (a message) | dabi (R) (cf. R4) |

**V - Corporeal**

| 1. eat, drink | daia |
| 2. bite | baga |
| 3. taste | nuka |
| 4. suck | bulYa (R) |
| 5. swallow | ganYga (a LgdR) |
| 6. be full, | bati manda |
| | be satisfied (baši 'stomach') |
| 7. vomit | mula |
| 8. smell | guđa |
| 9. breathe | buyu bitYu |
| 10. blow, pant, smoke (tobacco) | buyu bidaYu |
| 11. smoking (tobacco) | buye (R also bungu 'to smoke') (cf. S21) |
| 12. be out of breath | buyu bagi |
| 13. cough | gunkuru baba |
| 14. kiss | nunda |
| 15. open (eyes, mouth) | bambu (cf. S9) |
| 16. close (eyes, mouth) | gamba, munga (of / mouth) |
| | gułba (of mouth M, of eyes R) (cf. S2), gułuli (of eyes M) |
| 17. sweat | nánYbara (cf. A72) |
| 18. excrete (urine, faeces) | dada (BL) |
| 19. copulate | danda (BL, DY, F) |
| 20. give birth | gatYu (= tie) |
| 21. grow | yungu |
| | ingu |
| | bundanY bađaRa (M), mandari |
| 22. be tired | una |
| 23. sleep | bigiri (R bigiri) |
| 24. dream | budu (cf. P6) |
| 25. wake up (intr.) | gidba |
| 26. wake up (trans.) | imbali (M, reflexive of 'hear') |
| 27. feel well | bi:gal (R) |
| 28. be itchy | bindidi |
| 29. scratch | biri |
Vocabulary in semantic fields

30. tickle / gidYima
31. tease gangima
32. swell buguli (R) (cf. A79, but seems to be reflexive form of a verb root)
33. be sick buri / gați bagi
34. die gungi (cf. S4) / ula, gungi
35. feel hot ñandari (cf. 058)
36. feel cold yagali (cf. 033)
37. shiver banbana
38. be afraid gala
39. like gați (DAT object), / gați (DAT object) dațiima (ABS object)
40. laugh yadî
41. cry badi / bätî
42. sulk gumira (adR)

W - Non-human actions and states
1. bark wangu / wanYguli (M), (waŋgu R)
2. lay (eggs) / ñanda (M) (F ñaŋa, cf. V18)
3. rise (of sun) waga (F also of dust) (gaŋi C)
4. set (of sun) ganYdYara (= go down)
5. shine, be shiny miǧiili
6. fall (of rain) gaŋi (= fall) / bagiili (presumably reflexive of bagi, see 9)
7. run (of water, blood) / maŋa (?R), maŋa (C, of water, = run) bundu (C, of blood)
8. blow (of wind) bunYdYi (= come out) buya (R, = blow), (buba, C, = rub)
9. be damaged, torn, broken bagi (see 6 and V33 for the only known uses of this verb in Gunya; also V12)

X - Location
1. north gadbu
2. south guta
3. east ñadba
4. west bața
5. near, close wina / bindini
6. far gambari
7. in front wawu (C) (heard only as locative)
8. behind
9. on the side wadgunY (d)
10. right gama (R)
11. left gamara
12. on this side inadji / inagadini
13. on the other side ñubadji / ñunagadini (F), ñubagadini
14. high, up there gurara / mira (R)
15. hither, this way ugu
16. away gundu

Y - Time
1- yesterday yuriniYdYa / gunda (M, dR), (guli, = Bd), (matYamatYa M, cf. 5,7)
APPENDIX I
MARGANY AND GUNYA VOCABULARIES FROM CURR

For some discussion of these vocabularies see 1.2. The vocabularies are given with the order and numbering as in the semantic fields vocabulary; items not found there are numbered with a postposed letter, as H4a. The ordering and numbering are according to what are believed to be the actual meanings of the words; these may differ from the meanings given in the English column. This gives Curr’s English gloss, the next two give Playfair’s and Hollingsworth’s words, respectively, and the last gives references to other items to which they might correspond, corresponding items from Bidjara or other dialects, or any other relevant comments. If the word is the same in Margany, Gunya and Bidjara a phonemicisation only is given in this column. References to other dialects are given only if the word does not seem to belong to any of these three. Where a cross-reference uses the word ‘above’ it is to the semantic fields vocabulary; otherwise it is to the appropriate item in the appendix. The abbreviation u means ‘the word for this is not known in the dialect(s) whose abbreviation(s) follow(s) (or in Mg, Gn, and Bd if no abbreviation follows)’; for language name abbreviations see the introduction to the semantic fields vocabulary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Playfair</th>
<th>Hollingsworth</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>head</td>
<td>toogo</td>
<td>thoonngoo</td>
<td>Bd dünəu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>hair of the head</td>
<td>turoin</td>
<td>thoooro</td>
<td>Mg, Gn dūrūn’y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>bald</td>
<td></td>
<td>goorpin</td>
<td>Gn gudbin’y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>eye</td>
<td>tille</td>
<td>teeləe</td>
<td>gili</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: the difference in meaning between 6 and 7 is not clear.
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For some discussion of these vocabularies see 1.2. The vocabularies are given with the order and numbering as in the semantic fields vocabulary; items not found there are numbered with a postposed letter, as H4a. The ordering and numbering are according to what are believed to be the actual meanings of the words; these may differ from the meanings given in the English column. This gives Curr’s English gloss, the next two give Playfair’s and Hollingsworth’s words, respectively, and the last gives references to other items to which they might correspond, corresponding items from Bidjara or other dialects, or any other relevant comments. If the word is the same in Margany, Gunya and Bidjara a phonemicisation only is given in this column. References to other dialects are given only if the word does not seem to belong to any of these three. Where a cross-reference uses the word ‘above’ it is to the semantic fields vocabulary; otherwise it is to the appropriate item in the appendix. The abbreviation u means ‘the word for this is not known in the dialect(s) whose abbreviation(s) follow(s) (or in Mg, Gn, and Bd if no abbreviation follows)’; for language name abbreviations see the introduction to the semantic fields vocabulary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Playfair</th>
<th>Hollingsworth</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>head</td>
<td>toogo</td>
<td>thoonngoo</td>
<td>Bd dünəu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>hair of the head</td>
<td>turoin</td>
<td>thoooro</td>
<td>Mg, Gn dūrūn’y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>bald</td>
<td></td>
<td>goorpin</td>
<td>Gn gudbin’y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>eye</td>
<td>tille</td>
<td>teeləe</td>
<td>gili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Playfair</td>
<td>Hollingsworth</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>tears</td>
<td>meelyarty</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mg, Gn miliYaŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>nose</td>
<td>ko</td>
<td>koar</td>
<td>gu:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>mouth</td>
<td>ta</td>
<td>thar</td>
<td>ga:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>be</td>
<td></td>
<td>?Bd 'lip' bigi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>see Appendix II, A13.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>tongue</td>
<td>talain</td>
<td>thalling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>teeth</td>
<td>yeta</td>
<td>yeer</td>
<td>Mg  ýtə, Gn, Bd ìra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>ear</td>
<td>manga</td>
<td>munger</td>
<td>maŋa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>beard</td>
<td>nauka</td>
<td>ngunga</td>
<td>Mg  nganga, Gn ngangaɖ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>throat; to be sick</td>
<td>camera</td>
<td>marda</td>
<td>Mg mara, Gn, Bd mara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>See 63a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28a</td>
<td>hand</td>
<td>madda</td>
<td>marda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>breasts</td>
<td>namoon</td>
<td>ngumoon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>the heart</td>
<td>parby</td>
<td>woolco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>stomach</td>
<td>baindur</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>the liver</td>
<td>thibba</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>stomach</td>
<td>koonna</td>
<td>goonna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>excrement</td>
<td>barndal</td>
<td>teduro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>thigh</td>
<td>tara</td>
<td>tharra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>foot</td>
<td>tena</td>
<td>thinner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63a</td>
<td>big toe, thumb</td>
<td>tena</td>
<td>mookillee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>hair, feathers</td>
<td>dunte</td>
<td>moonchoo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>skin</td>
<td>dunte</td>
<td>beer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>?cf. M9, N21 above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>bone</td>
<td>nago</td>
<td>ngarkoo</td>
<td>Bd  ngu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>blood</td>
<td>emo</td>
<td>coomma</td>
<td>cf. Mayi ŋimü</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>fat</td>
<td>komma</td>
<td>wammo</td>
<td>Gg  wamù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>the blacks</td>
<td>waga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>waga</td>
<td>'where</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>waga</td>
<td>are the blacks?'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>murringo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>a blackfellow</td>
<td>made</td>
<td>mardie</td>
<td>mishearing?, cf. F7 above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>a black woman</td>
<td>madda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>kambi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bd gambi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>wyanbirra</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mg, Gn wyanbiɖa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>a little girl</td>
<td>gumbee</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bd 'woman' gambi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>an old man</td>
<td>kaira</td>
<td>kyearroo</td>
<td>Gg gayadambal,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bd gayada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Playfair</td>
<td>Hollingsworth</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>an old woman</td>
<td>kamin</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mg 'elder sister' gaminu, C6 'mother's mother' Mg, Gn gamini, C23, Bd gami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>yungun-kyearro</td>
<td></td>
<td>'mother' yaga(nu) C3 and see B3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>a young man</td>
<td>nauka</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bd 'young man who has been through a certain (details unknown) grade of initiation' gawula, and cf. D3 above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kowla</td>
<td>coul, cowel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>a baby</td>
<td>kando</td>
<td>carndoo</td>
<td>Gn, Bd 'child' gandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>barko-de</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>children</td>
<td>yauga</td>
<td>carroo</td>
<td>Bd nula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>a friend</td>
<td>yaugo</td>
<td>coongai</td>
<td>?cf. Yanda (Curr No. 103), 'white man' Bd wigu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>a stranger</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>white man</td>
<td>wedo</td>
<td>coign</td>
<td>Prob. guwin'; cf. Kungkari (Curr No.107 Koongeri 'ghosts' gooing), Iningai (Curr No. 152 'white man' coyn), and Wadjigu (? Curr No. 157, Kanoloow, 'white man' koin).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>ghosts</td>
<td>wanbo</td>
<td>weettho</td>
<td>Mg, Gn wanbu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bd wigu 'white man', 'dead person'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>father</td>
<td>yabino</td>
<td>yabboon</td>
<td>yabu(nu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>mother</td>
<td>yangardo</td>
<td>(cf. B4)</td>
<td>yaña(di or nu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>uncle</td>
<td>kaugerno</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mg ganganu, Bd gangan' dagun'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>elder brother</td>
<td>takkoin</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mg mayada, see C6, C8 above; Bd mayada 'woman'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>elder sister</td>
<td>maiara</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Mg, Gn wabudu, Bd wabu 'elder sister' bar'nu, Gn 'elder sister' babayiga, ?Gn 'elder sister' babaya)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>younger brother</td>
<td>wabardo</td>
<td>wobboodoo</td>
<td>Mg, Ga gungal, Bd gungayila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>mother</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>younger sister</td>
<td>bairno</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mg, Ga guya'da, Bd guyaqiyila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>husband</td>
<td>koungal</td>
<td>coongul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>wife</td>
<td>querda</td>
<td>cooearer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14?</td>
<td>sweetheart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Playfair</td>
<td>Hollingsworth</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>tirgi</td>
<td>Mg, Gn didgi, Bd dillyila 'son (of a man)'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>toana</td>
<td>guwane 'son (of a woman)'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>tame dog</td>
<td>oura</td>
<td>Mg, Bd yuda, Gn yuta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>wild dog</td>
<td>wante</td>
<td>wundhie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>kangaroo</td>
<td>bowra</td>
<td>bowerra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14a</td>
<td>wallaby</td>
<td>barapa</td>
<td>Bd badba 'pademelon'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15a</td>
<td>bandicoot</td>
<td>ornee</td>
<td>?Bd wunanany 'doe pos-sum' (u Mg, Gn)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>possum</td>
<td>tangort</td>
<td>dongoorel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>the bat</td>
<td>mutchanbirra</td>
<td>Mg matYambidan,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>cattle</td>
<td>gareril</td>
<td>Gn giyađu, giyadai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>birds</td>
<td>bee-ee</td>
<td>Mg, Gn baya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>feathers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>egg</td>
<td>kapoin</td>
<td>carboon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>emu</td>
<td>koolberri</td>
<td>goolbae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>wild turkey</td>
<td>bungain</td>
<td>boongie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>native companion</td>
<td>kountara</td>
<td>Mg guđara (uBd)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>pelican</td>
<td>tarta</td>
<td>Mg gața (u Gn, Bd)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>swan</td>
<td>koteru</td>
<td>Mg, Gn guturu (u Bd)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>wood duck</td>
<td>kournma</td>
<td>Mg guına (u Gn, Bd)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>black duck</td>
<td>mangara</td>
<td>Mg, Gn manăra (u Bd)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>the bat</td>
<td>gareril</td>
<td>Mg, Gn giyađu, giyadai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>black duck</td>
<td>munburra</td>
<td>?Gn marmada 'Sp. duck'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>eaglehawk</td>
<td>koothall</td>
<td>koottthulla gudala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>a kite (blood)</td>
<td>koothala</td>
<td>coomma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>crow</td>
<td>wada</td>
<td>wotthar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>wagin</td>
<td>Mc, Gn wanań, Bd. waragan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>laughing jackass</td>
<td>kakonbur</td>
<td>Mg, Gn gungungudu, Bd gagubada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>white cockatoo</td>
<td>tigarde</td>
<td>teecaddy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>snake</td>
<td>munta</td>
<td>moonta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>iguana</td>
<td>barna</td>
<td>Bd munda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7?</td>
<td>iguana</td>
<td>quarrin</td>
<td>Bd waruny</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>fresh-water turtle</td>
<td>beerdee</td>
<td>Gn biği:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>fish</td>
<td>goooloo</td>
<td>guyu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17?</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>ude</td>
<td>See K8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5?</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>munge</td>
<td>Mg, Gn banYdya 'honey bream' (u Bd)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3?</td>
<td>golden bream</td>
<td>cuarree</td>
<td>Mg, Gn garl, Bd gâçi 'yellowbelly' (= 'golden perch')</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Playfair</td>
<td>Hollingsworth</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6?</td>
<td>perch</td>
<td></td>
<td>oo-cooroo-coora</td>
<td>Mg, Gn gudba (u Bd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>crayfish</td>
<td>bogally</td>
<td>bookillee</td>
<td>bugili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>mussel</td>
<td></td>
<td>botherercurl</td>
<td>Mg, Gn bagid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>fly</td>
<td>nemon</td>
<td>neemun</td>
<td>Mg, Gn nimun, Bd nimun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>blowfly</td>
<td>qoodooroo</td>
<td>Mg, Bd guduru, Gn gudu:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>mosquito</td>
<td>boithon</td>
<td>boothoon</td>
<td>Gn, Bd buguny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a</td>
<td>march fly</td>
<td>bea</td>
<td></td>
<td>(u Mg, Gn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>native fly</td>
<td>bunge</td>
<td></td>
<td>(u Mg, Gn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ant</td>
<td>nimmalin</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gn nimany 'Sp. ant?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13?</td>
<td>louse</td>
<td></td>
<td>carra</td>
<td>Bd gara 'centipede'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>leeches</td>
<td></td>
<td>moonquin</td>
<td>(u Bd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>name</td>
<td>ngy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mg, Gn gari, Bd nayi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>camp</td>
<td>yamba</td>
<td>yamba, yumborra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>house</td>
<td></td>
<td>goondy (also Mg, Gn gundi, Bd gundi-gallo 'belonging to a house')</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>war-spear</td>
<td>mingoo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>babaino</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>baka</td>
<td>barga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>boomerang</td>
<td>wangal</td>
<td>wongel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>wommera</td>
<td>morro</td>
<td>mooroo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>a club</td>
<td></td>
<td>mooroo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>shield</td>
<td>bongo</td>
<td>bauroogoo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>uba</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>tomahawk</td>
<td>paloin</td>
<td>ballone</td>
<td>Mg, Gn balunY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11a</td>
<td>fish-hook</td>
<td></td>
<td>au</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>a yam-stick</td>
<td></td>
<td>see next item</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>calabash</td>
<td></td>
<td>see next item</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>net</td>
<td>kooli</td>
<td>coolin</td>
<td>Mg, Gn gulany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>rug, clothes</td>
<td></td>
<td>corrie</td>
<td>Mg, Gn guri, Bd gudi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25a</td>
<td>girdle</td>
<td></td>
<td>beera</td>
<td>Bd biran 'waist strap to hold boomerang'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>fire</td>
<td>boodi</td>
<td>booardie</td>
<td>buji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>wee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>smoke</td>
<td>toga, tuka</td>
<td>thook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>food</td>
<td>(see V)</td>
<td>muntha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>food</td>
<td>yude</td>
<td>yuddy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>honey, sweet</td>
<td></td>
<td>gootcha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>native bee</td>
<td>gudja</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>milk</td>
<td>pathan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>water</td>
<td>koommoo</td>
<td>kammo</td>
<td>gamu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Playfair</td>
<td>Hollingsworth</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>water</td>
<td>kallan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gg amu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>the sky</td>
<td>bandara</td>
<td></td>
<td>bändaŋa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>todo</td>
<td>thoodoo</td>
<td>Gn, Bd ṣuɗu, Mg ṣuɾu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>sunbeams</td>
<td>gangara</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>moon</td>
<td>kokkarra</td>
<td>kakada</td>
<td>Mg, Bd gagaɗa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>star</td>
<td>neo-do</td>
<td>nguardoo</td>
<td>Mg, Gn niyadu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6a</td>
<td>Magellan clouds</td>
<td>millerrie</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7a</td>
<td>Evening Star</td>
<td>thanaugan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>day</td>
<td>nulyambo</td>
<td>goondaroo</td>
<td>see Y3 and Y8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8?</td>
<td>heat</td>
<td>teelee</td>
<td>bookooroo</td>
<td>cf. A8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>night</td>
<td>yattin</td>
<td>Bd yada</td>
<td>'daylight'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>night, dark</td>
<td>pitta</td>
<td>Mg bita</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>a shade</td>
<td>mullo</td>
<td>malu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>clouds</td>
<td>yo-gan</td>
<td>Bd yugan, and see 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>rain</td>
<td>ukau</td>
<td>Mg, Gn yugan, cf. 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16?</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>tantinga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>rainbow</td>
<td>cutchun</td>
<td>Mg gatvin (u Gn)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>thunder</td>
<td>barri</td>
<td>Mg, Gn barinY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19?</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>noola-noola</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>hail</td>
<td>mookooloo</td>
<td>?muŋadi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>frost</td>
<td>meetharra</td>
<td>miŋaŋ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>dew</td>
<td>bauanee</td>
<td>( u Gn)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>wind</td>
<td>yerga</td>
<td>yadga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25a</td>
<td>north-east wind</td>
<td>kauymo</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>a watercourse</td>
<td>thulla</td>
<td>(Place Name?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>a spring</td>
<td>mootangurra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>native well</td>
<td>incurra</td>
<td>Mg, Gn REFER (u Bd)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ground</td>
<td>thundi</td>
<td>Gŋ ŋaŋi, Bd nani</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>taka</td>
<td>Mg ʁaka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>hill</td>
<td>banko</td>
<td>bungo carripool Bd bangu, see M17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>hill</td>
<td>morella</td>
<td>(stones high) and XI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>plain country</td>
<td>goonni</td>
<td>Bd gunayi, Mg Gn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Warrego River</td>
<td>curdeela</td>
<td>(i.e. Mg, Gŋ ʁaŋi, Bd ʁaŋi)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>sand</td>
<td>curdeer</td>
<td>see previous item</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>stone</td>
<td>banko</td>
<td>Bd bangu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>barre</td>
<td>Mg, Gn bari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>red ochre or red</td>
<td>coothgae</td>
<td>Mg, Bd ṣuŋi, Gŋ ʁuŋi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>scrub</td>
<td>bardoo</td>
<td>?Gŋ ṣuŋi 'river'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>tree</td>
<td>pugga</td>
<td>barga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>wood</td>
<td>baka</td>
<td>baga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>bark</td>
<td>beya</td>
<td>biar</td>
<td>Bd biya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Playfair</td>
<td>Hollingsworth</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>bark</td>
<td>morgoin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>leaves of tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9a</td>
<td>flowers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9b</td>
<td>seed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>gum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>gum tree</td>
<td>kacola</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>box tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>bloodwood tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>mulga tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18a?</td>
<td>yarran tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>giddy tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>pine tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>currajong tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>bottle tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>wild orange</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>quandongs (red)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40a</td>
<td>quandongs (white)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>root of water-lily</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49a</td>
<td>reeds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>grass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50a</td>
<td>kangaroo-grass seed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Playfair</th>
<th>Hollingsworth</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yamma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>one</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>two</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>three</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>four</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>three</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>plenty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>big</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>together or sweetheart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>black colour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>white</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>red</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>big</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>little</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>tall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>big</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>short</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>deep</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mavgany and Gunya
English Playfair Hollingsworth Comments
bark morgoin thallar Mg, Bd gula
leaves of tree oba Bd uba (u Mg, Gn)
flowers pulpart (u Mg, Gn)
gum mookine muga nY
gum tree kacola, carcoola,
carcoolin Mg, Gn gagula
box tree barcoora bagura 'coolibah'
" " koola bar English?
bottle tree bumble Galali bampul! (u Mg)
wild orange thianburra Gn ganYbaq (also perhaps Bd; u Mg)
mulga tree kacola carcoola, carcoolin Mg, Gn bindirI
bloodwood tree weelbala Bd wldbal 'myall' but
mulga tree carcoolin Mg, Gn gagula
seed pulpart (u Mg, Gn)
gum tree gakoolie nY
box tree kooli bar English?

bloodwood tree cambool Gn gambu
pine tree pyingerra Mg, Gn banYdYare
currajong tree bingee Gn binydi (u Mg)
flame tree minderra Bd mindarq (u Mg)
bottle tree bumble Galali bampul! (u Mg)
quandongs (red) thianburra Gn ganYbaq (also perhaps Bd; u Mg)

England Playfair Hollingsworth Comments
quandongs (white) theewau u
root of water-lily gobbeer Gn gabiira (u Bd)
reeds teecull u
grassy woton ootthoon u
kangaroo-grass seed quoilpin u
	note Gn N'34 'dogwood'

English Playfair Hollingsworth Comments
black colour goorol Mg, Gn gudul
white coba-coba Bj etc. kupa
red (see M19)
big bunyarty Bd gayu (usually garu)

English Playfair Hollingsworth Comments
plenty waintu mulla-mulla
mullu-mulla Mn malama$m
yam yamma yumma Mg, Gn yama 'no, nothing'

English Playfair Hollingsworth Comments
one onkera or wonkera Gn, Bd wanga$r
roots paulludy Gn bula$u
together or aipau
sweetheart
black colour goorol Mg, Gn gudul
white coba-coba Bj etc. kupa
red (see M19)
big bunyarty Bd gayu (usually garu)

English Playfair Hollingsworth Comments
" " kapo$m
" " thippo Mg, Gn gud$an
" " goborrcan Bd gudganbati 'tall'

English Playfair Hollingsworth Comments
short coongoon Mg, Gn butyu
deep bootchoo
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Playfair</th>
<th>Hollingsworth</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>heat</td>
<td>poath (and see L8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>cold</td>
<td>yakul</td>
<td>yagəl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>a stink</td>
<td>cutcha</td>
<td>Mg, Gn gatYu, Bd gadYu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>hard</td>
<td>gurrikill</td>
<td>Gn gadgil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>soft</td>
<td>mooning</td>
<td>Mg muanYu, Gn muni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>run quick</td>
<td>ty-ty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>gently</td>
<td>ee-ik-carra</td>
<td>Mg, Gn igaru</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>old, worn out</td>
<td>mutcha</td>
<td>Mg, Gn mudga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>murgan</td>
<td>Bd miganYbadi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>&quot;bad&quot;</td>
<td>warwarro</td>
<td>Mg, Gn wadguwadgu, Bd wadgu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>truly</td>
<td>yangger</td>
<td>yaŋYDYa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>nasty</td>
<td>curtee</td>
<td>Mg, Gn gați, Bd gadigadi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>bald</td>
<td>goorpin</td>
<td>Gd, Bd gudbinY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>blind</td>
<td>moochoo</td>
<td>Kungkari mutYu (Gn mudYimYid)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>hungry</td>
<td>kabit</td>
<td>Mg, Gn gabid 'hunger', gabidbāri 'hungry'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>tired</td>
<td>coolyarlar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>wild</td>
<td>booramby</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**P**

| 1   | walk        | wegauga        | wygella        | Gd, Bd wadYd |                               |
| 1   | "           | tala           | Mayi-Kulan, Ngawun  | tala 'go away' |                               |
| 1   | come on     | wadyinko       | Gd, Bd wadYd |                               |
| 2   | come on     | kuga           |                 |                               |
| 6   | to get up   | boorangee      | Gd, Gn buda, Bd bruRa |                 |
| 9   | run         | bawdinya       |                 |                               |
| 21  | to swim     | gnooombula     | Gd ńumbi, Bd ńunibiąa |                 |

**Q**

| 1   | sit         | binda          | pinda          | binda           |                               |
| 1   | "           | begauge        |                 |                 |                               |

**R**

<p>| 10  | take hold   | murrel         | Mg mada, Bd maRa |                               |
| 14  | to carry    | bungil         | ?Bd buŋa         |                               |
| 27  | to give     | goombul        | Bd gunba        |                               |
| 27a | to exchange | buck-kin       |                 |                               |
| 28  | to steal    | goonthama      | Mg, Gn gunĐa, Bd gunĐa |                 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Playfair</th>
<th>Hollingsworth</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>to shoot or kill</td>
<td>goonill</td>
<td>Gn, Bd guni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>to throw</td>
<td>coochamyar</td>
<td>Mg gutYa, Gn, Bd gudYu 'hit with missile'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>broken</td>
<td>goondilla</td>
<td>Mg, Gn gundi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>to cut</td>
<td>bobellar</td>
<td>babi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>to chop out</td>
<td>bungel</td>
<td>banYdYu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>to dig</td>
<td>barculla</td>
<td>baga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>to cover</td>
<td>gumbun</td>
<td>gamba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>to cook or burn</td>
<td>cobella</td>
<td>Gn, Bd guba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>to roast</td>
<td>wat-thool</td>
<td>wagu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>see</td>
<td>naga</td>
<td>knarkulla</td>
<td>Gn naga, Bd naga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>to hear</td>
<td>neinne</td>
<td>imbella</td>
<td>Mg n@:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7?</td>
<td>listen</td>
<td></td>
<td>qooroo</td>
<td>an interjection?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>to talk</td>
<td>goolparra</td>
<td>Mg, Gn gulba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>to cooee</td>
<td>coolella</td>
<td>Gn gu1a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>to whistle</td>
<td>coobeel</td>
<td>gubi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>to pretend</td>
<td>cotthingella</td>
<td>Mg, Bd goäi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>eat</td>
<td>ukal</td>
<td>uckerrer, uga</td>
<td>Bd yuga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>food</td>
<td>ukulgo</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>drink</td>
<td>tappa</td>
<td>uckerrer</td>
<td>Wangkumara ūapa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>wadya</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>thirsty</td>
<td></td>
<td>cammo yuckerer gamu 'water', Bd yuga 'eat, drink'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>to bite</td>
<td></td>
<td>bøthilla</td>
<td>Bd yaga 'bite'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>eat</td>
<td>pautein</td>
<td>thallal</td>
<td>Mg, Gn dæla 'eat, drink'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>to taste</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a</td>
<td>to spit</td>
<td></td>
<td>cunther</td>
<td>Noun with CON suffix -bari -bayi; Bd idi 'smell (noun)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>to smell</td>
<td></td>
<td>eer-ai-bae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>to pant</td>
<td></td>
<td>booeeyar</td>
<td>Gn buya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>to perspire</td>
<td></td>
<td>gnumburra</td>
<td>Mg (and Gn?) ḡanYbara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>uga</td>
<td>oga</td>
<td>Bd uga 'asleep'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>to dream</td>
<td></td>
<td>piggeelar</td>
<td>Mg, Gn bigri, Bd bigyl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>to itch</td>
<td></td>
<td>gideela</td>
<td>Gn gidYima 'tickle' (u Mg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>to be sick</td>
<td>kentine</td>
<td>(see A22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>dead</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>frightened</td>
<td></td>
<td>woollul</td>
<td>Gn, Bd ula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>to laugh</td>
<td>cullulla</td>
<td>Mg, Gn gala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>to cry</td>
<td>yat-thin</td>
<td>yadi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>parrin</td>
<td>Mg, Bd badi, Gn bati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Playfair</td>
<td>Hollingsworth</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>X 1 North</td>
<td>carripooi</td>
<td>Mg, Gn gadbu (and see M10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>goorarndo</td>
<td>Mg, Gn guta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>East</td>
<td>narpararndo</td>
<td>Mg, Gn gada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>West</td>
<td>parrarndo</td>
<td>Mg, Gn baña</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>a long distance</td>
<td>cumburrie</td>
<td>Mg, Gn gambari, Bd gambadi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>come on</td>
<td>ookoo cuntha</td>
<td>See P2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>be gone</td>
<td>goondoo</td>
<td>gundu 'away'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>yesterday</td>
<td>urindia</td>
<td>Mg yuriny'dya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>coolerie</td>
<td>both 'yesterday', see Y8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>today</td>
<td>iimba</td>
<td>Mg gayimba, Curr No. 153 Yangeeberra ayimba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>today</td>
<td>nelya</td>
<td>Gn nilya, Bd niyila 'now' (u Mg)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>by-and-by</td>
<td>ngeelyambo</td>
<td>See previous item</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>baboo</td>
<td>Dharawala babu; Bd gabu 'later'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>directly</td>
<td>bobbo</td>
<td>See previous item</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>tomorrow</td>
<td>kundaroo</td>
<td>gunda, 'yesterday' in Gn, 'night time' in Bd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>mookerroo</td>
<td>mugaru (also 'yesterday' in Bd)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>long since</td>
<td>wiearra</td>
<td>?cf. B3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>always</td>
<td>wundoo</td>
<td>Bd wandu 'often'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>more</td>
<td>culliar</td>
<td>gala, 'again' in Mg, Gn, 'now' in Bd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>to do again</td>
<td>cullaro</td>
<td>Mg galadu 'again'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yoko</td>
<td>Mg, Gn ngawa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>ngowa</td>
<td>[yuwai], may be Pidgin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>curther</td>
<td>Gn, Bd, ga đa, Mg gara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>I don't know</td>
<td>yamme</td>
<td>?cf. 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following items are not found in the semantic fields vocabulary:

I  ngai-ia  ngia, ngyer  nga
I  itu  nginya  ?Mg, Gn nga 'me'
I  mine  ngatchu  Mg, Gn nat'yu, Bd nadyu
you  yinda  inda  ñida
you  idno  ngulli  Mg, Gn 'your' inu (Bd yunu)
you and I
A number of bound morphemes can be found in the above lists. They include the following:
- -nu and -pu on kinship terms (see 3.4, and Breen 1973: 137-8), Cl, C3, C4, C7, C8.
- -galu, genitive, J2
- -bayi, concomitant, O18, O57, V8
- -indu, on 'where' and on compass point names, X2, X3, X4, (cf. 3.1)
- -badi, as in Bd (Breen 1973:140) O48, O18?
- -ny, nominaliser (cf. 3.4.5) V34 and perhaps S15, V2, V40, V41
- -nydVala, nominaliser (Breen 1973:141) U12
- -la, past tense, numerous examples in sections P to V, and note the sentence in Hollingsworth
  curther ngyer imbella
  gaga nga ya imbala
  not I hear-PAST
  given as the translation of 'I don't know'.
- -ngu, purposive of intransitive verb (as in Mg and Gn), P1 and perhaps P6
- -igu, purposive of transitive verb (as in Gn and - for all verbs - in Bd), V1
- -ma, added to transitive verbs (cf. 3.5.3(a) and Breen 1973:104 and 143-4), R28, S2
- -ya, verbal inflection, P9, S2
- -da, -ra or -ra, verbal inflection, U5, V1
- -du in galadu, function not known, as in Mg (see 4.9.5) and possibly others in Bl, J1, N13, Y3.

APPENDIX II

TINDALE'S MARUKANJI VOCABULARY

The vocabulary was collected at Lake Tyers, Vic., in January 1939. The informant was Jerry Jerome. The spelling system uses the International Phonetic Alphabet, in the form set out in Tindale (1940:147). The language is clearly Margany, but the vocabulary differs slightly from that given above, being, like Playfair's vocabulary, closer to Bidjara and Dharawala.

The vocabulary has been reordered and numbered as in the semantic fields vocabulary and a comments column has been added in which, if the word differs from that given above for Margany, relevant further information is given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Marukanji</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>head</td>
<td>'kaka</td>
<td>Probably should be 'kata'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>hair</td>
<td>'turunj</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Marukanji</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>forehead</td>
<td>'ba1ga</td>
<td>=Gn; cf. A8a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>eye</td>
<td>'di:i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8a</td>
<td>eyebrow</td>
<td>'mei:gan</td>
<td>Given as 'forehead', A6 above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>nose</td>
<td>'ko:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>mouth</td>
<td>'ga:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>lip</td>
<td>'bigi</td>
<td>Given as 'beak', E3, above; 'top lip' in Bd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>tongue</td>
<td>'talanj</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>teeth</td>
<td>'irta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>ear</td>
<td>'mana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>jaw</td>
<td>'takan</td>
<td>Bd, Dh gagal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>beard</td>
<td>'ganke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21a</td>
<td>moustache</td>
<td>'monu</td>
<td>Wadjabangayi mungu; Bd 'bottom lip' munu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>hand</td>
<td>'mara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>belly</td>
<td>bâti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>back</td>
<td>'buru'ku</td>
<td>Bd budgu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>faeces</td>
<td>kuna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>penis</td>
<td>'buna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>urine</td>
<td>'to:taru</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>testicles</td>
<td>'gara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>knee</td>
<td>'mugu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>foot</td>
<td>'qina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>blood</td>
<td>'kom:a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Marukanji</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>man</td>
<td>'wablala</td>
<td>'white man', B12 above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>woman</td>
<td>'wadj:j:n</td>
<td>'white woman', B13 above</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Marukanji</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>dog</td>
<td>'gura</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>dingo</td>
<td>wanti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>kangaroo</td>
<td>'baura]</td>
<td>'red kangaroo', D11 above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>wallaby</td>
<td>'baura]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14a</td>
<td>rock wallaby</td>
<td>munku'</td>
<td>'wallaroo', D13 above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>opossum</td>
<td>'jangur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>porcupine</td>
<td>'par:bira</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**E**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Marukanji</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>egg</td>
<td>'kabun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>emu</td>
<td>'kolbari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>plain turkey</td>
<td>'bunkanj</td>
<td>Gg guludku, Dh gurur (?), Gugu Badhun gurur, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>native companion</td>
<td>'koruru</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>pelican</td>
<td>'dar:ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>swan</td>
<td>'kotu'ru</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>wood duck</td>
<td>kurma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>black duck</td>
<td>mañara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>whistling duck</td>
<td>'kopil'tjur</td>
<td>gultapa above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>eaglehawk</td>
<td>'kuðala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>crow</td>
<td>'wakan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>magpie</td>
<td>'kulbun</td>
<td>Bd, Dh gulbu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>cockatoo, white</td>
<td>'teikari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48a</td>
<td>cockatoo, black</td>
<td>'bigar</td>
<td>Bd gungi:da (n Mg, Gn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Marukanji</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>carpet snake</td>
<td>'kapol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>tiger snake</td>
<td>'bombara</td>
<td>'mulga snake', F5, above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>black snake</td>
<td>'kuladi</td>
<td>'bilby snake', F4, (and cf. F3) above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>brown snake</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>sand goanna</td>
<td>'barna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>frilled lizard</td>
<td>'bubanj</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>turtle</td>
<td>'katja'wulara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>frog</td>
<td>'batju</td>
<td>cf. F17 above 'little brown frog' balYku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>yellow belly fish keri</td>
<td>'ilbu</td>
<td>Mg, Gn banbu, also G8, Gn bimbul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>catfish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9a</td>
<td>initiation</td>
<td>garupana</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9b</td>
<td>totem</td>
<td>juri</td>
<td>= 'meat', see K8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>camp</td>
<td>'jampa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>spear</td>
<td>'wamara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>boomerang</td>
<td>'wajal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>shield</td>
<td>burukku</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>tomahawk</td>
<td>'balunj</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>knife</td>
<td>('banku')</td>
<td>See M16 'stone'. See also J11 above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>'bunta</td>
<td>bal'ka in Mg (and also in Galali)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18a</td>
<td>(fishing line)</td>
<td>'o:ko</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>net</td>
<td>melu</td>
<td>Mg, Gn gulanY; u Bd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(same nets used for fish and ducks)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>fire</td>
<td>'buri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>smoke</td>
<td>'doke</td>
<td>Bd, Dh, Playfair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>food</td>
<td>'gamanj</td>
<td>= Bd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>meat</td>
<td>'juri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>water</td>
<td>'gam:u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>sky</td>
<td>'banda'ra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>sun</td>
<td>'duru</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>moon</td>
<td>'kakara + (kaka(d)a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>star</td>
<td>niaru + (nia(d)u)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>rain</td>
<td>'kam:o</td>
<td>= 'water', see K16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>rainbow</td>
<td>'kaitjin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>thunder</td>
<td>'kagar'ha</td>
<td>prob. 'moon', see L4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>lightning</td>
<td>'bandara</td>
<td>prob. 'sky', see L2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>wind</td>
<td>'jaru'ka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Marukanji</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>river</td>
<td>baro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ground</td>
<td>'jaka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>mountain</td>
<td>'mankala</td>
<td>= 'sandhill' in Gn (M16) and Bd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>plain</td>
<td>'kunari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>stone</td>
<td>'baŋku</td>
<td>= Bd, Dh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>red ochre</td>
<td>'magira</td>
<td>'copi', M20 above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>tree</td>
<td>'baga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>native pitch, gum</td>
<td>bandi</td>
<td>gum, mugany 'gum'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>walk</td>
<td>kunduwaba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>go away</td>
<td>'kundu</td>
<td>See P1 and X16 above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>come here</td>
<td>'oko</td>
<td>See X15 above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>run</td>
<td>kunduwara</td>
<td>See P9 and X16 above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>'ga:wa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>'kara - 'ka(d)a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**APPENDIX III**

**VOCABULARY COLLECTED BY BARRY FOSTER, THYLUNGRA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Aboriginal Word</th>
<th>Phonemicisation and notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coopers Creek</td>
<td>Nockatunga</td>
<td>ŋakajunka, a Wangkumara name ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paroo River</td>
<td>Marra Gyden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clever man</td>
<td>Goobee</td>
<td>gubi, O68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain</td>
<td>Goon aa</td>
<td>gunari, M11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge</td>
<td>Burree</td>
<td>bari 'stone', M17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drunk or insane</td>
<td>Purra purra</td>
<td>badabada, 072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulga Snake</td>
<td>Boom burra</td>
<td>bumbara, F5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crow</td>
<td>Wok kunn</td>
<td>wakaq, E38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wedgetail Eagle</td>
<td>Goo ba la</td>
<td>gugala ?, E30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kite Hawk</td>
<td>Goom mon</td>
<td>gumun, E32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kite Hawk (Fork Tail)</td>
<td>Britoo britoo</td>
<td>biubityu, E31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>ŋawa, Z1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Urra</td>
<td>ara (gara?), Z2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married woman</td>
<td>Queewa urada</td>
<td>guyada, C14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single woman</td>
<td>Mungine</td>
<td>manganY, B6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Mydie</td>
<td>magi, B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>Buddi</td>
<td>bugi, K1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Um oo</td>
<td>amu (gamu?), K16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Coyoo</td>
<td>guyu, G1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp</td>
<td>Yamba</td>
<td>yamba, J1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spear</td>
<td>Bewing (Bee wing)</td>
<td>poss. biwiny, J5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boomerang</td>
<td>Wung ul</td>
<td>waŋal, J6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Dooroo</td>
<td>guru, L3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>Ar gul da</td>
<td>aqa da (gaga da?), L4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star</td>
<td>Near al doo</td>
<td>niyaQu, L5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky</td>
<td>Bun da loo</td>
<td>banda da ?, L2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>But tan doo</td>
<td>baṭa:ndu, X4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>Nyls ba</td>
<td>ṇadba, X3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ADDENDUM

During a brief visit to Cunnamulla in 1979, some additional material in Gunya was collected. This has been incorporated into the text or vocabulary where practicable but in cases where this would have necessitated extensive retyping, it is given here.

Note also that the language name spelt Garlali in the text (Section 1.3, including Tables 1.2 and 1.3, and Section 1.4) and on the map is now thought to be more correctly Galali.

Re the early parts of sections 2.3 and 3.4, the word formerly phonemicised buwinv is now believed to be bu:nv. This is the only known monosyllable in Gunya with a final consonant (none are known in Margany). (Table 2.8 has been corrected.)

Re Section 2.7, Mrs. Richardson thinks ṇuḍa is Margany, not Gunya.

The following corrections apply only to the alphabetic vocabulary, the corrections having been made in the semantic fields list:
- buḍi buḍi should be buṭi buṭi, 'lungs'
- buwinv should be bu:nv 'lump'
- add ġidga, G : semen
- ġuga, G : sugar.

Other additions to the vocabulary (ordered as in the semantic field vocabulary) are:
- ġadigadi 'part of intestine', or perhaps 'spleen'
- ginviyaal 'part of intestine'
- nuḍu 'part of intestine'

(The details given for these three items are confused and contradictory.)

- īmuṇ (C) 'mother-in-law', accepted as īmuṭ by R who, however, did not know the meaning. C also gave yabuḍu (see C2) as 'mother-in-law'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Aboriginal Word</th>
<th>Phonemicisation and notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I go</td>
<td>Iya</td>
<td>ṇaya 'I'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You</td>
<td>Wa bon yee</td>
<td>wabani 'go-PRES', P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They</td>
<td>Da na</td>
<td>gana 'they (plu.)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I go East</td>
<td>Dooroo duddy</td>
<td>ḡurudadu 'sun-ALL', L3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food (not meat)</td>
<td>Myee</td>
<td>mayi, K7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meat</td>
<td>Udee</td>
<td>yuḍi, K8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I come</td>
<td>Ny ya</td>
<td>ṇaya 'I'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What for</td>
<td>Na kee go</td>
<td>ṇanigu 'what-DAT'?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(or Yinda)</td>
<td></td>
<td>yinda 'you (sing.)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain</td>
<td>Ba gool</td>
<td>bagu?, M10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River</td>
<td>Burroo</td>
<td>bara?, M2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flood</td>
<td>Mulline</td>
<td>mulan?, L27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White man</td>
<td>Wal mulya</td>
<td>wayilbala ?, B12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White woman</td>
<td>Waj gin</td>
<td>wadjin?, B13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bunydya (see Cl8) was also translated by R as 'mother's mother's brother's son'.
bakuda 'fox'
mudguny 'bush (sp.) with little berries' (R)
gudgiri 'a fast runner' (R, see 040)
guna (069) is more precisely translated as 'clever at dodging spears in a fight'.
babu 'later' (aMgR, cf. Y6 and Appendix I).
Note also the term of abuse guna (or guna) bugalbari, meaning not known (but guna means 'faeces' and the suffix -bari 'having'). (Regarding the variant form guna see the notes on the pronunciation of nasals in 2.2).

Final proofreading revealed some omissions from the Alphabetical Vocabulary. These are:
balga, G: forehead
git, M: louse
ganvba, M: to light (fire)
manydua, M: to call out
matyamatya, G: yesterday
ambli, to swim
yuramu, G: alcoholic drink
Map 6: Tasmania, With Localities to which Vocabularies were Assigned.
1. LANGUAGES AND SOURCES

1.1 LINGUISTIC TYPE

The source material on the now extinct Tasmanian languages is so poor that only very limited conclusions can be drawn concerning the structure of the languages. They appear to have had a phonological system similar to those of languages on the Australian mainland. There were at least four contrasting stops - bilabial, apico-alveolar, laminal and dorso-velar - and a nasal corresponding to each. There was a phonetic distinction - and perhaps also a phonemic contrast - between lamino-dental and lamino-palatal stops (and, conceivably, nasals). There is evidence for a single lateral, two rhotics and two semi-vowels. The vowel system probably had three members, possibly more. The phonotactics also followed a normal Australian pattern - words consisted of at least two syllables; consonant clusters were common intervocally but rare initially; in most of the languages/dialects all words ended in a vowel.

The languages appear to have been suffixing, but scarcely anything can be said about the meanings or functions of the handful of putative suffixes that can be isolated. The sentence material is so slight that it is not possible to say how syntactic function was marked, for instance. The preferred word order appears to have been SVO and Noun-Adjective (although the former may reflect the fact that most sentences were elicited - perhaps word-by-word - from English SVO sentences).

Although Tasmanian languages seem typologically similar to languages of the Australian family, there are insufficient cognates and systematic correspondences to justify an even tentative hypothesis of genetic relationship. All we can say, is that there is no evidence that Tasmanian languages were not, at a considerable time depth, related to languages spoken on the mainland.
1.2 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The disintegration and extinction of Tasmanian tribes is well documented; it provides what is perhaps the most horrifying example of genocide from anywhere in the world. The original population of from three to five thousand - before the white invasion of 1803 - was halved each decade, partly by introduced diseases, partly by murder. Then, during 1829-34, the self-styled missionary George Augustus Robinson gathered together the 200 or so survivors and transported them to an island in the Bass Strait. Separated from their homeland, numbers decreased even more rapidly - there were 82 left in 1838, 16 in 1854 and only 6 by 1863. Truganini, the last full-blood Tasmanian left on the island, died in 1876 (fuller details are in Jones 1971). N.B. Tindale (1974:318) reports that the last full-blood among the Tasmanian Aboriginal women who had been taken by white sealers to Kangaroo Island, off South Australia, died there about 1888.

Estimates of the number of 'tribes' in Tasmania range from nine or ten to twenty or more; each had a number of constituent local groups. Limited information is available on their residence patterns, implements, foods, hunting methods, mourning customs and the like. But there is virtually no information about the kinship system, for example, or marriage rules (see Jones 1974 and further references therein).

1.3 LINGUISTIC SOURCES

The source material for Tasmanian languages can be divided into five groups:

[i] Journals of maritime explorers. A number of early expeditions spent short periods in Tasmania and took down word-lists ranging from the 9 words of Captain Cook (1777) to between 100 and 200 in the several vocabularies from the D'Entrecasteaux expedition, in 1792-3. All of the maritime vocabularies are from the south-eastern dialects, save for the short list of about two dozen words taken down by Allen Cunningham, botanist accompanying Captain P.P. King, in 1819 from Macquarie Harbour, on the central west coast.

[ii] Early colonial accounts. There are half-a-dozen short vocabularies taken down by early settlers and visitors to Tasmania, commencing with 30 words recorded by Robert Brown at the Derwent in 1804. These were mostly of south-eastern dialects - Bruny Island, Oyster Bay and the like. But Jorgen Jorgenson did collect about 60 words from Circular Head, on the north-west coast, and a similar number from the 'western language', while the words gathered by Governor George Arthur include some from the north-east.

[iii] George Augustus Robinson. At the back of Robinson's diaries, during his expeditions to contact and bring in all the remaining Tasmanians, in 1829-34, there are fairly copious word lists covering all parts of the island (although
the south-eastern dialects are again featured most heavily). Robinson's vocabularies comprise perhaps half of the total Tasmanian corpus; it is all the more pity that his transcriptions are so poor.

Material gathered at the government settlements. After the remaining Tasmanians had been exiled on Flinders Island there were a handful of further attempts to record something of the language. The most ambitious was by Joseph Milligan who was surgeon-superintendent of the settlement during 1844-7. Milligan published, in 1857, comparative vocabularies in three dialects. There were almost a thousand words in each of two south-eastern dialects, and also two hundred words assigned to 'north-west and western tribes'. However, the latter does not correspond too well with earlier vocabularies from these areas. There is evidence that by this time many dialect differences had been lost among the people at the settlement; they appear to have evolved a lingua franca, based mainly on the south-eastern dialects (since a majority of the inmates did come from this region.)

Recent work. Some material has been gathered during this century, from people with some Tasmanian blood, or from those who had known Tasmanians. About 1900 the Royal Society of Tasmania made some recordings of songs and speech by Fanny Cochrane Smith, a part-Tasmanian. However, because of the poor quality of the recording, and subsequent deterioration, it is impossible to make out the sounds; the only inferences that can be drawn concern the placement of stress. During 1908-10 Ernest Westlake interviewed about 30 people in Tasmania and gathered around 100 words, some in several versions. In 1941-2 Archibald Meston recorded 19 words from Mary Jane Miller, a daughter of Fanny Cochrane Smith, and someone who had been used as informant by Westlake. Westlake's transcriptions are fair, but Meston's were as poor as most of those of the previous century.

Finally, two scholars with phonetic training had the opportunity to record fragments of Tasmanian. In the 1930s N.B. Tindale was engaged in ethnographic research among part-blood descendants of Tasmanian women and white sealers. The four phrases he recorded on Kangaroo Island were published in Tindale 1937:36. Dr. Tindale has kindly made available to us part of his 1939 journal from Cape Barren Island; he notes three words:

\['wog\]i] 'fern root'
\['jako\]ni:man] 'wallaby'
\['naratapa] 'white man'

and one sentence:

\['ark\]ja \['ta:\]ja \['parana\] \['\]i: \['jako\]ni:man \['narata':'pa\]

'little wallaby went into the water, was hunted there by whiteman'

Tindale explained that \[\] represents a lamino-interdental stop, similar to that found in many mainland languages.

Then in 1972 Crowley made the first, and perhaps the
last, audible sound recordings of Tasmanian. He recorded material from Mrs. Heffernan and Mrs. Mundy, granddaughters of Fanny Cochrane Smith. This comprised five words:

- [lɒɡənə] 'foot'
- [jɒɡənə] 'hand'
- [mʊkæltɪna] 'head'
- [læmæni] 'meat'
- [tefiːjo] 'native bread'

and a complete sentence (Mrs. Heffernan gave a translation for the whole sentence but did not gloss individual words; we have been able to do this from consultation of earlier materials):

[tæbənti nɪŋənə mʊmæjə pʊðəbɪ pædʒɪə]  
go get wood put fire  
Get a bit of wood and put it on the fire.

Mrs. Heffernan also sang a fragment of a corroboree song, said to have been sung by Fanny Cochrane Smith before an audience at Government House in Hobart. The song has a lilting melody but unfortunately the meaning of the words has been lost. We have transcribed it as:

[kumajayngow kuːnakuːnali  
-- -- hiţiyawa: taʃima: taʃima:]  
The two dashes represent an imitation of a bird call.

Mrs. Heffernan had plainly never 'used' the few words she knew and recalled having to beg her mother to tell her what she remembered of Tasmanian. Her pronunciation of this material was almost wholly assimilated to that of Australian English (and on one repetition she added English pluraliser -s to [lɒɡənə] and to [jɒɡənə].) Note, though, that these words do show a velar nasal [ŋ] between vowels, something that is almost unknown in English, and also the sequence [mθ]. The forms that Crowley collected for 'foot', 'head' 'meat' and 'bread', are found in Westlake's short list, as is the complete sentence he recorded, suggesting that there has been a small set of words and sentences handed down among the descendants of Tasmanians this century. There can be no certainty that these correspond exactly to the forms occurring in the Tasmanian languages when they were actively spoken. But the Crowley recordings are the only check we have on philological inferences based on comparison of early transcriptions. We discuss this further in 2.1 below.

The Tasmanian materials have long fascinated scholars and there have been many attempts to gather together most or all source materials - by H. de Charencey in 1880, E.M. Curr in 1887, H. Ling Roth in 1890, J.E. Calder in 1901, F. Hestermann in 1936, W. Schmidt in 1952 and finally N.J.B. Plomley in 1976. Plomley's is by far the most complete compendium, being the only one to include the extensive Robinson materials (which only came into notice in the 1950s) and also the Westlake and Meston lists. Plomley has systematically collated all word lists and thoroughly checked his materials against the original sources. We have used his volume as the basis for our study.
There is only a little information on Tasmanian which is not included in Plomley. He does not have the material from Tindale's 1939 journal, nor the 1972 recordings by Crowley; we have given these in full here. Plomley also omits mention of the language material in Calder 1874 (although this was commented on extensively by Capell 1968). And he does not list the four manuscripts in the Marsden collection of the library of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London (see Mander-Jones 1972:362) comprising four 'short vocabularies of the languages of natives of Van Dieman's Land, collected by the officers of the French frigates La Recherche and L'Esperance, in 1793'; these are further versions of the vocabularies of the D'Entrecasteaux Expedition (Plomley 1976:13-4).

A sample check of Plomley's materials against the original publications or manuscripts suggests that he has achieved a high level of accuracy and reliability. There do, however, appear to be a few odd omissions. For instance, Plomley does not give Ganna 'teeth' from the Jorgenson vocabulary (Braim 1846:258), and for 'ear' he gives the published spelling pelverata (Braim 1846:257) and does not mention that the manuscript version of this vocabulary in the Mitchell Library Sydney (see Plomley 1976:17) shows a spelling pulverata.

Plomley (1976:5-71) has an extensive and excellent bibliography of source materials and there would be little point in our repeating it here. References in this volume cover sources that we specifically cite; for the attestation of forms etc the reader is referred to Plomley and his bibliographic references.

Almost all the Tasmanian material consists of simple word lists, sometimes indicating the part of Tasmania an item comes from and sometimes omitting this information. Plomley (1976:44-55) gives all known song texts; unfortunately, meanings have not been recorded for most of these. The corpus of sentences in Tasmanian is even slimmer - there are a handful of sentences in Jorgenson and Robinson and about 100 short sentences and phrases were gathered by Milligan; there are also two versions of the translation of some verses of Genesis, by Thomas Wilkinson, and two versions of a sermon in Tasmanian, by Robinson. It is likely that most of this material was translated word by word from English; little about the structure of Tasmanian can be inferred from it. Plomley (1976:34-43) brings together all this material excepting the alternate version of Robinson's sermon, and two or three 'spontaneous' sentences, in Calder (1874:16, 18, 28).

1.4 DIALECTS AND LANGUAGES

It is clear that each local group of each tribe had a slightly different dialect from its neighbours, and some dialects could be grouped together as constituting a single 'language' (in the linguistic sense, defined in terms of mutual intelligibility - see Dixon 1980a:33-40). The important question concerns how many distinct languages there
were in Tasmania.

J.W. Walker noted in his journal, at the Flinders Island settlement that 'every tribe speaks a different dialect, it might almost be said a different language...' (Roth 1899:179). Bonwick (1870:133) discussed the question of language, beginning by quoting Robinson's testimony that 'the different tribes spoke quite a different language; there was not the slightest analogy between the languages'. He continued: 'When a captured woman from Cape Grim, to the north-west, was brought to Flinders, it was found that she was as ignorant of the dialect of the rest as they of hers. It was this ignorance of each other's language that kept alive those tribal jealousies and antagonisms, which so often threatened the peace of the Strait settlement. When, however, they had constructed, by force of circumstances, a sort of lingua franca - a common language - their friendship grew, and local feeling improved. Mr. Clark, the catechist, thus wrote to me of the condition of linguistic affairs then: "The languages spoken were different; so much so, that, on my first joining them in 1834, I found them instructing each other to speak their respective tongues. There were at one time eight or ten different languages or dialects spoken by about two hundred persons who were domiciled at Flinders."

Schmidt decided that there must have been five distinct languages - western, northern, north-eastern, mid-eastern, and south-eastern - giving the data on which his conclusions were based. O'Grady, Voegelin and Voegelin (1966:19) suggested just two languages - Schmidt's northern being one, and the other four Schmidt groups making up the second - but did not indicate the grounds on which this suggestion was based.

It is, in fact, impossible to come to any definite decision concerning the number of distinct languages in Tasmania. Drawing the line between language and dialect is never an easy matter; it must involve a full comparison of linguistic systems - phonology, grammar and lexicon. The materials on Tasmanian dialects range from poor to almost non-existent; we have two or three hundred words from some of the south-eastern groups but only a dozen or so words from some groups in the western regions. There is almost no grammatical information - at best two pronominal forms.

A preliminary judgement concerning dialect relationship can be made on the basis of vocabulary comparison (lexicostatistics) but this should always be followed up by a full comparison of the complete lexicons and grammatical systems. Work on mainland Australian languages has suggested that lexical replacement (often, following the tabooing of the names of deceased persons, and of lexical items similar to them in form) can apply in all sections of the vocabulary. The sources indicate that tabooing was a major factor in Tasmania (see Milligan 1857:34-5, Bonwick 1870:145), and the lexical pattern found on the mainland may apply here also.

It can be shown that if two, rather different, languages come into contiguity they will borrow back and forth (partly, to replace lexemes that have been tabooed) until the common
vocabulary makes up about 50% (in practice, say, 40-60%) of each language's total vocabulary. If one tribe splits into two new tribes, each will taboo and replace words independently of the other, and the percentage of common vocabulary will steadily drop, until it reaches the 40-60% equilibrium level.

It is possible to draw tentative inferences concerning genetic relationship from vocabulary comparison; as we have already stressed, these should always be verified by a full comparison of the complete language systems. If two groups have about 70% common vocabulary or more, it is likely that they are dialects of a single language (and we would expect their grammars to be very similar). If they score between 60% and 70% then they are probably two distinct languages which are closely genetically related (and we would again expect there to be more grammatical than lexical similarities). If they score less than 40% then they are probably not closely related, but have come into contact relatively recently (and there would normally be fewer grammatical than there are lexical similarities). If the lexical score between two contiguous languages is between about 40% and about 60% - that is, somewhere around the 'equilibrium level' of 50% - it is not possible to draw any conclusions about their genetic relationship from lexical score alone.

On the map we show 15 distinct regions to which Robinson and other early investigators assign vocabulary. Collectively, the regions from South-western round to Circular Head are designated 'Western'; Piper River, Ben Lomond and Cape Portland are 'North-eastern'; and Big River, Oyster Bay and Little Swanport constitute 'East central'. It is clear that each locality represents a distinct dialect (or, in some cases, possibly a blend of several closely-related dialects).

We have compared each pair of vocabularies, considering forms for which the same English or French glosses are given. The number of pairs that can be obtained varies from 119 between Little Swanport and Big River, to just 9 between South-Western and Macquarie Harbour. The actual numbers of words compared, and the number that appear to be cognate, are shown in Table 1. The percentage figures are given in Table 2, in cases where the denominator is 15 or more.

The number of words which can be compared is so small that we would hesitate to hazard any conclusions if we were not dealing with so difficult and obscure a situation as that in Tasmania. The following inferences must all be regarded as speculative.

[i] Oyster Bay and Big River have 85% in common and are very likely to be dialects of a single language.

[ii] There is very little information for Little Swanport but what there is would be compatible with it being a further dialect of the Oyster Bay/Big River language.

[iii] South-eastern appears to be a language distinct from Oyster Bay/Big River; the scores are about the equilibrium range, making it impossible to draw any inferences on genetic connection between these two languages.
### TABLE 1 - Lexical comparison (actual figures)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>South-Western</th>
<th>North-Western</th>
<th>Robbins Island</th>
<th>Circular Head</th>
<th>Northern</th>
<th>Port Sorell</th>
<th>North Midlands</th>
<th>Piper River</th>
<th>Cape Portland</th>
<th>Ben Lomond</th>
<th>Oyster Bay</th>
<th>Little Swanport</th>
<th>Big River</th>
<th>South-Eastern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14/25</td>
<td>5/12</td>
<td>13/31</td>
<td>8/19</td>
<td>1/26</td>
<td>2/27</td>
<td>0/19</td>
<td>0/14</td>
<td>1/27</td>
<td>23/36</td>
<td>0/8</td>
<td>3/28</td>
<td>9/25</td>
<td>1/29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/9</td>
<td>Macquarie Harbour</td>
<td>5/11</td>
<td>6/14</td>
<td>2/9</td>
<td>1/11</td>
<td>0/11</td>
<td>1/14</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>1/18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0/8</td>
<td>9/8</td>
<td>2/28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14/25</td>
<td>5/12</td>
<td>13/31</td>
<td>8/19</td>
<td>1/26</td>
<td>2/27</td>
<td>0/19</td>
<td>0/14</td>
<td>1/27</td>
<td>23/36</td>
<td>0/8</td>
<td>3/28</td>
<td>9/8</td>
<td>2/28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[iiv] Piper River, Cape Portland and Ben Lomond form an interrelated group. The first two - and just possibly all three - could be dialects of a single language. If Ben Lomond was a separate language - as these figures tend to suggest - it was very likely to be closely genetically related to Piper River/Cape Portland.

[v] North Midlands must be a distinct language. Although it scores 54% with Cape Portland, the figure is only 19% with Piper River, making a close genetic connection with the Piper River/Cape Portland/Ben Lomond group rather unlikely.

[vi] Port Sorell is a further language, its low scores with all other vocabularies making it unlikely that there is any close genetic connection between Port Sorell and any other language.
### TABLE 2 - Lexical comparison (percentage figures)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>South-Western</th>
<th>Macquarie Harbour</th>
<th>North-Western</th>
<th>Robbins Island</th>
<th>Circular Head</th>
<th>Northern</th>
<th>Port Sorell</th>
<th>North Midlands</th>
<th>Ben Lomond</th>
<th>Oyster Bay</th>
<th>Little Swanport</th>
<th>Big River</th>
<th>South-Eastern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[vii] Northern is probably a language on its own, although the figure of 50% with Piper River (with which it is not contiguous) does not discount it being a dialect of the same language.

[viii] North-western and Robbins Island are probably dialects of a single language.

[ix] Circular Head scores only just over 50% with North-western and Robbins Island, but the data available is so scanty that this is not incompatible with it being a dialect of the same language.

[x] The data available for South-western and for Macquarie Harbour are so slight that it is bordering on the farcical to draw any inferences from them. There is certainly no strong evidence that they should be grouped with other vocabularies. Note that 50 items can be compared with South-eastern but these yield a score of only 18%, a very low figure for contiguous languages.

The conclusion we draw from this is that there must have been at least the following six languages:

(a) Oyster Bay, Big River, Little Swanport
(b) South-eastern
(c) Piper River, Cape Portland, Ben Lomond, Northern
(d) North Midlands
(e) Port Sorell
(f) North-western, Robbins' Island, Circular Head

There are in addition South-western and Macquarie Harbour which may well comprise two further languages.
So there were probably at least eight distinct languages in Tasmania. There may have been considerably more. Only the Big River and Oyster Bay lists unequivocally demand to be treated as dialects of a single language. It is possible - although perhaps not likely - that there could have been as many as twelve (or even fourteen?) languages.

The only grammatical data available is forms for 'I' and 'you' in a few dialects (and some putative suffixes, of whose meanings we cannot be sure). These support the tentative conclusions we have drawn from lexical comparison. 'I' and 'you' have quite different forms in Port Sorell, in Ben Lomond (in the single source available for each) and in the mid-eastern region. Oyster Bay and Big River have identical or closely similar forms. Some of the forms in South-eastern are close to those in Big River/Oyster Bay.

The data we have used are so slight that the conclusions we have drawn are very tentative. The real answer to the question 'how many languages were there spoken in Tasmania' is 'we don't know'; to say 'probably somewhere between eight and twelve' is to hazard an only slightly informed guess.

It will be seen that there are no grounds at all for saying that the languages of Tasmania make up a single genetic family. We can do little more than say that - whatever the dialect/language division - each of the groups listed in (a) were probably genetically related, in a linguistic sense, and that the same applies to (c) and to (f). It is possible, perhaps even likely, that (a) and (b) were related, as were (c) and (d). It is certainly possible that South-Western and Macquarie Harbour were related to the North-Western Group, and that both (e) and (c-d) were related to (a-b), giving just two genetic groups, one comprising (a-e) and the other the western and north-western languages. The evidence available is compatible with there being two distinct language families in Tasmania, or with there being four (or even as many as eight) distinct families. And the data available are so slight that we can scarcely exclude any possibility - such as the languages making up a single family, although there is certainly no evidence in favour of this.

2. PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY

2.1 INTERPRETATION OF WRITTEN RECORDS

Determining the phonetic form of words in the Tasmanian languages from the written records available is a far from easy task. There is only a little descriptive information of what the languages sounded like; it is usefully collected together by Plomley 1976:27-31. Most of the comments are of limited value. Robinson, for example, said only 'the eastern native is the most indistinct or guttural of any natives I have visited'; and 'some said one thing, some another, but as the natives find it difficult to pronounce
the "s", the whole appeared to say instead of "good health" "go to hell". If he had been more perceptive Robinson might have inferred from this that there was no voicing contrast, so that $d$ and $t$ were interchangeable, that since all words ended in a vowel, 'good' would be pronounced like 'go to'. (And pace Robinson's comment, there is no $s$ in 'Good health'; the Tasmanian languages appear to have had a lamino-interdental stop, which may have had a pronunciation rather like English $th$; the difficulty here concerned the sequence of $l$ followed by $th$ at the end of a word.)

The only informative comments on Tasmanian pronunciation are those of G.W.Walker and especially of Joseph Milligan on the vowels (see 2.3) and also the remarks of R.H.Davis (Plomley 1976:29): 'Their language is very soft and liquid, ending, I think without exception, in vowels... The dialects are numerous, and the language in different parts of the island appears to be wholly different... The aborigines from the westward, and those from the eastward did not at first understand each other, when brought to Flinders' Island... but they afterwards, in common with the whites, used a kind of lingua franca... The aborigines shew great facility in attaining the pronunciation even of English words, dissimilar as that language is to their own; they cannot, however, pronounce the hard letters, as $d$ and $s$; doctor, they pronounce togata, or tokata; sugar, tugana; tea, teana.'

It is possible, by comparing several different renditions of what appears to be a single word, to make a fair attempt at reconstituting its phonetic shape. Milligan gave fairly explicit information about the conventions he employed (see 2.2, 2.3) and seems to have followed these reasonably consistently. Compare four versions of 'emu' for the Bruny Island (South-eastern) dialect:

Robinson: gon.nan.ner, gonanner
Milligan: 'ngunannah
Roberts: nganana
It is likely that the form was $[\gamma\alpha\alpha\alpha]$.

Although Robinson gathered the most data, and probably had more contact with the Tasmanians than any other Europeans, it is plain that he cannot have had any real command of the language, but in all likelihood just strung together some Tasmanian words with a basic English grammar. His transcription is very poor - initial $[\gamma]$ may be represented as $g$ (as in the example just given) or $m$ or $h$ or may be omitted altogether; he seldom deviates from the letter combinations possible in spelling English words!

For many words the only forms we have are those by G.A.Robinson, or by his son Charles Robinson. Consider, for instance 'ear' in the Cape Portland and in the related Ben Lomond dialects:

Cape Portland (G.A.Robinson): nin.ne.woon.ner
       hen.ne.wun.ner
       un.ne.woo.ner
Ben Lomond (Charles Robinson): yher.na.win.ner
       yer.na.win.ner
Comparison of the three different beginnings for the Cape Portland word suggest that it may have commenced with [ŋ]; the most likely form for this word is [ŋiniwuna]. The Ben Lomond form may also have begun in [ŋ], and may also have been [ŋiniwuna] or else some form very similar to this.

This example should illustrate the difficulties and interdeterminacies surrounding the interpretation of Robinson's and others' early transcriptions; for some dialects the only or almost the only information we have is that recorded by Robinson.

The recordings made by Crowley in 1972 - slight and late as they are - provided an invaluable check on the reconstructions we had already attempted by comparison of early transcriptions. For 'head' there are three early versions similar to that given by Mrs. Heffernan, all by Robinson:

- muck.el.ten.ner (Piper River)
- mo.kel.te. (Piper River)
- muk.el.ten.ner (Northern, perhaps actually northeastern)

Westlake also recorded mookeltina 'head' and, from Mary Jane Miller, mookelteenaa 'chin'; thirty odd years later Meston recorded mookatina from Mrs. Miller. We inferred from these a phonetic form [mukVtina], corresponding well with the form Crowley tape-recorded, [mukeltina].

There is a single early transcription of a form for 'meat' similar to that given by Mrs. Heffernan. Robinson wrote down larm.ten.er for the Cape Portland dialect (Westlake also noted larnty and larnte and Meston lahmti). From the Robinson form we inferred [lamtina] whereas in fact Mrs. Heffernan said [laqeman]. There is no trace in the earlier versions of the dental sound [θ], and in this instance Robinson's final -er was actually [i] (for 'head' his final -er appears to have been [ŋ]).

There are about twenty early versions of 'foot' that show some similarity to Mrs. Heffernan's [laqena]; and Westlake recorded lang-ena from two informants. Fourteen of them (including all five by Robinson) have simply -g- or -gg- between the first two vowels, while five show -ng-; there may well have been dialectal differences. Although Westlake's hyphen in lang-ena suggests a form [laqena], the spellings langana from Jorgenson and McGeary, langerna from Backhouse, langännēh from Walker and lângōnär from Sterling would not allow us to decide between [ŋ] and [ng].

This comparison between the 1972 recordings and reconstructions attempted on the basis of the nineteenth century written records suggest that no more than half the reconstructions are likely to be at least tolerably correct. It suggests that it would not be worthwhile trying to reconstruct the phonetic form of every word, from the forms collated by Plomley. In view of this we do not include a list of words in Tasmanian languages at the end of this paper, but instead refer the reader to the original sources, drawn together in Plomley's compendium.

We can, however, attempt some generalisations concerning the phonetics and phonology of the Tasmanian languages.
2.1 Interpretation of written records

We may not be able to reconstruct initial \([\eta]\) in every word in which it occurred, but we can be quite certain that words did commence with \([\eta]\) in Tasmania. Similarly, comparison of spellings indicates that voicing was not phonologically contrastive in any part of the island. In the next sections we outline what is known and can be inferred about the phonetics of Tasmanian languages, and make tentative deductions concerning their phonology.

Although it seems incontrovertible that there were a number of distinct languages in Tasmania (perhaps belonging to a number of distinct language families) there were many areal similarities, as would be expected of languages confined to a small island for any period of time. In particular, they seem to have been very similar at the phonetic and phonological levels.

Discussion of phonetics and phonology, in the remainder of this chapter, is based mainly on the mid-eastern and south-eastern languages, for which the greatest information is available. It seems likely that most of our remarks will also apply to languages in other parts of Tasmania.

2.2 CONSONANTS

The full set of consonantal sounds in the Tasmanian languages appears to have been:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonant Type</th>
<th>Apico-alveolar</th>
<th>Lamino-dental</th>
<th>Lamino-palatal</th>
<th>Dorso-velar</th>
<th>Bi-labial</th>
<th>Labio-dental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voiced stop</td>
<td>([d])</td>
<td>([g])</td>
<td>([g])</td>
<td>([g])</td>
<td>([b])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless stop</td>
<td>([t])</td>
<td>([t])</td>
<td>([\delta])</td>
<td>([k])</td>
<td>([p])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced fricative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>([\gamma])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>([\nu])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless fricative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>([\chi])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>([n])</td>
<td>([\eta])</td>
<td>([\eta])</td>
<td>([\eta])</td>
<td>([m])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>([l])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flap</td>
<td>([r])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuant</td>
<td>([\j])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-vowel</td>
<td>([\gamma])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>([w])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Milligan recognised the velar fricatives, transcribing them by 'ch' and 'gh'; he explained that 'ch and gh are pronounced as in the German word hochachten and in the Irish word lough'. Note that there is no trace of sibilants in Tasmanian languages. Plomley does quote the form riz lia 'mains' from a published vocabulary of the D'Entrecasteaux expedition but this was a typographical error in the original publication; the manuscript version (see 1.3) has ria lia. Similar explanations are probably appropriate for other odd occurrences of z and s in the corpus.

A number of attempts have been made to work out the underlying phonological system, the most extreme being that of Ritz (1910) who suggested that there were just four basic consonants: a labial, a dental, a velar and a liquid (cover-
ing nasals, lateral and rhotics); Ritz correlated this phonological simplicity with the childishness of the minds of the Tasmanians.

We shall discuss a number of phonetic parameters, and decide for each whether it is likely to have been phonologically significant.

[a] Voicing. Schmidt suggested that voicing was not contrastive in Tasmania (as it is not in almost all languages of mainland Australia). There seems no doubt that this is a correct observation, and that it applies to every Tasmanian language. A given word would be transcribed in one instance using a voiced and in another with a voiceless symbol, e.g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source spellings</th>
<th>Reconstructed forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robinson: ko.ger</td>
<td>/guga/ 'blood' [South-east]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milligan: koka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson: muth.er</td>
<td>/maga/ 'testicles' [South-east]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milligan: matta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D'Entrecasteaux: mada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson: too.deen.ner</td>
<td>/dudiyina/ 'emu' [East]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>too.te.yen.er</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson: no.pine.ner</td>
<td>/nubay(\alpha)/ 'dream' [West coast]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>no.bine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milligan: toggana</td>
<td>/tugana/ 'heel' [Oyster Bay]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>tokana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaimard: kible</td>
<td>/gibli/ 'to eat' [North-western]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backhouse: gibbleh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jorgenson: giblee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Schmidt makes what appear to be accurate observations: that stops are almost always voiceless at the beginning of a word; and that a stop between the first and second vowels of a word is likely to be voiced if the word begins with a cluster of stop plus \( r \), or with one of \( r, l, m, n \) or \( w \).

Either voiced or voiceless symbols could be used for stops in Tasmanian languages; we have chosen to use /b/, /d/, /g/ etc since this is the majority convention for the transcription of languages on the mainland.

[b] Fricatives. The letter \( v \) occurs infrequently in the transcription of Tasmanian words. In every case it appears to be an alternant of \( w \), suggesting that the articulation of /\( w \)/ could occasionally involve slight friction, e.g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source spellings</th>
<th>Reconstructed forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robinson: vee.ner</td>
<td>/wira/ 'moon' [North-west]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>wee.nar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milligan: weenah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGearry: vena</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaimard: livore</td>
<td>/li(W)ra/ 'night' [North-east]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lhostky: levira</td>
<td>NOTE: the quality of the second vowel cannot be determined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jorgenson: leware</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson: lee.wur.rer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
source spellings | reconstructed forms
---|---
Robinson: vaw.ty | /wadj/ 'ice', icicle' [South-east]
Sterling: wor.thy

The velar fricatives mentioned by Milligan appear to have been rather uncommon, and were probably further allophones of /g/, occurring mainly before /r/ (and probably also before /l/ or /w/) e.g.

source spellings | reconstructed forms
---|---
Milligan: tughrah | /dugra(na)/ 'to eat' [South-east]
" | tuggranah
Milligan: pugherittah | /bigrida/ 'swan' [South-east]
Robinson: pick.rer.dar
" | pick.er.rer.dar
Sterling: pick.ër.rër.dâr

[c] Laminal stops. All mainland Australian languages have sounds which involve the blade of the tongue. In some languages there is a phonological contrast between lamino-(inter) dentals (d, n) and lamino-alveopalatals (d, n); in others there is a single laminal stop and nasal, but each may have lamino-dental and lamino-alveopalatal allophones.

The evidence for a lamino-alveopalatal stop occurring in Tasmanian lies in the frequency of spellings such as ty and tch, and the unmistakeable occurrence of [t] in Mrs. Heffernan’s song. Tindale mentions an interdental stop, and the interdental fricative is attested by th spellings and Mrs. Mundy’s [læmən] ‘meat’. It is highly likely that [d], [t] and [g] were members of a single phoneme – that is, the lamino-dental stop could sometimes involve some friction, as it does in many Australian languages.

It remains to enquire whether Tasmanian had a contrast between two laminal stops. This question is, in fact, impossible to answer from the data available. In mainland languages that have a single laminal stop phoneme, the lamino-palatal allophone often occurs after, or else anywhere next to, /i/ and the lamino-dental allophone elsewhere. Many of the occurrences of the lamino-palatal stop in Tasmanian languages are next to /i/, but there do seem to be some occurrences of the interdental stop in the same environment, e.g.

reconstructed forms | deduced from spellings
---|---
/migina/ 'bush' | mēethēnâr (Sterling)
/drugina/ 'hang' [N-W] | droe.thin.ner (Robinson)
/bagila/ 'opossum' [S-E] | par.thel.ler (Robinson), pawtella (Milligan) etc.
/wajiga/ 'to hold' [N-W] | warth.hick.ar (Robinson)

compare with:

/maligi/ 'white' [Oyster Bay] | malleetyē (Milligan), mal лит. yer (Robinson)
/jaygi(na)/ 'white man, devil' [Mid-E, S-E] | rüt.yer, rite.cher, raège, (Robinson) râgî, ragina (Scott)
If the Tasmanian languages had a single lateral stop, it is possible that there might have been a certain amount of free variation between the dental and palatal allophones.

We can conclude that Tasmanian certainly had at least one laminal stop, and that there were both lamino-dental and lamino-palatal sounds, at the phonetic level. The question of whether there was a laminal contrast at the phonological level cannot be given a sure answer from the data available.

[d] **Apical series.** Australian languages have either one or two contrastive stop-nasal series which involve sounds made with the tip of the tongue. If there are two series one involves apico-alveolar and the other apico-postalveolar or retroflex articulation; if there is a single phonological series, there may be alveolar and post-alveolar allophones.

There is no evidence in the Tasmanian materials for any retroflex sounds, let alone retroflex phonemes. The evidence does seem fairly clear that all the Tasmanian languages had apico-alveolar stop /d/, nasal /n/ and lateral /l/.

[e] **Nasals.** It is a characteristic of Australian languages that there is a nasal corresponding to each stop. The Tasmanian corpus provides clear evidence for four nasals, /n/, /ŋ/, /ŋ/ and /m/. The contrast between /ŋ/ and /ŋ/ can be exemplified:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reconstructed form</th>
<th>Deduced from spellings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/lɪna/ 'place' [Oyster Bay]</td>
<td>lenna (Milligan), lunna (Bedford)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wɪŋa/ 'periwinkle' [Oyster Bay]</td>
<td>winnya (Milligan)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no real evidence for a lamino-dental nasal [ŋ]. But this is a sound which is difficult to distinguish from [ŋ], for someone who does not have the contrast in his native language, and we could scarcely expect the sources for Tasmanian to show it.

[f] **Laterals.** The orthographic sequence ły occurs a few times in Milligan's and also in Robinson's vocabularies, but there is insufficient evidence to support a lamino-palatal lateral, in addition to the well-attested apico-alveolar lateral /l/.

[g] **Rhotics.** There is some evidence that Tasmanian, like almost all languages from the Australian mainland, contrasted a flap or trill /r/ with a frictionless continuant /ɾ/.

Where there is alternation in the sources between r and l, or between r and w, we infer a continuant /ɾ/ e.g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source spellings</th>
<th>Reconstructed forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scott: roogara</td>
<td>/jʊgarana/ 'ear' [Oyster Bay]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur: lugarana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jorgenson: wadebeweanna</td>
<td>/wadibwana/ 'ashamed' [East]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGeary: vadaburena</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In *The Van Diemen's Land Almanack* for 1831 (pages 141-2)
Henry Melville commented: 'What their language is, is not much known, but they have been noticed to sound the letter R, with a rough deep emphasis, particularly when excited by anger or otherwise, and that upon these occasions also, they use the word werr, werr very vehemently'. We infer that the alternation of dr with r in the sources indicates a flapped or trilled rhotic, e.g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>source spellings</th>
<th>reconstructed form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G.A.Robinson: ree.wool.lar, dray.wool.ler</td>
<td>/riwula/ 'elbow' [North-east]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chas. Robinson: dray.will.ar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling: drän.gër</td>
<td>/ranga/ or /ranga/ 'knee' [South-east]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown: ranga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D'Entrecasteaux: ranga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[h] Semi-vowels. Evidence from all sources strongly suggests that Tasmanian languages had two semi-vowels, /w/ and /y/.

We have inferred (as tentatively as one must, when dealing with any point concerning the Tasmanian languages) that the consonant system may have been:

/d/  /g/  /z/  /b/  
/ŋ/  /ŋ/  /n/  /m/  
/ɾ/  /j/  
/y/  /w/

There may also have been a second laminal stop, lamino-dental /ɡ/. There is no evidence for any phonological differences between the various languages (although of course there may well have been at least minor differences).

This consonantal pattern is a common one on the Australian mainland. Indeed, recent comparative work suggests that proto-Australian may have had exactly this system (with the possible addition of a laminal lateral /ʌ/) - see Dixon 1980a:150-9.

2.3 VOWELS

Deciding on what the vowel system or systems of the Tasmanian languages may have been is a far more difficult matter. Of the early recorders, G.W.Walker gave short notes on how his orthography for Tasmanian related to English sounds (Plomley 1976:29), Joseph Milligan (1857) provided a detailed and useful account of his spelling conventions:

'We the orthography of the aboriginal vocabulary agrees as nearly as possible with the ordinary phonetic expression of the English alphabet, with the following qualifications - the vowel a when it stands alone, is to be pronounced as in cat, rap, etc, but aa is sounded nearly as oo in the word lawm; e is pronounced as in the English word the, and ee as in thee, me, see, etc, but e is to be pronounced like a in potatoe and in day; i is to be pronounced as in sigh, fie, etc.; o is to be sounded as in so, go, flow, and oo
as in *soon, moon,* etc; *u* is never to be sounded as in the English word *flute*, its usual sound being that in the French words, *une, usage,* *usurier, fumer,* etc, but when followed by a double consonant, or by two consonants, it is to be sounded as in the English words *musk, lump, bump,* etc; *y* is to be sounded as in the English words *holy, glibly, yonder, yellow,* etc; *i* before another vowel has a full sound as in the English words *shine, riot,* *ei* coming together are to be pronounced as in *Leipsic; ou* as in *noun; oi* as in *toil,* etc.'

We can infer from this that there must have been at least the following vowel sounds, at the phonetic level:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front Unrounded</th>
<th>Front Rounded</th>
<th>Mid</th>
<th>Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>[ü]</td>
<td>[u]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>[e]</td>
<td>[ə]</td>
<td>[o]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[ə]</td>
<td>[a]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We could not distinguish the three low vowels [a], [a] and [a] from any source but Milligan; and only the records of the French maritime explorers support Milligan's observation concerning [ü]. All the other phonetic distinctions do, however, appear to be reflected in the transcriptions of other writers.

Detailed comparison of spelling variations indicates that there was:

- Alternation between [a], [a], [a], [e] and [o];
- Alternation between [u], [ü] and [o];
- Alternation between [i] and [e].

This suggests a system of just three vowels, at the phonological level, /a/, /u/ and /i/. It is worth remarking that the most common vowel system on the Australian mainland involves just these three vowels.

Examples of these alternations include:

- **[a]/[e]** Jorgenson: magog; McGeary: megog 'rock'
  Milligan: nubré; Brown: nubranra 'eye'

- **[a]/[o]** Jorgenson: bacala; Bedford: po.co.la 'cattle'
  Milligan: yawarrenah, yowarrenah 'mutton fish'

Note that /a/ appears as [o] most frequently next to labial or dorsal consonants, and as [e] most frequently next to laminal or apical consonants.

- **[u]/[o]** Arthur: moona; Robinson: moo ner; Walker: mōnēh
  Jorgenson: youla; Milligan: yolla 'mutton bird'

- **[i]/[e]** Robinson: lee. pea.ner, le.pe.ner 'eye'
  Robinson: leen. her, leenera, leng. in. ner;
  Milligan: liengana 'buttock'

The open vowels [æ] and [a] are identified only in Milligan's vocabulary; they are pretty certainly allophones of /a/. It is likely that [ü] is an allophone of /u/, when it occurs next to a laminal stop, nasal or semi-vowel.

There is evidence for a central vowel, [æ], in unstressed syllables. Comparison of spellings suggests that perhaps any of the three vowels might be reduced to [æ] in certain
positions in a word (in some languages), e.g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>reconstructed form</th>
<th>source spellings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/i/ = [ə]</td>
<td>/ugrabani/ 'boat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McGeary: lukrapani;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Backhouse: leucropene;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sterling: loo.crop.per.ner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/u/ = [ə]</td>
<td>/bV1uwida/ 'neck'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Milligan: pilowettah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robinson: pale.wet.ter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a/ = [ə]</td>
<td>/tuga(na)/ 'heel'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Milligan: tokana;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robinson: touger</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is hard to tell whether vowel length was distinctive in Tasmanian. One recorder may have used a spelling which implied that there was a longish vowel in a certain word, but in most such cases there will be another spelling which suggests a short vowel e.g. Robinson's ware.ter 'limpet' suggests (in terms of the English spelling conventions Robinson used) [wa:ta] while Milligan's transcription of the same word for the same locality (Oyster Bay) is wattah, suggesting just [wata]. These and other examples point to the length of vowel being a phonetic phenomenon, often varying in each pronunciation of a word. On balance, it is unlikely that vowel length was phonologically significant.

Our conclusion that the Tasmanian languages may have just had three short vowels is put forward with great caution; it is perhaps most satisfactory to say that we cannot presently find evidence for more than three contrastive vowels. But there may have been more; and there may, of course, have been slightly different vowel systems in languages from different parts of the island.

### 2.4 STRESS

The position of stress within a word is perhaps the most elusive aspect of Tasmanian phonology. We have the following source material:

[a] Walker marks each vowel with either - or v; these marks apparently indicate accent rather than quantity (see the comment in Roth 1899, p.1 of Appendix).

[b] Norman uses the same marks, probably in the same way.

[c] Milligan says 'when a double consonant or two consonants stand together, the first carries the accent, as in the English words cunningly, peppery, cobbler, pipkin.' This somewhat elusive statement perhaps means that the vowel preceding a sequence of two consonants (in Milligan's orthography) bears stress.

[d] Tindale's transcriptions.

[e] The Fanny Cochrane Smith recordings.

[f] The 1972 Crowley recordings of Mrs. Heffernan and Mrs. Mundy.

From these sources it appears that a disyllabic word is always stressed on the first syllable, whereas a trisyllabic word can be stressed on either first or second syllable. Our only general conclusion concerning stress in Tasmanian is thus: any syllable except the last can bear stress.
2.5 PHONOTACTICS

Almost every word in the Tasmanian corpus consists of at least two syllables; the few monosyllables all appear to have polysyllabic variants e.g. ler-ler.lare 'foot' [Port Sorell]. There is no evidence for any word beginning with a vowel; vowel-initial spellings often derive from a form with initial /ŋ/ (which is evident from other spellings of the same item) or else may relate to initial /w/ or /y/.

About ninety percent of words appear to end in a vowel; sometimes it may be a quite short, central vowel which is scarcely audible in some pronunciations of the word, e.g. Robinson now.hum.mer; Milligan noamma, nowam 'thunder' [North-West]. Words that end in a consonant come almost exclusively from the dialects of the west coast; (some of) these may, indeed, have an underlying final vowel, which is sometimes not articulated very strongly (as in the example just quoted).

There are some medial consonant clusters, although these are by no means common. The structure of most words in the corpus is thus:

CV(C)CV((C)CV)^n

The only exception to this formula – apart from the possibility of consonant-final words in the west – is that perhaps 3% of words appear to commence with a consonant cluster; the set of initial clusters appears to be /b/ or /g/ followed by a lateral or rhotic, or /d/ followed by a rhotic.

It is likely that all consonants could occur in initial position; we have record of very few initial laminals, but this may be an indication of the difficulty early observers had of transcribing these, and distinguishing them from /d/ and /n/. Because of the difficulty of making sure reconstructions we hesitate to attempt statistics about the proportion of words that commence with each consonant; we can, however, comment on some points of interest.

On a sample of about 800 reconstructions no less than 17% of words begin with /i/; this is exceeded only by /b/, with 19%, and is just ahead of /m/, 15% and /g/, 13%, /d/, 13%. According to our interpretation of rhotics, about 6% of words begin with /r/ and perhaps a further 1% with /w/.

Intervocalic consonant clusters can be reconstructed for only about 12% of the corpus. Those sequences that are reasonably well-attested are [i] nasal followed by (homorganic or non-homorganic) stop; [ii] lateral or rhotic followed by stop; and, the commonest sequence of all, [iii] stop followed by lateral or rhotic.

2.6 SUMMARY

We have interpreted the written material on the Tasmanian languages from the point of view of the recurrent phonological patterns on the Australian mainland. Phonetically, and also phonologically, the Tasmanian languages appear to present a familiar Australian pattern. The consonant and
vowel systems we have suggested do in fact accord very closely with the systems that have been reconstructed for proto-Australian.

Tasmanian languages are also similar to most mainland languages in demanding that each word consist of at least two syllables, and commence with a consonant. The most striking differences are, firstly, the fact that very few syllables end with a consonant – it is rare to encounter a word-final consonant, and intervocalic clusters occur in only a small minority of words. The second significant difference from Australian languages concerns the high frequency of the lateral and rhotic(s) in syllable-initial position. Most Australian languages do not have laterals or rhotics in word-initial position; if they can occur in this slot only a very small number of words will begin with a segment of this type. And on the mainland a lateral or rhotic may be the first, but scarcely ever the second, member of an intervocalic cluster. In Tasmanian the rhotics and specially the lateral occur at the beginnings of many words, and can occur as the second element in an intervocalic cluster. The occurrence of a few initial clusters in Tasmanian is another, more minor, point of difference; initial clusters are rare in Australian languages but where they do occur (around Lake Alexandrina, and in Gippsland, for instance) they generally involve a stop plus lateral or rhotic, as in Tasmanian.

We were able, on lexical grounds, to conclude that there were probably at least eight separate languages in Tasmania. With the exception of consonant-final words occurring mostly in the west, we are able to say nothing about phonetic or phonological differences. It does seem that Tasmania was characterised by a fairly uniform phonetics/phonology, as an areal feature. But there must have been some differences between the individual languages; unfortunately, the poverty of the source materials does not allow us to discern these.

3. Grammar

3.1 Noun and Verb Suffixes.

The Tasmanian languages appear to have had a variety of suffixes; there is no strong evidence for any prefixes. A word will sometimes be quoted with a final syllable such as -na, -ga and sometimes without it, in vocabulary elicitation. There is little sentence material; the sermons by Robinson and Bible translations by Wilkinson were probably in a sort of pidgin, with Tasmanian words being strung together according to English word order. Probably the only spontaneous sentences are the few recorded by Jorgenson and Milligan (and just a handful in Robinson's diary).

Of the early investigators, Milligan wrote that 'the affixes, which signify nothing, are la, lah, le, leh, leah, na, ne, nah, ba, be, beah, bo, ma, me, meah, pa, poo, ra, re, ta, te, ak, ek, ik, etc'. Robinson added -na onto English words ending in a consonant when trying to speak Tasmanian, apparently following a common pattern for loan
words; he explained: 'they seem to have had no idea of the existence of a creative, presiding power, implied by the word God, nor any term corresponding with such a sentiment in their vocabulary. The English word has therefore been adopted by the translator, with the native termination superadded, making Gödnēh. The same with respect to several others. Several of these anglicised terms are now in such common use among the natives, that they may be considered as incorporated with the language: the word grässneh, for grass, is more frequently used among those at the settlement, than the original term given above...' (Plomley 1976:41). No other contemporary recorder commented on affixes in Tasmanian languages, their meaning or function.

Some suggestions about morphology were made by Roth, Schmidt and others, scarcely any of them convincing; none of these scholars had access to the substantial material collected by Robinson (which roughly doubles the Tasmanian corpus). We attempted to reassess the morphology by examining the occurrence of putative suffixes and examining possible hypotheses concerning their meaning or function.

Our procedure was to compare variant transcriptions of a single word. Where one appeared to have a final syllable that the other lacked, this syllable was marked as a possible suffix; /na/ as a possible suffix is demonstrated by the forms quoted for 'dream', 'eat', 'white man' and 'ear' in 2.2, and 'heel' in 2.3. Using this procedure we were able to isolate 23 suffixes on nouns and 19 on verbs - 16 of them coincide in form. All, except for a putative -way, are of the shape CV. Some of these possible affixes are attested in only two or three words, and it would be impossible to attempt any generalisations concerning them.

We then restricted ourselves to a study of the five most frequent affixes, each of which occurs with both nouns and verbs: /-na/, /-ya/, /-ga/, /-ra/, /-li/. Two hypotheses suggested themselves, and attempts were made to verify them:

[i] We get the following combinations of these affixes:

/-ga/ + /-na/  /-ra/ + /-na/  /-li/ + /-ya/

This suggests that /-ya/ may be in complementary distribution with /-na/; that is, /-ya/ and /-na/ may be allomorphs of a single morpheme. An exhaustive check of the data reveals that /-ya/ only occurs after roots (or the affix /-li/) ending in /-i/. However, there are many examples of /-na/ occurring after /-i/, as well as after /-a/ or /-u/. The data thus does not provide support for our hypothesis.

(It is of course possible that the very frequent -na really covers two distinct suffixes - say /-na/, occurring after all vowels; and /-na/, occurring only after /a/ and /u/ and being in complementary distribution with /-ya/. The poor quality of Tasmanian material makes it impossible to prove or disprove this or similar hypotheses.)

/-na/ does not appear to mark any syntactic function - in the limited and unreliable sentence material available it occurs attached to nouns in intransitive subject, transitive subject and transitive object functions.

[ii] /-ga/, /-ra/ and /-li/ appear, from their tactic possibilities, to constitute a 'system' of affixes. The fact
that they can be suffixes to both nouns and verbs suggests
that they may in fact carry a pronominal meaning - with a
noun they could indicate 'possession' and attached to a
verb they might refer to the subject or object of that verb.
However, a careful check of the words with which these
affixes occur does not lend credence to this hypothesis -
they occur with body part and kinship nouns (which might
reasonably be expected to bear a possessive suffix) but
also with words such as 'sun', 'worm', 'grass', 'bark',
'rain', 'moon', 'ice' with which a possessive suffix would
be implausible. There is, in fact, no more support for
attaching a possessive meaning to /-ga/, /-ra/ and /-li/ than
to /-na/ or other of the suffixes.

Our thorough investigation of the corpus did not suppor-
t any plausible hypothesis concerning the putative suff-
ixes in the Tasmanian languages.

Capell (1968) provides an exemplary critical account
of what is known - or not known - of Tasmanian morphology.
Roth (1899:184) had suggested that -na marks the singular
but there is really no supporting evidence (there is also
no evidence to the contrary). Schmidt decided that -na was
a type of definite article - similar comments apply. Roth
(1899:184) also repeated La Billardière's suggestion that
the disyllabic suffix -lia (probably /liya/) marked the
plural; it occurs with the words for 'ear', 'eye', 'breast',
'arm', 'tooth', 'testicle' and 'family' in his vocabulary,
lending a degree of plausibility to this suggestion. Re-
duplication may have been used to mark plurality in some
instances although there are only a handful of possible
e.g. nuba nuberai 'eyes' (unrepeated nuberé is
also attested), lori lori 'fingers' (there is no record of
unrepeated lori). Note also Gaimard's recording of
karde 'five' and karde karde 'ten'.

Most other comments on possible affixes in the litera-
ture seem very speculative. On the basis of Milligan's
sentences

Tallé lenutoo 'Tell him to go to the house'
Onnabea nangato 'Tell your Father of this'

Müller (1882, II.88) suggested that -to was the dative case
marking on nouns, parallel to dative -to on pronouns.

Although Müller, Schmidt and others have devoted a
great deal of attention to the forms of verbs, they have
- like us - been unable to draw any significant conclusions.

3.2 PRONOUNS

Two sets of pronouns are reasonably well attested:

'I' 'you'

South-eastern, Oyster /min(a)/ /nina(na)/
Bay and Big River

North-west and West /maŋ(a)/ /niŋ(a)/

For Port Sorell and Ben Lomond there is one form of each
pronoun, given by Robinson:
Further corroboration would be required before we could be sure that these were the forms of pronouns in these languages.

The only clue concerning a plural pronoun is the form warrándër 'we' in the Norman vocabulary. Again, there is no corroboration from other sources. A form /narra/ may have been a third person pronoun in some eastern languages; it is glossed 'they, he, her, them, that' by Jorgenson, 'him' by Charles Robinson, 'he, she, they' by Sterling (and 'you, thou' by Backhouse!). Similarly /nɪɡa/ is glossed 'this' by several sources. Some forms for 'what' and 'where' are gathered together by Plomley but most of them were originally glossed 'what's your name?' or 'what's the matter?' etc. We can tentatively reconstruct /dɪliɡa/ 'what' for Oyster Bay, but the other spellings show variation of both form and meaning (or are given by just one recorder).

There are one or two tantalising sentences recorded by Milligan which have been commented on by a number of scholars:

(1) Noia meahteaŋ meena neeto linah
   'I will not give you any water'
(2) Loona or Loina tyennabeah mito
   'Give me a stone'
(3) Tugganna lunameatah
   'I shall go to my house'

On the basis of these Müller suggested neeto is the dative of the second person and mito the dative of the first person pronoun (correlating with the two examples he found of dative -to on nouns - 3.1). This is a quite possible interpretation, although more corroboration would be needed before it could be accepted with certainty.

Sentence (1) can be tentatively phonemicised, and glossed:

(1) nuya miya-diyag mina nidu liyana
    not ? give I you water

The interesting point here concerns the first element of the verb word; this could be a prefix mi-, a reduced form of the first person pronoun. Similarly, the second word of sentence (3) could conceivably be segmented into root luna 'house', suffix -mi 'my' and dative -to. There are, however, other examples of a putative affix -mi- where the sentence has no reference to first person. The evidence is not conclusive (nothing is, in Tasmanian studies) but it is in fact rather likely that there were bound forms of pronouns, which could attach to the beginnings or ends of other words, perhaps having a possessive function with nouns and marking subject with verbs.
3.3 SYNTAX

Capell (1968) includes a thorough study of word order in the Tasmanian materials. Robinson's sermons and Wilkinson's Bible translations show a Subject-Verb-Object word order but this probably tells us little about Tasmanian grammar; they appear to be written in a type of pidgin and would probably have been translated from English word-by-word.

In fact, SVO is the commonest pattern in the sentences recorded by Milligan and Jorgenson (and those in Robinson's diary) but it is by no means the only pattern found. There are examples of the object preceding the verb, as in (2), and of the subject following it, as in (1) above.

An adjective appears to have followed its head noun. There are a fair number of examples, from several sources e.g. 'stomach' + 'full', 'water' + 'salty', 'earth' + 'white'. The only exception is Robinson who in his sermon maintains English word order in 'one God'.

4. POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIP WITH AUSTRALIAN LANGUAGES

At the end of the last century it was suggested that Tasmanians differed from mainland Australians in physical type, culture and also language. In recent years anthropologists have inclined more to the view that the Tasmanians were originally a group of Australian Aborigines, cut off when sea-level rose - flooding Bass Strait and cutting off Tasmania - about 12,000 years ago.

N.B. Tindale and J.B. Birdsell (1941) suggested that the peoples of the Cairns Rain Forest region, in North Queensland, were 'Tasmanoid' in physical type. There is, however, so little information on any aspect of the Tasmanians that this theory must be regarded as speculative; there is no real evidence of any particular similarity to the rain forest Aborigines.

The firmest conclusions we have been able to draw concern the phonological system of Tasmanian languages. In section 2 we suggested that the phoneme system and some aspects of the phonotactics were typologically of the predominant Australian variety; the main points of difference are that words in Tasmanian seldom end in a consonant (although there are some groups of Australian languages like this) and that $l$ and $r$ are very common at the beginning of a syllable in Tasmanian.

For proof of genetic relationship we do, of course, need not just typological similarity but systematic correspondences of grammar and lexicon. At the grammatical level, there is scarcely a whisper of similarity. Tasmanian pronouns /minə/, /mac(a)/ 'I' and /ninə/, /nit(a)/ 'you' are rather different from the recurrent Australian forms /na-/'I' and /nin-/'you'. Only the Ben Lomond form recorded by Robinson, i.tho might be thought to be a candidate for comparison. Words in Tasmanian languages do not begin with a vowel and the initial consonant of this form may have been /y/ or else perhaps /ŋ/; if the latter it could have been
/naygu/ which is a frequent form of the first person singular pronoun in Australian languages. But this - the best grammatical cognate we can put forward - does involve several leaps of the imagination.

Even the putative dative suffix -du differs from the recurrent Australian dative -gu. Australian languages do generally order an adjective after a noun - like Tasmanian - but almost all of them prefer to put the verb at the end of the sentence - unlike the majority pattern in the small corpus of Tasmanian sentences.

Lexical comparison yields equally meagre results. E.M. Curr (1887:III,596) quoted seven possible cognates between Tasmanian and Australian languages; for six of them he was also able to find what for him were plausible cognates from the languages of Africa! John Mathew (1889:361-2) expanded the list to 22 items. There are in fact a few Tasmanian forms that are very similar to recurrent lexemes in Australian languages, notably:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasmanian source spellings</th>
<th>Australian form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tullah, tullana, tullanee,</td>
<td>/gulan/ 'tongue'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tullane [West and North-West]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boula, boulla, bōw.lū, pooalin</td>
<td>/bula/ 'two'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bura, bourai [South-eastern]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But these, and a handful more, are no more than an acquisitive investigator could uncover through detailed comparison of any two languages.

We concluded, in 1.4, that there may well have been four or more distinct language families in Tasmania. There is absolutely no evidence that any of these had a genetic relation with the Australian language family. It must be remembered, though, that Tasmanian languages may have been isolated from contact with the mainland for 12,000 years. The facts available are perfectly compatible with a genetic connection having been evident at that time, but having become less and less recoverable over the intervening millennia. The similarity of phonological type would also be consistent with this. The best summary is, perhaps, to say that there is no evidence that some or all of the Tasmanian languages are not ultimately related to the Australian language family.

There is no hint of a relationship with languages from any other part of the world. (Greenberg, 1971, suggested a link between Tasmanian, Andamanese and the Papuan languages of New Guinea. He quoted eleven grammatical criteria - Tasmanian languages satisfy one of them; of the 84 lexical forms considered by Greenberg putative Tasmanian cognates are quoted for less than 25% - none of them is convincing. Greenberg's is one of the more outrageous of the many hypotheses that have been put forward concerning the Tasmanian languages.)

The material on Tasmanian is so poor that almost nothing can be inferred with any degree of confidence. Standards that are applied to work on other language families tend to be relaxed when scholars approach Tasmanian, so that speculation becomes the order of the day. Not wishing to be
4. Wider relationships

the exception to this general trend, we shall finish with
some speculations of our own.

Archaeologists believe that until 12,000 years ago
there were people living in the land area of what is now
Bass Strait but that there was probably no habitation over
most of Tasmania, where the weather and conditions would
have been much less favourable than they are today. Sea-
level rose when the ice melted, flooding Bass Strait and
forcing the people to move to higher ground; at the same
time, the temperature would have risen and living conditions
improved on Tasmania itself. It is reasonable to assume
that some of the people from Bass Strait moved south into
Tasmania as the sea-level gradually rose. On the map we
have shown (by a broken line) the 35 fathom level, which
would have been the coastline at a certain historical stage.
It is likely that two groups of people moved into Tasmania -
a group on the land around King Island could have moved into
the north-western region and down into the western corridor,
while another group from the land around Flinders Island
could have moved into the eastern part of the island.

If this had happened we would expect a severe linguis-
tic discontinuity where the two waves met, at the southern
tip of Tasmania. And this is what we find. The figure of
18% possibly cognate vocabulary between South-western and
South-eastern (see Tables 1 and 2 in 1.4) is low, lower in
fact for any other score between contiguous languages ex-
cept for those involving Port Sorell and North Midlands.

Turning now to the promised speculation. In Table 2
Northern has a higher score with Piper River, with which it
is not contiguous, than it does with any of its neighbours.
The statistical pattern in Table 2 would conform to the geo-
ographical pattern exactly if Northern speakers lived imme-
diately to the north of Piper River - its scores of 50% with
Piper River, 46% with Cape Portland, 33% with Ben Lomond,
and so on, would then be perfectly compatible with the
relative positions of these groups.

What if the Northern group did originally live immedia-
tely to the north of Piper River, just before sea-level
reached its present height. When they were forced to move
to higher ground they may have had to move to the south-west
in order to find country that was not already occupied.
This would perfectly explain the vocabulary scores.

Having put forward our hypothesis, we must hasten to
demolish it. Sea level rose to its present height many
millenia ago. Although we do not know the exact rate at
which vocabulary is borrowed between neighbouring languages
it must surely be at a fast enough rate for any relationship
of this sort to be obscured over a period of ten or more
thousand years. This idea is surely as wild and empty as
others that have been proposed over the century and more
since the Tasmanian languages ceased to be actively spoken.
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